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Abbreviations 

Abbreviations for the texts 

AgniP 
AH 
AS 
AV 
CA 
cikitsa. 
Garm;IaP 
comm.K. 
MBh 
nidana. 
PadmaP 
sarira. 
SB 
SG 
comm. S. 
SR 
Su 
siddhi. 
siitra. 
vimana. 
VisnudhP 
YS 
YS, pra., yati. 

yy 

AgnipuraQ.a 
A~~ar1gahrdaya 
A~~aiigasaiigraha 
Atharvaveda 
Carakasarµhita 
cikitsasthana/cikitsitasthana 
Garm;IapuraQ.a 
The Kalanidhi commentary on SR 
Mahabharata 
nidanasthana 
PadmapuraQ.a 
sarirasthana 
Satapathabrahmal).a 
Sivagita 
The Sudhakara commentary on SR 
Saligitaratnakara 
Susrutasarµhita 
siddhisthana 
siitrasthana 
vimanasthana 
Vi~l).udharmottarapuraQ.a 

Yajfiavalkyasmrti 
prayascitta-adhikaraQ.a yatidharma of the 
Yajfiavalkyasmrti 
Y ogayajfiavalkya 
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Abbreviations for the technical terms 

comm. commentary 
ed. edition 
f. feminine 
lit. literally 
m. masculine 
n. neuter 
opt. optative 
pl. plural 
pra., yati. Cf. YS, pra., yati. 
rep. reprint 
sg. singular 
Skt. Sanskrit 
tr. translation, or translated 
Up upani~ad 
v. verse 

Abbreviations for the manuscripts 

ka, kha, ga, gha, lia Manuscript readings given as footnote in the 
Anandasrama edition. These are also noted in 
the Adyar edition. 

A, B, C, D, E Readings of the manuscripts consulted by the 
editor of the Adyar edition himself. 

C.E. Presumably the edition by Kalivara Vedanta
vagI§a and Sarada Prasada Gho~a in Calcutta, 
1879. 
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Preliminary remark on citing sloka-s 

Most of the SR verses dealt with in this study belong to the section 
entitled "Pir:i<;lotpattiprakarar:ia", i.e. the second section of the first 
chapter of the SR (i.e., SR adhyaya 1, prakarar:ia 2). So the SR verses 
are very often referred to only with the verse number, omitting the 
number of the chapter (adhyaya) and that of section (prakara-tµl). 
E.g., SR adhyaya 1, prakarar:ia 2, sloka 3, is usually referred to 
simply as SR sl.3. 

In contrast, I give the full reference of the verses from other 
sections, i.e. SR adhyaya 2, prakarar:ia 3, sloka 4 is referred to as SR 
2,3,4. 
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Prologue 

§ 1. Sailgitaratnakara (SR) and Sanigadeva 

In Indian musicological literature, the Sangitaratnakara 1 (SR) of 
Sarilgadeva, a Sanskrit treatise in seven chapters on music and dance, 
is considered to be second only to Bharata's Natyasastra in impor
tance. This work comprehensively covers the whole early Indian 
musical theory and contains an abundance of instances of musical 
notation.2 With its many citations from earlier authorities, it offers 
much information on the early musicological history of India. This 
work had profound influence on many later treatises in Sanskrit, 
Persian and other South Asian languages.3 

Sarngadeva, the author of the SR, was the Auditor-General4 at 
the court of King Singhar:ia II (reigned AD 1210--1247) of the Yadava 
dynasty in the Deccan. This was the time shortly before the onset of 
Muslim hegemony in Northern India. Qutb ud-Din Aibak (Qutb al-

For general information on the SR, cf. the preface of the Adyar edition by S. 
Subrahmanya Sastri (noted under "Saii.gitaratnakara" in my bibliography); 
SHRINGY 1999 (vol. I), pp. vi-xxxiii; NUENHUIS 1977, pp.12-13. 

2 Chapter 7 deals with dance. 
3 WIDDESS 1995, p.161. However, WIDDESS' (ibid.) opinion that the SR has a 

profound influence on "musical practice down to the present day" is problem
atic. We should consider the fact that musical practice does not necessarily 
orientate itself on theoretical texts. I myself, as a practicing musician, have 
found that music practice develops almost independently from written manuals 
in theoretical works. RAU 1986 discusses discrepancies between theory and 
practice in the exact sciences in traditional India. He points to the discrepancies 
between works being in Sanskrit, whereas artisans, performers etc. more often 
than not belonged to strata not conversant with the language or its intricacies. 
On the other hand, he also reports cases in which illiterate artisans of the lowest 
castes brought about technical innovations. 

4 Auditor-General (srikarai:iadhipati). Cf. Anandasrama ed. (reprint in 1993), p.i. 
NUENHUIS 1977, p.12, translates the same term as "royal accountant". 
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Din Aybak) founded the Slave Dynasty (AD 1206-1290).5 The city 
of Devagiri, the capital of the Yadava dynasty, fell to Alauddin Khan 
inAD 1294. 

Since the city of Devagiri (near modem Aurangabad) lay in an 
area where the northern and southern styles of music met, 
Sanigadeva was surely well versed in both styles of music. Besides, 
he might also have been initiated into the music of Kashmir through 
his grandfather and father6; Sanigadeva's grandfather Bhaskara was 
originally a physician from Kashmir7 and later under the patronage of 
King Bhillama V (reigned AD 1185-1193) of the Yadava dynasty. 8 

The contents of the SR are as follows9: 

1. The Svaradhyaya ("chapter on musical tones") with seven 
sections (prakarm;a): it contains introduction, the author's gene
alogy, production of the human body (embryology, anatomy, 
Hathayogic anatomy), production of sound (nada), musical 
tones, octave, basic scales (grama), melodic types (jati), embel
lishments (alankara), manners of singing (gfti) etc. 10; 

2. The Ragavivekadhyaya "chapter on discernment of modes 
(raga)" containing two sections; 

3. The Prakin;iakadhyaya "chapter on miscellaneous topics": 
definition of musician-composers (vaggeyakara) and singers, 
quality of voice, various vocal techniques, interpretation of the 

5 FUNATSU 1991, p.83. 
6 FUNATSU ibid., p.83. This is FUNATSU's speculation, but it is intriguing. The 

contents of the SR itself represent a music theory of a pan-South-Asian 
character, including pieces of information from all over the Subcontinent. But I 
did not find any trace of folk music from Kashmir in the SR. 
However, about 300 years later, some Kashmiri musicians made efforts to 
integrate Indian music with "foreign" music, adopting foreign instruments like 
rabab, at the birth-ceremony of Mul).ammad (AD 1478), the son of King I:Iasan 
Siih, according to Srivara's Rajatara.Q.ginI (3,235ff). 

7 SR 1, 1,2ab: asti svastigrhaqi vaqisal). srimatkasmirasambhavaQ.. 
8 Cf. The Adyar ed. of the SR, xiii-xiv. Also see FUNATSU 1991, p.83. 
9 Cf. SR 1,1,31-49ab which is a table of contents. Also cf. SHRINGY 1999 

(Vol.I), xxiii-xxv, enumerating the contents. 
10 The system of khar.u;iameru (i.e., permutation-indicator) discussed in this 

chapter is an importation from mathematics into musicology. It is an exercise in 
determining the number of possibilities in combinations of notes. Cf. KATZ 
1983, p.72 (note 25). 
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raga in an unmeasured, free form (alapti) etc.; 
4. The Prabandhadhyaya "chapter on compositions"; 
5. The Taladhyaya "chapter on rhythms"; 
6. The Vadyadhyaya "chapter on instruments"; 
7. The Nartanadhyaya "chapter on dancing": it defines and illus

trates dramatics and treats the theory of aesthetic sentiments 
(rasa). 

Thus, the SR is an exhaustive inquiry into various aspects of music 
by giving examples and notes. It also deals with dancing and 
dramatics in the seventh chapter. 

§2. Two Commentaries: Kallinatha's Kalanidhi and 
Siqihabhiipala' s Sudhakara 

The preface of the Adyar edition (1943) of the SR informs us that 
there are several commentaries on the SR. Here, I have considered 
only two of them, the Kalanidhi (comm. K) by Kallinatha and the 
Sudhakara (comm. S) by Sirp.habhupala, as only these are readily 
accessible through the Adyar edition of the SR. I give some pieces of 
information on these two commentators in the following. 

Sirp.habhupala was a king of the Recerla dynasty in Andhra in the 
141

h century. His commentary is mostly brief, but sometimes provides 
valuable information. 11 

11 The Introduction of the Adyar edition of the SR contains very detailed 
information on Sirµhabhupiila, his works and biographical data (cf. Adyar ed., 
pp.xvii-xxiii). NUENHUIS 1977, p.15 seems to be based on it. However, 
KUPPUSWAMY 1984, p.37ff, makes a contradictory statement that Sirµha
bhupiila is mentioned in an inscription of Nepal as a Mithila ruler after 
Saktisirµha and Harisirµhadeva; besides his commentary on the SR, he is said to 
have written a short treatise on poetry, Rasiin,iavasudhiikara. KUPPUSWAMY 
also compares the original text of the SR and its commentary by Sirµhabhupiila, 
and clarifies the points of theoretical discrepancies between the original and the 
commentary. 
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A century later, Kallinatha wrote his commentary on the SR 
under the king Immadi Devaraya (reigned AD 1446-1465) in 
Vijayanagara. 12 NIJENHUIS 1977 (p.16) considers it the best 
commentary on the SR, stating that "it adds to its lucid explanation of 
the original work also some interesting observations regarding 
contemporary music, especially when commenting upon the raga-s 
of ch. [=chapter] 2 of the SR". Of course, this does not automatically 
mean that all the interpretations are correct, and we should some
times remain skeptical. The time gap between Sanigadeva and 
Kallinatha is about two hundred years. 

§3. Pil).c;lotpattiprakarai:ia of SR 

The SR deals not only with purely musical topics like octave, musical 
scales, melody and rhythm, notes etc., but also metaphysical 
discussions on music. Namely, the second section (prakarar:ia) of the 
first chapter (adhyaya), titled Pi9<;Iotpattiprakara9a: the "Section of 
the Origin of the Human Body", discusses Brahman, the self (atman), 
the individual self (jfvatman), reincarnation, embryology, physiology, 
phrenology, anatomy, Hathayogic anatomy of cakra and na<J,f, medi
tation etc. 13 In this section, the attempt is made to authorise and 
sanctify musical practice as religious exercise, through relating music 

12 The Introduction of the Adyar edition of the SR contains detailed information on 
Kallinatha (cf. Adyar ed., pp.xxiii-xxiv). Also cf. NIJENHUIS 1977, p.16; 
KUPPUSWAMY 1984, p.44. NIJENHUIS' information that Irnrna<;li Devara.ya was 
a Yadava king seems to be based on the Adyar edition of the SR. In his 
commentary on SR 1, 1,5-14, Kallinatha gives information about himself (cf. the 
Adyar ed., p.xxiii), and mentions Devaraya and lrnrna<;li Devaraya; he considers 
Devaraya to be the son of Vijaya of the Yadava Dynasty (cf. Adyar ed., p.xxiv). 
However, this statement is problematic. Devaraya's reign AD 1446-1465 
actually fits in the period of the Saiigama dynasty, the first dynasty of 
Vijayanagara. Although a theory considers Harihara I and Buk:ka, the founders 
of Vijayanagara and this dynasty, as belonging to a Yadava clan, this does not 
mean that the Saiigama dynasty is a successor to the former Yadava dynasty, 
even if it might claim to do so. 

13 FlJNATSU 1991, p.84. 
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to the whole world, and the world to sound (nada). Music is said to 
consist of sound (nada), particularly in its essential form, anahata 
nada ("sound not struck"). Music is thus related to the absolute of the 
nada-brahman, which is originally an analogue of the sabda
brahman of grammatical theory. 14 The concept of nada-brahman is 
that sound as fundamental cosmic vibration is identified with the 
creative principle of the universe: "Making music is considered to be 
a creative process comparable to yoga, the religious exercise repea
ting cosmic creation on a human level."15 

My study chiefly aims at an investigation of the text part in the 
SR related to Indian medicine16, i.e. the embryologico-anatomical 
verses mentioned above, which has never become the object of 
research or consideration of scholars until now. 17 In the following, 
however, we shall take a look at the whole section and its 
background, because this is indispensable in comprehending the 
position of the embryologico-anatomical part of the SR, which is not, 
after all, a medical, but a musicological work. A medical statement 
which is put into a new context, totally different from a medical one, 
could assume values or functions different from those which it 
originally assumed in a medical context. 

§4. Studies on Pil).9otpattiprakara.Q.a: 
SHRINGY 1999 and FUNATSU 1991 

There is an abundance of studies on the theoretical aspect of music in 
the SR. Those referred to in this work are the following: 

The most representative of these studies is SHRINGY Vol.I (1999) 
and Vol.II (1989), which consists of an English translation of the 
original Sanskrit text (Chapter I-IV) with Shringy's own comments 

14 KATZ 1983, p.66. 
15 NIJENHUIS 1992, p.4. 
16 I avoid using the term iiyurveda, because the medical works which I am here 

speaking of do not restrict themselves to the works usually considered as 
"standard". 

17 Except for SHRINGY 1999. 
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and notes. T~EKARA 1975 is a Marathi translation of the SR text 
and the comm. K, and contains the translator's own commentary 
which is sometimes informative. WIDDESS 1995 is an interesting 
attempt to reconstruct the musical practice in ancient times, based on 
the musical notes contained in the musicological works in Sanskrit, 
including the SR. Although NIJENHUIS 1992 and NIJENHUIS 1970 are 
research-works on musicological texts, Saiigitasiromai:ii and Dattila, 
respectively, NIJENHUIS very often refers to and explains the state
ments of the SR, because these two works contain many parallels to 
the SR. For the seventh chapter of the SR on dancing, there is an 
English translation by RAJA & BURNIER 1976. 

In contrast to the abundance of such research-works on the 
technical aspects of music in the SR, little effort has been made to 
elucidate the aspects of music dealt with in the Pii:i9otpattiprakarai:ia 
of the SR which, besides metaphysics, contains embryology, anatomy 
and Hathayogic anatomy. Only SHRINGY 1999 and FuNATSU 1991 
are exceptions. SHR.INGY 1999 treats this aspect in his commentary. 
FuNATSU 1991 also deals with it. The basic ideas of the metaphysics 
of music, which occur also in other musicological treatises, are 
explained by NIJENHUIS 1992, pp.1-22. 

FUNATSU 1991 is a short essay on the first two sections 
(prakara1:za) of the first chapter (adhyiiya) of the SR, i.e., Padartha
saiigrahaprakarai:ia and Pii:i9otpattiprakarai:ia. FuNATSU tries to 
identify the ideological background of some statements of the SR. 
Since this article is written in Japanese and might therefore not be 
easily accessible to the readers who do not know the language, I 
summarise the points relevant to my study: 

According to FuNATSU (p.86ff), the verses describing Brahman 
(SR 1,2,4-5c) concur with the concept of saccidiinanda ("existence, 
intellect, and joy") of the late Advaita Vedanta school. The verses SR 
1,2,4-5c mention not only the traditional attributes of Brahman like 
liliga ("mark"), svayarµ,jyotis ("self-shining"), advitfya ("without a 
second"), sarvesvara ("lord of all") etc., but also the two qualifica
tions "omnipotent" (sarvasakti) and "omniscient" (sarvajfia), which, 
according to FUNATSU, represent the position posterior to Ramanuja 
who emphasised the personified aspect of Brahman. 

Although FuNATSU (op. cit.) and SHRINGY (op. cit.) offer very 
worthy considerations on the SR, it is to be regretted that both scholars 
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simply consider the SR to be a homogeneous text. They often start 
from the hypothesis that the whole text of the SR was composed by 
Sarrigadeva himself. 18 This work is, however, most probably hetero
geneous; it seems to be a patchwork consisting of parallels to earlier 
texts. 19 At least a considerably large part of the Pir:u;lotpattiprakaral).a is 
based on earlier texts, as I shall show in this study. Therefore, the 
statements of the SR do not necessarily represent the personal ideology 
of Sarrigadeva. The SR sometimes contains contradictory views. 

For instance, in contrast to the theological statement of Advaita 
Vedanta referred to in SR l,2,4-5c, which is perhaps based on 
another text20 , Sarrigadeva does not worship Vi~l).U but Siva as Lord 
in his benedictory verse, SR 1, 1, 1. This verse might manifest 
Sarrigadeva's own religious position, for benedictory verses are usu
ally composed by authors themselves. It suggests Sarrigadeva's ideo
logical relation to the homeland of his ancestors, Kashmir. 

§5. Meditation of sound 

The Pil).<;iotpattiprakaral).a investigates the two aspects of the human 
body: the embryologico-anatomical aspect according to Indian medi
cal science (SR 1,2,21-119) and the Hathayogic aspect of the body 
(SR 1,2,120-163). 

18 It would, however, be untrue to say that SHRINGY ignores this problem, for he 
mentions parallels in Caraka and Susruta (SHRINGY 1999, p.386ff). Neverthe
less, he often uses expressions that might give the misleading impression that 
the whole text was composed by one and the same author. 

19 Nearly forty verses in the introductory part of the seventh chapter on dancing 
(Nartanlidhyliya) are the same as the introductory verses found in the 
Abhinayadarpai:ia ascribed to the legendary sage Nandikesvara, cf. RAJA & 
BURNIER 1976, vi. 
RAJA & BURNIER (ibid.) refers to the theory of Alain Danielou that 
Sarilgadeva might have borrowed these verses from Nandikesvara's text, but 
refutes this theory, considering the Abhinayadarpai:ia to be a forgery. 

20 This is, however, my personal impression and can not be proven with the 
available material. 
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Sanigadeva's motive for treating the Hathayogic theory of 
cakra-s and respiratory tubes (na<fl) (SR 1,2,120-163) is clearly 
related with the notion of nada-brahman in the musical practices of 
certain groups of Yoga, as BECK 1993 (p.109ff) discusses. The 
notion of nada-brahman is, according to BECK (ibid., p.107), of 
Y ogic and Tantric origin, rather than Vedic or Upani~adic. The same 
thought as mentioned in the statement of the SR, that the union of fire 
and the vital wind (pra~a) produces voice, is already found in texts 
on phonetics and grammar (BECK ibid., p.110). 

According to the Hathayogic texts, the Y ogin perceives various 
internal sounds during his meditation21 , which resemble to the sounds 
of crickets, a flute, thunder, bells, trumpets, drums etc.22 Following 
these sounds (nada), he perceives the "not-struck" i.e., primordial or 
unmanifest sound (anahata-nada). 

The Hathayogapradipika, a treatise on Hathayoga practice, deals 
with the meditation of sound (nada) called nada-uplisanli "worship of 
sound". This work states that the various knots (granthi)23 which are 
considered as obstacles situated along the route of the cakra-s in the 
Yogin's body are connected to the audition of various sounds (nada). 

BECK (ibid.), pp.111-118, mentions the present-day methods of 
the meditation of sound as being practiced by modem Hindu 
religious movements. 

The SR's verses dealing with cakra-s and respiratory tubes 
(na¢i) seem associated to this Hathayogic meditation of sound.24 

However, we should not hastily jump to the conclusion that these 
verses of the SR dealing with the Hathayogic description of the body 
reflect the Hathayogic practice in the time of Sanigadeva. It is very 
likely that this text part is also a patchwork consisting of several 
textual layers. As I shall show in my textual analysis (cf. Situating the 
text" §1.1.), the verses treating the cakra-s (SR 1,2,120-145ab) and 

21 Through the breathing exercise of the kumbhaka technique (BECK 1993, 
p.103). 

22 Gherai;t~asaqtliita, 5,79-82 according to BECK 1993, p.103. 
23 I.e. the brahma-granthi in the heart, the vi.p:iu-granthi in the throat, and the 

rudra-granthi. The rudra-granthi deemed situated in the middle of the 
forehead, according to JAIDEVA SINH 2003, lv., plate 3. 

24 For such a practice in the Natha cult, see KlEHNLE 1997, pp.101-105. 
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the verses treating the respiratory tubes (SR 1,2,145cd-163ab) 
belong to layers different from each other. The latter verses are 
parallel to the Yogayajiiavalkya (YY).25 It is probable that the former 
verses are also parallel to, or based on, another text.26 I do not think 
that these verses on cakra-s are Sanigadeva's own composition, as 
they contain many parallels to other Hathayogic texts on cakra-s, e.g. 
the Sa~dar§ananiriipaQ.a. 27 

In the PiQ.~otpattiprakaraQ.a, we observe the juxtaposition of the 
topic of cakra-s and that of respiratory tubes (na<;li) in the musico
logical frame. This juxtaposition does seem to show Sanigadeva's 
intention to incorporate the Hathayogic meditation of sound, but this 
juxtaposition, or patchwork, fails to construct a consistent theory. So, 
these verses might have merely served as "theoretical armament" to 
authorise a secular entertainment like music through sanctifying it as 
a means of meditation, rather than to describe the actual Hathayogic 
practice contemporary to the author. 

Or, such a condition of the text perhaps shows that theory is not 
necessarily a prerequisite for practice. Suppose a person practices a 
certain method of meditation in which he sings. He usually does not 
need to describe it verbally to himself while practicing this method. 
Only if he wishes to transmit this method to others, e.g. his disciples, 
is he compelled to resort to verbal description. In such cases he could 
maybe adopt some ready-made theoretical system which could also 
be understood by others. If he relied on different already existing 
explanations for different topics, his presentation of the practice 
could refer to multiple systems inconsistent with one another; this 
theoretical inconsistency, however, bringing about no inconvenience 
to the practice itself. 

The verses, SR 1,2, sl.140-145ab, give a unique statement in the SR, 
directly associating the Hathayoga practice with music. These verses 
deal with the theory that particular cakra-s and their particular petals 

25 See my textual analysis in Situating the text §2.3. 
26 This is my personal impression. Anyway, many of these verses have parallels in 

other works on cakra-s. 
27 See my footnotes on these verses, in which I list their parallels in other texts, in 

the English translation. 
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work on one's cultivation of musical arts positively or negatively.28 

According to this theory, the self/soul (iitman) chooses one of the 
petals of a particular cakra to stay on. If that petal is a right one, the 
person becomes successful in music. If it is a wrong one, the person 
is never able to succeed in this art. However, the description in these 
verses is too concise to provide us with some concrete inf orrnation on 
the real practice of Hathayoga.29 

28 Summarising this theory, SHRINGY 1999 (p.393ff, Appendix II) gives a chart 
of the cakra-s' relationship to music. 

29 One could, perhaps, suppose a method in which the Yogin contemplates par
ticular cakra-s or petals, imagining that he leads his breath or voice from a 
cakra or petal to another one. Such a method might be suggested by SR 
1,2,148ab-149 which states that the individual self (jfva) which rides on the 
vital wind (prii1_1a) climbs up and down along the Su~umnii tube. But according 
to my textual analysis, this statement belongs to a theory totally independent 
from the cakra theory. These verses (SR 1,2,145cd-163ab) are parallel to the 
Yogayajiiavalkya (YY), and have nothing to do with the text part dealing with 
the cakra-s (SR 1,2,120--145ab). Thus, from a philological point of view, it 
would be problematic to forcibly link two matters belonging to different layers 
of text with each other. 
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On the other hand, the fact that both sets of verses are included could suggest 
that, irrespective of their actual origins, they were meant to be taken together on 
the level of the SR. Siinigadeva brings together the two texts which till then had 
nothing to do with each other, because he considered these two as related to 
each other. And he expects readers to grasp the same context as he has in mind. 
SR 1,2,140--145ab, the statement about the positive or negative influence of the 
particular cakra-s and petals, is explained by the comm.S. This commentary 
does not consider that the individual self oscillates to and fro or up and down 
from one to another cakra, but that it remains stationary at one of the cakra-s or 
petals; the individual self is said to stand (sthita) at a particular cakra or petal. 
Not a single word is uttered on any migration of the individual self. 
The term jfva-sthiti "the individual self's situation/being situated" is once 
mentioned by the comm.Kon SR sl.120--122ab (Adyar edition, p.60, l.5 from 
the bottom). It runs, [ ... ] dala-catu~taye janma-kiile jfva-sthityii, "through the 
individual self's situation on [one of] the four petals at the time of birth". 
According to this commentary, the fruit of a certain petal of the cakra, which 
the individual self has chosen to stay on, is already fixed at the moment of birth. 
Thus, if accepting this opinion, one has to inevitably conclude that the theory of 
SR 1,2,140--145ab has nothing to do with the Hathayoga practice, or the 
meditation of music. Instead, this theory suggests something opposite, that 
one's success or failure in musical cultivation has already been determined 
since birth and is unchangeable afterwards. (This would not be the case if we 



Some modem musicians claim that such a relationship between 
cakra-s and music really exists. 

PESCH 1999, which is an introductory work to South Indian 
classical music (Kan:iataka music), discusses the correlation between 
human anatomy and the seven musical notes (ibid., pp.56-66). 30 He 
compares the theory of cakra-s with the method of voice culture used 
by Western singers, and points out some similarities between the 
Indian and Western theory (cf. ibid., p.65). He states, "As part of 
their training and regular exercise, many singers associate various 
places of the human anatomy, comparable to the seven cakra-s, with 
certain qualities. Some places [ ... ] serve as focal points for specific 
sounds as well as qualities." According to him, the theory of Western 
voice culture associates 1. the lower spine with sensuality, 2. the 
navel with emotion, 3 the diaphragm with mood or radiance, 4. the 
heart with calmness or cordiality, 5. the palate, teeth, tongue, and 
throat with projection and flexibility, 6. the nose and eyebrows with 
modulation, 7. the crown of the head with refinement. He points out 
the similarity between these seven areas of the body of the West and 
the seven cakra-s of India. But he does not substantiate his argument. 
Thus, we get no information about which Western theorists or singers 
he means concretely. 

Saradatanaya, a contemporary of, but somewhat anterior to 
SariJ.gadeva, in his dramaturgical work, Bhavaprak§ana, associates 
the seven tones of the octave to seven different places located in the 
body.31 These places are: base of the body, navel, heart, throat, root 
of the tongue, head, middle of the eyebrows. 32 SHRINGY 1999 
(p.102) states, "these places roughly [italics added] correspond to the 
psychophysical centres", i.e., to the cakra-s. Based merely on this 
fact, he leaps to the conclusion that "the line of thought linking 

take the Anandasrama edition into consideration. In this edition janma-kiile is 
missing.) 

30 He refers to a work entitled Niiradapurai:ia (circa 10th century AD) which treats 
this topic. 

31 SHRINGY 1999 (Vol. I, p.102; pp.116-7). 
32 Bhiivaprakiisana, adhikiira 7 (pp.187-8): adhiiragal,i sukra-dhiitur majja-dhiitus 

tu niibhigal,i I hrdayiisrayo 'sthi-dhiitul,i sylin medo-dhiitus tu kal}(hagal,i II 
mlil'[ISa-dhiitus tiilu-miile rakta-dhiitus tu miirdhagal,i I bhrii-madhyagal,i sylit 
tvag-dhiitul,i kramiid evaf!l sthitiil,i svariil,i II 
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musical sound (anahata nada) to the yogic experience of anahata 
nada already existed in his time". 

But the matter actually does not tum out to be so simple, if we 
examine Saradatanaya's statement in question more precisely. It is 
true that the seven places very roughly correspond to the cakra-s. But 
actually the theory here is quite different. According to Saradatanaya, 
the seven tones of the octave originate in the seven elements (dhatu) 
of the body. These seven elements, in their tum, originate in the 
above-mentioned seven places of the body, no cakra-s being 
mentioned. Thus, the association of the seven tones with the seven 
places of the body is only secondary, and in a manner very different 
from what is explained by the cakra theory. 

On the other hand some people practicing Yoga and some Indian 
classical musicians consider music to be a method of Yoga. NARUSE 
1986, p.51, who is a Japanese practicing Hathayoga, states that there 
are many kinds of hazards connected with the Tantric methods like 
the ascension of the ku1J4alinf. Instead of such dangerous Tantric 
exercises, he proposes overtone chanting as an alternative method 
with which laymen could experience something approximate to that 
of the Tantric exercises, but in safety. He states: 

I occasionally let [my pupils] practice the primary method of the overtone 
chanting of Tibetan Buddhism. In spite of the easiness to chant U A 0 E I in a 
group, many kinds of things can be experienced. Sometimes, one hears inner 
sounds which resemble those of synthesizer, piano, flute, gong etc. Christian 
hymns, Buddhist satra recitation, and Shintoistic hymns, too. Some people 
perceive the vibration of the cakra-s as a kind of brightness, or get visions. In 
some cases, one makes various mystical experiences like one's own spirit 
slipping out of the body, which is the feeling of the ascension of the kur.u;ialinf. 
Yet the experiences acquired through this overtone chanting and the 
experiences of the Tantric practice are not identical. The one is not necessarily 
better than the other.33 

I do not possess the ability to remark on the validity of his statement. 
Whatever it might be, some modem Y ogins are empirically ac
quainted with such a Hathayoga practice utilising music. However, it 
is difficult to judge whether the SR's cakra theory really deals with 

33 Translated from the original Japanese. 
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this practice: As I have shown above, this text part in itself is merely 
a description of each cakra and offers nothing more than a few 
suggestions on the matter of actual practice. 

§6. The validity and nature of the statements of the SR 

In this connection, the question arises as to what truth a classical text 
like the SR is actually supposed to present. Do the statements of the 
SR present some reality, or do they rather draw theoretical sketches 
than reflect real practice? 

As to the musical compositions in notes contained in Indian 
musicological texts, NIJENHUIS 1970 (p.186) makes a reserved 
remark that such notations do not guarantee that they reflect the real 
musical practice of that time; rather, they are faithful reproductions 
of foregoing old texts. 

The SR seems to be a similar case. Besides the musical notations, 
another instance could be referred to. This instance could symbolise 
the nature of the data contained in the SR. The kha1J¢ameru system of 
svaraprastiira in the first chapter of the SR34 is an example of the 
importation of mathematics into scholarly musicology. This is a 
mathematical exercise in determining the number of possibilities in 
combinations of notes, and conversely determining the place in a 
series of a given combination. KATZ 1983 (p.72, note 25) doubts 
whether the scheme really had practical importance for musicians. 
These combinatory variations of musical notes do not necessarily 
correspond to reality, but provide us with "theoretical values", so to 
say. 

The same thing as is observed for the technical data of music 
seems to apply in the case of the topics treated in the Pil).<;iotpatti
prakaral).a. The embryologico-anatomical and Hathayogic data in this 
section seem reproductions of older texts. Thus the section is a 
patchwork whose components originate from sources originally 
unconnected to each other, i.e. from contexts different from one 

34 SHRINGY 1999 (Vol. I), p. 208ff (SR 1,4,63c and following verses). 
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another. This makes it doubtful whether the text of this section 
reflects the musical reality of the time of Sanigadeva. And if it 
indeed does not reflect this reality, then we might have something 
similar to the above-mentioned "theoretical values": the human body 
which Sanigadeva explains in this section is not that which is in 
reality, but which should be theoretically. What concerns him is 
rather to describe the theoretical boundaries which the human body 
could reach, than to describe the material reality of the body. 

If this deduction be valid - and I do not see how else we can 
explain what we find - , then Sanigadeva in this section represents 
the human body in its three aspects: 1. the body as a cosmic 
manifestation, or a derivative of the supreme principle, Brahman; 2. 
the body in its embryologico-anatomical aspect; 3. the body in its 
Hathayogic aspect. The picture of the human body as a theoretical 
construction is here drawn from a threefold perspective. 

Sanigadeva displays, so to speak, an anatomical chart, or model, 
something like an anatomical plastic figure we have in the lecture 
hall of a medical school. We can look into the inside of the figure in 
which various anatomical components like organs, intestines, nerves 
etc., colourfully painted, are packed. We can perhaps even detach 
each part from the bodily frame. Though such a figure utters no 
word, nor explains the functions of the organs verbally, students who 
observe it can get some rough information on what the human body 
is. Namely, they get the image of the body. However, the perception 
acquired through such a concrete object is something else than that 
acquired through a medical textbook. Such an object appeals to a 
sphere of the brain different from that of verbal comprehension. A 
student who sees the figure is perhaps not able to verbally define the 
body and its functions, but his image of the body could be far more 
vivid than the knowledge acquired from a book. 

As for the SR's anatomical model, Sanigadeva does not resort to 
plastic from which the bodily parts are modeled. Instead, it is 
language that he resorts to as the material to model the individual 
anatomical details. In other words, he creates an objet d'art, or a 
collage in putting together scraps from various texts, and thus repre
sents the body. He very often merely lists technical terms, 
appellations for various organs etc., without explaining or defining 
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them. Each term by itself, like a part of the plastic figure, utters 
nothing. The perception acquired through such pedantic listing of 
specialised words resembles that acquired from a plastic figure. It 
might be vague, remains not exactly defined, but is vivid. Here lan
guage functions in a manner somehow different from the language of 
modem Western scientific writing. The language of the SR is not 
necessarily the means to define the thing, or to draw a distinct outline 
of the thing, but something equivalent or similar to the thing itself. 

§7. On my translation method 

I have discussed this matter at the beginning of my English Trans
lation. 

§8. Philosophical matters 

Since this work focuses on the embryologico-anatomical contents of 
the text, philosophical matters are usually not considered.35 Even 
when they are considered, the information is limited to a minimum 
requirement. 

35 The commentaries seem to use Navyanyiiya terminology in places. I must admit 
that my attempt to provide literal translation is not always appropriate when it 
comes to Navyanyiiya technical terms. But I refrain from being involved in this 
field from the reason given above. 
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On the editions of the SR 

For my study, I mainly used the Adyar edition (1943) of the SR, 
which contains the mula text and its two commentaries, the Kalanidhi 
(comm. K.) by Kallinatha and the Sudhakara (comm. S) by 
Siqihabhiipala. 

According to his preface (x), the editor of the Adyar edition 
consulted two preceding editions, the edition by Kalivara Vedanta
vagi§a and Sarada Prasada Ghosha (sic), Calcutta 1879 and the 
Anandasrama edition 1896. The editor of the Adyar edition reports 
that, of the former one (Calcutta 1879), only the first volume con
taining the Svaradhyaya, to which the Pil).~otpattiprakaral).a also 
belongs, was published. It is also reported that the former (Calcutta 
1879) also contained the commentary Sudhakara and the latter 
(Anandasrama 1896), the commentary Kalanidhi. This edition 
(Calcutta 1879) is unfortunately not available any more. 

Besides, the Adyar edition includes the variants from the five 
manuscripts which are given in the footnotes of the Anandasrama 
edition; they are noted in Devanagari alphabets: ka, kha, ga, gha and 
lia. Further, the author of the Adyar edition consulted five other 
manuscripts; their variants are noted in Roman alphabets: A, B, C, D 
andE. 

In the Adyar edition, the variants of a certain edition 'C. E.' are 
noted (e.g., p.36, variants 9 and 10 in SR sl.134). Strangely, the 
editor does not explain what 'C. E.' stands for, nor does he include 
'C. E.' in the list of abbreviations (xl). I suppose that 'C. E.' is the 
abbreviation of something like "Calcutta edition", namely, the edition 
by Kalivara Vedantavagi§a and Sarada Prasada Gho~a. Calcutta 
1879. 

Besides the Adyar edition, I consulted the Anandasrama edition 
which contains the mula text of the SR and the commentary 
Kalanidhi by Kallinatha. Mostly, the reading of this edition is worse 
than that of the Adyar edition. But, as the result of comparing the SR 
with its two parallels, the Sivagita (SG) and the Yogayajfiavalkya 
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(YY), I found several passages in which the reading of the 
Anandasrama edition is better. 

The editor of the Anandasrama edition (1896) does not give 
sufficient information on the manuscripts. G.H. Tarlekar, the editor 
of the reprinted version of this edition (1985), states (reprinted 
version, p.2) that the editors of the first edition in 1896 (chap.1-5) 
and 1897 (chap.6-7) used three manuscripts containing the mu/a text 
of the SR along with the commentary Kalanidhi, three manuscripts 
containing only the mu/a text, one manuscript of the commentary 
Kalanidhi in Devanagari script and one manuscript in Telugu script. 
Tarlekar, giving some examples, also remarks (p.14) that the two 
commentaries on the SR, Kalanidhi and Sudhakara, adopt different 
readings in several cases. 

As a summary, I list the editions and manuscript which are 
mentioned above. 

I consulted the Adyar edition and the Anandasrama edition. 

ka, kha, ga, gha, lia Manuscript readings given as footnotes in the 
Anandasrama edition. These are also noted in 
the Adyar edition. 

A, B, C, D, E Reading of the manuscripts consulted by the 
editor of the Adyar edition. 

I suppose that "C. E." indicates the edition by Kalivara 
VedantavagI§a and Sarada Prasada Ghosha (sic) in Calcutta 1879. 
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Situating the text 

§ 1. Introduction 

§ 1.1. Sangitaratnakara and its Pii:i<;lotpattiprakarai:ia 

As I have explained in the Prologue of this work, the musicological 
text Sangitaratnakara (SR), which was written by Samgadeva in the 
13th century, is considered the second most important musicological 
treatise after Bharata's Natyasastra. Its author, Sarngadeva, came 
from a family of physicians which had its roots in Kashmir and was 
under the patronage of the Yadava dynasty in the Deccan. 
Samgadeva himself was a minister of King Singhanadeva who 
belonged to that dynasty. 

Curiously, this treatise on music contains a section which treats 
medical topics. The second section, Pii:i<;lotpattiprakarai:ia "the section 
of the arising/origination of the body", of the first chapter (SR 1,2) 
discusses, in its first half, embryology and anatomy, i.e. the same 
topics as contained in the chapter called sarirasthana of the classical 
medical texts like SU, AS etc. The second half of the Pii:i<;lotpatti
prakarai:ia of the SR describes the Hathayogic theory of the cakra-s 
and respiratory tubes (niitjl). 

The Pii:i<;lotpattiprakarai:ia is presumably not homogenous, but 
constituted of a medley of quotations from several texts. 36 I found 
two parallel texts. One is the Sivagita (SG), a PurilQ.ic text contained 
in the Gau<;fiya version of the PadmaP, 37 and the other is the 
Yogayajfi.avalkya (YY), a Yogic text ascribed to the sage Yajfi.a
valkya. The SG contains parallels to the embryologico-anatomical 
verses of the SR, while the YY contains parallels to the SR's verses 

36 For the methodology of dealing with a hybrid text, cf. HACKER 1978. 
37 ROCHER 1986, p.212ff. 
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on the Hathayogic theory of the respiratory tubes (na<ji). 38 The 
remaining verses on the cakra theory probably have a parallel 
somewhere, but unfortunately I was not able to find it.39 

§ 1.2. The sources of the SR 

In the opening of the Pi1;u;lotpattiprakara9a, the author Sanigadeva 
briefly mentions the relationship between sound (nada) and the 
human body (SR 1,2, sl.1-3). With this statement, he justifies the 
treating of embryologico-anatomical science in his musicological 
work. Then, he begins to describe the supreme self's (=Brahman's) 
manifestation in the human body (SR sl.4 and the following verses). 
At first he describes the process of Brahman's manifestation in the 
individual selves (jfva). Thereafter, he discusses embryology and 
anatomy up to SR sl.119a. He seems to consider embryology and 
anatomy to be a part of the description of Brahman's manifestation in 
the human body. In SR sl.119bcd, which is the conclusion to his 
discussion on embryology and anatomy, the author Sanigadeva states 
that, for more detail, the readers should consult an earlier work 
entitled Adhyatmaviveka40 written by him, Sanigadeva. 

Therefore I presume that Sanigadeva quoted the part treating 
embryologico-anatomical science (SR 1,2, sl.4-119a) from his own 

38 The SR preserves a more complete version than the text of the YY. The 
medical theories of the SR are often very similar to those of the AS, but contain 
many deviations, too. The description of the vital winds (SR 1,2, sl.60cd-68ab) 
and the respiratory tubes (niif/t') (SR 1,2, sl.145cd-163ab) is parallel (but not 
strictly identical) to that of the YY. This is an early theory of Yoga, mentioning 
only the navel cakra (niibhi-cakra), cf. Situating the text §2.3.6. 

39 There should be a source for these verses, for Matail.ga's BrhaddesI, a 
musicological work which is older than the SR, already suggests the existence 
of this theory. (According to WIDDESS 1995, p.125, the BrhaddesI was 
compiled sometime during the latter half of the first millennium.) BrhaddesI, 
anuccheda 29 (P.L. SHARMA 1992, p.44) associates the seven tones of the 
octave with the seven cakra-s and with the seven continents (dvipa). 

40 The title means "Investigation of the theme concerning the self [i.e. the relation 
between the supreme and the individual selfl". 
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previous work, the Adhyatmaviveka.41 Unfortunately, the Adhyatma
viveka is lost.42 

Analysing this part of the SR, one gap, at least, is observed in the 
text. After listing the sixteen types of "bodies" (vigraha, deha)43 , the 
author Sanigadeva abruptly stops his discussion, saying, "afraid of 
[too great] an expansion of the text, we (= I) do not tell their 
characteristics" (SR 1,2, sl.74cd). 44 After that, he immediately 
changes the topic: he shifts to the discussion of the [main] limbs 
(anga) and secondary appendages (pratyaliga) of the human body 
(pil:ufa), and begins to enumerate them (SR sl.75-119a). Thus, 
Sanigadeva seems to have made an omission here. Since he states, 
"we (= I) do not tell" (na brumal:i), the omitted part might have 
originally existed in the Adhyatmaviveka.45 If this is correct, then the 
embryologico-anatomical text contained in the SR (sl.4-119a) would 
be based on an older, more complete version. 

A similar problem arises with his list of the secondary appen
dages (pratyanga) (SR sl.75cd-119a), as he calls this part a 
"summary of [the list of] the secondary appendages" (SR sl.119a, 
pratyanga-sank~epa), which means that this part is a summary of a 
longer version of the text discussing the secondary appendages. Two 
inferences are possible: The one is that Sanigadeva himself summa
rised or abbreviated the longer version in his Adhyatmaviveka. The 
other possible inference is that, in the Adhyatmaviveka, he had al
ready quoted an even older text, and this text itself had already been 
summarised or abbreviated.46 

Indeed, there is a trace of emendation in SR sl.100. The parallels 
to SR sl.100, which are found in the SU and AS, both contain a 
number of qualifiers to the term pracchadikii"f:i ("coverings"). These 
qualifiers which might probably have once occurred between 

41 Or, at least, this part is based on the Adhyatmaviveka. 
42 SHRINGY 1999 (Vol.I), p.84, "But this book is probably not available today". 
43 This notion corresponds to the kii.ya of SU sarTra., 5,81-98. It actually denotes 

the types of psyche. Cf. my footnote 425 on SR sl.74ab in the English 
translation. 

44 SR 1,2, sl.74cd: te~iif!l lakpnii!Ji na brumo grantha-vistara-kii.tariiJ:i. 
45 Other arguments are also possible, though. E.g., the Adhyatmaviveka itself 

might have been a work of quotation, and the part in question could have 
already been omitted in the Adhyatmaviveka itself. 

46 Did Sanigadeva use a medical text which was handed down by his ancestors? 
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sukrartava-praveiinyas tisraJ:t (SR sl.100, pada b) and pracchadika 
mata (SR sl.100, pada d), are omitted in SR sl.100.47 One more 
example of omission which could be surmised is SR sl.113. If we 
compare SR sl.113 with its parallels in the SU and AS, it seems that a 
long passage between prabhavan and rasan is omitted.48 

As far as this part (SR 1,2, sl.23-19) is concerned, it does not 
seem that Sanigadeva was a creative author. Most of his verses have 
parallels in the AS or SU. I have the impression that Samgadeva 
faithfully reproduced a source-text, maybe handed down in his family. 

So, the embryologico-anatomical text in the SR (sl.23-19) deals 
with the same topics as the sarirasthana-s in SU and AS, and has a 
structure similar to them. Therefore, the source-text which the SR 
was based on seems to have been a part or chapter of a medical work, 
which corresponded to the sarirasthana-s of SU and AS. 

§ 1.3. The Sivagita and its parallels to 
the SR's embryologico-anatomical verses 

Parallels to the embryological and anatomical verses of the SR are 
found in the eighth and ninth chapter of the SG respectively. These 
parallels are exactly identical to each other in wording, except for a 
few variants. The SG has handed down parallels to almost all of the 
SR's verses on embryology, while the parallels to the SR's verses on 
anatomy are only sporadically found there. 

§ 1.4. Common source text of SR and SG? 

As noted in § 1.3., most of the verses on embryology (SR sl.23-43) 
and most of the verses in the beginning part of anatomy (SR 
sl.44-70) have parallels in the SG. The parallels to the former ones 
are contained in the eighth chapter of the SG, and the parallels to the 

47 For further detail, see my discussion in the footnote 554 on SR sl.lOOcd 
(coverings) in the English translation. 

48 For further detail, see my discussion in the footnote 597 on SR sl.113 (rasa-s) 
in the English translation. 
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latter ones, in the ninth chapter.49 But the parallels to the verses 
thereafter (SR sl.1-119) are very few. (Cf. §2.1.1. and §2.2.1.) 

I take it for relevant to assume a common source, say source text, 
of the SR and SG, for the part before SR sl.71, in which most of the 
SR's verses have a parallel in the SG. In contrast, it is difficult to 
assume such a common source for the part after SR sl. 71, in which 
only five verses50 scattered in the text have a parallel in the SG. 

However, I am not able to go ahead with this problem, as the 
available material is too limited to allow an attempt at reconstructing 
a source text. So I have to break off this argument here. 

§ 1.5. Comparison with further medical and non-medical texts 

I compared the SR's embryologico-anatomical description with the 
sarirasthana-s contained in the classical medical texts such as SU, 
AS, AH and CA. I compared it also with the embryologico
anatomical descriptions contained in non-medical texts such as the 
YS and Purfu).a-s like AgniP, Vi~l).udhP, Garu<;l.aP etc. The results of 
this comparative study are given in the footnotes on my English 
translation of the SR. In the following, I summarise them: 

In general, the theories of the SR are close to those of the two 
classical medical texts, AS and SU.51 Of AS and SU, the AS contains 
more expressions which are similar52 to the SR than the SU does. 53 

In SR sl.2554, terminological elements from both SU and AS are 
contained. In this verse, the elements which are found in SU sarira., 
3,18 and in AS sarira., 2,12 supplement each other. The expressions 

49 This fact might legitimate that, in my analysis, I divide the SR's embryologico
anatomical text in two parts, i.e. the part before SR sl.43, on embryology, and 
the part after SR sl.44, on anatomy. 

50 More correctly, five passages, or cases, i.e. SR sl.79ab; 90cd-91; 92cd-94ab; 
114cd; 116-118. Cf. §2.2.1 and §2.2.2. 

51 The actual matter is of course a bit more complicated. 
52 The SR contains sometimes even terminology identical to that of the AS. 
53 I have analysed the matter in my respective footnotes on SR sl.76cd-78; 

sl.94cd. SR sl.96 and sl.98. SR sl.104-105ab; sl.110; ;sl.l 11-112a. Also see SR 
sl.33ab and sl.34b which belong to the SR's passages parallel to SG. Their 
counterparts in the SG are analysed by COMBA 1981. 

54 The SG's parallel to SR sl.25 is analysed by COMBA (ibid.). 
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of SU and AS partly overlap, but the AS seems to have also adopted 
an expression which is parallel to, or maybe originated from the CA 
(sarviingiivayavendriya). 55 Besides, the AS adds, to this statement, 
another theory on the secondary appendages appearing after birth.56 

In SR sl.25, the SR integrates elements from both SU and AS which 
have, from the outset, some expressions in common. 

In SR sl.47, the elements found in SU sarira., 4,33 and the ele
ments found in AS sarira., 5,22 compensate each other. In this case, 
the terminology of AS sarira., 5,22 has nothing to do with the SU's 
terminology, but accords with CA sarira., 3,12.57 Thus, the SR's 
embryologico-anatomical text integrates different traditions, the SU's 
terminology, the AS's terminology, and sometimes, the CA's 
terminology. 58 

To SR sl.33cd-34a, only AS and AH have parallels. To SR sl.38cd 
and sl.40cd-41, only the AS has a parallel. To SR sl.101, only AS 
and YS have parallels.59 

The CA's parallels do not correspond to the SR as literally as the 
SU or the AS does. Although their contents correspond with the SR, 
they are different in wording; in contrast to that, some parallels in SU 
and AS show striking closeness to the SR both in contents and 
wording. There is no case in which only the CA has a parallel to the 
SR. Therefore, I presume that the SR' s theories according with the 

55 Of course, the AH and AS explicitely amalgamate elements from the SU (as 
well as CA and other texts), but here the mentioned parts from the AS are not 
found in the SU, and vice versa. On the sources of the AS, cf. MEULENBELD 
1999, lA, p. 62lff. 

56 Cf. my footnote 545 on SR sl.25 in the English translation. 
57 Still, I am not completely sure whether AS sarira., 5,22, is directly based on CA 

sanra., 3,12, for the AS contains some expressions different from the CA's, and 
mentions alaulya, which the CA does not. The AS might be based on some 
other medical work belonging to the same tradition as the CA. 

58 For details, cf. my footnote 687 on SR sl.47 in the English translation. 
I quote the original texts of these parallels (the expressions parallel to the SR 
are underlined): SU sarira., 4,33: §arfropacayo balam varnah sthitir hiinis ca 
rasajiini. 
CA sarira., 3,12 (on rasaja): sarfrasyiibhinirvrttir abhi~priii:ziinubandhas 
trptih pu~rir utsiihiis ceti 1121. 
AS sarira., 5,22: rasajiini, krtsnasya dehasya sambhavo vrttir vrddhis trptir 
alaulyam pu~(ir utsiihas ca. 

59 SR sl.101. 
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CA are indirectly adopted into the text of the SR through the inter
mediary of the AS. 

Therefore, for the correct situating of the SR, it seems crucial to 
investigate the textual situation of the AS, especially the relationship 
between SU and AS. MEULENBELD 1999, IA, pp.623-626, discusses 
this matter. In p.626, he concludes that the AS is later than 
Dr~habala's revised and complete version of the CA, and very 
probably, also posterior to the revised and completed version of the 
su.60 

In the cases where both, the SU and AS, have parallels to the SR, 
I compared their parallels with each other, in the footnotes on my 
English translation of the text of the SR. There, I discussed which 
text, AS or SU, contains the expression which is closer to the SR. 
This is a complicated matter to elucidate, for the AS itself is mostly 

60 On the other hand, my observation of the text of the sarirasthiina of the AS does 
not agree with what MEULENBELD 1999, IA, p.623, remarks. He states, "In 
general, the Sarr1graha [ = AS] deals much more freely with material also 
occurring in the Sufrutasaf!!hitti than with that found in the Carakasaf!!hitti. The 
former is less often quoted literally, while very numerous verses of Saf!!graha 
and Carakasaf!!hitti are identical." As far as the sarirasthana of the AS is 
concerned, the SU is far more often quoted than the CA, and the AS' s manner 
of quoting is considerably literal and faithful to the SU. 
In some cases, the AS and the SU are parallel to each other, but these parallels 
are not literally identical, i.e. deviate from each other in wording. Even in such 
cases, I have the impression that it is rather the SU that deals with the material 
freely. The versions in the AS have very brief and compact forms, while the 
versions in the SU give the impression that they are extended with secondary 
insertions; the SU's versions are verbose, containing more explaining words 
than the AS's versions do. It looks as though the version of the SU as we know 
it today is a secondarily expanded form of an older, more compact text. 
Indeed, MEULENBELD (ibid., p.623) mentions P.V. Shanna's opinion that the 
revised and completed version of the SU as now known to us was not yet 
available to the author of the AS, though MEULENBELD does not agree with 
P.V. Shanna. 
If we agree with P.V. Shanna, then some parts of the text of the AS 
(sarirasthana) might preserve a more archaic form than the SU. The AS would 
contain an older version of the text, which dates to a time before the revision of 
the SU. Intriguingly, the embryologico-anatomical text in the SR resembles the 
AS in its compactness. Unfortunately, researching this topic further would lead 
us away from our actual discussion. 
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based on the SU.61 In addition, we have previously seen that at least 
two cases (SR sl.25 and sl.47) suggest that the embryologico
anatomical text of the SR contains both elements from SU and AS. 
Even in the cases where the SR seems closer to the Su than to the 
AS, it is possible to imagine that the SR has actually mingled both 
elements from SU and AS; but the result of this blending might by 
chance look closer to the SU. 

On the other hand, the embryologico-anatomical text of the SR 
shows, in some points, similarity to the embryologico-anatomical 
descriptions contained in the non-medical (Pura9ic) works, as we 
shall see later. The SR and these works share some topics which are 
not dealt with in the classical medical works. 62 

So, the possibility cannot be denied that the embryologico
anatomical text in the SR presents an independent branch of the 
textual tradition of a school which deviates from the branches of SU 
and AS.63 

Therefore, I would like to call attention to the embryologico
anatomical description in the SR, which might throw more light on 
the development and mutual relationship of the medical texts.64 

61 According to MEULENBELD 1999, IA, p.625, the AS considers Gayadiisa's 
version of the SU authoritative. He cites the AS's passages which prove this 
fact, for example, in his notes 243, 247, and 248 on AS siirirasthiina 
(MEULENBELD IB, p.629). 

62 E.g., the topics in SR 1,2, sl.34cd-36ab (the foetus' practice in the uterus) and 
sl.42-43 (birth). 

63 It is certainly also possible that the author of this text, though being mostly 
based on SU and AS, adopted elements from various other works, but I prefer 
to see the matter in this way for the moment. 

64 The SR uses a special appellation, kal)cj,ara, for the kind of cord (snayu) which 
is called vrtta by the SU. Intriguingly, the SU considers kal)cj,ara to be a 
terminology used by surgeons (cf. my footnote 905 on SR sl.95, ka1)c/-ara in the 
English translation). This might suggest that Siinigadeva's ancestors in 
Kashmir belonged to the surgical school mentioned by the SU. 
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§1.6. Anatomical theory of vocal manifestation 
by ancient Indian musicologists 

The authors of Indian classical musicological texts seem to have been 
interested in the mechanism of the human body since the period 
before the SR. 

Matanga's BrhaddesI, an important musicological text of the 
time between Bharata's Na~yasastra and the SR, explains the 
anatomical aspect of the vocal manifestation in the body: sound is 
produced through the union of wind and fire in the human body.65 

This text also informs us of the theory which is ascribed to an ancient 
scholar, 66 that the quality of the human voice is determined by the 
three morbific entities (do~a) of the Indian classical medical theory. 67 

The BrhaddesI informs us of the musical theory of its pre
decessor, Kohala, that the seven tones of the octave arise from the 
seven elements (dhatu) of the human body, i.e. skin (tvac), blood, 
flesh, fat, bone, marrow and semen. 68 According to the Indian 
classical medical theory, these seven elements - but with rasa in the 
place of tvac - are considered to be the gradual results of metabolism 
which is promoted by the digestive fire. 69 A dramaturgical text, 

65 BrhaddesI verses 20 (P.L. SHARMA 1992, pp.8-9). 
66 The sage Tumburu. 
67 Brhadde§I, 3, anuccheda 4. Cf. P.L. SHARMA 1992, p.11: apare tu vata-pitta

kapha-sannipata-bheda-bhinnaf!I catur-vidhaf!I irutif!I pratipedire etc. 
68 BrhaddesI anuccheda 29 (P.L. SHARMA 1992, pp.44-45): nanu kathaf!I sapta 

svara iti niyamaJ:i? ucyate, yatha sapta-dhatv-a.fritatvena saptaiva dhatavo 
rasadayo jneyaJ:i; tatha caha suirutaJ:i; tvag-asrn-maf!!Sa-medosthi-majja iukral}i 
dhatavaJ:i iti; tatha sapta-cakrairitatvena sapta-dvfpairitatvena va saptaiva svara 
iti. 

69 In the Indian classical medical theory, the first of the seven elements (dhatu) is 
usually not skin (tvac), but nutrient fluid (rasa). This tradition of tvac in the 
metabolic chain is very old, cf., e.g., JAMISON 1986. However, "the medical 
texts also refer to an undifferentiated entity tvac- which is a dhatu-, and which 
often seems to be, and in a few cases actually is expressly said to be, part of the 
chain of metabolic transformation of food, taking the place of rasa-" (DAS 
2003A, p.547, on tvac-). DAS ibid., §10,7ff, discusses this problem. In §10,8 
(ibid., p.276), he draws attention to "the confusion, in Tantric texts, caused by 
two different lists, the one being the known list of the seven dhatu-s, but with 
skin in the place of rasa-, the other a list of substances, which are the same as in 
the list of the seven dhatu-s (with skin as the first element), but without the last 
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Saradatanaya's Bhavapraka§ana, which is contemporary with the SR, 
handed down and even developed this old theory. 70 

§1.7. Embryology in musicological works 

As for the topic of embryology, the SR is not the only musicological 
text that treats this topic. For instance, the Bhavapraka§ana, the 
above-mentioned dramaturgical text, in its seventh adhikara, treats it 
in relationship with music. Also, the Sangitasaroddhara, a musicolo
gical text which is chronologically later than the SR, briefly mentions 
embryology. 71 The reason for this is concisely explained by 
Sanigadeva, the author of the SR. He states that it is necessary 
because sound (niida) is produced in the human body (sarfra).72 The 
Sudhakara commentary on SR 3 (= Prakin:i.akadhyaya), sl.82 states 
that not only sound (niida), but also melody (riiga) is manifested in 
the human body. 

§ 1.8. Embryology and music in the YS 

It is remarkable that the Yajfiavalkyasmp:i (YS) mentions music after 
its embryologico-anatomical description. It states that one can attain 
liberation (mok-Fa) through the practice of music. In this context, it 
lists musicological terms and several genres of songs which are 
mentioned by the Natyasastra. This statement of the YS seems to 

element, namely semen; according to the texts, the constituents of the list of the 
six substances are found in six "sheaths" or "repositories" (koia)." Like the 
Bhiivaprakasana, the list of the seven dhatu-s in SR sl. 79ab mentions skin as the 
first element. Remarkably, the SR (sl.76c and 80c) states that these dhatu-s 
result from the maturation through the respective fires/heats of the kosa-s 
(svasvakosiigninii). Thus, if DAS' observation is right, this fact might suggest 
the SR's relationship to the Tantric tradition. Cf. my argument in §2.2.2 and 
§2.2.3 of the Situating the text. 

70 Cf. SHRINGY 1999 (=vol.I), p.117. Saradatanaya's Bhavaprakasana (G.O.S. 
No.XLV), p.186, 11.5-6. 

71 The Saiigitopani~atsaroddhara (G.O.S. No.133), 1,11-24 deals with embryo
logy. 

72 SR 1,2,3. 
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have been well-known to the Indian musicologists, as it is quoted by 
Abhinavagupta in his commentary on the Natyasastra and by 
Kallinatha in his commentary on the SR. Therefore, it is very likely 
that the author of the SR was also aware of the above-mentioned 
verses of the YS. If so, he could have inherited this tradition of the 
embryologico-anatomical argument in a musicological context from 
the YS. (Cf. my discussion on the topic in §4., Embryology, 
Asceticism and Music: YS and SR.) 

Both YS and SR describe the whole process of human 
manifestation from the beginning until the end: the individual self 
(jfva) which derives from the supreme self (Brahman) enters into the 
uterus of the mother; the embryo is gradually formed month by 
month, and is at last born into the world. This is the way from the 
supreme self downward to earthly existence. 

The way back is also described, namely, how to liberate the 
individual self from the human body, i.e. the method of how to return 
to the supreme self, which is Hathayoga. The YS considers music to 
be the substitute for Hathayoga. Thus, liberation through Hathayoga 
or music is a process which points to the inverted process of human 
birth. 

§1.9. Influence of the pregnant woman's 
auditory perception on the foetus 

On the other hand, the sarirasthana-s of the SU and CA inform us of 
the influence of the pregnant woman's auditory perception on her 
foetus. 73 According to these passages, not only the nourishment 
which the pregnant woman takes in, but also all the five kinds of 
perception, 74 including the sense of hearing, could influence the 
foetus positively or negatively. The pregnant woman should therefore 
avoid uncomfortable noises, and listen to comfortable sounds like 

73 The statements that the mother's auditory perception influences the foetus are 
found e.g., in CA, siirira., 8,9; 8,16; 8,21; 8,24; also in SU sarira., 2,25; 10,3. 

74 I.e., the senses of touching, tasting, smelling, seeing and hearing, cf. CA siirira., 
7,7. 
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religious tales.75 According to the SU, the heart of the mother and that 
of the foetus are connected to each other through the umbilical cord 
from the fourth month onward, and the mother and the foetus are 
mentally synchronised, too.76 But the classical medical texts never 
explicitly mention music in relationship to embryology. Therefore, I 
can give no evidence for the use of music as a treatment for the 
pregnant woman and her foetus. 

§ 1.10. Cakra-s and respiratory tubes 

As already mentioned, the section, PiQ.c;lotpattiprakaraQa, of the SR, 
in its second half, deals with the cakra-s and the respiratory tubes 
(niit;l(). Its verses on the ten cakra-s seem to have a source, but this 
source is unknown to us. On the other hand, the verses on the 
respiratory tubes are parallel to those mentioned in the YY, the 
treatise on Hathayoga, whose theory seems to be archaic, as it 
mentions only one cakra, i.e., the cakra of the navel (niibhi-cakra). 77 

In the corresponding verses, the SR' s wording is more compact than 
the YY's. The YY makes considerably more repetitions. The SR 
seems to preserve a version more original than the YY, as will be 
discussed later. 

§ 1.11. Conclusion 

Thus, the PiQc;lotpattiprakaraQa of the SR seems to consist merely of 
quotations from various texts. The author seems to have quoted 
passages from other texts, without taking great troubles to revise 
them. He did not make much effort at putting the quotations into a 

75 The manuscript D of the SR (1,2,36), to which the SG has an identical verse, is 
the only text that mentions the foetus' acquisition of the ability of hearing in the 
eighth month. Except for it, there are neither medical nor non-medical texts that 
make such a statement. 

76 Cf. SU, siirlra., 3,55: ni~sviisocchviisa-san/cyobha-svapniin garbho 'dhigacchati 
I miitur nifrasitocchviisa-sanlcyobha-svapna-sambhaviin II. Cf. CA, sarira., 4,24. 

77 A segment of the fourth chapter of YY are also found in SR 1,2, sl.59-68ab, 
i.e., amid the verses treating embryologico-anatomical science. 
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context and correlating them to one another. The quotations are often 
awkwardly adjoined to one another.78 

Nevertheless, this section is quite interesting, for it presumably 
preserves versions of the texts more original than the other texts 
available to us, and it can surely offer some hints on the lost textual 
traditions. 

Besides, some embryologico-anatomical statements in the SR, 
being put into the Hathayogic or musicological context, might 
assume totally new connotations. For instance, for the classical 
medical texts, the comparisons of the human body with a tree (SR 
sl.77b; sl.103a) or with a ship (SR sl.96) are no novel topics at all.79 

However, the same comparisons occur also in other contexts, e.g., in 
the Hathayogic texts like the Caryapada-s, or in their medieval and 
modem developments like the Baul songs. 80 I wonder if there could 
have been some relationship between the musicological tradition of 
the SR and that of the Hathayoga. As a matter of fact, the SR, in its 
third section, deals with the topic of the correspondence between 
micro- and macrocosm, which is a typical topic in the Indian 
medieval mystic poetry.81 

78 The "Juxtaposition" of HACKER 1978. 
79 For the parallels in the classical medical works, see my footnotes 820, 926 and 

907 on these verses in the English translation. 
80 For the concept of the human body as a tree in the Caryiipada-s and the 

tradition of the Bauls, cf. DAS 1992, p.410, note 154. The concept of the body 
as a boat is found in the Caryiipada, song no.38 by Sarahapii, which is discussed 
by HARDER 2011 (under the key term, "boat journeys") in relationship to the 
Baul songs. 

81 For example, SR 1,3, sl.55cd-56ab: jambii-siika-kuia-kraunca-siilmalf-sveta
niimasu II dvfpe~u pu~kare caite jiitii/:z ~a<J,jiidayal:z kramiit. To explain this verse, 
the commentary S quotes from Matailga's BrhaddesI: nanu kathaf!! sapta svarii 
iti niyamal:z? ucyate, yathii sapta-dhiitv-iisritatvena saptaiva dhiitavo rasiidayo 
jfleyiil:z, tathii ciiha susrutal:z, "tvag-asrfi-miif!!Sa-medo-sthi-majjii-sukliini 
dhiitaval:z" iti. tathii sapta-cakriifritatvena sapta-dvfpiisritatvena vii saptaiva 
svariil:z. 
For microcosmic and macrocosmic correspondences in the tradition of the 
Bauls, cf. DAS 1992, p.389, note 7 and note 208 (on the seven divisions of the 
earth). 
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§2. Comparison with the two parallel texts 

The embryologico-anatomical verses of the SR have parallels in SG 
and YY. Charts of the corresponding verses are given below. A 
precise comparative analysis of each verse can be found in my 
footnotes on the English translation of the text of the SR. 

§2.1. Verses in SG adhyaya 8, 
which are identical to the embryological verses of SR 

§2.1.1. The list of the identical verses in the two texts 

SG 8,15 (perhaps 8,13, too) up to 8,38a are parallels to the SR's 
verses on embryology, with the exception of SR 1,2, sl.26-27 (the 
relation between the foetus' position in the uterus and its sex) and SR 
1,2, sl.28-32 (the agony which the foetus suffers in the uterus). The 
next verse, SG 8,38b, also has a counterpart in the SR which has a 
similar content, but is not parallel in wording. 82 

The SG's verses on embryology (SG 8,15-38a) are not only parallel, 
but even identical83 to SR 1,2, sl.24b-40ab. The wording (i.e. 
vocabulary and syntax) of both texts is identical, except for a few 
trivial deviations. 

The chart of the correspondences of the verses in the two texts is 
given below, with the SR' s verse numbers first, then those of the SG. 

82 With the term "parallel" I mean cases in which two verses share the same 
vocabulary, even if their syntactic structure might differ from each other. These 
two verses are presumed to be derived from one and the same source. With 
"similar" here I mean a case in which one verse adopts vocabulary different 
from another verse's, though both verses deals with the same topic. In this case, 
the two verses are not necessarily derived from the same source. 

83 With "identical" I mean a case in which two verses share the same vocabulary 
and the same syntactic structure. Namely, it is a case in which one and the same 
verse is handed down in two different texts. 
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The SG's verses which contain the same topic as the SR, but are 
t identical84 to the SR's, and those which have no parallelism but 

~oe considered noteworthy for the purpose of a better text analysis, 
ar . k [*] are marked with an astens . 

* SR 1,2, sl.16. (Four kinds of birth) 
SG 8,3 deals with the same topic. A few, but not all, words contained in it are 
parallel to those in SR 1,2, sl.16. The syntax is different. So, this verse cannot 
be called identical to SR 1,2, sl.16.85 

SR 1,2, sl.22. (Union of semen and blood) 
SG 8,13 seems to have a trace of parallelism, containing parallel wording, 
though not completely identical.86 I have the impression that the two verses are 
derivatives of one and the same verse, that means, either of SR or SG altered 
this original verse. SG 8, 13 mentions the first stage of the embryo, drava. The 
term drava is found in SR sl.23a. 

*SR 1,2, sl.23-24ab. (Embryonic conditions in the first and second month) 
SG 8,14 describes a totally different type of development, i.e. budbuda, kalala, 
pesf, ghana and pi1J<fa.81 These stages are subsequent, and the three, i.e. peif, 
ghana and pi1J<fa, have nothing to do with the difference of the child's sex, in 
contrast to the newer theory of the SR. The type of development described in 
the SG resembles that of the PuraQ.a-s88, and differs from that of the classical 

84 That means, the syntax contained in one verse differs from that in another. 
85 SG 8,3: jarliyujo 'IJ<fajas caiva svedajas codbhijjas tathli I evarri catur vidhal:z 

prokto de ho 'yarri plincabhautikal:z II. 
86 SG 8,13: janma-karma-vaslid eva nisiktam smara-mandire I sukrarri rajal:z

samliyuktam prathame mlisi tad dravam II. 
Cf. SR 1,2,21cd: suddhlirtavliyli YO.$liYli nisiktam smara-mandire. SR 1,2,22cd: 
jfva-karma-preritam tad garbham lirabhate tadli. SR 1,2,23ab: dravatvam 
prathame mlisi kalallikhyam prajliyate. 
Compare the underlined expressions with each other. For details, cf. my 
footnote 522 on SR sl.22 in the English translation. 

87 SG 8,14: kalalam budbudarri tasmlit tata/:t pesf bhaved idam I pesf ghanarri 
dvitfye tu mlisi pifJ<!a/:t prajliyate II. 

88 For the PuraQ.ic theory of embryonic development, cf. SUNESON 1991. 
According to his study, the Purii:l)ic theory is more archaic than that of the 
classical medical texts. The theory of the SG accords with the series of the 
terms, kalala, arbuda/budbuda, pesf, and ghana, which is mentioned by the 
Mahabharata and the MarkaQ.c;ieyapurii:l)a (SUNESON, ibid., p.111). Intriguingly, 
the embryological description in the Taittiriyopani~adbha~yavarttika, from 
which the SG has many quotations (cf. COMBA 1981, p.217), contains the same 
series of the embryonic terms (SUNESON ibid., p.112). 
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medical texts.89 SG 8,16-17 states that the embryo's position, i.e. right, middle 
or left, in the uterus decides its sex. 

* SR 1,2, sl.24cd (Sprouting of the hands, feet and head) 
SG 8,15ab has the same content, but it is not an identical verse.90 

SR 1,2, sl.25. (The simultaneous manifestation and the primitive and minute 
condition of the main and subsidiary parts of the body) 
= SG 8,18. 

*SR 1,2, sl.26ab. (Normality and abnormality) 
SG has no parallel to SR sl. 26ab. 

SR 1,2, sl. 26cd. (Fourth month) 
= SG 8,19ab.SR 1,2, sl.27ab. (Characteristics of the three sexes) 
= SG 8,19cd. 

* SR 1,2, sl.27cd. (Character of the third sex) 
The same topic is dealt with in SG 8,20ab, but in a different manner.91 

SR 1,2, sl.28-30ab. (Dohada) 
= SG 8,20cd-22.* SR 1,2, sl.30cd-32. (Relation between the mother's dohada 
and the future child) 
These verses find no counterpart in the SG. The contents of SU, sii.rira., 3,22 
correspond with those of the SR.92 

SR 1,2, sl.33ab. (Fifth month) 
=SG 8,23ab. 

According to the chart "Embryonic development in Other Postvedic Texts" of 
SHIVARAM 2001, pp.83-84, the series of the embryonic terms contained in 
other Purai:ia-s like AgniP, Bhavi~yaP, Bhii.gavataP, Vi~i:iudhP, YS, etc. deviate 
from the above-mentioned one. 
This fact might suggest that this verse (SG 8,14) is also based on the 
Taittiriyabhii.~yavii.rttika, like the other verses which are not parallel to the SR. 
But unlike the SG, the series in the Mahabharata, Markai:i~eyaP and 
Taittiriyopani~adbhii~yavii.rttika do not mention pi1J¢a. In addition to that, ac
cording to SHIV ARAM ibid., pp.83--84, none of the non-medical texts mentions 
pifJ<!a in the second month. 

89 For details of the classical medical theory, cf. my footnote 535 on SR sl.23 in 
the English translation. 

90 SG 8,15ab: karanghri-sfr~akadfni trtrye sambhavanti hi !15ab! 
91 SG 8,20ab: napurrzsake ca te mifra bhavanti raghunandana /20ab/. 
92 Cf. my footnote 587 on SR sl.32 in the English translation. 
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SR 1,2, sl.33cd-34ab. (Sixth and seventh month) 
== SG 8,23cd-24ab. 

SR 1,2, sl.34cd-35ab. (Position of the foetus in the uterus) 
== SG 8,24cd-25ab (Verse 25 consists merely of two piida-s, ab). The following 
verses (SG 8,25cd-32), which are not contained in the SR, describe the agonies 
which the foetus suffers in the uterus. 

SR 1,2, sl.35cd-36ab. (Jiitismara. Meditation of the foetus) 
== SG 8,33. 

SR 1,2, sl.36cd-37ab. (Eighth month. Ojas) 
== SG 8,34. 

SR 1,2, sl.37cd-38ab. (The ojas wavers between the mother and the foetus; 
consequently, the child born in the eighth month does not survive.) 
== SG 8,35. 

SR 1,2, sl.38cd-39ab. (Temporary subsistence because of Saf!!Skiira. Proper 
birth after the ninth month.) 
== SG 8,36. 

SR 1,2, sl.39cd-40ab. (Umbilical cord) 
::;; SG 8,37abcd. (8,37 consisting of six piida-s) 

§2.1.2. Analysis 

The SR and SG are identical in their verses describing fertilisation 
until birth, except for a few deviations. In some passages the SR 
preserves more non-Ayurvedic materials than the SG, while in other 
passages the SG is more non-Ayurvedic, as shown below. This shows 
that the matter is far more complicated than one text simply quoting 
the other. The verses which are identical to each other might have 
been taken from a common source, but I will not go further into this 
matter, because the available materials (SR and SG) are insufficient 
to discuss this point. 

Instead, I make, in the following, the divergences of the two texts 
clear. Doing so might help elucidate the relationship of the two texts 
to each other and their textual development. 
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For the various embryonic stages in the first and second month, the 
SG (8,14) adopts the older theory of embryonic development which 
is handed down in the Puraz:ia-s. In contrast, the SR (1,2, sl.23-24ab) 
adopts the theory which is dealt with in the classical medical texts93; 

according to this theory, the three embryonic states, i.e. pe§f, ghal}a 
and pi1J¢a, are associated with the determination of the embryo's sex. 
On the other hand, the SR does not have a parallel to SG 8, sl.16-17, 
which mentions the relation between the embryo's position in the 
uterus and its sex (determination of its sex).94 

Although SR sl.23 and SG 8, 13d-l 4 present different theories, 
i.e. the classical medical theory and the Purilz:iic theory respectively, 
these two verses nevertheless show partial parallelism.95 

Intriguingly, two pada-s from different sloka-s in the SR (SR 
sl.21d, ni~iktarrz smara-mandire and SR sl.22c, jfva-karma-preritarrz) 
are found together in the SG as belonging to one and the same sloka 
(SG 8,13ab,janma-karma-vasad eva ni#ktarrz smara-mandire).96 

But the part preceding this (just before SR sl.22) is problematic. 
Though the SR and SG both describe the formation of the embryo, 
the manner of description differs. 

The SR (sl.18-22) describes transmigration, during which the 
individual self (k~etrajfia, jfva) travels through space, wind, smoke, 
cloud, rain-cloud, rain, plants and food into semen, which is ejacu-

93 I presume that the SR substituted the Purii.J:!ic theory of the common source text 
with the classical medical theory, while the SG preserved the Purii.J:!ic theory. 
The other possible interpretation is, of course, that the common source text did 
not contain this part, and that both the SR and SG, independently from each 
other, adopted different theories, the Purii.J:!ic one and the classical medical one 
respectively. 

94 The correlation between the foetus' position in the uterus and the determination 
of its sex is, however, mentioned later on in SR 1,2, sl.41. But it is not a verse 
identical to SG 8,16-17. 

95 SR sl.23: dravatvam prathame miisi kalaliikhyam prajiivate I dvitfve tu ghanah 
pindah pesf~ad-ghanam arbudam !231. 
SG 8,13d-14: prathame miisi tad-dravam/13c! kalalam budbudaf!l tasmiit tata~ 
pesf bhaved idam I pesf ghanam dvitfye tu miisi piff¢a~ prajiivate 1141. 
Besides the names of the embryonic states, the expression prajiiyate is also 
shared by the two texts. 

96 If it is relevant to consider jfva-karma-preritam to be a variant of janma-karma
vasiid. 
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lated into the vagina. The SR's description clearly resembles that of 
. d 97 the Chandogyopam~~ . 

In contrast, the SG (8,5-13) begins its description of embryonic 
development only from the moment of ejaculation and conception,98 

without dealing with the transm~gration of the individual self. The 
statements in this part of the SG ofte~ agree with the classical 
medical theory, especially with the SU. SG ~,6cd-7ab is parallel to 
the SU (sarira., 3,5) and AS (sarira., 2,4).99 SG 8,8 is parallel to SU 
sarira., 3,12. 100 SG 8,10 is parallel to SU sarira., 2,26.101 

Thus, we have here the case opposite to the case of SR sl.23 and 
SG 8,13d-14. It is the SR (sl.18-22) that adopts a non-Ayurvedic 
theory, i.e. an Upani~adic theory. 

Although the SR (sl.16-17) and SG (8,3 and 8,12) both deal with 
the types of birth like a1J4aja, svedaja, jarayuja etc., they are not 
identical in wording. The SR's verses and the SG's verses seem to 
have respectively originated in different sources. 

The verses proceding this (SR sl.4-15cd), which describe the 
process of Brahman's manifestation as the individual self and the 
creation of the world, function as the prologue to the embryologico
anatomical description. The SG does not have parallels to this part of 
the SR. 

After mentioning dohada (SR 1,2, sl.28-30ab; SG 8, sl.21-23a), the 
SR (sl.30cd-32) enumerates the various types of the mother's 

97 Cf., my footnote 506 on SR sl.18, abhra in the English translation. 
98 SG 8,5: §ukra-S01J,ita-sambhiitli vrttir eva jarliyuja/:t I strf!JliY(! garbhti§aye 

§ukram rtu-klile vised yadti 151 yo~ito rajasli yuktarri tad eva sylij jarliyujam 16! 
99 SG 8,6cd-7ab: btihulytid rajasli strf syii.c chukrii.dhikye pumii.n bhavet 161 §ukra

So!Jitayo/:t sii.mye jliyate ca napuY(!Saka/:t /1 ab! 
AS siirira., 2,4: tata eva ca sukrasya btihulyat pumii.n ii.rtavasya btihulyii.t strf, 
tayo/:t sii.mye napumsakam. The wording of SU siirira., 3,5 is almost the same as 
in the AS. 

100 SG 8,8: tatrii.yugma-dine strf syat pumlin yugma-dine bhavet. 
Su siirira., 3,12ab: yugme~u tu pumii.n prokto divase~v anyathtibala. 

101 SG 8,10: rtu-snata yasya puY(!Sa/:t sliklin~am mukham f~ate I tad-akrtir bhaved 
garbhas tat pasyet svii.mino mukham 1101 
SU siirira., 2,26: pilrvam pasyed rtu-snii.tli yii.drfarri naram anganli I tadrsarri 
janayet putram bhartii.ram pa§yed ata/:t. 
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dohada which have influence on the character of the future child. The 
SG lacks a parallel or corresponding statement. 

This part seems to be of an origin different from the text 
surrounding it. I have come to this assumption, because, in the SR, 
the description of the embryonic condition in each month is usually 
limited to a half-verse (i.e. two pada-s) or two half-verses (i.e. four 
pada-s = a sloka), except for the fourth month which is in question. 
For instance, the first (SR sl.23ab) and fifth month (SR sl.33ab) are 
respectively described in two pada-s, and the second (SR 
sl.23cd-24ab) and sixth month (SR sl.33cd-34a) are described in 
four pada-s, respectively. Six pada-s, or one and a half verse, are 
allotted to the description of the eighth month (SR sl.36cd-37). In 
contrast to these, the description of the fourth month, including that 
of dohada, contains twenty-six pada-s ( = six and a half verses) and is 
thus disproportionately detailed. Therefore, the statement on the 
relationship between the mother's dohada and the future child's 
character (SR sl.30cd-32) is probably a secondary insertion. Indeed, 
this statement (SR sl.30cd-32) has a striking parallelism to SU, 
sarira., 3,22. This theory might have been adopted from the classical 
medical texts. 102 

The SG (8, sl.25-33) describes the agony which the foetus suffers in 
the uterus, i.e., the topic commonly discussed by the religious texts 
dealing with embryology, such as the Purli.Qa-s. In contrast to that, the 
SR shares only the first and last verse of this part (SR sl.34cd-35ab 
and 35cd-36ab) with the SG, while the verses in-between are 
missing. So the SR touches only slightly on the topic of the foetus' 
agony in the uterus. 

Actually, it is already proven that this part (SG 8, sl.26-34) is an 
insertion: COMBA 1981 (pp.203-205, notes 29-35) remarks that the 
verses between SG 8, sl.25 and sl.33 (parallel to SR sl.34cd-35ab 
and SR sl.35cd-36ab, respectively) are quotations from the 
Taittiriyopani~adbha~yavarttika by Suresvara 103 , a direct pupil of 
Sankara. 

102 That means either that the SR is based on the SU, or that both, the SR and SU, 
have a common source. 

103 For the information about this text, see COMBA 1981, p.177, note 12. 
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In other words, the SG strengthened its ethico-religious character 
through quoting verses which express disgust for the human body 

and birth. 
The verses at the end of the embryological description (SR sl. 

4ocd-43)104 do not have parallels in the SG. !nstead, the SG deals 
with ethico-religious topic~. In the pa!1 next to SG sl.37-38a (parallel 
to SR sl.39cd-40ab), the SG (from SG 8,38b-40 onward) describes 
the traumatic moment of birth in more detail than the SR does, and 
thereafter begins the description of various kinds of agonies which a 
human being has to suffer during his life. Almost all the verses after 
SG 8,38b-40 105 are quotations from the Taittirlyopani~adbha~ya
viirttika (cf. COMBA 1981, p.217, appendice, which lists the 
quotations from this Varttika). In contrast to that, the SR does not 
mention the agony suffered by the foetus/baby at birth. The SR 
describes the moment of birth briefly in two verses (SR 1,2, sl.41 and 
42); however, some expressions of the SR imply such an agony, i.e. 
sankucad-gatra "whose limbs are contracting" (SR sl.41a), rujad
gatra "whose limbs are paining" (SR sl.42c) and yantra "torturing 
instrument" (SR sl.42d). 106 

In short, the SR is more closely related to the classical medical texts 
than the SG. 107 In contrast, the SG has strengthened its ethico
religious character through adopting quotations from the 
Taittirlyopani~adbha~yavarttika. 108 

Maybe we could try to reconstruct the common source of the SR 
and SG, through analysing which parts the two texts have in 
common, and in which parts they deviate from each other. But I have 
chosen not to discuss this any further at this point, as momentarily I 

104 After that, from SR sl.44 onward, the anatomical description begins. For this 
part again, parallels are found in the ninth chapter of the SG (see below 
§2.2.1.). 

105 That means the verses thereafter up to the end of the eighth chapter of the SG. 
106 Usually, the descriptions of the moment of birth in the classical medical works 

are brief, e.g., the CA and SU, in contrast to the Purii.Q.ic texts like BhagP, 
Vi~Q.udhP, AgniP and YS (cf. COMBA 1981, p.209, note 42). 

107 The exception is SG 8,6cd-8, which accords with the SU and AS. In the place 
corresponding to this, SR sl.18-22 contains an Upani~adic theory. 

108 The Taittiriyopani~adbha~yavarttika itself deals with embryology, according to 
SUNESON 1991, p.112. 
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consider the material available as insufficient. Because of these 
insufficiencies, I am not able to differentiate whether the SR replaced 
Puranic theories in the source text with the classical medical theories . , 
or if the source-text did not contain these verses at all from the stan. 
The two works, the SR and SG, might have independently from each 
other supplemented different verses in these places. For these places, 
as we have seen above, it is difficult to judge which of the SR and SG 
preserves a more original version, or if these verses were perhaps 
their respective secondary supplements, and originally not contained 
in the common source-text at all. As this is quite an interesting but 
complex matter, one can only hope that future researchers will be 
able to elucidate the problem. 

A similar problem will be encountered in the part dealing with 
anatomy (SR sl.44-119cd), where the matter is even more complicat
ed (cf. §2.2. "Verses in SG adhyiiya 9, which are Identical to the 
Anatomical Verses of SR"). 

§2./.3. Comparison of SR sl.24b-40ab with other texts, 
according to CO MBA ( 1981) 's study 

In her study, COMB A 1981 compares the SG with other texts, i.e. the 
classical medical texts (SU, CA, AH), the Purfu:la-s (BhagP, Vi~l).udhP, 
AgniP), the Garbhopani~ad, the YS, and the Jaina text on embryology 
entitled Tal)."ulaveyaliya (cf. COMBA 1981, p.176, note 5). 109 

109 For the information of the SG, cf. ROCHER 1986, p.212. Among the studies on 
the SG mentioned by COMBA 1981, p.175 (footnote 2), I was able to obtain 
only VALLAURI 1942. 
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It is only with reservation that ROCHER (ibid.) and VALLA URI (ibid.) admit 
that the SG belongs to the PadmapuriiI,J.a. ROCHER (ibid.) states that the SG is 
not included in the Anandasrama edition of the Uttarakhai:u~a of the 
PadmapuriiI,la. ROCHER (ibid., p.207) quotes Wilson's notice that "the different 
portions of the PadmapuriiI,la are in all probability as many different works". 
ROCHER (ibid.) remarks that "there are number of sections in the Uttarakhai:i<;la 
which also had an existence of their own". 
VALLA URI (ibid., p.3) reports that the SG belongs to the PadmapuriiI,J.a, 
according to the majority of his manuscripts, but that a scholar, Rajendralfila 
Mitra, mentions a source, according to which it belongs to the MatsyapuriiJ:ia. 
Nevertheless, he did not find it in any edition of the two PuriiI,la-s. 
COMBA (1981, p.175, footnote 2) reports as follows: the majority of the 
manuscripts claim that the SG belongs to the Padmapurai;ia; but the other 



Regrettably, her study does not consult Vagbhata's A~tanga
... graha (AS) which actually contains the highest amount of verses 
~:~allel to the S? and SR, as I have discussed in my footnotes on the 
English translation of the SR. 

For convenience, I have summarised some points of COMBA's 
. nalysis of the SG, to make its textual position clear. I feel that this is 
~elpful because .COMBA's article is not accessi?le to .all ~eade~s, as it 
is not easily available and the language of her discussion 1s Itahan. 

I have given the number of the SR verses which are identical to 
these SG verses in brackets. 

SG 8, sl.15 locates the manifestation of the five limbs (anga) in 
the third month. 11° COMBA (ibid., note 18) reports that all the 
texts she consulted are in concordance with the SG, except for 
the Garbhopani~ad, BhagP and Ta1:u;lulaveyaliya. 
SG 8, sl.18 (= SR 1,2, sl.25) mentions the simultaneous 
manifestation of the minute limbs (anga) and secondary append
ages (pratyanga). 111 This is identical to the theory of the CA and 
SU (cf. COMBA 1981, note 22). 
SG 8, sl.21cd-22 (= SR 1,2, sl.28-30ab) locates the double
heartedness (dohada) at the same time as the full manifestation 
of the limbs (anga) and secondary appendages (pratyanga) in the 

manuscripts state that it belongs to the Bhagavata-, Vi~i:iudharmottara-, Siva-, 
or Kiirmapurai:ia. Nevertheless, the SG does not occur in the southern version 
of the Padmapurai:ia which was published in Poona and Bombay; however, the 
SG is not found in the edited texts of the other Purai:ia-s, although these Purai:ia
s contain numerous other Gita-s. (Summary of COMBA's report.) 
COMBA (ibid., in the same footnote) suggests two possibilities. The first 
possibility is: the SG is said to belong to a certain Purai:ia, so that it might 
acquire authenticity, but actually it does not belong to that Purai:ia. The second 
possibility is: the SG is inserted into a certain Purai:ia in the form of a 
manuscript. 

110 SG 8,15: karaflghri-ifr~akli.dfni trtfye sambhavanti hi I avibhaktii ca jfvasya 
caturthe masi jayate. 
SR 1,2,24cd: trtfye tv aflkura pafica karaflghri-iiraso matal:z /2Acd/ 
SR 1,2, sl.24cd is not an identical verse, but contains similar wording. The 
contents of the verses are actually the same in both texts. 

111 SG sl.18abcd and SR 1,2,25cd-26ab are identical: aflga-pratyaflga-bhagai ca 
su~mal:z syur yugapat tadii. I vihaya imairu-dantadfn janmanantara
sambhavan. 
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fourth month. 112 Among the texts she consulted, only the SU 
agrees with this (cf. COMBA ibid., note 18). 113 

SG 8, sl.23ab ( = SR 1,2, sl.33ab) mentions the awakening of 
consciousness (citta) and the abundance of flesh and blood.114 

COMBA's comments may be summarised (COMBA ibid., note 
26) as follows: For the abundance of flesh and blood, similar 
descriptions are found in the YS and Tai:i<;J.ulaveyaliya, but the 
nearest description is made by the CA, although the CA does not 
mention consciousness (citta). In contrast to the CA, the SU 
mentions it. The Purai:ia-s which are consulted locate the 
development of consciousness in the sixth month. 
SG sl.23cd-24ab (= SR sl.33cd-34ab) locates the clear division 
of the bones, cords (snayu), etc. in the sixth month, and the 
fullness of the limbs in the seventh month. 115 COMBA (ibid., note 
27) writes that the CA and AH have the same as the SG. The CA 
however, similarly to the SU, states that all the body parts appear 
simultaneously, i.e. the two classical medical texts do not set 
particular parts such as the bones, cords etc. apart. The AH allots 
the cords and nails to the sixth month. COMBA considers, 
therefore, the AH as the nearest to the SG (i.e. also to the SR) on 
this point, among the texts she consulted. 116 

YS 3,71 has a very similar wording to SG sl.35 (SR 
sl.37cd-38ab) 117 describing the oscillation of the ojas (cf. 
COMBA ibid., note 38). 

112 SG sl.21-23a: tiirrz ca dvihrdayiirrz niirfm iihur dauhrdinlrrz tatal:z /2,J cdl adiiniid 
dohrdiiniirrz syur garbhasya vyangatiidayal:z I miitur yad-vi~aye lobhas tad-iirto 
jiiyate sutal:z 12,21 For SR sl.28-30ab's variants, cf. my footnotes 572, 577 and 
580 in the English translation. 

113 Also see COMBA 1981, note 25, stating that other texts often locate it in the 
third month. 

114 SG 8, sl.23 (= SR 1,2, sl.33ab): prabuddham pancame cittam miirrzsa-sm.zita
P~!atii. 

115 SG sl.23cd-24ab (SR sl.33cd-34ab): ~a~the 'sthi-sniiyu-nakha-keia-loma
viviktatii I bala-van.zau-copacitau saptame tv anga-pun.zatii II. The SR contains 
the variant roma (for loma). 

116 Actually, the AS, which COMBA 1981 does not consult, is the nearest to the 
SR, cf. my footnote 602 on SR sl.34b in English translation. 

117 SG sl.35: miitararrz ca punar garbharrz cancalarrz tat pradhiivati I tato jato 
'~tame garbho na jfvaty ojasojjhital:z II. The identical verse, SR sl.37cd-38ab, 
contains a few variants, cf. my footnote 624 in the English translation. 
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For the topic of the umbilical cord mentioned in SG sl.37abcd (= 
SR sl.39cd-40ab ), 118 CO MBA (1981, note 40) states that, for the 
chronological scheme of development of the embryo's nutrition, 
the SG adopts that of the SU, though in a fragmentary way, 
without mentioning the period when the embryo is nourished 
through other means than the umbilical cord. 

Sp'lgeri Abhinava Nrsiqiha Bharafi119
, one of the commentators on 

the SG, might have been aware of the parallelism between the SR and 
SG, as suggested by COMBA's statement (1981, p.185) that his 
commentary (called "edition A" by COMBA) quotes from the SR. 
But COMBA herself seems not to be aware of this parallelism, as she 
makes no further comment on this matter. 

COMBA (1981, pp.175-177) analyses the position of the embryo
logical description in the SG in comparison with the other texts as 
follows: 

It shows the relative independence from the three classical 
medical texts, though it does not contradict them in a direct manner. 
Sometimes it presents a remarkable similarity with the Su. 120 At 
other times, it follows the general principles common to the CA and 
SU, while sometimes it keeps itself apart from them and stands near 
to the AH. 121 

For example, according to the CA and SU, the limbs (aliga) of 
the embryo develop simultaneously. The SG states the same in 8, sl. 

118 SG sl.37abcdef: miitur asra-vahtif!l niic/Jm iisrityiinvavatiiritii I niibhistha-niicj,f 
garbhasya miitr-iihiira-rasiivahti I tena jfvati garbho 'pi miitr-iihtirei:za po~itaJ:i 
II. The fifth and sixth piida-s (ef) have no equivalents in the SR. The identical 
verse, SR sl.39cd-40ab, contains variants, cf. my footnote 631 in English 
translation. 

119 He was, according to COMBA (1981, p.184, note 55), the head of the Siiradii 
PI~ha of Spigeri from 1599 until 1622. 

120 E.g., SG 8,6 (without any parallel in the SR) and SU siirira., 3,5 (cf. COMBA 
1981, p.175, note 3). SG 8,6: yo~ito rajasii yuktaf!l tad eva syiij jariiyujam I 
biihulyiid rajasii strf syiic chukriidhikye pumiin bhavet. 

121 In such cases, the AS, which COMBA 1981 does not consult, actually stands 
nearer to the SR, than the AH does (cf. my footnote 114, above in Situating the 
text). 
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18122 (= SR 1,2, sl.25). In spite of that, in SG 8, sl.23-24ab123 (= SR 
1,2, sl.33-34ab) and SG 8, sl.34124 (= SR 1,2, sl.36cd-37ab), there 
are precise references to the differentiation of the individual parts of 
the embryonic body from the sixth till eighth month, in contradiction 
to the statement on the simultaneous development of the limbs. 

In other cases, the SG has similarity to the Purai;i.ic texts, because 
of the vocabulary it has in common with these. This kind of voca
bulary does not occur in the medical texts. 125 

122 SG 8,18: aliga-vibhiigtis ca sii/qmlil:z syur yugapat tadti I vihiiya smasru
danttidfn janmlinantara-sambhavtin. 
COMBA (1981, p.176) writes sl.23, which is obviously a mistake. SR 
sl.34cd-36ab (=SG sl.25 and 33) deal with the posture of the foetus, and its 
remembrance of the previous lives (jtitismara) and its practice (abhyiisa) and 
meditation; these are not precisely discussed in the medical texts, neither in the 
SU, AS and AH, nor CA. These topics are only dealt with in the PuriiJ:ia-s. 
However, jatismara and abhyasa are mentioned in the SU. SU sarira., 2,57 
states that those who have been imprinted/educated (bhiivita) by means of 
stistra-s in their previous life (piirva-deha) or have predominantly sattva-guf}a, 
acquire the remembrance of their previous lives (piirvajatismara); the next 
verse 2,58 states that one receives the same qualities (gwza) which one has 
practiced or been habituated to (abhyasta) in one's previous body (piirva-deha). 
Although the preceding verse 2,55 mentions the foetus' movements which are 
simultaneous with the mother's, verses 2,57-58 generally have nothing to do 
with 2,55. Thus, the manner in which the SU deals with jatismara and abhytisa 
is different from that of the PuriiJ:ia-s; the two topics in the SU have nothing to 
do with the foetus' posture or agony in the uterus. It might be possible to guess, 
though difficult to prove, that the order in which the two topics are situated 
after the topic of the foetus' movement might be a vestige suggesting that the 
source which the SU is based on originally had a character closer to the PuriiJ:ia-s; 
the SU altered the source-text, retaining the order. 

123 SG 8,23-24ab: prabuddham pancame cittam mtif!!Sa-Sof}fta(sic.)-p~!atti I ~a~the 
'sthi-sntiyu-nakha-kesa-loma-viviktatti 1231 bala-van:zau copacitau saptame tv 
aliga-piirf}atti /24abl. 

124 SG 8,34: a~tame tvak-chrutf syattim ojas tejas ca hrdbhavam I suddham apfta
raktaf!l ca nimittaf!l jfvitam matam. 

125 E.g., SG sl.14, which enumerates the early stages of the embryonic 
development, i.e. budbuda, kalala, pe.§f, ghana and pif,l<;la. This verse is not 
parallel to SR sl.23-24ab, which accords with the classical medical texts. 
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SG 8,14: kalalam budbudaf!l tasmlit tatal:z pe.§f bhaved idam I pesf ghanaf!l 
dvitfye tu masi pif,l<;lal:z prajtiyate II. 



Sometimes, the SG accords with the contents of the SU, but not 
with that of the CA or AH. 126 

At other times, it synthesises elements from all three classical 
medical texts. 127 

, 

Some elements in the SG do not appear in the corresponding 
parts of the embryological descriptions of the CA, SU or AH. 128 

Another passage is in concordance with the YS. 129 

COMBA draws the conclusion that the SG presupposes and 
follows the theories of the three classical medical texts, but some
times integrates other elements, or condensates the principal data 
from various texts. 

COMBA states that the passages with ethico-religious character 
in the SG generally consist of the quotations from the 
Taittiriyopani~adbha~yavarttika of Suresvara, a direct pupil of 
Sankara. COMBA's observation is indeed reinforced by the fact that 

SR sl.23-24ab: dravatvam prathame miisi kalaliikhyam prajiiyate I dvitfye tu 
ghana/:t pii:itfa/:t peif~ad-ghanam arbudam 1231 puf(l-strf-napurrisakiiniif(l syu/:t 
priig-avasthii/:t kramiid imii/:t /24abl. 

126 Cf. SG 8, sl.15-23a; cf. COMBA 1981, note 7. 
These verses are verses identical to SR 1,2, sl.24cd-30ab, except for SG 
8,15cd, SG 8,16 and SG 8,17. I quote these verses which are not contained in 
the SR in the following: 
SG 8, 15cd-17: avibhaktis ca jfvasya caturthe miisi jiiyate /l 5cd/ tatas calati 
garbho 'pi janmanii jafhare svata/:t I putras ced da~ii:ie piirsve kanyii viime ca 
ti~fhati 1161 napurrisakas tiidarasya bhiige ti~fhati madhyata/:t I ato da~ii:ia
piirsve sete miitii pumiin yadi 1171. 

127 Cf. SG 8,23ab (identical to SR 1,2, sl.33ab): prabuddham pancame cittam 
miirrrsa-toi:ifta( sic. )-pu~fatii. 

128 COMBA (1981, p. 176, note 9) refers to SG 8,34 (parallel to SR 1,2, 
sl.36cd-37ab) which mentions the colour of the ojas. SG 8,34: a~fame tvak
chrutf syiitiim ojas tejas ca hrdbhavam I suddham iipfta-raktaf(l ca nimittaf(l 
jfvitam matam. 
Against her opinion, however, a similar statement is found in CA, siitra., 17,14, 
although it does not belong to the chapter on embryology (siirirasthiina), but to 
the chapter siitrasthiina (cf. my footnote 616 on SR 1,2, sl.37ab, "red" in 
English translation). 

129 Cf. SG 8,35 (parallel to SR 1,2, sl.37cd-38ab) and YS 3,71. SG 8,35: miitaraYfl 
ca punar garbhaf(l cancalaf(l tat pradhiivati I tato jiito '~fame garbho na jfvaty
ojasojjhita/:t. 
YS 3,71: punar dhiitrfm punar garbham ojas tasya pradhiivati I astame miisyato 
garbho jiitah priii:iair viyujyate. 
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the verses of the SG (8,26-32; 8,38b and the following verses) 
parallel to the Taittiriyopani~adbha~yavarttika, which describe the 
foetus' agony in the uterus, have no parallel in the SR, as examined 
above. 

Except for the few deviations which have been elucidated, 
including the quotations from the Taittiriyopani~adbha~yavarttika, 
the texts of the SR and SG are identical in the part mentioned above 
(SR sl.25-40ab = SG 8,18-37abcd). Thus, what COMBA remarks on 
the SG, as I summarised above, applies to the SR, too. I have investi
gated into the relation or parallelism between the SR and AS, on 
which CO MBA has not done any research, 130 and given the results in 
the footnotes on my English Translation of the SR's text. 

§2.2. Verses in SG adhyaya 9, 
which are identical to the anatomical verses of SR 

For the SR's verses on anatomy, there are identical ones in the SG. 
They are contained in the ninth chapter (adhyaya) of the SG, titled 
Sariraniriipai;ia, "the Investigation of the Body", following the 
embryological description in the eighth chapter. 

§2.2.1. List of the identical verses in SG adhyaya 9 and SR 

The chart of the identical parallels131 between the SR's and the SG's 
verses is given in the following. These parallels are identical to the 
letter. 

SR 1,2, sl.44 = SG 9,lOcdfg (six bhiiva-s, i.e. components) derived from the 
mother, father etc.) 
SR 1,2, sl.45 = SG 9,11 (miitrbhiiva, i.e. components derived from the mother) 
SR 1,2, sl.46 = SG 9,12 (pitrsamudbhava, i.e. those derived from the father) 
SR 1,2, sl.47 = SG 9,13 (rasaja, i.e. those derived from rasa) 
SR 1,2, sl.48 = SG 9,14 (iitmaja, those derived from the self) 

130 Which is unfortunately a substantial defect, because the AS is very often the 
closest parallel to the SR (i.e. SG). (Cf. my footnote 114 above in Situating the 
text.) 

131 "Identical parallels", in this case, mean the parallel verses which are strictly 
identical in wording, both in vocabulary and syntax. 
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SR 1,2, sl.49 = SG 9,15 (jnanendriya) 132 

SR 1,2, sl.50 = SG 9,16 (gocara, karmendriya) 
SR 1,2, sl.51=SG9,17 (kriyii and pair of antal:ikaralJ-a, i.e. manas and buddhi) 
SR 1,2, sl.52 = SG 9,19 133 (vi~aya and kriyii of manas) 

SR 1,2, sl.53ab (two different theories on the origin of the indriya-s) has no 
parallel in SG. 

SR 1,2, sl.53cd-55 = SG 9,20-22ab (sattvaja, those derived from the sattva) 
SR 1,2, sl.56ab = SG 9,22cd (siitmyaja, those derived from suitableness) 
SR 1,2, sl.56cd = SG 9,23ab (the body receives qualities from the gross 
elements134

). 

SR 1,2, sl.57-60ab = SG 9,23cd-26 (qualities received from the wind) 
SR 1,2, sl.60cd-68ab = SG 9,27-34 (ten kinds of vital wind, i.e. PriilJ-a etc. 135) 

SR 1,2, sl.68cd-70 = SG 9,35-37ab (the qualities received from fire and water) 

* SR 1,2, sl.71ab (the hard substances, such as beard, hair, nails etc., including 
the list of the derivatives of earth) has no identical-parallel in the ninth chapter 
of the SG.136 Still, SR 1,2, sl.71c, in which wind etc. are called dhiitu-prakrti, 
has no identical parallel in the SG, but shows similarity to SG 9,43ab, in which 
viita, pitta and kapha are called dhiitu-s. 137 

SR 1,2, sl.79ab = SG 9,37cd (metabolic chain of the seven dhiitu-s) 138 

SR 1,2, sl.82cd-83ab shows similarity to SG 10,24cd-25, though it is not 
identical 139• 

132 The description in SR sl.49-53ab serves to introduce the notion of antal:ikaralJ-a 
and sattva. 

133 To the preceding and succeeding verses of the SG (SG 9,18ab and 9,20ab), 
there are no identical parallels in the SR. 

134 The gross elements (mahiibhiita) are usually five, but here (SR sl.57-70) only 
three, wind, fire and water, are mentioned. 

135 The ten kinds of vital winds are included in the qualities belonging to the gross 
element wind. 

136 Namely, SR sl.71cd is the sequel to the foregoing verses. It seems that the 
common source-text once contained the verse (SR sl.71cd), and that the SG 
does not quote it. Thus this case is an example for the SR preserving a more 
complete version of the text than the SG. 

137 SG 9,43ab: viita-pitta-kaphiis tatra dhiitaval:i parikfrtitiil:i. 
138 SG 9,38-42 describes metabolic change in a manner different from that in SR 

sl.79cd-80. 
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SR sl.84 mentions svapna and s~upti, 140 which are mentioned in SG 10,58ab 
and 12,34.141 

SR 1,2, sl.90cd-91 = SG 9,46abcdef (360 bones and their names according to 
their forms) 

SR 1,2, sl.92cd-94ab = SG 9,47-48 (asthisandhi, i.e. junctures of bones) 

SR 1,2, sl.114cd = SG 9,49ab (35,000,000 beard-hairs and hairs)142 

SR 1,2, sl.116-118 = SG 9,43cd-45 (amounts of various body fluids) 143 

§2.2.2. Analysis 

Now I shall analyse the above-mentioned condition of the texts. 
To put it in a nutshell, for the first half of the anatomical descrip

tion of the SR (from SR 1,2, sl.44 up to SRl,2, sl.70), the SR and SG 
show as clear identical parallelism144 as in the case of the foregoing 
embryological description (SR sl.24-40ab ). 

But in the rest of the anatomical description, it is not so. The 
verses appearin~ after SR 1,2, sl.71 only sporadically have identical 
parallels in the SG. 

That the SG has no verse identical to SR 1,2, sl.71ab (see the list 
above) seems to indicate the following: SR 1,2, sl.71ab mentions 
nails, hairs, bones etc. as the derivatives of earth, namely, it continues 
the foregoing list of the derivatives of earth (SR 1,2, sl.70cd). There
fore SR 1,2, sl.71ab must have also belonged to the common source-

139 SG 9,24cd-25: tasya madhye 'sthi hrdayarrz saniilam padma-ko§avat 124cdl 
adho-mukharrz ca tatriisti sulqmarrz s~iram uttamam I dahariikiisiim ity uktarrz 
tatra jf vo 'vati~thati 1251. 

140 SR sl.86cd explains the etymology of the word svapiti, according to 
ChiindogyaUp 6,8,1, as the commentary S points out. 

141 SG 10,58ab and 12,34ab. 10,58ab: jiigrat-svapna-pras~upty-iikhyam 
evehiimutra lokayo/:t. 12,34: jiigrat-svapna-su~upty-iidi-prapafico ya/:t prakii§ate 
I tad-brahmiiham iti jfiiitvii sarva-bandhai/:t pramucyate. 

142 This is remarkable, as this statement does not accord with any classical medical 
texts, but with the YS. 

143 This theory is treated in the classical medical texts, but seems to be old, because 
the YS and other Purw:ia-s also hand down the same theory. 

144 Cf. my footnote 129 above, in Situating the text. 
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cext.145 My assumption is supported by the fact that the parallels146 in 
the AS and Vi~l).udhP also mention nails, hairs and bones as 
derivative of the earth-element. Also, the parallel in the AgniP 
mentions nails and hairs. 147 Thus the SG abruptly breaks off the text 
which seems to have been originally longer. 

As already remarked, the second half of the anatomical descript
tion (SR 1,2, sl.71-118) has only sporadic parallels in the SG. 
Actually, in the SR itself, there is a gap between SR 1,2, sl.74 and 
sl.75. In SR sl.74cd, the author Sani.gadeva says that he breaks off the 
text to avoid prolixity. 148 In the verses between SR sl.71ab and 74cd, 
another topic is dealt with, namely various "bodies" derivative of 
sattva, rajas and tamas, or, the "bodies" (vigraha, deha) named after 
various deities (brahman, indra, yama etc.) and species (pisaca-s, 
asura-s, birds, snakes, fish, trees etc.) The first verse of this part, SR 
sl. 71cd, mentioning prakrti, is so fragmentary that we fail to grasp 
what it concretely means. 149 Actually, the parallel contained in the SU 
(sarira., 4,62-80) is a considerably longer text. 150 Without the help of 
this parallel in the SU, it would be impossible to understand SR 

145 If we take this case on its own, it would be possible to suppose that the SG is 
based on the SR. It would then be possible to presume that the SG quoted the 
foregoing verses directly from the SR. In this case, it would be unnecessary to 
assume a common source-text. But the actual matter is more complicated, 
because the SG, in another case, seems to preserve an older and more original 
version of the text than the SR. On account of this, I consider it convenient to 
assume a common source text. This matter will extensively be discussed below 
and in the next section. 

146 These parallels are not identical to the SR in vocabulary and syntax, although 
they deal with the same topics as those in the SR, and sometimes contain 
similar vocabulary. 

147 Cf. my footnote on SR sl.71ab. 
148 SR sl.74cd: te~lirrz la/qmiit:zi na briimo grantha-vistara-klitaral_z. 
149 SR sl.71ab: vatlidi-dhlitu-prakrtir vyomiidi prakrtis tathli. 
150 My reason to consider this part of the SU to be parallel to the very fragmentary 

statement of SR sl.71cd is as follows. The SU here associates the three morbific 
entities (wind etc.) with the five gross elements (mahlibhiita-s). SU siirira., 4,62 
mentions seven prakrti-s derived from combinations of the three morbific 
entities. SU siirira., 4,80 mentions the prakrti-s pertaining to the gross elements 
(bhautikf prakrti). Immediately after treating the topic of prakrti, it lists the 
bodies (kliya) derivative of three gut:za-s, namely, it has the same order of the 
same topics. Also see my footnote 785 on SR sl.71cd ("wind etc.") in the 
English translation. 
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sl.71cd. This very brief statement, SR sl.71cd, presumably seems to 
have been a summary of an older, longer text which might have 
contained a detailed description similar to that of the SU. Thus this 
case forces us to assume a source-text. 

Unfortunately, we have no information to judge whether Saniga
deva himself summarised the source-text in order to avoid prolixity, 
or the source-text itself was already summarised.151 Or else, it might 
also be possible that the source-text did not contain the part SR 
sl.71cd-74, and Sanigadeva inserted it from another medical work 
which was close to the SU.152 The matter thus seems to be quite 
complicated. 

In the following part from SR sl.75 onward, he opens a long text 
listing the limbs (anga) and secondary appendages (pratyanga) of the 
body .153 This list is concluded by SR sl.119 .154 The anatomical topics 
treated in this part are the same ones as in the SU and AS. They are 
listed in an order similar to those in the SU and AS. 

Sanigadeva calls this part, SR sl.75-118, "a summary/shortening 
of the secondary appendages" (sl.119a, pratyanga-sank~epa). So the 
text, SR sl.75-118, is a shortened version of a more complete text. 
Indeed, many topics in the SU und AS are missing here. Perhaps the 
older version of this text before being summarised might have con
tained such topics, too, though there is no evidence. Anyway, 
Sanigadeva instructs the reader to consult his other work, Adhyatma
viveka, for more detail (SR sl.119). This work which is now lost 
could also have contained the topics omitted here in the SR. 

In this part (SR 1,2, sl.75-119), verses identical to the SG are 
rare. They are five in total, as shown below. 

151 I mean that already in the medical text, which would have been handed down in 
Siinigadeva's family, this statement could have taken the summarised form. 

152 I suspect SR sl.30cd-32cd, to which the SG has no identical-parallels, of having 
similar circumstances. Only the SU (siirira., 3,22-27) has a parallel to this part, 
whose statement is very close to that of the SR (cf. my footnote 587 on SR sl.32 
in the English translation). 

153 SR sl.75: pil:u;iasyahul_z ~a<f-angani, siral_z padau karau tathti I madhyarri cety. 
atha valqyante pratyangtikhiltiny api 1751. 

154 SR sl.119: iti pratyanga-san/qepo vistaras tv iha tattvatal_z I asmad-viracite 
'dhytitmaviveke vf/qyattim budhail_z 11191. 
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SR sl.79ab155 = SG 9,37cd (metabolic chain of the seven elements (dhiUu)) 
SR sl.90cd-9l156 = SG 9,46abcdef (360 bones and their names according to 
their forms) 
SR sl.92cd-94ab157 = SG 9,47-48 (junctures of bones) 
SR sl.l 14cd158 = SG 9,49ab (35,000,000 beard-hair and hair) 
SR sl.116-118159 = SG 9,43cd-45 (amounts of various body liquids) 

To SR sl.114cd (= SG 9,49ab), on the amount of beard-hairs and 
hairs, there is no parallel in the ~edical texts. The unique parallel is 
the YS. 160 To SR sl.116-118 ( = SG 9 ,43cd-45), on the amounts of 
various liquids, not only the medical texts but also the non-medical 
texts, the YS and Pur~a-s, contain parallels. 161 The metabolic chain 
of the seven elements (dhatu) mentioned by SR sl.79ab (= SG 
9,37cd), too, is a topic which occurs not only in the medical texts, but 
also in the non-medical texts. In addition, we should remark that, in 
the SR and SG, the metabolic chain begins with skin, unlike in the 
classical medical texts, in which the chain usually begins with the 
nutrient fluid (rasa). The theory of the metabolic chain beginning 
with skin seems to be more archaic than the theory of the chain 
beginning with the nutrient fluid. 162 Only the statements on the bones 
and the junctures of bones belong to the genuine classical medical 
theory according to the SU, and are not dealt with in the non-medical 
texts. 163 

155 tvag-asrg-marrzsa-medo- 'sthi-majja-suklani dhii.taval:z. 
156 asthnlif!l §arfre salikhya syat ~a~{i-yukta'!l §atatrayam /90cd/ valayani kapalani 

rucaklis tarw:ziini ca I nalaklinfti tany ahul:z paii.cadhii. 'sthfni ca 1911. 
157 dve sate tv asthi-sandhfnlif!l sylitlim atra da§ottare /92cd/ koraklil:z prataras tunniil:z 

sfvanyal:z syur uliikhalal:z I samudga marµ;lalal:z §ankhii.varta vayasaturµ;laklil:z 1931. 
158 sardha-ko{i-trayaf!l rom1.1lif!l smasru-kesas tri-la~aklil:z ll 14cd/ la~lif.llif!l [ ... ]. 
159 (la~lif.llif!l) saf!lhita-mana'!l jalader adhunocyate I dasaii.jali jalaf!l jii.eyaf!l 

rasasyaii.jalayo nava 11161 raktasya~{au sapta syul:z sle~ma1.1as tu ~a{ I pittasya 
paii.ca catvaro miltrasyaii.jalayas trayal:z 11171 vasaya medaso dvau tu majja eko 
'ii.jalir mataJ:z I ardhii.ii.jaliJ:i siromajja sle~ma-saro bala'!l tathii. 11181. 

160 YS 3,102: trayo la~as tu vijii.eyaJ:z smafru-kesaJ:z sarfri1.1am /102ab/ [ ... ] /102/ 
rom1.1lif!l koryas tu paii.casac catasral:z korya eva ca sapta-~a~{is tathii. la~al:z 
sardhii.l:z svedayanail:z saha /103/. For details, see my footnote 967 in the English 
translation. 

161 For details, see my footnote 973 in the English translation. 
162 Cf. JAMISON 1986. 
163 This list of bones is unique, contained only in the SU among the medical 

classical texts (cf. my footnote 883 on SR sl.91 in the English translation), 
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Thus, I am not sure if it is apt to assume a common source-text 
for this part, SR sl.75-119. The identical verses in the SR and SG are 
too scarce. 164 

Furthermore, the matter is made more complicated by the fact that 
the ninth section of the SG contains several verses on anatomy which 
are not found in the SR. I discuss these verses in the following. 

SG 9,9165 states that six cases/sheaths (ko~a) 166 arise from the 
food eaten by the parents; three of them, i.e. cords, bones and 
marrow, are derived from the father; and the other three, skin, flesh 
and blood, from the mother. This theory partly overlaps with that of 
the matrja substances and pitrja substances treated by SR sl.45167 (= 
SG 9,11) and SR sl.46168 (= SG 9,12). So, at first sight, it gives the 

though the Hastyayurveda also contains it (cf. my footnotes 879-881on SR 
sl.91, the terms, valaya, kaptila and tarw:ia in the English translation). 
On the other hand, the science of bones seems to have a very old tradition 
which began developing in a considerably earlier period, i.e. in the Atharva 
Veda (cf. HOERNLE 1907, pp.8-9; p.109ff). Although the list of bones in the 
SU has no parallel in any other texts (except for the SR and the Hastyayurveda), 
the terms, kapiila and nalaka, occur in the non-medical texts like the YS, too, if 
the presumption of HOERNLE is right (see the following). HOERNLE 1907, 
p.58, presumes that the names of bones, kapola, and phalaka, contained in the 
YS are ancient misreadings of kapiila and nalaka, respectively. 

164 I give a possible argument in the following, but I cannot guarantee the aptness 
of my speculation: The common source-text, which might have been closely 
related to the Purai:ia-s, contained only these five verses which the SR and SG 
are now sharing. The SG preserves the original version of the text. But the 
version of the SR has been enriched with many secondary supplements 
originating in the classical medical texts. 
Of course, the opposite argument is possible too: the SG might have omitted 
many verses from the common source-text, preserving only the five verses 
which the two works still have in common. 

165 pitrbhyiim asitiid anniit ~at-ko~a'!I jiiyate vapuJ:i I sniiyavo 'sthfni majjii ca 
jiiyante pitrs ( =pitrtas?) tathii 191 tva1i-miif!1Saf!1 So1Jitam iti matrtas ca bhavanti 
hi/JOI. 

166 Cf. my footnote 69 of the Situating the text. 
167 SR 1,2,45: mrdavaJ:i So1Jftaf!1 (sic.) medo majjii plfhii yakrd gudam I hrn-nabhfty 

evam iidyiis tu bhiivii matrbhavii matiiJ:i 1451. 
168 SR 1,2,46: smafru-kefa-loma-kaciiJ:i sniiyu-sirii-dhamanayo nakhiiJ:i I dafaniiJ:i 

suklam ity iidyiiJ:i sthiriiJ:i pitr-samudbhaviiJ:i 1461. 
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impressio!1 that it _merely mentions exactly the same topics as in SG 
9,11 and SG 9,12 m advance. 

But let us think of the fact that the elements (dhatu) of the 
metabolic chain are only twice called "sheath" (ko~a) by the SR 
(sl.76c and 80c), and the fact that the metabolic chain in the SR 
begins with skin, deviating from the classical medical texts. The term 
kosa never occurs in the parallels of the classical medical texts, the 
SU or AS, which in other points contain almost the same vocabulary 
as that of the SR. SG 9 ,9 seems to elucidate what ko~a, mentioned in 
SR sl.76c and sl.80c, actually denotes. If my hypothesis is right and it 
is in accordance with the SR's theory, SG 9,9 might also originate 
from the same source as SR sl.76c and 80c, namely from the source I 
have up to now called the "common source-text". But proving this is 
a task which goes beyond the topic of this thesis. 

SG 9,38169 states that the food eaten by human beings becomes 
threefold through the fire of the belly170• SG 9,39171 mentions the 
three kinds of results derived from water in the same manner. SG 
9,40 172 mentions the three results of fiery energy (tejas). SG 
9,41-42173 lists the metabolic chain whose seven members arise one 
after another. 

But peculiarly, although SG 9,43ab has no parallel in the SR, this 
verse calls wind, bile and phlegm "dhatu" 174 , which seems to be in 
concordance with the statement of SR sl.71c that wind etc. are dhatu
prakrti. Here again, the SG seems to compensate for the SR's 
unclear, fragmentary statement, like in the above-mentioned case of 

169 annam purrzsii.fritaf!! tredhii jiiyate ja(hariigninii. 
170 The fire of the belly (jarhariigni) is mentioned by SG 8,30b, too. SR sl.79d 

mentions it (jii(haravahni) in a similar context, in which the metabolic change is 
dealt with. 

171 apilf!! sthavi~(ho miifraf!! syiin madhyamo rudhiram bhavet I prii~al:i kani~(ho 
bhiiga/:t syiit tasmiit prii~o jaliitmaka/:t 19,391. 

172 tejaso 'sthi sthavi~(ha/:t syiin majjii madhyama-sambhaval:i I kani~!hii villi matii 
tasmiit tejo- 'b-anniitmakaf!! jag at 19,401. 

173 lohitiij jiiyate miirrzsam medo miirrzsa-samudbhavam I medaso 'sthfni jiiyante 
majjii ciisthi-samudbhavii 19,411 nii¢yo 'pi miirrzsa-salighiitiic chukram majjii
samudbhavam 19,421. 

174 SG 9,43ab: viita-pitta-kaphiis tatra dhiitaval:i parikfrtitii/:t. For this problem, cf. 
DAS 2003A, p.553ff. 
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SG 9,9. But I am not in a position to wander into the maze of this 
matter. 

§2.2.3. Comparative study of SR 1,2, sl.40bc-119 
with medical and non-medical texts 

For the verses SR 1,2, sl.40bc-119 which sporadically have identical 
parallel verses in the SG as demonstrated above, I made a compara
tive study of other medical and non-medical texts. 

For this study, I consulted the following texts: Susrutasarµhita 
(SU), A~tailgasailgraha (AS), A~tailgahrdayasarµhita (AH), Caraka
sarµhita (CA), Yajfiavalkyasmrti (YS), Agnipurai:ia (AgniP) and 
Vi~i:iudharmottarapurai:ia (Vi~i:iudhP). In addition, I sometimes 
referred to the Garu<;lapurai:ia (Garu<;laP) and the Hastyayurveda in 
the several cases where these two texts seemed relevant. In the 
following, I summarise the results of my research which are given in 
detail in the respective footnotes on the verses in the English 
translation. 

The theories of the SR accord with those of the medical texts, 
SU, AS, AH and CA, when all of the four present an identical or 
similar theory .175 

The SR very often accords with the SU and AS. 176 The SR is 
often closer to the AS than to the SU.177 The opposite case is, how-

175 Cf. SR sl.44-46; sl.75. 
176 Cf. SR sl.51abc; sl.76. SR sl.81-82ab and sl.82cd-83ab, to which the AgniP 

and the Vi~i:iudhP, too, are parallel. Also cf. the most verses in SR 
sl.86cd-114ab. A comparison with the SU and AS suggests that the SR, in 
sl.1 OOcd and sl.113, might have made a broad omission of an older text (for 
detail, cf. my footnotes 918 and 961 in the English translation). Also see SR 
sl.28ab and COMBA's study (1981) on SG 8,20cd, the identical verse to SR 
sl.28ab. 

177 Cf. SR sl.76cd-78; sl.94cd. SR sl.96 and sl.98. SR sl.104-105ab; sl.110; 
sl.111-112a. 
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Also see SR sl.33ab and sl.34b. These two verses belong to the verses identical 
to the SG which are studied by COMBA 1981. To SR sl.33cd-34a, only the AS 
and AH have parallels. To SR sl.38cd and sl.40cd-41, only the AS has 
parallels. 



ever, observed, too. 178 Sometimes the SU and AS compensate each 
other: the elements of both texts are found together in the SR.179 In 
contrast to this, as regards the theories dealt with in SR sl.71cd-74ab, 
the AS does not mention them, while the SU and CA do. 

The AH often uses expressions briefer than the AS. Most of the 
AH's passages parallel to the SR have their counterpart in the AS. 180 

The AH very often lacks the passages which the SR and AS share. 
But there is one case in which the AH is closer to the SR than the 
other medical texts. 181 

The theory dealt with in SR sl.102ab accords only with the AS 
and AH, but differs from the SU. 182 

In comparison with the other medical texts, the CA contains few 
concordances with SR sl.86cd-119, i.e. the verses chiefly dealing 
with the enumeration of various components of the body and their 
quantities. 183 Although the CA assigns the seventh chapter (adhyaya) 
of the sarirasthana to the enumeration of the components of the body 
and their quantities, the system presented there has very little to do 
with that of the SR. 

But in one case, the AS and CA share the same theory, and are in 
the closest relation to the SR. 184 As for the theory mentioned in SR 
sl.116-118, the AS, CA and the other texts accord with the SR, 
except for the SU. 

178 Cf. SR sl.83d-84ab, which is parallel only to the SU. SR sl.101 accords only 
with the AS and YS. Also cf. SR sl.39cd-40ab, and COMBA's study (1981) on 
SG 8,37abcd, which are verses identical to them. 

179 Cf. SR sl.47. Cf. SR sl.25 and COMBA's study (1981) on the identical verse, 
SG 8,18. 

180 Cf. SR sl.33cd-34ab which is included in the passages which are identical to 
the SG. As for the topic mentioned in SR sl.33cd-34a, only the AS and AH 
accord with the SR, while the SU and CA do not mention it. 

181 Cf. SR sl.54-55, which accords with the AgniP and the Vi~i:i.udhP, too. Only the 
AH has a counterpart to SR sl.79d-80, which is the list of the seven dhiitu-s, 
but I am not sure if it should be called parallel, or is a coincidence. 

182 Also see SR sl.104-105, to which the AS and AH are more closely related than 
the SU is. 

183 Most of the statements accords with the SU and AS, and very often with the 
AH. 

184 Cf. SR sl.48, sl.56ab, sl.112ab. Cf. SR sl.27bcd and 28a, which belongs to 
among the verses identical to the SG's verses analysed by COMBA 1981. 
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Some theories of the SR accord only with the YS, although such 
cases are few in number. 185 

There is no case where the SR only accords with the AgniP and 
the Vi~Q.udhP. When the SR accords with the two PuraQ.a-s, the SU 
and AS already accord with the SR.186 An exceptional case is SR 
sl.54-55, with which only these two Puri:iQ.a-s and the AH accord. 

In one case, the SR contains a unique theory. 187 

SR sl.60cd-68ab is obviously an insertion, quoted from an old 
text which the SR has in common with the Y ogayajiiavalkya (YY), a 
Hathayogic text. 

SR sl.79 mentioning the metabolic chain of the seven elements 
(dhii.tu) beginning with skin is unique. The theory about the chain of 
the seven elements (dhatu) is mentioned in the classical medical 
texts. But there, the chain usually begins with the nutrient fluid 
(rasa), although cases where the chain is mentioned as beginning 
with skin are sporadically found in the classical medical texts, too. 
This variant chain is extensively analysed by DAS 2003A, p.237ff 
(§10.7.). 

The statement of SR sl.84cd-86cd on the two states of sleep, i.e. 
svapna and su~upti, is also unique. This is an Upani~adic theory. 
These two states of sleep are described in BrhadaraQ.yakopani~ad 
2, 1, 18-19188, mentioned in Kaivalyopani~ad 17 and Brahrnabindu-

185 Cf. SR sl.60-68, which shows a close parallelism to the YY. Also cf. SR 
sl.114-116a, which partly shows some similarity with the Garu~aP and the 
Tandulaveyfiliya. SR sl.101 accords not only with the YS, but also with the AS. 
H the reading tvaksmrti in SR sl.36 is correct, it would accord to YS 3,81cd, 
too, cf. my footnote 612 in the English translation. 

186 SR sl.71ab accords with the AS and the two Purii.I).a-s. Also see applicable 
verses in SR sl.86cd-l 18. 

187 Cf. SR sl.51cd. 
188 Brhadarai;iyakopani~ad 2,1,19 (RADHAKRISHNAN 1953, p.190) mentions the 

7200 tubes (nii<fl) radiating from the heart, through which the self (iitman) 
enters the heart during deep sleep. RADHAKRISHNAN, explaining this para
graph, points to Aitareyopani~ad 1,3,12, which suggests that one of these tubes 
leads to the opening of Brahman (brahmarandhra) at the top of the head. This 
is obviously an archetype of Hathayogic theory. 
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The 7200 tubes around the heart are mentioned by SR sl.65, which has a 
parallel in the YY, a Hathayogic text (for further information, see my footnote 
754 and 756 on SR sl.65, niirjf, in the English translation). 



upani~ad 11, and also dealt with by S~Iikara in his _commentary on 
Brahmasiitra 3,2,1-9189• The etymological explanation of the term 
svapiti as meaning "he sleeps" in SR sl.86ab is according to 
Chandogyopani~ad 6,8,1, which is quoted by the commentary S 
(Adyar ed., p.55, the last line). 

In brief, SR sl.40bc-119 accords with the SU and AS more often 
than with the other texts. 

§2.3. Parallelism of SR and YY 

§2.3.1. Parallelism of SR 1,2, sl.145cd-163ab 
and 1,2, sl.60cd-68ab to yy 

After discussing the cakra theory (SR sl.120-145cd), the SR 
discusses a further theory (SR sl.145ab-163ab), in which it deals 
with breaths or vital winds (praJJa) and the fourteen respiratory tubes 
(natf,l), such as the Su~umna etc. This part is parallel to the first half 
of the fourth chapter titled "Sariravyavacchedavidya" ("the Science 
of the Division of the Body") of the Y ogayajfiavalkya (YY), a 
Hathayogic text. 190 

In addition to this, SR sl.60cd-68ab is also parallel to the YY. 

The next paragraph, Brhadara1.1yakopani~ad 2,1,20, compares the self's moving 
to and fro through the tubes to a spider moving on threads (yathon:uiniibhis 
tantunoccaret), which looks like small sparks coming from the fire (yathiigneJ:i 
lcyudrii visphulingii), though, of course, the original Upani~adic thought might 
be different from the later Hathayogic theory. This work states that this is the 
manner in which all vital winds, all worlds, all divinities and all beings emanate 
from the supreme self. Intriguingly, the simile of a spider is mentioned by SR 
sl.148, and the simile of sparks by SR sl.6b (yathiigner visphulingakii). 

189 DEUSSEN 1883, pp.369-380. 
190 I referred to the edition of the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series (noted under 

Yogayajfiavalkya 1938 in my bibliography). There is a French translation, 
GEENENS 2000. For the information of the YY, cf. GEENENS 2000, pp.9-16. 
GEENENS used the critical edition by Sri Prasad Divanji, Bombay 1954 (see 
my bibliography under Yogayajfiavalkya). Unfortunately this edition was not 
available to me. GEENENS' translation suggests that this edition contains 
considerable deviations from the readings of the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series 
edition. 
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SR sl.59-68ab mentions the ten kinds of vital winds, i.e. the 
Pra1Ja191 etc. including the subsidiary ones such as the Naga, Karma 
etc. This theory is different from the theory of vital winds presented 
by the classical medical texts. The five subsidiary vital winds like the 
Naga etc. are not mentioned at all by the classical medical texts, but 
only in the Purfu:la-s. In SR sl.60cd-68ab, the nouns PralJa, Apana, 
etc. are nominative, despite the context demanding accusatives. 192 

This theory of vital winds seems to be an insertion from a text other 
than a classical medical one. The number of 72,000 tubes (naef.i) 
mentioned by SR sl.65a, too, exposes the Y ogic origin of this theory. 

This part is parallel 193 to the second half of the fourth chapter of 
the YY. 

In summary, it appears that the YY's fourth chapter on the theory of 
the vital winds and the respiratory tubes was split into two parts and 
thereafter was separately inserted into the SR. The SR, however, 
preserves a more complete version than the YY. So, there could once 
have been a common source-text which the SR and YY are based on. 
Besides, the YY also contains verses which are not parallel to the SR. 
They might not have been originally handed down by the hypotheti
cal common source-text. 

I give the chart of the parallel verses of the SR and YY below. 

191 There are two kinds of prar.ia: one is the generic name for the vital winds 
(Prar.ia, Apana, Udana etc.), and the other is the proper noun for the first 
member of these winds. To distinguish them, I mark the former with an initial 
small letter, prar.ia, and the latter with an initial capital letter, Prar.ia. 

192 SR sl.59-60ab: prar.iapanau tatha vyana-samanodana-safijnakiin I daseti vayu 
vikrtrs tatha grhr.iati laghavam !60ab!. The human body obtains (grhr.iati) the ten 
kinds of vital winds from the gross element of wind. So, the names of the ten 
vital winds are accusative in SR sl.59. SR sl.60cd-68ab, in which these names 
are nominative, is an embedded part which explains each of these ten vital 
winds. Lg. sl.60cd: te~am mukhyatamaJ:i prar.io nabhi-kandad adhaJ:i sthitaJ:i 
/60cd!. From sl.68cd again, the substances obtained from the gross element of 
fire are enumerated in accusative case. 

193 "Parallel" means that the two texts contain wording close to one another, i.e. 
that they partly have vocabulary in common, but they are not identical in 
syntax. 
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§2.3.2. List ofYYverses parallel to SRJ,2, sl.145cd-163ab 

The wording of these verses is parallel, but not completely identical. 
It seems that the two texts are based on the same source, but the word 
arrangement or syntax has been changed and some expressions have 
been substituted with their synonyms. Therefore I do not use= but::::, 
meaning "comparable". 

yy 4,1-10 have no parallels in the SR. 
yy 4,1-5 briefly introduce the contents dealt with in the fourth chapter. YY 
4,6-8 mention the measure of the Prii.1_la. YY 4,9 mentions the fire situated in 
the subtle body (sulqma-sarfra), and YY 4,10 the efficacy of Yoga. 

SR sl.145cd (2 arigula-s above the iidhiira, 2 arigula-s below the penis) ,,,yy 
4,14ab.194 

SR sl.146ab (deha-madhya)"' YY 4,llcd.19s 
SR sl.146c (flame of fire)"' YY 4,13ab.196 
SR sl.147ab (bulb of the body and its size) "'YY 4,16.197 
SR sl.147cd (Brahmagranthi, i.e. another name of the bulb) has no parallel in 
the YY. 
SR sl.148ab (niibhi-cakra with twelve spokes)"' YY 4,18.198 

SR sl.148cd (thejfva wanders there like a spider)"' YY 4,19. 199 

194 YY 4,14ab states that the middle of the body (dehamadhya) is above the anus 
by two fingers, and below the genitals by two fingers. (YY 4,14: gudiit tu dvy
ariguliid urdhvam adho merj.hrii.c ca dvy-arigulii.t I deha-madhya'!l tayor 
madhya'!l [ ... ]II.) 
GEENENS 2000 (p.202, note on 1-3) states that the Mulii.dharacakra is not 
mentioned at all in YY, but the anus and genitals are often considered places 
(sthiina) important for the ku1_lf/.alinf. 

195 yy 4,1 lcd, dehamadhye sikhi-sthiina'!l tapta-jiimbunada-prabham. 
The following verse, YY 4,12, gives information on the form of the 
dehamadhya: slender in birds and reptiles, square in quadrupeds, triangular in 
human beings. (YY 4,12: tri-koi:iam manujii.nii.1!1 tu caturasra'!l catu~padii.m I 
varttula'!l tat tirascii.1!1 tu satyam etad bravfmi te.) Also, YY 4,17 differentiates 
the forms of the kanda according to species. 

196 yy 4,13ab tan-madhye tu sikha tanvf sivii. ti~fhati piivakf. 
197 YY 4,16: kanda-sthiinam manu~yii.i:tii.1!1 deha-madhyii.n navii.rigulam I 

caturarigulam utsedham ii.yii.ma'!l ca tathii.vidham II. 
YY 4,14-15 states that the position of the body varies from one species to 
another, like in the case of the form of the dehamadhya. 

198 YY 4,18: tan-madhya'!l niibhir ity ukta'!l niibhau kanda-samudbhaval:z I 
dvii.dasii.ra-yuta'!l tac ca tena dehal:z prati~fhital:z II. 

199 YY 4,19: cakre 'smin bhramate jfval:z pui:iya-pii.pa-pracodital:z I tantu-pifi.jara
madhya-stho yatha bhramati lutikal:z II. 



SR sl.149 (the individual self (irva) rides on the vital wind (prar:ia), through the 
Su~umnii tube, up to the Brahmarandhra); the YY contains no parallel, although 
a similar topic is dealt with in YY 4,20-24.200 

SR sl.150 (tubes stretching from the bulb) has no parallel in the YY, although 
YY 4,25 deals with a similar topic.201 

SR sl.151-153a (list of the names of the fourteen prominent tubes) "' YY 4, 
26-28ab.202 

SR sl.153ab (three main tubes)"' YY 4,28cd.203 

SR sl.153cd (Su~umnii, way to liberation) "'YY 4,29.204 

SR sl.154 (!¢a and Pingalii, the moon and the sun)"' YY 4,31cd-32.2os 

SR sl.155ab (Su~umnii as the destroyer of time) has no parallel, though YY 
4,33-35ab deal with a topic similar to SR sl.154cd-155ab. 

SR sl.155cd (positions of the Sarasvatr and Kuha) "'YY 4,35cd.206 

SR sl.156ab (positions of the Gandhiirrand Hastijihvii)"' YY 4,36ab.207 

200 YY 4,20: jrvasya male cakre 'sminn adhaJ:t prar:ias caraty asau I priinaradho 
bhavej jrvah sarva-bhate~u sarvadii 1201 4,23: mukhenaiva samiive~(Ya 

brahmarandhramukhaf!l tathii I yogakiile tv apanena prabodhaf!l yiiti siignina 
1231 sphurantr hrdayiikiise niigarupii mahojjvala I vayur viiyu-sakhenaiva tato 
yiiti su~umnayii 1241. 
SR sl.149 and YY 4,20 do not seem to be directly based on the same source
text. Therefore I do not call this relation "parallel", but "similar". 

201 YY 4,25: kanda-madhye sthitii na¢r s~umneti prakrrtitii I ti~thanti paritah 
sarviis cakre 'smin niidi-saiijiiakii. Though the three underlined expressions are 
shared by the SR and YY, it does not seem that these two verses are directly 
based on the common source text. Therefore I do not call this textual relation 
"parallel" but, "similar". 

202 YY 4,26: nii<f,lniim api sarviisiim mukhyii giirgi caturda.§a I i<f,ii ca pingalii caiva 
su~umnii ca sarasvatr. YY 4,27: viirar:ia caiva pa~a ca hasti-jihvii yasasvinr I 
visvodarii kuhas caiva sankhinr ca tapasvinr II YY 4,28ab: alambusii ca 
giindhiirr mukhyas caitiis caturda.§a. 

203 YY 4,28cd: iisiim mukhyatamiis tisras tisuv ekottamii matii. 
204 YY 4,29: mukti-miirgeti sii proktii su~umnii vi.SVa-dhiirir:ir I kandasya madhyame 

giirgi su~umnii suprati~!hitii. 
205 YY 4,3 lcd: i¢a ca pingalii caiva tasyiiJ:t savye ca da~ir:ie. YY 4,32: i<f,ii tasyiiJ:t 

sthitii savye da~ir:ie pingalii sthitii I i<f,iiyiim pingaliiyiif!l ca caratas candra
bhiiskarau. 

206 YY 4,35cd: sarasvatf kuhas caiva s~umnii-piirsvayoJ:t sthite. 
207 YY 4,36ab: giindhiirr hasti-jihvii ca i<f,iiyiiJ:t pr~tha-piirsvayoJ:t. 
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SR sl.156cd (positions of the Pa~a and Yasasvini) has no parallel, although the 
extensions of the Yasasvinf and Pa~a are mentioned in YY 4,40 and 41 
respectively.208 

SR sl.157ab (position of the Visvodara) "'YY 4,36cd.209 
SR sl.157cd (position of the Varwii) "'YY 4,37ab.210 

SR sl.158ab (position of the Payasvinl) "'YY 4,37cd.211 

SR sl.158cd (position of the Sankhini)::: yy 4,38ab.212 
SR sl.159a (position of the Alambusa)::: YY 4,38cd.213 

Between SR sl.159a and sl.159b, there is a gap. From SR sl.159b on, 
the extensions of the tubes (naef,i) are listed. The following verses (SR 
sl.159bcd-163ab) are parallel to YY 4, 39-45, but the order of these 
parallel verses is different in the SR and YY, as shown below.214 

SR sl.159bc (extensions of the 14a and Pingala); YY 4,40cd mentions 
the extension of the Pingala. YY 4,43cd mentions that of the /ef,a.215 

SR sl.159d (extension of the Kuhii) "'YY 4,39ab.216 
SR sl.160a (extension of the Sarasvati) "'YY 4,42ab.217 

SR sl.160bc (extension of the Gandhari)"' YY 4,43ab.21s 
SR sl.160cd-161a (extension of the Hastijihva) "'YY 4,44ab.219 

SR sl.161ab (Extension of the VarutJ.i)::: YY 4,39d.220 
SR sl.161bc (Extension of the Yasasvini)"' YY 4,40ab.221 

208 YY 4,40-41: yasasvinf ca yamyasya padangu~{hantam i~yate I piligala 
cordhvaga yamye nasantaf!! viddhi me priye 1401 yamye piisa ca netrantam 
piligalayaf!! tu Pr~{hataJ:i I tapasvinf tatha gargi yamya-kartJ.antam i~yate 1411. 

209 YY 4,36cd: kuhos ca hastijihvaya madhye visvodara sthita. 
210 YY 4,37ab: yasasvinyaJ:i kuhor madhye varutJ.a ca prati~{hita. 
211 YY 4,37cd: pi4ayas ca sarasvatyaJ:i sthita madhye tapasvinf. 
212 YY 4,38ab: gandharyaJ:i sarasvatyaJ:i sthita madhye ca iankhinf. 
213 YY 4,38cd: alambusa ca viprendre kanda-madhyad avasthita. 
214 The order of the quarters (pada) in SR sl.161abc is, however, the same as that 

in YY 4,39cd-40ab. 
215 YY 4,40cd, piligala cordhvaga yamye nasantaf!! viddhi me priye; YY 4,43cd, 

i¢a ca savya-nasantaf!! savya-bhage vyavasthita. 
216 SR sl.159d is parallel to YY 4,39ab, piirva-bhage su~umnayas tv ame<fhrantaf!! 

kuhii/:i sthita. 
217 YY 4,42ab: sarasvatf tatha cordhvam ajihvayaJ:i prati~{hita. 
218 YY 4,43ab: gandhara savya-netranta i<jayaJ:i pr~rhataJ:i sthita. 
219 YY 4,44ab: hastijihva tatha savya-padiing~{hantam i~yate. 
220 YY 4,39cd: adhas cordhvaf!! ca vijfieya varana sarva-gaminf. 
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*SR sl.161d (Extension of the Visvodara); YY 4,44cd mentions it, but unlike 
the SR, states that it is situated in the middle of the belly. 222 

SR sl.162a (extension of the Sankhinf) "' yy 4,42cd.223 
SR sl.162bcd (extensions of the Pa~a and Payasvinf) :::: YY 4,41. 224 

SR sl.163ab (Extension of the Alambusa) "' YY 4,45ab. 225 

YY 4,45cd and 4,46 conclude the list of the tubes (na<;li'). The next 
verse (YY 4,47) begins the description of the ten vital winds. This list 
of the ten vital winds, Pra'!Ja etc. (YY 4, 47-71), seems to be parallel 
to SR sl.59-68ab (see the next chapter). 

The SR at the same time mentions the respective actions and 
places of the ten vital winds, but the YY passage does not. The YY 
separately deals with their functions in YY 4,67ff. 

§2.3.3. List of YY verses parallel to SR 1,2 sl.59-68ab 

The list below shows the YY's verses parallel to SR 1,2, sl.59-68ab, 
which deal with the ten vital winds. Although the parallelism is 
obvious, the expressions of the two texts often deviate from each 
other. We have previously (§ 2.1.1.) seen that these verses of the SR 
(sl.59-68ab) are identical to SG 9,25cd-34. 

These verses on the ten vital winds are the only ones that the SG 
shares with the YY. The SG does not contain a counterpart to the 
SR' s description of Hathayoga (SR sl.145cd-163ab) which is parallel 
to the YY. The ten vital winds originally belong to Hathayogic 
theory, but, in the SR (sl.59-68ab) and YY (9,25cd-34), they are 
inserted into the embryological frame. 

List: 
= means that the parallels between the SR and SG are exactly 

identical to each other; 

221 YY 4,40ab: yasasvinf ca yamyasya padang~[hantam isyate. 
222 yy 4,44cd: vi.§vodara tu na<j,r tundamadhye vyavasthita. 
223 YY 4,42cd: a savya-kan:iad viprendre sankhinf cordhvaga mata. 
224 YY 4,41: yamye pa~a ca netrantam pingalayaf!l tu p~~thata/:t I tapasvinf tatha 

gargi yamya-kan:ia(ntam i~ya)te. 
225 YY 4,45ab: alambusa mahabhage payu-mulad adhogata. 
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means that the parallels are not perfectly identical but compar
able, with c~anges of arrangement or use of synonyms, between 
the SR and SG on one side, and the YY on the other. 

SR 1,2, sl.59 = SG 9,25cd-26ab (names of the ten vital winds) 
"'YY 4,47.226 

SR 1,2, sl.60cd-61ab (Prtil)a and its places)= SG 9,27 
"' YY 4, 49cd-50ab.227 

SR 1,2, sl.61cd (its actions) = SG 9,28 (consisting of two pada-s) "' yy 
4,66ab.228 

SR 1,2, sl.62 (Apana and its places)= SG 9,29abcd 
"' yy 4,53.229 
SR 1,2, sl.63ab (its actions)= SG 9,29ef"' yy 4,66cd.230 

SR 1,2, sl.63cd (Vyana and its places)= SG 9,30ab "'yy 4,52.231 
SR 1,2, sl.64ab (its actions)= SG 9,30cd"' YY 4,67ab.232 

SR 1,2, sl.64cd-65ab (Samiina and its places)= SG 9,31 
"'YY 4, 54cd-56.233 

SR 1,2, sl.65cd (its actions)= SG 9,32ab "'yy 4,68ab.234 

SR 1,2, sl.66ab (Udana and its places)= SG 9,32cd 
"'YY 4,54ab.235 

226 YY 4,47: pra1:w 'pana/:t samiinas ca udano vyana eva ca I naga/:t kurmo 'tha 
krkaro devadatto dhanafijaya/:t II. 

227 YY 4,49cd-50ab: prti'}-a evaitayor mukhya/:t sa sarva-prtil)a-bhrt sada 1491 
asya-nasikayor madhye hrn-madhye nabhi-madhyame 150ab/. 

228 YY 4,66ab: ni/:tivasocchvasa-ktisas ca prti'}-a-karmeti kfrtita/:t. 
229 YY 4,53: apana-nilaye kecid guda-mefjhroru-janu~u I udare va1i4a1J.e katytilJ'I 

jaghane tau vadanti hi II. 
230 YY 4,66cd: apana-vayo/:t karmaitad vi'}--mutradi-visarjanam. 
231 YY 4,52: vytina/:t (srotrii)4i-madhye ca krkatJtilJ'I gulphayor api I ghrti'}-e gale 

sphijoddese ti~rhaty atra na salJ'liaya/:t II. 
232 YY 4,67ab: htinopadana-ce~radi vyana-karmeti ce~yate. 
233 The order of the Samiina and Udana is the reverse of that mentioned in YY. 

YY 4,54cd-56: samiina/:t sarva-gatre~u sarvam prapya vyavasthita/:t 154cdl 
bhukta-sarva-rasalJ'I giitre vyapayan vahnina saha I dvisaptati-sahasre~u nti</f
miirge~u saficaran 1551 samiina-vayur evaika/:t sagnir vyapya vyavasthita/:t I 
agnibhi/:t saha sarvatra saligopalia-kalebare 1561. 

234 YY 4,68ab: po~a'}-tidi samiinasya iarfre karma kfrtitam. 
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SR 1,2, sl.66cd (its actions)= SO 9,33ab"' YY 4,67cd.236 

SR 1,2, sl.67ab (five subsidiary vital winds, i.e. Niiga etc., which are situated in 
the skin, bones etc.)= SO 9,33cd"' YY 4,57ab.237 

SR 1,2, sl.67cd--68ab (their actions)= SO 9,34 
"'YY 4, 68cd-70ab.238 

YY 4, 58-65 describe the process of the digestion and assimilation of 
nourishment, and excretion. In these, the vital winds play important 
roles.239 

§2.3.4. Relation between the two texts 

Summarised, the manner of the parallelism between the SR and YY 
is as follows: except for the introductory verses (YY 4,1-10) and the 
verses describing the digestive process (YY 4,58-65), the first and 
second half of the YY's fourth chapter are respectively parallel to SR 
sl.145cd-163ab and SR sl.59-68ab. 

It does not seem that the SR directly borrowed these passages 
from the YY, but probably from an unknown source common to the 
SR and YY. This seems to be shown by the textual condition, in 
which the two texts only partly overlap each other; one often com
pensates the other. For example, SR 1,2, sl.61cd (= SG 9,28) contains 
a more complete list for the actions (karman) of the Priitµl than its 
parallel, YY 4,66ab.240 On the other hand, the YY more completely 
lists the places of the vital winds (compare, for example, SR 1,2, 
sl.64ab with its parallel, yy 4,67ab241 ). 

235 YY 4,54ab: udanaf:i sarva-sandhi-sthaf:i piidayor hastayor api. 
236 YY 4,67cd: udana-kanna tat proktarrz dehasyonnayaniidi yat. 
237 yy 4,57ab: niigiidi-viiyavaf:i panca tvag-asthy-iidi~u sarrzsthitiif:i. 
238 YY 4,68cd-70ab: udgiiriidi-gw:w yas tu niiga-kanneti cocyate /68cd/ nimflaniidi 

kiinnasya ~utarrz vai krkarasya ca I devadattasya viprendre tandrl kanneti 
klrtitam 1691 dhananjayasya §ophiidi sarva-kanna praklrtitam 170ab/. 

239 These verses state that nourishment is cooked/digested in the water which is 
heated by the fire in the belly. The flame of this fire is fanned by the vital 
winds. This flame might be the same as the one which is situated in the deha
madhya mentioned in the SR sl.146c (parallel to YY 4,13). 

240 YY 4,66ab: nif:iiviisocchviisa-kiisiis ca prii1.za-kanneti klrtitiif:i. 
241 YY 4,67ab: hiinopiidiina-ce~(iidi vyiina-kanneti ce~yate. 
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The YY's passages which are not parallel to the SR seem to be 
the YY's own inventions. In order to demonstrate this, I show two 
examples from the YY in the following. 

The first example is YY 4, 11-13. 

yy 4, 11: iitmastham miitarisviinarri yogiibhyiisena nirjaya I 
dehamadhye sikhisthiinarri taptajiimbunadaprabham II 

Conquer the fire situated in the self through the practice of Yoga. 
In the middle of the body, [there is] a place of/for the flame [which has] the 
luster of heated/melted gold.242 

YY 4, 12: trik01:iam manujiiniirrt tu caturasrarri catu~padiim I 
vartularri tat tirafciirrt tu satyam etad bravfmi te II 

[The place of/for the flame is] triangular for human beings, but square for 
quadrupeds, 
but (tu) it is round for [those who are] oblique (= crawling animals without 
legs). I tell you, this is true.243 

YY 4,13: tanmadhye tu sikhii tanvf sikhii ti~thati piivakf I 
dehamadhyarri ca kutreti frotum icchasi cec chrr.zu II 

But in the middle of that (= the place of/for the flame) a slender flame, a 
purifying (piivakl) 244 flame, is situated. 
If you want to hear where the "middle of the body" is, listen! 245 

242 GEENENS 2000, p.64, translates, "C'est par la meditation propre au yoga que 
l'on conquiert le feu interieur, I qui habite le corps subtil, et qui demeure, I 
etincelant, au centre du corps. 11 a l 'eclat de l' or pur I qui provient de la 
Jambii." Qui demeure, etincelant, au centre du corps seems to correspond to 
dehamadhye sikhisthiinarri. It is unclear whether he translates it freely, or 
whether the edition he consulted contains different readings. 

243 GEENENS (ibid.)'s translation looks a little different: "Chez lez oiseaux et chez 
les reptiles, I oblongue est la constitution ignee. I Chez les quadrupedes, ell'est 
comme un carree, I et triangulaire chez l'homme, je te le dis en verite." Lez 
oiseaux et chez Les reptiles seems to correspond tirasciirri. But I am skeptic 
concerning the aptness of his interpretation, as reptiles also have four legs, 
except for snakes. The categorization here rather seems to be concerned with 
the mode of movement, or the number of legs. 

244 The terrnpiivakfmay mean "fire", too. 
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YY 4,1 lcd is parallel246 to SR sl.146ab. YY 4,13ab is again parallel 
to SR sl.146cd. But YY 4, 12abcd and YY 4, 13cd do not have 
parallels in the SR. So it is the question whether YY 4,12abcd, men
tioning the respective forms of the dehamadhya of various species, is 
an original verse handed down from a common source-text, or a 
secondary composition. 

I interpret this in the following manner. 
YY 4, 12abcd is a secondary composition. YY 4, 13cd asks about 

the place of the thin flame, although the slender flame has been al
ready mentioned in YY 4,13ab (tanmadhye tu sikhii "but, in the 
middle of that, the flame"); in the same verse, it is said to be situated 
in the dehamadhya. Supposing that there were no YY 4,12abcd 
between YY 4,llcd and YY 4,13ab, such a roundabout way of state
ment would not be necessary. The role of YY 4, 13ab seems to be 
only to supply continuity to verse 4, l lcd, which was interrupted by 
the insertion of YY 4,12abcd. 

As a matter of fact, the SR lacks a parallel to YY 4,12abcd. SR 
sl.146ab and SR sl.146cd, which are the counterparts of YY 4,1 lcd 
and YY 4, 13ab respectively, are put in conjunction. The linking of 
the two verses produces a feeling of continuity in reading. 

Therefore, I presume that the SR preserves a more compact and 
more original version of the text than the YY does, and that the YY 
contains secondary insertions. An alternative would be to assure that 
different traditions have been combined in the YY passage.247 

245 GEENENS translates it quite differently, "La flamrne mince, ou le feu, est 
toujours la I au milieu, chez tous ceux-la. I L'endroit ou il se trouve, est-ce lace 
que tu veux savoir? I Il est au centre du corps!" The version of the YY he 
consulted might contain different readings. 

246 The term "parallel", again, means that it is "not an identical verse", but contains 
terminology similar to that of the SR. 

247 Cf. HACKER 1978, pp.489-490: "Aber es gibt Hille, wo in liingeren Stiicken 
derselbe Stoff mehrmals in verschiedener Darstellung behandelt wird. Wenn 
man mehrere solche Fii.lle beobachtet hat, so ist der SchluB unabweisbar, daB 
solche Juxtapositionen eine primitive Redaktionsmethode sind, die mehreren 
Uberlieferungen in gleicher Weise gerecht werden will. Vonda aus wird man 
dann auch solche Fii.lle beurteilen, wo einzelne Verse oder ktirzere Versreihen 
denselben Gegenstand in verschiedener und manchmal mehr oder weniger 
divergierender Weise behandeln." 
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The other example is YY 4,67-69cd. YY 4,67-69cd deals with the 
respective actions (karma) of the principal vital winds such as Prii1Ja, 
Apana, Samiina, Udiina and Vyiina. 248 For each wind, only one or two 
actions are mentioned. In contrast to this, SR (sl.62-66cd) contains a 
more complete list of their actions. 

On the other hand, for the respective actions of the subsidiary 
vital winds, i.e. Niiga etc., the YY (4,68cd-70ab) contains a more 
detailed list than the SR (sl.67cd-68ab). 249 

Thus the two texts complement each other. In this case, it is 
easily assumed a common source-text on which the two texts are both 
based. This common source-text is assumed to have contained the 
pieces of information in a complete condition. An alternative explan
ation would be that the common source-text contained no list or a 
smaller list, and that the SR and YY added the other items after
wards, independently from each other.250 

The statements of the SR and those of the YY are always in 
concordance, except for a unique case. The only case in which the 

248 These verses of the YY are quoted in the list of §2.3.3. "List of YY Verses 
Parallel to SR 1,2 sl.59--68ab". 

249 YY 4,68cd-70ab: udgiiriidi-gw:io yas tu niiga-karmeti cocyate !68cd/ nimflaniidi 
kiirmasya lqutarri vai krkarasya ca I devadattasya viprendre tandrf karmeti 
kfrtitam 1691 dhanafi.jayasya iophiidi sarva-karma prakfrtitam /'10ab/. 

250 E.g. SR sl.61cd might have secondarily added sabdocciirat:ia, which the parallel 
YY 4,66ab does not share. 
But in the case where a verse has the term iidi ("etc.") at the end of the listed 
items, it would appear more likely that it is an abbreviated version of an 
original list which was longer. In the case where both texts contain iidi, the 
original list would then have been still longer than both. Thus, YY 4,67ab 
contains hiinopiiniidi, while the parallel, SR sl.64ab, priit:iiipiiniidi-dhrtityiiga
grahat:iiidy. YY 4,67cd contains dehasyonnayaniidi, while the parallel, SR 
sl.66cd, dehonnayanotkramat:iiidi. In these two cases, the SR's list contains one 
more item than the YY's, but the original list would have contained still more 
items. 
Conversely, YY 4,57ab contains tvag-asthy-iidi~u, while the parallel, SR 
sl.67ab, contains tvag-iidi-dhiitiin iiiritya. In this case, we know that the dhiitu-s 
are actually seven, beginning with skin, according to the theory of SR sl.79ab. 
For the expressions like udgiiriidi, nime~iidi, lquta-prabh[ti (SR sl.67cd), 
tandrii-prabhrti and sophiidi (SR sl.68a), both, the SR and YY, contain the 
same word with iidi or prabhrti at the end of the compound. 
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two texts are inconsistent with each other is the following. The 
extension of the tube Vi.SVodara is mentioned by both SR sl.16ld and 
YY 4,44cd. But, in these verses, the two texts allot it to different 
areas, "all over the body" (SR) and "in the middle of the belly" (YY). 

As the two examples above clearly show, for most cases, the SR 
preserves a version of text which seems closer to the postulated 
common source-text. But the YY, too, sometimes offers supplemen
tary pieces of information. 251 

As already mentioned above in the beginning of this section (§2.3.4.), 
except for the introductory verses (YY 4, 1-10) and the verses 
describing the digestive process (YY 4,58-65), the first and second 
half of the YY's fourth chapter are respectively parallel to SR 
sl.145cd-163ab and SR sl.59-68ab. Roughly speaking, the YY's 
fourth chapter is split in two, and each of the two parts has a parallel 
in the SR; but the order is reversed, namely, SR sl.59-68ab, i.e. the 
parallel to the second half of the YY's fourth chapter, comes before 
SR sl.145cd-163ab, i.e. the parallel to the first half. Here I am 
inclined to assume that these two parts originally formed one se
quence or one chapter in a common source-text.252 

But the two problems which I am going to describe in the 
following make the matter appear more complicated. 

Firstly, the respective conditions of the texts, SR sl.145cd-159a 
(on the tubes), SR sl.159bcd-163ab (on the extensions of the tubes) 
and SR sl.59-68ab (on the vital winds) are different from one 
another. As already observed in the lists of the parallelisms between 
the SR and YY, the order of the verses also is parallel between SR 
sl.145cd-159a and their counterparts in the YY. In contrast, the order 

251 A theory of nourishment is dealt with in YY 4,59-66. This theory is not 
presented by the SR. But the SR's description of the Samiina (SR sl.64cd-65) is 
based on this theory. These verses (SR sl.64cd-65) are parallel to YY 4,55cd 
and4,56. 
On the other hand, SR sl.80 presents the theory of nourishment according to the 
classical medical tradition. 

252 This "common source-text" does not necessarily have to be the one identical to 
the source-texts of the SR's other verses, which I mentioned in my previous 
arguments. 
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·n SR sl.159bcd-163ab is completely different from their counter
~arts in the YY. The order of verses in SR sl.59-68ab and that of 
their counterparts in the YY is also different. Thus, for each of the 
tatter two parts (SR sl.159bcd-163ab and SR sl.59-68ab), a textual 
confusion or reorganisation seemed to have taken place in either of 
the textual traditions of the SR or the YY, as the result of which the 
order of verses was totally changed. Probably we should rather allot 
each of these three parts to different layers of the textual tradition, 
than to consider them as belonging to one homogeneous source-text, 
i.e. they might have respectively derived from three different sources. 

Secondly, there is the problem of SR sl.44-70. Into SR sl.44-70 
which is the part parallel to the YY, SR sl.59-68ab has been inserted, 
as seen above. On the other hand, SR sl.44-70 is exactly identical to 
SG 9,lOcdfg-37.253 So, the common source-text of the SR and SG 
must have already contained these parallels to the YY. In contrast, 
the SG lacks counterparts to SR sl.145cd-163ab which are parallel to 
the YY (YY 4,1 lcd and following). The question is if the common 
source of the SR and SG contained only the former part (SR sl.59-
68ab), or both parts (SR sl.59-68ab and SR sl.145cd-163ab). In the 
first case, it would suggest that the tradition of the SR supplemented 
the passages, SR sl.145cd-163ab, which originally came from an
other textual tradition. This case would then contradict my assump
tion above, that these two parts originally formed one sequence. 

Nevertheless, this does not totally contradict my assumption that 
the two parts (SR sl.59-68ab and SR sl.145cd-163ab) both belonged 
to the same sequence or chapter in the source text, because the SR' s 
statement on the action of the Samana (SR sl.64cd-65) 254 pre
supposes the theory of nourishment dealt with in YY 4,59-66.255 

Thus, the actual matter seems very complicated, but I possess too 
little information and material to elucidate the problem of the source
text sufficiently. In order to reach a definite conclusion, it is 
necessary to obtain and research more parallel texts. This, however, 
is not the purpose of this work. 

253 Except for SR sl.53ab. 
254 Parallel to YY 4,55cd and 4,56, respectively. 
255 An opposing argument is possible, though. It could be assumed that YY 4,59-

66, which have no parallel in the SR, were developed in the YY; the YY then 
secondarily added this part dealing with the theory of nourishment. 
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§2.3.5. On the YY256 

In the following, I give some information about the YY, as it might 
give some clues to the comprehension of its parallel in the SR. 

GEENENS 2000 presents this work as follows: 
The origin of the YY is supposed to be in the south-west of India, 

because all of its manuscripts are from Malabar. It describes the 
manner of Yoga practiced about the 10th century. It contains all the 
elements that Patafijali did not analyse, namely, prii:IJiiyiima, 
pratyiihiira, dhiirm:ia and dhyiina. (GEENENS 2000, p.9) But this 
work preserves the ancient theory, in which only the navel is called 
"cakra", like in Patafijali 's Y ogasfitra. 257 

The fourth chapter describes the human body according to the 
Yoga theory, i.e., the vital fire, tubes (nii<fi) and vital winds (prii1Jll) 
(ibid., p.10). 

Although the YY is entitled after Yajfiavalkya, i.e. the principal 
figure of the Brhadarai:iyakopani~ad, its author could not be the same 
Yajfiavalkya. It cannot be the same author of the code titled Yajfia
valkyasmrti, either. Supposedly, the unknown, genuine author258 of 
the YY wanted to give authority to his book through attributing it to 
the ancient sage. According to its contents, it was written in the 
milieu of Vai~i:iava-s and is permeated with devotion (bhakti) (ibid., 
p.11). 

The YY has many parallels to other texts.259 These texts are the 
commentary of Satikara on the Svetasvataropani~ad, the Sarva
dar§anasai:igraha of Madhava, and the Laghuyogavasi~thavrtti of 
Mummadideva. The YY seems to have influenced certain Yoga 
Upani~ad-s, especially the Jabaladarsanopani~ad and the Sai:i<;lilya
upani~ad (ibid., pp.12-13). 

256 About the YY, also see KANE 1990 (vol.I, part 1, pp.434--435). 
257 Cf. GEENENS 2000, p.217 and my discussion §2.3.6. 
258 It seems to me that there could have been several authors. 
259 GEENENS 2000 states that the YY contains many parallels to a text which he 

calls "Yogavasi~tha". GEENENS' Annex I (ibid., p.214) contains a list of the 
topics shared by the YY and this so-called "Yogavasi~tha". But actually, the 
Yogavasi~tha which is commonly known to us is not a Hathayogic text, but a 
philosophical one. I wonder which text he actually means with "Yogavasi~tha". 
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Although GEENENS discusses other texts' parallels to the YY, he 
does not further investigate the fourth chapter which contains paral
lels to the SR. From his study, we cannot obtain any further infor
mation on the fourth chapter. I hope for further investigation into this 
matter in the future. 

On the other hand, the topics, i.e. respiratory tubes (na¢i) and 
vital winds (pral}a), are mentioned in many other Hathayogic texts.260 

Intriguingly, the Saradatilaka, a Tantric text, treats the tubes (1,41-
43ab) and vital winds (1,44cd-45ab) in the relationship with embryo
logy (1,48cd-50). It seems that these topics were handed down to the 
later Hathayogic tradition. 

This suggests that the SR' s verses which are parallel to the YY 
are related to this Hathayogic tradition. 

§2.3.6. "Cakra" in YY and its Parallel in SR 

GEENENS' study on the YY's fourth chapter helps us better under
stand some points of the theory contained in SR 1,2, sl.145cd-163ab. 

In this theory, the area adhara, which literally means "basis", is 
not called "cakra" (SR sl.145c), while the navel is called cakra (SR 
sl.148a). 

According to the theory of the YY, the navel (nabhi-cakra) is the 
only area which is called cakra. Though the YY mentions the centres 
or points resembling cakra-s, through which the ku'J¢alinf ascends, it 
does not call them "cakra-s". This fact suggests that the theory con
tained in the YY is an archaic one. As a matter of fact, the navel 
cakra (nabhi-cakra) is only once mentioned in Patafi.jali's Yogasiitra 
(3,29). Except for 3,29, the Yogasiitra does not mention cakra-s (cf. 
GEENENS, ibid., p.217).261 

260 For the parallels, cf. my footnote 1127 on SR sl.151. 
261 On the other hand, the SU compares the shape of the navel, from which many 

vessels radiate, to a wheel (cakra). Cf. SU sarira. 5,5: niibhisthiiJ:i priir,iiniim 
prar,iaJ:i prar,ian nabhir vyupiifritiiJ:i I sirabhir avrta nabhis cakra-niibhir 
iviirakaiJ:i. Also cf. SU sarira. 7,4-5: yiivaty astu siriiJ:i kiiye sambhavanti 
sarfrir,iiim I niibhyiif!l sarvii nibaddhas tiiJ:i pratanvanti samantataJ:i II niibhisthiiJ:i 
priir,iiniim priir,iiiJ:i priir,iiin niibhir vyupiifritiiJ:i I siriibhir iiv[fii niibhis cakra
niibhir iviirakaiJ:i //. Compare it with SR sl.106, which states that ducts 
(dhamani) are situated around the navel like the spokes of a wheel (cakra
niibhiivarii). 
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Thus the archaic theory in the fourth chapter of the YY, in this 
matter, is comparable to that of the Yogasiitra. On the other hand, we 
have formerly seen GEENENS state that the YY contains Hathayogic 
theory. GEENENS does not make it clear to which degree the YY's 
theory could be called "archaic". 

However, that may be, the cakra in SR sl.146d (cakrtit tasmiin) 
seems to be nothing else but the navel cakra (nabhi-cakra) mentioned 
by the YY and the Y ogasiitra. 

§3. The body and music 

§3.1. The notion of nada as suggested by the text 
and its commentaries 

As to the reason why he deals with embryologico-anatomical science 
in his musicological work SR, the author Sanigadeva briefly states as 
follows: 

SR 1,2, sl.3cd: so 'yam prakasate pir.uj,e tasmiit pit:zf/,o 'bhidhryate. 

This [sound (nada)] manifests/illuminates [itselfl in the [human] body (pit:zf/,a), 
therefore, the body (pit:zf/,a) is explained.262 

The author states also, 

SR 1,2, sl.17cd: tatra nadopayogitvan manu~a'!l deham ucyate. 

The Dhylinabindiipani~ad (in Yogopani~ad) v.54 (p.199), describes the shape of 
the kanda ("bulb") as a circle/wheel (cakra) consisting of tubes (nafj,rmaya'!l 
cakra'!l). 

262 The expression pit:zf/,o 'bhidhryate might be interpreted differently: "[the nada] 
is named body, [when it is manifested]". It might then contain a philosophical 
notion such as that the whole worldly manifestation is constituted of sound 
(nada). This expression of the SR might then suggest the idea that the body can 
be considered as a worldly manifestation constituted of sound. 
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With regard to that(= the four kinds of bodies (iarfra) of the living beings such 
as svedaja, udbhedaja, jariiyuja and m:u/aja), the human body is mentioned, 
because of being suitable for sound. 

The commentator Kallinatha (comm. K) explains this statement as 
follows: 

Among the mentioned fourfold bodies, [there is no sound] in three kinds, [i.e.] 
the bodies of lice etc., because of the unconsciousness of creeping plants etc., 
because of the extreme minuteness of lice etc., [and] because of the lack of 
complete element[s] (dhiitu), tube[s] (niir;ll) etc. of birds etc. And (ca) [there is 
no sound] in those whose birth is [from] the foetal envelope (jariiyu) either 
(api), because of the incapability of pronunciation (ucciira~a) of the body of the 
animals etc., due to [their] being beasts (tiryanc), despite the existence of 
completeness of element[s] (dhiitu), tube[s] (nii¢1) etc. By elimination 
(piirise~yiit), the human body alone is suitable for sound.263 

From this commentary, we can infer the characteristics of the notion 
nada, although there is, of course, no guarantee that the author and 
the commentator share the same view on the notion. According to the 
commentator Kallinatha, nada ("sound") is something which is pro
duced with consciousness (cetana), through the completed organic 
components such as dhiitu, niit;lf etc.264; it should consist of pronun-

263 Comm.Kon SR 1,2, sl.17 (Adyar ed., p.35): ukta-caturvidha-deha-madhye tri
vidhe~u yiikiidi-dehe~u latiider acetanatviid, yiikiidel,z atisil~matviit, vihagiidel,z 
sampilr~a-dhiitu-nii¢y-iidy-abhiiviit, jariiyuje~v api pasv-iidi-dehasya dhiitu
nii¢y-iidi-sampilr~atii-sadbhiive 'pi tiryaktvenocciira~iisaktes ca, piirise~yiit 

miinu~af!I deham eva niidopayogi. 
264 It is easily understood that the respiratory tubes (nii¢1) are necessary for 

vocalization. The seven elements (dhiitu) of the body are the origin of the seven 
tones of the octave according to a musical theory, cf. Bhlivapraklisa adhikara 7 
(G.O.S. No.XLV, p.186, 11.5-8): anye dhiitubhya utpanniil,z svarii ity evajiinate I 
dhiitaval,z sapta bhiitiiniim antal,z saptiignayal,z sthitiil,z II kecid agnaya ity evaf!1 
kecid il~meti manvate I tvag-asrfi-miif!!Sa-medo- 'sthi-majjii-sukliini dhiitaval,z II 
This theory is explained in more detail in p.187, l.14 up to p.188, 1.7. Verses 
p.186, 11.9-21 explain that the ducts (dhamanl) based on (iifrita) the semen, 
marrow, bone, fat, flesh, blood (I read asra instead of asru) and skin are 
respectively concentrated in the bulb (kanda), navel, heart, throat, the root of 
the palate (tiilu-miila), head and the middle of the eyebrows. The self (iitman), 
situated in the cave of the heart (dahariikiisa), sets the vital winds in motion; the 
vital winds make the dhiitu-s penetrate the ducts, and produce fires in them; 
from these fires, niida arises (p.187, 11.1-8). 
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ciation (uccara1:za). The sole being that fulfils these requirements is 
the human being. 265 

The requirement that the nada must be produced with conscious
ness and in the form of pronunciation (uccara1:za) suggests that this 
nada, the primordial form of music, is conceived as something 
similar to the pronunciation or articulation of a language, that is also 
an emanation of consciousness. 

Another hint as to what the notion nada actually is, is given by 
the commentator Kallinatha, in a remote part of the book (in his 
commentary on SR's 3rd adhyaya (Prak:In;iakadhyaya), sl.82). 

This part of the work describes the qualities or talents of a 
musician. In his commentary to this, Kallinatha explains the term 
sarfra which means in-born talent of singing, as follows: yatha 
dhvani~ sarfre~a sahodbhavati, tatha tasya ragabhivyakti-saktatvam 
api sarfre~a sahodbhavati. na hy abhyasenagantukam ity artha~ "The 
meaning [of the text] is that (iti), like resonance (dhvani) arises 
together with the body (sarfra), so does his (= the musician's) 
representative ability to express (abhivyakti-saktatva) melodies 
(raga) arise together with the body; indeed, it is not acquirable 
through [postnatal] training". If we consider dhvani here as a 
synonym for nada - like Siiµhabhiipala, the other commentator on 
SR 1,2, sl.1-3, does, glossing the term nada through dhvani -, this 
statement would suggest that the musical representation (raga etc.) 
itself is derived from the resonance or the nada which is originated in 

265 This statement by Kallinatha contradicts SR 1,3, sl.46cd-47ab which states that 
the peacock, ciUaka-bird, goat, krauiica-bird, cuckoo, frog, elephant pronounce/ 
utter (ucctirayanti) the seven musical tones, respectively. 
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The idea that animals and birds create the tones of the octave also occurs in 
other musicological works. For example, in Naradiyasik~a 1,5,4 quoted by 
Abhinavagupta (on Natyasastra 28,21. GOS ed. p.12, 1.8), it is stated that the 
cuckoo sings the fifth tone of the octave in the season of flowers (pu~pa
stidhtirai:ie kale kokilo vakti paiicamam). 
Mataiiga's BrhaddesI quotes his predecessor Kohala's statement which is 
parallel to SR 1,3, sl.46cd-47ab. It runs: Sa</.jaf!l vadati mayara rsabhaf!l ctitako 
vadet I ajti vadati gtindhtiraf!l krauiico vadati madhyamam II pu~pa-stidhtira1Je 
kale kokilal.z paiicamaf!l vadet I pravr!~kale tu samprtipte dhaivataf!l darduro 
vadet II sarvadti ca tathti, devi, ni~tidaf!l vadate gajal.z II. It has to be noted that 
the first half of the second verse is parallel to the above-mentioned 
Naradiyasik~a 1,5,4 ! 



nd very closely connected to the organism of the body.266 This 
~eans, in other words, that musical representation is similar to the 
linguistic one, as suggested by SR 1,2, sl.2. That is to say, it goes 
through an articulative or analytical process like language; musical 
representation is, nevertheless, an organic process. 

§3.2. Vocal process as described 
in the 1st adhyaya, 3rd prakarar:ia of SR 

The process of the manifestation of niida, or sound/voice, is de
scribed in SR adhyaya 1, prakarar:ia 3. I shall explain these statements 
on the vocal process in the following. 

SR 1,3, sl. 3-4 describes the manifestation of resonance (dhvani) 
in the human body: 

This self (iitman), being desirous to speak/express_itself (vivalqama1:w), urges 
the mind. The mind strikes (iihanti) the fire situated in the body. It (= the fire) 
urges the wind. (sl.3) 
Then it (= the wind), situated in the knot of Brahman, moving to the upper 
region, manifests resonance (dhvani) in the navel, heart, throat, head and mouth, 
in tum. (sl.4) 
Sound (niida), situated in the five places, takes five names: the super-minute 
[sound], the minute [sound], the ample [sound], the not ample [sound] and the 
artificial [sound], respectively.267 (sl.5) 
[The wise ones] know [the syllable] na [of the word niida] as the name of the 
vital wind (priilJil), [the syllable] da as [the name of] fire. 
Therefore, [that] born from the union of priitJa and fire is called sound (niida). 
(sl.6)26s 

266 A statement of the BrhaddesI (Verse 54, anuccheda 15; P.L. SHARMA, 1992, 
p.29) is comparable with this. It runs: ucyate, riiga-janako dhvanif:z svara iti "It 
is said that the resonance which produces the raga is the musical tone (svara)". 

267 Cf. Kubjikamatatantra 11,80b: siilqmas caiva susiilqmai ca, vyaktiivyakto 'tha 
krtrimaJ:t. The five-fold niida is counted among the sixteen fruits of the 
Visuddhi-cakra (HEILIJGERS-SEELEN 1990, p.57). 

268 iitmii vivalqamiino 'yam manaJ:t prerayate manaJ:t I dehastharrz vahnim iihanti sa 
prerayati miirutam 131 brahmagranthisthita/:t so 'tha kramiid iirdhvapathe caran 
I niibhi-hrt-kat}fha-miirdhiisye~v iivir bhiivayati dhvanim 141 niido 'tisiilqmaf:t 
siilqmas ca pu~to 'pu~tas ca krtrimaf:t I iti panca-bhidiidhatte panca-
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The self sets the mind in motion, and the mind produces fire. This 
fire seems to be identical with the flame of fire (agnisikha) situated in 
the middle of the body (dehamadhya), mentioned in SR 1,2, 81.146 
The fire in its tum urges the wind which is considered to be situated 
in the knot of Brahman. Sound (nada) is produced through the union 
of the fire and the vital wind (pra7Ja). 

According to SR 1,2, sl.148-147, the individual self (jfva) dwells 
in the knot of Brahman, and sometimes moves to and fro over the net 
of the tubes (naefl) spreading from the knot of Brahman, like a spider 
moves over its net; the individual self climbs up and down through 
the Su~umna tube between the knot of Brahman and the aperture of 
Brahman, riding on the vital wind (pra7Ja), or breath. 

This seems to mean the following: In vocalisation, the vital wind 
or breath is led upward, and, together with it, the individual self is 
also brought up to the aperture of Brahman, i.e. the path out of the 
body into bliss. 

This theory is also intimated by the opening verse of the SR 
(1,1,1), dedicated to the god Siva in the form of sound (nada). It states 
that sound manifests itself in the heart-lotus, during the contemplation, 
in which the mind (citta) follows the movement of the vital wind 
originating from the knot of Brahman. 269 

SHRINGY 1999 (vol.I, p.396) expresses his personal opinion that 
the situation of the three registers of the human voice corresponds to 
that of the three cakra-s, i.e. Anahata, Visuddhi and IAlana. 

The same theory of the vocal process as described in SR 1,3, sl.3-6, is 
dealt with in other musicological and linguistic texts, too.270 

sthiinasthitaJ:t kramat 151 na-karam prai:ia-nii.mii.narri da-karam analarri viduJ:t I 
jataJ:t prai:iagni-sarriyogat tena nado 'bhidhfyate 161. 

269 SR 1,1,1: 
brahmagranthi-marutanugatina cittena hrtpankaje 
siirri:iam anu ranjakaJ:t irutipadarri yo 'yarri svayarri rajate I 
yasmad gramavibhagavari:iaracanalankarajatikramo 
vande nadatanurri tam uddhurajagadgftam mude sankaram I 11. 

270 On the musicological texts dealing with it, see the following. As an example of 
the linguistical texts, see the Pai:iiniyasik~a. 
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SINHA, K.P. 1993, p.94, informs us of the mention of this theory in the 
Yogasikhopani~ad. The original text quoted by him (p.98, note 10) runs as 
follows: Yogasikhopani~ad 5,13-4: vayuna vahnina sardham brahmagranthim 



The Hathayogapradipika (3,66-69) also contains a similar theory: 

FlieBt der apii'fll einmal nach oben, dann erreicht er den Platz des Feuers. Von 
diesem Wind gefachert, erstreckt sich die Spitze der Flamme. Wenn aber Feuer 
und apii!Ja sich zusammen dem prii!Ja nlihern, <lessen Wesen die Hitze ist 
(u-!~zasvariipa), so lodert die Flamrne innerhalb des Korpers brennend auf. Dann 
wird die Kutµ;lalinf aus ihrem Schlaf gerissen. Wie eine mit einem Stock 
geschlagene Schlange, biiumt sie sich zischend auf. Als schlilpfte sie in ein 
Erdloch, schleicht sie sich in die brahmanii<;lf(die su-!umnii) hinein.271 

(Tr. by M. HULIN 1999, pp.197-198) 

Here, the union of the vital wind (priil}Q) and fire is utilised to wake 
up the sleeping power, kufJ<!alinf. The vocalisation is here not directly 
dealt with, but the statement is closely associated with it. As a matter 
of fact, the aniihata-niida, "sound not-struck" or "unmanifest sound", 
perceived by Yogins played a great role in the practice of Hathayoga. 

Besides Brahmananda's commentary on the verse quoted above, 
Hathayogapradipika 3,66, explains agnisikhii ("the flame of fire") 
thr~ugh ja{hariignisikhii ("the flame of fire in the belly"), namely the 
fire of digestion. M. HULIN 1999 (p.198, footnote 7) comments on 
this as follows: "Das Feuer, von dem hier die Rede ist, ist offen
sichtlich das der Verdauung, das zur gleichen Zeit die Rolle eines 
Opferfeuers spielt, sofem das Kochen/die Verdauung als ein inneres 
Agnihotra verstanden wird."272 

bhinatti sii, vi-!f}Ugranthil'J'I tato bhittvii rudragranthau ca ti-!thati. He also reports 
upon a parallel statement from the YogakuQ.<;ialy-upani~ad (1,67,85-86), "The 
ku1J<Jalinf-power risen from slumber by the stroke of fire and air first crosses 
the knot (sic.) of Brahma" (SINHA ibid., p.94). 

271 Ha~hayogapradipikli 3,66-69: 
apiina iirdhvage jiite prayiite vahni-maf}<;ialam I tadiinalasikhii dfrghii jiiyate 
viiyuniihatii 1661 tato yiito vahny-apiinau prii!Jam U-!IJasvariipakam I teniityanta
pradfptas tu jvalano dehajas tathii 1371 tena ku!J<Jalinf suptii santaptii 
samprabudhyate I dalJf!iihatii bhujaligfva niivasya rjutiilJl vrajet 1381 bilam 
pravi-!teva tato brahmanii¢yantara1Jl vrajet I (tasmiin nityam miilabandhaJ:t 
kartavyo yogibhiJ:t sadii) 1691 
Brahmananda's commentary on sl.66 quotes Yogaylijfiavalkya 4,11 (which is 
parallel to SR 1,2,146) in order to explain the term "circle of fire" 
( vahnimalJf!ala). 

272 AS slirira., 6,92 mentions the five vital winds (viiyu) which cause various kinds 
of abnormalities like giddiness (miirchanii) etc. These abnormalities are 
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Indeed, Saradatanaya, the author of the musicological text 
Bhavapraka§ana, who is contemporary to Sanigadeva, presents the 
theory of a preceding musical school that the seven tones of the 
octave are produced from the seven elements (dhatu) of the human 
body, i.e. skin, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow and semen. 273 In this 
regard, we should remind ourselves that according to Indian classical 
medical theory, these seven elements are considered as the results of 
metabolic evolution, for which the digestive fire or heat plays a great 
role. 

The following verses, SR sl.7-8, explain the process, in which the 
twenty-two microtones (.§ruti) of the octave, namely the base of music, 
are produced. 

SR 1,3, sl.7-8 
Meanwhile, in practice (vyavahiira), that (= nada, or sound) is called in three 
manners: 'low' (mandra) in the heart, 'middle' (madhya) in the throat, 'high'274 
(tiira) in the head. And [they become] double one after another. (sl.7) 
Its twelve differences are deemed microtones (.fruti) due to hearing. 
The oblique/horizontal tubes (niif;ll) attached to the [two] upper tubes (nii</J') 
[situated in] the heart are deemed twenty-two. 
In those [twenty-two tubes], as many microtones arise one after another, united 
with the state of [becoming] higher and higher, due to the stroke (iihati) of the 
vital wind. (sl.8-9) 

In sl.8, the body frame is compared to that of a harp275, to which 
twenty-two strings are attached. The vital wind strikes the horizontal 
tubes like a finger picking the gut-strings of a harp. The comparison 

sometimes accompanied by sound (sabdaviin f~ac-chabdaf:i), due to the excess 
or shortage of fire and food. The term, sabda, here denotes the noise which 
emanates from the body. 

273 Bhiivaprakiisana adhikiira 7 (G.O.S. No.XLV, p.186, 1.5-8). Cf. SHRINGY 
1999, p.117: The first member, skin, deviates from the classical medical theory, 
which has rasa instead. See on this note 828 on SR sl.79 (dhiitu) in my English 
translation. 

274 I.e. high in pitch. 
275 According to LAIB 1978, pp.199-200, this is a harp-type vf~ii shaped like a 

bow. LAIB states: It is placed in a way that the bow-tip points away from the 
ground; such a vf~ii is found as a stone-relief on a SiinchI gateway (2nd century 
B.C.). 
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f the human body to a harp has a long tradition in Indian literature 
0 
s I shall show in §5 "the Comparison of the Human Body with the 
~usical Instrument". The topic, the three vocal registers inside the 
human body276, is described by other musicological texts too, in 
association with the frame of a harp.277 

According to P.L. SHARMA 1992, pp.154--155, the description of the 
process of vocalisation in SR 1,3, sl.1-lOab is based on a preceding 
literary tradition such as the Brhaddesi, a musicological text, and the 
paniniyasik~a, a grammatical text. In the following, I discuss P.L. 
SHARMA's study of these two texts. The verses from the two texts, 
quoted below, are already analysed by P.L. SHARMA 1992, pp.154--
155. I nevertheless discuss them here again, with some new remarks 
added, because they are crucial to understanding the context of the 
SR' s PiI:u;lotpattiprakarai:ia. 

In the Brhaddesi, the author Mataliga quotes his predecessors' 
statements: 

BrhaddesI, 20 
yad uktam brahmal}tl/.z sthanam brahma-granthis ca yaJ.z smrta/.z I 
tan-madhye saf!ZSthitaJ.z prii1Jal.z priifJ,iid vahni-samudgama/:t II 
vahni-miiruta-saf!!yogiin niidal.z samupajiiyate I 
niidiid utpadyate bindur niidiit sarvaf!! ca viilimayam II 
iti kecit. 
kanda-sthiina-samuttho hi samfra/.z sancarann adhal.z I 
iirdhvaf!! ca kurute sarviif!! niida-paddhatim uddhatiim II 
iti anye vadanti. 

276 The topic of the positions of the three registers in the human body is also dealt 
with by the Niiradiyasik~ii, the text on Vedic music, cf. LA TH 1997. 
Niiradiyasik~ii, 1st prapiithaka, sl.7: ura/.z kalJ(haJ.z siras caiva sthiiniini trflJ.i 
viilimaye I savaniiny iihur etiini siimni cli.py adharottare fl!. 
The Niiradiyasik~ii, however, does not mention the process of vocal mani
festation, while SR (sl.2, sl.3, sl.3-4) does. For the chronology of the 
Niiradiyasik~ii, fifth century A.D., cf. SCHARFE 1977, pp.176-177 (on the 
Sik~a-s). 

277 Cf. Dattila sl.8-9: nr1Jiim urasi mandras tu dviivif!!Satividho dhvani/:t Isa eva 
kafJ,(he madhyaJ.z syiit, tiiraJ.z sirasi gfyate 181 uttarottaratiiras tu vfniiyiif!l tv 
adharottaral.z I iti dhvanivise~iis te frava1Jiic chruti sanjnita/.z 191 (cf. M. LA TH 
1997, p.196). 
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na-kiiraf.z pra1Ja ity ahur da-kiiras canalo mataf.z I 
nadasya dvipadartho 'yafJ'I samfcfno mayoditaf.z //2011 

"Inside that (tan-madhye) which is spoken of (yad uktam) as the place (sthana) 
of Brahman and which is remembered (yaf.z smrtaf.z) as the knot of Brahman 
(brahmagranthi), the vital wind (pra1Ja) is situated. Fire arises from the vita] 
wind; sound (nada) is born from the contact of fire and [the vital] Wind 
(maruta). 
From sound (nada), the drop (bindu) arises, from sound (nada) all of speech 
(vanmaya, lit. that which consists of speech or language)." So (iti) [say] some. 
"The [vital] wind (samfraf.z) which has arisen from the place of the bulb 
(kanda), moving about up and down, produces the whole intense course of 
sound (nada).''278 

So say others. 
"They call the syllable 'na' the vital wind (pra1Ja), and the syllable 'da' is 
known as fire; this is mentioned as the right meaning of the two words (pada) 
of nada by me." 
(The original text is quoted from SHARMA, P.L. 1992, p.7)279 

In Brhaddesi sl.21, sound (nada) is classified as five: minute 
(suk~ma), super minute (atisuk~ma), manifest (vyakta), unmanifest 
(avyakta) and artificial (krtrima). 

The statement in Brhaddesi sl.22-23ab deals with the relation 
between sound and the body. In this statement, the five kinds of 
sound (nada) are allotted to various areas of the body. The minute 
sound (suk~ma nada) arises in the cave (guha)280, the super minute 
one (atisuk~ma) in the heart, the manifest one (vyakta) in the throat, 

278 I follow P.L.SHARMA's (1992, p.7) interpretation which sees saii.caran, adhaf.z 
and ardhvalJ'I as being in the same context. This is supported by SR 1, 2, sl.149 
stating that the individual self, riding on the vital wind, ascends and descends 
along the Su~umna tube, cf. my translation. 
Another interpretation is possible, taking ardhvafJ'I ca together with kurute. In 
this case, it would mean: "The [vital] wind which has arisen from the place of 
the bulb, moving about the lower region (adhaf.z), makes the whole way of the 
sound (sarvalJ'I nada-paddhatim) in the upper region (ardhvaf!Z), too (ca), rise 
up/upward (uddhataf!Z)." 

279 My translation is based on SHARMA ibid., but slightly modified. 
280 The term guha "cave" usually means the hollow in the heart, but P.L. SHARMA 

1992 considers it to be the navel. The minute sound, which is the most 
primordial one of the five vocal stages, must surely arise at the starting point of 
vocal manifestation, and SHARMA (ibid., p.154, notel 7) considers this point to 
be the navel. 
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h unmanifest (avyakta) in the palate (talu) and the artificial one 
~k;trima) in the mouth. The five kinds of sound (nada) correspond to 
th~ five stages of vocal manifestation. The higher it is, the more it 

develops. 

After presenting his predecessors' op1mons, the author Matailga 
(BrhaddesI, anuccheda 1, following sl.24. SHARMA, P.L. 1992, 
p.8ff.) describes his own theory of vocal manifestation, explaining 
the production of the microtones (fruti).281 

[ ... ] there in the beginning on account of the combination of the dehiigni (lit. 
bodily fire, battery of energy) and air, the sound propelled by the effort of the 
puru~a (litman), attacking the likiisa (space) above the navel, ascending in many 
ways, in steps of a ladder like smoke, according to the will of the air, appears to 
be different by way of being composed of four §ruti-s etc.282 through being 
comprised of the inherent pratyaya (assured consciousness) of filling up (with 
air). (Translated by SHARMA, P.L. 1992, p.9) 

In BrhaddesI, verse 54, anuccheda 15, the author Matailga refers to 
the theory of Kohala, one of his predecessors. This theory seems to 
accord with Matailga's own theory mentioned above. 

By the will of the litman, the vliyu [that is] moving upward from the base of the 
"earth" (= nlibhi, navel) [and] is held on the 'wall' of the nli<f,f-s and in the 
space, is known as svara, the delightful sound. (Translated by P.L. SHARMA 
1992, p.29)283 

Matailga quotes Kohala again in anuccheda 16: 

281 P.L. SHARMA (ibid. pp.154-155) compares the BrhaddesI's theory with that of 
the SR which is later than the BrhaddesI and with that of the Pai;iiniyasik~a 6-9 
(= 6,2ab-7cd of GHOSH 1991 's edition of the BrhaddesI) which precedes the 
BrhaddesI. 

282 The term §ruti here means microtone. According to the Indian classical musical 
theory, the intervals between the tones (svara) of the octave contain either four, 
three or two microtones. 

283 BrhaddesI, verse 54, anuccheda 15: litmecchayli mahf-tallid vliyur uddyan 
nidhiiryate I nli<f,f-bhittau tathiikiise dhvanf raktal,t svaral,t smrtal,t II 
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By the effort of the urdhva-nii<;lf-s on account of rubbing and striking of all 
"walls", the sound that grows up to the cerebrum, is svara, it is vyiipako. 
(prevasive) [and] para (beyond). (Translated by P.L. SHARMA 1992, p.29)284 

Besides that, Matailga quotes the opinion of his predecessor Tumburu 
whom he wants to refute (BrhaddesI, 3, anuccheda 4; cf. P.L. 
SHARMA 1992, p.11). Tumburu insists that the microtone (fruti) is 
fourfold, according to the three morbific entities (do~a) of the body, 
i.e. wind (viita), bile (pitta) and phlegm (kapha), and the admixture of 
the three. Tumburu derives a high, hoarse (rak~a) voice from wind, a 
deep, full and clear voice from bile (pitta), and a creamy, soft and 
sweet voice from phlegm (kapha). 

P.L. SHARMA 1992, pp.154-155, compares the musicological 
theory of vocal manifestation in SR 1,3, sl.3-4, and BrhaddesI 20 
with the linguistic theory of utterance in the PaQ.iniyasik~a (6,2ab-
7cd285), a phonological text. 

iitmii buddhyii sametyiirthiin mano yurikte vivalqayii /2cd/ 
mana/:t kiiyiignim iihanti sa prerayati miirutam I 
miirutas turasi caran mandra janayati svaram 131 
priita/:tsavanayogarri tarri chando giiyatram ii.fritam I 
kar.z(he miidhyandinayugarri madhyamarri trai~(hubhiinugam 141 
tararri tiirtfyasavanarri sfr~ar.zyarri jiigatiinugam I 
sodfrno murdhny abhihato vaktram iipadya miiruta/:t 151 

varniin janayate { . .. 1 /6ab/ 286 

In the SR, the process of vocal manifestation (SR 1,3, sl.3-4) and the 
positions of the three registers in the human body (SR 1,3, sl.7-8) are 

284 BrhaddesI anuccheda 16: urdhva-nii<;lf-prayatnena sarva-bhitti-nigha((aniit I 
murchitii dhvanir iimurdhna/:t svaro 'sau vyiipaka/:t para/:t II. 

285 Cf. the edition by GHOSH 1991 (pp.39-40). In the passages following this 
(6,2ab-7cd), the relation between the various kinds of articulation and parts of 
the body, i.e. the chest, throat, head, tongue, teeth, nose, lips and palate, is 
explained as "articulatory points". 

286 P.L. SHARMA (ibid.) translates these verses as follows: "Atman, having 
gathered or put together the content (artha) [of sound] with buddhi (intellect), 
activates the mind with the will to speak. The mind strikes the fire in the body. 
The fire propels the air. The air, moving in the chest-region, throat and 
cerebrum, manifests low, medium and high sounds respectively. Reaching the 
mouth cavity, the air manifests the varr.zas." 
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parately dealt with. The connection between the one topic and the 
s~her is not mentioned. In contrast to that, the connection of the two 
~opics is clearly. announce~ by the Pa?iniyasik~a, which states that the 
three registers, i.e. low, middle and high, are produced by the process 
of vocal manifestation in which the vital wind gradually moves 
upwards in the body frame. 

§4. Embryology, asceticism and music: 
Yajiiavalkyasmp:i and SR 

One of the well-known descriptions of embryology and anatomy 
contained in non-medical texts is that found in the Yajfiavalkyasmp:i 
(= YS), in its section on the asrama of the sannyasin (YS 3,70--
107).287 The few verses following the description of embryology and 
anatomy have Hathayogic contents (YS 3,108-111).288 

287 Cf. YAMASHITA 2001/2002, p.87. He precisely analyses the relationship 
between the YS's embryologico-anatomical verses and the CA's slirirasthlina. 
The anatomical description in this part of the YS is the source of those in other 
Purli.I.J.ic texts, such as Vi~I.J.uP, Vi~I.J.udharmottaraP, AgniP etc., according to J.J. 
MEYER 1928 and HOERNLE 1907, p.42, p.44, p.59ff. 
YAMASHITA ibid., p.88, explains the motive which led the author/authors of 
the YS to introduce embryology and anatomy in his/their account of the duties 
of ascetics (yatidharma) as follows: "the embryological passage (YS 3,75-83) 
is to be understood as an account of the development and delivery of the iitman, 
and the anatomical passage (3,84-107) as an explanation of the body parts of 
the iitman." 

288 The opening passage of the embryologico-anatomical description, YS 3,63-
64ab, instructs the ascetics to observe the prenatal stages (garbha-vasa), 
diseases, old age, decaying of beauty, reincarnation, reversing of comfortable 
and uncomfortable etc. (iive~yii garbha-viisiis ca karmajii gatayas tathii I 
iidhayo vyiidhaya!z kleiii jarii riipa-viparyaya!z 1631 bhavo jiiti-sahasre~u 

priyiipriya-viparyaya!z /). According to this, the study of embryologico
anatomical science seems to be legitimate for the ascetics. 
ZYSK 1990 postulates that medical science in South Asia was once developed 
in the ascetic milieu. But his methodology is sharply criticized by DAS 2003B 
as being imperfect. 
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The verses following those mentioned above treat the topic of 
music (YS 3,112-116). Both non-sacrificial vocal and instrumental 
music are mentioned as substitutes for the recitation of sacrificial 
songs, i.e. saman-s. 289 The genres of songs mentioned as non
sacrificial vocal music in these verses290 correspond to those men
tioned in Bharata's Natyasastra. The knowledge of playing the 
stringed instrument called vf~a. i.e. the knowledge of the microtones 
(§ruti), musical scales (jati) and rhythms (tala), is even considered to 
be a way to liberation (mok~a) (YS 3,115).291 

These three groups of verses, on embryologico-anatomical 
science292, Yoga and music, seem to have been composed in different 
periods and inserted one after another into the original frame of the 
text. 293 The association of non-sacrificial music with asceticism or 
embryologico-anatomical science seems peculiar. 

YS 3,58cd instructs the ascetic (sannyasin), i.e. the one who lives 
in the fourth a.frama, to wander about (pari..,rvraj), i.e. to abandon 
both non-sacrificial and sacrificial activities.294 But YS 3,112 con
siders the practice of the saman songs to be an efficient way to attain 
Brahman. According to the comm. Viramitrodaya on this verse, this 

289 YS 3,112: yathti-vidhtinena pafhan siima-giinam avicyutam I siivadhiinas tad
abhyiisiit param brahmiidhigacchati. 

290 YS 3, 113-114, apariintaka.m ullopyam madraka.m maka.rff!! (praka.rff!l) tathii I 
auve1_laka.f!! saro-bindum uttaraf!! gftaktini ca 11131 rg-giithii plif.likti da!qa-vihitii 
brahma-gftikti I geyam etat tad abhyiisa-ka.ra1_liin mo!qa-safijfiitam 11141. These 
two verses obviously contain misreadings. Compare with the names of the 
songs, apariintaka., ullopyaka., madraka., praka.rf, ove1_laka, rovindaka. and 
uttara, mentioned in the Niityasiistra (32,200cd-201ab). These are the classes of 
dhruvA songs (cf. NIJENHUIS 1970, p.367. On the genre dhruvii, see BANSAT
BOUDON 1992, p.205). re, plif.likti and giithii are also mentioned as classes of 
dhruvii songs in the Natyasiistra 32,1-2ab. 

291 YS 3,116: gfta-jfio yadi yogena niipnoti paramam padam I rudrasyiinucaro 
bhutvii tenaiva saha modate. 

292 I use the term "embryologico-anatomical science" to mean the matter of 
embryology and anatomy treated in the siirirasthiina-s of the medical texts and 
in corresponding parts of non-medical texts (cf. § 1.5. Comparison with further 
medical and non-medical tetxts). 

293 Cf. KANE 1990, p.447. 
294 YS 3,58cd: ektiriima/:t parivrajya bhilqiirthf griimam iiirayet. The commentary 

Viramitrodaya explains parivrajya as meaning laukika.-vaidika.-ka.nnii1_li 
visi~yiinuktiini santyajya. 
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way is for those who are not capable of samiidhi.295 Another comm., 
Mitak~ara, calls it "the worship of Brahman [in the form] of 
word/sound (sabda-brahmopasana)". 296 Further, the practice of the 
non-sacrificial music which is recommended by YS 3,113-116, as we 
have seen above, is the way for someone who is ignorant of the 
sacrificial music (saman), according to the commentary VIra
mitrodaya. 297 

Of course it is not difficult to imagine that some ascetics, who 
previously were educa~ed musi~ia?s, did not cease their m~sic~l 
activity even after their renunciat10n. Indeed, for the ascetics m 
modem South Asia like the Bauls in Bengal, music is an essential 
part of their life.298 So, YS 3,112-116 might perhaps imply the 
existence of such ascetics as active musicians, but these statements 
are so sparse that it hardly allows more than mere speculation. This 
problem is all the more difficult because the text of the YS is 
heterogeneous, as remarked above. The passages YS 3,112-116 are 
most likely a secondary insertion. 

The structure of the text of the YS shows a striking similarity to that 
of the Pi1:u;lotpattiprakaral).a of the SR. It first of all discusses embryo
logico-anatomical science (SR 1,2, sl.18-119), then Hathayoga (SR 
1,2, sl.120-163ab). Finally it recommends the practice of non
sacrificial music as a substitute for the nirgw;a and sagu1}il medi
tation (SR 1,2, sl.163cd-168ab), which is similar in its reasoning to 
that of the YS. 

Sani.gadeva, the author of the SR, might have had the before
mentioned passages of the YS in mind, utilising them as his model. 
This theory is supported by the following two facts. 

The first fact is that his predecessor299 Abhinavagupta quotes YS 
3,116 in his commentary (Abhinavabharati) on Bharata's Natyasastra 

295 VIramitrodaya: iifaya-§uddhy-abhiivena samiidhy-a§aktam prati molqopiiyam 
iiha. 

296 Mitak~ara comm.: yasya puna§ citta-vrtti-niriikariilambanatayii samiidhau 
niibhiramate tena §abda-brahmopiisanaf!l kiiryam ity iiha. 

297 VIramitrodaya (on YS 3,113): siimiinabhijnasya molqopiiyam aha. 
298 Cf. TROTIIER 2000, pp.62-93. 
299 Sanigadeva mentions Abhinavagupta among his predecessors (SR 1,1, sl.19). 

Since his grandfather Bhaskara came from Kashmir (SR 1,1,2; SHRINGY 1999, 
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(on 28,11-12). The second is that the two commentators of SR, i.e. 
Sirphabhiipala (on SR 1,3, sl.2) and Kallinatha (on SR 1,1, sl.30), 
quote YS 3,115.300 This is evidence of a tradition in which the YS 
passage had certain importance. It is, therefore, not at all improvable 
that the author of the SR was also aware of the statement of the YS. 

Besides the SR and the YS, I found two musicological texts which 
associate embryology with music. They are Saradatanaya's Bhava
praka§ana and the Saiigitopanisatsaroddhara. 301 Saradatanaya, the 
author of the Bhavapraka§ana, ~as a contemporary of Sariigadeva, 
while the author of the Saiigitopani~atsaroddhara is of a later period. 
The outline of the passages in question in the two texts is similar to 
that of the SR. Therefore it is clear that this topic existed as an old 
tradition before the time of the SR, and was further handed down to 
later musicologists. 

As to why anatomy and music are associated, we can think of the 
very old image of the body-vf~a, which is traced back to Aitareya
arai:iyaka 3,2,5,302 where the structure of the human body is compared 
to that of the vf~a. This image seems to have acquired a durable 
tradition in the later periods, in the milieus of music, Yoga and 

p.xiii), it is easy to imagine that he was also familiar with the works by 
Abhinavagupta, specially the commentary on the Natyasastra. 

300 YS 3,115. VllJii-vtidana-tattva-jnaJ:i sruti-jiiti-visiiradaJ:i I tiila-jnas ciiprayiisena 
mo~a-miirgaf!Z niyacchati. Siqihabhiipfila quotes VflJiiviidana in the Adyar 
edition (SASlRI 1943, Vol.I), p.76, 1.8. He quotes the whole verse in his 
commentary on SR 6,418cd-421 (Adyar edition Vol.III= SASlRI 1986, p.430). 
Kallinatha quotes the whole verse, cf. Adyar edition, p.20. 
Sanigadeva himself might be hinting at the thought of the body-lute, including 
deha-sau~rhava and su-siirfra in the qualities of a lute player in SR 6,422-
424ab (Adyar ed. Vol.III= SASlRI 1986, p.430). 

301 Saradatanaya's Bhavaprakasana (G.O.S. No.45), a dramaturgical text contem
porary with the SR, treats embryology in its description of the theory of music 
(adhikara 7). It associates the seven elements (dhiitu) of the human body with 
the seven tones of the octave (p.186, 11.5-6). The SafJ.gltopani~atsaroddhara 
(G.O.S. No.133) 11.11-24 treats embryology. 

302 Cf. LATH 1997, p.201. 
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Tantra.303 In the next chapter (§5. "Comparison of the Human Body 
iith the Musical Instrument in Indian Literature"), I shall study the 

~istorical development of this image in Indian literature. 
As a matter of fact, Natyasastra 28,12, for which Abhinavagupta 

quotes YS 3, 116 in his commentary, is on the comparison of the 
structure of the body frame with that of the stringed instrument, 
v/na.304 In the same paragraph of his commentary, Abhinavagupta 
himself critically discusses this topic. 305 That Abhinavagupta, in the 
same paragraph of his commentary, mentions both YS 3,116 and the 
comparison of the body with the vf~, one after the other, suggests 
that he was well conscious of the association of the two topics. He 
was surely aware of the close relation of YS 3,116 to the foregoing 
embryologico-anatomical passages of the YS. Therefore I surmise 
that the musicologists at the time of Abhinavagupta were conscious 
of the discussion on the association between embryologico
anatomical science and music theory. 

303 An intimation of this image is given in SR 1,3,8-9, cf. LATI:I ibid. Abhinava
gupta mentions it (on Niityasiistra 28,13-15), immediately after he quotes the 
above-mentioned verse, YS 3,115. 

304 Niityasiistra 28,12: dvyadhi~(hanii svarii vaifJlil:z siirfriis ca prakfrtitiil:z I ete~iil'fl 

samprava4yiimi vidhiinal'[l la4at:iiinvitam 1121. 
305 Cf. LATI:I 1997, p.202. The Bhiirati on Niityasiistra 28,11-12: [ ... ] giina

vrttiintatval'[l yad vf1.1ii-sarfra-val'[lftiniim iirohai:iam avarohai:ial'fl ca I 
prii1Jlibhihananenaiva hi tfvriitfvrei:ia sarfra iva val'[lze 'pi svara-ni~pattil:z I 
vffJliyiil'[l tu iidarse viima-da4ii:ia-viparyiisavat tiira-mandra-viparyiisa ity 
iisayeniiha dvy-adhi~(hiinii/:z svarii vaii:iiil:z siirfriis ceti /. 
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§5. Comparison of the human body 
with the musical instrument in Indian literature306 

In SR 1,3, sl.8cd-10ab, the comparison of the human body with the 
stringed instrument called vf~a307 is mentioned to explain the me
chanism of vocalisation. 308 The verses in question run as follows. 

Twenty-two horizontal tubes (nii¢() are deemed attached to the tube [stretching] 
upwards from the heart. In them, so many(= twenty-two) microtones (fruti) are 
produced through the stroke (iihati) of the vital wind, endowed successively 
(uttarottaram) with increasing height (i.e., the higher the microtone is situated, 
the higher is the pitch). In the same manner (evaf!!) twenty-two microtones are 
deemed [to be produced] [each] in the throat, [and] further in the head.309 

Here, the vocal production is explained with the model of a harp.310 

The vital wind arises from the digestive fire in the belly and blows up 
through the main tube running vertically in the body. The body frame 
is spanned with twenty-two horizontal tubes like the frame of a harp 
with its strings.311 The vital wind, running up vertically, strikes the 
twenty-two horizontal tubes, which by turns vibrate in corresponding 
microtones, like a finger plucks the strings of a harp, which are by 
turns tuned to the twenty-two microtones. 

306 This topic has been already treated by LATH 1997, p.207ff. The verses and 
passages from the SR, Dattila, Natyasastra and Aitareyara1.1yaka are already 
discussed by him. Here I have added further references, and tried to develop 
some aspects. 

307 For the form of the stringed instrument called vf~ii, cf. NUENHUIS 1970, p.73ff. 
The vf~ii might denote various kinds of instruments such as lute, harp etc. 

308 Cf. LATH 1997, pp.198-199. 
309 hrdy urdhva-niicj,f-saf!!lagnii niicj,yo dviivif!!Satir matii/:t /8cd/ tirascyas tiisu 

tiivatya/:t srutayo miirutiihate/:t I uccoccataratii-yuktii/:t prabhavanty uttarottaram 
191 evaf!! ka~(he tathii sfr~e sruti-dviivif!!Satir matii /JOab!. 

310 In this context, the vf~ii is obviously the harp. It is not the lute, in which the 
pitch is modified by fingering with the left hand like the vf~ii of South India 
today or the sitar. But this stringed instrument here is provided with strings 
which are already tuned to the twenty-two microtones, namely, the harp. 

311 According to ancient Indian music theory, an octave consists of twenty-two 
microtones, cf. NUENHUIS 1992, p.7. 
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The comparison of the human body with the stringed instrument 
is found in various texts. 

In Bharata's Natyasastra (28,14-15), the expression sarfra-vflJil 
"body-harp" is found. Here, the human body is conceived as a harp, 
while the real harp, the stringed instrument made of wood, is called 
daravf vflJil "wooden harp".312 The musicological work Dattila (verse 
8-9) mentions it, too.313 

The oldest example of this comparison is a topos in the Black 
Yajurveda (Taittiriyasaqihita 7,5,9,2; Kathakasaqihita 34,5). 314 The 
stringed instrument called vii.1}0- has one hundred strings, like a 
human being has a lifespan of one hundred years, one hundred fac
ulties (indriya) and one hundred powers (vfrya). Here, the number 
one hundred associates the strings of the instrument with the lifespan, 
faculties and powers of a human being.315 

The Aitareyarar:iyaka (3,2,5), composed in a later period than 
these texts, compares the human body with the stringed instrument 
(vf~ii) in more detail.316 This text calls the human body daivf vf~a 
"celestial vf~ii", in contrast to the wooden stringed instrument which 

312 Cf. LATH 1998, p.201; BANSAT-BOUDON 1992, p.197. 
313 Cf. LATH p.197ff. 
314 TaittirTyasaqihita 7,5,9,2: viii:zas satatantur bhavati fatiiyuJ:t puru~as satendriya 

iiyu~yevendriye prati ti~thanty iijif(I dhiivanty. Kli~hakasaqihitli 34,5: yii 
vanaspati~u viik tiif(I teniivarundhate viii:zas fatatantur bhavati satiiyur vai 
puru~as satavfrya iiyur eva vfryam avarunddhe, (to which the editor, Leopold 
von Schroeder gives the parallels in TS 7,5,8-10; TBr. 1,2,6,6-7). 
This topos is found in Brlihmai:ia-s, too. For example, JaiminTyabrlihmaIJa 2,404 
(also cf.2,418): viii:zaf(I sata-tantrfm iighnanti, satiiyur vai puru~as satendriyas 
sata-vfryas, tasyaivendriyasya vfryasyiivaruddhyai. TliIJ<;iyabrlihmaIJa 5,6,13: 
sata-tantrfko bhavati fatiiyur vai puru~aJ:t sata-vfryaJ:t. The following verse 
(Tlil).<;iyabrlihmaIJa 5,6,14) is intriguing: tam ullikhet priii:ziiya tviipiiniiya tvii 
vyiiniiya tveti priii:ziipiina-vyiiniin eva tad iiptiiv avarundhate. The strings of the 
harp might be here compared to the many tubes in the body, through which the 
streams of the vital wind flow. 

315 However, we should not forget that this statement deals with "magische Aqui
valenz" in which two things are associated with each other simply because they 
share the same number. In this case, the strings and the lifespan etc. are merely 
identified due to the number 100. Therefore this statement does not necessarily 
prenecessitate a theory which identifies the instrument with the human body. 

316 Cf. LATH 1998, p.201. 
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is called manu~f vf~a "human vf~a". Although the passages in ques
tion are already dealt with by LATH 1998, I discuss them once more 
in the relationship to the SR. 

Now, indeed, this is the celestial vf~ul. The imitation of it is that human viitQ 
Like the head of this ( = celestial vf~a = human body), so is the head of that·(~ 
human vf~a = wooden stringed instrument).317 Like the belly of this, so is the 
sound box (ambha~a) of that.318 Like the tongue of this, so is the plucking 
(vadana) of that.319 Like the strings of this, so are the fingers of that. 320 Like the 
sounds (svara) of this, so are the voices (svara) of that. Like the touches 
(spar.Sa) of this, so are the touches of that.321 Like this has, indeed, sound and is 
tightly bound, so, indeed, has that sound and is tightly bound.322 Like this is, 
indeed, covered with hairy skin, so is this covered with hairy skin. Indeed, 
formerly323 , they covered the vf~a with hairy skin.324 

317 According to the commentator Sayai:ia, the resonator made of a gourd which is 
attached to the upper part of the neck looks like the human head (yo bhago 
gayakasya vamarrzsam afrityavasthitas tatralabu-kha~¢opetatvena sirasa akaro 
dr§yate). The vf~a of South India today also has two resonators or sounding 
bodies, cf. BEYER 1999, p.51. The resonator in the upper part of the neck is 
made of a gourd (ibid.). 

318 More correctly, it is the hollow inside the neck, according to Sayai:ia's commen
tary (ambha~f!l vf~-da~a-madhya-varti cchidram). Such a hollow neck of the 
South Indian vf~a today is observed in BEYER 1999, Farbtafel XVI and XVIl. 

319 The comm. by Sayai:ia: .§arfra-vr~ayam avasthita jihva yatha svarotpatti-hetuJ:t, 
tathaivamu~yai ka~!ha-vf~aya hastena vadanaf!l svarotpatti-hetuJ:t. 

320 Sayai:ia explains: the fingers of the human being and the strings of the 
instrument have both various lengths (asyaJ:t .§arfra-vf~ayaJ:t a1igulayo yatha 
bahu-vidha dfrgha vartante, tathaivamu~yaJ:t ka~!ha-vf~ayas tantrayo 
dfrghatantava/:t). 

321 The contact of the vital wind originating in the middle of the body [with the 
ducts] and the contact of a finger with the string, according to the comm. by 
Sayai:ia (svarabhivyakty-arthaf!l yatha iarfra-madhye vayoJ:t spar.Sa-viie~aJ:t 

prayatnat sampadyante, tatha ka~!ha-vf~aya a1iguli-sparsa-vise~aJ:t prayatna
sampadya/:t). 

322 Sayai:ia explains that the human body is tightly bound with ducts, while the 
wooden instrument is tightly bound with strings (tardmavatf tardanavatf, 
dhamanfbhiJ:t .§arfravayavanilf!l dr¢ha-bandhanaf!1 tardanam, tathaiva ka~!ha
vf~pi [ ... ] tardmavatf tardanena tantrfnaf!l dr¢ha-bandhanena yukta). Thus 
Sayai:ia associates the ducts of the human body with the strings. 

323 That means, at the time when this text was produced, the instrument was not 
covered with hairy skin or fur any more, cf. Sayai:ia who states nanv 
idanfntanaJ:t ka~!ha-vf~as carma~a na badhyanta ity a.Sankyaha. 
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The commentator Sayal).a explains these passages in accordance with 
the idea that the vital wind originating in the middle of the body 
trikes the ducts. This idea is comparable to that of the SR, although, 
~f course, this might be the commentator Sayal).a's own innovative 
interpretation rather than the original meaning of the text. 

The Aitareyabrahmal).a's paragraph in which these passages are 
contained treats the worship of speech. The foregoing passages state 
that the syllables (varl}a) of speech correspond to various deities, 
various levels of the universe, various elements etc. 

SayaQ.a's commentary on this statement explains that each of the 
syllables (var~) constituting a mantra is worth worshipping.325 This 
thought develops into the well-known notion nada-brahman or 
fabda-brahman in later period, i.e. the notion that Brahman is sound, 
or the universe is music. 326 

SayaQ.a also states that a musician who knows the celestial vf~, 
i.e. the human body, achieves fame in music halls (sabha) of scholars 
and kings. 327 He mentions the expression "meditation on the vf~" 
(vfl}a-dhyana) or "the adoration of the vf~" (vfl}opasti). One adores 
the singing body as a gift from heaven, or conversely, one treats a 
musical instrument with love, as the symbol of the human body. This 
easily reminds us of the Indian musicians' custom of worshipping 
their instruments, which is observed even today. 

324 AitareyaraQ.yaka 3,2,5: atha khalv iyarri daivf vf!'lii bhavati tad-anukrtir asau 
miinu~f Vl!'lii bhavati, yathiisyii/:t sira evam amu~yii/:t siro, yathiisyii udaram evam 
amu~yii ambha!'lam, yathiisyai jihvaivam amu~yai viidanam yathiisyiis tantraya 
evam amu~yii a1igulayo, yathiisyii/:t svarii evam amu~yii/:t svarii/:t, yathiisyii/:t 
sparsii evam amu~yii spariii/:t yathii hy eveyaf!I iabdavatf tardmavaty 
evameviisau sabdavatf tardmavatf yathii hy eveyaf!I lomasena carma!'liipihitii 
bhavaty evam asau lomasena carma!'liipihitii I lomasena ha sma vai carma!'lii 
purii vf!lii apidadhati. These passages are already translated by LATH 1978, 
p.201, but I differ from him in some points in interpretation. 

325 SayaQ.a on AitareyiiraQ.yaka 3,2,5: akiiriidijnakiiriintariiniim matrkii-mantra
gatiiniif!I sarve~iif!I var!'liiniim atropiisanfyatviit. 

326 For the notion iabda- or niida-brahman, cf. BECK 1993. 
327 Siiyal).a on Aitareyiiral).yaka 3,2,5: ya/:t pumiin miin~a-vf!'lii-siidrfyiinusandhiina

pura/:tsaram etiif!I iarfra-rilpiif!I daivfrri vf!'liim upiiste so 'yaf!I [ ... ] vidvat
sabhiiyiif!I riija-sabhiiyiif!I ca sarve~iim priyatamair vacanair atyantaf!I ranjako 
bhavati. 
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The comparison of the human body with the musical instrument 
spread not only among musical theorists but also among Yoga 
practicians, as shown by the verses SR 1,2, sl.120-163ab on Hatha
yoga. For Hathayogic practice, acoustic perception is one or" its 
important factors. During various stages of meditation, a Yoga 
practician is said to perceive various kinds of supernatural sounds 
which are imperceivable to ordinary people.328 

The Dhyanabindupani~ad, one of the Y ogopani~ad-s, mentions 
the comparison of the body with the instrument. 

Sound (niida) which arises in the neck of the vf~ii exists unmanifest 
(Verse 102ab )329 

The commentary explains that "the neck of the vf~a" means the tube 
(nat,ft) Su~umna.330 According to Hathayogic theory, the Su~umna 
tube stretches vertically along the backbone. The vital wind (pralJ.a) 
flows upwards through the Su~umna. The commentary states that the 
middle point of the neck of the lute is the place of sound, where 
sound resembling that of a conch arises.331 The middle point of the 
neck of the lute, namely the middle of the backbone, is the place 
where the voice first arises. As stated in the above-mentioned verse 
of the SR (1,3,6), the voice is produced through the union of the vital 
wind and the fire of the body. The potential sound arising there goes 
up through the Su~umna along the backbone, piercing the navel and 
heart. During this process, sound gradually develops from a potential 
state into a manifest one. 

Badarinatha's CakrakaumudI 1,12 also mentions the comparison 
of the body with the vf~a, comparing the /<fa and Pingala, i.e. the 
tubes on the both sides of the Su~umna, to the strings of a vf~a (vf~
tantuvad). 332 

328 Cf. Hal:hayogapradipika 4,64f. on niidopiisana, i.e. the practice of aniihata-niida. 
329 Dhyanabindupani~ad 102: amarto vartate niido vf~ii-da~¢a-samutthitaJ:t I 

(sankha-niidiidibhis caiva madhyameva dhvanir yathii). 
330 Comm. on verse 102: vf~ii-da~¢a-samutthitaJ:t su~umniisraya-vf~-da~¢e 

samutthitaJ:t. 
331 Comm.: vr~a-da~¢a-madhyam eva niidotpatti-sthiinarri yathii sankha-nadadibhis 

caiva. 
332 Cakrakaumudi 1,llcd-12ab: ardhva-ko~e su~umniikhyii viima-da~i~ayoJ:t 

kramiit 111 cdl i¢iikhyii pingaliikhyii hi vf~ii-tantuvad iisthitii /12ab!. 
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The comparison of the human body with the stringed instrument was 
handed down through the medieval to the modem period. 

The Caryagiti-s, the collection of mystic songs in the old form of 
the eastern dialects of New Indo-Aryan, contains a song mentioning 
this comparison. One line of Caryagiti No.17 runs: suja lau sasi 
/ageli tantf I a1;aha dal}{l,f eki kiata avadhutf (cf. DASGUPTA 1976, 
p.98). DASGUPTA 1976 explains: 

In another song of VIi:iapada he [ = Kanha] says that he has made a vf~a (i.e., 
lyre) of which the sun is the gourd (Lau) and the moon is the string and 
A vadhliti is the stand. On hearing the tune of the Ali and the Kali, he says, the 
mighty elephant has entered Samarasa. Here the sun which is said to be the 
gourd and the moon which is said to be the string, are but the two nerves in the 
two sides, and the stand (dafJ-<!a) is the middle nerve. When the two nerves in 
the left and the right are controlled and fitted to the middle one, an anahata 
sound is produced and it leads the elephant (i.e., citta) to the state of Samarasa. 
(ibid. p.98). 

Kabir, the poet m old "Hindi"333 from the 151
h century, sang as 

follows: 

Kabir cannot [any more] play the instrument, all the strings have broken.334 

In this verse, the poet calls his own body "instrument" (jantra) which 
he plays to express his love for God, and on which even God himself 
plays music. This idea is based on the picture of the heart attached 
with uncountable fine tubes radiating from it, according to 
Ha~hayogic theory. The verse describes the conflicting feelings of the 
poet full of love, who cannot sing his agony anymore, because all his 
blood vessels are tom up into pieces through the extreme pangs of 
broken love. 

333 HEDAYETULLAH 1989, p.133, states that Kabir"s language (in his work Bijak) 
"is said to be the Hindi dialect which was spoken in the neighbourhood of 
Benares, Mirzapur and Gorakhpur (Bhoj'purI)". But he at the same time 
mentions Grierson's opposing argument and Keay's theory that it is old AvadhI 
(ibid., pp.133-134, footnote 6). Actually, "Hindi" is historically a blanket term 
for a whole range of North Indian languages, and this has led to severe 
problems with regard to the modem usages of the term. 

334 kabfr jantra na bajai, ruff gae sab tar I jantra bicara lcya karai, cale 
bajavanahar. In: Kabir Granthava!I, ed. by Parasnath Tivari, p.198. 
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Behind this idea of Kabir, not only Hindu but also Islamic 
influence might be assumed, as he had sympathy for both cultures 
and tried to integrate the elements of both. According to lslami~ 
music theory, which was very strongly influenced by Hellenistic 
music theory, the structure of the lute (al- 'ad) is compared to that of 
the human body. According to this theory, the four strings of al-'ud 
correspond to the four cardinal humours, i.e. yellow bile, blood 
phlegm and black bile, as well as to the four types of dispositio~ 
resulting from them. 335 

The song of Rabindranath Thagore, "Make me thy vf~a" (amay kara 
tomiir bf~a) is a further echo of this notion: 

Make me thy vr~a ; lift me in thine arms. All the strings of my heart will break 
out at my finger touch. With thy tender hands touch my life, and my heart will 
murmur her secrets in thine ears. In happiness and in sorrow she will gaze on 
thy face, and cry; and shouldst thou neglect her she will remain silent at thy 
feet. None knows in what strains her songs will rise up to the heavens and send 
a message of joy to the shore of the infinite.336 

In his drama Srabai;t'gatha ("songs of the Sriiva~a month"), an 
expression citta-bfl;a "the lute of spirit/consciousness" occurs. The 
king of dance, one of the figures in this drama, sings about the rainy 
season of Sravana, the fourth month of the Indian calendar. 

se jhafa yena sai" anande cittabr~ar tare 
sapta-sindhu dik-diganta jagao ye jharrzkare331 

"[It is] as though I delightfully bear the [press of the] storm on the strings of the 
lute of [my] spirit. 
Wake up the seven oceans, directions and horizons through that sound 
(jharrzkare) [of the storm]." 

The lute of the spirit (citta) is seemingly the lute of the heart which is 
said to be the place of consciousness (citta). 338 The second line 

335 See, e.g. the Arabian philosopher al-Kindl (about 801-870 AD), who was also 
intensively engaged in music, cf. PIElRUSCHKA 2001. 

336 Translated by STRANGWAYS 1914, p.95. The original Bengali text is also 
quoted in his book. 

337 THAKUR 1755, p.122. 
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minds us of SR 1,3, sl.55cd-56ab, which states that the seven 
~~visions of the earth (sapta-dvfpa) correspond to the seven musical 
tones. The seven oceans, directions and horizons are both external 
and inner. The noise of the thunder resounding from far away is at 
the same time the throbs or presentiments felt in the innermost of the 
heart. Through its rumbling, the seven oceans, directions and hori
zons, namely the whole world, are evoked. The notion that the 
macrocosm is contained in the microcosm is also one of the favoured 
topics of the Bauls of Bengal.339 

Intriguingly, a similar notion of the lute invoking emotions can be 
found in the theory of affects (Affektenlehre) in the European 
renaissance. Thus the German Jesuit poet Jacob Balde (1603-1668) 
states that the poet plays the artistic, eleven-stringed lyre. 

Sie (=Lyra), gewichtig und wohlklingend, besteht, falls du es nicht weiBt, aus 
elf Saiten. Diese muss man zum klingen bringen nach dem Gesetz der Natur, 
wenn nicht von Kunst belehrte Ti.ichtigkeit sie spielt. Wir alle werden von 
Hoffnung, Furcht, Sehnen, HaB, Schmerz, Freude und Zorn stiindig bewegt. 
Der Leib erbebt von diesen Strangen und auch die Seele von ihrem Anschlag. 
Unter den hell klingenden Saiten ist diese erste die Liebe[ ... ].340 

MICHEL 1987, (pp.233-234) explains the background as follows: 

Wenn wir <las Gedicht richtig verstehen, will der Autor folgendes zum Aus
druck bringen: Die Dichtkunst besteht im wesentlichen darin, Affekte zu 
erregen, wie es auch der Musiker tut, indem er die Saiten seines Instrumentes in 
Schwingungen versetzt. Dabei setzt der Dichter <las System der elf Affekte 
voraus, <las als erster Thomas von Aquin (1226-1274) zunii.chst im Sentenzen
kommentar (3 Sent. 26) und ausfiihrlicher in der Sumna Theologica (1-11, 
quaestio 22 sqq.) aufgestellt hat [ ... ]. Ihm hat sich spii.ter die genaue 
aristotelisch-scholastische Tradition angeschlossen. 

338 E.g. the heart is considered the place of consciousness (cetanasthiina) in SR 
1,2, sl.83cd. 

339 DAS 1992, p.389, note 7 and note 208 (on the seven division of the earth). 
340 Translated by MICHEL 1987, p.233. The original Latin text is: 

Illa, si nescis, gravis ac sonora I constat undenis fidibus movendis I lege 
naturae, nisi docta virtus I temperet arte. I Spe, metu, votis, odio, dolore, I 
gaudiis, ira variamur omnes. I Corpus his nervis animusque certo I contremit 
ictu. I Inter argutas resonae chordas I est amor princeps [ ... ] /. 
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The Indian aesthetic theory of rasa and the European theory of 
"Affekt" show striking similarities. KOCH 1995 tried to investigate 
whether there could have been some exchange or contact between 
India and Europe on this matter, but the result of his study negates 
this. According to him, the two theories developed independently 
from one another. 

In German, there is the expression, "Es findet im Herzen Widerhall". 
Japanese, too, has a similar expression, "it touches the strings of the 
heart" (kokoro no kinsen ni fureru). The same kind of feeling, which 
the human beings have in common, seems to exist at the base of such 
expressions, also of the Indian one examined above. But the 
uniqueness of the Indian theory is its treatment in detail of the ana
tomical parallelism between the human body and the stringed in
strument. 
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Situating the text: Appendix I 

In Situating the text, Appendix I and JJ, I discuss two authors who 
compare the human body to a musical instrument in detail. I discuss 
them here because I discovered these pieces of information only after 
I completed most parts of this work. I prefer to treat them separately 
here rather than disturb the coherence of the work by attempting to 
incorporate them in its main body. 

Comparison of the human body to a string instrument 
in Kabir' s poetry 

The comparison of the human body to a string instrument is dealt 
with in some songs of Kabir, the medieval Hindi poet. In his Siikhf, 
Kabir sings: 

saba raga tii:IJ'lti rabiiba tana, biraha bajiivai nitta I 
aura na kof suni sakai, kai siiff!! kai citta // 341 

"All the tubes/nerves/sinews (rag) are the strings; the body is the rabiiba (a 
kind of string instrument). [It] always plays [the song of] separation. 
No one else can hear either Lord or the mind." 

The human body is compared to the rabiib, a string instrument of 
Central Asian origin, which is still being used in the countries of 
South Asia. The tubes which, according to Hathayogic theory, radiate 
in thousands from the heart are its strings. Someone is always 
playing the melodies or songs of the pain of separation on this 

341 KABIR, SakhI (Verpkatesvara, 1972), p.51 (Birahako al!lga, No.36). This song 
is also given by DVIVEDI 1990, p.252 (No.177, verse 3). In the transcription of 
classical texts in New Inda-Aryan languages, I retain the short vowel [a] even 
in the case in which it is dropped out in the pronunciation today. 
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instrument. The player might be God, or the poet's own soul. 342 Tb.is 
inner melody is so subtle, that it is very difficult for an ordinary 
person to perceive this subtle sound of his innermost heart, the 
"sound not struck" (anahata nada). 

Another song explains the correspondence between the human body 
and a string instrument in more detail. 

sadho, yaha tana fhiifha tarrzbure kii I 
airrzcata tara marorata khurrzrr, nikasata raga hajure kii II 
fufe tara bikharage khu1J1(f, ho gaya dharama-dhare kii I 
kahairrz kabrra suno bhiir sadho, agama pa1J1tha kiir sure kii II 343 

"Oh, fitting person (sadhu), this body is the frame (!hafha) of the tambara (a 
string instrument). One stretches the strings, and winds the pegs. [Then] the 
melody/love (raga) for the Lord appears (nikasata). [But] the strings broke; the 
pegs got crushed (bhikhar- lit. "to be scattered"), [the instrument] was steeped 
in dust(?) (dharama-dhare kii). Kabir' says, listen, [oh,] Brother, fitting person, 
the unwalkable path is [only] for some brave people." 

DVIVEDI ibid., p.201, in his footnote explains: 

Through stretching the strings and winding the pegs, namely, tuning the 
instrument, beautiful sounds are produced. In the same manner, through 
controlling the sense-organs (indriy-daman) and mind (man ke sarrzyam), the 
raga of the Lord manifests itself. The term raga here has a double meaning, 
namely, music and love. Only some brave men are able to take this path which 
is difficult to walk upon (agam parrztha). 

This instrument, the body, is, however, in a damaged condition. Its 
strings and pegs are broken, and it is covered with dust. It needs to be 
repaired and cleansed. 344 This is a very troublesome task, which only 

342 VAUDEVILLE 1993, p.187, translates a song from the SakhI, "Allow the 
musician to play". In the footnote 65, she comments, "biijamtari [sic.], the 
'Musician' alludes either to God, or, more probably, the human soul". 

343 DVIVEDI 1990, p.201 (No.39 = 1-59 of K~itimohan Sen). 
344 DVIVEDI ibid. fails to grasp the correct meaning of the third line (!ate[ ... ]). He 

interprets, "when the assemblage of the sense-organs (indriya) and mind
consciousness (man-buddhi) dissapears/is_elirninated, and this subtle and gross 
body is crushed into pieces, the individual self becomes steady in its nature", 
which does not fit the context. 
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pert mus1c1ans and instrument makers are able to succeed in. 
~ning the human body, that means bringing the sense-organs and 
che mind in harmony: is a ver~ difficult operation to execute, and is 
only achievable by skilled Y ogms. 

The human body is said to be filled with sound not struck (anahata 

nada). 

yahi ghafa cal?Uia yahi ghafa sura I yahi ghafa gajai anahada tura II 
yahi ghafa btijai tabala-nisana I bahira sabda sune nahi kiina 1/345 

"[In] this body (ghafa) is the moon. [In] this body is the sun. [In] this body, the 
drum (tura) of the [sound] not struck thunders/roars. This body plays drum
signal (tabala-nisana). A deaf (bahira) ear does not hear the sound." 

DVIVEDI 1990 explains this poem as follows (p.182, footnote): 

Its straight (=blunt) meaning is that, in this very [human] body, all the 
lights/celestial_bodies and all the auspicious musical instruments, which are 
visible in the external world, exist. In this very [body], the unstruck sound 
prevailing in the cosmos, too, is heard. But someone who does not have the 
inner eyes is not able to see this light/celestial_body.346 

The "moon" and "sun" which are said to be contained in the body 
denote the two tubes (natjl) in the human body, Pingala and Jtja, 
which are often called "moon and sun" by Hathayogic texts.347 We 
have already seen in the Caryapada-s and Cakrakaumud1 that the 
sound not struck arises from these two tubes which are compared to 
the strings of the musical instrument. 

In this song, however, the source of the sound not struck is 
compared to that of percussion (tura, tabala), rather than to that of 
string-instruments. Here, the human body is not directly identified 

345 Quoted from the edition of K~itimohan Sen (1-83) by DVIVEDI 1990, p.182 
(No.6). A similar statement (isa ghafa af(ltara anahada garajai) is quoted in 
p.184, too. 

346 sfdhti mat' lab yah hai ki isf sarfr mef(l ve sabhf jyotiytif(l aur sabhf maf(lgal-vtidy 
vart'mtin haif(l jo btihy jagat mef(l dikh 'te haiY(l. isf mef(l vah visv 'vytipf antihat 
dhvani bhf suntif detf hai. paraf(ltU jis 'ke bhftar kf tif(lkhef(l nahff(l haif(l vah is 
jyoti ko nahff(l dekh ptitti. 

347 By SR sl.154cd, too. Cf. DAS 1992, p.403. 
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with the drums, but the drums are metaphorically said to be con
tained inside the body. As a matter of fact, in the Hathayoga texts, the 
not-struck sounds perceived by a Yogin during his Hathayogic prac
tice are said to resemble those of various instruments, like vma . , 
drums and bells.348 Ordinary people who do not possess the super-
human ability of Y ogins are not able to perceive such a subtle sound. 

jhf jhf jantara biijai I kara carana bihanii niicai I 
kara binu biijai sunai frabana binu I .frabana .frotii lof I 349 

"The instrument (jantra) is soundingjhfjhf. 
[Someone] dances without hands and feet. 
Without the hands it sounds, [one] listens without ears."350 

Inside his body, the Yogin perceives the sound resembling that of a 
musical instrument and feels the rhythm of dance, though he himself 
does not play the instrument nor does he dance. 

The intensity of love in separation is sometimes described m a 
paradoxical way. 

kabfra jantra na biijai, tutf gae saba tiira I 
jantra biciirii kyii karai, cale bajiivanahiira II 351 

"O Kabir', the instrument does not sound. All its strings are broken. 
What does(= can) the poor instrument [do]. The player has gone [away]." 

The poet cannot play the instrument any longer, namely the body. He 
has lost all his power to sing his sorrow of separated love, because he 
says all the strings of his heart were broken, due to the extreme 
intensity of this pain. He gives a sigh of discouragement: "What can 

348 Cf. Hathayogapradipikii. 
349 DVIVEDI 1990, p.216 (No.83 = 3-84 of K~itimohan Sen). 
350 I have decided not to translate the last line, frabana .frotii lof, because lof is 

unclear. 
351 In: Kabir Granthiivali, ed. by Paras Nath Tivari, Prayiig: Hindi Parishad, 1961, 

p.198. This song is translated by VAUDEVILLE 1993. p.190. The same song is 
contained in the Guru Granth, too (cf. VAUDEVILLE ibid., pp.307-308, 
No.103). 
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the instrument do? The player, namely, God, has departed from it." It 
is no use maintaining the body, if God does not dwell inside it. 

Many ideas of the Caryapada-s seem to have been handed down to 
Kabir. DAS GUPTA 1976, pp.416-417, presents an amazing ex
ample, a song of Kabir of which every line is parallel to a line in the 
Carya song of I;>hei:i<;fhana. Through this tradition, Kabir inherited the 
comparison of the human body to the stringed instrument, too. 
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Situating the text: Appendix II 

Tue comparison of the human body 
to the stringed instrument, mentioned by the theologian 
of Gau~Iya Vai~Q.avism, Riipa Kaviraja 

Riipa Kaviraja, the theologian of Gam;liya Vai~l).avism in the 1711t 
century, mentions the comparison of the human body to the stringed 
instrument, vf~a, in his work on the method of raganuga bhakti ("the 
devotional worship following desires"). 352 The followers of this 
method imitate the behaviour of gopf-s, i.e., the cowgirls who are 
Krsna's lovers, with the purpose to realise the union with Lord 
Kr~Qa. Some male followers even practice transvestism. According 
to the theory of raganuga bhakti, the follower has two different 
bodies: siddha-rupa and sadhaka-rupa. That means, his manner of 
existence has two stages: the siddha-rupa, "the form as someone who 
is accomplished", denotes the higher stage to be acquired through the 
method of raganuga bhakti. In this higher stage, the follower 
identifies himself with the gopf, the lover of the Lord. In contrast, the 
sadhaka-rupa, "the form as someone who is striving for accomplish
ment", is the physical body of the follower. The follower imitates the 
behaviours of the gopf (siddha-rupa) with his own physical body 
(sadhaka-rupa), like the actor changes into his role to play on 
stage.353 Concretely, the follower clothes himself like a woman, and 

352 For riigiinuga bhakti, cf. HABERMANN 2001, pp.100--102. 
353 Intriguingly, HABERMANN 2001 compares this phenomenon with the drama

turgical method of the Russian Actor, Stanislavsky. 
According to BHATIACARYA 1998 (p.231), Giris Candra Gho~, the founder of 
the modem theater of Bengal at the end of the 19'h century, adopted, for the 
education of Vinodini Dasi, the star-actress of his theatrical group, a method 
which was strongly influenced by the riigiinuga bhakti. The modem theater of 
Bengal laid the groundwork for the later development of the South Asian film 
(including "Bollywood"). 
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behaves like a woman. Rupa Kaviraja tries to justify this practice in 
the following way: 

The siddha-rupa and siidhaka-rapa are similar to a v~ii and a vf~a player. Even 
though the two [ vf~a and vf~a player] are distinct there is an oneness of their 
songs, because their essence is similar; just so, even though the two bodies are 
distinct their performances (sevii) are similar and even simultaneous. As the 
song produced on the vf~a is situated in the mind of the vf~a player; so the 
performance which occurs in the siddha-rupa is situated in the sadhaka-rupa. 
When separated there is no rasa in the music of the vf~ii and vf~ii player; 
likewise, when separated there is no Vraja-bhiiva354 born in the performance [of 
the siddha-rupa or the sadhaka-rupa].355 

Like the musician and his instrument in playing melt into one, and 
like the actor and his role during performance are united with one 
another, the sadhaka-rupa and the siddha-rupa similarly melt into 
one during the ritual. 

We find a comparable statement by SCHNEPEL 2005, a German 
ethnologist, who writes on the Odissi, the traditional dance form from 
Orissa. She mentions the theory of the body as "a body-of-ideas" by 
FOSTER 1997. She summarises FOSTER's theory: 

Die Ausbildung eines Tli.nzers, die ein langjahriges hartes Training voraussetzt, 
bringe zwei Korper hervor: den vom Tanzer selbst wahrgenommenen und 
fiihlbaren, den er trainiert, und einen ideal-asthetischen (imaginierten oder bei 
anderen Tanzem gesehenen und in Filmen dargestellten), der erreicht werden 
will. Beide Korper bedingten und beeinflussten einander und wiirden immer 
wieder eine Veranderung erfahren. 

Actually, FOSTER 1997 deals with the western forms of dance and 
dancers like Isadora Duncan, Martha Graham, Merce Cunningham, 
contact improvisation technique etc.356 FOSTER does not deal with a 
local dance form, but tries to formulate his theory based on the 
universal experiences of the western dancers. However, the connec
tion between FOSTER's and Kaviraja's theory is obvious. 

354 I.e., the state of the gopfwho is united with her lover Kw:ia. 
355 Translated by HABERMANN 2001, p.102. 
356 Cf. SCHNEPEL 2005, p.127. Unfortunately, I was not able to consult FOSTER 

1997 myself. 
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English translation 

On my translation method 

The Pii:ic;lotpattiprakarai:ia has been already translated into English in 
SHRINGY & SHARMA 1999 (pp.21-107), which is so far considered 
as the representative study of the SR. This is a relative free and fluent 
translation which even a reader not specialised in lndology could 
read with ease. 

A new translation therefore must be different from it in quality 
and serve a different purpose. It does not need to be free or fluent, but 
it must shed light on a new aspect of the original text, of which the 
proceding studies have not yet been conscious. 

For this purpose, my translation tries to be as faithful as possible 
to the grammatical structure of the original language, so that readers 
are given the possibility to follow the way of grammatical inter
pretation exactly, word for word. Therefore my English translation 
may sometimes be very far from a literary or aesthetical one. 
However, the translation of this kind of genre, a scientific text, does 
not necessarily need to be beautiful. The original text studied here is 
not a literary but a scientific text, and the focus here is on something 
else than the literary or aesthetic value of the text. It is far more 
important to indicate to the reader the English equivalent of the 
meaning and grammatical function of each word. This is due to the 
fact that the original language, Sanskrit, has quite a complicated 
grammatical and syntactical structure, and because the cultural 
background of the original text is very different from that of many 
modem readers. Literally translating, one is able to pinpoint and 
precisely discuss subtle problems which would otherwise have es
caped consideration in a free translation.357 In this point, I follow, so 

357 Cf. the discussion on the problems caused by the unreflected usage of the term 
"caste" in describing social categories in South Asian society, in DAS 2004 
(p.94ff.). 
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to say, the method of translation which was once adopted by Tibetan 
Buddhist scholars who translated Sanskrit texts into their own 
language, or by Japanese monks who translated Chinese texts. They 
tried to reproduce every single subtle grammatical element of the 
original language in their mother tongue. In consequence they modi
fied their mother tongue and invented an artificial language which 
enabled them to do mechanical one-to-one translation from the 
original language. 

In the same manner, I adopt the same English word for the same 
Sanskrit term, but different English words for different Sanskrit 
terms, as far as possible. For example, in the translation of the 
commentary, in which each term of the mula text (the original text to 
be commented on) is glossed with a synonym, I adopt different 
English words for the term quoted from the mula text (pratfka) and 
that from the gloss. In many cases in which SHRINGY & SHARMA 
1999 adopt the technical terms of modem Western medical science 
for the translation of the Sanskrit technical terms of Indian medicine, 
I translate them literally, so that I avoid the danger of tinging these 
terms with some bias.358 

Remarks on the English translation 

1. The particle iti is translated in various manners according to the 
context, often simply through quotation marks ("[ ... ]"). 

2. Brahman refers to the neuter. Brahma refers to the god 
(masculine). 

3. The Sanskrit optative is usually translated with the English 
indicative. 359 

358 E.g., I translate the term tvac (SR 1,2,79) as 'skin' in contrast to 'serum' by 
SHRINGY & SHARMA 1999. 

359 I follow DAS 1988, pp.508-509: "Ich mache hier darauf aufmerksam, dass der 
Optativ zur Kennzeichnung einer Moglichkeit oder eines Ereignisses, das 
erfolgt, wenn etwas in bestimmter Weise getan wird, oft auch in anscheinend 
elliptischen Satzen steht; in solchen Ffillen habe ich mit dem lndikativ 
wiedergegeben." 
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4. When the mu/a text is reproduced exactly in the commentary, it is 
printed in bold letters. The pratfka, i.e. the term from the mu/a 
text which is explained with its synonym by the commentary, is 
also printed in bold letters. 

5. The variants are taken into consideration in the footnotes, if they 
seem to me to make sense. I do not note those, for which I was 
not able to work out any interpretation. 

6. In translation of some Sanskrit terms, more than one meaning are 
given. In such a case these meanings are connected with a slash 
( / ). I.g. vacas is translated as "sentence/speech'', that is 
"sentence" or "speech''. When a meaning consists of more than 
one English words, these words are connected with an underline 
( _ ) to avoid ambiguity. I.e. do~a is translated as 
"fault/injurious_consequence"; that does not mean "fault" or 
"injurious", but "fault" or "injurious consequence". 
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Section: Arising/Origination of the [human] body 
(pi1pja )360 

SR sl.1-3 

Song is that whose essence is sound (nada). Instrumental mus· 
(vadya, lit. "that which is to be played") is esteemed because of t~c 
manifestation of sound. Dance361 is accompanied [by] those (ta~ 
two362• Therefore this triad rests on sound363 • (sl.1) 

360 The term pi1:1cfa might mean "an embryonic ball", but I provisionally translate it 
as "the human body". 
One of the basic meanings of pi1:1cfa is "roundish mass'', "ball", "piece", cf. 
SUNESON 1941-1942, p.115. For the term pi1:1cfa in embryology, cf. Doss1 
1998, p.93 and pp.154-156. For the term mdf!lSa-pi1:1cfa meaning "embryo, 
foetus", cf. SUNESON 1991. It means something coagulated, and is associated 
with a ball of flesh or rice, as the selection of examples below shows: 
In ~V 1,162,19, the termpi1:1cfa means [horse-flesh] dumpling (OpferkloBe): vd 
te gatra1:1am rtutM kr1:16mi tata p£1:1cfanam pra juhomy agnau /19/. "So vi~le 
deiner Korperteile ich nach der Reihenfolge herrichte, so viele der KloBe 
opfere ich ins Feuer." (tr. by Geldner). In this verse, pi1:1cfa-s are compared to 
the limbs (giitrii1:1i). 
Pi1:1cfa also refers to rice balls eaten by the husband and wife who desire a child, 
cf. SHIV ARAM 2001, p.10. "In one particular sriiddha rite, the sapi1:1cffkara1Ja, 
pi1:1cfas are used to reconstruct the bodies of dead ancestors in a way that images 
conception, foetal development, and birth" (ibid., p.10, note 24). 
In the Marka.i:H;leyaP (10,5--Q), an embryo is compared to a rice ball (pi1:1<;la). 
The text discusses the question why the embryo is not digested in the mother's 
belly, like a rice ball. 
The termpi1:1cfa occurs later again in SR 1,2,75a. There it must be understood as 
"a human body" or "the body of an embryo''. See my discussion in the footnote 
796. 

361 Nrtta. There are three terms denoting "dance", i.e. niitya, nrtya and nrtta. On 
the semantic distinction between them, cf. VARMA 1957. But the term nrtta in 
SR 1,2, sl.1 seems to simply denote "dance" in general, in contrast to vocal 
music (gfta) and instrumental music (viidya), cf. SR 1,1, sl.21: gftarrz vadyaifl 
tathii nrttarrz sangftam ucyate. 
The manuscripts ka and gha read nrtya instead of nrtta. 

362 The expression taddvayiinugatarrz nrttaf!l is translated by SHRINGY & SHARMA 
1999, p.21, as "Nrtta (dance) follows both", although dvaya-anugata usually 
means "[is] followed by the two''. The comm. S, saying angeniilambayed gftam, 
seems to interpret in the same manner as SHRINGY & SHARMA. Besides, it 
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A phonemic unit (var~) is manifested through sound. A word 
. rn the phonemic unit. A sentence/speech ( vacas) from the word. 
rro. (m'Clm) usage364 from (=through) the sentence/speech365. Hereby 
'fhiS . d366 ('1 2) world rests on soun . s . 
ihe Sound is announced [to be] of two kinds: struck and unstruck367 

~ext, as the main topic of the SR is not dance but vocal and 
instrumental music. The reason of this awkwardness may be that the expression 
taddvayiinugataf!l nrttam originally belonged to a dramaturgical text which 
dealt with dance, and was taken in by the SR. 

363 The manuscript D reads idaf!l trayam instead of atas trayam. "This triad rests 
on sound" or "The triad [in this world] (idam) rests on sound". 

364 vvavahiira is a grammatical term meaning "everyday verbal usage", cf. 
HOUBEN 1995, p.21, p.65, p.254 etc. The comm. S on SR 1,3,7 explains 
vvavahiira, as follows: vyavahiire giina-vyavahiire, gha(apa(iidy-abhidhii.na
v~avahii.re tu mukhotpannasyii.pi dhvaner upayogitvii.t. 
So, in the text here, SR 1,2, sl.2c, the demonstrative pronoun ayam "this" 
means "the usage [in this world]". 

365 The manuscript D reads vacasii. "through the sentence/speech" instead of 
vacaso. 

366 Adopting the variant of the manuscript D idaf!l, sl.2cd would mean "This 
(ayam) usage from sentences, this (idaf!l) world rests on sound". 
A similar statement is made by the M~<;liikya-upani~ad 1,1, "Hari is Of!l. This 
syllable is this whole. The past, the present, the future - everything is just the 
phoneme Of!l" (tr. by PADOUX 1990, p.18). 
In the Sali.khya school, too, the whole universe is considered an aggregation of 
sounds, according to HOUBEN 1995, p.60 and footnote 107. 

367 The "unstruck sound" or "sound not struck" (anii.hata nii.da) in the Yogic 
context denotes the supernatural sound perceived by a Yagin in the various 
stages of Yogic practice, cf. Ha~hayogapradipikli 4,64 ff. (SINH 1980, p.56). 
The term ii.hati is contained in SR 1,3, sl.9, on the process of producing the 
microtones in the octave: hrdy-ardhva-nii.<f,f-saf!1lagnii. nii.<f,yo dvii.vi,,,.Satir matii.l_z 
!Bed/ tira§cyas tii.su tii.vatyal_z srutayo mii.rutii.hateh I uccoccataratii.-yuktii.l_z 
prabhavanty uttarottaram 191. The vital wind strikes (ii.hati) the twenty-two 
oblique tubes in the body, and produces microtones. This explanation is based 
on the comparison of the human body to a vf~ii. cf. Situating the text §5, 
"Comparison of the Human body with the Musical Intrument in Indian 
literature". So, ii.hati means striking the strings. 
As a matter of fact, the term ii.hati is explained as meaning the striking of a 
string by fingers (madhyamii.krii.nta-tarjanyii. tantrikii.hati/.z) in the SR's sixth 
adhyii.ya (on instrumental music), sl.69. ii.hara (sl.732) and ii.hatya (sl.733) also 
seem to mean making sound through striking a string. In contrast to the case of 
the vf~ii., the term is not used for the flute, cf. SR 6, sl.424cd and the following 
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(manifested and not manifested). 
This sound manifests in the [human] body (pi1J¢a)368

, therefore 
the pi1J¢a is explained [or: from this, it is called pi1J¢a369]. (sl.3)37o ' 

Comm Kon SR sl.1-3 

Anticipating [the objection]: "Should not the explanation (prati
padyatva lit. "the state of being to be explained") of sound be first in 
[the chapter] Svaragata371 because of [sound's] being the cause of 
song?372 [Of] what [use] with the investigation (nirupa!Ja) of the 
body?", he (=the author), doing away [with this objection] with [the 
argument (iti) of] the absence of the manifestation of sound alone373 
without the body, says in order to investigate the body: "Song is that 
whose essence is sound" (sl.la, gftarri nadatmakam). This is the 

(Adyar ed., Vol.III, p.430). The blowing of the flute is called phatkara (cf. SR 
6, sl.431: phatkara-prabhavo viiyu/:t paryate mukha-randhrata/:t). 
On the other hand, the term iihanti in SR 1,3, sl.3-4 on the production of niida 
seems to mean something else. It is stated that the self (iitmii), desiring to utter 
(vivalu;amiino), puts the mind into motion (prerayati); the mind strikes (iihantQ 
the fire of the body (dehasthaf!I vahnim); the fire puts the wind into motion; the 
wind, moving upward, manifests resonance (iivirbhiivayati dhvanim). In this 
case, iihanti seems to mean something like "to stimulate" (prerayati). 
According to this statement, the aniihata sound seems to be the stage, in which 
the mind is already put into motion by the self, but does not yet strike the body 
fire. 

368 Cf. SR 1,3, sl.82. The commentary K, explaining the term siirfra (lit. "the 
[talent] belonging to the body", i.e. in-born talent of singing), states that not 
only voice quality but also the ability to present a riiga depends on the body 
(yathii dhvani/:t .§arfrelJa sahodbhavati, tathii tasya riigiibhivyakti-.§aktatvam api 
.§arfrelJa sahodbhavati. nahy abhyiiseniigantukam ity artha/:t). 

369 For the various synonyms meaning the body, .§arfra, deha, pilJ<fa, tanu etc., cf. 
VATSYAY AN 1988, vol. I, p.85 (under the term .§arfra). 

370 The manuscript D reads nigadyate instead of 'bhidhfyate. It would mean, 
"therefore, the pi1J<fa is announced". 

371 The Svaragata is the name of the first chapter of the SR, in which PiJ:i<;lotpatti-
prakanu:ia is contained. · 

372 I.e., should not sound - instead of the human body - be explained first in 
chapter Svaragata? 

373 The manuscript C reads niidasya "of sound". 
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meaning: Not only do the three, [namely] song etc., depend on sound, 
[but] because the usage (vyavahara) of the whole world, whose base is 
speech, also depends on sound, [therefore] its (= sound's) base374, 

[namely] the body, is indeed all the more to be observed first. 

Comm. S on SR sl.1-3 

Thus, having mentioned the list of topics375 [of this work in the 
foregoing section], he (= the author) praises sound, to explain the 
human body, [namely] the place of manifestation of sound: "Song" 
(sl.la, gftam). That whose essence is sound: whose essence 
(iitman) 376 , [namely] nature (svarupa), is sound. Instrumental 
music377, the lute etc., is esteemed, attains pleasantness, through the 
very manifestation of sound378 • Dance is accompanied [by] those 
two, because of [it] having been said that (iti): "One should support 
the song with the limbs."379 So the meaning is: the triad in the form 
of song, dance and instrumental music rests on sound, [namely] 
depends on sound. [Explaining] that (iti) not only do song, dance and 
instrumental music depend on sound, but also the whole world, he 
relates: "Through sound" (sl.2a, nadena). Through sound (nada), 
[namely] through resonance (dhvani), the phonemic units, [namely] 
ka etc., are manifested. What is this resonance (dhmni)? That which 
arrives from afar at the range of hearing (kan;apatha) of one unable 
to perceive a particular phonemic unit, and which causes the 
difference between weakness and sharpness 380 to attach to the 
phonemic units, that is called "resonance" (dhvani). From the 
phonemic unit, a word [is manifested] [like] "pot (ghafa)" etc. From 

374 The variant Dreads tadadhiiraf!I instead of tadadhiiral:z. "The body whose base 
it(= sound) is [ ... ]." 

375 The list of topics to be dealt with by the SR is given in SR 1,1, sl.31-49ab. 
376 I use boldface for the pratfka, i.e. direct quotation from the milla text. The 

commentary explains iitman with its synonym svarilpa. 
377 The term viidya might also denote "musical instrument[s]". 
378 The term niida-vyakti in the milla text is explained as niida-abhivyakti. I use 

boldface for it, too, as I consider to be a kind of quotation from the milla text. 
379 The first prakaralJ-ll of the first adhyiiya does not contain this sentence. 
380 In the musical theory, manda and tfvra mean that a tone is low or high, cf. 

NIJENHUIS 1970, p.72, on mandra "low", madhya, "middle" and tiira "high". 
These terms denote the three registers. 
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the word, speech (vacas381), [namely] a sentence (viikya), [namely] a 
group of words [is manifested]. From speech, [namely] from the 
sentence, this verbal usage [is manifested]. Therefore even the 
whole world rests on sound. Thus (iti) is the meaning. 

It has also been said by Mataliga in the BrhaddesI: 

No song [can be] without sound, no [musical] tones (svara) without sound 
(niida). 
No dance without sound. Therefore the world is that whose essence is sound. 
Brahma382 is remembered as having the form of sound, Janardana (= Vi~f,lu) as 
having the form of sound, 
the Supreme Power383 as having the form of sound, Mahesvara (= Siva) as 
having the form of sound. 
[In the human body,] between that which is called the place of Brahma and that 
which is remembered as the knot of Brahman (brahma-granthi), the vital wind 
(prii1.za) is situated. The arising of fire is from the vital wind. 
Sound (niida) is created from the union/contact of fire and the [vital] wind [in 
the body]. The point/drop (bindu) 384 arises from sound (niida). Therefore all is 
made up of speech.385 

He(= the author) explains the twofoldness of sound: "Struck" (sl.3a, 
iihata,). It is said that (iti) sound, of both (api) kinds, manifests, 
becomes clear, in the body. 

SR sl.4-5 

There is Brahman386, [namely] intellect-joy (cid-iinanda), [namely] 
that which shines by itself, pure, 

381 The reading viico is obviously a mistake. Instead I read vaco. 
382 The male god, i.e. one of the trinity. 
383 Para iakti "ability, energy". According to SHARMA 1992, p.152 (note 7), this 

term shows that the author of the BrhaddesI was influenced by Sakta Tantra. 
384 PADOUX 1992, p.110, explains that the bindu "is a concentrated sound vibra

tion, a drop not only of energy but also of light. Sound and the Word eminently 
partake, in effect, of the luminous nature of consciousness, according to various 
Tantric traditions". Also see his footnote 72, "The luminous nature of bindu is 
clearly apparent in connection with the arousal of the kul}f/alinr. [ ... ] bindu 
indicates a luminous dot and a one-pointedness of thought appearing during 
certain meditations [ ... ]". For the relation of the bindu to the arousal of the 
kul}f/alinr, see op.cit. p.134ff. 

385 BrhaddesI 18-20 (in adhyaya 1), P.L. SHARMA 1992, p.6. 
386 The brahman here is neuter, i.e. the Supreme Principle. 
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able/[that_which]_rules (fsvara) 387
, [namely] that which is called 

"mark" (linga388
), without a second, having no birth, omnipresent, 

(sl.4) 
without change, shapeless, [that] ruling all (sarveS'vara), indestructi-
ble389, which has all power, and omniscient. Its parts are called 
individual selves (jfva390). (sl.5) 

Comm Kon SR sl.4-5 

And the body is dependent upon the deeds (karman) of the individual 
self (jfva). And the individual self, [which is] being enquired about 
[here], depends on (apek~ate) Brahman (the Supreme Principle), 
which is characterised by [having] it itself (i.e. the individual self.391) 

I have translated sl.4a according to the interpretation of Comm. S. However, 
Sankara's school of the later period (12-3th centuries) defines Brahman as sad, 
cit and iinanda. In accord with this, sl.4 could be translated as "Brahman is 
existence (asti = sad), [Brahman is] intellect (cid) and [Brahman is] joy 
(iinanda)." FUNATSU 1991, pp.86-87 also interprets it in the same manner. 

387 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads fivaro 'liligaf!! instead of fsvaraf!! liligam. In 
contrast to fivaraf!! which is an adjective qualifying brahman, fivaro "Lord" 
would be an apposition to brahman. 

388 RO~U 1978, p.130, explains according to CA sarira. 1,62, as follows: "Lili.ga 
<signes> qui laissent inferer l'existence de l'atman. Celui-ci etant non
manifeste n'est pas perctu par les facultes sensorielles, mais il est saisissable a 
partir de certaines <signes>". 
Referring to this, the text here, SR sl.4c, fivaraf!! liligam ity uktam, might be 
interpreted, "it is said that fsvara is the mark". That could mean that the 
supreme self is perceived only through its marks, and people identify those 
marks with the supreme self itself. 
For the term, liliga-deha "sign body", cf. CA sarira. 1,70-72; AS sarira. 5,20. 
For its use in the Sankhya texts, cf. Sankhyakarika 40 and Sali.khyasiitravrtti 3, 
9 (RO~U 1978, p.131). 
For the term liliga, cf. SU sarira. 1,17. RO~U 1978 informs us of the explana
tion of this term in the Prasastapadabha~ya 77-78 and 80. 

389 The variants ka., kha., ga. and gha. read atfsvara "excessively able" instead of 
anaivara. 
"The lord of all" might be better for the translation of sarve§vara, for Brahman 
as the cause of the world is called "fivara" by Sali.kara. 

390 The term jfva(-iitman) lit. "living self' means the individual self, in contrast 
with paramiitman "the supreme self'. 

391 The reflexive pronoun sva refers to the subject of a sentence. Thus the meaning 
is: Brahman, a part of which is the individual self. 
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as a part [of Brahman].392 When it (= Brahman) is enquired about 
because of [this] (iti), he(= the author) investigates its nature: "There 
is Brahman" (sl.4a, asti brahma). Intellect-joy (cid-iinandam) 
[means] that whose nature is the plea~ure of knowledge. That which 
shines by itself, [means] [that which is] manifesting [itself] by itself. 
Pure (niranjana), [namely] without adhering impurity. Able (fsvaram) 
[means] independent. The mark (lingam), because of the dissolution/ 
repose of the illusory [manifested] world. 393 Without a second 
[means] without another thing like itself. Having no birth [means] 
without birth. Omnipresent (vibhu) [means] all-pervading. Without 
change [means:] One is born, one exists, one grows, one matures/ 
ripens, one decays, one disappears-these are the six changes of 
being: free from them. Shapeless [means] free of shape. {That] 
ruling of all (sarvesvara) [means] the maker of the whole world. 
Indestructible [means] free of destruction.394 Which has all power 
(sarvaiakti) [means] endowed with the powers (sakti) of desire, 
knowledge, action and experiencing (bhoga). Omniscient [means] 
knower of everything of past, future and present. Such (iti) is 
Brahman395, as described in the Upani~ad-s. 

Having mentioned the nature of Brahman, he (= the author) 
investigates the individual selves and their body-relation through (= 
with regard to) [their] sameness of nature (= identity) with it (= 
Brahman): "Its parts" (sl.5d, tad-arrisiil:i). The parts (aTflsa), 
[namely] portions/measures (miitni), of it, [namely] of Brahman. 

392 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads sviif!!Se instead of sviif!!Si, but this reading 
does not seem proper. It is not noted by the Adyar edition. 

393 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads it differently as f§varaf!! svatantra1!1 
prapancayann alingam. This is not noted by the Adyar ed. It would mean, 
"Able, [i.e.] independent. [It is] without a mark (alingam), [though] creating the 
illusory world". This reading accords with the variant of the mala text SR sl.4c, 
fivaro 'lingaf!!. The problem of this reading is, however, that it changes f§varo 
of the mala text into fivaraf!J. 

394 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads vinaia instead of niisa. 
395 The expression brahmiisti is a kind of quotation of asti brahma in SR sl.4. This 

iti concludes the explanation which has begun with asti brahmeti (p.28, 1.1). 
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Comm.Son SR sl.4-5 

Declaring the explanation/name (abhidana) of the body, he relates its 
root cause: "There is" (sl.4a, asti). The meaning is that (iti) being all 
the time and everywhere, [Brahman is] permanent and [all-]pervading. 
Brahman because of greatness (brhattva), or else, because of being 
increasing (bp1ihal}atva) 396

• Intellect (cit) is that whose form is 
knowledge; joy is that whose nature is pleasure, because of the fruti 
text (Brhadarai:iyaka Up., 3,9,34c) saying (iti) "[Brahman is] 
knowledge, joy". That which shines by itself, manifesting itself. "All 
shines/appears following him [who is] shining/appearing. All [in] this 
[world] shines/appears because of his shining/appearing."397 Pure 
[means] void of adhering impurity of ignorance, because of ignor
ance's having its base in the individual self398• [Or else] even on the 
side399 of the ignorance whose base is Brahman, [ignorance's] state of 
not causing illusion in respect to its own base ( = Brahman) is 
mentioned by the word ["]pure["]. Able (fSvaram) [means] able to do, 
not to do or to do in another manner. Mark (linga) [means] the cause. 
Without a second [means] void of differentiation with respect to 
(gata) the own self [as regards] being of the same kind or being of 
another kind. Having no birth [means] having no cause. Omni
present (vibhu) [means] [all-]pervading or mighty/competent 
(samartha). Without change [means] void of all changes400 men
tioned by Yaska (Nirukta 1,2 : 32,15-16): "It is born, it exists, it 
grows, it matures/ripens, it decays, it disappears/is_destroyed". 
Shapeless [means] deprived of4°1 forms. Ruling of all [means] ruler 
of all, even of Brahma402 etc. Indestructible [means] having no 
destruction. Which has all power [means] that (iti) all the power 
called illusion (maya), which is the cause of all the [illusory, 

396 Here I translated brrriha1:ta in intransitive meaning. But it might be transitive 
"fostering, nourishing", too. 

397 Tam eva bhiintam anu [ ... ] is not found in BLOOMFIELD 1906 (A Vedic 
Concordance). 

398 I.e. ignorance is a property of the individual self (jfva). 
399 I.e. even according to the position. 
400 The manuscripts A and B read Sad-bhiiva-vikiira "the six changes of being". 
401 Anavacchinnam is obviously a mistake. I read avacchinna. 
402 That is to say the male god Brahma, one of the trinity, but not the Supreme 

Principle, the neutral Brahman. 
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manifested] world, is found in this (= Brahman) 403. Omniscient 
[means] characterised by witnessing every object. Its part404 
[namely] not differentiated from it ( = Brahman), like the sparks of 
fire from fire405, because of [their] state of being fire. Conversely, it 
(i.e. tad-al'{l-saJ:i etc.) is mentioned of the individual self and the 
supreme self, admitting, indeed, the side [of the argument] pertaining 
to the state of being [both] a part and that containing the parts, 
because of it having been mentioned in the sutra (Brahmasutra 
2,3,41): "[The individual self is] a part, because of the indication of 
[Brahman] in manifold ways4o6." 

SR sl.6-10 

They, covered with407 beginningless ignorance, governed/restrained 
(niyantrita) by beginningless deeds (karma) which give pleasure and 
pain [and] whose forms are merit and sin408, just as sparks of fire409 are 

403 The manuscript B reads sada instead of sarva. "[ ... ] that (iti) the power called 
illusion, which is always (sada) the cause of all [ ... ]". 
The manuscripts A and B read miiya-saktir vidyate yasminn iti instead of saktir 
mayakhya vidyate 'sminn iti. It would mean "that (iti) [sarvasakti is that] in 
which (yasmin) the power of illusion (maya-iakti) [ ... ]is found". 

404 This commentary reads it as sg. tad-a'!!ial,i instead of the mala-text pl. tad
a'!lia(J.i). 

405 This passage of the commentary explains SR sl.6b. 
406 I.e. in manifold ways, even as a slave or as a gambler, according to the 

Brahmasiitra 2,3,41. 
407 The manuscripts ka., kha., ga., gha. and lia. read upahata "afflicted by" or 

"polluted with" instead of upahita "covered with". 
The expression anadya-vidyopahita is also found in Ramanuja's Sribha~ya on 
Brahmasiitra 1,1,13. 

408 The Anandasrama ed. ( 1896) reads papa-put;ya instead of pur:iya-papa. 
409 This simile of sparks is found in Brhadarai;iyakopani~ad 2,1,20 (RADHA

KRISHNAN 1953, p.190), yathagnel,i ~udra visphuliliga vyuccharanti. Also 
compare with YS 3,67: nil,isaranti yatha loha-pir:i¢at taptat sphuliligakal,i I 
sakasad atmanas tadvad atmanal,i prabhavanti hi. (On YS 3,67, cf. 
YAMASHITA 2001/2002, p.89.) KANE 1990 (vol.I, part 1), p.448, states that 
this verse is an imitation of Mui;i~akopani~ad 2, 1, 1. 
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united with the imposed properties (upiidhi)410 of wood etc., (sl.6-7b) 
attain in each birth a body connected with this and that ( = particular) 
birth/genus (jati)411

, a life span and experience born from the deeds 
(karma). (sl.7cd-8a) 

They, in their tum (punafi)412, have (te~iim asti) another [body], 
[namely] the minute subtle-body (linga-sarfra) 413

• It is deemed 
indestructible until liberation414

• (sl.8bcd) 
[They(= the wise ones)] know this (=subtle body) as that whose 

nature is the state of the minute415 element[s], facultie[s]/organ[s] 
(indriya) and vital winds.416 (sl.9ab) 

410 For the term upiidhi, cf. GARBE 1917, p.231, "Hier wird alles upiidhi genannt, 
was zu einem Dinge in Beziehung steht, ohne ihm wesentlich anzugehoren oder 
eine innere Verbindung mit ihm einzugehen". PREISENDANZ 1994 (Teil 1), 
p.69, translates it as "eine zusatzliche Bestimmung". INGALLS 1951, p.40, 
translates it as "imposed property". 

411 Tattajjiitiyuta and karmaja qualify all the three nouns, deha, iiyus and bhoga. 
412 The manuscript kha. reads vapuft instead of punaft. "There is another body, 

[ ... ]". 
413 Lit. "mark-body". The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads lingaJ?l sarfraJ?l. This is 

not noted by the Adyar ed. But the Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads linga
sarfraJ?l in the commentary K, like the Adyar ed. (p.30, 1.4 from the bottom). 
For the notion linga-sarfra, cf. Siiil.khyakiirikii 40 (cf. KAPANI 1992, vol.I, 
pp.132-133). 
HALBFASS 2000, p.151, explains this term as follows. "Das klassische Siiii.khya 
lehrt, daB das, was im Sarp.sara , wandert', ein ,Feinkorper' (lingasarfra, 
sulqmasarfra) ist, der aus alien Produkten der Urnatur mit Ausnahme der fiinf 
grobstofflichen Elemente besteht (SK[= Siiil.khyakiirikii], Vers 40)." 
"Auf seiner Wanderung durch den Sarp.siira, so wird uns gesagt (SK, Vers 40), 
ist der Feinkorper mit gewissen Zustanden (bhiiva) durchtrankt (adhiviisita, 
»parfiimiert«). Diese speziell der Kenntnis (buddhi) zugehorigen Zustande oder 
Dispositionen werden in der Falge als eine achtfache Gruppe spezifiziert" 
(HALBFASS 2000, p.152). These eight groups are: dharma, adharma; jniina, 
ajniina; viriiga, riiga; aisvarya, and anaisvarya. "Der Anteil, den ein Lebe
wesen an diesen teils positiven, teils negativen Zustanden hat, bestimmt seinen 
Status im Sarp.siira" (ibid., p.152). 
The linga-§arfra or sa/qma-§arfra is conceived as the receptacle of psychic 
elements (RO~U 1978, p.208). Also cf. PREISENDANZ 1994 (Teil 2), pp.239-
240. 

414 Read tad ii mo/qiid. 
415 "Minute" qualifies all of the "element[s], facultie[s]/organ[s] and vital winds". 
416 Cf. WINDISCH 1908, p.80: "Der feine Leib der Seele wird also gebildet vom 

Lebensodem, den fiinf Sinnesorganen, dem manas genannten geistigen 
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[The one] having no birth417 creates this world for the experience 
of individual selves. (sl.9ab) 

And he, the self, [namely] the supreme self, then (atha), destroys 
[the world] for repose. 

So, this creation and destruction is agreed upon as [being] 
beginningless in a stream/continuity (praviiha). (sl.9cd-10) 

Comm Kon SR sl.6-10 

"Covered with beginningless ignorance" (sl.6a, aniidya
avidyopahitiiJ:i). Beginningless ignorance [means] the root ignor
ance; it means just (iti yiivat) not knowing of the true nature of the 
base (Or: not knowing the base as it is).418 Covered (upahita) with 
by that ignorance, [namely] determined/limited (avacchinna)419 [by 
that ignorance], they become [those] called "individual selves". The 
meaning is that (iti) the name "individual self', pertaining to 
ignorance420, [occurs] of the thing whose nature is the joy of the true 
intellect (sac-cid-iinanda) and the omnipresent, in [the case of] false 
attributing/superimposing (iiropa) of properties (dharma) of un
truth/nonexistence, non-omniscience, the state of having pain, 
separateness etc., by the power of the imposed property (upiidhi) of 
ignorance. 

Zentralorgan, dem Wissen, dem Karma, der Erinnerung, umschlungen von den 
filnf Elementen in ihrer gleichfalls nicht sinnlich wahrnehmbaren transzen
denten Form." 

417 Ajaft (masculine nominative sg.) denotes Brahman, but grammatically qualifies 
atman (SR sl.lOa, sa atma). 

418 The Anandlisrama ed. (1896) reads jfiana instead of ajfiana. This is not noted 
by the Adyar ed. This reading is obviously a mistake. 

419 The expression upadhy-avacchinna is often mentioned in Vacaspati's Bhlimafi 
commentary on the Brahmasutra 1,1,1; 1,3,7; 1,4,6. The term upahita is glossed 
as avacchinna in the BhlimatI l,1,5. According to this statement, the term 
avacchinna is usually translated as "limited" or "restricted". 
The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads avicchinna instead of avacchinna. It would 
mean "( ... ] not separated (avicchinna) from [ignorance]" and could also make 
sense as an explanation of avidyopahita. However, avicchinna seems to be 
wrong, for one finds daru-tp:ia-par~ady-avacchinnaft only a couple of lines 
below (Anandlisrama ed., p.12, 1.9; Adyar ed., pp.29-30), and sthiila
§arfravacchinnanarrz (Anandasrama ed., p.12, l.18; Adyar ed., p.30, l.15). 

420 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads avidyaka instead of avidyika. 
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There he relates an example: "Just as of fire" (sl.6b, )IQthagneft). 
The rest [to be supplemented] is "parts". The meaning is (iti): Just as 
(yatht1)421 the parts of fire whose shape is heat (tejas), limited by the 
imposed property (upadhi) like wood, grass, jewel422 etc., are called 
"sparks"; in that manner (tadvat). 

"They, [governed/restrained] by deeds" (sl.6c, te karmabhi"f:i). 
They, the individual selves, by deeds which give pleasure and pain, 
[and] whose forms are merit and sin423 respectively. On the one 
hand (tavat), [there is] the state of giving pleasure, of meritorious 
deeds, because of the fruti, "Verily this, indeed, makes him (tam) do a 
rightful deed, whom [this] wants to raise/save from these worlds"424• 

And [on the other hand, there is] the state of giving pain, of bad deeds, 
because of the fruti, "Verily, this, indeed, makes him do a non
rightful deed, whom [this] wants to bring_down/let_collapse." 

"By beginningless [deeds]" (sl.6d, anadibhift). Because of the 
beginninglessness of ignorance [which is] the imposed property 
(upiidhi) of the state of being the individual self of the self (atman) 
having the fancy of being a maker/agent (kartrtva) etc.425 , [there is] 
beginninglessness also of the deeds whose maker/agent is the indi
vidual self, in the sense ( vivak-Fa) of the form of stream/continuity, 
according to the rule (nyaya), saying (iti) "Through the one origin 
(yoni) of the individuals (vyakti) 426 tinged 427 by its/that form 

421 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) does not contain yathti. This is not noted by the 
Adyar edition. 

422 The Adyar ed. notes the variant of the Anandiisrama ed. (1896) trrza-pan}iidy
acchinnii "not cut off from wood, grass, leaf etc." But this note is presumably 
false, as the Anandiisrama ed. (1896) actually reads tri:za-panpidy-avacchinnii. 

423 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads here pw:iya-piipa, though it reads piipa
putJ.ya in the miUa-text. 

424 In the Anandiisrama ed. (1896), this line is missing, i.e. the part after sukha
pradatva'!l up to dul:zkhapradatvaf!l. This seems to be a mistake caused by 
manuscript transcription. 
This sentence is contained in Kau~IakiUp 3,8 (cf. RADHAKRISHNAN 1956, 
p.782): e~a hy eva siidhu karma kiirayati. But the Kau~Itaki-upani~ad does not 
read e~a u. But the next line runs: e~a u eviisiidhu karma kiirayati. 

425 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads kartrtvad instead of kartrtvady. "[ ... ]having 
the fancy because of being an agent". 

426 The term vyakti means the individual manifestation of the world. Cf. GARBE 
1917, p.277. 
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( akrti)42B" etc. 429 

Governed/Restrained, being bound430• Connected with this 
and that (= particular) birth/genus: They (=individual selves) at
tain, reach, a body connected with the birth/genus of mankind etc., 
life-span and experience, born from deeds, in each birth, in birth 
after birth.431 Through that very statement (ity anenaiva), "governed/ 

427 Uparakta "tinged". Cf. GARBE 1917, p.377 (upariiga). In this context, this term 
seems to suggest that kannan is only "tinged" with the attribute "beginningless
ness"; namely, the relation of kannan to beginninglessness is not absolute, but 
merely illusory. 

428 The concrete meaning of the term akrti is not clear to me. HOUBEN 1995 (p.38, 
p.88) states that this term is sometimes used as a synonym of jtiti "universal, 
class". But I am not sure as to the applicability of his interpretation in our 
context. 

429 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads differently: vyaktiiniim ekayii vinii. It is not 
noted by the Adyar edition and this does not make sense. 
The commentary here explains the qualifier aniidi "beginningless" of kannan 
"deeds". What is intended is: The jfva-hood (jfvatva) is caused by ignorance, 
therefore ignorance is the imposed property of jfva-hood. Beginninglessness, 
which is the quality of ignorance, is automatically transferred to the deeds, 
because the deeds are caused by jfva-hood. 
The reason of this explanation seems as follows: H the kannan were essentially 
beginningless, it would be inevitably endless, therefore permanent. This would 
result in the undesirable conclusion that liberation (mo4a) from the kannan-s, 
which is permanent, therefore indestructible, is impossible. In order to avoid 
this undesirable conclusion, the commentary tries to weaken the meaning of the 
adjective "beginningless" (antidi). The commentary explains that beginning
lessness is not an intrinsical attribute of the kannan, but one which is trans
ferred to the kannan from ignorance. That means, the kannan, which is 
impermanent, has some permanence in it, but this does not suggest anything 
about the ontological status of the kannan itself. Therefore, if ignorance is 
eliminated, the kannan also becomes extinct. The permanence, to which the 
karman is related, is merely a relative, strearnlike one (praviiha-nitya "per
manent like a stream"), and not the absolute, unchanging absolute permanence. 
On the notion of praviiha-nitya, cf. HOUBEN 1995 (p.248; p.372, note 727). 
The term uparakta seems to mean the transfer of an attribute from a substance 
to another. Thus, this term in this context suggests that the karman-s are merely 
tinged by, i.e. secondarily provided with the attribute "beginninglessness". 
Unfortunately, I was not able to identify this nyiiya. 

430 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) lacks santal.t "being'', and reads tatas tattajjiitir 
instead of tattajjiitiyuta'!l. 

431 The comm. K interprets, in this verse, tattajjiitiyuta as qualifying deha and 
iiyus, but karmaja as qualifying bhoga. This commentary gives an explanation 
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restrained by deeds"432
, when the origination of the bodies etc. from 

deeds too is proven without [special] qualification in connection with 
attainment of the body etc. 433 by the individual selves, the 
qualification "born from deeds" of experience is, furthermore, to 
express that (iti) the individual selves' state of being the agent is very 
valid even for the deeds being done in this birth, whose results are 
seen434, [namely] agriculture etc. 

"They have" (sl.8b, te~iim asti). The meaning is that (iti): they, 
the individual selves limited by a gross body (sthula-sarfra), have 
another [body] other than the gross body, [namely] the minute, 
unmanifest, subtle-body (linga-sarfra); the meaning is that (iti) it is 
proved because of the fruti saying (iti) ''A man (puru~a) [whose] 
measure is that of the thumb" (Taittiriyarai:iyaka 10,38,i(a), Katha
upani~ad 4,13) etc. 

And until liberation, until seeing directly the ultimate nature, it 
(= the subtle body) is deemed, proved in the siistra [to be], 
indestructible, not having destruction because of non-extirpation of 
the own ignorance and karmic imprint ( viisanii)435

• And this subtle 
body is that whose nature is the state of the minute element, organ 
and vital winds. The elements (bhiita), earth etc., the facul-

as follows: it is obvious that deha and ayus are karmaja, therefore these two do 
not need the qualifier karmaja. In contrast, bhoga needs the qualifier karmaja, 
because the matter is not obvious. 

432 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads karmabhir yantritii instead of kannabhir 
niyantritii. This does not accord with the miila text. 

433 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads a genitive (dehadi-prapter) instead of a 
locative (dehiidi-priiptau). 

434 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads kriyama1J]inirdi.$fa-phalakiini instead of 
kriyamli!Jiini dr.$fa-phalakiini, and pratijfviina-kartrtvam instead of pratijfviinlif!1 
kartrtvam. Neither of them makes sense. The editor himself marks the latter 
with a question mark. 

435 Ignorance (avidyii) is the cause of reincarnation. Cf. HALBFASS 2000, p.252, 
"Das karmische Fehlverhalten, das uns an den Saip.siira bindet, hat seine 
Wurzeln in der Begierde; dies wiederum ist nach vorherrschender Ansicht 
<lurch das Fehlwissen (avidyii), das MiBverstandnis der eigenen Identitiit, 
bedingt." 
Viisanii-s are the impressions which were obtained in previous lives and are 
stored in the psyche (citta). These impressions influence the psyche in this and 
coming lives, causing the corresponding kanna-s to manifest themselves (cf. 
HALBFASS 2000, pp.158-159). 
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ties/organs (indriya), eyes etc., the vital winds (priir;ia), the five 
winds436, [namely] PraJJa etc.; the state (avasthii), [i.e.] the state 
(amsthana), of these minute ones, whose form is unmanifest, is 
united437 with the internal_ instrument/organ (antarindriya,), [namely] 
with the mind. [That] whose nature (iitman), nature (svarupa), is 
[such] a state (amstha = amsthanam)438 ; that is mentioned in that 
manner. 

Some agree on the eternity of the world itself in the form of a 
stream/continuity (pravaha), saying (iti) "The world is never other 
than such". For the sake of refutation of that opinion, he relates the 
self's state of being the maker/agent439 of the creation and destruction 
of the world, [being endowed] with a motive (prayojana): "Of 
individual selves" (sl.9c, jfvanam). The world, whose nature is the 
[gross] element[s] and what pertains to the [gross] elements (= is 
material), is for the experience (upabhoga), for the experience 
(anubhava) of pleasure and pain, of the individual selves having the 
conceit/conception (abhimanin) of the two mentioned bodies. [That] 
having no birth [means] the supreme self. "He, the self' is the 

436 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads prli1Jiidipancavayava!J instead of 
prli1Jiidaya!J panca viiyava!J. This is not noted by the Adyar ed. 

437 Lit. "with the state of being united" (salighiitatvena). 
438 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads salighiitatveniivasthiinam instead of 

salighiitatveniivasthii avasthiinam. Namely, the pratr:ka, avasthii, is missing. 
This is not noted by the Adyar ed. 

439 Namely, the self's being an agent. That means that the self is the agent of the 
creation and destruction of the world. 
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The commentator's logic might be as follows: Since the self as an agent creates 
the world, the world can not be beginningless; therefore the world is not 
eternal. However, this seems to contradict the statements in the last part of this 
commentary (p.39, 11.9-13). According to these statements, creation and 
destruction are beginningless, and the state of being an individual self is also 
beginningless. I can not solve this problem. Or, is the commentary p.39, 11.1-3 
to be interpreted as "some never agree (na kadiicid [ ... ] aligfkurvanti) on the 
etermity of the world itself in the form of a stream/continuity saying 'the world 
is not such (anr:dr.§arrijagat)"'? 
The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads iitmakatvam instead of iitmakartrkatvam. 
This is not noted by the Adyar ed. The editor of the Anandasrama ed. corrects it 
into atmakrtatvam "the state of being made by the self''. This could also make 
sense, meaning: "the state of the creation and destruction of the world being 
made with a motive by the self (iitmakrta)." 



sequence [of words].440 The meaning is that (iti), even the supremacy 
of the self, [namely] the state of being the Lord (lsvaratva), is 
obtained with reference to the lowly individual selves.441 

By (iti) "he, the self", Brahman mentioned before is referred to. 
The word "and" (ca) is out of order (bhinnakrama). "And (ca) 
destroys" is the sequence [of words].442 

Then (atha), immediately after the stabilisation of the created 
world. For repose: "Of individual selves" is to be supplied 
(anu~anjanfya), because of the creation's and destruction's being for 
the sake of the individual selves in the mentioned manner.443 He 
relates their (dual) beginninglessness in a stream/continuity for 
making the individual selves' beginninglessness clear444: "So this" 
(sl.lOc, tad etad). "Creation and destruction" [as a compound, i.e.] 
creation as well as destruction445 : the neuter gender (napurrisakatva lit. 
"the state of being neuter") is with reference to the state (bhava) of a 
pair being like one. 446 "Beginningless in a stream/continuity" 
(pravahanadi): The meaning is that (iti) [there is] being with a 

440 I.e., this commentator considers ajaJ:i to qualify the following sa litmii. 
441 The Anandlisrama ed. (1896) reads lipanna ity arthaJ:i instead of lipannam ity 

arthaJ:i. This is not noted by the Adyar ed. If we take this reading, the implicit 
subject of the sentence would be litman. In this case, lipanna which is the 
perfect participle of an intransitive verb cannot be considered passive. So we 
would have to translate it as: "[The self] obtains/attains even supremacy, 
[namely] the state of the Lord, with reference to (despite) the lowly individual 
self (jfva)." The problem of this reading is that litmano becomes superfluous. 

442 In this commentator's opinion, the conjunction ca is set in an anomalous order; 
saf!!harati ca would be a correct order. 

443 The Anandlisrama ed. (1896) reads bfjlinlim instead of jfvlinlim. This is not 
noted by the Adyar edition. It would mean: "of the seeds [from which the world 
sprouts]". This edition puts a daiµ;la after anu~anjanfyam, while the da!J.r.Ja after 
jfvlirthatvlit is missing. With this, the meaning of the commentary would be 
different from the Adyar ed. It would mean: " "Of the seeds" is to be supplied. 
Because of the creation's and destruction's being for the sake of the individual 
selves in the mentioned manner, he(= the author) relates[ ... ]" etc. 

444 The Anandlisrama ed. (1896) reads jfvlinliditva-dyotanfyapravlihlinliditva 
"beginninglessness in a stream/continuity, to be made clear by the individual 
selves' beginninglessness". 

445 The dvandva compound is decomposed: SU{is ca Saf!!hliras Ca. 
446 I.e. the coordinative (dvandva) compound SU{i-Saf!!hlira is n. sg., because 

creation and destruction are considered one single pair. 
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beginning447 in the sense of (vivak~ayti) the individual (vya,kti) [and] 
beginninglessness through the form of a continuity (santtina). 

Comm. S on SR sl.6-10 

[With regard to the question,] "Is it not (nanu) an unequal example, 
because of the sparks' difference through the mixture of opposite 
attributes of grossness and minuteness etc.?", he therefore says [as the 
answer]: "Wood etc." (sl.6, darv-adi). By the word ["]etc.["], [there 
is] mention (graha) of the imposed property (uptidhi), water, of the 
fire of lightning of the submarine flame (abindhana).448 And conse
quently, the meaning is that (iti), with regard to sparks etc., the 
difference pertaining to the imposed property (uptidhi) is not essential. 

He relates those individual selves' being tied to the deeds: "They 
by deeds (karman)" (sl.6d, te karmabhilJ). With regard to [the ques
tion], "Why indeed (nanu) [is there] a tie to the deeds, of the 
individual selves not separated/differentiated from Brahman?", he 
therefore says: "By the beginningless [deeds]" (sl.6d, anadibhil:i). 
Those individual selves in each birth obtain a body connected with 
this and that [particular] birth/ genus (jati), joined with the genus 
(jtiti) of humanness, cowhood etc., a life span and enjoyment 
(upabhoga)449 born from the affairs of the deeds (karma-vytiptira-ja) 
in accordance with this and that (= particular) genus (jtiti). With 
regard to this (atra)450 : "Why indeed (nanu) [is there] the acquisition 
of many births (janma) with regard to the individual selves' being 
tied to the gross body451 , because of (i.e. despite) the gross body's 
attaining destruction?"452, he says: "They have another" (sl.8b, te~tim 

447 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads aniiditvarri instead of siiditvam. This is not 
noted by the Adyar ed. This reading does not make sense. 

448 Or: "of the fire of the submarine flame [and] of lightning''. 
449 The comm. K makes the meaning of bhoga of the mula text precise through 

upabhoga "enjoyment". 
450 B reads ity ata iiha instead of ity atriiha. "Hence''. 
451 A and B read dehiitmatve, dehiitmakatve respectively, instead of deha

nibaddhatve. "With regard to the individual selves' state of having the nature of 
the gross body'', i.e. the opponent asks whether the individual self consists of 
the gross body. This is refuted by the author. 

452 I.e., why are the individual selves reborn, even though the gross body, to which 
they are attached, is mortal and perishable. 
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asty aparam). Until liberation, making liberation the limit. He says: 
With regard to "Of what manner is the subtle body?" "Minute" (sl.9a, 
su"/qma).453 The meaning is that (iti) [there are] five minute elements 
(tanmatra) [and] eleven faculties/organs (indriya)454 ; thus it (= the 
body) is that which has sixteen parts (kalii). 

[With regard to the question,] "What purpose/business 
(prayojana) indeed (nanu) is there of (i.e. in) the Supreme Lord's 
creation and destruction of the world?", he therefore says: "[For the 
enjoyment/experience] of individual selves" (sl.9c, jfviiniim). 
[Thinking (iti),] ''And because of the beginninglessness of the two, 
this is not a [valid] accusation455 (paryanuyoga)", he says: "So, this" 
(sl.lOc, tad etad). The combination of creation and destruction, 
[namely] creation and destruction [as a copulative compound], is 
agreed upon as [being] beginningless in a stream/continuity. 

SR sl.J l-l 2ab 

Those individual selves (jfva) are not different from the self (iitman). 
The world is not different from the self (iitman), either (vii). Creating 
through the power (sakti), that(= self) is not different, like gold from 
an ear-ring.456 (sl.11) 
Others [say] that (iti) [it (= the self)] creates457 through ignorance, 
like a rope458 [creates the illusion of] a snake.459 (sl.12ab) 

453 The reading is not sii4mam iti but su4meti. That means that it refers to 
sii4ma- in sl.9a and not in sl.8b. 

454 According to the Sankhya school, the faculties/organs are eleven: five faculties/ 
organs of perception (jnanendriya), five faculties/organs of action, and the 
mind. Cf. GARBE 1917, pp.319-320. 

455 B reads paryanuyogya instead of paryanuyoga. "It (or: He) is not to be 
accused". 

456 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads kufJ<;faladivat instead of kufJ<;faltid iva. 
The comparison of litman to a golden ornament is found in YS 3,147 and in 
Sankara's Sarlrakabha~ya, Vedantasutra 2,1,14 (as informed by KANE 1990, 
vol.I, part I, p.447). Also Bhartrhari's Vakyapadlya 3,125b (=3,2,15b) men
tions it. 

457 Srlati is obviously a mistake for srjati. 
458 Dreads rajvli (obviously a mistake for rajjvli), "like [someone creates] a snake 

through a rope(= mistakes a rope for a snake)". 
459 The simile of a rope (i.e. Brahman) which is mistaken for a snake (i.e. the 

world) occurs in the Vedanta school, cf. DEUSSEN 1883, p.269. 
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Comm Kon SR sl.11-J 2ab 

Explaining the non-differentiation of the [supreme] self (atman) and 
individual selves (jfva) by the relationship (bhava) of the parts and 
that containing the parts (= the whole), he (= the author) relates the 
non-differentiation of the self and the world in (lit. "through'') the 
relationship of result460 and cause, according to the doctrine of differ
entiation and non-differentiation, with an example461 : "Those in
dividual selves" (sl.1 la, te jfvaf:z). That (asau)462 , [namely] the self 
(atman), creating the world through the power, [namely] through 
the power of action belonging to itself, is not different from it ( = the 
world). The connection of ( = with) the word "the world" is to be 
made by a change of the case ending.463 Like the identity of gold and 
an ear ring, just so [it is]. Thus (iti) is the meaning. As they relate 
"The state of diversity is in (lit. "through'') the form of ( = due to) the 
result, non-differentiation through the nature of the cause, like non
differentiation through the nature of [being] gold, [but] differentiation 
through the nature of [being] an ear-ring etc." Resorting to the 
principal doctrine of the Vedantin-s, he says 464 : "[It] creates" 
(sl.l2a,srjaty). Others [means] Vedantin-s.465 Through ignorance, 
[namely] through non-knowledge of the basis (adhi~thana). With 
regard to that (tatra) [there is] an example: "Like a rope a snake" 

460 The term karya literally means "what is to be done". 
461 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) lacks ca in jfviiniirrz ca abhedam. It also reads 

jagatas ciibhedamatiinusiire':ia instead of jagatas ciibhedam bhediibheda
matiinusiire~a. These are not noted by the Adyar ed. 
With this reading, it would be translated as:"[ ... ] he(= the author) relates, with 
an example, according to the doctrine of non-differentiation between the self 
and the world in the relationship ofresult and cause". 

462 Asaul:z is obviously a mistake for asau. 
463 This sentence explains the foregoing tasmiid abhinnal:z. The term abhinnal:z "not 

different" is to be supplemented by the ablative case of jagat "the world". The 
reader should "change the case ending", that means, change an accusative into 
an ablativejagatal:z. Thus abhinnal:z implies "not different from the world". 

464 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads iti mukhya-vediinti-mata-tattvarrz darsitam, 
omitting the following part up to brahma-vivartatvarrz darsitam. This is 
probably a corruption. It is noted by the Adyar ed. (p.32, variant 5) in an 
insufficient manner. 

465 SR sl.12ab deals with the theories of kevaliidvaita, miiyiiviida (cf. THIBAUT 
1890, i, p.cxx) and vivartaviida (ibid., i. p.xcv). 
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(sl.12b, rajjur bhujaligamam). By this, the manifested world's 
(prapaiica) state of being the evolution of Brahman (or: the evolution 
due to Brahman) (brahma-vivartatva) is shown, because of [the 
manifested world's] being otherwise (anyatha-bhava), due to [the 
manifested world's] being untrue/unreal (atattva) (i.e. not being as it 
seems).466 

Comm. S on SR sl.11-12ab 

He relates, with regard to whether he, the Supreme Lord 
(paramesvara), is different or not different: "Like fiery energy 
(tejas)".467 Creating the world through the power of the self (i.e. 
through his own power), he is not different [from the world]. That 
(asau), [namely] the Supreme Lord. Through what sort of power? 
Through power, different and not different from the self, like 
fiery energy. Like fiery energy, regarded as (iti) different from the 
sun, is called "the fiery energy of the sun", [and regarded as] not 
different, is also indicated ( vyapadisyate) by "the sun, [namely] the 
fiery energy". (Or: "the sun [is] fiery energy") He mentions another 

466 It seems to mean the following: by this, it is shown that the illusory 
manifestation of the world is evolved by Brahman; the world is [in reality] 
different [than what it seems to be], because it is not true/real (atattva). 
However, the compound anyathii.bhii.va could be analysed as anyathii.-abhAva 
"not being otherwise". Actually the editor of the Adyar ed. seems to interpret in 
this way, as he puts bhii.vii.bhii.vii.d in parentheses after anyathii.bhii.viid. He 
understands this compound to mean anyathii.bhii.vii.bhii.vii.d ( = anyathii.-bhii.va
abhii.vii.d) "because of the lack of being otherwise". With this, we would have to 
interpret this sentence in a different way: the world is evolved by Brahman; the 
world is [in reality] nothing else [than Brahman], because it is not that what it 
seems to be (atattva). This interpretation seems to me to fit better to the 
Advaita-Vedlinta theory. Thus, mukhya-vedii.nti-mata "the doctrine of the main 
[stream of the] Vedlintin-s", two lines above, seems to denote the Advaita
Vedlinta. 
The Anandlisrama ed. (1896) omits the part between mukhya-vediinti-mata (cf. 
Adyar ed., p.32, l.6 from the bottom) and tattvaf(l darsitam (ibid, p.32, l.3 from 
the bottom). 

467 The comm. S reads SR sl.1 lab differently from the milla text. It reads tejovad 
ii.tmano bhinniibhinnayii. instead of te jf vii. nii.tmano bhinnii bhinnaf(l vii.. This 
sloka then means: "Like fiery energy, different and not different from the self, 
creating the world through the power of the self, that ( = the self) is not 
different, like gold from an ear-ring." 
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example: "Gold" (sl.1 ld, suvan:zarri). Gold is not different from an 
earring because of [the earring's] being gold, and different because 
of being an earring. He relates the [illusory] manifested world's 
pertaining to ignorance according to the Vedantin-s' opinion: "[It] 
creates" (sl.12a, srjaty). The meaning is that, like a rope creates an 
imagined snake, from (= through) one's own non-knowledge, 
[namely through the false opinion:] "this is a snake", so the Supreme 
Lord too, through non-knowledge of one's own being the basis/ 
substratum (adhi~(hana), [creates] the [illusory] manifested world of 
the space (akasa) etc. 

SR sl.12cd-13 

From the self (atman) first space (akasa), from it wind, from it fire, 
(sl.12cd) 
from fire468 , water, from this, earth was born. 

Those are the gross elements (mahabhuta). This is the body of 
the supreme intellect (viraj), of Brahman. (Or: Those gross elements 
are this body of the supreme intellect, of Brahman.) (sl.13) 

Comm. Kon SR sl.12cd-13ab 

Through the order of creation of the elements (bhuta) etc., he (= the 
author) observes the human body (pi1J4a) [which is] material 
(bhautika lit. "pertaining to the elements") with its differences, by 
means of "From the self first" (sl.12c, atmanal:z purvam) etc. From 
the self, [this] being the cause, at first, before wind etc., space 
(iikiisa) was produced469: thus (iti) is the meaning. "From it": by the 
word "it", space is pointed to. From it, from space, [this] being the 
cause, wind was produced: thus (iti) is the meaning. "From it fire" 
etc. Here also, the meaning is that (iti) fire was born from wind. And 
thus (= in the same manner) (tatha) [says] the fruti, "From the self 
spacee is arisen, from space, wind." (Taittiriya Up. 2,1) Those, 
[namely] space etc., the gross elements. The relation [between the 
words of the sentence] is thus (iti): this is the body (tanu) of the 
supreme intellect (viriij), [namely] of Brahman [which is] limited 

468 D reads tatai ca jalam "from it" instead of analiij jalam. 
469 The Anandasrarna ed. (1896) reads utpadyata "is produced" instead of utpanna. 
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(upahita) by the gross elements470, of Brahman.471 

"This" (e~ii) is an indication (nirde§a) of the aggregate of the 
gross elements, because of [their already] being [mentioned] before, 
being evident for all people. 

"Of the supreme intellect" (sl.13d, viriija"J:t): The self, creating 
the gross elements, entering them, is called the supreme intellect 
(viriij), because of thinking itself to be them (tad-abhimanin)472• Of it. 
Those (amiini, n. pl.) are this (e~ii, f. sg.) body: "Pronouns set forth 
the oneness between that being pointed at (uddisyamiina) and that 
being referred back to (pratinirdisyamiina), [and] occasionally 
(paryiiyena) become possessor473 of each other's gender."474 Thus (iti), 
[there is] the appearance of the state of different genders. 

Comm Son SR sl.12-13 

He relates the order of creation: "From the self" (sl.12c, iitmana"J:t). 
He says that (iti) the body of Brahman (brahmaJJas tanur), the su
preme intellect (viriij), is of the nature of the five gross elements475 : 

"The gross elements" (sl.13c, mahiibhutani). 

470 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads mahabhiitasyopahitasya instead of 
mahiibhiitopahitasya. But it seems unsuitable that mahiibhiita is in the same 
case as brahman. 

471 The terms in boldface are those quoted from the miila text. The commentator 
arranges them in a word order which is easier to comprehend. 

472 Tad-abhimiinin "regarding them as referring to its own self'. 
473 Bhiinji : neuter pl. nominative of the radical noun of ..fbhaj. 
474 I was not able to identify the source of this citation. 
475 The noun viriij "supreme intellect" is m. sg. nominative. It can only be in 

apposition to tanuJ:i. Otherwise, we could read a karmadhiiraya compound 
virii<f,-brahmal_l(ls, meaning either "the excellent Brahman" (in this case, viriij 
would be an adjective) or a dvandva compound "the supreme intellect and 
Brahman". The latter case seems unsuitable, as this compound is sg. genitive. I 
prefer the former, and so I would translate: "He says that (iti) the body of the 
excellent ( viriij) Brahman is of the nature of the five gross elements." 
The term viriij could be a female noun meaning "excellence, dignity", in which 
case, we would have to translate: "the body of Brahman is excellence/dignity". 
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SR sl.14 

Brahman created Brahma476, and, bestowing on him the Vedas, it(:::: 
Brahman) created that which is material from the words of the 
Veda[s] through him (Brahma).477 

Comm Kon SR sl.J 4 

"Brahman (nominative), Brahma (accusative)" (sl.14a, brahma 
brahmti1Jam): Brahman whose form is the supreme intellect (virii.j) 
created Brahma, [i.e.] the Four-faced. Again, it, [i.e.] Brahman, 
bestowing the Vedas, [i.e.] J..lgveda etc., on him, [i.e.] the Four-faced, 
created that which is material, [i.e.] the body and faculties/organs 
etc., whose nature is(= which is consisting of) the five gross elements 
made fivefold478, through him, [i.e.] through the one to be employed, 
the [divine] maker himself [being] the employer, from the words of 
the Vedas, [these being called] Veda because (iti) justice (dharma) 
and injustice (adhanna) are (literally: is) instructed (vedyate) 419 

through/by it, the words in it (= the Veda) expressive of form etc.; 
from them (=the words of the Vedas), [these] being the instrumental 
cause480 due to481 the[ir] being recallers of substances passed away in 

476 Brahma. In order to make the distinction between the neuter Brahman, i.e. the 
Supreme Principle, and the male god Brahman clear, I adopt the nominative 
form Brahma for the latter. 

477 Bhartfhari's Vlikyapadiya 1,124ff (RAU 2002, p.28) states that the world was 
made from word. It mentions also the prajapati-s. 

478 Paficfkarai:ia: Of a bhautika padartha (material matter), a half portion consists 
of its own kind of mahabhuta (gross element) and the other half consist of the 
other four mahabhuta-s. Thus a material matter contains all five mahabhuta-s. 
For example, one half of the earth matter consists of the mahabhiita of earth, 
and the rest consists of the other four mahabhuta-s, water etc., cf. 
BHATTACHARYA 1986, p.37. Also cf. DEUSSEN 1883, p.241, note 101, on 
Vedantasara 124. 

479 The term veda is etymologically explained. Vedyate is the passive of causative. 
480 The nimitta is the instrumental cause ("Veranlassung") in contrast with the 

material cause (upadana), cf. GARBE 1917, p.293. 
481 The Anandasrama ed. reads smarakakart~a instead of smarakatvena. The 

editor corrects it into smarakatvat. It does not make a great difference in the 
meaning: the words of Vedas are the cause, "because of their being recallers" (
smarakatvat), or "through their being recallers" (-smarakatvena). 
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another era (kalpa). The meaning is: "[Brahman is] the one having 
made482 to carry out the creation of that which is material. "483 

Comm. S on SR sl.14 

It is said: "Is it not (nanu) the general knowledge of people that (iti) 
only Gold-Embryo (hira1:z,yagarbha)484 is the maker (kartr) of the 
world? How is the Lord (fsvara) the maker?" Hence he says: 
"Brahman" (sl.14a, brahma). Brahman (n. nom. sg.), [i.e.] the Lord 
(f.SVara)485 , created Brahma (m. acc. sg.), [i.e.] the Gold-Embryo, 
and bestowing on him the Vedas, created that which is material, 
[i.e.] the manifested world, directed/set_in_motion the creating 
Brahma. "From the words of the Veda": the ablative is [used] in the 
case of the elision (Iopa) of the gerund (lyap).486 And then, making 
[him] remember the words of Vedas, [it (= Bralnnan)] made [him] 
create487• From the sruti, "[He], who first directs (vidadhiiti) Brahma, 
[he] who indeed sends forth the Vedas for him."488 And thence the 
meaning is thus (iti): the state of being the maker (kartrtva) is the 
Gold-Embryo's (= Brahma's), the state of being the causing/em
ploying maker is the Supreme Lord's (Brahman's). 

SR sl.15-16 

By its (= Brahman's) order, Brahma (m. sg.) created the prajiipati-s 
just with [his] mind.489 The seminal (raitasa) creation of bodies from 
them, however, is being investigated. (sl.15) 

482 The commentary glosses the periphrastic perfect sarjaylim lisa by sutif!l 
karitavat. 

483 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) omits the part beginning with nimittabhiitebhyal:z 
up to ity arthal:z. This is not noted by the Adyar ed. 

484 Comm. S identifies hirm:iyagarbha with Brahma. 
485 Comm. S identifies fivara with Brahman. 
486 The commentary considers the ablative vedaiabdebhyal:z "from the words of the 

Veda" to stand for vedasabdlin smlirayitvli "having reminded [Brahma] of the 
words of the Veda". The commentary explains it to be the elision of the gerund 
smlirayitvli. 

487 The commentator glosses sarjaylim asa, periphrastic perfect for causative, 
through asarjayat, causative imperfect. 

488 Not found in the Vedic Concordance. 
489 This myth is contained in Manusmp:i 1,34. 
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The body is fourfold/[of]_four_kinds490, because of a difference 
of origins, [namely] sweat, sprouting (udbheda), the foetal envelope 
(jariiyu )491 [and] the egg. [The body] of lice etc. is from sweat, but of 
creeping plants etc.492 is from sprouting. (sl.16) 

Comm.Kon SR sl.15-16 

He tells the order of creation of that which is material from the 
personified maker, [i.e.] from the Four-faced (= Brahma)493 : "By its 
order" (sl.15a, tad-ajiiaya). By its, [i.e.] the supreme intellect's, 
order. From them, [i.e.] from the prajapati-s, the seminal (raitasa), 
[i.e.] that which has the form of a transformation (vikiira) of semen 
(retas). The [procreatory-menstrual] blood, too494 , is implied by the 

490 The four kinds of birth are mentioned in SG 8,3 (cf. COMBA 1984, p.189ff), 
though it is not a verse identical to SR sl.16ab. However, it adds a kind called 
manasa to these four kinds (cf. COMBA 1984, p.226). SG 8,3: jariiyu-jo 'l)<fa
jas caiva sveda-jas codbhij-jas tathii I evaf!l catur-vidhaJ:i prokto deho 'yam 
piificabhautikaJ:i II. 
SR sl.16cd-17ab shows an example for each kind of birth. The same topic is 
contained in SG 8,12 which is not parallel to the SR. 
For the origin of the classification of living beings according to the manner of 
birth which goes back to Aitareyopani~ad 5,3, see RO~U 1978, p.181, and the 
references given in his footnote 4. 

491 The term jariiyu means in very precise terminology "chorion" in contrast to 
ulba "amnion", as evinced by Aitareya-briihmm;ia 1,3, 16-18. But the two terms 
are often equated. Often jariiyu is used in the sense of "afterbirth" and "foetal 
envelope", too. The meaning "uterus, womb" is a very late meaning. Cf. DAS 
2003A, p.546 (jariiyu), p.528 (ulba) and p.512 (alJ<Ja). For the distinction 
betweenjariiyu and ulba, see also SB 6,6,1,24. 
Following DAS (ibid.), it would not be suitable to translate jariiyu here as 
"womb", but rather to take it in the meaning "foetal envelope". 

492 The Adyar edition notes the variant of C.E. latiidayaJ:i instead of latiidinaJ:i. 
"[ ... ] but creeping plants are from sprouting". Similarly, for the comm. S, the 
manuscripts A and B read yakiidaya iti "Namely (iti) lice etc. are [ ... ]"instead 
of yakiidina iti. 
These forms with iidinaJ:i, which I translate as genitive sg., might perhaps be 
falsely used as nominative pl. 

493 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) lacks siilqiitkartul:z caturmukhiid, and reads 
bhautikasr~ti-kramam instead of bhautikasr~teJ:i kramam. This is not noted by 
the Adyar ed. 

494 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) lacks api. This is not noted in the Adyar ed. 
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word "semen" (retas). "Sweat, sprouting": the meaning is clear.495 
In "of lice etc." etc., [the meaning is] "that whose first/beginning is 
lice", a bahuvrfhi [compound], through which there is the percep
tion/understanding of its (i.e. the qualified one's) qualities (tad-gul}a-

··- - )496 sarµvl]nana . 

Comm.Son SR sl.15-16 

With regard to [the question:] "What did Brahma create?'', he says: 
"By its order" (sl.15a, tad-ajiiaya). The prajapati-s, [namely] dak~a 
etc. With regard to [the question:] "What is born from them?'', he 
says: "From them, however" (sl.15c, tebhyas tu). Born from semen, 
[namely] seminal. He relates the fourfoldness of bodies: "Sweat, 
sprouting" (sl.16a, svedodbheda-). With regard to [the question:] 
"What is born from what?'', he says: "Of lice etc." (sl.16c, 
yukadina/:t). 

SR sl.17 

[The body] of humans etc. is from the foetal envelope (jarayu), but 
[the body] of birds etc.497 from the egg. With regard to that, the 
human body is mentioned, because of being suitable for sound 
(nada).498 (sl.17) 

Comm. K on SR sl.17 

Among the mentioned fourfold bodies, [there is no sound] in three 
kinds, [i.e.] the bodies of lice etc.499 , because of the unconsciousness 

495 The Anandlisrama ed. (1896) reads spa~tiirtha~ instead of spa~to 'rtha~. This is 
not noted by the Adyar ed. 

496 Tad-gw:za-sarrivijniina. It means a type of bahuvrfhi compound in which 
qualities denoted by the name are perceived along with the thing itself. Monier
Williams' Dictionary refers to Sankara's Bhli~ya 1,1,2. 

497 The Adyar ed. notes the reading of C.E. (= Calcutta Edition?) vihagadaya~ 
"birds etc. are[ ... ]" instead of vihagiidina~. 

498 Thus the SR, which is a musicological text, explains the reason of dealing with 
the human body with priority, stating that the human body is suitable for 
producing sound. But its parallel text, the SG, also mentions the priority of the 
jariiyuja beings, without explaining the reason, cf. COMB A 1981, p.189. 

499 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads trividhayiikii.didehe~u instead of trividhe~u 
yiikii.didehe~u. This is not noted by the Adyar ed. 
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of creeping plants etc., because of the extreme minuteness of lice etc., 
[and] because of the lack of complete element[s] (dhatu)500, tube[s] 
(na¢i)501 etc. of birds etc. And (ca), [there is no sound] in those whose 
birth is [from] the foetal envelope (jarayu) either (api), because of the 
incapability of pronunciation of the body of the animals, due to [their] 
being beasts (tirya:fic), despite the existence of completeness of 
element[s] (dhiitu), tube[s] (nafji) etc. By elimination (parise~yat), the 
human body502 alone is suitable for sound. Thinking (iti) [that] thence 
the production only of it(= the human body) is investigated, he says: 
"With regard to that" (tatra). 503 

Comm. S on SR Sl.17 

He tells the reason for the investigation with particularity only of the 
human body among those bodies: "With regard to that". 

500 For the term dhlitu, cf. DAS 2003A, p.553ff. This term is explained in SR sl.79-
80a. Saradatanaya's Bhavaprakasana, a dramaturgical work, contains the 
musicological theory that the seven tones of the octave originate in the seven 
elements (dhlitu) of the human body, cf. Bhlivaprakasana, adhikara 7 (G.O.S. 
No.XLV, p.186, 11.5-8; cf. my bibliography). Keeping this in mind, the 
commentator mentions the elements here. Also cf. Situating the text §1.6. and 
§3.1footnote265. 

501 For the term niit/f, cf. DAS 2003A, p.560. In the PiQ.~otpattiprakaraI).a of the SR, 
this term, meaning the respiratory tube, has a Hathayogic background. That 
means, the term is not mentioned in the Ayurvedic part of this section 
(prakarm:za), but in its Hathayogic part (SR 1,2, sl.120--163). An exception is 
SR 1,2, sl.40a, in which niibhistha-niit/f denotes the tube situated in the 
umbilical cord. The other exception is SR 1,2, sl.65b, which belongs to a 
quotation from a Hathayogic text, Yogayajiiavalkya (YY), cf. Situating the text 
§2.3.3. 
In the Ayurvedic part of the SR, the tubular vessels are referred to with other 
terms, sirii or dhamanf (SR sl.101 and following verses). The commentator 
Kallinatha is not conscious of this fact. 

502 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads miinu~adeham instead of miinu~arrz deham. 
This is not noted by the Adyar ed. 

503 The term niida cannot mean simply "sound" in general. After all, birds do make 
sound, too. 
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§3.1, "The Notion ofniida as Suggested by the Text and its Commentaries"). 



SR sl.18-22504 

The knower of the field (k~etrajii.a)505 is situated in the space (ifkasa). 
From the space, [he] has come to the wind. From the wind, to the 
smoke. And from it (tatas), to the cloud (abhra)506• From the cloud 

504 There are two ways, pit!)'iina and devayiina, through which the souls of the 
dead ones wander, cf. WINDISCH 1908, pp.68-69. A similar theory is 
contained in the embryologico-anatomical passages of the YS (see below). The 
SG's eighth chapter on embryology does not mention this early theory of 
transmigration at all. 
YS, 3,70-72: sargiidau sa yathiikii§am viiyum jyotir jalam mahfm I srjaty 
ekottara-gwJiif!LS tathiidatte bhavann api 1701 iihuty apyiiyite siiryal,z siiryiid 
vr~rir athausadhih I tad annam rasa-riipetµi sukratvam adhigacchati !711 strf
puf!LSayos tu sarrzyoge visuddhe sukra-s01:iite panca-dhiitiin svayarrz ~a~rha iidatte 
yugapat prabhul,z !721 (Expressions parallel to the SR are underlined). On the 
relationship between YS 3,72 and CA, cf. YAMASHITA 2001/2002, p.91. 

505 The term ~etrajna "knower of the field" i.e. "perceiver of objects" denotes 
iitman, puf!LS or puru~a. cf. GARBE 1917, p.355. Also cf. WINDISCH 1908, 
p.84. For the term ~etrajna used in embryology, cf. DOSS! 1998, pp.43-44; 
p.115. On the notion of ~etrajna in YS 3,177cd-180, cf. YAMASHITA 
2001/2002, p.119. 

506 Obviously abhra and megha are differentiated here as the ordinary cloud and 
the raincloud. 
According to MA YRHOFER 1992-1996, abhra etymologically means 
"Gewitterwolke, Gewolk, Regenwolke" while megha means "Wolke, triibes 
Wetter". 
For the term megha, the Vaidikapada1,1ukrama.J).ika (BANDHU 1976) gives only 
three references in the Chandogyopani~ad (2,3,1; 2,15,1; 5,10,6) among the 
principal Upani~ad-s. In ChiindogyaUp 2,3,1 (RADHAKRISHNAN 1953, p.361), 
a megha is obviously a raincloud. In ChandogyaUp 2,15,1 (ibid., p.369) and 
5,10,6 (ibid., p.433), both abhra and megha occur. According to these two 
passages, a megha is obviously a raincloud, and the term abhra seems to mean 
the stage of a cloud before raining (ChandogyaUp 5,10,6: abhram (sic) bhiitvii 
megho bhavati, megho bhiitvii pravar~ati). The passages, 5, 10,5-6, deal with the 
same topic as SR sl.18-21, namely the transmigration of iitman from space 
(iikii§a) through the cloud and plants into semen. The statement of the SR 
accords with that of the ChandogyaUp. 
The term abhra also occurs in ChiindogyaUp 5,5,1 and 8,12,2. In 5,5,1, it is 
called the "smoke" of the fire of lightning. In 8,12,2, it is mentioned together 
with wind (viiyu), lightning (vidyut) and thunder (stanayitnu). But in this 
context, abhra has nothing to do with rain. 
The same topic as in SR sl.18-21, namely the transmigration of iitman, is also 
dealt with in TaittiriyaUp 2, 1, but cloud is not mentioned there. It is stated that 
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(abhra), [he] enters/reaches the raincloud (megha)507 • (sl.18) 
And, satiated/strengthened (apyiiyita)508 by the oblation, as one 

by whom juice/sap (rasa)509 has been swallowed in the summer, the 
sun deposits the thick juice/sap (ghana-rasa; "decoction")510 through 
the rays of light in the raincloud (megha). [Or: [ ... ] has been swal
lowed in the summer through the rays of light, the sun deposits the 
thick juice/sap in the raincloud.]511 (sl.19abcd) 

When the raincloud (baliihaka) rains it (= thick fluid) [down], 
then the individual self, together with rain, passes over unperceived 
(salikriimaty avilak~ita~) 512 into the trees and herbs513 grown/bom 

atman enters into the sky, wind, fire, water, earth, plants and food one after 
another, before becoming a human being. 

507 The manuscript D reads megho instead of meghe. This could be translated as: 
"From the cloud, the raincloud evolves." But that would be a strained 
translation for avati~thate. 

508 D reads apyahrto instead of apyayito. It would mean something like "having 
been offered/brought near". 

509 The term rasa means "water", too. 
510 The term ghana might mean "cloud". In that case, ghana-rasa would mean "the 

water of the cloud." 
511 In both cases, the rays of light seem to act like straws. 
512 Cf. WINDISCH 1908, p.28, "Fiir gewohnlich tritt das Seelenwesen unbemerkt 

zum Zeugungsakt hinzu." WINDISCH also states that the verb ava-..fkram is 
frequently used to describe the jfva's entrance into the garbha (ex. 
garbhavakranti). 
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Although expressions similar to these (san-..f kram and "unperceived") are used 
in SR 1,2, sl.20, the SR does not state that the jfva directly enters the uterus, but 
that it first enters into herbs, then into semen. This theory is different from that 
of the Su (sarira. 3,4) and CA (sarira., 3,3). The two classical medical texts 
state that the jfva directly enters into the mixture of semen and blood. 
For the invisibility of the jfva's entrance into the uterus, cf. AH sanra. 1,3, 
"Wie das Feuer der Sonnenstrahlen vom Kristan verborgen nicht flammend 
gesehen wird, so der in die Embryostatte gehende Sattva." (tr. by WINDISCH 
1908, p.28). WINDISCH (ibid., note 4) explains, "Komm. evaf!1 sattvo 
garbhaiayaf!! gacchan, vrajan, na drsyata eva. Der Eintritt des Sattva in den 
Mutterleib geht unsichtbar vor sich." 
A similar statement is made by Vasubandhu, cf. HALBFASS 2000, p.191, 
referring to Abhidharmako~abha~ya 3,18ff, "Um die ProzeBnatur des Ein
gehens in einen neuen Korper und das W esen der damit verbundenen 
Ortsveranderung zu illustrieren, verweist Vasubandhu auf die Ausbreitung des 
Lichts. Es gibt hier nur eine Abfolge von Momenten des Leuchtens, kein durch 
den Raum wandemdes Etwas. Ebenso kann der kausale Strom der Momente 



(jiita) from the earth.514 (sl.19d-20) 
From them, food is produced. That515, eaten (anna, p.p.) by 

men5 16, becoming semen517 (lit. "gone to the state of semen"), is 

513 

514 

515 

516 

517 

des Existierens sich <lurch den Raum fortpflanzen und die Wiedergeburt in 
einem anderen, raurnlich entfernten Karper verursachen." 
Thejfva is extremely speedy, like thought, cf. WINDISCH 1908, p.50, referring 
to AH sarira., adhyaya 2: svakarmacoditena manojavena jfvena, "von ihren 
Taten getriebene gedankenschnelle lebendige Seele". 
As to the question whether plants have souls, there was disagreement among 
the orthodox schools of philosophy, cf. HALBFASS 2000, p.201. For Sailk:ara's 
attempt to harmonize the theory of transmigration with the Vedic theory of rain 
incarnation, cf. ibid., pp.170--172. For the theory of the food chain in India, cf. 
WEZLER 1992. 
According to the Kau~ItakiUp, if the soul of a dead fails in the entrance 
examination into the moon, which is the door to the heavens, it is obliged to 
come back to the earth in the form of rain, and to be born as an animal or 
human being (cf. WINDISCH 1908, p.71). ChandogyaUp 5,10,5 states that such 
unsuccessful souls go from rain into plants, which become the nutrition of 
human beings and animals, and then turn into the semen of these beings 
(WINDISCH, ibid., p. 76). In these Upani~ad-s, the moon is the stop-over station 
of the souls of the dead ones. According to some Upani~ad-s, there are two 
ways for the souls; one is the devaylina, through which the souls go from the 
world of gods into the sun; the other is the pit[Ylina, through which they go 
from the world of the ancestors into the moon (ibid., p.65, referring to Prasna
Up 1,9-10; Brhadarai:iyakaUp 6,2,15). In contrast to these statements, the sun is 
the souls' stop-over station according to the SR. 
For the expression jfva-karma-preritaf!!, cf. WINDISCH, ibid., p.76. The 
karman-s of the previous life determine the rank and class of birth which a soul 
enters, e.g. brlihma1:1a, lqatriya or ca1:1¢ala, human being or various animals etc. 
The theory of rain incarnation is contained in AV 11,4, v.3: yat pra1:1a 
stanayitnunli 'bhikrandaty 6~adhf/:I I pra vfyante garbhlin dadhate 'tho bahvtr v{ 
jayante 131 "When breath (pra1:1a) with thunder roars at the herbs, they are 
impregnated, they receive embryos, they are born many." (tr. by WHITNEY 
1987). 
The manuscript D reads tu puru~aif:i sukratlif!!, "But (tu) food becoming semen 
through men [ ... ]". 
The Anandasrama ed. (1896) lacks tat and reads simply pur~e. The editor 
corrects it into tat puru~aif:i. This is not noted by the Adyar edition. Although 
this does not agree with the metre it could make another sense, "Food (annaf!!) 
is produced from them. Eaten (annaf!!), having become semen in men[ ... ]". 
This reflects an early embryological theory that semen already contains the jfva 
(cf. DOSSI 1998, pp.39-42). 
The term sukla here might simply mean "white, pure". 
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poured into the temple of love (= vagina) of a woman518 whose 
procreatory-menstrual fluid is pure519• (Or: That food, becoming 
semen through men, is [ ... ].) (sl.21) 

If [it,] pure, together with the procreatory-menstrual fluid, has 
(lit. "becomes something") gone into the womb, then that520, urged by 
the deed[s] (karman) of the individual self (jfva-karma-preritaf!l,)521, 
forms/begins the embryo. (sl.22)522 

518 The manuscript D reads suddhiirtaviiyarri yo~iiyiirri "is poured into a woman 
whose ... , into the temple of love". 

519 Suddhiirtavii- (SR sl.21c). The term suddha refers to the good quality of the 
procreatory-menstrual fluid (iirtava), according to the definition by the medical 
texts, e.g. AS siirira., 1,20; SU siirlra., 2,12. For the term "procreatory-menstrual 
fluid" (iirtava), cf. DAS 2003A, pp.14ff (also see his Index verborum, under 
iirtava-); SLAJE 1995. 

520 The manuscripts ka., kha. and ga. read -preritarri sad "then being urged by[ ... ], 
[it] forms the embryo". 

521 The term jfvakannan implies the theory that the mixture of semen and the 
menstrual-procreatory fluid alone is not able to coagulate and transform itself 
into the embryo; in order to do so, it needs to unite with the individual self 
(jfva) (cf. DOSS! 1998, pp.125-126). A similar theory is found in the Yogiiciira 
philosophy that if vijniina did not enter the mother's womb, the father's semen 
and the mother's blood would not be able to coalesce or/and coagulate, so as to 
become the proto-embryo (kalala), cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 1987, Part I, pp.37; 
120; Part Il, p.305 (see Part Il, p.652, Index, iukra-s01:iita). 
For the texts which locate the individual self's entrance in various moments 
after the mixing of the two fluids, cf. DOSS! 1998, pp.134-135. The CA (siirira., 
2,33; 3,3; 4,8) seems to consider that the jfva or sattva enters the mixture of 
semen and blood after the two fluids are mixed. Also see DOSS! 1998, p.133. 

522 SG 8,13 contains a wording parallel to that of SR sl.2ld and 22c. 
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SG 8,13: janma-kanna-vasiid eva ni~iktarri smara-mandire I sukrarri raja~
samiiyuktam prathame miisi tad dravam II. The wording ni~iktarri smara
mandire is identical to SR sl.2ld. The wording janma-karma-vasiit is also 
parallel to jfva-kanna-preritarri of SR sl.22c. The wording prathame miisi tad 
dravam is also parallel to SR sl.23a, dravatvam prathamemiisi. 
The edition which COMBA 1981 used seems to read SG 8,3a differently, and 
she translates it as "per effetto del desiderio di procreazione" (COMBA ibid., 
p.197). But she (p.197, footnote 16) informs us of a variant (ed. A) of the SG, 
janmakannavasiit, which is the same as the reading of the Bombay edition of 
the SG (1987). 



Comm Kon SR sl.18-22 

With regard to the seminal creation of it, [i.e.] the human body, he 
relates the individual self's entrance/transition into the uterus/embryo, 
by means of the succession of the space etc., through [the passage 
with] the beginning: "the knower of the field" (sl.18a, ~etrajfial:i), 
[and] with the end "has gone into the womb" (sl.22b, ga.rbhiisaya
gatam bhavet): The field (k~etra) [means] the body. The knower of 
the field (k~etrajfia) is the individual self (jfva), in the sense of (iti) 
either: ["]cognises it ( = field/body) as 'I'["], or: ["]knows 'this is 
mine'["], as mentioned by the Lord(= Kfgia): "This body is called 'the 
field', son of Kunfi ( = Arjuna). Knowers of that [fact] (tadvid) call him 
who knows this 'the knower of the field'." (Bhagavadgita 13,1) 

The combination of smoke, light and wind is the cloud (abhra). 
Only that having water is the raincloud (megha). "By the oblation": 
A substance [such as] fuel, food, ghee etc., being thrown accom
panied by mantras into the fire intended for (uddeiena) the gods by 
sacrificers (yajamana, the patron/host of a sacrifice), is an oblation 
(ahuti). Satiated/strengthened by it(= iihuti): made satisfied. In the 
summer, through the rays of light (bhiinu), [i.e.] through the rays 
(kirat:za), the sun (bhiinu), [i.e.] the sun (siirya), as one by whom 
juice/sap has been swallowed, [i.e.] one who has obtained 
sap/essence (siira) from the earth. Thick juice/sap is water. The order 
[of words] (anvaya) is: the trees and herbs grown/born from the 
earth523 • Unperceived: because of not being visible to the eyes. From 
them, from the herbs. Food (annam): because (iti) it is eaten (adyate 
from ..fad), [therefore] food ( anna from ..fad), [namely milk
]porridge (odana) etc. That, [milk-]porridge etc., is eaten (anna), 
[i.e.] consumed, by men. Whose_procreatory-menstrual fluid is 
pure524: the procreatory-menstrual fluid (iirtava) is blood (sm:zita)525 , 

which has the characteristic (lak~at:za) described as: "Whose colour/ 
likeness is [that of] the juice of lac and the blood of a hare, and which, 
being washed, grows discoloured (virajyate)" (AH sarira., 1,18ab). 

523 The relevant words do not appear in the miila text in the order which the 
commentator gives. 

524 The manuscript Dreads suddhtirtaviiyii'!l "Into [her] whose[ ... ]". 
525 The manuscript D's variant, suddham iti "[means] that (iti) the procreatory

menstrual fluid is pure", seems unsuitable. 
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Of her, whose procreatory-menstrual fluid is pure. "If pure": 
semen (sukla), too, is pure, because of being said (uktatva) that (iti) 
"the pure procreatory-menstrual fluid is pure"526

, beginning from 
"[semen,] being (sat) capable (sakta)527 , white (Sukla), heavy, viscous 
(snigdha), sweet, thick, copious, like (-abha) ghee, honey and oil, [is 
fit] for [producing] an embryo".528 "The deed[s] of the individual 
self": And that semen does not, only through entering (gatatva) the 
receptacle (asaya) [of the embryo] (= the uterus), form/begin the 
embryo, but being urged (prerita'f!I sat) by the deed[s] of the 
individual self (JTva), [i.e.] urged by the deeds, [i.e.] by the 
commenced deeds, of the individual self (jfva) having the fancy for 
the body to be produced, only being (sad eva) connected (lit. "made 
to unite") with the action favourable to the existence/condition 
(bham) of the body, forms/begins the embryo. Here by the word 
"embryo" (garbha), the material [cause] of the body, [i.e.] the 
combination of semen and blood (s01:zita) which has gone to (= 
entered) the receptacle (i.e. uterus), is mentioned. 

Comm S on SR sl.18-22 

He relates the manner of [its] appearance/arising (utpatti): "The 
knower of the field" (sl.18a, k~etrajnal:z). The knower of the field 
is the self (atman). Cloud (abhra): a non-raining piece of raincloud 
(megha) is mentioned. Raincloud (megha): a raining raincloud.529 

Thinking (iti), ["]How, pray (nanu), is the acquisition of water in a 
raincloud?["], he then says: "By the oblation" (sl.19a, ahutya). 

526 Or: "Pure, pure procreatory-menstrual fluid" (suddhaf!! suddhtirtavam). This is 
illogical. It seems to be a corruption of suddhasukliirtavam "pure semen and 
procreatory-menstrual fluid" which is attested in AH sarira., 1,18c. 

527 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads suklaf!! suklaf!! instead of faktaf!! suklaf!!. 
528 Or: "Semen (sukla), being capable, heavy,[ ... ]". Both cases are problematic. In 

the first case, there is no mention of semen. In the second, the white colour is 
not mentioned. 
The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads fukla instead of sakta. This makes sense: 
"Semen, white, heavy [ ... ]". The edition of AH sarira., 1,17 (Lalacandra 
Vaidya 1963) which I consulted contains sukraf!! fuklaf!! guru[ ... ]. 
A similar description of the quality of semen is found in SU sarira., 2,11. 

529 Megha iti var~ako meghal:i. This commentator probably considers the term 
megha to denote an ordinary cloud; therefore, he specifies it separately: 
"Cloud: the raining cloud." 
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Satiated/strengthened (apyayita), [i.e.] made satisfied (tarpita)530, 

that is to say (iti yavat), contented (santu.y{a), by the oblation 
bestowed in a sacrifice etc., the sun (bhanu), [i.e.] the surya, as one 
by whom juice/sap has been swallowed, [i.e.] who has taken water to 
himself through the rays of light, deposits the thick juice/sap, [i.e.] 
water, in the raincloud. 

He mentions the entering of the individual self into the herbs etc. 
together with the water rained from the raincloud: "The cloud 
(baliihaka), it(= the thick juice)" (sl.19d, tam balahaka"/:i). 

He mentions the entering of the individual self into the embryo 
(garbha) from the herbs etc. through food, semen etc: "From them" 
(sl.2la, tabhyo ). 

530 A and B read frJJtaf! "[being] satisfied". 
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SR sl.23-27531 

A liquid state (dravatva) called "kalala" 532 arises in the first month533 
' 

531 PARALLELS 
SU sarira., 3,18: tatra prathame miisi kalalam jayate. dvitfye .ffto~mtinilair 

abhipacyamtintintim mahtibhuttintirrz sanghtito ghanah saiijayate, yadi ~ 
pumtin, strf cet pesf, napumsakam ced arbudam iti. 
AS sarira., 2,9: tatra prathame miise kalalam jayate. dvitfye ghanah pefv 
arbudam vti tebhyaf:i kramtit pumstrfnapumsaktini. -
AH sanra., 1,37ab-50a: For instance, avyaktaf:i prathame miisi sapttihat 
kalalfbhavet/37ab/. 
AH siirira., 1,49cd-50a: dvitfye mtisi kalalad ghanah pefy athavtirbudam !49cdl 
pum-strf-klfbtih kramiit /50a/. 
CA sarira., 4,9-10: [ ... ] prathame miisi sammurchitaf:i sarva-dhtitu-kalusfkrtah 
khetabhuto bhavaty avyakta-vigrahaf:i sad-asad-bhutangtivayavaf:i 191 dvitfy~ 
miisi ghanah sampadyate pindah pesy arbudam vti. tatra ghanah purusah, pe§f 
strf, arbudam napumsakam /JOI. The Nimaya ed. reads the same. 
YS 3,75: prathame mtisi sankleda-bhuto dhtitu-vimurchitaf:i I mtisy arbudam 
dvitfye 'ngendriyair yutaf:i 1751. On the relationship between YS 3,75 and CA, 
cf. YAMASHITA 2001/2002, pp.93-95. 
AgniP 369,19: jfvaf:i praviHo garbharrz tu kalale 'py atra ti~thati I ghanf-bhiUai.n 
dvitfye tu trtfye 'vayavtis tataf:i 1191 caturthe 'sthfni tvan-mtisam (= mtirrzsam) 
paiicame roma-sambhavaf:i 120abl. 
Vi~i;i.udhP 2,114,1: jfvaf:i pravi~tho garbhe tu kalalam prati ti~thati I mu<J.has tu 
kalale tasmin miisa-mtitrarrz hi ti~thati Ill dvitfyarrz tu tadti mtisarrz ghanf-bhataf:i 
sa ti~thati I tasya avayava-nimzil~arrz trtfye miisi jtiyate 121 tvak-carma paiicame 
mtisi ~a~the rom~tirrz samudbhavaf:i /3ab/. A similar statement is also contained 
in Vi~i;i.udhP 2, 111,5ff. 
Garu~aP (KlRFEL 1954) v.22-23: aho-rtitre~a kalalam budbudam paiicabhir 
dinaif:i I catur-dafair bhaven miirrzsam misra dhtitu-samanvitam 1221 ghana
mtirrzsarrz ca vif!IStihe, garbha-stho vardhate kramtit I paiica-vif!ISati-pu~tihe 
balam p~tis ca jtiyate 1231. 
BhiigP 3, (Kapileyopiikhyiina) 31,1-3. Markai;i.~eyaP 11,2--6. Tandulaveyfiliya 
v.17 (siitra 1). Mahabharata 12,308,I 15cd and followings. 
The Hastyayurveda presents the both theories of embryonic development, i.e. 
that of the classical medical texts (sthana 3, adhyaya7, p.403) and that of the 
Purlil).as (3,8,89ff, p.413). For these theories of embryonic development, cf. 
SUNESON 1991. 

532 For the term kalala, cf. DAS 2003A, pp.535-536. In Pali it means "the state of 
the embryo immediately after conception" and "mud", cf. WINDISCH 1908, 
p.21, p.89. 
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For the listing of the stages of embryonic development, kalala, abbuda, pesf, 
ghana etc., in the Buddhist Canons like the Sa.myuttanikaya, Kathavatthu etc., 
cf. WINDISCH (ibid.), p.89. 



but in the second, [there are] a dense (ghana) pil}(/,a (m. "a lump of 
flesh"), a peif (f. "a mass of flesh"), a slightly dense arbuda (n. "a 
swelling").534 [Or: but in the second, there is a ghana: a pil}(f,a, a pesf 
and a slightly dense arbuda.]535 (sl.23)536 

The Tandulaveyaliya, a Jaina text, mentions the stages, kalala (7 days), abbuya 
(7 days), pesf and ghana. 
The term kalala is mentioned in the Siiiikhyakarika 43. 
It does not occur in the Vedic texts, according to the Vedic Word-Concordance 
(BANDHU 1976). 

533 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads miise instead of miisi. This is not noted by 
the Adyar ed. 

534 D reads pesfsanjiiakabud. It should be read pesf-sanjnakam budbudam "that 
whose appellation is peff, [and] budbuda". The term budbuda belongs to the 
embryological theory of the non-medical texts like the Purai:i.as, cf. SUNESON 
1991. 
The manuscripts kha. gha. and lia read pesfbandhana[m arbudam] "the tie of 
peSf, and arbuda"; peff ca ghanam arbudam "pesf and dense arbuda". 
The Anandasrama ed. (1896) notes the variant of ka. and ga., pesfvadghana 
"dense like a pesi". 

535 The theory of SR sl.23-24ab accords with that of the classical medical texts. 
According to this theory, the stage in the second month is classified into three, 
and the three conditions are associated with the three sexes of the embryo. But 
the SU, AS, AH and CA are inconsistent in dealing with ghana and pi1J.¢a. 
SU sarira. 3,18 mentions kalala in the first month and ghana in the second. The 
terms pi1J.¢a, peSf and arbuda are respectively associated with male, female and 
the third sex (napwrisaka). 
AS sarira., 2,12 mentions kalala in the first month. In the second month, the 
three conditions, ghanaJ:i, peff and arbudarrz, are mentioned, and are 
respectively associated with male, female and the third sex. But pilf¢a is not 
mentioned. That means, the term ghana is something else than the ghana in the 
SU. It refers to the condition of the male embryo in the second month. The 
statement of AH sarira., 1,3 7 ab--50a accords with that of the AS. 
The parallel passage in the CA is problematic. In SHARMA 1996's edition, CA 
sarira., 4,9-10 does not contain the term kalala, but states that the state in the 
first month is turbid (kalu~f-krta/:l). The second passage on the second month 
(dvitfye miisi ghanaJ:i sampadyate pi1J.¢aJ:i pefy arubudarrz vii) might mean, "In 
the second month, a ghana is born. Either pi1J.¢a, pesf or arbuda." But the 
statement in the third passage is contradictory to my interpretation. It states that 
ghana, pesf and arbuda are associated with male, female and the third sex 
(ghanaJ:i puru~aJ:i, pesf strf, arbudarrz napurrzsakam). Here, the male form is 
called ghana. Taking this into consideration, we have to interpret the second 
passage as "in the second month, a dense ball (ghanaJ:i pi1J.¢a/:l), a peff or an 
arbuda is born". This statement is in accordance with that of the AS and AH. 
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[When they arise,] these are (opt. syul:t) the preliminary states (prag
avastha) of male, female537 and third sex respectively.538 (sl.24 ab) 

On the other hand, SUNESON 1991, p. 114, quotes the same passages, CA 
sarira., 4,9-10, from another edition by SRiJA y ADEY A VIDY ALANKARA. This 
edition contains kalanr-krtal:z instead of kalu~r-krtal:z in the first month. (For 
kalana, i.e. the exchange of n/l, cf. DAS 2003A, p.536.) Astonishingly it reads, 
in the third passage, tatra pindah puru~aJ:i, strr cet pefr, arbuda'!l napurrzsakam, 
namely, the male state is not called ghana but pif:ufa, unlike in SHARMA's 
edition. In this case, the CA's statement accords with the SU's. 
Thus we have two ways of interpreting SR sl.23cd-24ab. According to the SU, 
it would mean, "In the second [month, there is a stage called] ghana ("dense"). 
[In that stage,] a pi1J<fa, a pesr, and a slightly dense arbuda. They are 
respectively the primitive conditions of male, female and the third sex''. In 
contrast, according to the AS, AH and SHARMA's edition of the CA, it would 
mean, "In the second month, [there are] ghana pi1J<fa ("dense ball"), pesr, [and] 
a slightly dense arbuda. They (= ghanal:z pi1J<faJ:i, pesr and arbuda) are the 
primitive conditions of male, female and the third sex, respectively." The 
comm. K seems to interpret it in this way (ghanaJ:i pi1J<faJ:z jani~yamii1Jasya 
purrzsal:z priig-avasthii). 
To the expression r~ad-ghana'!l "slightly dense" qualifying arbudam in SR 
sl.23d, no parallel was found in the SU, AS, AH, CA or the non-medical texts 
which I consulted. 

536 The theory in SR sl.23-24ab accords with that of the classical medical texts. 
SR sl.23a (dravatvam prathame miisi) is parallel to SG 8,13d (prathame miisi 
tad dravam). Though most of the embryological verses in the SR are identical 
to those in the SG, SR sl.23-24ab have no equivalents in the SG. The SG 
(8,13d-14) contains a different theory which is in accordance with the Pur~a-s 
(Cf. Situating the text §2.1.1.). 
The embryological texts which locate the stage of kalala immediately after the 
stage of dravatva, are: SU sarira., 3,18; BhagP 3,31,2; Vi~i;iudhP 2,114,1; AgniP 
369,19; Tandulaveyfiliya (informed by COMBA 1981, p.197, footnote 17). 
COMBA states that all the texts she consulted contain the same theory. 
SB 6,6,2,9 states that an embryo has no bones. 

537 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads strfpu'!lnapurrzsakiinii'!l instead of 
purrzstrfnapurrzsakiinii'!l. But it is not suitable, because this order does not accord 
with the statements of the classical medical texts. 

538 The theory that the embryo's sex is determined by the portion of semen and the 
procreatory-menstrual fluid is contained in, for example, AH sarira., 1,5 and 
Garu<;IaP (KIRFEL 1954, sl.21). On this matter, also cf. DAS 2003A, p.4; p.23 
(note 57). (Cf. ibid., Index rerum under "embryo, sex of'). But the SR does not 
contain this theory of the portion of the two fluids. 
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For napurrzsaka, cf. DAS 2003A, pp.558-560; ANGOT 1993-94. 
NAMOUCHI 1995, p.197ff., deals with various aspects of the role of the third 
sex (trtfyii prakrti) in classical Indian sexual life. For napurrzsaka in Jainism, cf. 



But in the third, [those] deemed the five sprouts539 of the hands, 
the feet and the head [arise]. (sl.24cd) 540 

Then, [when they arise,] the minute parts (bhaga) for/of the limbs 
(anga) and the secondary appendages (pratyaliga) are (opt. syu"f:i) (= 
appear) all at once541 , except for the beard, the teeth542 etc., whose ap
pearance is immediately after543 birth.544 (sl.25)545 

HALBFASS 2000, p.80. JAINI 1991 informs us of a Jaina text discussing the 
discrepancy between physical and mental sex, including the problem of the 
third sex. 

539 For the terms ankura and prasiikhii in embryology, cf. DOSSI 1998, p.94. For 
the "seeds" (brja) of the (rudimentary?) limbs/organs of the embryo, cf. DAS 
2003A, p.21; p.25ff. 

540 Parallels to SR sl.24cd-25 are found in SU siirira., 3,32; AS siirira., 2,12; AH 
siirira., 1,54cd-55; CA siirira., 4,11. On the relationship between CA 4,11 and 
YS 3,76-79, cf. YAMASHITA 2001/2002, pp.95-96. 
SG 8,15ab deals with the state in the third month, like SR sl.24ab, but this verse 
is not identical to the SR: kariinghri-sfr~akiidfni trtfye sambhavanti hi "Nel 
terzo mese si formano invero le mani, i piedi, la testa, ecc." (tr. by COMBA 
1981). 

541 CA siirira., 4,11 (yaugapatyena) and SU siirira., 3,32 (yugapat) state that all the 
members of the embryo develop simultaneously, cf. COMBA 1981, pp.175-
176, (footnote 4) on SG 8,23. COMBA, however, remarks that SG 8, sl.23 and 
sl.34 (identical to SR sl.33cd and sl.36cd-37ab), which state that the body parts 
grow separately in the sixth and eighth month, are contradictory to this theory 
in SG 8, sl.23 (identical to SR sl.25). 

542 Cf. SB 7,4,1,5 which states that creatures are born toothless. 
543 "Immediately after (anantara) birth" is clearly not logical here. Maybe 

anantara can be translated in a different way, e.g. "[in the period] following/ 
after birth]". 
The parallel in AS siirira., 2,12, contains janmottara-kiilaja- "appearing in the 
time after birth". 

544 SR sl.25 is identical to SG 8,18 (cf. COMBA 1981, p.199). 
545 SU sarira., 3,18 contains the expression anga-pratyanga-vibhiiga- and sil~ma-. 

But AS siirira., 2,12 makes a different expression sarviingiivayavendriya- and 
lacks a counterpart for sil~ma-. The AS's sarviingavayavendriya is parallel to 
the CA's (siirira., 1,11) sarvendriyiii:zi sarviingiivayaviis ca. But AS siirira., 2,15, 
which describes the fourth month, contains anga-pratyanga-vibhiiga-, i.e. an 
expression similar to the Su and SR sl.25a. 
On the other hand, the SU does not mention the secondary appendages 
(pratyanga) appearing after birth, while the AS does, i.e.janmottara-kiilajebhyo 
dantiidibhyal:z. Besides, the SU does not mention prakrti and vikrti, while they 
are mentioned in the AS. 
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This is agreed on by the wise ones546 as the natural condition 
(prakrti), but the other [is agreed on] as an unnatural condition 
( vikrti). (sl.26ab )547 

In the fourth their manifest state is produced, [and] also of the 
characteristics548 (bhtiva) [of the mind]. (sl. 26cd) 549 

They declare that (iti) the characteristics of males550 are valour 
(saurya,) etc., but of females, cowardice (bhfrutva) etc., of the third sex 
mixed (sankfrr.za). (sl. 27) 551 ' 

Thus the AS seems to have integrated both expressions originating from the Su 
and CA. (For Vligbhata's intention to integrate both tradition of the SU and CA, 
cf. the last verse of the AH.) But the AS added a new theory of the appendages 
appearing after birth. So the SR contains both wordings of the SU and AS. 

546 sammatti sattim (genitive pl.) Cf. Plii;iini 2,3,71: krtyanti'!I kartari vti. SPEDER 
1993, p.50 (§66): "Both instrumental and genitive are available to denote the 
agent with a krtya. As a rule the instrumental is required, if the verbal sense 
prevails, but the genitive, if the krtya has the value of a noun adjective or 
substantive." 

547 The SG (chap. 8) does not contain a parallel to SR sl.26ab. 
548 The term bhtiva occurs in SR sl.55, too. There, it means "[mental] condition", 

cf. my footnote 717 on SR sl.55, bhtiva. 
549 SR sl.26cd is identical to SG 8,19 (cf. COMBA 1981, p.199). 

The Adyar ed. notes the variant of C.E. bhtivtintim upajtiyate, "[ ... ] their 
manifest state is produced, [and] of the characteristics." This variant of C.E. is 
the same as the reading of SG 8,19 adopted by COMBA 1981 (p.199, footnote 
22). But Jvlillipraslidamisra's edition of the SG (Bombay 1987) which I 
consulted contains bhtivtintim api jtiyate, i.e. the same reading as the Adyar ed. 
of the SR. 

550 SR sl.27a pusti'!I is obviously a printing mistake for PU'!!Sli'!I. 
551 SR sl.27 is identical to SG 8,19cd-20ab. But the SG contains variants. SG 

8,19cd-20ab runs: pu'!!Sli'!I sthairytidayo bhtivti bhfrutvtidytis tu yo~ittim /19cd! 
napu'!!Sake ca te misrti bhavanti raghu-nandana !20ab/ (cf. COMBA 1981, 
p.200). In the first half of the verse, SR sl.27ab andSG 8,19cd accord with each 
other, except for saurytidayo and sthairytidayo, but, in the second half, SR 
sl.27cd and SG 8,20ab considerably deviate from each other. 
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The edition used by COMBA 1981 (p.200 note 23) contains bhiitatvtid ytis ca 
yo~ittim I napu'!!Sake tu. But COMBA (ibid.) also notes variants, bhiitatvtid yiis 
tu[ ... ] ca (ed. B.) and bhiitatvtid ytiS ca[ ... ] tu (ed. C.). Though COMBA (ibid.) 
separates bhfrutvtid from ytis, I prefer reading bhfrutva-iidytis. 
The respective bhtiva-s of the three sexes are not mentioned in the SU, but in 
CA slirira., 4,14 and AS slirira., 2,13-14. The statements of the CA and AS 
resemble each other in expression. The two texts mention bhfrutva "cowardice" 
among the bhtiva-s of the female. On the bhtiva-s of the male, the two texts 



Comm.Kon SR sl.23-27 

Thus he shows the various stages (avastha-bheda), every month, 
beginning from the first month up to the ninth month, of the embryo 
gone into (= situated in) the womb (asaya lit. "receptacle") in the 
mentioned manner, through "a liquid state (dravatva)" etc.552 Called 
"kalala" (kalaliikhya): that which has the appellation (akhya) 
"kalala" is called thus. By (iti) "kalala'', a liquid condition is men
tioned, of the mixture of semen and blood(= procreatory fluid) which 
has not [yet] caught(= attained) hardness. 

"But in the second". The [word-]order (krama) is thus (iti): A 
dense (ghana) pi1J4a is the prior state of a male to be born, a peii is 
the prior state of a female to be born, a slightly thick arbuda is the 
prior state of [a person of] the third sex to be born.553 Dense 
(ghana)554 [means] endowed with hardness. A peii [is] quadrangu
lar555, consisting chiefly of flesh. Slightly dense (f~ad-ghana): so 
called because of its similarity both to a dense (ghana) [pi~i;ia] and to 
a pe§f. Arbuda: that whose shape is [that of] the bud of salmalf (silk
cotton tree). 556 As they say: "The pe§f is borne in mind [by the 

only state that they are opposite to those of the female. In contrast, the SR 
mentions iaurya "valour" as belonging to the male. For the bhiiva-s of the third 
sex, the AS mentions salikfn:za "mixed" which is the same expression as in SR 
sl.27c. But the CA makes a different expression, ubhaya-bhii.viivayava. For the 
mixed nature of the third sex, also cf. CA sarira., 2,25b (vyiimisra-lingii 
prakrtif!l trtfyiim). 

552 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads the part for prathama-mAsata up to 
dravatvam ity Adin.A in a totally different way: it reads tata iirabhya 
prathamiidi-nava( sic. )miisa-paryantam pratimiisagata-salighiitasya dravfbhii.va 
eva. "[There is] only a liquid condition of the embryo gone into the womb in 
the mentioned manner, coagulated (sanghii.ta) every month, starting from 
then/it (i.e. the formation), beginning from the first month up to the ninth 
month." This edition omits the whole passage following kalaliikhya up to 
dravfbhiiva ucyate. This is not noted by the Adyar ed. 

553 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) omits this whole sentence; this is not noted by the 
Adyared. 

554 Ghana. The commentator interprets it as a qualifier of pir:z<Ja (cf. my discussion 
in the footnote 535 on the miila text SR sl.23). 

555 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads caturasrii instead of caturafrii; this is not 
noted by the Adyar ed. 

556 The embryo is compared to the bud of siilmali in the KadambarI by Bai:ia, cf. 
DOSSI 1998, p.94, "in seinem Aussehen der Siilmali-Knospe des Wollbaums 
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tradition] as quadrangular557 • The dense pi1Jefa is borne in mind as 
round. I Physicians know the arbuda as that whose shape is [that of] 
the bud of siilmalf. "558 

"But in the third": Of the hands, the feet and the head of/from 
the previously mentioned dense pi1Jefa etc.559 Two hands and two feet 
and the head: [this gives the compound] the hands, the foot and the 
head (kariinghri-siras). State of being like a single [thing] of a couple 
[of things] (dvandva-ekavad-bhiiva), because of being the limbs of a 
living creature (prii1Jin). 560 (I.e. A dvandva compound denoting a 
couple of limbs of an animal is singular.) Of that, [i.e.] of the hands, 
the feet and the head (kariinghri-sirasas). 

"Sprouts" (arikuriiti) etc.: This designation (vyapadesa) is [used] 
with the signification of ( = to signify) the future limbs through the 
maxim of thread and cloth (sutra-sii{aka-nyii-yena)561 : "The sprouts, 
even while being produced, become the hands, the feet and the 

iihnlich, der eine rote Bliite hat und dessen Samen in der Wolle liegt." Cf. her 
footnote 468, "[ ... ] in Biil:ta's Kadambaii (p.61) werden frischgeschliipfte 
Vogel sowohl mit Sfilmali-Bliiten als auch mit Embryonen verglichen". But in 
the SR, the comparison is restricted to arbuda. 

557 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads here again caturasra instead of caturafra; 
this is not noted by the Adyar ed. 

558 In his commentary on SU siirira., 3,18, :t;>alhai;ia quotes this verse as attributed 
to the author Gayin: gayf tu bhoja-darfanat pi1Jf!lidfnlim anyathlikaram 
(aka.ram) pa(hati; yathli, caturasrli bhavet pesT, vrttal:z pi1Jf!O ghanal:z smrtal:z I 
flilmalfmukulakaram arbudam parica~ate II iti. 

559 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads ghana-pi1Jf!lit "from the [previously 
mentioned] dense pi/Jf!a" instead of ghana-pi1Jf!lidel:z; this is not noted by the 
Adyar ed. 

560 The Adyar ed. notes the variant of C adding tasya before prli1Jyangatvad. It 
would mean" ... because of its (tasya) being the limbs of[ ... ]". 
The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads karanghrifirasam instead of 
karanghrifirasal:z, setting a da1Jf!a between tasya and karanghrifirasam. This is 
not noted by the Adyar ed. The translation would be: "It has (literally: of it, 
there is) the state of [being] like [ ... ] of a living creature". The following, 
karanghrifirasam ankura iti, would be: 'The sprouts of the hands, feet and 
head". 

561 Thread and cloth are often mentioned as an example for inherence (samavliya) 
in Nyiiya-Vaise~ika. The relation of thread and cloth is that of the material 
cause and product. Cf. STRAUS 2004, p.128: "Das Tuch z.B. ist aus Faden 
gebildet, ohne Faden ware es nicht denkbar, so werde die Faden als die 
inhlirente Ursache des Tuches angesehen." 
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bead. 562" All at once (yugapad), in the very state of the sprout. 563 

"The parts for/of the limbs and the secondary appendages" (a1iga
pratya1iga-bhiigiiti): In the sprout of the head [there are] the parts 
for/of the neck, the eyes, the nose, the ears etc.; in the two sprouts of 
the hands the parts for/of the shoulders, the elbows, the wrists, the 
fingers etc.; in the two sprouts of the legs the parts for/of the thighs, 
the knees, the shanks (jangha), the ankles, the toes etc. Minute, those 
whose form is unmanifest. 

"This is [agreed on [ ... ] as] the natural condition" (sl.26a e~a 
prakrtir): The natural condition is the appearance of the parts for/of 
the limbs and the secondary appendages in minute form in the very 
state of the sprout etc., except for the beard, the teeth etc., whose 
appearance is immediately after birth. That is to say (iti yavad), 
[this is] the common nature of the viviparous564 (jarayuja)565 • "But 
the other [is agreed on as] an unnatural condition" (sl. 26ab anya 
tu vikrtir): The other (anyii)566: The appearance of the beard, the 
teeth etc., arising immediately after birth at the very same time567 as 
the limbs etc., the non-appearance of some [parts] in/among the limbs 
etc. or appearance with inverted order of position (sthana-vyatyiisa) 
and the condition of lack or surplus of the number of the fingers etc. 

"In the fourth" (sl.26c caturthe): Their, [i.e.] the limbs' and the 
secondary appendages', manifest state (vyaktatii), [i.e.] the state of 
being made clear (abhivyaktata)568, [i.e.] the state of having separate 
individualities (prthag-atmata). The manifest state also of the char
acteristics (bhava) [of the mind], [i.e.] of valour (saurya) etc., [i.e.] of 
the qualities of the self [which are] merged in (or: attached to) [the 
self] (lfna). 

562 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) adds ye before 'nkuri.iji.iyamiini.i. 
563 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads -e~a instead of -eva. "All at once, this (e~a) 

is in the state of a sprout". 
564 Literally: "born of/from the foetal envelope (jari.iyu)". 
565 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) readsjari.iyuji.idfni.im "the viviparous etc." instead 

of jari.iyuji.ini.im. This is not noted by the Adyar ed. But obviously it does not fit 
the context. 

566 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) omits anyi.i. This is not noted by the Adyar ed. 
567 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads samaki.ila instead of samiinaki.ila. 
568 In the Anandasrama ed. (1896), abhivyaktati.i is missing. This is not noted by 

the Adyar ed. 
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Comm. S on SR sl.23-27 

He relates the particular characteristics ( vise~a) of the embryo's state 
every month569 : "a liquid state" (sl.23a, dravatvam). He relates the 
previous state of male, female and third sex respectively: "in the 
second" (sl.23c, dvitfye). The pi~ija's similarity to a pe.ffis the state of 
a male, [the pi~ija's] hardness [is] the state of a female, [its] arbuda
hood, [i.e.] not being hard, [is] the state of the third sex.570 Through 
the words (.fabda) "the beard, the teeth etc.", the breasts of women 
etc. [are] to be known, [too], because of the mention of the cause 
(hetu), "due to the appearance immediately after birth"571 . It is 
mentioned that in the fourth [month] the characteristics [of the mind] 
become clear. Distinguishing individually (vibhajya,) he explains 
those very/same characteristics: "Of males" (sl.27a, purµsilrµ). 

SR sl.28-32 

And its ( = the embryo's) heart, born from the mother, desires 
objects.572 

569 B reads pratimiisasya instead of pratimiisa'!I. "[ ... ] of the embryo's state of(= 
in) every month". 

570 The interpretation of the comm. S is as follows: The state in the second month is 
called pilJ4a. If the pir:u/.a resembles a pe.§f ("a piece of flesh"), it is a male. If it is 
hard, it is a female. If it has the state of arbuda, or not hard, it is the third sex. 
But this statement does not accord with the classical medical theory. 

571 The comm. S reads SR sl.25d differently from the mula text as printed here, 
namely sambhaviid instead of sambhaviin. But the reading as an ablative seems 
to be wrong. 

572 SG 8,20cd-21ab is identical to SR sl.28 (cf. COMBA 1981, p.200). The SG, 
however, contains the variants, tato and -vivrddhaye, instead of ato and -
samrddhaye. 
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The expression of CA siirira., 4,15 and that of AS siirira., 2,16 are almost identical 
to each other, and are close to SR sl.28 (also compare with SR sl.69cd-70ab, 
on the umbilical cord). CA siirira., 4,15: matrja'!I ciisya hrdayam matr
hrdayeniibhisambaddham bhavati rasa-vii.hinfbhi/:i; AS siirira., 2,16: miitdal!I 
ciisya hrdaya'!I tad-rasa-harir:zrbhir dhamanibhir miitr-hrdayeniibhisambaddham 
bhavati. The wording miitrja'!I ciisya hrdayal!I is identical to that in SR sl.28a. On 
the relationship between CA siirira., 4,15 and YS 3,78cd-79, cf. Y AMASIDTA 
2001/2002, p.95. 
The statement of AH siirira., 1,53 (1,56 in DAS & EMMERIC's (1998) ed.) 
accords with these statements, but its wording is different: garbhasya niibhau 
miitus ca hrdi nii<!J nibadhyate I yayii sa pu~tim iipnoti kediira iva kulyayii.. 



Therefore (atas), one should do that wished by the mother's mind 
for the embryo's growth/prosperity (samrddhi)573 • (sl.28) 

And the wise ones call that woman who has two hearts character
ised by two-heartedness (dauhrdinl)574• (sl.29ab)575 

From not bestowing of dohada-s 576 (i.e. "longings in the 
pregnancy period"), deficiency of limbs etc. arise (opt. syur) for (lit. 
"of') the embryo. (sl. 29cd)577 

Which non-acquisition578 of an object by (lit. "of') the mother 

SU siirira., 3,18 contains different expressions, though it deals with dauhrda. 
The Adyar ed. notes the variant of ka.., kha. and ga., matrka.IJ'I instead of 
miitrja1Jl. This is obviously unsuitable, in comparison with the parallels of the 
CA and AS, which contain matrja. 
The SB relates that the embryo receives the mother's prai:ia: SB 2,2,1,10 
(WEBER's ed., p.144, 11.15-16): yadii vai jayate 'tha prai:io, 'tha yiivan najayate 
miirur vaiva tavat prai:iam anu prai:iiti, yathii vii raj jiita eviisminn etat prai:iaqi 
dadhiiti. This text states that the embryo takes the mother's breath. 

573 "The embryo's prosperity (samrddhi)" seems to mean the child's future pros
perity after birth rather than the increase of the embryo's body in the uterus, 
according to the following verses. 

574 The manuscripts kha. and ga. read dohadinf1Jl. The manuscript D reads 
dauhrdikiilJ'I. 

575 According to this verse, the terms dauhrdinf and dohada are derived from 
dvihrd. The same etymology is mentioned in SU siirira., 3,18, CA siirira., 4,15, 
AS siirira., 2,16, and YS 3,79. Of these three texts, the SU and AS make an 
expression similar to that of SR sl.28ab. SU siirira., 3,18: dvihrdayii1Jl ca niirf1Jl 
dauhrdinfm iicalqate (the AS's wording is almost the same). 
On the relationship between CA siirira., 4,15 and YS 3,79, cf. YAMASHITA 
2001/2002, pp.96-97. 

576 D reads dauhrdiinii1Jl. For the term dohada, cf. DAS 1988, pp.247-251; DAS 
2003A, pp.470-471. 

577 SR sl.29 is identical to SG 8,21cd-22ab (cf. COMBA 1981, p.200). The SG 
contains tatah and dohrdiiniim instead of budhiih and dohadiiniim in the SR. 
The edition A of the SG cons~lted by COMBA (i981, p.200, note.25) contains 
dauhrdiiniim, but COMBA reports the variant (ed. B) dohadiiniim, which is 
identical to the reading of the SR. 
The topic of dohada is mentioned e.g. in YS 3,79: dohadasyiipradiinena garbho 
do~am aviipnuyiit I vairiipyam mara1Jll1Jl viipi tasmat kiiryam priya1Jl striyii/:t. 

578 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads vi~aye lobhas instead of vi~ayiiliibhas. "The 
object for which the mother's greed/strong_desire [occurs], afflicted/diseased 
by that [object][ ... ]". 
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[happens], [being] afflicted/diseased by that [object], the son579 is 
born.580 (sl.30ab) 

The embryo is581 rich (arthavat) and an enjoyer (bhogin) [of 
goods and pleasures] from [the fulfilment of] a dohada582 pertaining 
to seeing the king, (sl. 30cd) 
sportive/graceful (lalita) [from a dohada] pertaining to ornaments, 
most pious (dharmi~tha) [from that] pertaining to an ascetic or a 
hermitage583 , devotional/a_devotee (bhakta), [from that] pertaining to 
seeing a divinity (i.e. the image etc.), cruel (hirµsra), [from that] 

579 The variant D reads tatal:z instead of sutal:z: "[the embryo] is then 
afflicted/diseased by that [object]". 

580 SG sl.22cd is identical to SR sl.30ab. The SG, however, contains a variant yad 
vi~aye lobhas instead of yad vi~ayaliibhas in the SR. It is identical to the variant 
of the Anandasrama ed. of the SR. 
The ed. A of the SG (cf. COMBA 1981, p.200, note 25) contains tathiirtho 
instead of tadiirto of SR. But COMBA notes the variant of ed. B and C, tathiirto, 
instead of A tathiirtho. 
SU sarira., 3,20--21 and AS sarira., 2,19-20 deal with a topic similar to that in 
SR sl.30ab. SU sarira., 3,21cd contains prajiiyate sutasyiirtis, an expression 
similar to the SR. 
COMBA 1981 (p.201, note 25) reports that SG sl.22cd (identical to SR sl.30ab) 
accords with SU sarira., 3,18, in locating dohada or double-heartedness in the 
fourth month; the other texts consulted by her locate it in the third month (e.g. 
YS 3,79; Tandulaveyliliya). 
CA sanra., 4,15 deals with dohada in the third month. 
The pregnant woman's perception, including the auditory one, influences the 
embryo, cf. KAPANI 1992, p.137, "Pendant toute la p6riode de gestation, la 
future mere doit etre entouree de soins affectueux et de conseils judicieux, car 
tout ce qui se passe en elle et dans son entourage est cense influencer l'etre qu' 
elle porte". Sounds (music, recitation etc.) which the pregnant woman hears are 
one of the many factors determining the character of the future child (ibid, 
p.138). Cf. CA sarira., 2,16 (sattva-vise~akariit:ii [ ... ] antarvatnyii/:t srutayas 
[ ... ]). CA sarira., 2,21 prohibits the pregnant woman from listening to 
unpleasant or excessive sounds (apriyiitimiitra-sravat:iair) because it might 
damage the embryo. 

581 Optative syiit. 
582 According to the comm. K, dohada is the longing as well as the object longed 

for. 
583 The pregnant woman has belief in a hermitage or the abode of ascetics, 

according to the commentator I;>alhaJ.Ia on SU slirira., 3,24 (iisrame 
sa1J1yatiitmiina1J1 dharmasflam prasayate); he explains, yasyii iisrame 
tapasviniim adhi~thiine sraddhii bhavet etc. 
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pertaining to seeing a snake, ( sl. 31) 
sleepy, however, [from that] pertaining to eating a monitor lizard584, 

powerful [from that] pertaining to eating beef (go-mdf!lsa). 
[From that] pertaining to [the meat] of a buffalo (mahi~a), [the 

pregnant woman] brings forth (suyate )585 a hairy son whose eyes are 
red like those of a parrot586 (lit. "parrot-red"). (sl. 32)587 

584 In CA slirira., 2,21, a pregnant woman's excessive or customary eating of the 
meat of a monitor lizard/iguana (godhii), wild boar (variiha), and fish is 
mentioned among the factors damaging the foetus (godhii-mlif!!Sa-priiyii 
siirkarit:tam asmarit:ta1J1 sanainnehit:ta1J1 vii, variiha-mlif!!Sa-priiyii raktii/Ufa1J1 
krathanam atiparu~a-romiit:ta1J1 vii, matsya-mlif!!Sa-nityii cira-nime~a1J1 

stabdhii/Ufa1J1 vii[ ... ]). The results of eating the meat of a monitor_lizard/iguana 
are different from that mentioned in the SR (sleepiness). The results of eating 
wild boar (variiha) are the same as those of eating miihi~a mentioned in the SR. 
But the CA does not prohibit eating these meats, but only eating them 
excessively. If we follow the statement of SR sl.29cd, a pregnant woman who 
has such a dohada should eat those meats; otherwise, the child would be born 
damaged. 
Flesh eating is mentioned in the 46th chapter of SU siitrasthiina, on the rules of 
foods and drinks (anna-piina-vidhi). SU siitra., 46,81 mentions the 
monitor_lizard/iguana (godhii): godhii vipiike madhurii ka~iiya-kafukii smrtii I 
viita-pitta-prasamanf br1J1hat:tf bala-vardhanf. But it does not mention the 
property of the meat of a monitor_lizard which prompts sleep. The property 
nidriilu is mentioned in SU siitra., 46,226, as belonging to a river-fish named 
pii[hfna. 
The flesh of a cattle is mentioned in SU siitra., 46,85, in the list of the flesh of 
the domestic animals. SU siitra., sl.46,89: sviisa-kiisa-pratisyiiya-vi~amajvara
niisanam I sramiityagni-hita1J1 gavyam pavitram aniliipaham. 
The flesh of a mahi~a is mentioned in SU siitra., 46,18. The properties, 
prompting sleep and manliness (puf!!Stva), are mentioned, which does not 
accord with the statement of the SR. 

585 The verb ..f sa "bring forth, produce" is either the second or fourth class. The 
comm. S. contains that of the second class sate. 

586 That the parrot has red eyes sounds odd. I do not know if some kinds of parrots 
really have red eyes. The manuscript D reads krura- instead of iuka-: "whose 
eyes are cruel_and_red/cruelly_red". The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads sura-; 
this is not noted by the Adyar ed. 
As a matter of fact, the parallel in SU slirira., 3,26ab runs as follows: miihi~e 
dauhrdiic churam raktiiksam loma-sa1J1yutam. In comparison with this, the 
correct reading of SR sl.32c might be miihi~e sura-raktii/Ufa1J1 lomasa1J1 suyate 
sutam. According to the SU, sura-raktiisa1J1 is a dvandva compound. In this 
case, SR sl.32c would mean, "a brave red eyed son". 
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Comm. Kon SR sl.28-32 

"And [its heart,] born from the mother" (sl.28a, matrjarri ca). Its, 
[i.e.] the embryo's, heart, born from the mother, [i.e.] arisen from 
the mother. Through "and/also" (cakara) the mother's heart also (ca) 
[is denoted]588; the relation [of the words] is that (iti): since (yataM 
both these desire589 objects, therefore (atal:z). This is the meaning: 
Because of the desirousness for objects of the embryo's very heart 
[which is] connected590 to the mother's heart, that wished by the 
mother591 at that time is necessarily to be done ( = fulfilled) by one 
whose desire is the embryo's growth/prosperity592. "Characterised by 
two-heartedness" (sl.29b dauhrdinfm): The aggregate of the two 
hearts is "dvi-hrdaya" (lit. "two-heart"); its state (bhava) is "two
heartedness" (dauhrda), [which is] correct due to being [of the same 
class as] pr~odara593 etc. Because of the connection with that, the 

587 The SG does not have a parallel to SR sl.31-32. It does not mention this topic, 
the relation of the mother's dohada to the child's future, at all. 
The contents of the SR accords with that of SU siirira., 3,22ff. 
SU siirira., 3,22: raja-sandar§ane yasya dauhrdarri jayate striyti/:t I arthavantam 
mahtibhtigarri kumararri sa prasayate 12.21 [ ... ] alankarai~i1Jam [ ... ] I tisrame 
[ ... ] I devatapratimayarri [ ... ] I vyiila-jtitfnarri [ ... ] godhtimarrisasane [ ... ] 
gavtim marrise [ ... ] mtihi~e/ [ ... ] 12.71. 
Though CA siirira., 4,15 mentions dohada, it does not contain the theory of the 
relation between the mother's dohada and the child's future. The AS and AH 
do not mention it. 
In summary, it is not impossible that the passages SR sl.31-32 were originally 
not included in the common source text of the SR and SG; they were a 
secondary insertion from SU siirira., 3,22ff., or a text close to the SU. 

588 That means: SR sl.28ab is translated as "The mother-born [heart] and its heart 
desire (lit. desires) objects". 

589 3rd person, sg. "desires", as ubhaya "both" is singular. 
590 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads sambandha instead of sambaddha; this is 

not noted by the Adyar ed."[ ... ] of the embryo's very heart [whose] connection 
(sambandha) is to the mother's heart". 

591 Originally mtitur abhf~tam, which is a kind of quotation from the mala text. I do 
not adopt boldface for this kind of quotation, as it is not a pratrka in the strict 
sense. 

592 Originally garbha-samrddhi. This is also a quotation from the mala text, but I 
do not use boldface, due to the same reason as above. 

593 Pr~odara "wind/air". APTE 1992 (on pr~odara) states: "The word is supposed 
to be compounded of pr~at and udara, the t of Pr~at being dropped as the 
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embryo, too, is called "characterised by two-heartedness" (dauhrda). 
That two-heartedness is hers (=she has that two-heartedness), so (iti) 
she is characterised by two-heartedness; that 594 [woman]. 595 He 
mentions the fault/injurious_consequence (do~a) from not doing 
its/her wish: "From not bestowing" (sl.29c, adiiniit). Of dohada-s: 
Dohada is the longing of a pregnant woman; the objects of it (= 
dohada) are also dohada-s; of them. He mentions the merit and 
demerit which will be produced on account of ( vasiit) this and that (= 
particular) dohada, by "the embryo is" (sl.30c, garbha"l:z syiit) etc.596 

from the dohada, [namely] from the longing of the pregnant woman, 
pertaining to seeing the king, the embryo to be born becomes rich 
and an enjoyer. It is to be seen in the same manner in the following, 
too. 

Comm. Son SR sl.28-32 

"Born from the mother" (sl.28a miitrjam): The heart, born from 
the mother, [i.e.] related/connected to the mother, desires objects 
wished for by itself(= the heart). Or else, the relation (sambandha) 
is to be made that (iti) its, the embryo's, heart is born from the 
mother (miitrja), [i.e.] arisen (ni~panna) in the mother's [body
]members. He etymologises the word "dauhrdin1' ("characterised by 
two-heartedness"): "and that [woman]" (sl.29a, tarri ca). He mentions 
the fault/injurious_consequence with regard to not bestowing the 
dohada: "from not bestowing" (sl.29c, adiiniit). Deficiency of 

irregular case. The word is thus taken as the type of a whole class of such 
irregular compounds". He refers to Pai:iini 4,3,109. 

594 Tiim. The Anandlisrama ed. (1896) does not contain it; this is not noted by the 
Adyared. 

595 The part from dauhrdinfm iti up to tiim is the explanation of dauhrdinfm in the 
mula text. 

596 In the Anandasrama ed. (1896), the part from vasautpatsyamanasyo up to 
riijadarianedohadiid is missing. This is presumably caused by the resemblance 
of dohadavasiid and dohadiidabhilii:fiid in the line below, in transcription. The 
omitted part is falsely inserted into the following part, between 
tadiispandonmukharrz (which is read tadiisya svedonmukha- by the 
Anandlisrama ed.) and :fa:f{ha iti. As a result, it runs: tadiisya svedonmukha
hrdaya-vasiid utpatsyamiinasyotkar:fiiya kar:fiiviiha-garbha/:l (?) syiid iti 
garbhii:iyii riijadarsane dohado bhavati. 
This is not noted by the Adyar ed. 
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limbs [means] one-eyedness, blindness, lameness etc. Through the 
word ["]etc.["] (iidi), weakness, listlessness etc. (iidi) are [also] to be 
known. He relates the particular results in the embryo through 
particular dohada-s: "the embryo is" (sl.30, garbhal:i syiid). "Per
taining to [the meat] of a buffalo": a woman whose dohada-longing 
is for (lit. "characterised by two-heartedness with regard to") buffalo
meat delivers (silte)597 a son, [i.e.] an offspring, whose eyes are red 
like [that of] a parrot, [i.e.] whose eyes tend towards red (iilohita), 
and [who is] hairy. 

SR sl.33-41 

In the fifth [month], the consciousness (citta) is awoken, [and there 
is] a state of well-nourishedness (pu~{atii) of flesh and blood. 
(sl.33ab) 598 

597 The mala text actually contains sayate. 
598 SG 8,23ab is identical to SR sl.33ab (cf. COMBA 1981, p.201). 
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COMBA 1981 (p.201, note 26) reports that the contents of CA sarira., 4,24 is the 
closest to the theory of SG 8,23ab (=SR 33ab) on flesh and blood in the fifth 
month. The YS also mentions the appearance of blood in the fifth month (YS 
3,80ab). But the CA does not mention the condition of consciousness (citta) in 
the fifth month, in contrast to SU sarira., 3,30 (pan.came mana/:I 
pratibuddhatararri) and the AH. The Pur~as consulted by COMBA (ibid.) 
locate the development of consciousness in the sixth month. 
Although COMBA (ibid.) does not consult the AS, the AS (sarira., 2,22) is 
actually most closely related to the SR, in locating the awakeness of 
consciousness and the appearance of flesh and blood in the fifth month. AS 
sarira., 2,22: pafi.came mana/:I prabuddhataram bhavati miirrisa-§or:zitopayas ca. 
The wording of the AS resembles that of the SR. The AS's expression, miirrisa
ior:zitopacayas, is almost the same as the CA's (sarira., 4,21) miirrisa
ior:zitopacayo. 
The Tandulaveyaliya (p.5, 7) mentions the accumulation of pitta and blood in 
the sixth month (pitta-sor:ziarri uvacir:zei). 
PARALLELS: 
YS 3,80-81: sthairyarri caturthe tv angiiniim paficame ior:zitodbhava/:I I ~a~{he 
balasya varr:zasya nakha-romr:zarri ca sambhava/:I 1801 manas caitanya-yukto 'sau 
nii¢f-sniiyu-sirii-yuta/:I I saptame cii~{ame caiva tvan-miirrisa-smrtimiin api 1811 
Cf.YAMASHITA 2001/2002, pp.97-99. 
AgniP 369,20cd: ~a~{he ceto 'thajfvasya du/:lkharri vindati saptame. 
Vi~Q.udhP 2,114,3cd: saptame ca tathii miisi prabodhas ciisya jiiyate /3cd/ sa 
jfvo 'pi miir:zr;fuka/:I sfte sftiiditobhyasu/:I I ma¢has ti~{hati, dharmajfia, ~ar:z-miisiin 
garbhagas tathii 141. 



In the sixth [month], [there is] the discernability of the bones, the 
cords (sniiyu)599, the fingernails, the hairs of the head (ke.§a) and the 
body-hairs (roman), 600 (sl.33cd) 
and power601 and colour are accumulated. (sl.34a) 

But in the seventh [month], [there is] wholeness of the limbs.602 

Garuc;laP (KlRFEL 1954) v.24: tathli miise tu sampiin:ze panca tattviini dhlirayet I 
miisa-dvaye tu sanjiite tvacii medas ca jiiyate 1241 majjiisthfni tribhir miisail:z 
kesiiligulyais caturthake I kan;,au ca nlisikli va~o jiiyeran miisi pancame 1251 
kat:i(ha-randhrodaraf!1 ~a~rhe guhyiidir miisi saptame I aliga-pratyaliga
sampilrt:io garbho miisair athli~(abhil:z 126! 
Hastyayurveda, sthiina 3, adhyaya 8 (p.414): buddhil:z sanjiiyate ciisya saptame 
miisi, piirthiva I a~rame sthira-sarviiliga!:z sandhi-sniiyu-samanvital:z I tvag-asthi
mdf!ISa-medobhiJ:i saf!1yuktal:z saf!1vivardhate 1109! 

599 Sniiyu "cord". On this term, cf. MOLLER 1961, p.149 (item n. 239); DAS 
2003A, p.584ff. (on sniiyu-). 

600 The Tandulaveyfiliya states that in the seventh month there are 700 vessels 
(sirii), 500 muscles (pesl), 9 ducts (dhamat:ilJ, 9,900,000 pores (roma-kiiva) 
excluding those of beard-hairs and head-hairs, and 35,000,000 including them. 
In SR sl.94cd-115, the same numbers are mentioned for these components. 

601 Bala. The various functions of bala are listed in SU slitra., 15,20. The list 
includes the clearness of voice and colour (svara-vart:ia-prasiida). For bala
vart:ia "power and colour", also cf. DAS 2003A, p.468. 

602 COMBA 1981 (p.202, note 27) reports that the wholeness of the limbs 
(aligapilrt:iatii) is mentioned in the CA and AH. But in my observation, the 
parallel of the CA (Shanna's edition, cf. Bibliography) peculiarly does not 
contain this expression, but describes the same state in a different manner (see 
the parallel quoted below). COMBA (ibid.) reports that the SU and CA do not 
deal with the respective developments of the various components, because the 
two texts consider that all the components develop simultaneously. COMBA 
(ibid.) concludes that the AH (sarira., 1,57cd-58ab) is most closely related to 
SG 8,23cd-24ab (=SR sl.33cd-34ab). 
But when comparing the AS with the AH, the AS (sarira., 2,23) which COMBA 
did not consult is more complete in wording than the AH. Therefore, the AS is 
the closest to the SR sl.33cd-34ab. 
PARALLELS: 
AS sarira., 2,23: ~a~(he keia-roma-nakhlisthi-sniiyviidfny-abhivyaktiini bala
van:zopacayas ca I saptame sarviiliga-sampiin:zatii. 
CA sarira., 4,22-23: ~a~(he miisi garbhasya bala-van:zopacayo bhavaty, 
adhikam anyebhyo miisebhya!:z [ ... ] 1221 saptame miisi garbhal:z sarva-bhiivair 
iipyiiyyate [ ... ] 123! 
Hastyayurveda, sthiina 3, adhyaya 8 (p.413): caturthe miisi jiiyante snliyvasthfni 
siriis tathii /96cd/ jiiyate tasya nirvrttir aligiiniif!I tu mahfpate I nirvrttir 
anupilrvyet:ia yathiivac chrotum arhasi 1971 siro grfvii ca pr~rhaf!I ca kart:iau cii 
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( sl. 34b )603 

Covering the openings of the ears with both hands, placed (lit. 
made to be) within the laps/lobes_of_the_ears (pali) 604 , he [= the 
foetus] (sl.34cd) 
sits, anxious through dwelling as_a_foetus/in_the_womb (garbha
sarrivasad), connected with the uterus (garbhasayanvitaft). (sl.35ab)60s 

'sya'f!l karas tathii [ ... ] 198199cd: chavf ca pancame mlisi yathavat pravibhajva 
ca /99cdl ca/qu/:t irotram atho jihvii prii1.10 'piinas tathaiva ca I vr~kau nakhdni 
roma1.1i yakrd antra1.1i pu~phasam 11001 vyajyate hrdaya'f!l caiva ~a~the miisi 
nariidhipa I sambhavanti mahfpiila garbhasthasyeha dantina/:t 11011 jfvopajfvam 
iiiritya garbho bhavati kiilata/:t 1102ab/. 

603 SG 8,23cd-24ab is identical to SR sl.33cd-34ab (cf. COMBA 1981, p.202). The 
SG (Bombay 1987) contains -nakha- and -loma- instead of -nakhara- and -
roma- of the SR. The SG's reading -nakha- is problematic, causing metric 
shortage. On the other hand, the SR's manuscripts, ka. and gha., contain the 
same reading -loma- as in the SG. 

604 According to this translation, in agreement with comm. K., the hands of the 
foetus are within the circumference of the ears. Alternatively we could 
translate: "covering the openings of the ears with both hands which have the 
lobes of the ears within"; in this case, the hands would be over the ears. 
As to the translation of the term piili as "lap", this is supported by the fact that 
SG 8,24cd which is identical to SR 34cd contains piidiintarita- instead of 
piilyantarita- (see below). The parallels in the Garu~aP (KlRFEL 1954, sl.73-
74) and the Miirkai:i~eyaP (11,6ff. also seem to have a similar meaning, both 
containing the termjiinu. 
Further: piilyantarita- could be interpreted in the meaning of antarita-piili-, 
[i.e.] "with the lobes of the ear inside" or "with the outer ear inside", because, 
according to PiiQ.ini, -ta- participles can change their position in a compound. 
Cf. DAS 1990, pp.49-53. 
Actually a Yogin in the womb posture is presented in a miniature attributed to 
the artist B, Bahr al-Hayat (year 1600-5), covering the ears with the hands, and 
burying his head in his laps (LEACH 1995, p.551). LEACH (ibid., p.559) 
comments, "a posture emulating a return to the womb and called by the name 
(garbha)". 

605 SG 8,24cd-25ab (8,25 consisting of only two piida-s) is identical to SR 
sl.34cd-36ab. The SG (Bombay 1987) contains readings piidiintarita-, 
sa'f!lviisiid asti and garbhalayiinvita/:t instead of piilyantarita-, sa'f!lviisiid iiste 
and garbhii.§ayiinvita/:t of the SR. But edition A of the SG consulted by COMBA 
contains du/:tkhabhayiinvita/:t instead of garbhii.§ayiinvita/:t in SR sl.35b (cf. 
COMBA 1981, p.202). COMBA translates, "Egli (ii feto), avendo coperto le 
aperture delle orecchie con le mani, nascoste dai piedi, se ne sta angosciato, 
timoroso del dorore causato dal ricettacolo uterino" (COMBA ibid. p.202). She 
also notes two variants, the first is: ed. A garbhalayiinvita/:t, which is same as in 
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Remembering 606 various births 607 and torments experienced 

the Bombay edition (1987) of the SG. She interprets, "connected with prenatal 
condition (garbha) and/up_to destruction/death (Zaya)", or "connected with [the 
life which lasts from] birth [until] death". But garbhalaya could be a mistake 
for garbhalaya which means the same as garbha§aya "uterus". She notes the 
variant of the SG in ed. C and B as garbhabhayanvita/:t. 
The following verses, SG 8,26-32, describing the embryo's agony in the uterus, 
do not have parallels in the SR. SG 8,33, which is the closing word to the 
description of the agony in the uterus, is again identical to SR sl.36ab. 
This might mean, that these verses from the common source text describing the 
agony in the uterus were omitted in the SR, or that, on the other hand, these 
verses were enlarged in the SG. 
I prefer the latter, because I have the feeling that SG 8,26-32 describing the 
embryo's agony in the uterus and SG 8,33 (=SR sl.36ab) which is the closing 
word do not quite seem to fit. SG 8,33 mentions the agonies which the foetus 
experienced in its previous lives, but not the agony which it suffers in the uterus 
at this very moment. So, the connection between SG 8,33 and its foregoing 
verses is somehow awkward. 
The foetus' posture in the uterus is not mentioned in the classical medical texts 
(SU, AS, AH, CA) or YS, AgniP or Vi~I_ludhP. It is only mentioned in other 
Purii.I_lic texts, e.g. Garuc;laP (KIRFEL 1954, sl.73-74) and MiirkaI_lc;leyaP 
(ll,6ff). The topics of SR sl.34cd-36ab, i.e., the foetus' posture, remembrance 
of previous lives (jati-smarat:ia) and practice (abhyasa), are not dealt with by 
the classical medical texts, but by the Pura1.1as. 
Garuc;laP sl.73-74: "Nachdem er(= der Embryo) die Handflachen an die Seiten 
der Knie gelegt hat, wachst er heran; dann, sobald er die Finger der Hand 
besitzt, /73/ sind die Daumen auf die Knie aufgelegt, femer die Augen auf die 
Riicken der Knie und die Nase inmitten der Knie; so kommt der Mensch, der 
sich im Schosse des Weibes befindet, allmiihlich zum Wachstum. /74f' (tr. by 
KIRFEL 1954). 
Miirka1.1c;leyaP. 11,6ff: tadvat prayaty asau vrddhif!I sa koio 'dhomukha/:t sthita/:t 
161 tale tu janu-piirivabhyiif!I karau nyasya sa vardhate I aligu~fhau copari 
nyastau janvor agre tathiit:igulf I januprHhe tathii netre jiinumadhye ca nasika I 
sphicau par~t:ii-dvayasthau ca bahujanghe bahiJ:tsthite 181 evaf!! vrddhif!I kramiid 
yati jantu/:t strf-garbha-saf!!Sthita/:t I anya-sattvodare jantor yathii rupaf!! tathii 
sthiti/:t 191. 
The description of the foetus' posture in SB 3,2,1,6, that the foetus has the 
hands closed, does not accord with the descriptions in the later texts mentioned 
above. 

606 For jati-smarat:ia "remembrance of (a) previous life/lives" in the embryological 
passages of Purii.I_lic texts, cf. HARA (1977 and 1980). 
The termjati-smarat:ia is explained in CA siirira., 3,13 as follows: "If the mind 
is united with the attribute 'pure' (suddha), it also remembers the previous life 
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before, (sl.35cd) 
he remains (vartate) 608 eagerly engaged in exercise609, ruminating 

(jater atikrantaya api smarati)." Also see SU sarira., 2,57 (bhavanti sattva
bhuyi~thtil:i purva-jati-smara naral:i). 
The knowledge of previous lives (parva-jati-jnana) is said to be caused by the 
saf!1Skara of the previous lives (Yogabha~ya 2,18, referred to by HALBFASS 
2000, p.200). 
The Saradatilaka's (1,48cd-50) description of the foetus' agony and birth 
contains this topic: [ ... ] garbhe purva-janma-fubhasubham /48d/ smarams 
ti~thati duJ:ikhatma cchanna-deho jarayw:za /49ab/. -----.o. 

607 Nana-jati "various births". A similar expression bhavo jati-sahasre~u 

"existence in thousands of births" is found in YS 3,64a. VIramitrodaya's comm. 
on the YS explains it as meaning man~ya-go-sakaradi-nana-janma "various 
births like human, cow, hog etc." Therefore jati might also mean "kind", 
"species". 
This statement perhaps refers to the actual embryonic development which goes 
through various phases like fish, amphibian, reptilian and mammal. The 
multiplicity of the embryo's form is mentioned in SB 4,5,2,12 (WEBER's ed., 
p.395, 1.9): vf~urapa fti vf~u-rapa iva hi garbhal:i "The embryos have multiple 
forms". 

608 "Eagerly engaged in exercise" (abhyiJ.sa-tatpara) perhaps refers to the foetus' 
restless movements in the uterus. As a matter of fact, CA sarira., 4,15 on 
dohada states that, when the sense organs are manifested, the foetus begins to 
perceive feelings and urges in its consciousness (cetasi vedaniJ. nirbandham 
priJ.pnoti); from then onward, it begins to move (garbhaJ:i spandate) and to 
desire what it experienced in its previous life (priJ.rthayate janmiJ.ntariJ.nubhutai.n 
yat kincit). 
The foetus' movement is mentioned in SB 3,1,3,28 (WEBER's ed., p.230, 11.8-
9): antare1:1a vai y6nif!1 garbhaJ:i sancarati sa (= the sacrificer) yat sa tatra{jati 
tvat pari tvad iJ.vartate tasmiJ.d ime garbhiJ. ejanti tvat ptiri tvad avartante tasmiid 
asyai~a sacar6 bhavaty a sutyayai. 

609 AbhyiJ.sa "exercise". According to Nirukta, parisi~ta 2,3, "excersise" is that of 
Sankhya and Yoga, or studying the twenty-five elements beginning withpuru~a 
(siJ.1ikhyaf!1 yoga'!! samabhyasyet pur~af!! viJ. panca-vif!!fakam), cf. WINDISCH 
1908, p.90. 
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However, the term abhyiJ.sa "habit" or "custom" is explained by the 
commentator Cakrap~i on CA sarira., 8,16: janma janma yad abhvastam 
diJ.nam adhyayanaf!! tapaJ:i I tenaiviJ.bhyiJ.sa-yogena tac caiviJ.bhyasate naraJ:i. 
That means, an action which the person habitually did (abhyasa) in the previous 
life/lives is recorded in the mind (antaJ:ikara1:1a), in the form of an imprint 
(viJ.saniJ. or saf!1Skara); later, this imprint causes actions in the present life, 
which is comparable to a sprouting seed (RO~U 1978, p.188). 
If this is the case in SR sl.36ab, then the foetus is again engaged in the actions 
which were habitually done in its previous life. 



upon the means of liberation.610 (sl.36ab)611 

610 Dreads dhyanatatparaf:t "eagerly engaged in meditation/pondering" instead of 
abhyasatatparaf:t. 

611 SG 8,33 is identical to SR sl.35cd-36ab. The SG (Bombay 1987) contains 
different readings, evaf!1 smaran pura prapta instead of smaran purvanubhutaf:t 
sa; then api dhyayan instead of abhidhyayan. 
According to COMBA 1981, ed. C of the SG contains api dhyayan; the ed. A 
contains abhidhyayan which is identical to the SR. COMBA (ibid., p.205) 
translates SG 8,33, "Cosl ricordando le numerose nascite e le sofferenze 
sperimentate in precedenza, [il feto], meditando sul mezzo per sarvarsi, se ne 
sta unicamente intento alla ripetizione". 
As to the term molqa "liberation", the question is whether it means liberation 
(molqa) from the cycle of births (saf!1Sdra), or literally from the uterus. 
Principally liberation as intended here seems to be the liberation from the cycle 
of births. But the liberation from the uterus also seems possible, as the agonies 
which the foetus suffers in the uterus are sometimes compared to those in hell 
(e.g. SG 8,32: garbha-§ayydf!1 samaruhya duf:tkhaf!1 yadrk mayapi tat I natisete 
mahaduf:tkha'!l nif:tse~af!1 narake~u tat). 
Vi~I).udhP 114,16 seems to mean the liberation from the uterus: tataf:t karma 
kariryami yena molqo bhaven mama I niisti mo/qaf!1 vina saukhyaf!1 garbha
vase kathaf!1 cana, which roughly means "without liberation, there is no 
pleasure in staying in the uterus". Miirkal).<;ieyaP 11,4 also contains the 
expression mukta-matram ihodarat "as soon as [I am] liberated from this 
uterus". 
In BhiigP 3,31,17 the foetus wishes to escape (vi-.fvas) from the uterus, but 
neither molqa nor the derivatives of .f muc occur in this passage. 
In contrast, in BhagP 3,31,20, the foetus' wish is quite the opposite, i.e. to 
remain within and not to exit the uterus, although remaining in the uterus would 
mean having to suffer the agonies further. The reason for this wish is the 
foetus' fear that, after birth, it might forget its determination to attain liberation 
(cf. G.M. SHIVARAM 2001, p.99). 
This topic is dealt with by numerous other texts. E.g. Nirukta, parisi~!a 2; 
Garbhopani~ad (cf. WINDISCH 1908, p.90). The Nirukta and Garbhopani~ad 
locate this state in the ninth month. Nirukta, parisi~ta 2,3: avanmukhaf:t 
pfr/yamano jantus caiva samanvitaf:t I sankhyaf!1 yogaf!1 samabhyasyet puru~af!1 
va pancavi'!lfakam. Garbhopani~ad section 3: atha navame masi sarva-la/qal,Ul 
jfiana-sampun:w bhavati, purvajati'!l smarati fubhafubhaf!1 ca karma vindati. 
Section 4: atha yoni-dvaraf!1 samprapto yantre1:1apfrjyamano mahata duf:tkhena 
jata-matras tu vai~1:1avena vayuna saf!1Spr~tas tada na smarati janma-mara1:1ani 
na ca karma subhasubhaf!1 vindati. 
The foetus remembers its previous lives and does exercises (abhyasa) in order 
to attain liberation. But at the moment of delivery, it forgets its determination 
and loses its remembrance due to the impact of the procreatory wind (vai~l,Ulva 
vdta) and the excessive pressure of the parturient canal. 
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In the eighth [month] the skin and [the power of] remembrance612 

PARALLELS: 
Vi~nudhP 114,5cd-18ab: a~tame navame miisi bhrsam udvijate tadii /5cd/ 
jariiyu-ve~tito deho milrdhni baddhiiiijalis tadii I madhye klrbas tu viime strf 
da~i1J,e puru~as tathii 161. 114,7: ti~thaty uttara-bhiige tu pr~rhasyiibhimukhas 
tathii I yasylif!l ti~thati sii yonau tlif!l tu vetti na saf!1Sayaf!1 171 sarvaf!1 smarati 
vrttiintaf!l tviirabhya janmatas tathii /Bab/ andhakiire ca mahati pl<f.iif!l vindati, 
bhiirgava 181 krra-gandhena mahatii kalma~af!1 vindate param 191 miitriinfte jale 
pfte paraf!1 sftam uplisnute 19/ U~1Je bhukte tadii diiham param lipnoti, bhiirgava 
I vyiidhibhil:z paramiim pf</lif!l trvriim prlipnoti dubsahiim /JOI vyiiyiime ca tatha 
miitub klamam mahad upiiSnute I vyiidhitiiylif!l tathii tfvrlif!1 vedanam 
samupiiSnute 1111 bhavanti vyiidhayas ciisya tatra ghoriib punab punab Ina c~ 
miitii pitii vetti tadii kas cic cikitsakab 1121 saukumiiryiid rujaf!1 tfvrlif!l janayanti 
tu tasya tiib I iidhibhir vyiidhibhis caiva prt;lyamiinasya diiru7Jail:z 1131 svalpa
madhye 'tha tat-kiilaf!1 yiiti var~a-Satopamam I santapyate tathii garbhe 
karmabhis ca puriitanail:z 1141 manorathiini kurute sukrtiirtham punab punab / 
janma ced aham lipsylimi miinu~e daiva-yogatab 1151 tatab karma kari~yO.mi 
yena mo~o bhaven mama /niisti mo~af!1 vinii saukhyaf!1 garbha-viise kathai_n 
cana 1161 garbha-viisas ca sumahalloke dubkhaika-kiira7J,am I eva'!I 
vicintayiinasya tasya var~a-.§atopamam 1171 miisa-trayaf!l tad bhavati garbha
sthasya praprt;lyatab /J Bab/. 
Garu~aP (KlRFEL1954) 77cd-80ab. 
MarkaI_J.~eyaP 11,13: smrtif!1 tatra prayiinty asya bahvyab Saf!1Slirabhamayab I 
tato nirvedam iiyiiti pftjyamiina itas tatab 1131 punar naivaf!1 kari~yiimi mukta
miitram ihodariit I tathii tathii yati~yiimi garbhaf!1 nlipsyiimy ahaf!1yathii1141 iti 
cintayate smrtva janma-dubkha-fatiini vai I yiini purviinubhatiini daiva-bhutiini 
yiini vai 1151 tatab kiila-kramiij jantub parivartaty adhomukhab I navame 
da.§ame miisi saiijiiyate tatab 1161 This text considers "liberation" as that out of 
the belly. 

612 D tvakSrutr "the skin and [the power of] hearing". The readings of the two 
commentaries are different: comm. K reads smrti while comm. S reads sruti. 
The SG's editions (Bombay 1987; the ed. A of COMBA 1981) read sruti in SG 
8,34 (= SR sl.36cd-37ab). The ed. B of SG contains another variant, -srtr 
"going" or "conduct" (cf. COMBA 1981, p.205, footnote 37). But this variant 
does not fit the context. I guess it to be a misprint of -smrti. 
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YS 3,81 mentions tvac and smrti together in the eighth month, cf. YAMASHITA 
2001/2002, pp.98-99. Except for YS, there is no text on embryology which 
mentions skin and remembrance, or hearing in the eighth month. If the SR's 
variant tvaksmrti is correct, it would be included in the SR's small amount of 
verses parallel to the YS, cf. my footnote 186 in Situating the text. 
In contrast, the Sankhya system often lists the senses of hearing and touching 
side by side, cf. SR sl.49ab (jiiiinendriyli1Ji srava7Jaf!1 sparfanaf!1 [ ... ]); :palhaI_J.a 
on SU siitra., 15,20 (iibhyantarli7Jaf!1 kara7Jlinlif!1 srotra-tvak- [ ... ]). The variant 
tvak-sruti might refer to this. 



are613 [there], and the vital fluid (ojas)614
• And this615, arising in the 

heart, (sl.36cd) 
is pure and yellowish (ii-pfta) red616, deemed617 the cause (nimitta) 
with regard to life. (sl.37ab)618 

Thus we are not able to definitely decide between fruti and smrti. 
I consider "[the power ofl remembrance" (smrti) to be problematic, as it is not 
logical for the foetus to remember its previous lives (SR sl.35) before it 
acquires the power of remembrance (SR sl.36). 
The expression tvak-srutl in SG 8,34 (= SR sl.36cd-37ab) is interpreted by 
COMBA 1981 (p.205) as meaning "[the formation ofl the ear from skin" (Nell' 
ottavo [mese] si formano lo orecchie (srufi) dalla pelle). But I am afraid that her 
interpretation is not relevant. 

613 Optative syatam. 
614 For ojas "vital fluid/force", cf. DAS 2003A, pp.530--535. 
615 D reads ojas tejas ca "[and] the vital fluid and fiery energy (tejas)" instead of 

ojas caitac ca. 
Perhaps, the report in COMBA's (1981) footnote 37, quoted below, might have 
something to do with this variant: According to r;>alhai:ia's commentary on the 
SU, the ojas is the oily, subtle part, or the tejas of semen; Arui:iadatta calls ojas 
as "sarvadhtitunarri tejaf:t sarlrasambhavarri". Also cf. DAS 2003A, p.530. 
The Anandlisrama ed. (1896) reads ojas cetas ca, which is obviously a mistake. 
The editor corrects it into ojas caitas ca. This is not noted by the Adyar ed. 

616 A similar statement on the yellowish-redness of ojas is found in CA siitra., 
17 ,74 (hrdi ti-¥{hati yac chuddharri raktam l-¥at sapltakam I ojaf:t iarlre 
salikhyatarri [ ... ]). 
COMBA 1981 (p. 205, footnote 37) reports that the comm. A on the SG 8,34 (= 
SR sl.36cd-37ab) explains the prefix ii- as referring to all the three adjectives, 
suddha, pita, and rakta. She translates, "[ ... ] e nel cuore ha origine ii succo 
Vitale [o] calore, Che e in parte bianco (suddha), in parte (ti) giallo (pita), in 
parte rosso (rakta), ed e considerato causa della vita (jlvite)". 
This is in accordance with Cakraplil).idatta's interpretation of l-¥at in CA siitra., 
17,74; he considers l-¥at as qualifying both, raktam and sapltakam. Also cf. 
YANO 1988, p.121, note 17. 
For the verses in the medical texts, parallel to SG 8,34 (= SR sl.36cd-37ab), 
dealing with ojas, cf. COMBA 1981, p.206, footnote 37 and 38. 

617 The manuscripts ka. and ga. read gatam instead of matam. "[ ... ]arising in the 
heart, pure and yellowish red, has become (gatam, lit. gone to [be]) the cause 
(nimittarri) with regard to life (jlvite)''. 

618 SR sl.36cd-37ab is identical to SG 8,34. The SG (Bombay 1987) contains tvak
chutf, ojas tejas ca, and jlvitam matam instead of the SR's readings tvak-frutf, 
ojas caitac ca, andjlvite matam. The SG's tvak-chutlis obviously a misprint for 
tvak-frutl, because its Hindi translation reads fruti correctly. Also the 
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Unsteady, it (tat)619 runs now (punas) to the mother620 and now 
(punas) to the embryo.621 (sl.37cd) 

Therefore, [if the embryo is] born in the eighth month622
, [it] does 

not live623 , abandoned by the vital fluid (ojas). (sl.38ab) 624 

manuscript D of the SR, which is noted by the Adyar edition, reads jfvitam 
which is identical to the SG (Bombay 1987). ' 
The edition A of the SG, which is consulted by COMBA 1981, also reads -.frutr. 
This edition, however, contains jfvite which is also contained in the Adyar 
edition of the SR. COMBA (ibid., p.32, footnote 37) notes variants: the edition B 
reads -srn instead of -srutr, and subhram instead of suddham; the edition c also 
reads jfvitam instead of jrvite like the SG's edition which I used (Bombay 
1987). I have already discussed the reading tvak-smrti in the footnote 612 on 
SR sl.36cd ("remembrance"). 

619 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) notes the variant of na., vipradhavati instead of 
tatpradhavati. But SG 8,35ab (=SR 37cd) contains tatpradhavati. 

620 Dreads narff!Z "the woman" instead of ambaf!Z "the mother". 
621 I.e. through the umbilical cord. CA sarira., 4,24 states that the ojas oscillates 

between the mother and foetus through the umbilical cord carrying 
nourishment, because the foetus is not yet complete (a~tame masi garbhas ca 
matrto garbhatas ca mata rasahari1Jibhif:t saf!Zvahinrbhir muhur muhur ojaf:t 
parasparata adadate garbhasyasampur1Jatvat), cf. COMBA 1981, p.206, note 
38. For the plural number of tubular structures joined to the umbilical cord, cf. 
DAS 2003A, pp.483--484. The AS contains almost the same wording as the CA. 
A parallel is found e.g. in Garu<;laP (KIRFEL 1954) v.27: a~tame calate jrvo 
dhatrf-garbhe punaf:t punaf:t I navame masi samprapte garbhasthaujo dr<J,ham 
bhavet 1271 (KIRFEL 1954 considers the first half of this verse to be a secondary 
insertion). 

622 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads mase instead of masi. 
623 Contrastingly the Satapathabrahmai:ia states that the child who is born after the 

sixth month does survive. SB 9,5,1,63 (WEBER's ed., p.747, 1.1 lff.): ~d1J-miisyii 
va 'antama garbhii jata jfvantfti. Sa yady asaf!Zvatsara-bhrte mahtid ukthaf!l 
sdf!!Sed [ . .. ]. 

624 SR sl.37cd-38ab is identical to SG 8,35 (cf. COMBA 1981, p.206). The SG 
(Bombay 1987) contains miitaraf!Z ca punar garbham instead of the SR's 
reading punar ambiim punar garbham, and jato '~tame garbho instead of the 
SR's jato '~tame masi. The edition A of the SG used by COMBA reads miisi, 
like the SR. COMBA also notes the variant of the edition C garbho, like the 
Bombay edition (1987) of the SG (Cf. COMBA ibid., p.206, footnote 38). 
COMBA (ibid.) remarks that YS 3,82 (YS 3,71 in the edition used by her) is in 
vocabulary the closest to SG 8,35 (=SR sl.37cd-38ab), in comparison with the 
other texts: YS 3,82 (punar dhatrrm punar garbham ojas tasya pradhiivati I 
astame masyato garbho jatah pra1Jair viyujyate). 
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[It has] stability (avasthanam) for [only] some while625, due to the 
[subliminal] imprint (sar!lskara) [of body functions], like a severed 
limb. (sl.38cd) 

The time of birth is626 in the months beginning with the ninth. 
(sl.39ab) 621 

Besides the parallels noted by COMBA (ibid.), AS sarira., 2,24 also deals with 
this topic. Yet, the YS 's wording is closer to that of the SR than the wording of 
the AS is. 
Y AMASIIlTA 2001/2002, pp.99-100, states that YS 3,82 is related to CA 
sarira., 4,24 and CA siitra., 17,74. 

625 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads kaftcit kalam instead of kiftcit kalam. 
626 Optative syiit. 
627 SR sl.38cd-39ab is identical to SO 8,36 (COMBA 1981, p.207). The edition of 

the SO (Bombay 1897) which I used contains pft;iitiiflgavat instead of 
kha1µ;litii1igavat. The ed. A of the SO used by COMBA (cf. ibid., note 39) 
contains prasavasyiisya instead of prasavasya syiin, but COMBA notes the 
variant of the ed. E and C, prasavasya syiin. 
This verse deals with a premature birth in the eighth month. A baby that is born 
prematurely survives only for a short time, like a severed limb still moves by 
itself; then the baby dies. A parallel is contained in AS sarira., 2,25, whose 
vocabulary is very close to that of SR sl.38cd. There it is stated that, even if the 
baby, being born in the eighth month, breathes for a while, it is merely a 
reaction due to the imprint of ojas like the reaction of a limb cut off (yady api 
ca kiftcit kalam asyocchvasanarrz syiit tac chinnasyeviiflgasyaujaJ:t
sarrzskariinuvrtti-krtam). Except for the AS, none of the texts that I consulted 
contains a parallel to SR 38cd. 
Because of the SO's reading pnt;iitiiflgavat instead of khat.u;litiiflgavat, COMBA 
(ibid.) interprets SO 8,36ab (= SR sl.38cd) differently; that the condition 
(avasthiina) [of the foetus in the uterus remains] for some time [weak] like a 
tormented limb (pf</.itiiflgavat). But because of the parallel in the AS 
(chinnasyeviiflgasya), I prefer khat:tt;litiiflgavat. 
COMBA ibid. (note 39) states that the CA and AH locate the suitable moment of 
birth between the first day after the eighth month (i.e. the first day of the ninth 
month) and the tenth month; but the SU locates it between the ninth month and 
the twelfth month; a birth after this period of time is considered abnormal. The 
AS integrates the two theories, mentioning a period from the first day after the 
eighth month until the twelfth month. The YS (3,82cd-83) locates the suitable 
birth in the ninth and tenth months, cf. YAMASIIlTA 2001/2002, pp.100-101. 
The SR mentions the ninth month as the starting point of birth, but does not 
mention a time limit. 
The Atharvaveda already states that the child is born in the tenth month, cf. AV 
5,25,10: dh&taJ:t sre~fhena riipet:tiisya naryii gavtny6J:t I pumiirrzsam putram a 
dhehi daiame mils( sutave. SB 4,5,2,4 (WEBER'S ed., p.394, l.3f.) states that the 
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The embryo's tube (na<J,l) situated at the navel628
, whose appel

lation is "para"629
, carrying the mother's ahara-rasa630

, is joined with 

child is born after ten months: dafa-miisya (ti yadii vai garbhal:z samrddho 
bhdvaty, atha daiamiisyas. Parallels are also found in: Garu~aP (KIRFEL 1954) 
v.3lab; Hastyiiyurveda sthiina 3, adhyaya 8 (p.414). 

628 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads niibhisthii niit;ffinstead of niibhisthaniit;ff. 
629 My translation given above follows SU siirira., 3,31. The SU mentions two 

tubes, i.e. the mother's tube carrying nutrition (rasavahii niit;fl) and the tube 
attached to the foetus' navel (garbha-niibhi-niit;fl) (SU siirira., 3,31, miitus tu 
khalu rasa-vahiiyiif!! niit;fyiif!! garbha-niibhi-niit;ff pratibaddhii, sii 'sya miitur 
iihiira-rasa-vfryam abhivahati [ ... ]). The two tubes of the mother and foetus 
are connected to each other. 
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This is a very old theory which is also contained in the Jaina canon, 
Viyiihapannatti 406,15-32, cf. CAii.LAT 1974 (I), pp.52-53. The Jaina text on 
embryology, the Tandulaveyiiliya (sfitra 4), also mentions the two tubes, one of 
which is called "the other tube" (avarii), cf. CAil.LAT (ibid.). There, it is stated 
that "[there are the tube] carrying the rasa of the mother's life (miiu-jfva-rasa
haraf,ll) [and that] carrying the rasa of the son's life (putta-jfva-rasa-haraf.ll). 
[The tube] united with the mother's life touches the son's life. Thus, [the 
mother] eats, then it is digested (parif,liimei). The other (avarii), too, which is 
united with the son's life, touches the mother's life, thus [the foetus] is 
accumulated." Since avarii is the Prfilqt form for Skt. aparii, the tube called 
para of the SR might be identical to "the other tube" connected with the foetus. 
H this is the case, parii "other" is an adjective of niit;ff. 
Or, it might be better to analyse niit;ffmanubaddhiipariibhidhii differently from 
the Adyar edition, i.e. read aparii instead of parii. 
However, AS siirira., 2,31 contains another theory. It mentions aparii but this 
term has another meaning, namely "placenta". AS siirira., 2,31: tato 
vyaktfbhavad-miga-pratyangasyiisya niibhyiim pratibaddhii niit;if, niit;fyiim aparii 
tasyiim matr-hrdayam. tato miitr-hrdayiid iihiira-raso dhamanfbhil:z syandamiino 
'pariim upaiti , "Thereafter (tato), with the navel of it (= the foetus) whose 
limbs and secondary appendages are developing, a tube is connected. With the 
tube, the placenta (aparii) [is connected]. To that [placenta], the mother's heart 
[is connected]. From that heart of the mother, the juice of food reaches the 
placenta, flowing (syandamiino lit. dripping) through the vessels". The 
commentator Indu explains garbhasya niibhyiim pratisambaddhii niit;ff bhavati, 
tasyiif!I niit;fyiim pratibaddhii purvoktiiparii tasyiim pratibaddham miitr-hrdayam 
"There is a tube connected to the foetus' navel. To that tube, the before
mentioned placenta (aparii) is connected. To that (= placenta), the mother's 
heart is connected." 
Due to this statement, we had better read, in SR sl.39d, apariibhidhii instead of 
parabhidhii, and interpret SR sl.39cd separately from sl.40ab. In this case, it 
would mean, "[That whose] appellation is "placenta" (aparii) is joined to the 
mother's tube carrying rasa. (39cd) The tube situated in the navel of the foetus 



is that carrying the mother's iihiira-rasa. (40ab)" For the term aparii meaning 
"afterbirth", cf. DAS 2003A, p.482; pp.517-518. 
CA slirira., 6,23 also contains almost the same statement, mentioning aparli 
"afterbirth/ placenta" CA slirira., 6,23, niibhyiif!l hy asya nii</,f prasaktii, nii<;lyiif!l 
ciiparii, aparii ciisya miituJ:t prasaktii hrdaye, miitr-hrdayarri hy asya tiim 
apariim abhisamplavate siriibhiJ:t syandamiiniibhi/:t. The commentator 
Cakraplil)idatta states aparii garbhasya niibhi-nii<;lf-pratibaddhii aparii iti lake 
khyiitii, "it is stated by people that the placenta is connected with the tube of the 
foetus' navel". 
Strangely, PRIYAVRAT SHARMA 1996 translates CA slirira., 6,23 "The 
[umbilical] cord is attached to the umbilicus, placenta is attached to the cord on 
one side, and to the mother's heart on the other. Mother's heart floods the 
placenta (with nutritive fluid)". Namely, PRIYAVRAT SHARMA (ibid.) 
translates the second aparii "the other [side]" differently from the first and third 
"placenta". This seems to be an inconsistent translation. 
With regard to the Jaina theory of avarii nii<;lf mentioned above and my 
interpretation of aparii-nii<;lf as "the other tube", we are not sure if the term 
avarii or aparii is really an adjective meaning "the other". We could imagine 
that it might have originally denoted "afterbirth", which was misinterpreted by 
these authors. Or, it might be the result of some contamination. 
Anyway, all these statements seem to support my reading aparii instead of para 
in SR sl.39d. But, in this point, neither of the two commentaries on the SR is 
helpful, as they do not mention this term. 
AH slirira., 1,56 (DAS & EMMERICK's ed.) runs garbhasya niibhau miitus ca 
hrdi nii<;lf nibadhyate I yayii sa piq(im iipnoti kediira iva kulyayii, namely, the 
umbilical cord connects the foetus' navel with the mother's heart; through this 
cord, the foetus gets nutrition. But the term aparii "placenta" is not mentioned. 
PARALLELS: 
Garu<;laP (KIRFEL 1954) 75b: [ ... ] bhukta-pftena jfvati I nii<;lf ciipyiiyanf niima 
niibhyiif!l tasya nibadhyate !751 strlr.ziirri tathiintra-su~ire sa nibaddhaJ:t prajiiyate 
I kriimanti bhukta-pftiini strlr.zii garbhodare tathii !761 tair apyiiyita-deho 'sau 
jantur vrddhim upaiti ca f77abl. 
Mlirkai:i<;leyaP 11, 11: nii<;lf ciipyiiyanf niima niibhyiif!l tasya nibadhyate I strfr.ziif!l 
tathiintra-su~ire sii nibaddhopajiiyate 1111. It roughly means: "The tube called 
iipyiiyanf is connected with the foetus' navel and the end of the intestines 
(antra) of women." 11,12: kriimanti bhukta-pftiini strlr.ziirri garbhodare yathii I 
tair iipyiiyita-deho 'sau jantur vrddhim upaiti vai 1121. 
Hastyliyurveda sthlina 3, adhy.7 (p.403): niibhinibaddhayii nii<;lyii miitur 
iihiirajarri rasam bhunjiina/:t sarrivatsariid vii vai jiiyate I Further sthlina.3, 
adhy.8 (p.414): niibhyiim prati~{hitii nii<;lf antare hrdayasya ca 11051 
miitropayuktiin dehastho garbho vahati vai rasiin /106ab/ [ ... ] nii<;lf rasa-vahii 
jneyii tayii garbhaJ:t sa jfvati I[ ... ] jniinarri ca rasa-vfryiibhyiif!l sambhuyii 'su 
vivardhate /JOBabl. 
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the mother's tube carrying rasa. 631 (sl.39cd-40ab) 
With both hands joined together on the forehead, that [embryo] is 

situated [facing] towards the mother's back.632 (sl.40cd-41a) 

630 Ahiira-rasa "juice of food". A substance which according to common current 
opinion seems to occupy a sort of intermediate position between the actual 
chain of seven dhiitu-s (beginning with rasa) and food, but is actually not 
differentiated thus in the medical texts (cf. DAS 2003A, p.180ff., §7.29; p.528 
on iihiira-rasa; pp.578-9, on rasa). 
For the tube leading from the heart of the mother, which is joined with the 
umbilical cord, cf. DAS 2003A, p.470ff. This tube is called rasa-carrying tube 
(ibid.). Also cf. ibid., p.102. 

631 SR sl.39cd-40ab is identical to SG (Bombay 1987) 8,37abcd (SG 8,37 consists 
of sixpiida-s), cf. COMBA 1981, p.207. The SG (Bombay 1987) 8,37ab runs as 
miitur asra-vahii'!I nii<;lfm iisrityiinvavatiiritii instead of the reading of SR 
sl.39cd, miita rasa-vahiif!I nii<;lfm anubaddhii pariibhidhii. The last two piida-s, 
SG 8,37ef, are not parallel to the SR. 
According to COMBA ibid. (note 40), the statement of SG 8,37-38a (= SR 
sl.39cd-40ab) accords with the chronological scheme of the SU. 
The SU (siirira., 3,31) mentions two periods in the embryo's nutrition. (1) In the 
period until the appearance of the limbs and subsidiary appendages (aliga, 
pratyaliga), the vessel (dhamani) carrying rasa sends nourishment into the 
whole body. (2) In the period after that, the umbilical cord is joined to the 
mother's tube carrying nourishment. 
SR sl.39cd-40ab (identical to SG 8,37-38a) does not mention the former 
period, but its theory, in other points, accords with SU siinra., 3,31 (miitus tu 
khalu rasavahiiyiif!I nii<;fyiif!I garbhaniibhinii<;ffpratibaddhii, sii 'sya miitur 
iihiirarasavfryam abhivahati), (cf. COMBA 1981, note 40). 
AS siirira., 2,30 also contains a parallel: [ ... ] niibhyiim pratibaddhii nii<;lf 
nii<;fyiim aparii tasyiim miitr-hrdayiim I tato matr-hrdayiid iihiira-raso 
dhamanfbhil,z spandamiino 'pariim upaiti. As to the term aparii, there are two 
possibilities of interpretation, as remarked in my footnote 629 on SR sl.39d, 
parii. The tube carrying rasa (rasa-hiirir,zfbhir viihinfbhir) is also mentioned in 
AS siirira., 2,24. 

632 The SG contains no parallel to SR sl.40cd-4la. After this verse, there is no 
further parallel to the SR in the eighth chapter of the SG. Parallels are again 
found in the ninth chapter of the SG, namely to SR 1,2, sl.44 (= SG 9,lOcdef) 
and the following verses. 
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The relation of the foetus' position in the mother's belly to its sex (cf. SR 41cd) 
is mentioned in SU siirira., 3,34; AH siirira., 70cd-71ab; CA siirira., 2,24cd-
25ab. But in these texts, the foetus' posture (SR sl.40cd-41ab) is not described. 
The AS (siirira., 2,29) is the unique medical text that mentions the foetus' sex 
and describes its posture. The AS's wording also resembles that of SR sl.40cd-



Contracting [its] body/limbs 633 , the [male] embryo 634 settles, 
situated_on/going_to (ga-) the right side [of the womb]. The female is 
situated on the left side, the third-sex (kllba635

) is held to be situated 
in the middle636• ( sl.41 bed) 637 

41 strikingly (see below). For the relation of the foetus' sex with the side of the 
mother's belly, cf. DAS 2003A, p.446ff.; p.457. 
Thus, the AS is the closest to the SR. Also, AgniP 369,21 and Vi~i:i.udhP, which 
are parallel to each other, mention the foetus' sex in relationship to its position. 
PARALLELS: 
AS sarira., 2,29: garbhas tu mlituh prstham abhimukho laliite krtiinjalih 
sankucitiingo garbha-ko~{he daksina-piirsviim iisrityiivati~{hate pumlin, viimam 
strf, madhyam napumsakam. 
AgniP 369,21: jariiyu-ve~{ite dehe murdhni baddhiinjalis tathii I madhye klfbam 
tu viime strf daksine purusa-sthitil:z 1211 ti~{haty udara-bhiige tu 
prsthasyiibhimukhas tathii I yasyiirri ti~{haty asau yonau tiirri sa vetti na 
sarrif ayaJ:i 1221. 
BhagP 3,31,8: ulbena sarrivrtas tasminn antrais ca bahir iivrtaJ:i I iiste krtvii 
siraJ:i kulqau bhugna-pr~rha-sirodharaJ:i 181 akalpaJ:i sviinga-ce~{iiyiif{! iakunta 
iva panjare I tatra labdha-smrtir daiviit kanna janma-iatodbhavam I smaran 
dfrgham anucchviisarri sanna kirri niima vindate 191 iirabhya saptamlin mlisiil 
labdha-bodho 'pi vepitaJ:i I naikatriiste silti-viitair vi~{hiibhiJ.r iva sodaraJ:i 1101 
niithamlina r#r bhftaJ:i saptavadhril:z krtiinjalih I stuvfta tarri viklavayii viicii 
yenodare 'rpitaJ:i!ll/ [ ... ]. 

633 SR sarira., 41a, sankucad-giitro, which literally means "[that] whose 
body/limbs is/are contracting", is an expression parallel to SR sl.42c rujad
giitro. Also compare it with CA siirira., 6, 22 and 24 (CA siirira., 6,22, garbhas 
tu khalu mlituJ:i pr~fhiibhimukha iJ.rdhvasiriiJ:i sankucyiingiiny iiste 'ntaJ:i kulqau). 

634 In my translation, I adopted the reading of the Anandiisrama ed. (1896) garbho 
instead of the Adyar ed. garbham. I cannot understand the reason why the 
Adyar ed. reads garbharri (accusative sg.), which is obviously grammatically 
incorrect. 
If an interpretation is to be made, perhaps the accusative form garbharri 
meaning "uterus" might be the object of the verb adhyiiste. In that case, it 
would mean, "[the male] settles in the uterus (garbharri), contracting [his] 
limbs". 
The manuscript Dreads instead naro "the male". 

635 The three sexes are mentioned in SR sl.24, sl.27 and sl.41. In the first two 
verses, napurrisaka is contained as meaning "the third sex", but in the last one, 
klfba. The SR does not seem to differentiate the two terms. 
The CA and SU, in their parallels to these statements of the SR, call the third 
sex napurrisaka, while the AH calls it klfba. This fact seems to confirm 
ANGOT's hypothesis that the term napurrisaka is not tainted negatively, but 
klfba is considered a person with a defect. In the CA, napurrisaka is considered 
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Comm Kon SR sl.33-41 

"In the fifth" (sl.33a, pancame). Awoken: the intemal_instrument 
(antaJ:ikara7Ja = faculty of thought), [which was] concealed (lfna) 
before, then is on the verge of palpitation (spanda). 638 

"In the sixth" (sl.33c, ~a~re). Cords (snayu), [namely] fine 
vessels (sira); hairs of the head (ke.fa), [namely] those which grow 
on the head; body-hairs (roman), [namely] those which grow on the 
body/limbs; power (bala) and colour (var~a): power is essence/ener
gy (sattva), the colour is whiteness/fairness (gaurata) etc. 

"But (tu) in the seventh" (sl.34b, saptame tu). With both hands 
placed (lit. "made to be") within the pali. The pali is the thigh, 
because of the dictionary [saying]: "pali, female [gender], in [the 
meanings] a comer/edge, lap, row". Both hands, made to be within, 
[namely] covered, with the two pali-s, [namely] the thighs; with 
them (= with the hands).639 "Covering the openings of the ears": 
through this, the state of the contracting body through being face 
down (= head down) is mentioned. Anxious, [namely] frightened. 

to be a prakrti "natural disposition" but not a vikrti "anomaly" (Cf. ANGOT 
1993-94, p.22). 
DAS 2003A, p.559 (footnote 1930) expresses his doubt about ANGOT's 
simplification, but the examples he quotes from the CA, SU and AH (ibid., 
pp.538-541) in themselves seem to confirm ANGOT. 

636 Madhyasthitaf!I. The manuscript D reads madhye sthitaf!I. The manuscripts gha. 
and ria. read madhyiisritaf!1 "attached to the middle". 

637 For the association of right/left with male/female, cf. DAS 2003A, pp.445-447; 
pp.452-453 (note 1549); p.457. Also cf. W. KIRFEL 1951. 
SG sl.16cd-17ab locates this topic in the fourth month, cf. COMBA 1981, 
p.198. But the wording is not strictly identical to that of SR sl.41bcd. (SG 
8,16cd-17ab: putras ced dalqi1.1e piirsve kanyii viime ca ti~(hati /16cd/ 
napuf!1Sakas tudarasya bhiige ti~(hati madhyata/:i /17abf). So, the two texts do 
not share a same source in this case. 
This topic is found e.g. in the texts mentioned below: 
AH siirira., 1,70-72. 
AgniP 369,21cd: madhye klrbaf!I tu viime strr dalqi1.1e puru~a-sthiti/:i. 
Tandulaveyfiliya 16: diihi1.1a-kucchr purisassa hoi viimii u itthryiie ya I 
ubhyaf!1taraf!1 napuf!1Se tirie a((heva varisiiif!I. 

638 In these passages, the Anandasrama ed. (1896) is totally corrupted, inserting a 
false line, as I have already noted (cf. my footnote 596 on comm. K on SR 
sl.28-32, "the embryo is" etc.). 

639 I use boldface for the terms functioning as pratrka-s. 
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Connected with the uterus, [namely] one whose body is enclosed by 
the placenta (jarayu). Eagerly engaged in exercise: exercise here 
so_to_say/certainly (niiman) is pondering over the self (iitman) with 
constant repetition, with the desire to leave transmigration (saf!tsara) 
behind. 

"In the eighth" (sl.36c, a~tame). "The skin and the [power of] 
remembrance are [there]". The meaning is that (iti), even though/if 
the skin and the [power of] remembrance exist already (api) in the 
seventh [month], nevertheless here the denseness of the skin and the 
state of having manifoldness as the object of [the power of] remem
brance appear. "And the vital fluid (ojas)". "Is"640 is the comple
ment [of the ellipsis] (aha). The vital fluid is the essence of semen. 
And this vital fluid, arising in the heart, [i.e.] which has the heart as 
its resting place, pure, [i.e.] uncorrupted by the corrupted wind 
(du~ra-viita) etc.641 , yellowish red, [i.e.] whose colour is slightly 
yellow_and_red/yellow-red, is deemed the cause (nimitta), [i.e.] the 
reason (karalJa), with regard to life, [i.e.] with regard to the 
maintenance of the vital wind (priil}a). Thus (iti) is the meaning of 
the connection of the sentence-members (anvayartha). That vital fluid, 
unsteady, [i.e.] not being settled in one place, continuously 
(muhur) 642 runs (dhiivati) to the mother, and to the embryo. 
Thus/That is said by the teacher Vagbhata (AH sarira., 1,62cd)643 : "In 
the eighth [month] the vital fluid moves continuously to mother and 
son successively". The meaning is that (iti): Because the vital fluid is 
not settled in the eighth [month], therefore [it is so]. "Therefore 
(atas), born in the eighth month, [it] does not live" (SR sl.38ab): 

640 Opt. syii.t. 
641 I.e., by the corrupted do~a-s, i.e. wind etc. 
642 The comm. reads muhur for punar; and dhavati for pradhii.vati. So, this 

commentator possibly reads the verse SR sl.37cd as muhur ambii.f!l muhur 
garbhaf!l cancalaf!! tat pradhii.vati. Because of this presumption, I have not 
chosen boldface for "run" (dhii.vati), which differs from pradhAvati in the 
original text. Contrastingly, the commentator could have read it as punar 
ambii.m punar garbhaf!! cancalii.m muhur dhii.vati. In that case, I would have to 
use boldface for "run", too. 

643 The comm. K has also used citations from the AH while explaining SR sl.18-
22 (Adyar ed., p.37, ll.4-5). The parallel contained in the AS differs 
considerably from it. AS sarira., 2,18: a~fame garbhas ca mii.trto garbhatas ca 
mii.tii. rasa-hii.rit:ifbhir vii.hinfbhir muhur muhur ojaJ:t parasparam ii.dadii.te. 
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The meaning is that (iti) [there is] no totality/fullness of the months.644 
The meaning is thus (iti): But (api tu) if the vital fluid, leaving the 
embryo, moves645 to the mother, then the born [child] does not live 
because of being abandoned by the vital fluid. If, however, the vital 
fluid, leaving the mother, moves/should_move646 to the embryo, then, 
on the other hand (tu) the mother does not live at [the time of] the 
delivery. If, however, the delivery [should occur] just at the time of 
rapid flow (pradhiivana) of the vital fluid, then both do not live, 
because of its not being settled/situated647 in [either] one [of them]64s. 
Thus (iti) is the intention. Fearing [the objection]: "Is not, in the 
world, in some cases the stability of an embryo, even of one 
abandoned by the vital fluid, of one living for some while immedi
ately after birth, observed? So how come (katham) there is non
living?" he(= the author) tells the reason (upapatti) with an example: 
"For some while" (sl.38c, kiiicit kalam). Due to the imprint 
(sa.,,,skiira), [i.e.] because of the imprint of the circulation of the vital 
fluid. Like a severed limb: [khm:u;iitiinga] is a karmadhiiraya com
pound: "that is severed and a limb"649. The meaning is that (iti), as a 
severed limb is observed to be active in the subsequent moment 
(k~ar.ia), because of the imprint of the circulation of the vital wind 
(priir.ia), thus. • 

"In the [months] beginning with the ninth" (sl.39b, 
navamiidi~u). The utilisation (grahar.ia) of the word "beginning" (iidi) 
is to show that (iti) in some cases the delivery occurs/may_occur (opt. 
syiit) in the ninth month, in some cases in the tenth, in some cases 
even in the eleventh. 

Comm Son SR sl.33-41 

The meaning is that (iti) in the fifth month the consciousness/ 
intellect (citta) becomes awoken, characterised by knowledge. Dis-

644 I corrected na miisa-siikalyiirtha/:t into na miisa-siikalyam ity arthal:z. 
645 Opt. sankramet. 
646 Opt. sankramet. 
647 Avasthana can also mean "stability", i.e. "not having stability". 
648 Ekatrapi: lit. "even in one [place]". 
649 A karmadharaya compound is usually analysed in a manner like kha1J-¢ita'!I ca 

anga'!I ca. Maybe tad in our text is used in order to emphasize the apposition: 
"[that which is] kha1J-¢itam, that is angam". 
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cernability (viviktatii) is being evident, when separateness 
(prthaktva) is present. Accumulated, [i.e.] having obtained growth. 
"Placed within 650 the piilf'': the pall is the_lobe_of_the_ear/ 
the_outer_ear (kan:ui-palf). 651 Covering the openings of the ears 
with both hands made to be within (antarita), [i.e.] hidden, by it(= 
the palf).652 Anxious, having_attained (apanna) aversion (vairagya). 
Garbhiisaya 653 is the pre-eminence (atisaya) 654 of meditation/ 
rumination (dhyana) within the womb, [i.e.] inquiry about the self; 
connected with that.655 Torments, [i.e.] oppressions/pains. Rumin
ating upon, [i.e.] thinking about, the means of liberation, [i.e.] the 
expedient (sadhana) for [accomplishing] liberation. Eagerly 
engaged in exercise, [i.e.] intent on inquiry about the self. 

He describes the condition in the eighth month: "In the eighth" 
(sl.36, a.name). Hearing656 [means] the reception of the ear of an 
external sound, but not the faculty (indriya) of hearing, because of it, 
through [its] permanence657 , not being produced due to its having the 
nature of space (aka.Sa). The vital fluid (ojas) is a certain element 
(dhatu). 658 Pure, [i.e.] not dirty. It is said that (iti) the vital fluid is the 

650 Antarita lit. "made to be within". 
651 I consider piilf to be feminine sg. But the form piilf could be the feminine dual 

of piili. In that case, we could translate it as "the two piili-s are the two 
lobes_of_the_ears/outer_ears". Then, however, tayii (feminine sg.) would be 
problematic. 

652 It is unclear to me what kind of posture is meant. Does it mean that the lobe of 
the ear is big enough to cover the entire hand? But picturing this, it seems a bit 
strange to me. Another possible interpretation is to consider antarita and 
vyavahita to be intransitive: "Covering the openings of the ears with both 
hands, 
which_the_lobes_of_the_ears_are_made_to_be_ within/through_ which_the_lob 
e_of_the_ears_are_hidden." So, the ears are completely concealed by the 
hands. But I am rather skeptical as to whether these past participles could be 
really interpreted in this manner. 

653 The Adyar ed. notes the variant of B garbhasatha. But it makes no sense. 
654 Explaining iifaya through atisaya, this is obviously far-fetched. 
655 Saying that garbhiifaya does not mean the uterus, but the foetus' ruminations, 

is clearly untenable. 
656 Comm. S. contains tvak-srutf, instead of tvak-smrtf. 
657 That means, the faculty of hearing is by contrast permanent. 
658 Peculiarly, this commentary considers ojas to be a dhiitu. Usually in the 

classical medical theory ojas is not a dhiitu, but the essence of the dhiitu-s 
(dhiitusiira). 
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cause with regard to life. He makes that same [matter] clear: "Now 
(punar) to the mother" (sl.37c, punar ambam). Asking (iti) how the 
nourishing of the foetus [is brought about], he now says: "The 
mother's" (sl.39c, matur). Joined with the tube (naf/,f), [i.e.] mingled 
with it. Towards the mother's back, pointed at [it]. From the 
indication of the sign of a male ( = the ending of a male noun), 
[namely] "situated_on/going_to the right side" (parsvagaf:i m. nom. 
sg.), it is understood (lit.: is attained) that (iti) [the baby is] a male. 

SR sl.42-46 

Then [the child] is made [to have its] head down659 by the powerful 
procreatory winds.660 The boy, whose limbs are paining, is expelled 

659 Cf. Saradatilaka 1,50: sa pil:u;iita-iarfro 'tha jtiyate 'yam avtifi-mukhah I /cyar:iam 
ti~thati nisce~ro bhftyti roditum icchati 1501. 

660 The procreatory wind is explained by DOSSI 1998, p.136: "Durch Kontakt mit 
dem vai~r:iava- oder prtijtipatya-Wind bei der Geburt verliert der Embryo sein 
BewuBtsein (cetanti), gewinnt es aber wieder, wenn er vom Wind der 
AuBenwelt (vtiyu-sparia-samanvita) beriihrt wird. Doch dann raubt Vi~Q.u's 
Mtiyti ihm sein Wissen". For this topic, also see HARA 1980, p.152ff. The 
satimtiruta is also mentioned in YS 3,83 and CA, cf. YAMASHITA 2001/2002, 
p.100. 
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The procreatory wind is aptina, according to CA cikitsa., 28,5-12; SU nidana., 
12,20a (cf. ZYSK 1993, p.207). 
The Satapathabrii.hmaQ.a states that the vital wind dealing with discharge is in 
charge of delivery, too: SB 7,1,2,15 (WEBER'S ed., p.576, ll.8-10): trdyo va 
'(me vtifical.z prar:ia/.z, [ ... ] ekdrri hy evaitdd raparrz y6nir eva, prdjtitir eva ydd ete 
'vtifical_z prar:ia yad dhi matrarrz kar6ti, yat purf~dm praiva tdj jayate. Paraphrase: 
There are three downward winds; [the altar is the womb]; the procreatory wind 
is the same one that brings forth faeces and urine. 
The oldest evidence of the procreatory wind is probably ~V 5,78., i.e. the hymn 
to the Asvins, wishing for an easy delivery: 7a. ydthti vatal_z p~karfr:ifl.n 
samingdyati sarvdtal_z I 7c. eva te gdrbha ejatu niraftu ddsamtisiyal_z II Ba. ydthii 
vato ydthti vdnarrz ydthti samudrd ejati I Be. eva tvdrrz daiamtisiya sahtlvehi 
jarayunti II 9a. ddia masiifi chaiayiinal:z kumiir6 tidhi miitari I 9c. niraftu jfv6 
alcyato jf v6 jfvantiyti tidhi II. 
GELDNER (1951)'s translation runs: "Als Atri in den Glutofen hinabstieg und 
euch anrief wie eine Frau in Kindesnoten, da kamet Asvin mit des Falken 
frischer, gliickbringendster Eile herbei (v.4). Tu dich auf, o Baum, wie der 
SchoB der KreiBenden ! [ ... ] (v.5). Wie der Wind allerwarts den Lotusteich 
bewegt, so soll sich deine Leibesfrucht regen, sie soll zehn Monate alt heraus
kommen (v.7). Wie sich der Wind, wie der Wald, wie das Meer bewegt, so geh 



du Zehnmonatskind samt der Nachgeburt ab (v.8). Nachdem der Knabe zehn 
Monate in der Mutter gelegen hat, soll er lebendig, unversehrt, lebendig aus der 
Lebenden herauskommen ! (v.9)" (Underlined by me.) 
The Atharvaveda also mentions the procreatory wind. E.g., AV 1, 11, i.e. the 
hymn wishing for an easy delivery, 2cd: deva gtirbha1J1 stimairayan tli1J1 
vyun:zuvtintu sutave, "May the gods set the foetus in motion (samairayan) and 
make it open for birth". The verb sam--f fr "to set something in motion" is 
associated with the movement of breath and wind, cf. AV 3,31,7ab: priit:iena 
vifvtitovfrya1J1 devaJ:z surya1J1 samafrayan, "By breath did the gods set in motion 
the sun [ ... ]" (tr. by WHITNEY); AV 5, 30,14: priit:iena [. .. ] sti1J1 srjemti1J1 [. .. ] 
stimfraya btilena. (Paraphrase: "unite it through breath, set it in motion by 
force"). The derivative noun samfra means "wind, breeze". For the term 
samfrat:ia associated with wind in the medical texts, cf. MOLLER 1961, p.145. 
AV 1,11, v.6 is translated by ZYSK 1993, p.201, as follows: AV 11,4,14, "A 
human being breathes out (apiinati) and breathes in (priit:iati) when inside the 
womb (garbhe). When you, 0 Priit:!Q, urge him on he is born again." 
PARALLELS 
AS siirTra., 2,32: eva1J1 jatharastho garbho janmakiile tu prasilti-miiruta-yogiit 
parivrtya 'viik-sirii niskriimaty anu ciiparii cyutii miitr-hrdayiit. 
CA siirTra., 6,22-24: garbhas tu khalu miituJ:z pr~thiibhimukha ilrdhvasiriiJ:i 
saflkucyiiflgiiny iiste 'ntaJ:z ku4au. !221 [. .. ] !231 sa copasthita-kiile janmani 
prasilti-miiruta-yogiit parivrtyaviik-siriih niskriimaty apatyapathena, [. .. ] !241. 
The AH mentions the wind, but is quite different from the SR in wording. AH 
siirTra., 1,66: tasmirrzs tv ekiihayiite 'pi kiilaJ:z silter ataJ:z param I var~iid 

vikiirakiirf syiit ku4au viitena dhiiritaJ:z 1661. 
The SU's siirTrasthiina does not contain a parallel, either. SU siirTra., 5,45, 
describing the moment of delivery, does not mention the procreatory wind. But 
SU cikitsii., 15,14, dealing with difficult delivery might be associated with this 
theory, states that an abnormal position of the coming child is caused by the 
excitement of the wind (garbhasya gatayas citrii jiiyante 'nila-kopataJ:z). 
Garu<;laP (KIRFEL 1954) tataJ:z kiila-kramiij jantuJ:i parivartaty adhomukhah 1801 
navame dasame viipi miisi safijiiyate tataJ:i I niskramyamiino viitena 
priijiipatyena pfdyate 1811 ni~kramate ca vilapan tadii duhkha-nipfditah I 
ni~kramii1J'lf codariin milrcchiim asahyiim pratipadyate 1821 priipnoti cetanii1J1 
ciisau viiyu-sparsa-sukhiinvitaJ:z I tatas ta1J1 vai~t:iavf miiyii samiiskandati mohinf 
183/ tayii vimohitiitmiisau jfiiina-bhra1J'lfam aviipnute !84ab/. 
ANALYSIS: 
Parallels to SR sl.42 are found in the AS and CA. The wordings of the two 
medical texts are very close to each other. In contrast, the SU and AH do not 
mention the procreatory wind. Parallel expressions to the SR's rujad-giitro 
yantracchidre1:1a are not found in the medical texts but in the non-medical texts 
(Puriil).a-s). 
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through the cleft of the organ(= vagina)661 . (sl.42)662 

661 The term yantra, translated here by the neutral term "organ", obviously denotes 
the vagina. Literally "fetter/fastening", it is also widely used in the sense of 
"apparatus". In Tantric texts, certain diagrams etc. representing the female 
genitals are also called yantra and seem to presuppose the meaning "apparatus". 
Here, however, it is probably not this meaning which is intended, but another 
one, namely "torturing instrument". In delivery the child is tormented, because 
the opening of the yoni is by one finger narrower than its own size, cf. DOSS! 
1998, p.84, quoting PadmaP 2,8,12ff.: yonir vikiiiam iiyiiti caturvif!!Siingulam 
tada I pancavif!!Siingulo garbhas tena prrja vijayate II "Dann offnet sich die yo~i 
vierundzwanzig Finger breit. Der Embryo ist fiinfundzwanzig Finger groB. 
Daraus entsteht Leid". Compare this passage with the conun. S's explanation of 
yantracchidm:ia in SR sl.42d. 
DOSSI 1998 (p.136, note 692) translates yantra as "Einzwiingung", quoting 
Garbhopani~ad 4: atha yoni-dviirarrz sampriipto yantreniipfdyamiino mahata 
dul:zkhena jiita-miitriistu (-miitras tu ? ? ) vai~~avena viiyunii sarrzspr~ras tada na 
smarati janma-mara~iini na ca karma subhiisubharrz vindati /. 
YS 3,83, however, uses the term yantra in the meaning of 
"apparatus/instrument". It compares the uterus from which the baby comes out 
to a bow-machine (yantra), maybe a crossbow slotting the arrow. On YS 3,83, 
cf. YAMASHITA 2001/2002, p.102. Also see its parallel, Vi~JJudhP l 13,18cd. 

662 SG 8,38b-40 contains the same topic, i.e. the process of birth, but its wording is 
different from SR sl.40ab-41a. The SG, like the PuriiJJa-s, emphasizes the 
agony which the child suffers at the moment of birth. In contrast, the SR merely 
hints at the agony through the expression, rujad-giitro yantracchidre~a "whose 
limbs are paining, through the cleft of the organ". 
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COMBA 1981, (note 42) conunents as follows: The CA (siirira., 6,24) and SU do 
not describe the moment of delivery very much; the two medical texts do not 
mention the foetus' agony at all. In contrast, the PuriiJJa-s put emphasis on the 
foetus' agony in their description of delivery. 
In this point, the SR, containing fewer descriptions of the foetus' agony, is 
closer to the medical texts than the SG is. The SG's attitude is like that of the 
Puriil).a-s, dealing with the foetus' agony in detail. 
The SR mentions the position of the foetus shortly before the moment of 
delivery, facing the mother's back, cf. SR sl.40, matr-pr~rham abhi sthital:z. This 
statement is inconsistent with SU siirlra., 5,45, 'bhimukhal:z "facing forward". 
But, in other points, SR sl.40d-4la and SU siirira., 5,45 are close to each other 
in wording: 
SR sl.40d-41a: matr-pr~rham abhi sthital:z II adhyiiste sankucad giitro garbhai!l 
(Variant garbho) { . .. ]. 
SU siirira., 5,45: iibhugno 'bhimukhal:z sete garbho garbhiisaye striyiil:z. 
In describing the foetus' position in the uterus, the CA accords with the SR, cf. 
CA siirira. 6,22, garbhas tu khalu miituh prsthiibhimukha urdhvasirii?1 



salikucyiiligiiny iiste 'ntal:z kulqau (Underline marks the expressions parallel to 
the SR). 
According to SR sl.42 on delivery, the procreatory wind pushes the baby out, 
turning it upside down. SU slirira., 5,45 does not accord with the SR so well, 
except for stating "upside down" (sirasii yiiti [ ... ] prasavam prati "[the child] 
goes towards birth, with the head [first]"). The SU does not mention the 
procreatory wind. CA slirira., 6,24 accords with the SR in mentioning the 
procreatory wind (prasuti-miiruta) and the child's position with its head turned 
down (parivrtyiiviik-siriil:z). The description of the AH (slirira. 1,77-82) does 
not have so much to do with that of the SR, focusing on the practical treatment 
of the parturient woman. YS 3,83 is the closest to the SR in wording: navame 
dazame viipi prabalaih suti-miirutaih I nihsiiryate biii:za iva yantra-cchidrena sa
jvaral:z /83/ (parallel expressions are underlined). The YS lacks a counterpart 
for "having the head upside down", but the Vi~i;iudhP (113,18cd) and AgniP 
(369,27), which are the two descendants of the YS, contain it. 
PARALLELS: 
SU slirira., 5,45: iibhugno 'bhimukhal:z sete garbho garbhiisaye striyiil:z I sa 
yoni1J1 sirasii yiiti svabhiiviit prasavam prati 1451, "The foetus lies in the uterus 
of a woman, [having the limbs] bent and facing forward; it moves, by nature, to 
the yoni, [having] its head [first], towards delivery." The commentator, 
J?alhai;ia, glosses iibhugnal:z with salikucitiiligal:z which is a close expression to 
SR sl.41a, salikucad-giitro. I;>alhai;ia might perhaps have referred to a text 
which is close to the tradition of the SR. 
YS 3,83: navame dasame viipi prabalail:z suti-miirutail:z I nil:zsiiryate biii:za iva 
yantra-cchidrei:za sa-jvaral:z 183/ Explaining the term yantra, the commentary 
states, dhanur-yantrei:za sudhanva-prerito biii:za iviitivegena nirgama
samanantara1J1 ca bii.hya-pavana-spr~to na~ta-prii.cfna-smrtir bhavati. The term 
yantra is associated with the shooting machine (a cross bow?). This comparison 
is further handed down to the Vi~i;iudhP. Besides, the commentary quotes 
Nirukta section 18: jiital:z sa viiyunii spr~to na smarati purva1J1 janma mara1:za1J1 
karma ca subhiiiubham. 
AgniP 369,27 (HOERNLE 1907 states that it borrowed its embryological 
passages from the YS): suti-viitair adho-bhuto nil:zsared yoni-yantratal:z I 
pf¢yamiino miisa-miitra1J1 kara-sparsena dul:zkhital:z. The new-born child in the 
first month is so sensitive, that he feels tormented even by the soft touch of its 
mother's hand, cf. HARA 1980. 
A parallel is found in a Japanese text titled, Hou-motsu-sha, an anthology of 
Buddhist stories, whose author is traditionally said to be Taira no Yasuyori: 
"They first describe that which is called the agony of life/birth (shou-ku), as 
follows. After staying in the mother's belly for three hundred days, or two 
hundred sixty days, [the baby] is at last pushed out by the wind of karma. It is 
tom off like the skin of a living cow. [ ... ] Or, [the baby feels] as if it were tom 
with thousands or hundreds of swords, though it is caught in a [soft and fine] 
mattress [made] in the land of Nagoya. Therefore, the baby's first voice is a 
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Now663 the exertion/proclivity of him who has just been born is 
relating to (gocara) milk (lit. "that whose scope/object (gocara) is 
that pertaining to the [mother's] breast"), because of the [subliminal] 
imprint (sarriskiira) of the perceptions (bodha) in the previous birth. 
Thus(fherefore (iti) is the permanence of the individual self 
(jfva). 664 (sl.43) 

cry, "ku kana" ("What a sufferance!")." Cf. HARA 1977. HARA notes parallels 
in the Chinese Buddhist canon, too. 
Vi~i;iudhP enlarged the description which it borrowed from the YS. Vi~i;iudhP 
114,18cd: tatas tu kiile sampun:ze prabalail_z suti-miirutail_z !18cd/ bhavati 
aviinmukho jantufl pf</iim anubhavan pariim I adhomukhafl sanka(ena yoni
dviiret:ia viiyunii 1191 nil_zsiiryate biit:ia iva yantra-cchidret:ia sajvarafl I yoni
ni~kramaniit pf<;fiirrz cannotkartana-sannibhiim /20cd/ (This comparison was 
handed down even to Japanese Buddhist literature, as shown above.) 21ab: 
prilpnoti ca tato jiitafl tivrarrz sftam asarrziayam I janma-jvariibhibhutasya 
vijfiiinarrz tasya nasyati !211 (Due to the fever/pain of birth, the child loses its 
consciousness, memory of previous lives and decision to strive for liberation.) 
22: kara-sarrzsparsiin miitur na ca jiiniity asau tadii I kara-patrasya sarrzsparsan 
miisa-miitrarrz vimohitafl !221 On the above-mentioned passages in the Vi~i;iudhP 
and AgniP, cf. YAMASI-llTA 2001/2002, p.101. 
BhagP 3 (Kapileya), 31,22: evarrz krta-matir garbhe dasa-miisyafl stuvann r~i"/:t I 
sadyafl ~ipaty aviicfnam prasutyai suti-miirutafl !221 teniivasr~ra!t sahasii krtva 
'viik sira iiturafl I vini~kriimati krcchret:ia nirucchviiso hata-smrti/.z !231 patito 
bhuvy as[fl-matre vi~(hiibhar iva ce~(ate I rorilyati gate jniine viparftiirrz gati1.n 
gatafl !241 para-cchandarrz na-vidu~ii pu~yamiit:io janena salt I anabhipretam 
ilpannafl pratyiikhyiitum anfivarafl !251 siiyito 'suci-paryanke jantu-svedaja
da~ite I neiafl kat:i<fiiyane 'ngiiniim iisanotthiina-ce~rane !261 tudanty iima
tvacarrz darrz§ii maiakii matkut:iiidayafl I rudantarrz vigata-jfi.iinarrz krmayafl 
krmikarrz yathii !271 ity evarrz saisavam bhuktvii duflkham paugal}<;iam eva ca 
!28ab!. 
Garu<;laP (KIRFEL 1954) v.72cd: adhomukham urdhva-piidarrz garbhiid viiyufl 
prakar~ati/72cdl. 

Markai;i<;IeyaP 11, 17: ni~kriimyamiit:io viitena priijiipatyena pf<;fyate I ni~kriimyate 
ca vilapan hrdi duflkha-nipf<;litafl 1171 ni~kriintas codariin murcchiim asahyiim 
pratipadyate I priipnoti cetaniirrz ciisau viiyu-sparia-samanvitafl 1181 tatas tmrz 
vai~t:iavf-miiyii samiiskandati mohanf I tayii vimohitiitmiisau jniina-bhrarrz§am 
aviipnute 1191. 

663 The manuscripts kha. and ga. read api instead of atha: "The activity/proclivity 
[ ... ] of milk, even though (api) he is just born (lit. even of him (tasyiipi) who is 
just born)". 

664 Neither the CA nor the Su contains this topic in their sarirasthana. But 
Hastyayurveda 3,9,33 (p.439), evarrz hi jiiyate hastf jiitas ciipi pibet payafl. 
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His665 substances (bhava) are666 six-fold/of_six_kinds: those born 
from the mother, then those born from the father667 , 

those born from the nutrient fluid (rasa) 668
, those born from the self 

(atman), those arisen from nature/disposition (sattva)669 , then those 
born from suitability (satmya)670 • (sl.44)671 

The new-born baby's exertion to milk is often considered to be a proof of 
transmigration and rebirth. This is one of the topics which Hindus discussed to 
prove the immortality of the soul (iitman/jfva), cf. HALBFASS 2000, pp.196-
198, referring to Nyayavarttika 3,1,18f. 

665 D reads tatra instead of tasya: "The substances are six-fold; with regard to that, 
[there are] those born from the mother[ ... ]". 

666 Optative. 
667 AS sarira., 5,18-25 lists miitrja, pitrja, iitmaja, siitmyaja, rasaja and sattvaja. 
668 On the term rasa "nutrient fluid", cf. DAS 2003A, p.578. 
669 For the term sattva, cf. WINDISCH 1908, pp.52-55. This term originally 

denotes the intermediary condition between the previous and new life, namely 
the state before entering into the uterus (ibid., p.193). The sattva delivers the 
characteristics derived from the previous karma to the new life (ibid, p.55). But, 
in CA sarira., 4,44 (parallel to SR sl.54-55), the term sattva is used in a broader 
sense, namely it denotes a nature or character which a personality inherits from 
the previous life through the intermediary state. Here, the term sattva does not 
denote the intermediary state in itself. In these passages, the CA lists, as typical 
characters, seven of §uddha-sattva, six of riijasa-sattva and three of tiimasa
sattva, cf.WINDISCH 1908, pp.55-56. For the problem of sattva, also cf. RO~U 
1978 (see his index under sattva); R.F.G. MULLER 1955, p.41. 

670 The manuscripts gha. and lia. read siitmya-gocarii/:t instead of siitmyajiis tathii. 
"Those whose scope/object is siitmya". 
The term siitmya is explained in CA vimana., 1,20, tad yad iitmany upasete "that 
which does good to/agrees with the self''. 
I;>alh3.l).a on SU siitrasthana 35,39 explains: siitmyalJl niima sukhalJl [= iirogyam] 
yat karoti tad ucyate siitmya, "that which does/makes pleasure [= 
diseaselessness] is called siitmya". (Cf. Ro~u 1978, p.174). I;>alh3.l).a lists 
various kinds of siitmya, e.g. suitability of locality (desa), species (jiiti), season 
(rtu), exercise (vyiiyiima) etc. 
Thus, the term siitmya seems to mean "suitability" or "agreeableness to one's 
individual nature". SHARMA 1996, p.305, translates siitmya as "suitableness". 
The tolerable level of taste, climate, exercise etc. depends on individuals, cf. SU 
siitra., 35,39. Each individual has a suitable level for himself, e.g. one person 
can consume more of salty taste than others. According to SU siitra., 35,39 and 
I;>alha1.1a's commentary, siitmya seems to mean the capacity with which the 
body can adjust itself to circumstances. 
The sixth chapter of CA's vimanasthana deals with the theory of the six tastes 
(rasa). There, the term siitmya is used in association with combinations of 
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The soft (mrdu) substances, however (tu672), namely (iti) blood 
(s01:zita), fat (medas), marrow (majjan), the spleen (plfhan), the liver 
(yakrt), the rectum/anus (guda), the heart and the navel, and so on 
(evam adyaJ:i), are considered [to be] arisen/derived from the mother. 
(sl.45)673 

tastes. A person should not consume a taste excessively, but in the suitable 
portion for his own nature or habit. CA vimlina., 1,20 states that siitmya is of 
three types, superior, inferior and medium, and of seven types according to the 
six tastes individually, or collectively. For example, a collective use of all the 
tastes is considered superior. 
SU sanra., 3,33 lists vigour (vfrya), diseaselessness (iirogya), power (bala), 
colour (va~a) and intelligence (medhas) as the substances derived from 
siitmya. SR sl.56ab, too, lists the substances derived from siitmya, but the 
statement of the SR is inconsistent with that of the SU. This matter is discussed 
further in my footnote 724 on SR sl.56ab. 

671 SG 9,lOcdfg is identical to SR sl.44. The SG contains satya-sambhut{i/:t 
sviitmyajiis tathii instead of sattva-sambhavii/:t siitmyajiis tathii of the SR. But, 
SG 9,22cd, identical to SR sl.56ab, contains sattvajii/:t instead of siitmyajii/:t of 
the SR. H we compare it with the parallel statements in the other medical texts 
(see below), the reading of the SG is obviously unsuitable; it should be read 
siitmyajii/:t. 
The six groups of substances (bhiiva) are mentioned by the SU (siirira., 3,33), 
CA (siinra., 3,4; siinra., 3,14; siinra., 3,6-13) and AS (sarira., 5,18-25). The SU 
does not call them bhiiva, but farfra-la~at:ia. To the six, the AH (sarira., 3,4cd 
-8c) adds the seventh group called caitana "belonging to cetas". The YS does 
not mention them, except for the iitmaja group (YS 3,73-74). On YS 3,73-74, 
cf. YAMASHITA 2001/2002, p.92. The two descendant texts of the YS, i.e. the 
Vi~i:i.udhP (115,12cd and following) and AgniP (369,31cd-36), which are in 
these verses parallel to each other, mention only miitrja, pitrja, iitmaja, and the 
three sub-groups of sattvaja (i.e. tiimasa, riijasa, and siittvika), though the two 
text do not mention the term sattvaja in itself. 
The BhagP (3,31) contains no parallel. 

672 The manuscript ria. reads -iidyiis te instead of -adyiis tu. "The soft substance, 
namely, blood[ ... ] the navel, and so on: they (te) are considered [to be]". 

673 SG 9, sl.11 is identical to SR sl.45. 
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PARALLELS: 
SU siirira., 3,33: tatra garbhasya pitrja-miitrja-rasajiitmaja-sattvaja-siitmyajiini 
farfra-la~ar.iiini vyiikhyiisyiima/:t I garbhasya kefa-smairu-lomiisthi-nakha
danta-sirii-sniiyu-dhamanf-reta/:t-prabhrtfni sthiriini pitrjiini, miif!!Sa-s01:iita
medo-majja-hrn-niibhi-yakrt-plfhiintra-guda-prabhrtfni mrduni miitrjiini, etc. 
AS siirira., 5,18 and 5,19. 
AH siirira., 3,4cd-5ab: mrdv atra miitrjarri rakta-miif!!Sa-majja-gudiidikam /4cd/ 
paitrkarri tu sthirarri sukra-dhamany-asthi-kaciidikam /5abl. 



The firm (sthira674) ones, namely (iti) the beard, the body-hairs 
(loman), the hairs [on the head] (kaca), the cords (snayu), the vessels 
(sira), the ducts (dhamanl), the nails, the teeth, the semen675, etc., 
arise/come_into_existence from the father. (sl.46)676 

CA sarira., 3,3: [ ... ] jliyate samudtiylid e~lim bhlivlinlim, mlitrjaf cliyaf!! 
garbhal:z, pitrjaf clitmajaf ca, slitmyajaf ca rasajaf ca, asti ca khalu sattvam 
aupaplidukam iti [ ... ] 131. The same line again occurs in CA sarira., 3,14. 
CA sarira., 3,6-7: [ ... ] tvak ca lohitaf!! ca mlif!!Saf!! ca medaf ca ntibhif ca 
hrdayam ca kloma ca yakrc ca plfhli ca vrkkau ca bastif ca purf~tidhlinaf!! 
climlifayaf ca pakvlifayaf cottaragudam ctidharagudam ca ~udrlintraf!! ca 
sthiillintraf!! ca vapli ca vaplivahanaf!! ceti mlitrjani 161 kefa-fmafru-nakha
loma-dantlisthi-sirli-snliyu-dhamanyah fukraf!! ceti IZiJrjlini 171. 
AgniP 369,31cd: mlitrjani mrdiiny atra tvali-mlif!!Sa-hrdaylini ca /31cd/ ntibhir 
majjli fakrn-medal:z-kledtinylimlifaylini ca /32ab/. AgniP, 369,32cd: pitrjani firli 
snliyul:z fukraf!! caivli, {'tmajlini tu] /32cd/. 
Vi~Q.udhP 2,115,12cd: mlitrjlini mrdiiny atra tvak ca mlif!!Saf!! ca, bhlirgava 
/12cdl hrdayaf!! ca tathli ntibhil:z svedo majjli yakrt tathli I klomlintaf!! ca gudaf!! 
rlima limasylifayam eva ca 1131. Vi~Q.udhP, 2, 114,14: pitrjlini sthirliny agra
bhiimijlinfha ylini tu I snliyu-fukra-firtiS caiva ... /14cd/. 
Hastyayurveda, 3,9, v.41: jarliyu-raktam mlif!!Saf!! tu mlitrjlin viddhi hastinal:z I 
fukram majjlisthi-medaf!!Si firli-roma-nakhlil:z pituh. 
ANALYSIS: 
Among the parallels of the consulted texts, that of the SU is the closest to SR 
sl.45 in wording (see the words underlined). The SR does not mention the 
bones (asthi) among the father-born group, nor the flesh (mlif!!Sa) among the 
mother-born group, though the SU does. The SU does not call these substances 
bhliva but farfra-la~wia (marks of the body), while the CA calls them bhliva. 
The AS also contains these groups of substances, but does not mention the 
terms like bhliva or farfra-la~ai:za; this text simply adapts neuter pl., e.g., 
matrjani. The parallel of the AH is too brief, but contains kaca (the same term 
as in SR sl.46a) which is a synonym of kefa mentioned by the SU and CA. The 
YS does not mention these substances at all. The AgniP and Vi~Q.udhP, which 
are parallel to each other, mention them. 

674 D reads bhlivtil:z instead of sthirtil:z: "The substances, namely the beard [ ... ]". 
The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads fukram itylidi instead of fuklam 
itylidytil:z ;this is not noted by the Adyar ed. 

675 Dreads fuddha instead of fukla. It would mean "[that which is] purified", but 
does not fit the context. 

676 SG 9, sl.12 is identical to SR sl.46. The SG contains -kaca-snliyu-firo- and 
fukram itytidi instead of -kactil:z snliyu-sirli- and fuklam itylidytil:z of the SR. 
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Comm Kon SR sl.42-46 

By the procreatory winds, [i.e.] by the winds called Apana. 
Through the cleft (chidra) of the organ, [i.e.] through the opening/ 
hole (randhra) of the vagina. Of him (tasya), [i.e.] of the born one. 
"The soft": the soft [ones] [namely] [the ones] endowed with 
softness677 . "The spleen (plfhan)": the word "spleen (plfhan)" is 
indicative of a particular [piece of] flesh situated on the left side, 
being the seat of life (jfva). "The liver": a similar particular [piece of] 
flesh, situated on the right side. The cords (sniiyu), the vessels (sira), 
the ducts (dhamanf)678 : cords (sniiyu) are fine tubes (na¢i); vessels 
(sira) are thicker/grosser than them (= snayu); ducts (dhamanf) are 
thick like the stem of the era1J¢a (castor-oil) plant. Firm (sthira)679 
[means] hard (ka?hina). 

677 Dreads yuktii/:t nii<;fyaJ:t "tubes joined/endowed with softness". 
678 For the general information on the terms sniiyu, nii<;lf, dhamanr, and sirii, cf. 

DAS 2003A, pp.584-585; 560; 553; 584. 
J. filLIOZAT 1975, p.129ff. mentions three kinds of tubular vessels in the 
body, i.e. nii<;lr, dhamani and hirii, which are mentioned in the Saqlhitii-s (cf. his 
index under nii<;lr, dhamani and hirii). 
According to filLIOZAT (ibid.), nii<;lf "flute, chalumeau" means the tube 
carrying air. But it may denote also tubes carrying other fluids, semen, 
umbilical nurture etc. For example, AV 6,138,4: ye te nii<;fyau devdkrte ydyos 
tf~fhati vf~r:iyam, "deux conduits du corps humain qui sont les canaux ou les 
cordons spermatique." 
MA YRHOFER 1996 (Bd.I), p.7 (for na<:fa "Schilfrohr"), gives as translation for 
nii<:/f "Pfeife, Ri:ihre, Fli:ite, Ader". He refers to the relationship of this term to 
Iranian nay "Fli:ite" and Vedic nada. 
According to filLIOZAT (ibid.), dhamani is derived from the root ..f dham 
"soufler", cf. ~V 10,135,7 "the flute is blown". In ~V, 2,11,8 (indre~itiirfl 

dhamanim), the term dhamani means "un souffle". filLIOZAT states "Siiyana 
ecrit que c'est la voix emise par Indra. Tonnerre, voix du nuage." 
MA YRHOFER 1992 (Bd.I), p.775 (on DHAM), translates ..f dham as "blasen, ein 
Blasinstrument spielen, anfachen [das Feuer]", mentioning dhamani 
"[Blas]Rohr". He also refers to ~V 2,11,8. 
Thus, nii<;lf and dhamanf might be associated with the wind instrument. 

679 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads sirii./:t instead of sthiraJ:t. This is not noted by 
the Adyar ed. It would mean, "Ducts (dhamanf-s) are hard vessels (sira) thick 
like the stem of the erar:i<;la plant". 
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Comm. S on SR sl.42-46 

He tells the manner of delivery: "Is made" (sl.42a; kriyate). By the 
procreatory winds, [i.e.] by the winds as the instruments/means 
(siidhana) of delivery. Whose limbs are paining, [i.e.] who has an 
oppressed (pftf,ita) body. Through the cleft of the organ: the 
meaning is that (iti): through the small/minute (suk~ma) hole of the 
vagina (yoni), which has the shape of a fetter (yantra). 

He tells the permanence of the individual self, through the 
exertion/proclivity of drinking the mother's milk etc., of him who has 
just been born: "Of him who has just been born" (sl.43a, jiita
miitrasya). 

He tells the kinds of substances (bhiiva): "Substances are" 
(sl.44a, bhiiviiJ:i, syuJ:i,). Rasa is the juice of food (annarasa)680• Sattva 
is a particular internal_instrument/faculty_of_thought (antaJ:i,karm:ia). 
Suitablility (siitmya) is a particular recollection/imprint (sa1J1skiira) 
due to long_familiarity/frequent_repetition (paricaya). 

He tells the substances born from the mother: "The soft" (sl.45a, 
mrdavaJ:i,). The soft [ones mean] the regions [of the body] associated 
with softness. The spleen (plfhan) and the liver (yakrt) are two 
particular pieces of flesh situated at the heart. 681 The heart as well as 
the navel, the heart and the navel, [namely] a copulative (dvandva) 
compound [called] samiihiira (lit. "aggregate"). [This compound has] 
the state as if [it were] single, [because of the rule] saying (iti) "and a 
copulative (dvandva) [compound] of the parts of a living being, a 
musical group/band682 (turya) and an army, [is treated as if it were 
single]" (Par:i.ini, 2,4,2). 

680 The term ahii.ra-rasa "the juice of food" is mentioned in SR sl.40b, too. On the 
differentiation between rasa and ahara-rasa, cf. DAS 2003A, p.528; pp.180-
187. 

681 This does not reflect the real anatomy. This commentator does not know the 
real anatomy, or hrdaya-sthitau might have a special meaning, like "near the 
heart". 

682 The term tiirya usually means "a musical instrument". But in Pfu:tini 2,4,2, it 
means a musical band. KATRE 1989 (to Pai:i.ini 2,4,2) explains tiirya as meaning 
mlirdaligika-patµlvikam "a group of mrdaliga (drum) and patµlva (small drum) 
players". 
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SR sl.47-51 

They ( = the wise ones) know the increase 
(sarfropacaya), colour (var~a), growth (vrddhi), 
power (bala), steadiness/steadfastness (sthiti), 

of the body 683 

sleep (supti)684 , 

non-greediness (alolupatva), incitement/exertion685 etc. as born from 
the nutrient fluid (rasa)686• (sl.47)687 

683 The term iarfra is defined in contrast with garbha "embryo" by SU sarira., 5,6: 
sukra-SolJifaf!I garbhii.§ayastham iitma-prakrti-vikiira-sammarchitaf!I garbha itv 
ucyate I taf!I cetaniivasthitaf!I viiyur vibhajati, teja enam pacati, iipal:z kledayantf, 
prthivf saf!1hanti, iikiisaf!1 vivardhayati, evaf!1 vivardhital:z sa yadii hasta-piida
jihva-ghrii1Ja-kar1Ja-nitambiidibhir aligair upetas tadii sarfra ity saiijfiiim 
labhate I tac ca ~afj-angaf!I [ ... ].Namely, garbha is that which is formed of the 
semen and procreatory fluid, and is coagulated in the uterus; in contrast, ianra 
denotes the stage in which the body is increased through the five elements and 
furnished with the limbs (anga). If according to this, sarfropacaya here would 
be the increase of the body as defined above. 

684 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads var1Ja-vrddhis t[[Jtir instead of varlJ-o 
vrddhil:z suptir. It is not noted by the Adyar ed. The Anandasrama's reading 
t[[Jtir "satisfaction" seems to be correct, because the parallels, CA sarira., 3,12 
and AS sanra., 5,22, both contain trptir. Indeed, SG 9,13, the identical verse to 
SR sl.47, contains varlJo vrddhis t[[Jtir. Therefore, I conclude that the reading 
suptir is a mistake for t[[Jtir. 

685 Utsiihii/:z. Plural in the original text. The parallel, CA sarira., 3,12, also contains 
a plural, while AS sarira., 5,22 contains a singular. The parallel, SU sarira., 
4,33, does not mention this term. 

686 A and B read anna-rasajiin instead of rasajiin: "as born from the 
juice_of_food/nutrient_fluid", though it obviously violates the metre, and 
though annarasa and rasa are identical. On the problem of these two terms, cf. 
DAS 2003A, p.528 (iihiirarasa). 
The term rasa here seems to denote the nutrient fluid from the mother, 
according to CA sarira., 3,12 which deals with the rasaja substances (bhiiva): 
na hi rasiid rte miitul:z prii1Ja-yiitriipi syiit, kim punar garbha-janma "Without 
the nutrient fluid from the mother, neither the circulation of breath, nor the 
appearance/birth of the foetus is [possible]". 

687 SR sl.47 is identical to SG 9,13 (sarfropacitir varlJO vrddhis t[ptir balaf!I sthitil:z 
I alolupatvam utsiiha ityiidi riijasaf!1 vidul:z II), though the SG's reading riijasam 
"arising from rajas" instead of rasajiin is obviously a mistake. 
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PARALLELS (the expressions parallel to the SR are underlined): 
Su sarira., 4,33: iarfropacayo balam vamah sthitir hiinis ca rasajiini. 
CA sarira., 3,12 (on rasaja): sarfrasyiibhinirvrttir abhi~prii1Jiinubandhas 
trptih p~tir utsiihiis ceti 1121. 



These (iti), [namely] desire (iccha), dislike (dve~a), pleasure (sukha), 
pain (dul:zkha), right and wrong (dharma-adharma) and [subliminal] 
imprint/[ the_fancy _of]_conception/reflection ( bhavana), 

;ffort (prayatna), knowledge/perception (jiiana), the lifespan688 (ayus) 
and the faculties/organs (indriya )689 are deemed born from the self 
(atman). (sl.48)690 

AS siirira., 5,22: rasajii.ni, krtsnasya dehasya sambhavo vrttir vrddhis trptir 
alaulyam pu~(ir utsii.ha§ ca. 
ANALYSIS: 
SU siirira., 4,33 is the closest to SR sl.47. CA siirira., 3,12 also shares 
expressions such as vrddhi, trpti and utsii.ha with the SR. Except for the SU and 
SR, all the consulted texts include var~a in the group of rasaja substances, but 
not in that of ii.tmaja ones (cf. parallels given in my footnote to SR sl.48). The 
AS's theory is similar to the CA's, but the AS is closer to the SR than the CA is. 
The terms which the SU has in common with the SR are not contained in the 
AS, and vice versa: in the SR, the elements from the SU and AS compensate 
each other. Thus the SR integrates both pieces of information found in the SU 
and AS. SG 9,13, (the identical verse to SR sl.47), reads trptir instead of suptir 
in the SR. The term supti "sleep", which does not fit the context very well, is 
obviously a mistake for t[Pti. This is supported by the fact that trpti is 
mentioned by the CA and AS, too. The AH includes vrddhi and alolatii. in the 
rasaja group, but bala in the sii.tmyaja group. The YS, Vi~i:i.udhP and AgniP do 
not mention the rasaja group. 

688 For the relation between the life span and previous karma, cf. W.D. 
O'FLAHERTY 1980, p.94ff. 
The Garu<;IaP (KlRFEL 1954, v.71-72) state that the five, ii.yu~, karma, vittarrz, 
vidyii. and nidhanam (death), of the child are determined already in the prenatal 
period. 

689 GARBE 1917, p.320, translates jiiii.na- and kannendriya-s as "Wahmehmungs
sinne" and "Tatsinne, Flihigkeiten" respectively. 

690 SR sl.48 is identical to SG 9,14. But the SG contains cendriyii.~fty evam ii.tmajii.~ 
instead of cendriyii.~fty ii.tmajii.~ matii.~ in the SR. 
In SR sl.48cd, the caesura between c and d is not maintained. Actually, it is a 
latent caesura between the two words ca and indriya, which is erased through 
the sandhi. 
PARALLELS (the expressions parallel to the SR are underlined): 
SU siirira., 4,33: indriyii.ni jnii.nam vijnii.nam ii.yuh sukha-duhkhii.dikarrz 
cii.tmajii.ni. 
CA siirira., 3,10: yii.ni tu khalv asya garbhasyii.tmajii.ni, [ ... }tad yathii., tii.su tii.su 
yoni~utpattir ii.yur ii.tma-jnii.nam mana indriyii.ni prii.~ii.pii.nau prera~rrz 

dhii.ra~am ii.krti-svara-var~a-vi§e~ii.~ sukha-duhkhe icchii.-dvesau cetanii. dhrtir 
buddh* smrtir ahalikii.ra~ prayatnas ceti 1101. 
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AS sarira. 5,20: iitmajiini niinii-yoni~iltpattir manas cetanendriyiini priil}iipiinau 
dhiiraf}am iikrti-svara-varf}a-viie~ii/:t kiima-krodha-lobha-bhaya-harsa-
dhanniidharma-sflatii-smrti-buddhfcchii-dvesa-pravatniihankiira-sukha- · 
duhkhiiyur-iitmajfiiiniini ca. 
YS 3,73-74: indriyiini manaJ:t priif}O jiiiinam iiyuh sukham dhrti/:t I dhiirana 
prerwiaf!l duhkham icchiihankiira eva ca /'131 pravatna iikrtir varf}a/:t sva;a
dvesau bhaviibhavau I tasyaitad iitmajam sarvam aniider iidim icchataJ:t /'141. 
NOTE on the parallel in the YS: 
As already shown in my footnote to SR sl.45 which deals with the six groups of 
substances/components (bhiiva), the YS does not mention them, except for the 
iitmaja group. Namely, the YS mentions only the iitmaja substances/ 
components in YS 3, sl.73-74, which are the foregoing passages of the 
description of the embryonic condition in the first month. The theory that 
lifespan, knowledge, pleasure and pain etc. are already determined in the uterus 
is also found, for example, in Garu~aP v. 71-72 (cf my footnote 688 on SR sl.48 
"lifespan"). Intriguingly the YS mentions svara, and the comm. considers it to 
be "musical tones" (svaraJ:t ~a<fja-giindhiiriidi). In fact, SR 1,3, sl.82-86 
(SHRINGY 1989, vol.II, p.169) deals with the theory that a singer's voice
quality is an inborn quality (called siirfra "the quality pertaining to the body"). 
Agni P. 369,32d: [ ... ] caivii 'tmajiini tu /32dl kiima-krodhau bhayaf!l har~o 
dharmiidhanniitmatii tathii I akrti/:t svara-varf}llu tu mehaniidyaf!l tathii ca yat 
133/ (Compared with Vi~i:iudhP, mehanii is obviously a mistake for cetanii). 
Vi~i:iudhP 2,114,14d: iitmajiini nibodha me /14dl kiimaJ:t krodho bhayo har~o 
dharmiidharmiitmatii tathii I iikrtiJ:t svara-varf}au ca cetaniidyaf!l tathii vayaJ:t 
1151. 
ANALYSIS: 
The AH does not mention the iitmaja group. This text mentions, instead of six, 
eight groups, miitrja, paitrka, caitana, siitmyaja, rasaja, siittvika, riijasa and 
tiimasa (cf. AH sarira., 3,4cd-8c). In contrast, AS sarira., 5,18-25 mentions the 
same groups as the SR does, namely, matrja, pitrja, iitmaja, siitmyaja, rasaja 
and sattvaja. 
According to the parallels in AS sarira., 5,20 and CA sarira., 3,10 (see above), 
the termjiiiina (cf. SR sl.48) means "the knowledge of the self' (iitma-jiiiina). 
But according to SU sarira., 4,33, it seems to mean simply "knowledge". 
Among the consulted texts, the CA and AS both contain the wording closest to 
the SR. And it is difficult to decide which of the two texts is closer to the SR; 
The CA lacks dharmiidharma, while the AS lacks prayatna. The YS also 
contains expressions similar to the SR. Though the SU also accords with the 
SR, its line is too fragmental; it makes the impression that it shortened an older 
text which had been longer. 
On the other hand, the SU, in another passage listing the qualities (guf}as) of the 
karma-pur~a (SU sarira., 1,17), mentions terms similar to the Atmaja ones 
mentioned by CA sarira., 3,10. SU sarira., 1,17: tasya sukha-duhkhe icchii
dvesau prayatnah priiniipiiniiv unme~a-nime~au buddhir manah sankalpo 



They say that (iti) the faculties/organs of knowing/perception are 
hearing, touching, then seeing, tasting, smelling. Their ranges/objects 
(gocara), however, are [these] five, namely (iti), (sl.49)691 

sound (sabda), touch (sparsa), then shape (rupa), taste (rasa) [and] 
smell (gandha), respectively. (sl.50ab) 

However, they call voice/speech (vac)692, the hands, the feet, the 
anus [and] the genital[s] (upastha) the faculties/organs of action 
(karmendriya). (sl.50cd)693 

Their actions (kriya) are speaking (vacana), seizing (adana), 
going (gamana), discharge (visarga lit. "emission"), coition (rati), 
respectively. (sl.51abc)694 

viciira1:1ii ~ vijniinam adhyavasiiyo vi~ayopalabdhii ca gu1:1ii/:t. This might 
have something to do with the statement of CA sarira., 1,70--72, considering 
these to be the marks of the supreme self (liligiini paramiitmanaM. 

691 SR sl.49 is identical to SG 9,15. 
692 The term viic seems to mean something more concrete, i.e. "mouth" or "voice

making [anatomical] organ". CA sarira., 1,26 explicitly states that the tongue 
(jihvii) is the faculty/organ of speech (viig-indriya). The YS (3,91) and the YS's 
two descendants, the Vi~Q.udhP (2,115,35), mention the tongue (jihvii) instead 
of speech (viic). If this is right, the tongue functions as both, the buddhfndriya 
("sense faculty/organ") perceiving tastes (rasa) and the karmendriya ("faculty/ 
organ of action") pronouncing words/voices (sabda). In contrast, the Garu<;laP 
(KlRFEL 1954, sl.39) mentions jihvii as the buddhfndriya for rasa, but viic as 
the karmendriya for sabda. 

693 SR sl.50 is identical to SG 9,16. But the SG contains -upasthiiny iihuJ:t and hi 
instead of -upasthiin iihu/:t and tu of the SR. 

694 SR sl.51 is identical to SG 9,17. But the thirdpiida (SG 9,17d) contains a quite 
different wording (buddhir ahalikiiras tataJ:t param). The SR's reading of the 
third piida (sl.51d) poses a difficulty of interpretation; maybe it is a corruption 
(see my observation in the footnote 695 on SR sl.51cd). 
The topic of buddhi- and karma-indriya, and their objects are dealt with in the 
following texts: 
Su sarira., 1,4: srotra-tvak-cak~ur-jihvii-ghrii1:1a-viig-ghastopastha-piiyu-piida
manii1JlSfti, tatra piirvii1:1i panca buddhfndriyii1:1i, itarii1:1i panca karmendriyii1:1i, 
ubhayiitmakam manah. 
SU sarira., 1,5: tatra buddhfndriyii1:lii1'fl iabdiidayo vi~ayiiJ:t, karmendriyii1:1iirri 
yathiisalikhyarri vacaniidiiniinanda-visarga-vihara~ni. 
CA sarira., 1,25ff.: hastau piidau gudopastham viig-indriyam athiipi ca I 
karmendriyii1:1i pancazva piidau gamana-karma1:1i 1251 piiyiipastharri 
visargiirtham hastau graha1:1a-dhiira1:1e I jihvii viig-indriyarri viik ca satyii jyotis 
tamo 'nrtii 1261 mahiibhiitiini kharri viiyur agnir iipaJ:t ~itis tathii I sabdah 
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The two intemal_instruments/faculties_of_thought (antaJ:tkaralJ.a) 
are as follows (iti): the mind (manas) and the intellect (buddhi).69s 
(sl.51cd) 

sparsas ca rapam ca raso gandhas ca tad-gw:iaJ:i 1271 In v.31, the objects like 
fabda etc. are called artha, vi~aya and gocara. 
CA siirira., 7,7: pafi.ca buddhfndriyd1J.i, tad yathd, sparfanam rasanam ghranam 
darfanam srotram iti I pafi.ca kannendriyd1J.i tad yathd, hastau padau payuh 
upasthah jihva ceti 171. Also see CA siirira., 7 ,7. . 
AS siirira., 5,55ff. (275ff.): pafi.ca buddhfndriyd1J.i, srotrarri sparfanam 
darsanam rasanam ghranam ca 1551 te~arri sabhdgataya kramad vi~ayaJ:i ~ 
sparfa-rupa-rasa-gandhdh 1561 pafi.ca buddhfndriyadhi~{hdnani kar7J.au tvag
a~i1J.f jihva nasike ca 1571 pafi.ca karmendrivani vak payupastha-pd1J.i-pada
safi.jfi.akdni 1581 tdny api ca vacanotsarga-harsadana-gamandrthdni 1591. 
YS 3,91: gandha-rupa-rasa-sparsa-sabdas ca vi~ayaJ:i smrtaJ:i I nasikd locane 
jihva tvak srotrarri cendriyd1J.i ca 1911 hastau pdyur upastham ca jihva pddau ca 
pafi.ca vai I kannendriyani janfyan manas caivobhayatmakam 1921. 
Vi~I).UdhP 2,115,32: buddhfndriyani pafi.cdtra srotrarri ghrd1J.arri ca ca4u~f/ tvak 
tathd rasana caiva mahdbhatasrayani tu 1321 indriyarthds tathd pafi.ca te~df!! 

namani me sr1J.u I srotrasya sabdaJ:i kathito gandho ghrd1J.asya parthiva 133! 
raparri ca ca~~o jfi.eyarri tvak ca saf!LSparfanarri tathd I rasanasya rasas caiva 
mahdbhutasrayas tu te 1341 kannendriyd1J.i pafi.cdtra te~arri namani me SrfJ.u I 
payapastharri hasta-padau jihva caivatra pafi.camf 1351 te~am arthds tathd pafi.ca 
tan prava~yamy ataJ:i param I utsargarri ca tathananda adana-gamane tathd 
1361 indriyani dasaitani te~arri vai nayakam manaJ:i I pafi.ca kannendriyd1J.Y atra 
panca buddhfndriyd1J.i ca 1371 indriyarthds ca pafi.catra mahdbhutani panca ca 
!38ab/. 
AgniP 370,3: panca kannendriyd1J.Y atra pafi.ca buddhfndriyd1J.i ca I indriyarthiis 
caiva pafi.caiva mahdbhata manodhipaJ:i 131. 
Garw;laP (KlRFEL 1954) v.39: srotrarri tvak ca~u~f jihva nasa buddhfndriyii1J.i 
ca I pd1J.f padau gudarri vak ca guhyarri kannendriyd1J.i ca 1391. 
ANALYSIS 
This is the theory found also in the Siiilkhya or Vaise~ika theory, cf. GARBE 
1917, p.320. The SU and AS seem to be the closest to the SR. Though the CA's 
theory is also almost the same, it allocates the genitals (upastha) to the action of 
discharge (visarga), in contrast to the SU and AS which allocate it to the action 
of the joy (iinanda, har~a) of coitus. 
The AH does not mention this topic. But the YS, Vi~I).udhP and Garu~aP 
mention it, though the Vi~I).udhP does not. For the Nyiiya-Vaise~ika theory 
contained in the CA, see COMBA 1987. 

695 This topic is further dealt with in the following verses, SR sl.52-53ab. 
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The statement of SR sl.5 lcd does not keep with the various schools which 
accept only manas. The usage of the term buddhi as denoting a particular 
mental faculty/organ is found only in the Siiilkhya school, cf. GARBE 1917, 



p.310. But the Slinkhya school counts three internal instruments (antaJ.ikaratµi), 
namely, manas, buddhi and ahankiira, cf. GARBE ibid., p.307. The SR does not 
mention the third one, ahankiira. 
According to MOLLER 1952, p.291, the CA's system, which mentions buddhi 
and manas, does not belong to any particular school of philosophy. 
The comm. S. states that the statement of SR sl.51 is according to the Vedanta 
school. But, according to DEUSSEN 1883, p.357, Sankara acknowledges only 
manas which is identified with buddhi. However, there seems to have been 
another theory which distinguishes the one from the other, according to 
DEUSSEN, ibid., p.338, quoting a statement from the Brahmasutra. 
SR sl.51cd is identical to SG 9,17cd, as already remarked. The SR does not 
have a parallel to the next verse (SG 9,18) which consists of a half verse (ab). 
SG 9,17cd-18ab runs as follows: kriyas teo$am mano buddhir ahankiiras tataJ.i 
param /17cd/ antaJ.ikaratµim ity ahus cittaf!! ceti catuo${ayam 1181. 
The topic of antaJ.ikarai:za is dealt with, for example, by the texts mentioned 
below. 
SU siirira., 1,4: srotra-tvak-cako$UT-jihvii.-ghrai:za-vag-ghastopastha-payu-pada
manli.f!!Sfti, tatra purvai:zi panca buddhfndriyai:zi, itarai:zi panca karmendriyai:zi, 
ubhayatmakam manah. 
CA slirira., 1,56ab: karanii.ni mano buddhir buddhi-karmendriyai:zi ca. 
AS slirira., 5,60 (280) states that the mind (manas) is above all the other organs 
or faculties (indriya), because the latter and their objects are connected through 
it, and because the mind is at the same time a sense-organ (buddhi[-indriyaJ) 
and an action-organ: atfndriyaf!! tu manaJ.i sarvarthair anvayat tad-yogena 
pancendriyai:zam artha-pravrtteJ.i I buddhi-karmendriyobhayatmakatvac ca 1601. 
YS 3,92d: manas caivobhayatmakam 1921. On the notion of manas in the YS, cf. 
YAMASIITTA 2001/2002, pp.106-107. 
AgniP 370,3: panca karmendriyai:zy atra panca buddhfndriyii.i:zi ca I indriyarthas 
ca pancaiva mahabhata manodhipii./.I 131 atma 'vyaktas caturvif!!fat tattvani 
pur~aJ.i paraJ.i I saf!!yuktas ca viyuktas ca yatha matsyodake ubhe 141 avyaktam 
afritanfha rajaJ.i-sattva-tamaf!!Si ca I antaraJ.i pur~o jfvaJ.i sa param brahma 
kiirai:zam 151. 
Vi~Q.udhP 2,115,38cd; indriyebhyaJ.i parii./.I proktas catvaro, bhrgunandana 1381 
mano buddhis tathaivatma avyaktas ca, mahabhuja I tad-asrayai:zrndriyii.i:zi 
indriyebhyaJ.i paras ca te 1391 tattvii.ny etani janfhi caturvif!!fati-sankhyaya I 
yeo$ii.m aikyam mahabhiiga, puruo$a/.I pancavif!!f akaJ.i 1401 saf!!yuktair viyuktas ca 
tathii matsyodake ubhe I manaJ.i saf!!fayakrn nityaf!l tatha buddhir vivecanf 1411 
iitma jfvaJ.i smrto, rama yo bhokta sukha-duJ.ikhayoJ.i I avyakto mifritanfha rajaJ.i
sattva-tamaf!!Si ca 1421 puruo$aS tv aparo jneyo yas ca sarvagato mahiin !42ab!. 
ANALYSIS 
The SU and AS mention only one mental organ/faculty, i.e. manas which has 
both characters of buddhi- and karma-indriya. The manas as well as the 
buddhi- and karma-indriya-s are included in the twenty-four tattva-s of 
Slinkhya (cf. SU slirira. 1,4). In contrast, the CA (siirira., 1,56ab) mentions two 
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Comm.Kon SR sl.47-74696 

The text beginning with "increase of the body" (sl.47a, 
sarfropaca-ya/:t) [and] ending with "[we], afraid of [too great] expan
sion697 of the text" (sl.74d, grantha-vistara-kiitariiJ:z), is explained 
through [mere] recitation/mention (nigada-vyakhyata"J:i). 

Comm. Son SR sl.47-51 

He tells those born from the nutrient fluid (rasa) and those born from 
the self (atman): "The body" (sl.47a, sarfra-). Increase [means] 
being swollen. Growth [means] the superabundance of the measure/ 
quantity (prama1Ja). (Comm. S on SR sl.47-48) 

He divides/enumerates separately ( vibhajate) the faculties/organs 
of knowing/perception and their objects (vi~aya): "The faculties/ 
organs of knowing/perception" (sl.49a, ffi-anendriyal}i). Touching 
(sparsana): the faculty/organ skin. Seeing (darsana): the eye. Tasting 
(rasana): the tongue. (Comm. S on SR sl.49-50) 

He tells the faculties/organs of action and their functions: "Voice/ 
speech, hands". (sl.50c, vak-kara-). (Comm.Son SR sl.50-51) 

He tells the two internal_instruments ( = faculties of thought), 

mental organs/faculties, manas and buddhi; these two are included in kara1.za-s, 
to which the buddhi- and karma-indriya-s belong, too. On the other hand, CA 
siirira., 1,32-34 explains buddhi to be produced from the contact of the self, 
indriya-s, manas and objects. The YS mentions the dual character of manas, 
like the SU and AS. The AgniP and Vi~1,1udhP, which have many expressions in 
common to each other, are in this point not parallel to the YS. The Vi~1,1udhP 
seems to contain many insertions in comparison to its parallel text of the AgniP. 
But there are discrepancies between the respective statements in the AgniP and 
Vi~1,1udhP. Although some corruptions in the text make comprehension 
difficult, the AgniP seems to acknowledge only manas, as the integrator of the 
buddhi-indriya-s and karma-indriya-s, and mentions, besides that, the transcen
dent (para-) puru~a which is called atman, avyakta etc. The theory of the 
Vi~1,1udhP, mentioning manas and buddhi, is totally different from that of the 
AgniP. 

696 Comm. K does not explain the following verses up to SR 1,2, sl.74. 
697 The Anandlisrama ed. (1896) reads vistara instead of vistara. This is not noted 

by the Adyar ed. 
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having recourse to the opinion of the Vedantin-s698 : "The mind and 
the intellect" (sl.51c, mano buddhiJ:i). In the Vacaspatya699, it is 
said: "Yoga is the dependence of the two instruments/faculties, 
[namely] the intellect and the mind, on the manifestation of the 
perception [of] 'I'." (buddhi-manasos ca kara1:zayor aham iti 
prakhytina-pratibhasalambanatvaf!l yoga!:z)700• (Comm.Son SR sl.51) 

SR sl.52-53 

Pleasure and pain are to be known as the two objects of the mind 
(manas). (sl.52ab) 

The action (kriyti) [of] remembrance, confusion/hesitation 
(bhrtinti) 701 , manifoldness/doubt (vikalpa) etc. is considered the 
business (vyavasiti7°2) of the intellect (dhf= buddhi).703 (sl.52cd)704 

698 Sankara does not distinguish buddhi from manas, but he mentions the different 
view of others that manas is the faculty of reflexion (sa1µsaya, vikalpa) while 
buddhi, the faculty of decision (niscaya, adhyavasiiya) (DEUSSEN 1912, p.330). 

699 A and B read viicaspatau "in the Vacaspati". The Vacaspatya is the title of a 
Sanskrit dictionary. 

700 This is not clear to me. 
701 The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads bhfti "fear" instead of bhriinti; this is not 

noted by the Adyar ed. D reads smrtiJ:i prftir vibhriinti "remembrance, 
pleasure/love, confusion" instead of smrti-bhriinti-. But this violates the metre. 

702 Vyavasiti "ascertainment". But according to the commentary, it means 
something like "business" (vyiipiira). In fact, the term vyavasiiya means 
"business" in later Sanskrit and New Indo-Aryan. 
The Anandasrama ed. (1896) reads dhiyo 'dhyavasitir instead of dhiyo 
vyavasitir; this is not noted by the Adyar ed. I prefer this reading adhyavasiti to 
vyavasiti, because, according to Saii.khya, the function of buddhi is called 
adhyavasiiya "effort/determination/resolution" (GARBE 1917, p.307; 
Saii.khyakarika 22-23). 

703 My translation follows the comm. S. The comm. S interprets it, as if manas 
perceives objects (vi~aya), in contrast with buddhi which makes kriyii. Thus, the 
pair, manas and buddhi, corresponds to the pair,jiiiinendriya and karmendriya. 
But Saii.khya allots the functions satikalpa-vikalpau "die Funktionen des 
Wtinschens und des zweifelnden Dberlegens" to manas (GARBE 1917, p. 315), 
and the function adhyavasiiya to buddhi (ibid., p.307). Therefore, if according 
to Saii.khya, this verse could be analysed as follows: sukhaf!I dul:zkhaf!I ca 
vi~ayau vijii.eyau manasal:z; [manasal:z] kriyii smrti-bhriinti-vikalpiidyii [matii]; 
dhiyo [kriyii] vyavasitir matii "Pleasure and pain are to be known as the two 
objects of the mind. The action [of the mind] is deemed remembrance, 
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The faculties/organs (indriya) are such whose ongm is 
Brahman705 • Others chanted/claimed [the faculties/organs as being] 
materiaF06• ( sl. 5 3 ab) 707 

confusion, manifoldness etc. [The function] of the intellect is ascertainment 
(adhyavasiti)." 

704 SR sl.52 is identical to SG 9,19. But SG 9,19 contains many variants. The 
theory presented by SG 9,l 7cd-20ab is different from that of SR sl.51cd-53ab. 
I quote these SG verses in the following. SG 9,17: (kriyiis te~iim) mano buddhir 
ahalikiiras tatal:z param /llcd/ antal:zkarai:iam ity iihus cittaf!! ceti catu~(ayam 
1181 sukhaf!! dul:zkhaf!! ca vi~ayau manasal:z kriyii I smrti-bhfti-vikalpiidya 
buddhil:z syiin niicayiitmikii 1191 aham mametiy ahalikiiras cittaf!! cetayate yatal:z 
!20ab/. 
The SG mentions four internal instruments (antal:zkarai:ia), namely, manas, 
buddhi, ahalikiira and cetas (cf. DEUSSEN 1883, p.357). The functions of the 
two, ahalikiira and citta, are mentioned in SG 9,20ab. 
But I suspect that this theory of the SG originally did not belong to the source 
text. The reason is the following: SG 9,18 consists of only two quarters (ab), 
while SG 9,20 unproportionally consists of six (abcdef). This fact suggests that 
either SG 18ab or 9,20ab is a secondary interpolation. Namely, it makes the 
impression that the compiler of the SG added ahalikiira and citta into the source 
text, in which only two antal:zkarai:ia-s, namely manas and buddhi, had been 
mentioned. 
Besides, SG 9,19cd, identical to SR sl.52cd, contains an unignorable variant, 
buddhil:z syiin niicayiitmikii instead of dhiyo vyavasitir matii in the SR. With the 
SG's variant, the verse becomes easier to understand. SG 9,19cd gives a too 
orderly impression in comparison to SR sl.52cd. Therefore, the SR perhaps 
preserves a more original version than the SG. 

705 That means, Brahman is the origin of the faculties/organs. 
706 I.e. not permanent. 
707 The SG does not contain a parallel to SR sl.53ab. This suggests that SR sl.53ab 

is probably an interpolation. 
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The comm. S explains that these two contradicting theories are those of 
Siilikhya and Vaise~ika. In fact the theory that the sense organs are of material 
nature is contained in the Vaise~ikasiitra (jambuvijaya) 3,2,2, according to 
GARBE 1917, p.322. GARBE, discussing this topic, states that the Siilikhya 
system derives the indriya-s from ahalikiira, which is immaterial. But whether 
this interpretation of the comm. S. of the SR is actually in accord with the SR, 
is uncertain. 
Also the Nyayayika-s who consider the indriya-s to be material argue against 
the Saiikhya theorists, cf. PREISENDANZ 1994, vol.2, pp.468-470; p.660. Cf. 
Nyayasiitra 1, 1,12: ghriii:ia-rasana-ca~us-tvak-srotriii:ifndriyiii:ii bhutebhyal:z. 



The internal_instrument/faculty_of_thought (anta/:ikarm:ia) called 
"sattva"708 is deemed of three kinds due to the difference of the 
qualities (gw:ia)709• (sl.53cd)710 

708 In the foregoing verses, SR sl.5ld-53ab, the internal instrument (antaJ:ikara1:ia) 
is divided into two, manas and buddhi, according to function (kriyii). SR sl.53 
mentions another aspect of the same internal instrument (antaJ:ikararia), namely, 
sattva. 
CA siitra., 8,4 states that sattva is another appellation of manas, cf. MULLER 
1952, p.285. MULLER (op.cit., pp.280-281) explains the difference of the two 
notions, "Im vergleich mit einer Bewegung oder TatigkeitsauBerung durch 
manas als 'Denken' [ ... ], zielt sattva auf den Begriff eines 'Wesens' in einem 
eigenschaftlichen Zustande." For the threefoldness of sattva, i.e., siittvika, 
riijasa and tiimasa, cf. WINDISCH 1908, p.54. 
The internal instrument called sattva plays a crucial role at the moment of 
conception, cf. DOSSI 1998, p.133; CA sli.rira., 3,13; CA sarira., 3,3; AH sli.rira., 
1,1. 

709 RO~U 1978, p.183, states "la predominance de l'une sur deux autres marque le 
psychisme a un moment donne". That means, the three types of the 
antaJ:ikararia called sattva, i.e. siittvika, tiimasa, and riijasa, are not static condi
tions, but dynamic and transitory ones. One's mental condition can occasionally 
change from one type to another. According to CA sli.rira., 3,13, the mental 
condition (sattva) is changeable from time to time in a single person, but the 
predominant one is considered to be the character of the person (niinii-vidhiini 
khalu sattviini, tiini sarviiriy eka-puru.re bhavanti, na ca bhavanty eka-kiilaf!I, 
ekaf!Z tu priiyovrtyaha), cf. RO~U ibid., p.187. 

710 SR sl.53cd is identical to SG 9,20ab. 
SR sl.51d-52 considers the antaJ:ikararia to be twofold, i.e. manas and buddhi, 
with regard to its action/function (kriyii). Now, SR sl.53 observes the same 
antaJ:ikararia in another aspect, considering it to be threefold, namely, con
sisting of the three guria-s, with regard to constitution or disposition. 
SR sl.49-55 lists the substances/constituents (bhiiva) derived from the sattva. 
The sattvaja substances/constituents are actually those mentioned in SR 
sl.54bcd-55, namely siittvika-bhiiva-s, riijasa-bhiiva-s and tiimasa-bhiiva-s. 
They are mentioned by the medical texts, too (e.g. AS sarira., 5,23f.). 
The foregoing verses, SR sl.49-53ab, merely serve as the introduction to the 
notion antaJ:ikararia, in keeping with Sli.il.khya. That means, those mentioned in 
SR sl.43-53ab, i.e., the five jfiiinendriya-s, five karmendriya-s, manas and 
buddhi, do not belong to the sattvaja bhiiva-s. The medical texts do not mention 
the jfiiinendriya, karmendriya, manas or buddhi at all in the passages on the 
sattvaja bhiiva-s (e.g., AS sarira., 5,23f.). 
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Comm. Son SR s/52-53 

He tells the particular function[s], for the sake of the distinction 
between the intellect and the mind: "Pleasure" (sl.52a, sukhaY(l). 
And from that [follows] the distinction that (iti) the mind is the 
instrument/means for the perception of pleasure and pain, the 
intellect the instrument/means for remembrance, confusion/ 
hesitation, manifoldness/doubt etc.711 Business (vyavasiti) [means] 
function (vyiipifra). (Comm.Son SR sl.52) 

He observes/investigates the cause of the faculties/organs 
according to a difference of opinion: "Brahman" (sl.53a, brahma-). 
Vedantin-s, however, relate that (iti) the faculties/organs are such 
whose cause is Brahman, because of the whole manifest world being 
an illusory_form/transformation (vivarta)712 of Brahman. Or else, the 
scholars of the Sankhya school deem [them] such whose origin is 
Brahman, [i.e.] immaterial. Others, [i.e.] the scholars of the Vaise~ika 
school, say: "[They are] material, produced of the [gross] elements 
(bhuta), [i.e.] earth etc." 

He tells the third intemal_instrument/faculty _of_thought: "called 
sattva" (sl.53c, sattviikhyam). Called ["]sattva["]: the meaning is: 
called ["]the nature/natural_condition/disposition["] (svabhiiva). Due 
to the differentiation/difference of the qualities, [i.e.] due to the 
difference of the quality of purity (sattva), the quality of turbidity 
(rajas) and the quality of darkness (tamas). (Comm.Son SR sl.53) 

SR sl.54-55 

The qualities (gu~a) are sattva (purity), rajas (turbidity) and tamas 
(darkness). (sl.54a)713 

From the nature (sattva)714 characterised by purity (sattva), how
ever, belief that there is [a(n) afterlife/creator] (iistikya,), a proclivity 

711 The term sadhana does not belong to the mala text, although the Adyar edition 
uses boldface for it. 

712 B reads parivartatvat "because of being the [repetitive] revolution of 
Brahman". 

713 The types of disposition derived from the three qualities are mentioned in SU 
sarira., 1,18. 

714 I.e. the internal instrument (antaJ:ikarai:ia) called sattva, mentioned in SR sl.53. 
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solely (ekaruci715 ) for the pure dharma etc. are held [to arise], 
(sl.54bcd) 716 

from the nature (sattva) characterised by rajas, however, the [mental] 
conditions (bhiiva)717 , desire, anger, passion/intoxication (mada) etc. 
[are held to arise],718 (sl.55ab) 

715 Eka-ruci. same as eka-rasa, "of one tenor", "solely devoted to the sole one". 
716 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads sukladhannaikya-, and the manuscript 

Dreads vuddhidhannaikya-, instead of suddhadhannaika-. With the former, the 
verse would mean "[ ... ] a proclivity for oneness with bright/lucid (sukla) 
dhanna [ ... ]". With the latter, it would mean"[ ... ] a proclivity by the notion of 
the belief that there is [a(n) afterlife/creator] (astikyabuddhi; v=b), for oneness 
with dharma [ ... ]". The Adyar edition contains sii.ttvikat, while the 
Anandasrama edition contains sii.ttvikal:z. The Adyar edition contains sattvat tu 
rajasad (SR sl.55a) and tamasaJ:i (SR sl.55d) instead of the Anandasrama 
edition's (1896) readings, rajaso rajasa bhaval:z and tamasat, respectively. 
Comm. S contains sattvad iti in its explanation to SR sl.55a, cf. Adyar ed., p.47, 
the fourth line of comm. S. 
SR sl.54 is identical to SG 9,20cd-21ab. But the SG contains sattvikii.J:i and 
sukla-dharmaika-mati-prakrtayo, instead of sattvikat and suddha-dharmaika
ruci-prabhrtayo of the SR. For the parallelism between SG sukra-dharma-mati
and AS sarira., 5,23 sukla-vartma-rucir, cf. my footnote 721 on SR sl.55cd. 
SG 9,20d contains the same reading, sattvikal:z, as the Anandasrama edition 
(1896) of the SR. SG 9,21cd, identical to SR sl.55ab, contains (in pada 21c) the 
same reading rajaso rajasa bhavaJ:i, as the Anandasrama edition. In the same 
manner, SG 9,22ab, identical to SR sl.55cd, contains the same tamasal:z. 
Therefore, I conclude that these readings in the Anandasrama edition of the SR 
(sattvikal:z, rajaso rajasa and tamasa/:t) are correct. 
With the correct readings of the Anandasrama edition (1896) which are 
confirmed by the SG, SR sl.54bcd-55 would be translated as follows: 
"From [the quality (gu~a) of] sattva, [the conditions (bhava)] characterised 
sattva (sattvika), [namely] belief that there is, a proclivity solely for the pure 
dhanna etc. are held [to arise]. (sl.54bcd) From [the quality of] rajas, the 
conditions (bhava) characterised by rajas (rajasa), [namely] desire, anger, 
passion etc., are held [to arise]. (sl.55ab) [The conditions] characterised by 
tamas [are held to be], however, sleepiness, sloth, carelessness, distress, deceit 
etc. (sl.55cd)" 

717 This word occurs in SR sl.27, too. There, I translated it as "characteristics" but 
it may be discussed whether "[mental] condition" fits there, too. 
On the other hand, the term bhava here seems to denote the same thing as the 
bhava-s of pitrja, matrja etc. If so, the term here should be translated as 
"substance/constituents", too. 

718 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads rajaso rajasa bhaval:z instead of sattvat 
tu rajasad bhavaJ:i. 
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from [that] characterised by tamas719 , however, sleepiness, sloth, 
carelessness (pramada), distress (arti)720 , deceit etc. [are held to arise]. 
(sl.55cd)721 

719 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads tiimasii/:t instead of tiimasiit. 
720 D reads -pramiidiidi instead of -pramiidiirti-: "[ ... ] carelessness etc., deceit etc. 

[ ... ]". 
721 Cf. AS sarira., 5,23-25. AS sarira., 5,23 contains two expressions which are 

parallel to the SR, i.e. iistikatva and ruci, among the characteristics of the 
siittvika sattva (which is called suddha-sattva by the AS). 
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The expression sukla-vartma-rucir (RO~U 1978 translates it as "l'inclination 
pour une conduite pure") acoustically resembles suddha-dhannaika-ruci- of the 
SR. As a matter of fact, SG 9,21ab, identical to SR sl.54cd, reads sukla
dhannaika-mati-. It seems that these three expressions in the SR, SG and AS 
are parallel to each other. RO~U 1978, p.186, also points at the resemblance 
between the AS's sukra-vartma-rucir and the AH's (siirira., 3,7-8) sukla
dhanna-ruci "inclination pour les choses pures". Thus, it seems that suddha
dhannaika-ruci in SR sl.54cd should be read as constituting one unit like "eka
ruci for iuddha-dhanna". 
AS sarira., 5,24 (riijasa-sattva) mentions kiima and krodha, but not mada. In 
AS siirira., 5,25, among the characteristics of tiimasa-sattva, parallel expres
sions to the SR text are contained, i.e. pramiida, nidrii, iilasya, in this order. 
PARALLELS 
SU siirira., 4,33, enumerating the six groups pitrja etc., announces a discussion 
of the sattvaja- ones separately somewhere afterwards. According to :Qalhru:ia, 
this seems to refer to SU sarira., 5,81f, which is, however, parallel to SR sl.72-
74. The SU does not have a parallel to SR sl.53ab-55. 
CA siirira., 3,13 calls the three classes suddha, riijasa and tiimasa. In this 
passage, the CA mentions little about the respective components of the three 
classes, but announces a discussion later, namely in CA siirira. 4,36f. But the 
contents of CA sarira., 4,36f. are parallel to those in SR sl.72-74 like in the case 
of Su sarira., 5,81f. 
AS siirira., 5,23-25 mentions, as examined above, iistikatvaf!l, suklavartma and 
rucir among the suddha-sattvaja- ones; kiima and krodha among the riijasa
ones; nidrii, iilasyaf!l, lqudh-, tr~i:ia and siikii among the tiimasa- ones. 
AH sarira., 3,7-8ab: siittvikaf!l iaucam iistikyam iukla-dhanna-rucir mati/:t I 
riijasam bahu-bhii~itvam miina-krud-dambha-matsaram /1/ tiimasam bhayam 
ajfiiinarri nidriilasyam vi~iiditii !Bab!. 
AgniP 369,34: tiimasiini tathii jfiiinam pramiidiilasya-tr{-lqudhii/:t I moha
miitsarya-vaigui:iya-iokiiyiisa-bhayiini ca 1341 kiima-krodhau tathii iauryarri 
yajfiepsii bahu-bhii~itii I ahankiira/:t pariivajfiii riijasiini, mahii-mune 1351 
dhannepsii molqa-kiimitvam parii bhaktis ca keiave I diilqii:iyaf!l vyavasiiyitva1,n 
siittvikiini vinirdiset 1361. 



Comm. Son SR sl.54-55 

Distinguishing the qualities (gwµi), he tells those [characteristics] 
born from them [one by one]: "Sattva" (sl.54a, sattvarµ). 

He tells the workings (karya) of the intemal_instrument/faculty _ 
of_thought characterised by purity (sattva): "From the nature 
characterised by purity (sattva)" (sl.54b, sattvat). Belief that there 
is (astikya) [means] the confidence (Sraddha) that (iti) there is (asti) 
the other world. A proclivity, [namely] delight (prfti), solely with 
regard to that, [namely] dharma which is pure, unsoiled.722 Through 
the word ["]etc.["] (prabhrti), abstaining from non-dharma is 
mentioned. (Comm.Son SR sl.54) 

He tells the workings of the internal_instrument/faculty_of_ 
thought characterised by rajas: "From the nature" (sl.55a, sattvat). 
From the nature (sattva), [namely] from the internal_instrument/ 
faculty_of_thought called "sattva", characterised by rajas, in which 
the quality (gu"f}a) of raj as is predominant. 

He tells the workings of the internal_instrument/faculty _of_ 
thought characterised by tamas: "sleepiness" (sl.55cd, nidra-). 
Sleepiness [means] the cessation of the functions with regard to 
external objects (vi~aya), [namely] sleep (supti) or deep sleep 
(su~upti). Sloth [means] inactivity even in the functions [which are] 
the means for [achieving] that desired. Carelessness [means] the state 
without attention. Deceit [means] cheating (pratara"f}a, lit. "carrying 
over"). (Comm. S on SR sl.55) 

Vi~i:i.udhP 2, 114, 16: tiimasiini tathii jniina-pramiidiilasya-trf-/qudha/:i I moha
miitsarya-vaigw:iya-iokiiyiisa-bhayiini ca 1161 kiima-krodhau tathii iauryaf!! 
yajnepsii bahu-bhii~itii I ahankiiraJ:i pariivajna riijasiini, mahiibhuja 1171 
dharmecchii mo/qa-kiimitvam parii-bhaktis ca keiave diilqit:iyaf!! vyavasiiyas ca 
siittvikiini vinirdiset 1181. 
ANALYSIS 
The sattvika sattva is called suddha sattva by the CA and AS. The SU and CA 
do not deal with this topic except in the parallel passages to SR sl.72-74, on the 
body (vigraha, kiiya) of siittvika etc. In these two points, the AH, AgniP and 
Vi~i:i.udhP are the closest to the SR. The AgniP and Vi~i:i.udhP are parallel to 
each other. The YS does not deal with this topic. 

722 The manuscript A reads tatra diinasuddho instead of fraddhii suddho: "[ ... ] 
solely with regard to that [namely] dhanna which is pure through giving/ 
donation with regard to that, [i.e. which is] unsoiled." 
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SR sl.56-57 

The state of having tranquil faculties/organs (prasannendriyatii), 
diseaselessness, non-sloth etc. are, however, born from suitability 
(satmya)723 • (sl.56ab)724 

The body (deha) whose essence is the [gross] elements (bhuta)725 

723 The term siitmya "suitability" is mentioned in SR sl.44, too. 
724 SR sl.56 is identical to SG 9,22cd-23ab. But the SG contains sattvajiil:z, which 

is obviously a mistake, instead of siitmyajiil:z of the SR (compare it with the 
parallels in the medical texts given below). Besides, the SG contains 
miitriitmakii.s instead of bhutiitmakas. 
PARALLELS: 
SU siirira., 4,33: vfryam iirogyam bala-vart}aU medhii ca siitmyajiini. 
CA siirira., 3,11: [ ... ] iirogyam aniilasyam alolupatvam indriya-prasiidah svara
vart}a-bfja-sampat prahar~abhayastva'!l ceti. (In the SR, alolupatva are in
cluded in the rasaja group, while, in the CA, it belongs to the siitmyaja group). 
AS siirira., 5,21: siitmyajiiny iiyur iirogyam aniilasyiilolupatvam indriva
prasiida-svara-vartfaujal:z-sampat-pra.§astatii-prahar~a-bhayastvam 

medhiibala'!l ca. 
AH siirira., 3,6ab: siitmyaja'!l tv iiyur iirogyam aniilasvam prabhii balam. 
Neither the YS, AgniP nor Vi~1.1udhP mentions the siitmyaja group. 
ANALYSIS 
The CA and AS, whose passages contain expressions almost identical to each 
other, are most closely related to the SR. The AS contains both elements from 
the CA and SU (e.g. bala and medhii are not mentioned by the CA, but by the 
SU). The Purii.Qa-s do not deal with this topic. 

725 CA siirira., 4,8 states that the consciousness (cetanii) of a newly formed embryo 
takes up (upiidatte) the gross elements, cf. DAS 2003A, p.556. On the YS's 
description of the iitman receiving the five elements, cf. YAMASHITA 
2001/2002, pp.89-90. 
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In some texts, this topic is dealt with in the description of the embryo's 
assimilation of nourishment from the mother, cf. the following, and Garu9aP 
(KlRFEL 1954) verse 31. 
There are two ways of the embryo's assimilation of the gross elements, 
according to AH siirira., 1,2. At the time of its entrance into the uterus, the soul 
is accompanied (sattviinugail:z) by the gross elements in a germ-like 
(bfjiitmakail:z), minute (salcyma) state. The gross elements are assimilated by the 
embryo in the early stage. Later, the embryo assimilates the gross elements 
through the nutrient fluid (iihiirarasajail:z) from the mother. 
WINDISCH 1908, p.49, note 3, states "Die mahiibhata [ ... ] kommen zwiefach in 
Betracht, in Samen und Blut verwandelt (mahiibhatail:z [ ... ] sukriirtavarapatal:z 
parit:iatail:z) und in den Saft der Speise der Mutter verwandelt (miitur 
iihiirarasiitmanii parit:iatail:z)." 



receives these [following] qualities (gw;a)726 of it (i.e. = of each 
[gross] element) from it (i.e. from each [gross] element):727 (sl.56cd) 

For the primitive belief in the Milindapafiha, that what a woman eats and drinks 
forms an embryo, cf. WINDISCH, ibid., p.22. 

726 Similar usage of the term gu~a is also found in CA siirira., 4,8 and Garu<;laP 
(KlRFEL 1954) v.33f. In the YS 3,76-78, dealing with the same topic, the term 
gu~a is not used. The usage of the term gu~a in AgniP 369,28f. and Vi~Q.udhP 
2, 115,2f. is different. 

727 Cf. CA siirira., 4,6. This idea is associated with the theory on the 
correspondence between micro- and macrocosm, cf. CA siirira., 4,13: evam 
ayaf!I tokasammitaJ:i puru~aJ:i. yiivanto hi toke miirtimanto vise~iis tiivantaJ:i 
puru~e, yiivantaJ:i puru~e tiivanto toke iti. 
PARALLELS: 
SU siirira., 1, 19: iintari~ii sabdah sabdendriyaf!I sarva-cchidra-samiiho 
viviktatii ca, viiyavyiis tu spar§ah sparsendriyam sarva-ce~tii-samiihaJ:i sarva
§arfra-spandanaf!Z taghutii ca, taijasiis tu riipam riipendriyaf!I var~aJ:i santiipo 
bhriiji~~utii paktir amarsas taiksnyam §auryam ca, iipyiis tu raso rasanendriyaf!I 
sarva-drava-samiiho gurutii saityam sneho retas ca, piirthiviis tu gandho 
gandhendriyaf!Z sarva-miirta-samiiho gurutii ceti 1191 Peculiarly gurutii is twice 
mentioned, both among the derivatives of water and those of earth. I wonder if 
the former might be a mistake for something like mrdutii. 
CA siirira., 4,6; 4,8; 4,12. The list of the respective qualities which the embryo 
receives from the five gross elements is given in siirira., 4,12. 4,12: [ ... ] 
tatriisyiikiisiitmakaf!I sabdaJ:i irotraf!l tiighavaf!Z sau~myaf!I viveka§ ca, 
viiyviitmakaf!I spariaJ:i sparsanaf!Z rau~yam prera~f!I dhiitu-vyiihanaf!Z ce~tiis 
ca sii.rfryaJ:i, agnyiitmakaf!I riipaf!I darsanam prakiisaJ:i, paktirau~~yaf!I ca, 
abiitmakaf!I raso rasanaf!Z iaityam mii.rdavaf!I snehaJ:i kleda§ ca, prthivyiitmakaf!I 
gandho ghriinam sthairyam miirtis ceti 1121 
AS siirira., 5 ,2-17. 5 ,13: tatriikiisajiini, srotraf!Z sabdaJ:i sarvasrotilf!lSi viviktatii 
ca 1131 viiyavfyiini, sparsanam sparsaJ:i prasviisocchviisiidi-parispandiini 
tiighavaf!Z ca 1141 iigneyiini, darsanaf!l riipam pittam iismii. paktih santiipo 
medhii var~o bhii.s tejah §auryam ca 1151 iimbhasiini, rasanam rasah sveda
kteda-vasiisrk-sukra-miitriidi-drava-samiihaJ:i saityam snehas ca 1161 piirthiviini, 
ghriinam gandhah kesa-nakhiisthy-iidi-miirta-samiiho dhairyam sthairyam ca 
1171 
AH siirira., 3,2: §abdah spar§a§ ca rilpam ca raso gandhah kramii.d guniih I 
khii.nitiigny-ab-bhuviim eka-gu~-vrddhy-anvayaJ:i pare 121 tatra khii.t khii.ni 
de he 'smin srotram sabdo viviktatii I viitii.t spariatvam ucchviisii vahner drg 
riipa-paktayah 131 iipyii jihvii-rasa-ktedii ghriina-gandhii.sthi piirthivam I 
YS 3,76-78: iikiisiit tiighavaf!Z sauksmyam §abdam frotram batiidikaf!I I viiyos 
ca spar§anam ce~tiif!I vyiihanaf!Z rauksyam eva ca 1761 pittiit tu dar§anam paktim 
ausnyam rilpam prakiisitiim I rasiit tu rasana saityam sneham ktedaf!I 
samii.rdavam 1771 bhiimer gandham tathii ghrii.nam gauravam miirtim eva ca I 
iitmii. grhniity ajaJ:i sarvaf!Z trtfye spandate tataJ:i 1781 (This topic is situated 
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between the descriptions of the second and third month. The reading baZO.dikam 
in sl.76b might be a mistake for biZiidikam ("opening etc."). The Trivandrum 
edition, with the BiilakrWa commentary, reading tathii baZam, is no better. 
Anyway, baZa "power" or "semen" would not be suitable for a quality of space. 
AgniP 369,28: kha-sabdat !qudra-srotarrzsi dehe srotrarrz viviktata 1 
ivasocchvasau gatir vayor vakra-sarrzsparsanarrz tatha 1281 agne rilparrz dariane 
syad ii~ma paliktis ca pittakam I medhii va~m baZmrz chiiya tejaf:t iauryam 
iarrrake 1291 jaZat svedas ca rasanarrz dehe vai samprajayate I kledo vasa rasa 
raktarrz sukra-miitra-kaphiidikam 1301 bhiimer ghrar.zarrz keia-nakham roma ca 
sirasas tathii 131 ab!. 
Vi~I).udhP 2,115,2: bhiimif:t paiica-gur.zii jfieyajaZarrz jfieyarrz catur-gur.zam I tejas 
tu tri-gur.zarrz, rama, pavano dvigur.zo mataf:t 121 tatraika-gur.zam iikaiarrz nitya'!I 
jfieyam manf~ibhif:t I sabdaf:t sparsas ca riiparrz ca raso gandhas ca paiicamaf:t 131 
bhiimer gur.zarrz vijiinfyiid upiinte gandha-varjitaf:t I rasa-gandha-vihrnas tu 
tejasaf:t parikfrtitaf:t 141 gandho rasas tathii riiparrz nasti viiyor, bhrgiittama I 
gandho rasas tathii riiparrz spariaf:t khe na ca vidyate 151 raso gandhas tatha 
riiparrz sparsanarrz sabda eva ca I bhiimy-iidfniirrz gur.zaf:t proktaf:t pradhana, 
bhrgunandana 161 iikasajiini srotiirrzsi tathii srotrarrz viviktata I svasocchvasau 
parispando vak ca sarrzsparianarrz tatha fl I vayavryani janryat sarvar.zy etO.ni 
par.z¢itaf:t I riiparrz sandarsanam paktim pittam ii~miir.zam eva ca 181 medha 
varr.zam baZarrz chiiya tejaf:t sauryarrz tathaiva ca I sarvar.zy etani janryat taijasO.ni 
sarfrir.zam 191 ambhasanrha rasanarrz svedaf:t kledo vasa tatha I rasasrk-chukra
miitradi dehe drava-cayas tathii 1101 saityarrz snehas ca, dhannajfia, tatha 
sZe~miir.zam eva ca I parthivanrha janrhi ghrar.za-kesa-nakhiidi ca 1111 asthnam 
samiiho dhairyarrz ca gauravarrz sthiratii tathii /l 2ab!. 
Garui;!aP (KIRFEL 1954) v.31 (of version 1): pu~ro na¢yaf:t su~umnaya yo#d
garbha-sthitas tvaran 131 version JI lqitir vari havir-bhoktii pavanakaiam eva 
ca I ebhir bhiitaif:t pir.z¢itais tu nibaddhaf:t snayu-bandhanaif:t 1321 miiZa-bhiita 
ime proktaf:t sapta-na¢yante sthitaf:t 132 of version 1/ Verse 33: tvacasthi na¢ayo 
roma marrzsarrz caivatra paiicamam I ete paiica guniih prokta mayii bhiimef:t, 
khagesvara 1331 yathii paiica-gunas co.pas tathii tac chrr.zu, kasyapa I Zaza 
miitrarrz tathii sukram majja raktarrz ca paiicamam I apam pafica gur.zaf:t prokta 
jfiatavyas te prayatnataf:t 1341 lqudhii tr~a tathii nidraZasyarrz kantir eva ca I tejaf:t 
pafica-gur.zam proktarrz, tiirlqya, sarvatra yogibhif:t 1351 raga-dve~au tathii Zajja 
bhayam mohas tathaiva ca I ity etat kathitarrz, tarlqya, vayujarrz gur.za-paiicakam 
1361 dhiivanarrz calanarrz caiva iikuiicana-prasarar.zarrz I nirodhaf:t paiicamaf:t 
prokto vayof:t paiica gunah smrtaf:t 1371 gho~as cinta ca gambhrryarrz sravar.zaf!I 
satya-salikramaf:t I akaiasya gur.zaf:t paiica jfiO.tavyas, tarlqya, yatnataf:t 1381. 
Hastyayurveda p.415 (sth.3, adhy.8), v.125ff. 
ANALYSIS 
The classical medical texts and the PuriiJ:ia-s both contain similar theories in 
accordance with Sii.Iikhya, except for the Garui;!aP whose theory sometimes 
deviates from Sii.Iikhya. The descriptions of this topic in the classical medical 
texts are usually brief, but the AS contains some details which are not found in 



Sound (sabda), the faculty/organ of hearing (frotra), having 
spaces/hollows (su#rata), distinctness (vaiviktya), [the state] of being 
a perceiver of the minute/subtle, (sl.57ab) 
and the opening (bila)728 from the space, (sl.57c) 
and from the wind, touch and the faculty/organ of touching. (sl.57d)729 

Comm. Son SR sl.56-57 

He tells the substances (bhava)730 born from suitability (satmya): 
"Tranquil" (sl.56a, prasanna-). Diseaselessness [means] being 
devoid of disease (nfrogatva). 

He distinguishes the qualities of the [gross] elements in the body: 
"The body" (sl.56c, deho). Whose essence is the [gross] elements, 
[namely] commenced by/from the five gross elements (mahabhiita). 
Even though the body's being commenced by just single ( ekaika) 
elements [is true], nevertheless the supporting/strengthening 
(upa~tambhakatva) of (= by) the other elements indeed (eva) exists. 
(Comm. S on SR sl.56) 

Having spaces/hollows [means] being with a cavity/cavities. 

the other classical medical texts. The SR's verses (sl.60--68ab) on the ten kind 
of vital winds (pra1:1a) and their functions are parallel to the YY 
(Yogaylijfiavalkya) 4,47-71, and seem to be a secondary insertion (cf. Situating 
the text §2.3.3.). 
The AS, AgniP and Vi~i:iudhP mention, among the qualities of the element 
earth, kesa, nakha and asthi, i.e. terms like in SR sl.71ab. The AgniP and 
Vi~i:iudhP are parallel to each other, but not parallel to the YS. The text of the 
Vi~i:iudhP seems to contain more insertions than the AgniP does. 
Though all the texts that I consulted deal with this topic, it does not seem that 
the SR is very closely related to any of them. 

728 The Anandiisrama ed. (1896) reads bala1rz "power", but this would be 
unsuitable for a quality of space, for the space element usually has qualities 
which have something to do with space, dryness, voids including those inside 
the body etc. 

729 SR sl.57 is identical to SG 9,23cd-24ab. But the SG contains sabda-frotra
mukharatti vaicitryaf!I siilcyma-vtig dhrti/:I and balaf!I, instead of sabdaf!I frotra'!I 
su~irattif!I vaiviktyaf!I siilcyma-bodhrtam and bilaf!I in the SR. 

730 For the translation of the term bhtiva "substance/constituent" or "[mental] 
condition", cf. my footnote 717 on SR sl.55ab (bhtiva). Also cf. bhtiva 
"substance" in SR sl.44a. 
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Distinctness731 [means] the state of that separated, [namely] the 
situation/position apart (prthak) through being the provider732 of the 
nature of the body (deha-svabhava-prapakatva). 

Being a perceiver of the minute [means] thorough cognisance 
(parijfWna) without effort of even (api) an object difficult to perceive. 
The difference is that (iti) the opening (bila) is a large/gross (sthula) 
cavity but a hollow/perforation (su~ira) is a small one. 

He tells the qualities of the wind in the body: "From the wind" 
(sl.57c, vayol:z). Touch (sparia) is a quality. The faculty/organ of 
touching733 [means] the faculty/organ skin. (Comm.Son SR sl.57) 

SR sl.58-60ab 

[From the wind] [the body] obtains734 throwing upwards, throwing 
down, contracting, further, going and stretching out735, these five 
actions (karman) enumerated (iti), 

731 The quality vaiviktya = prthaktva, is one of the twenty-four guria-s in Vaise~ika 
(cf. FADDEGON 1969, p.129). Also see POTIER 1977 (p.52; also separatedness 
in the register). I was, however, not able to find a relevant discussion on deha
svabhiiva-priipakatva. 

732 A and B contain a variant prakafatvena "through being manifest". 
733 Obviously sparianendriya is a misprint of sparsanendriyam. 
734 "Obtains" (grhriati) is contained in SR sl.60b. 

The term grhriati means "to receive [the qualities of the gross elements]" like 
iidatte (SR sl.56d). The term graharia "reception, perception" occurs in CA 
siirira., 4,8, which the commentator Cakrapfil:li explains as meaning grhriati 
bhiUiini (cf. RO~U 1978, p.161). RO~U associates this term with the philo
sophical expressions derived from the root ..f grah, namely, the expressions for 
perception such as griihaka/griihya, graha, atigraha, grahftr etc. 
CA siirira., 4,8, contains upiidatte (guriopiidiina-kale), too, which is close to 
iidatte of SR sl.56d. In this passage, the CA associates the embryo's acquisition 
of the qualities [of the gross elements] (guriopiidiina) with cosmogonical 
creation. According to the CA (ibid.), the acquisition of the qualities 
(guriopiidiina) is accomplished in a very short time (ariunii kalena). 

735 The five actions (karman) are mentioned in the Vaise~ika theory, cf. 
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Vaise~ikasiitra 1,1,7: utlqepanam avalqepanam iikuncanam prasarariaf!I 
gamanam iti karmarii. SU nidiina., 1,17 states that the Vyiina makes [things] 
move in fivefold manners (pancadhii ce~fayati). The commentator :PalhaJ.Ia 
considers the fivefold movement to be the five actions (prasiirariiikuncana
vinamanonnamana-tiryaggamaniini panca ce~fii/:i) mentioned above. These 
terms are found e.g. in SU sarira., 7 ,3 among others, where iikuncana 



dryness736, (sl.58)737 
further (tathii) these (iti) ten alterations of wind738 : the Priina739 , 

(contraction) and prasiira~ (expansion) are considered to be the characteristics 
(vise~a) of the vessels (sira). 
The five karman-s might be the movements of the body. In the embryological 
passages in Kam:u;linya's Paiicarthabha~ya, a commentary on the Pasupatasiitra, 
the five actions (karman) of Vaise~ika are obviously associated with the foetus' 
movements in the uterus. 
HARA 1980, p.147, translates these passages (the terms in question have been 
underlined), "[ ... ] suffering in the womb (garbha) is as follows: when an 
individual soul (puru~a) is placed in his mother's womb (udara), like a man 
whose limbs are cramped into a broken cart, he (pwrzs) necessarily experiences 
the annoyances of confinement; he has no room, no sufficient space to bend, 
stretch out etc., but is obstructed in all his motions, like a prisoner stupefied 
(miiif,ha) in a dark and doorless chamber (adviiraka andha-tamas)." The original 
expression for "to bend, stretch out" is iikuncana-prasiira~. HARA (ibid.) 
refers to Vaise~ikasiitra 1,1,7. 
HARA (ibid., p.149) also mentions Vi~i:iupurai:ia 6,5,lf., "Incapable of exten
ding (prasara~) or contracting (akuncana) his own limbs and reposing amidst 
a mud of faeces and urine, he[= the embryo] is every way incommoded." 
In the Hastyayurveda 3,9,14 (p.438), prasara1:ia. akuncana etc. are considered 
to be the movements (ce~tii) of the elephant foetus (prasara1J,iikuncanadyas 
ce~tal:i kiibhis ca ce~tate). Hastyayurveda 3,9,109, contains sankucana instead of 
akuncana (Hastyayurveda 3,9,109, prasaralJ-a'!l ca giitriilJ-iif!l tathti sa1ikucanaf!1 
ca yat I catviirif!ISat siras tasya viniyuktii hi dhtira1J,e). 

736 D reads jajfiire instead of riilqatiim. "[They] know throwing upwards, [ ... ] 
these five actions enumerated. Further, [the body] obtains these ten alterations 
of wind:[ ... ]." 

737 SR sl.58 is identical to SG 9,24cd-25ab. But the SG reads vayuta/:I "from the 
wind" instead of riilqatiim. 

738 The term pra~ here denotes the first of the ten vital winds (viiyu), cf. 
GEENENS, p.80. 
Among the texts I consulted, only the SR and Garu~aP (KIRFEL 1954, p.353, 
v.42) mention the subsidiary winds like Naga etc. 
According to WOODROFFE 1990, p. 44, these subsidiary winds are mentioned 
in the Saradatilaka: "The Minor vayu-s are naga, lqkara, devadatta, dhanaiijaya, 
producing hiccup, closing and opening eyes, assistance to digestion, yawning, 
and distention". 
Dhyanabindiipani~ad (in the Yogopani~ad, SASlRI, MAHADEVA 1920) 
v.56cd-58ab (p.199): priilJ-o 'panal:i samiinas codano vyanas tathaiva ca 1561 
naga/:I kiirma/:I krkarako devadatto dhanafijayal:i I prii1J,iidyii/:I panca vikhyata 
ntigiidyii/:I panca vayaval:i 1571 ete naif,f-sahasre~u vartante jfvariipi~l:i !60ab/. 
Buddhist Tantra texts also mention them, cf. RINPOCHE 1986, pp.121-122. 
According to ZYSK 1993, p.211, the five subsidiary winds, the Naga etc., 
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Apana, further those whose names are the Vyana, Samana [and] 
Udana, Naga ("snake"), Karma ("tortoise"), and Krkara ("a kind of 
partridge"), Devadatta ("god-given") [and] Dhanaiija)IO-, (sl.59)740 

[and] lightness. (sl.60ab)741 

Comm. S on SR sl58-60ab 

Throwing upwards (utk~epa) is the action producing742 union with 
the region of the upper space (aka.§a). Throwing down (avak~epa) is 
the action producing union with the region of the lower space. 

mentioned in Yoga in addition to the five main winds, the Pra1Ja etc., are not 
mentioned in the classical medical texts. Further, ZYSK (ibid.) states that the 
classical medical texts contain no reference to the respiratory techniques in 
relationship to the five vital winds. In contrast to that, Yoga emphasises the 
quasi-medical respiratory techniques for purifying the vital winds and main
taining their proper circulation in the vessels in the body. 
These passages, i.e. the SR's description of the subsidiary winds, which are 
parallels to the YY, seem secondary. 

739 For the theory ofrespiration and the vital wind, cf. ZYSK 1993. 
740 SR sl.59 is identical to SG 9,25cd-26ab. But the SG has all the nouns in the 

nominative case, and contains krkalo instead of krkaraf!!. Further, this verse is 
parallel to YY 4,47: pralJ.o 'panaJ:t samanas ca udano vyana eva ca I nagaJ:t 
kanno 'tha krkaro devadatto dhanafijayaJ:t II. 
The verses, SR sl.60cd-68ab, which are also contained in the SG, are parallel to 
YY 4,41cd-71ab, as studied in Situating the text §2.3.3 of this thesis. 

741 SR sl.60ab is identical to SG 9,26cd. 
PARALLELS 
AgniP 369,28: svasocchvasau gatir vayor vakra-saf!!Sparfanaf!! tatha. Vakra 
seems a mistake (maybe for vaktra?). 
ANALYSIS 
SR sl.60cd-68ab mentions the respective actions of the five vital winds. The 
prototype of the theory in which every single role is allotted to each vital wind 
(Apana, PralJ.a, Samana, Vyana and Udana) is found in PrasnaUp 3,1-12; 
MaitrIUp 2,6, cf. ZYSK 1993, p.205, left column. The five vital winds are 
mentioned in the CA and SU, e.g. CA cikitsa., 28,5-12; SU nidiina., 1, 12-20a, 
cf.ZYSK 1993, p.207. ZYSK gives a list containing the respective places and 
actions of the vital winds, according to the CA and SU. 
In summary, the theory of the five vital winds in the SR often deviates from 
those in the two medical texts, although it contains similarities to the two 
medical texts (the details are examined in the footnotes on SR sl.60cd-68ab: 
footnotes 747, 750, 753, 756, 767, 768). 

742 Saf!!yoga-janarakaf!! is obviously a mistake and should be read saf!!yoga
janakaf!!. 
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Contracting (iikuiicana) is bringing toward oneself. Going (gamana) 
is the action producing union with the region of space not separated 
from a particular direction (dig-vise~a). Stretching out (prasiira1Ja) 
[is union with what is] farther (paratas). Dryness is lack of unctu
ousness (snigdhatva). (Comm.Son SR sl.58) 

The Prii~, Apana etc. are the ten transformations of the wind. 
Nayanam743 ("leading''?). Lightness is lack of heaviness. The relation 
[of words] is that (iti) the body obtains these qualities from the wind. 
(Comm. S on SR sl.59-60a) 

SR sl.60cd-65 

The foremost of them, the Priif}O,, situated below the navel-bulb 
(nabhi-kanda), (sl.60cd) 
moves in the mouth, in the two nostrils, in the navel [and] in the lotus 
of the heart, (sl.61ab)744 

[and is] the cause of the articulation of sound/word[s]745 (sabda), 
expiration (niJ:i.SVasa "sighing out"), exhalation (ucchvasa "sighing 
up")746, coughing etc.747 (sl.61cd)748 

743 The word nayanam is not contained in the miila text. It is puzzling, most 
probably a mistake. 

744 SR sl.60cd-6lab is identical to SG 9,27. But the SG contains mukhyataraJ:i, 
niibhekai:i(hiid and caraty asau, instead of mukhyatamaJ:i, niibhi-kandiid and 
caraty iisye of the SR, respectively. This verse is parallel to YY 4,49cd-50ab: 
priii:ia evaitayor mukhyaJ:i sa sarva-priiJJa-bhrt sadii 1491 iisya-niisikayor madhye 
hrrz-madhye niibhi-madhyame 150ab!. But the YY does not make the statement 
that the PriilJG- is situated below the bulb of the navel. 

745 The term §abda denotes the object of the sense organ/faculty (jiiiinendriya) of 
hearing and the object of the faculty/organ of action (karmendriya) of speaking. 

746 The terms ussiisa (Skt. ucchviisa) and nissiisa (Skt. niJ:isviisa) occur in the 
Tandulaveyfiliya (verse 7-8) meaning "inhalation" and "exhalation", respectively. 

747 According to CA cikitsa., 28,6, the places of the PriilJG- are the head, chest, 
throat, tongue, mouth and nose. The statement of the SR is partly inconsistent 
with that of the CA, in that the SR does not mention the head or chest, but the 
navel and heart. The SU (nidana., 1,13) mentions only the mouth as a place for 
the Prii!Ja. 
The term kanda "bulb" is again mentioned in SR sl.147a which is parallel to 
yy 4,16. 
The actions allotted to the Priii:ia also vary in all three texts. According to CA 
cikitsa., 28,6, its actions are spitting, sneezing, belching, respiration (sviisa) and 
digestion. But according to SU nidana., 1,13, the PriilJG- sustains the body 
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The Apana, however, is situated in the anus/rectum (guda), in the 
penis (me¢hra), and in the hips (kart), shanks (janghti) and belly, 
in the navel-bulb749, in the groins (vank~m:za), in the thighs and knees. 
(sl.62)1so 

(dehadhrk), lets the body absorb food/nutrition (annam pravesayaty), and 
supports the other vital winds (pra1Jaf!l.S capy avalambate). The SR accords with 
the CA only in mentioning respiration. The SR is inconsistent with the SU. The 
action of speech is allotted to the Udana in the CA and SU. With the SR's 
mention of cough (ktisa), SU nidiina., l,14ab might be compared, stating that 
the Pra1Ja, being excited (du~ta), causes hiccup and difficult breathing 
( hikktisvasadi). 
In summary, the CA is closer to the SR than the SU is, but there are still some 
inconsistencies between the CA and SR. 

748 SR sl.61cd is identical to SG 9,28 (consisting of two pada-s). But the SG 
contains the variants [ ... ]-niJ:isvasa- and [ ... ]-cchvasader api ktira1Jam, instead 
of [ ... ]-niJ:isvasa- and [ ... ]-cchvasa-ktisadi ktira1Jam of the SR. Further, this 
verse is parallel to YY 4,66ab, niJ:isvasocchvasa-ktistiS ca pra1Ja-kanneti 
kfrtitaJ:i. The YY, however, does not mention sabdoccara1Ja. 

749 C.E. (=Calcutta Edition?) contains nabhau skandhatra instead of nabhi-kande: 
"in the navel, in the shoulders, ... " 

750 SR sl.62-63ab is identical to SG 9,29abcdef. SG 9,29ab contains a variant kati
janghodare~v api instead of ka!f-janghodare~u ca of SR sl.62ab. SG 9,29~d 
contains the variants, -ka1Jthe, vr~a1Jayor and -janu~u, instead of the SR's 
readings, -kande, van~a1Jayor and -januni (SR sl.62cd), respectively. SG 
9,29ef contains the variants, tasya and kfrtitam, instead of the SR's readings, 
asya and kfrtitaJ:i (SR sl.63ab), respectively. 
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The Anandiisrama edition (1896) of the SR contains -arujanu~u (SR sl.62d) 
instead of -arujanuni of the Adyar edition. According to a footnote in the Adyar 
edition, C.E. has the same reading as the Adyar edition. Similarly, the SG 
contains -urujanu~v, as shown above. The reading -rujanu~u is probably 
correct. Grammatically, a dvandva compound of the body-limbs should be 
singular, but, in the SR, plural also occurs for katfjanghodare~u in the pada c. 
The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads kfrtitam (SR sl.63b) instead of kfrtitaJ:i, 
of the Adyar edition. The Adyar edition (p.48, corrigendum no. 7) notes that 
C.E. also reads kfrtitam. The SG also contains kfrtitam. 
Further, SR sl.62 and sl.63cd are parallel to YY 4,53 (apana-nilaye kecid guda
me¢hroru-jan~u I udare van~a1Je katyarrz jaghane tau vadanti hi If) and 4,66cd 
(apana-vayoJ:i kannaitad vi1J-miltradi-visarjanam), respectively. 
The places and actions of the Apana are mentioned in CA cikitsii., 28,10; SU 
nidana., 1,19. According to the CA, its places are the testicles, bladder, penis, 
navel, thighs, groins and anus. The bladder is not mentioned in the SR. The SR 
allots the navel to the Pra1Ja. The SU mentions only the stomach (pakva§aya) as 
the Apana's place, but also states that the Apana, being excited, causes diseases 



Emission of urine, faeces etc. is proclaimed as its action. 
(sl.63ab )751 

The Vyana is situated in the eyes, ears, and ankles (gulpha), in 
the hip and in the nose. (sl.63cd)752 

And its action is holding, letting go and seizing etc. of the Pral}(l 
[and] Apana. (sl.64ab)753 

in the bladder and anus. Neither the CA nor SU mentions the hips, shanks, 
belly, navel-bulb, groin, thighs or knees, though the CA states that the Apiina is 
situated also in the intestines (antra). The CA allots the groins (vanlqa~) to the 
Apana. 
The CA and SU both state that the actions of the Apana are releasing semen, 
urine, faeces, menstrual discharge and the foetus. The SR's statement is in 
concordance with this. 
In summary, it is only in a few points that the CA's and SU's statements on the 
Apiina's places accord with the SR's. In contrast, the statements on its actions 
are in concordance in all three texts. 

751 C.E. contains -visargakarmakfrtitam instead of -visarga/:t karma kfrtita/:t of the 
Adyar edition. I interpret it as -visarga-karma kfrtitam, "Its action of emission 
of[ ... ] is proclaimed". If the Anandasrama edition's reading kfrtitam is to be 
taken instead of kfrtita/:t, then the translation is: "Its action is proclaimed as 
emission of urine, faeces etc." 
Kfrtitam is contained also in the SG (see above). 

752 SR sl.63cd is identical to SG 9,30ab. But the SG contains jihvii ghriif.1e~u 
instead of kafYiif!I ghriif.1e ca of the SR. In fact, the Anandasrama edition (1896) 
also reads ghriif.1e~u. 
Further, this verse is parallel to YY 4,52 (Trivandrum edition: vyiina/:t 
(irotrii)lqi-madhye ca krkatyiif!I gulphayor api I ghriif.1e gale sphijoddeie 
ti~(haty atra na saf!liaya/:t //). The list in the YY is more complete than that in 
the SR. 

753 SR sl.64ab is identical to SG 9,30cd. But the SG contains priif.li'iyiima- instead 
of priif.1iipiina- of the SR. The SG's priif.1iiyiima seems a mistake. 
This verse is furthermore parallel to YY 4,67ab (Trivandrum edition: 
hiinopiidiina-ce~(iidi vyiina-karmeti ce~yate). The actions, hiina and upiidana, 
respectively correspond to tyiiga and graha~ of the SR. The list of actions in 
the SR is a more complete version than that in the YY in contrast to the list of 
places where the case is opposite (cf. the foregoing footnote). 
The places and actions of the Vyiina are mentioned in CA cikitsa., 28,9; SU 
nidana., 1,17. Both, the CA and SU, state that it pervades all over the body. The 
places listed in the SR are not mentioned by the two medical texts. According 
to CA cikitsa., 28,9, the actions of the Vyiina are movement, extension, 
contraction and blinking. To these, SU nidana., 1, 17, adds carrying of the 
nutrient fluid (rasa), sweating and carrying of blood. If we compare SR sl.20 
with SU nidana., 1,17, we find that tyiiga and grahaf.1a should be separated from 
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The Samana, pervading the whole body together with the [inter
nal] fire, (sl.64cd) 
roaming about through the 72,000 apertures of tubes (natfl)754 , 

properly carrying [to their destination] the juices/saps of what is 
eaten and drunk, is the maker of nourishment of the body. 755 (sl.65)756 

praf,lapanadhrti. In this case, the translation is: "holding (dhrti) of the Pra!Ja 
and Apana, letting go (tyaga), and seizing (grahal,la)". The CA and SU do not 
mention the Pral,la or Apana in describing the action of the Vyana. In summary, 
the SR is inconsistent with the two medical texts. 

754 The term nai;lfmay be translated as "tubular vessel" or "tube", cf. DAS 2003A, 
p.560. DAS prefers "tube", in order to make the distinction of the terms, na<;tr, 
sira and dhamanf, clear. JOLLY 1901, p.44 and p.109, translates "Rohre, Ader". 
The term nai;lf might mean "pulse" (cf. JOLLY 1901, p.22, nai;if-parf/cya), but 
JOLLY remarks that this usage is of a later period. 
In the SR, the term nai;lf occurs only in the verses parallel to the YY. The 
unique exception is SR sl.39c and 40a, nai;lf denoting the umbilical cord. The 
classical medical texts (SU, AS, AH, CA) also call the umbilical cord nai;lf, cf. 
my footnote 629 on SR sl.39c. Except for this case, the term nai;lf does not often 
occur in the sanrasthana-s of these texts. Usually the terms such as sira, 
dhamanf and srotas are used to denote a "tubular vessel". These terms occur 
also in the SR's anatomical description, SR sl.86cd-119 (sl.lOlff sira; sl.111 
dhamanf; sl.87, sl.112 srotas). 
The term nai;lf in SR sl.65b has a Hathayogic background. The 72,000 nai;tr-s 
radiating from the heart are mentioned in YS 3,108, in its description of 
Hathayoga. The 72,000 nai;lf-s are mentioned also in Hathayogic texts like the 
Hathayogapradipika etc. 

755 The vital wind's participation in digestion is dealt with by Garu~aP (KlRFEL 
1954) v.43-47. 

756 SR sl.64cd-65 is identical to SG 9,31-32ab. Further, this verse is parallel to 
YY 4,54cd-56 (Trivandrum ed.: samana/:t sarva-gatre~u sarvam prapya 
vyavasthita/:t 154cd/ bhukta-sarva-rasaf!l gatre vyapayan vahnina saha I dvi
saptati-sahasre~u nai;if-mlirge~u sancaran 1551 samana-viiyur evaika/:t sagnir 
vyiipya vyavasthita/:t I agnibhi/:t saha sarvatra saligopaliga-kalebare 1561). The 
content of YY 4,56 is a repetition of that of YY 4,54cd-55. The redundancies 
like vahnina saha, sagnir, agnibhi/:t etc. give rise to the suspicion that the YY 
was enlarged through adding these to an originally more compact text. It should 
be noted that prapya (YY 4,54d) is merely an alternation of vyapya (YY 4,56b) 
which is the same wording as in SR sl.64b. In comparison with the YY, the SR 
is more compact. Therefore, the SR seems to preserve an older version of the 
text. SR sl.65d deha-pu~?ikrt is parallel to YY 4,68ab (Trivandrum ed.: 
po~al,ladi samlinasya iarfre kanna kfrtitam). 
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The places and actions of the Samlina are mentioned in CA cikitsa., 28,8; SU 
nidana., 1,16. According to the CA, the Samana's places are the channels 



Comm. S on SR sl.60cd-65 

He relates the place[s] and action[s] of the chief one, [namely] the 
Priirza,: "Of them" (sl.60c, tqiim). Foremost (mukhyatama), 
[namely] being the main (pradhiina), because of the others', [namely] 
the Apiina etc.', following it. Below the navel-bulb, [i.e.] in the 
region of the base (Adhiira)757 , [it] moves (carati), [i.e.] wanders 
about (vicarati). (Comm.Son SR sl.60--61) 

He relates the place[s] and action[s] of the Apana: "The Apana, 
however" (sl.62a, apiinas tu). In the hips, shanks and belly: Here 
"in the five" (paiicasu) is to be supplied (adhyiihiirya), because, 
otherwise, of attainment of the state of being like one (i.e. a singular) 
according to (iti) [the rule] ["]And the dvandva of the parts of a living 
being, a musical group and an army [is a singular]["] (PaQ.ini 2,4,2).758 

carrying sweat, morbific entities (do~a) and water. The CA also states that the 
Samiina is situated beside the internal fire (antaragni). The SU states that the 
Samiina moves in the amiisaya and pakvasaya ("the receptacles of undigested 
and digested food", cf. DAS 2003A, p.130), and is connected with the internal 
fire. The CA and SU both state that the Samiina's action is digestion (CA agni
bala-pradaJ:t; SU annam pacati). The SR does not accord with the two classical 
medical texts except for stating that the Samiina moves together with the 
internal fire. In contrast to the SR, the CA and SU allot the actions of pervading 
the whole body and carrying the nutrient fluid (rasa) to the Vytina. The mention 
of 72,000 tubes (nti<fl) is obviously according to the Hathayogic theory (cf. YS 
3,108: dvasaptati-sahasrai:ii hrdayad abhiniJ:isrtaJ:t I hitahita nama na¢yas; 
Hathayogapradipikii 1,39: dvtisaptatisahasrai:ii ntir;lfntim mala-§odhanam; ibid., 
3,123). Besides, AgniP 370,40ab and Vi~i;iudhP l 15,91cd mention seventy-four 
crore (kofi) of openings. 

757 SR 2, sl.60cd-68ab is parallel to the YY, as already mentioned. That means that 
the expression nabhi-kanda is most probably according to the Hathayoga 
theory. The YY deals with an old theory of Hathayoga which does not use the 
denomination cakra for the centres of the kui:t<falinf, except for that in the navel. 
In this theory, only the centre of the navel is called Nabhi-cakra. Therefore, the 
term tidhiira in the YY cannot denote a cakra (Adhiira-cakra), but simply the 
lowermost region of the body (cf. my footnote 1096 on SR sl.145c, adhiira). 
The commentator Siqihabhiipiila (comm. S) was perhaps aware that this 
statement in the SR is according to the old theory, for he properly explains this 
term as meaning adhiira-pradese "in the region of the adhiira". 

758 Cf. WACKERNAGEL 1957 (Bd.11,1), p.163ff. (§69) on klassisches 
Singulardvandva. 
Pai;iini 2,4,2 is also referred to by comm. S on SR sl.24d (Adyar ed., p.38, 1.3 
from the bottom, prai:iy-angatvad dvandvaikavad-bhiivaJ:t). 
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But in [the case of] the employment of a numeral (sankhyopiidiina), 
the state of being like one (ekavadbhiiva, i.e. a singular) does not 
obtain, because of the following (iti) being mentioned in the 
VicaracintamaIJ.i: 

["]If [you ask] why, [we answer] [']ten teeth and lips['] (data 
dantoHhiiJ,i, plural dvandva)" is, here/in_this_case, an adjective/ 
qualifier expressing number (sankhyii-viicf iha bhedakal,i)["]. 759 

(Comm. S on SR sl.62) 
"Urine, faeces etc." (sl.63a, matra-purf~iidi-). Here by the word 

["]etc.["] (iidi), mention/inclusion (graha1;a) of semen (vfrya), 
impurity of the eyes (du#kii) etc. [is intended]. 

He relates the place[s] and action[s] of the Vyiina: "The Vyana" 
(sl.63, vyiino). The holding (dhrti) [is] retention (dhiira1;a), of the 
two winds, [namely] of the Pra7J.a and Apana; that is to say (iti yiivat) 
kumbhana760• Letting go (tyaga) [is] making slip away outside. 
Seizing (graha7J.a) is making enter inside. By the word ["]etc.["] (iidi), 
the action of the mongoose (nakula-karma)761 etc., well known in 
Yogasastra-s, [is intended]. (Comm. Son SR sl.64ab) 

He relates the place[s] and action[s] of the Samiina: "The 
Samiina" (sl.64c, samiino). The relation [of words] is that (iti)762 

roaming about together763 with the fire, [i.e.] the abdominal one, 
[which is] the cause of digestion of what is eaten and drunk, carrying 
the juices/saps of what is eaten and drunk into the apertures of 

759 I was not able to identify this sentence. But this grammatical rule is prescribed 
in Pfu:tini 2,4,15. The instance dasa danto~thiil:z is mentioned in its commentary. 
Cf. WACKERNAGEL 1959(Bd.11,1), p.163 (§69b). 

760 The Yoga technique of breath control (priii:iiiyiima) consists of inhaling 
(piiraka), holding (kumbhaka) and exhaling (recaka), cf. Hathayogapradipikii 
(WALTER 1893), intro. xix; xxvi. 

761 Unfortunately, I was not able to identify this term. Tiira~ekara's Marathi 
translation (1975, see under "Saiigitaratniikara" in the bibliography) explains it 
as meaning priii:iiiyiima-vi~ayaka kanne1!f, "the action whose object/scope is the 
restraining of the vital wind", which is not very helpful. 
"Mongoose" (nakula) is not clear. The term nakula might be a mystic name for 
the sound h. So, nakula-kanna might mean "action/pronunciation of the sound h". 

762 Adyar ed., p.49, 1.15, karotiti is obviously a mistake and should be read karotfti. 
763 A and B read sa instead of saha: "it(= samiina), roaming about with the fire 

[ ... ]". 
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tubes (niitf.i),764 it makes (=brings about) nourishment of the body. 
(Comm.Son SR sl.64cd-65) 

SR sl.66-68 

The Udana sits in the feet, in the hands [and] in the joints of the limbs. 
Raising (unnayana), ascension (utkramat;a) etc. of/in the body 

(deha)765 are proclaimed as its action(s) (karman).766 (sl.66)767 

The five [winds], [namely] the Naga etc., are situated depending 
on the elements (dhatu), skin etc.768 (sl.67ab) 

764 This explanation is different from the translation of SR sl.64cd-65 above, in 
which na<j.f-randhre~u is taken to be connected with saiicaran situated next to 
it, and not iinayan. 

765 The comm. S interprets deha-unnayana as "leading the body upwards" and 
utkrama1Ja as "death" (i.e. ascension of the soul). 

766 Instead of karmiisya dehonnayanotkra, the manuscript Dreads dehasya karma 
nayanotkra0

, and the Anandasrama edition (1896) reads karmiisya 
dehonnamanotkra0

• Using the first variant, which I interpret as dehasya karma 
nayano0

, the translation would be: "The action of the body, [namely] leading, 
ascension etc., is proclaimed." Meanwhile the translation of the latter variant is 
the same as the Adyar edition which uses unnayana. 
But the parallels in the SG and YY (see below) support dehonnayana. 

767 SR sl.66 is identical to SG 9,32cd-33ab. Furthermore, SR sl.66ab is parallel to 
YY 4,54ab (Trivandrum ed.: udiinal:t sarva-sandhi-sthal:t piidayor hastayor api). 
SR sl.66cd is identical to YY 4,67cd (udana-karma tat proktalJl 
dehasyonnayanadi yat). 
The places and actions of the Udana are mentioned in CA cikitsa., 28,7; SU 
nidana., 1,14. The Udana's places are, according to the CA, the navel and 
throat. But the SU merely mentions the Udana's upward movement in the body, 
although it states that the Udiina, being excited/disturbed, causes diseases in the 
area over the clavicle (jatru). In contrast, the SR allots the navel to the Prii'JQ. 
The SR allots the feet/legs (pada) to the Udiina, while the CA allots the parts of 
the legs, i.e. the thighs and groins, to the Apana. The Apiina's actions are, 
according to the CA, speech, effort, energy, strength and complexion; but, 
according to the SU, speech and song. The CA and SU both allot the movements 
of the body to the Vyana. To put it in a nutshell, the SR's statement on the 
places and actions of the Apana is different from that of the two classical 
medical texts. The comm. S interprets utkrama1Ja as meaning "death" (see 
above). But the original meaning simply seems to be "upward moving of the 
body". 

768 These five subsidiary vital winds are not mentioned in the classical medical 
texts. 
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Ejection769 etc., winking etc., and sneezing etc. respectively, 
lassitude770 etc. [and] swelling etc. are proclaimed as their action[s] 
(karma). (sl.67cd-68ab)771 

From fire (agni), however, [the body] receives772 the eye (= the 
faculty/organ of seeing), shape (rupa), bile (pitta), digestion (piika)773, 

brightness (prakiisatii). (sl.68cd)774 

Comm S on SR sl.66-68cd 

He relates the place[s] and action[s] of the Udiina: "Udiina" (sl.66a). 
Raising (unnayana) of the body is leading upwards (urdhva-naya,na). 
Ascension is death. By the word ["]etc.["] (iidi), hiccough etc. [are 
intended]. (Conun. Son SR sl.66) 

He relates the place[s] and the action[s] of the five winds, 
[namely] the Niiga etc: "Skin etc." (sl.67a, tvag-iidi). The locus 
(avasthiina) of the Niiga is in the skin; of the Karma, in the blood; 

The expression tvag-iidi-dhiitun is remarkable. The SR begins the metabolic 
chain of the seven elements (dhiitu) with skin (cf. SR sl.79). In contrast, the 
classical medical texts most often mention the nutrient fluid (rasa) as the first 
link of the chain, although these texts contain a few passages mentioning skin 
as the first link (cf. DAS 2003A, p.547ff., on tvac). 
For the chain of the seven elements (dhiitu), cf. JAMISON 1986; DAS 2003A, 
p.553ff, on the term dhiitu. According to JAMISON (ibid.), the chain beginning 
with skin is more archaic than the one beginning with the nutrient fluid (rasa). 

769 The term udgiira may mean various actions of discharging from the mouth like 
spitting, vomiting, belching etc. 

770 The manuscript D reads tandrf instead of tandrii. 
771 SR sl.67-68ab is identical to SG 9,33cd-34. But the SG contains k:;ut

pipiisiidika.'!I, tandrf- and fokadi, instead of k:futa-prabhrti ca (SR sl.67d), 
tandrii and fophiidi (SR sl.68ab), respectively. The manuscript D of the SR 
reads tandrf, too. 
Further, these verses are parallel to YY 4,57ab (niigiidi-viiyaval:z pafica tvag
asthy-iidi~u sa'!!Sthitii/:t), and YY 4,68cd-70ab (udgiiriidi-gU1JO yas tu niiga
ka.nneti cocyate !68cd! nimflaniidi kunnasya k:f uta'!I vai krka.rasya ca I 
devadattasya viprendre tandrf ka.nneti kfrtitam 1691 dhanaii.jayasya fophiidi 
sarva-ka.nna prakfrtitam !70abf). YY 4,69c reads tandrf as the manuscript D of 
the SR and the SG do. 

772 The verb iidatte ("receives") is contained in SR sl.69. 
773 The manuscript D reads pakva instead of piika.'!I. 
774 SR sl.68cd is identical to SG 9,35ab. But the SG contains rocaka.'!I and dfpta'!I 

instead of locana'!I and pitta'!I, respectively. 
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of the Krkara, in the flesh; of the Devadatta, in the fat (medas); of 
the Dhananjaya, in the bone. (Comm.Son SR sl.67) 

Lassitude (tandra) is sluggishness (alasya). By the word 
["]etc.["] (prabhrti), yawning etc. [are intended]. 

He relates the qualities of [the gross element] fire (tejas) in the 
body: "From fire, however" (sl.68c, agnes tu). The eye (locana) is 
the faculty/organ eye (cak~us). Bile is a particular do~a.775 Digestion 
(piika) is digesting/cooking (pacana) of the juice of food (anna
rasa)776. Brilliance (prakiisatii) is the state of having fiery energy 
(tejas). 

SR sl.69-74 

non-endurance (amar~a), sharpness/severity (taik~1:lya), warmth, the 
vital fluid (ojas), and fiery energy (tejas), valour, further (tathii.)777 

having a good memory (medhavita); (sl. 69abc)778 

775 Do~a. DAS 2003A, p.548, translates it as "morbific entity". 
JOLLY 1901 explains it as follows: wind, bile and phlegm, which are called 
do~a-s, are the three kinds of principal energy which decide the constitution and 
character of an individual and dynamically influence his corporeal condition. 
Health is considered to be the normal condition or equilibrium of the three 
do~a-s, while sickness is considered a disorder of this equilibrium (JOLLY ibid., 
p.40-41). 
The term do~a means etymologically "fault" or "source of faults", cf. DAS 
(ibid.). That means that this term originally denoted the disorder of the 
principal energy, namely an excess of wind, bile or phlegm, which causes 
sickness. Also cf. R.F.G. MOLLER 1961, p.105. 

776 DAS 2003A, p.578ff. (on the term rasa), explains this term as follows: the term 
anna-rasa "juice of food" is often a synonym of lihlira-rasa which is usually 
taken to be an intermediate between food and the first element (dhlitu), rasa 
("chyle" or "nutrient fluid"). But its actual identification in the old texts is not 
easy, since lihlira-rasa/anna-rasa can also simply mean "rasa of food" which is 
terminologically not differentiated from rasa. 

777 The manuscript Dreads samlidatte "[the body] receives" instead of tathlidatte. 
The manuscripts ka., kha. and ga. read tadlidatte "then [ ... ] [the body] 
receives". 

778 For the derivatives of fire, the AS (slirira., 5,15) shows a good parallelism to the 
SR (ligneylini, darsanarri rupam pittam usmli paktih santlipo medhli va~o bhlis 
tejah §auryam ca /5,15/). But the AS does not mention prakli§atli, amar~a, 
tai~1:1ya or tejas. The SU (slirira., 1,19) mentions tai~1:1ya and amar~a. The CA 
(slirira., 4,12) mentions praklisa. 
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from water, however, [the faculty/organ of] tasting (rasana), taste 
(rasa), (sl.69d)779 

coolness, unctuousness (sneha), fluid/flowing (drava), sweat, urine 
etc.780 , also softness; (sl. 70ab)781 

from earth, the faculty/organ of smelling (ghral}a), smell, fixedness 
(sthairya), and firmness/perseverance (dhairya)782

, heaviness/dignity 
(gaurava), (sl.70cd)783 

the beard, hair, and nails, teeth, bones etc. and anything else hard. 
(sl.71ab)784 

[There are] the nature (prakrti) of the elements (dhatu), [namely] 
wind (vata) etc.785 , [and] further (tatha) the nature of space etc. 

779 SR sl.69 is identical to SG 9,35cd-36ab. But the SG contains tfk.p:ia-siilqmiil}iim 
instead of tai/ql}yam ii~miil}am. 

780 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads drava-sveda-miitriidi instead of dravam 
svedam miitriidi. The meaning is slightly modified with this variant, taking all 
three, i.e. fluid, sweat and urine, in one compound. 

781 In the list of the derivatives of water, the AS (sarira., 5,16) shows a good 
parallelism to the SR (iimbhasiini, rasanam rasah sveda-kleda-vasiisrk-sukra
miitriidi-drava-samiihal_z .faityam snehas ca). But the AS does not mention 
mrdutii. CA sarira., 4,12 mentions miirdava. 

782 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads sthairya-dhairye instead of sthairyaf!! 
dhairyarrz. 

783 SR sl.70 is identical to SG 9,36cd-37ab. But the SG contains giitriir:zi instead of 
miitriidi. 

784 SR sl.7lab has no parallel in the SG. 
For the derivatives of earth, the parallels in the AS (sarira., 5,17) and Vi~i:i.udhP 
(2,115,11-12ab) mention the nails, hair and bones. The AgniP (369,31ab) also 
mentions the nails and hair. 
Among the parallels, AS sarira., 5,17 is the closest to SR 70cd-71ab (AS 
sarira., 5,17: piirthiviini, ghriinam gandhah kesa-nakhiisthy-iidi-miirta-samiiho 
dhairvam sthairvam ca 117/). But the AS does not contain an equivalent to 
gaurava of the SR, while the SU (sarira., 1,19) mentions gurutii. 

785 SG 9,43 makes a similar statement: viita-pitta-kaphiis tatra dhiitava~i 
parikrrtitiil_z, "With regard to that (tatra), wind, bile and phlegm are proclaimed 
to be elements". 
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This topic is dealt with in detail by SU sarira., 4,62-80. It mentions seven 
natures (prakrti), i.e. mental and physical constitutions, due to the mixture of 
the three morbific entities (do~a), cf. SU sarira., 4,62. Nature (prakrti) is 
unchangeable (SU sarira., 4,78). Although it is derived from the morbific 
entities (do~a), it does not cause abnormality (SU sarira., 4,79). SU sarira. 4,80, 
presents the theory of another school (kecid iihul_z) which deals with bhautikf 
prakrti, namely, the natures (prakrti) derived from the five gross elements 



(mahiibhilta). The SU (ibid.) states that the first three of them, namely, the 
natures (prakrti) derived from wind, fire and water, respectively correspond to 
the natures (prakrti) derived from the three morbific entities (do~a), i.e. wind 
(vata), bile (pitta), and phlegm (sle~ma). In this way, the three morbific entities 
(do~a) are associated with the three gross elements (mahiibhilta) (also cf. 
KIRFEL 1951). But, in these passages of the SU, the three morbific entities, 
wind (vata) etc., are not called dhiitu "element". The following verses (SU 
slirira., 4,81-98) deal with the types of mental constitution or disposition called 
kaya, which is the same topic as in SR sl.72-74. 
CA slirira., 4,34, mentions only the three morbific entities (do~a) which cause 
abnormality or sickness in the mind and body (sattva-iarfra). The CA does not 
mention the types of nature (prakrti) derived form the morbific entities (do~a). 
The following passages (CA slirira., 4,36-40), in contrast, deal with the same 
topic as in SR sl.72-74, associating the three types of antaJ:tkarm;,a called sattva 
(i.e. iuddha), rajasa and tamasa, with various kinds of beings like deities, 
animals and plants. 
The AS has no parallel. 
The AH slirira., 3,83-104, mentions seven natures (prakrti) derived from the 
morbific entities (do~a), like the SU. AH 3,83, states that nature (prakrti) is 
determined by the most prominent morbific entity (do~a) of the semen, 
procreatory discharge, pregnant mother, mother's food, her activity, uterus, and 
season. In this passage, wind (vata), bile (pitta) and phlegm (kapha) are 
respectively accompanied by the appositions, wind, fire and soma (here 
probably "water" or "fluid"), though the relation between the three morbific 
entities (do~a) and the three gross elements (mahiibhilta) is not explicitly 
discussed. The AH does not mention the types of mental constitution associated 
with various beings. 
The YS does not deal with this topic. 
In contrast to the YS, the AgniP (369,37-39) and Vi~i;iudhP (115,19-21) 
contain descriptions of the three morbific entities' (do~a) influence on 
disposition and dream, which are the topics belonging to the theory of the 
natures (prakrti) derived from the morbific entities (do~a). 
In summary, the SU is the closest to the SR. The CA and AH, in some points, 
contain similarities to the SR. 
In SR sl.72, the three morbific entities (do~a), wind (vata) etc., are called dhiitu 
"elements". This dhiitu is obviously something else than the seven dhiitu-s, i.e. 
skin etc. mentioned in SR sl.67 and sl.79. 
JOLLY 1901, p.39 and p.41, mentions dhiitu as another denomination for the 
three morbific entities (do~a). According to JOLLY, dhiitu is a neutral 
denomination in contrast to do~a which etymologically means something 
negative like "source of faults". 
According to DAS 2003A, p.553ff. (on dhiitu), the problem seems to be more 
complicated. DAS gives the examples, in which the three morbific entities 
(do~a) and the seven elements (rasa etc.) are all included in the same category 
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(sl.71cd) 
[And that which] pertains to sattva (= sattva-gw;a) is sevenfold, 

[namely] the body (vigraha) of Brahman, Indra and Yama786, 

and [that] pertaining to Van11;1a, further [that] pertaining to Kubera, 
[that] pertaining to the sages (r~i), [and] the body (vigraha) of the 
gandharva-s. (sl.72ab) 

The body (deha) pertaining to rajas is six fold, [i.e. that] 
pertaining to the pisaca-s ("goblins"), further [that] pertaining to the 
rak~as ("demons"), [that] pertaining to the asura-s ("devils"), [that] 
pertaining to the birds, [that] pertaining to the snakes, further, the 
body (deha) of the ghosts (preta) as the last one (para). (sl.73)787 

The body (deha)788 pertaining to tamas, threefold, is that whose 
form[s] are beasts/animals, fish [and] trees. (sl.74ab)789 

called dhiitu. He also gives an example, in which the gross elements 
(mahiibhuta) are called dhiitu. 

786 Brahmendriyamavigraha"f:i is obviously a misprint for brahmendra-yama
vigraha"f:i. 

787 The manuscript D reads yasya instead of deha"f:i. It would be translated, "[The 
body] pertaining to rajas is six fold, of which (yasya) [there] are [that] 
pertaining to the pisiica-s [ ... ]". 
The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads yas ca. With this reading, it would be 
translated, "[And that which] pertains to rajas is six fold, [namely that] 
pertaining to the pisiica-s [ ... ]". 
The manuscript gha. reads yalqapaisiico instead of deha"f:i paisiico. This seems 
to be grammatically unsuitable, because the noun yalqa does not have a vrddhi 
in contrast to the other ones. As a matter of fact, yafcya is not mentioned by any 
parallels in the medical texts (see below). 

788 The Anandasrama edition (1896) again reads yas ca instead of deha"f:i, which is 
the same as sl.73ab. This is not noted by the Adyar edition. It would be 
translated, "[And that which] pertains to tamas is threefold, [namely that] 
whose form[s] [are] beasts/animals, fish [and] trees." 

789 The term vigraha (lit. "body") seems to mean the type of psyche or mentality, 
according to the parallels in the SU and CA. 
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Parallels are found in SU siirira., 5,81-98; CA siirira., 4,36--40. 
The SU calls it kiiya "body" like the SR, but in SU sarira., 5,86 and 5,87, the 
same thing is called sattva "psyche". The commentator Qalhai:ia (on SU sarira., 
5,81-87) explains that they are the types of psyche (citta-prakrti lit. "the nature 
of the psyche"). The types mentioned by the SU are (1) siittvika kiiya-s, namely, 
brahman, mahendra, varwza, kubera, gandharva, yama and r~i, (2) riijasa kiiya
s, namely, asura, snake (sarpa), bird (fakuna), riifcyasa, pisiica and preta; (3) 
tiimasa kiiya-s, namely, beast (pasu), fish (matsya) and tree (vanaspati). 



Afraid of [too great] expansion of the text,790 we do not tell their 
characteristics. (sl.74cd) 

Comm. Son SR sl.69-74 

Non-endurance (amar~a) is wrath (kopa). Sharpness/severity 
(taik~'{lya) is intolerance. Warmth (iI~man) is a particular heat pro
ducing sweat. The vital fluid is already mentioned. Valour (Jiiratii) 
is the state without fear. Having a good memory (medhiivitii) is non
forgetting of the experienced. 

He relates the qualities of [the gross element] water: "From 
water, however" (sl.69d, jalat tu). [The faculty/organ of] tasting 
(rasana) is the faculty/organ of tasting (rasanendrtya). (Comm. S on 
SR sl.69) 

Unctuousness (sneha) is a particular quality of voice/speech 
(vile), [which has] become (= which is) the cause of the usage 
(vyavahiira)791 of saying (iti) "tender/charming'' (snigdha).792 

These types are enumerated as the types of sattva, or psyche, by the CA. The 
types mentioned by the CA are (I) slittvika ones, namely, brahman, ui. indra, 
yama, varu~a. kubera and gandharva, (2) rlijasa ones, namely, asura, rtilqasa, 
pislica, sarpa, preta and bird, (3) tlimasa ones, namely, beast, fish and tree 
( vanaspati). 
The SU, CA and SR are all in concordance. The SR calls the trees "anghripa" 
instead of "vanaspati" in the SU and CA. 
The AS has no parallel, except for the discussion on the substances derived 
from the mind (sattva). It lists the substances which are fuddhasattvaja, rlijasa 
and tlimasa, but does not mention the notion of "body". 

790 The manuscript gha. and C.E. read kii.tarlit instead of kii.tartil_z. It is, however, 
grammatically unsuitable, because kii.tara is an adjective. 

791 The term vyavahlira means the everyday usage of language, or verbal 
expression. This statement here means that the expression snigdha "tender/ 
charming" is derived from sneha. For this term, also cf. my footnote 364 on SR 
sl.2c "usage". 

792 The term snigdha denotes a property of the body in the medical theory (cf. 
JOLLY 1901, p.18, snigdha, picchila). This term in the milla text has nothing to 
do with music. But the comm. S makes up an interpretation that snigdha 
denotes the sweetness of voice. This kind of association could be compared 
with the musicological theory contained in the musicological text, Mataliga's 
BrhaddesI (anuccheda 4), that the qualities of voice like sweetness, hoarseness 
etc. are determined by the three morbific entities (do~a); the unctuousness 
(snigdha) of voice is caused by phlegm. 
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He relates the qualities of [the gross element] earth: "From 
earth" (sl.70c, bhamer). Fixedness is not being hasty. Firmness/ 
perseverance is the state of not being bewildered even in a calamity. 
Heaviness793 is the quality which is (lit. having become) the non
inherent cause of falling (patana-asamaviiyi-kiira1Ja)794 • (Comm. Son 
SR sl.70) 

He relates the other divisions/differences of the body: "Wind 
etc." (sl.71c, viita-iidi). Wind_etc. are wind, bile and phlegm. Space 
etc. is space, wind, fire (tejas), water [and] earth. (Comm. S on SR 
sl.71) 

[It is said] that (iti): sevenfold, of seven kinds, is the body which 
pertains to sattva of Brahman etc., six fold is the body pertaining 
to rajas of the piiaca-s etc., threefold is the body pertaining to 
tamas of beasts/animals etc. 

Thinking (iti): ["]For what (kim iti) is their characteristic not 
mentioned?["], hence he says: "Their" (sl.74c, te~iim). 

SR sl.75-78 

They relate six limbs (aliga)795 of the body (pi1Jtj,a)796 , namely (iti) the 
head, feet/legs, further the hands and the waist. Now (atha), the 

793 According to the comm. S, gaurava does not mean "dignity" but "heaviness". 
794 "Non-inherent cause" (asamaviiyikara1.1a) is a technical term of the Vaise~ika 

school. "An individual which is not inhered in by the effect, but which is 
"closely related" (pratyiisanna) to the inherence cause, may function as a 
noninherence" (POTIER 1977, p.56). Also cf. ibid., p.280; p.288; pp.652-654. 
Because of this, the meaning of the sentence "Heaviness is the quality which is 
the non-inherent cause of falling" can be interpreted as follows. When a 
substance falls, the substance is the inherent cause of the motion of falling. 
Heaviness inheres in the substance. That means, heaviness is closely related to 
the inherent cause of falling. So, heaviness is the non-inherent cause of falling. 

795 PARALLELS 
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Su siirira., 5,3: [ ... ] evarri vivardhita/.i sa yadii hasta-piida-jihvii-ghriiT_1a-kan:ia
nitambiidibhir arigair upetas tadii "§arfram" iti sarrijfiiirri labhate I tac ca 
~afjarigarri: siikhiiS catasro, madhyam paficamarri, ~a~tharri sira iti 131 ata/.i 
param pratyarigiini va~yante [ . .. ] 141. 
CA siirira., 7,5: tatriiyarri farfrasyiiriga-vibhiiga/.i, tad yathii, dvau biiha, dve 
sakthinf, sirogrfvam, antariidhi/.i, iti ~afjarigam arigam. 
CA sanra., 7 ,11: ~atpaficiifat pratyarigiini ~atsv arige~upanibaddhiini, yiiny 
aparisarikhyiitiini purvam arige~u parisarikhyiiyamiine~u. tiiny anyai/.i paryiiyair 
iha prakasyiini bhavanti etc. 



secondary appendages (pratyaliga) in their entirety too will be 
mentioned.797 (sl.75) 

Seven [layers of] skin798 [and] seven kala-s799 [are] covered with 

AS sarira., 5,2: [ ... ] ~a{i,-angaf!! sirontariidhir dvau biihii sakthinf ca netra
niibhi-pii1J-i-piidiidfni tv asya pratyangiini. 
AH sarira., 3, 1: siro 'ntariidhir dvau biihii sakthinfti samiisatal:z I ~a{i,-angam 
angam pratyangaf!! tasyii~i-hrdayiidikam. 
YS 3,84 mentions ~a<Jangiini, but does not explain what they actually are. 
On YS 3,84, cf.YAMASHITA 2001/2002, pp.104-105. 
AgniP 369,42cd: ~a{i,-angaf!! sakthinf biihu-miirdhii-jafharam fritam. 
Vi~i:i.udhP 2,114,25: ~a¢ angiini pradhiiniini kathayi~yiimi te sr!J-u I dvau biihii 
sakthinf dve ca miirdhii jafharam eva ca. 
ANALYSIS 
All the texts contain the same theory. They are also similar in wording, except 
for the SU. The SU's very brief remark is probably an abbreviated version of an 
older text. The AgniP and Vi~i:i.udhP contain a passage parallel to each other, 
but this passage is not contained in the YS. 
The mentioning of body limbs is already found in the Satapathabriihmai:i.a. SB 
10,2,3,5 (WEBER's ed., p.769, 1.1): dasa va ime puru~e priif}tls catviiry angiiny 
anyiitma paii.cadasa, "Ten vital winds are in the man. Four limbs and the trunk. 
[Total makes] fifteen". 

796 The term pi1J-¢a may mean the embryo in the second month, too (cf. my 
footnote 535 on SR sl.23c). In fact, SR sl.24cd-25 states that, in the third 
month, there are already the buds of the body-limbs and secondary appendages. 
The Tantric text, Saradatilaka, in its description of birth, considers the child to 
be born pi1J-¢ita-sarfra "the one whose body is balled". So, the term pi1J-¢a here 
seems to be associated with the embryonic formation of the body. 
But the parallels to SR sl.75, i.e. SU sarira., 5,3 and CA sarira., 7,5, both 
contain the term farfra instead of pi1J-¢a, although the wording of these two 
texts is the closest to that of SR sl.75 among the parallels. SU sarira., 5,3 
especially resembles SR sl.75, in mentioning the limbs (anga) and secondary 
appendages (pratyanga) in relationship to the foetus. Therefore the pi1J-¢a in SR 
sl.75 seems to mean the same thing as farfra. 
The term pi1J-¢a in SR sl.75 does not necessarily mean the foetus, because SR 
sl.78 mentions the faeces and semen. The foetus does not have semen, as stated 
in Hastyayurveda sthana 3, adhyaya 8, sl.96ab (p.413), fukraf!! rajo malas caiva 
garbhasthasya na jiiyate "Semen, procreatory-menstrual fluid, impurities (sg. in 
the text) of the one situated in the womb do not arise". 

797 The same expression is also found in SU sarira., 5,4: atal:z param pratyangiini 
vaksyante. 
According to YAMASHITA 2001/2002, p.108, the secondary appendages are 
referred to as sthiina-s in the YS 3,96-99ab. 

798 PARALLELS 
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SU sarira., 5,6: tvacah sapta, kaliih sapta, iifayiiJ:t sapta, dhiitavaJ:t sapta 
{ ... ]. The names of the seven layers of skin are listed in SU sarira. 4,4, 
beginning with the innermost one: avabhiisinf (sidhma-padma-kai:i{akiidhi:f{hana), 
lohitii (tilakiilakanyaccha-vya1igiidhi~{hiinii), fvetii (cannada-liija-gallr
~akiidhi~{hiinii), tiimrii (vividha-kiliisa-kwf{hiidhi~{hiinii), vedinr (kwf{ha
visarpiidhi~{hiinii), kohii:tf (granthy-apacy-arbuda-slfpada-gala-gai:i¢adhi~{hiinii), 
and miif!!Sadharii (bhagandara-vidradhy-arso 'dhi~{hiinii). Certain diseases arise 
in a particular layer of skin, as quoted in the parentheses. The seven kalii-s are 
mentioned in SU sarira., 4,5-20: miif!!Sadharii, raktadharii, medodharii, 
sle~madharii, purf~adharii, pittadharii, and §ukradharii. 
CA sarira., 7,4, mentions only six layers of skin: udakadharii, asrgdharii, 
sidhma-kiliisa-sambhaviidhi~{hiinii, dadru-k~{ha-sambhaviidhi~{hiinii, alajf
vidradhi-sambhaviidhi~{hiinii, and the sixth skin called "the seat of boils" (arus) 
(yiirrz ciipy adhi~{hiiyiirii~ijiiyante). The CA does not mention the kalii-s. 
AS sanra., 5,29 lists the six skin layers, but also mentions another theory of 
seven skin layers (5,37). The names of the six layers of skin are the same as 
mentioned by the CA, except for the sixth which is called priii:iadharii. The 
sixth layer of skin is called prai:iadharii in the AgniP and Vi~~udhP, too. The 
CA mentions the same names of the kalii-s as the SU. 
AH sanra., 3,8: tatra sapta tvaco 'srjaJ:t /8d/ pacyamiiniit prajiiyante ~frat 
santiinikii iva. The seven kalii-s are mentioned in AH sarira., 3,10, though some 
of them are missing. 
YS 3,84: tasya ~o¢hii §arfriii:ti sat tvaco dhiirayanti ca I ~a¢ a1igiini tathii 
'sthniirrz ca saha ~a~{Yii fata-trayam. This text mentions only six skin layers, cf. 
Y AMASIDTA 2001/2002, p.105. The comm. Mitak~ara explains it like this: the 
dhiitu-s are six (rakta-miif!!Sa-medo'sthi-majjii-sukriikhyii ~a¢ dhiitava eva); 
therefore, the skin layers, being situated between the dhiitu-s (rambhii-stambha
tvag iva biihyiintara-riipei:ia sthitiiJ:t), are six. The six limbs are mentioned in SR 
sl.75. The 360 bones are mentioned in SR sl.90. 
AgniP 369,43: ~a{ tvacii biihyato yadvad anyii rudhira-dhiirikii I kiliisa-dhiirii:if 
ciinyii caturthr kui:i¢a-dhiiri1Jf 1431 paiicamfm indriya-sthiinarrz ~a~{hr prai:ia
dharii matii I kalii saptamf miif!!Sa-dharii dvitfyii rakta-dhiirii:tf 1441 yakrt
plfhiifrayii ciinyii medo-dharii 'sthi-dhiirilJf I majjii-sle~ma-purf~ii1Jiif!l dharii 
pakviisayiisthitii 1451 ~a~{hf pitta-dharii sukra-dharii §ukriisayii 'para /46ab/. 
AgniP 369,43 mentions six layers of skin, but it mentions only five names 
among the six, namely, rudhiradhiirilJf, kiliisadhiirii:if, kui:i¢adhiiri1Jf, 
indriyasthiinarrz and prai:iadharii. The expression kalii saptamf "the seventh 
kalii" in sl.44c indicates that this text considers the kalii-s to be seven. Actually 
in the following verses, seven names are listed: miif!!Sa-dharii, raktadhiirilJf, 
medodharii, asthidhiirilJf, majjii-sle~ma-purf~iilJiif!l dharii, pitta-dharii and 
§ukradharii. The contents of the verses 45 and 46ab, mentioning the receptacles 
(iifaya), corresponds to that of SR 2,80cd-81. 
Vi~~udhP 2,115,26: ~a{ tvacas ca §arfre 'smin kfrtyamiinii nibodha me I biihyato 
hy adharii, riima, tvacii rudhira-dhiirilJf 1261 viliisa-kiirii:ir ciinyii caturthf 



cords (snayu) 800 , phlegm [and] the jarayu801 • Ripened/digested by the 

kuHha-kari1:tf I pancamf vidradhi-sthiinaf!l ~a~fhf-prii1:ta-dharii matii 1271 kalii/:t 
satya (misreading for sapta) smrtii dehe tiiSiif!l vak:;yiimi lak:;alJ-Qm I eka milf!lSa
dharii niima dhamanyo yatra saf!lSthitii/:t 1281 asrg-dharii dvitfyii tu yakrt
plfhii.frayii matii I medo-dharii trtfyii syiit siik:;ma-sthiiliiirayii tu yii 1291 
majjiiirayii caturthf tu tathii sle~maparii matii 1281 purf~a-dhiiri1:tf ciinyii yathii 
pakviisaye sthitel:t (misreading for sthite) 1301 ~a~fhf pitta-dharii niima 
jafhariignau samiisritii I sukriisayii sukra-dharii tathii jneyii ca saptamf 1311. 
Vi~~udhP 115,27 is parallel to the AgniP, although there are some 
discrepancies. The names of the skin layers are adharii, rudhiradhiiri1:tf. 
viliisakari1:tf. k~fhakarilJ-f, vidradhasthiina and prii1:tadharii. The kalii-s are 
milf!lSadharii, asrgdharii, medodharii, majjiiirayii, purf~adhiiri1:tf. pittadharii and 
§ukradharii. 
ANALYSIS 
The SU mentions seven skin layers, while the other texts mention six. The AS 
mentions both theories of the CA and SU, namely, six and seven layers of skin. 
The AH mentions the seven skin layers in concordance with the SU. The CA's 
theory of six skin layers is in concordance with that of the AgniP and 
Vi~~udhP. The SU's naming of the skin layers seems to be based on the colour 
of each layer. The names of the diseases, kiliisa, ku~fha, vidradha etc., which 
the SU allots to the respective skin layers, are also mentioned for the six layers 
of skin by the CA, AgniP and Vi~~udhP. That means that, in contrast with the 
SU's theory which names the seven layers of skin according to their colours, 
the theory of six skin layers of the CA, AgniP and Vi~~udhP names these layers 
according to the substances (miif!lSa, rakta etc.) which they carry or to the 
diseases which arise in them. 
Concerning the theory of the seven kalii-s, all the texts are in concordance, 
except for the CA which does not mention it in the siirTrasthana. 
The SR mentions the seven layers of skin, as do the SU and AS. 

799 Kalil. The kalii is the boundary line between the elements (dhiitu) (cf. R.F.G. 
MOLLER 1961, p.90-91). The seven kalii-s between the seven layers of the 
elements (dhiitu) consist of the liquid extract from the essence of the elements 
(dhiitu-siira) which is compared to the sap of wood (cf. SR sl.77b). Their 
respective names indicate that they contain or hold flesh, blood, fat, phlegm, 
faeces, bile and semen. Cf. JOLLY 1901, p.43. "Visceral part between the 
receptacles of the elements (dhiitu)" (DAS 2003A, p.536ff.). 

800 Sniiyu "cord", "sinew", cf. DAS 2003A, p.584ff. JOLLY 1901, p.43, explains 
that it denotes "Sehnen und Nerven, eigentlich Bander". Also cf. R.F.G 
MULLER 1961, p.149. 

801 Here, the term jariiyu means a membraneous covering, not necessarily 
connected with a foetus, cf. DAS 2003A, p.546ff. DAS refers to SU siirTra., 4,7, 
which is parallel to SR sl.76. I further discuss the matter below (footnote 804). 
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fires of the kosa802 ("sheath''), they are respectably between (antara-

802 The term kosa-agni occurs twice in the text (SR sl.76c and sl.80c). In the 
parallels, AH sarira., 3,62, and AS sarira., 6,83, different expressions are used, 
namely, agni "fire" and dhatv-agni "the fire of the elements". Basing on these 
parallels, I infer that kosiigni denotes "the heat of the elements (dhatu)". 
SHRINGY 1999, p.64, interprets it in the same manner, translating "the internal 
heat of the tissues". 
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The term kofa does not occur anywhere in the sarirasthiina-s of the medical 
texts consulted (SU, CA, AS, AH). 
But the two commentators of the YS, VIramitrodaya and Mitak~ara (on YS 
3,84), mention kofa. VIramitrodaya states that, according to the SU, the skin 
layers have the nature of six kofa-s (.ra{-kosiitmika tvaco). But actually such a 
theory is not dealt with at all in the description of the skin layers in the SU's 
sanrasthana. On the other hand, Mitak~ara states the following: the nutrient 
fluid (anna-rasa), being cooked by the abdominal/digestive fire (jii{hariigni), 
becomes blood; the blood, being cooked by the fire which is situated in its own 
kofa (sva-kofa-sthenagninii), becomes flesh; the flesh, being cooked by the fire 
of its own kofa (sva-kosiinala), becomes fat; the fat, becomes bone, in the same 
way, then, the bone becomes marrow. The last member of the chain of elements 
(dhatu), namely semen, is called "the final element" (carama-dhatu). The "final 
element" is considered to be the first kofa of the self, because it does not 
change further into another element (carama-dhatos tu parii:iatir niistfti sa 
eviitmanal:i prathamal:i kosal:i). Therefore, what the term kosa here seems to 
mean something like "sheath". The seven elements (dhatu) are compared to the 
sheaths or layers which cover the self. Although the commentator Mitak~ara 
considers this theory to be well known in Ayurveda, such a theory is actually 
not dealt with in the sarirasthiina-s of the classical medical texts such as the SU, 
CA,AS or AH. 
WOODROFFE 1990, p.44, mentions the term kosa, which seems to denote the 
same thing as in SR sl.76 and the commentary of Mitak~ara on the YS. 
WOODROFFE states, "In the gross body (sarfra-kofa), there are six external 
kofa-s, viz., hair, blood, flesh, which come from the mother, and bone, muscle, 
marrow, from the father". That means that the kofa-s here denote the seven 
elements (dhatu). Regrettably, he gives no reference. 
This theory is contained in, e.g., Saradatilaka 1,47cd-48ab: snayv-asthi
majjiinal:i sukriit, tvan-miil!ISiisriii:ti foi:titiit II siit-kausikam idam proktaf!l sarva
dehe.ru dehiniim. 
Indeed, DAS 2003A, §10.8 (p.276), points to the confusion in Tantric texts, 
caused by two different lists, one being the list of seven dhiitu-s, but with skin 
in the place of rasa (like in SR sl.79ab!). The other is a list of six substances, 
which are the same as in the list of the seven dhatu-s, but without semen; these 
six substances are found in six "sheaths" (kofa). 
The term kosa might denote "embryo", too. But this meaning does not fit the 
context of SR sl.76c. Cf. Markai:i<;leyaP 11,5: narikela-phalaf!l yadvat sa kosaf!I 



antara) the elements (dhatu), (sl.76)so3 

and, as (bhuta) the borders of the elements (dhatu), are deemed to be 
similar to the pith/essence of wood.804 (sl.77ab) 

vrddhim rcchati I tadvat prayaty asau vrddhi'!l sa ko§o 'dhomukhaf:t sthitaf:t 
/11,6/ "[ ... ] the kosa (= embryo) grows, being upside down." This Purai:ia 
(11,10) states that the embryo becomes hard through the fire (ka(hinyam 
agninayati). 

803 The C.E. edition reads svasvakosagnibhif:t pakvas te tridha. "Ripened in three 
ways by the respective fires of the koia-s." In this case, kosagnibhif:t might be 
an apposition to snayu-sle~ma-jarayubhif:t. Compare it with SR sl.80c, 
svasvakosagnina (but the Anandlisrama edition reads svasvakosadina). 

804 The meaning here might be as follows. The kala-s are the visceral parts which 
look like border lines between the elements (dhatu) (and the receptacles 
(aiaya), according to AH slirira., 3,9). They are covered with cords (snayu), 
phlegm and a membraneous covering (jarayu). They are heated by the heat of 
the body and are transformed sevenfold. They are compared to the pith of wood 
(ka~tha-sara). The first kala is the one holding flesh. Over the flesh of this kala, 
vessels, ducts, cords and channels spread like lotus roots. 
In SU slirira., 4,7, a parallel to SR sl.76ab, DAS considers the term jarayu to 
denote a membraneous covering, not necessarily connected with a foetus (cf. 
DAS 2003A, p.546ff. I follow him in the interpretation of jarayu in SR sl.76b. 
AH slirira., 3,9cd-10ab, parallel to this passage, obviously misunderstands the 
original meaning, and substitutes jarayu with apara ("ulba, afterbirth, the 
outer_skin/membrane of the foetus"). The commentator J?alhaQ.a, on SU slirira., 
4,7, explains that living beings are born covered in the ulba, and the 
membraneous covering of the kala looks like the ulba (jarayur ulbakaro yena 
ve~{itaf:t prar.iino jayante, kala-ve~tako 'pi tadvad eva). 
PARALLELS 
SU slirira., 4,5-9:kalah khalv api sapta bhavanti dhatvasayantara-maryadaf:t 151 
yatha hi sarah kasthesu chidyamane~u drsyate I tatha hi dhatu-ma'!ISe~u 

chidyamane~u drsyate 161 snayubhis ca praticchannan santata'!li ca jarayuna I 
slesmana ve~{ita'!li capi kalabhaga'!IS tu tan viduf:t fl/ tasam prathama 
mamsadhara, yasyam mamse sira-snayu-dhamanf-srotasam pratana bhavanti 
181 yatha bisa-mrr.ialani vivardhante samantataf:t I bhmau palikodaka-sthani 
tatha mamse siradayaf:t 191. The commentator J?alha9a, explaining the term 
maryadaf:t in SU 4,5d, remarkably uses the term sfma-bhiitah, which is the same 
expression as in SR sl.77a. The SU's description is very close to that of the SR. 
But it does not mention the fire (kosagni) which heats and transforms the kala-s. 
AS slirira., 5,45-47: yas tu dhatv-asayantaresu kledo 'vati~(hate sa yathiisvam 
ii~mabhir vipakvah sniiyu-slesma-jarayu-cchannah kastha iva saro dhatu-siira
se~o rasa-se~o 'lpatviit kalii-safijiiaf:t 1451 tii dhatv-iiiayiintara-maryiidiif:t sapta 
kaliih 1461 tasiim prathama mamsadharii niima, yasyam miimse sirii-snayu
dhamanf-srotasiim bhumav iva palikodakena bisa-mrr.iiiliiniim pratiiniini 
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The first is the one holding flesh 805 • Vessels (sira), ducts 
(dhamani), cords (snayu) and channels (srotas)806 grow in the flesh 
like the bulbous roots of the lotus in the mud. (sl.77cd-78ab) 

The others are the ones holding blood, fat, phlegm, faeces, bile 
and semen.807 (sl.78cd) 

bhavanti 1471. The expressions are similar to those of the SU. Some compounds 
of the AS are found split up in the SU (e.g. sniiyu-sle~ma-jariiyu-cchannaM. 
The commentator lndu explains ~man as dhiitii~man "the heat of an element 
(dhiitu)". 
AH sarira., 3,9cd-10ab, which is quoted by the commentary K of the SR. Its 
wordings are parallel to those in AS slirira., 5,45. 
Vi~i;i.udhP 2,115,28: eka miil!!Sa-dharii niima dhamanyo yatra sal!ISthitalJ. 
Compare this passage with SR sl.77. The same passage is found in the AgniP, 
too, but there dhamanf is not mentioned. 
ANALYSIS 
The Su (sanra., 4,5-9), AS (sarira., 5,45-47) and AH (sarira., 3,9cd-10ab) are 
parallel to the SR sl.76-78. The AS's wording is the closest to that of the SR. 
The SU's wording gives the impression that an older, terser version of the text 
was supplemented and enlarged by insertions, while, in the AS, the original 
version is better preserved. These texts, however, do not contain a counterpart 
for kosiigni, which seems to denote the heat contained in each dhiitu, according 
to the commentator Indu on AS sarira., 5,45. The commentator Palhai;i.a's (on 
SU slirira., 4,5d) explanation of maryiidii as sfmii-bhiita, i.e. the same 
expression as contained in SR sl.77a, might suggest that Palhai;i.a referred to a 
text which contained this expression. 

805 C.E. reads miil!!Sodbhavii "born from the flesh". It seems to be unsuitable, 
because the parallels in the medical texts call the same thing mlif!lsadharii. 

806 For the term sirii "vessel", cf. DAS 2003A, p.584. The translation "Ader" by 
JOLLY 1901, p.43, is improper, because it denotes not only the blood vessels, 
but also the vessels for wind, bile, phlegm etc., cf. R.F.G. MOLLER 1961, p.146 
(229). 
For dhamanf "duct", cf. DAS 2003A, p.553. Also see R.F.G. MOLLER 1961, 
p.106 (106); JOLLY 1901, p.41 and p.44. 
For sniiyu "cord", cf. my footnote 800 on SR sl.76b. 
For srotas "aperture", "channel", cf. DAS 2003A, p.585. Also see R.F.G. 
MOLLER 1961, p.149 (240). 

807 I have already discussed these in my footnote 798 on SR sl.76a, ("seven [layers 
of] skin"). The medical texts which I consulted contain the synonym purf~a 
instead of sakrt. 
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Comm Kon SR sl.75-78 

Having mentioned the six kinds of substances (bhiiva) of the born 
[child] [which are] derived from the mother etc.808, and the qualities 
and material causes of the respective elements (SR sl.67f) of the 
material body, he relates the manifestation/appearance (prapaiica) of 
the body, [namely] limbs (aliga), secondary appendages (pratyaliga), 
elements (dhiitu), ducts (dhamani), cakra-s etc. by means of: ["]They 
relate [ ... ] of the body["] etc. (sl.75a, pi1J4asyiihu'J:i). The secondary 
appendages are skin [layer]s, kalii-s etc. Will be mentioned: The 
meaning is: [they will be mentioned] just immediately after. "Seven 
[layers of] skin" (sl.76a, tvaca'J:i sapta): The seven [layers of] skin 
are Bhiisinz etc., being produced from blood being cooked/ripened. As 
mentioned in Ayurveda: 

Thus the body is constituted of the [gross] elements (bhuta)8w. In it, seven skin 
[layer]s arise from blood being cooked/ripened, like the skin [of cream] 
(santiinika) from milk.s10 
The skin [layer]s are (lit. the skin [layer] is811) Bhiisinf, Lohini812, Svetii, Tiimrii, 
further Vedinf, [and] Rohinf.813 The seventh814 is renowned as Miif!!Sadharii.815 

808 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads miitr)iidi-~afjvidhiin instead of miitr)iidfn 
~afjvidhiin. 

809 I.e. of the five elements, earth, water, fire, wind and space. That means that the 
body is material. 

810 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads jf viil:z siintiinika (correcting siintiitika) 
instead of /qfriit santiinika. The manuscript D similarly reads jf viil:z santiinikii. 
Comparing it with the original text of the AH, I conclude that this is unsuitable. 

811 Syiit. Optative. Cf. Introduction to the English translation. 
812 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads lohitii instead of lohinf. But, in the 

medical texts, it is usually called lohinf. 
813 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads tvak tiimrii vedinf instead of tiimrii tvag 

vedinf. 
814 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads saptadhii instead of saptamf. With this, 

it is translated, "The skin is renowned [to be] sevenfold (saptadhii), Bhiisinf 
[ ... ]". 

815 The first and second lines are quoted from AH sarira., 3,8cd-9ab. But the third 
and fourth lines are not contained in the edition of the AH which I consulted. 
The names listed in the third and fourth lines are in concordance with the 
theory of the SU and AS. The SU calls the first skin Avabhiisinf, while the AS 
calls it Bhiisinf. But, in the same place, the AS states that the colour of this skin 
layer is avabhiisinf"shining, bright". 
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"Seven kalii-s" (sl.76a, kalaJ:i sapta): The moisture of the nutrient 
fluid (rasa), a particular essence (siira) of the elements (dhiitu)8I6 

situated in the interval817 between an afore-going and a followin~ 
element (dhiitu), covered with cords (sniiyu), phlegm and a 
jariiyu818

, cooked/ripened by the fire of the koia819
, similar to the 

pith/essence (siira) of wood820, is called a "kala", because of [its] 

The names like bhasinf "bright'', lohinf (derived from loha "iron" or "red"), 
iveta "white", tamra "copper-coloured" might be associated with the lustre of 
metals (gold, iron, silver, copper etc.). 
Atharvaveda 10,2, v .11, describes the colours of the blood, among which lohinr 
and tamra are mentioned: "Who disposed in him waters, moving apart, much 
moving, produced for river-running, strong, ruddy, red, dark, and turbid, 
upward, downward, crosswise in man?" (tr. by WIDTNEY 1987, Vol.I, p.478) 
(k6 asminn apo vyadadhiit vi~iivftaf:i puriivftaf:i sindhusftyaya jataf:i I tfvra aruna 
l6hinfs tamra-dhiimra iirdhva avacff:i puru~e tirafcf/:i //). . 
PARALLELS to SR 2,76 (seven skin layers): 
SU sarira., 4,4: tasya khalv evampravrttasya iukra-s01:zitasyabhipacyamanasya 
4frasyeva santanikaf:i sapta tvaco bhavanti I tasam prathama 'vabhasinf nama 
[ ... ]. 
The names of the skin layers in the SU are the same as those in the SR, except 
for the first one called A vabhiisinf instead of Bhiisinf. 
CA siirira., 7,4, lists only six skin layers, and the CA's description is totally 
different from that in the SR and SU. The CA's six skin layers are: 1. 
udakadhara, 2. asrgdhara, 3. sidhma-kilasa-sambhavadhi~thiina, 4. dadru
ku~tha-sambhavadhi~thiina, 5. alajf-vidradhi-sambhvadhi~thiina, and the sixth 
skin layer. 

816 The manuscript C reads dhiitv-adhiira vise~af:i, "a particular base (= 
receptacle?) of the elements (dhiitu)" instead of dhiitu-sara-vise~af:i. This seems 
to be unsuitable. 
In contrast, the variant of the Anandiisrama edition (1896), sara-se~af:i, seems to 
be correct, as I will show below. 

817 The Anandiisrama edition ( 1896) reads dhiitv-anya instead of dhiitv-antarala
sthaf:i. I consider the resulting sequence to be a pair of compounds, i.e. 
piirvottara-dhatv-anya "different from an afore-going and a following element 
(dhiitu)" and sniiyu-sle~majariiyu-cchannaf:i. 

818 As I have already discussed in my footnotes 801 (on SR sl.76b) and 804 (on SR 
sl.77ab), the termjarayu here denotes a membranous covering. 

819 The term kosa "sheath/case", here meaning a dhiitu, is already discussed in my 
footnote 802 on SR sl.76c. 

820 The comparison of the blood to the pith (rasa) of wood is found in 
Brhadiinu;iyakaUp 3,9,28f, which deals with an old theory of the chain of 
elements (dhiitu), cf. my footnote 926 on SR sl.103. 
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having a subtle fonn. 821 And it is said thus: 
"That called a kala, the moisture in the intervals between the 

receptacles (a.Sa-ya) of the elements (dhatu), fully (vi-) ripened/cooked 
separately/individually (svaf!l svaf!l) by heat, covered with phlegm, 
cords (snayu) and the apara (= jarayu)822, is like the pith/essence of 
wood."823 (AH sarira., 3,9cd-10ab) 

The qualification ["]being covered with cords (snayu) etc.["], 
and so on824, is to be made known as common to both the skin 
[layer]s [and] the kala-s. The meaning is: "They" (sl.76d, taf:i), the 
skin [layer]s and the kala-s, respectively as (bhuta) the borders 
between825 the elements (dhatu), in the respective intervals of the 
seven elements (dhatu), [namely] skin [layer] etc., are producers 
(apadaka) of non-intermingling of those very elements (dhatu). 

821 The nutrient fluid (rasa) is heated by the heat of the body, and transformed into 
the seven elements (dhiitu), one after another. 
The meaning of the commentary K, which explains the term kalii as having a 
subtle form, is elucidated by AS sarira., 5,45: "The residue of the essence of the 
elements (dhiitu) [and] the residue of the nutrient fluid is called (lit. is that 
whose name is) kalii ("digit/small_portion") because of [its] littleness/paucity" 
(dhiitu-siira-se~o rasa-se~o 'lpatviit kalii-saiijiia/:t). This verse is quoted by 
.Qalhai:ta on SU sarira. 4,7, dhiitu-rasa-se~o'lpatviit kaliisaiijiiaJ:i ("[ ... ] the 
residue of the elements (dhiitu) and nutrient fluid"). 
The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads siira-se~aJ:i "rest/residue of the essence" 
instead of siira-vise~al:z. Comparing it with dhiitu-siira-se~a in the above-quoted 
AS sarira., 5,45, I prefer the Anandasrama edition's se~aJ:i to the Adyar 
edition's vise~aJ:i. 

822 As already discussed in my footnotes 801 (on SR sl.76b) and 804 (on SR sl.77), 
the term jariiyu in this case means a membranous covering which is not 
necessarily related to a foetus. The commentary K fails to understand the 
correct meaning, and falsely explains it as aparii "afterbirth, foetal envelope". 

823 The Anandasrama edition (1896) omits a considerable part. I.e. the whole part 
from kii~tha-siiropamaJ:i up to tathiicoktam (which corresponds to the Adyar 
edition, p.52, ll.12-13), and the words at the beginning of the quoted verse from 
the AH. Thus, the final part of this line runs: kosiigni-pakvaJ:i svasvam ii~malJii 
sle~ma-sniiyv-apariicchannaJ:i kaliikhyaJ:i. kii~tha-siiravad iti. 

824 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads sniiyutviidicchannatviipiidakalJ'l instead 
of sniiyutviidichannatviidikalJ'l. I suspect that iipiidaka is a mistake caused by 
asalikfn:iatiipiidakii ity arthaJ:i in the line below. 

825 The Anandasrama edition (1896) contains madhye instead of madhye madhye. 
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"The first" (sl.77c, iidyii): The first skin [layer] and826 kalii are 
["]the one holding flesh["] by name. The other (para) six skin 
[layer]s and kalii-s are holders of blood etc.827 

Comm Son SR sl.75-78 

He divides the [main] limbs and the secondary appendages in the 
body: "Of the body" (sl.75a, pi1J¢asya). Respectively between the 
elements (dhatu): The meaning is "in the respective intervals of the 
seven elements (dhiitu)". The meaning is: The first skin [layer], 
[namely] the one holding flesh, is hard, similar to the pith/essence 
(sara) of wood, but the others are not hard. Thinking: ["]Where do 
the vessels (sirii) etc. arise?["], he then says: "In the flesh" (sl.77d, 
mlif!lse). Ducts (dhamanr) are particular vessels (sirii). A cord 
(snayu) is a particular binder of flesh, resembling a cord (tantu). 
Thinking: ["]What do the other skins and kalii-s hold?["], he says: 
"Blood" (sl.78a, asrg). 

SR sl.79-82 

The seven elements (dhiitu) 828 are829 skin, blood, flesh, fat (medas), 
bone, marrow (majjan) and semen.830 And among them (tatra), skin is 

826 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads ca tvak kala instead of tvak kala ca. 
827 The kala holding blood (rakta-dhara) is mentioned by the SU, AS, AH, AgniP 

and Vi~i:iudhP. Among these texts, only the Vi~i:iudhP calls this kala "asrg
dhara", adopting the synonym asrj instead of rakta. The comm. K of the SR 
also calls it asrg-dhara. The CA and YS do not mention the kala-s at all. 

828 For the term dhatu, cf. DAS 2003A, p.553ff.: "In medical texts mostly the seven 
elements [ ... ] which are formed in a process of successive transformation due 
to the breaking down of food." 
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There is a musicological theory which associates the seven elements (dhatu) 
with the seven musical tones. The comm. S on SR 1,3,55cd-56ab (Adyar ed., 
p.120, 1.5) quotes the musicological text, Matailga's BrhaddesI (anuccheda 29, 
cf. P.L. SHARMA 1992, p.44), which associates the seven musical tones with 
the seven continents and the seven elements (dhatu) of the human body. This 
passage of the BrhaddesI, in its turn, contains a quotation attributed to the SU, 
tvag-as[1i-mdf!1Sa-medosthimajja-suklani dhatava/:t. Unfortunately, I was not 
able to identify this passage in the SU. Saradatanaya's BHAVAPRAKASANA, a 
musicological text written in about the same period as the SR, in its seventh 
chapter (G.O.S. XL V, p.186, l.5ff.), deals with the theory that the seven tones 
originate in the seven elements (dhatu) of the human body. Remarkably, the 



BrhadddesI's quotation from the SU and the Bhlivapraklisana both begin the 
chain of elements (dhiitu) with the skin, like the SR does. 
On the other hand, the classical medical texts usually consider the chain of 
elements (dhiitu) to begin with the nutrient fluid (rasa). But the chain beginning 
with the skin is also sporadically found in these texts, cf. DAS 2003A, § 10,7 
(p.273ff.). For the historical development of the theory of the chain of elements 
(dhiitu), cf. JAMISON 1986. 

829 Optative syus. For the translation of optative, cf. Introduction to the English 
translation. 

830 PARALLELS 
The SU's slirirasthlina contains no parallel, although SU slirira., 5,6 states that 
the elements (dhiitu) are seven. The names of the elements (dhiitu) are listed in 
SU sUtra., 14,10 (rasiid raktaf!? tato maf!?Sam mO.f!?Siin medal,z prajiiyate I medaso 
'sthi tato majjii majjfial,z sukraf!l tu jiiyate /10[). The chain of elements (dhiitu) 
beginning with skin is mentioned in SU nidlina., 1,25-29. 
CA's slirirasthlina does not mention the elements. But they are mentioned in CA 
siitra., 28,4. 
AS slirira., 5,54 briefly refers to AS slitra., 19,16-24, which is said to mention 
do~a. dhiitu and mala. In the nineteenth chapter of the AS's sUtrasthlina, the 
chain of elements (dhiitu) is said to begin with the skin. 
AH slirira., 3,62: siiras tu saptabhir bhuyo yathiisvam pacyate 'gnibhil,z rasiid 
raktaf!? tato miif!?Sam maf!?Siin medas tato 'sthi ca 1621 asthno majjii tatal,z 
sukraf!? sukriid garbhal,z prajiiyate /63ab/. 
AgniP 369,40: rasas tu prii1Jil)iif!l dehe jfvanaf!l rudhiram tathii I lepanaf!? ca 
tathii mamsam meha-sneha-karaf!l tu tat 140! dhiiratµif!l tv asthi-majjii syiit 
puralJaf!l vfrya-vardhanam I sukra-vfrya-karaf!l hy ojal,z priitµi-krj jfva
saf!?Sthitil,z 1411 ojal,z sukriit siira-taram iipftaf!l hrdayopagam 142ab/ 
Vi~i:i.udhP 2,114,22: rasas tu prii1Jino dehe jfvano rudhiras tathii I lepanaf!? ca 
tathii maf!?Sam medal,z snehakaraf!l ca tat 1221 dhiira1Jaf!l tv asthi-kathitam majjii 
bhavati pura1ff I garbhotpiidakaraf!l sukraf!l tathii vfrya-vivardhanam 1231 tejal,z 
priitµikaraf!? nityaf!l tatra jfvo vyavasthital,z I sukriid api paraf!? siiram apftaf!l 
hrdayopamam 1241 (The reading apfta is obviously a mistake and should be 
read iipfta. This text substitutes tejas for ojas which is contained in the parallel 
of the AgniP). 
Garuc;laP lab (KIRFEL 1954): tvacii-raktaf!l tathii mO.f!?Sam medo majjiisthi 
jfvitaf!?. 
The Hastyliyurveda mentions the elements (dhiitu) in 3,9 v.201-205 (p.452) and 
in 3,9 v.37 (p.440). 
ANALYSIS 
All the medical texts mention the elements (dhiitu), but solely the AH lists them 
individually in the slirirasthlina. While in the SU, CA and AS, the list is 
contained in the slitrasthlina. So, the AH is the exception. 
Contrastingly the YS does not mention the elements (dhiitu). The AgniP and 
Vi~i:i.udhP, which are parallel to each other, mention the chain of elements 
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[already] mentioned. 831 Blood arises 832 from the juice of food 
(annarasa) cooked/ripened by the fire pertaining to the stomach.833 
(sl.79-80a)834 

Thus/ln_the_same_manner (evar!l,), the other elements (dhiitu) 
are born respectively through blood etc., [which are] cooked/ripened 
by every single one's own fire of sheath (kosa)835 • (sl.80bcd) 

(dhatu) beginning with the nutrient fluid (rasa). The Garu~aP contains the 
chain beginning with the skin. 

831 The manuscript D reads coktatviid raktarrz instead of coktii tvag. "And among 
them, through/from being mentioned (= as mentioned), blood [ ... ]". This 
reading is unsuitable, because such a topic is not mentioned in the previous 
passages. 

832 Optative bhaved. On the translation of optative, cf. Introduction to the English 
translation. 

833 Kha. and lia. read jafhara instead of jiifhara. 
PARALLELS 
Only the AH contains a parallel to SR sl.79d-80. AH sarira., 3,62: siiras tu 
saptabhir bhuyo yathiisvam pacyate 'gnibhiJ:i I rasiid raktarrz tato miirrzsam 
miirrzsiin medas tato 'sthi ca 1621 asthno majjii tata/:t sukrarrz sukriid garbha/:t 
prajiiyate /63abl. 
Neither the SU, CA nor AS lists the elements (dhiitu) in the sarirasthana. In 
these texts, the list seems to be contained in other sthana-s than the slirirasthana 
(cf. my footnote 830). 
The same theory as in SR sl.79d--80 is dealt with in AS sarira., 6,83: 
tatriihiira-raso vyiina-vi~ipto yathiisvarrz saptasu dhiitv-agni~u kramiit 
pacyamiina/:t sviitma-bhiiva-cyuti-samanantaram eva priipta-raktiidi-dhiitu
sanjnaka/:t [ ... ] 1831. 
ANALYSIS 
According to SR sl.79ab, the chain of the seven elements (dhiitu) begins with 
the skin. But in SR sl.79, skin is dealt with separately from the other elements 
(dhiitu). In SR sl.79d-80, the chain of elements (dhiitu) actually seems to begin 
with anna-rasa, which is then transformed into the blood etc. In this point, it 
resembles the usual classical medical theory, according to which the chain 
begins with the nutrient fluid (rasa). For the terms rasa and ahiirarasa 
(annarasa), cf. DAS 2003A, p.578ff.; p.528. 
The term kofa-agni has been already mentioned in SR sl.76c. 

834 SR 79ab is identical to SG 9,37cd. But the SG contains -medau and -sukriii:ii 
instead of -medo and -sukliini, respectively. 

835 For the term kosiigni "fire of sheath", cf. my footnote 802 on SR sl.76c, koia. 
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The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads svasvakosiidinii "[cooked/ripened] by 
every single one's own sheath" instead of svasvakosiigninii. But if we compare 
it with SR sl.76, this variant seems to be unsuitable. The manuscript D reads 
svasva-kosiignibhi/:t. 



The seats (asraya) of blood836, phlegm, unripe [food] and bile, of 
ripened [food] (pakva), further of wind 
and of urine are respectively seven, called ["]receptacles["] (asaya). 
(sl.81)837 

The receptacle of the embryo (garbhasaya, "the womb"), 
[namely] the eighth [receptacle], of women is between the receptacles 
of bile and of cooked/ripened [food]. (sl.82ab) 

The heart, whose form is [that of] a lotus, through tranquil 

836 For the receptacle of blood (rakta), cf. DAS 2003A, pp.577-578. According to 
DAS (ibid.), this term does not necessarily denote the heart. The receptacle of 
blood referred to in SR sl.81 does not seem identical to the heart mentioned by 
SR sl.82. 

837 PARALLELS 
SU slirira., 5,8: iisayiis tu, viitiisayaf:t pittiifayaf:t, sle~miisayo, raktiifaya, 
iimiifayaf:t, pakviisayo, miitriisayaf:t, strffJlil'fl garbhasayo ·~rama iti. 
SU slirira., 5,39: { ... ] pitta-pakviisayor madhye garbhafayyii yatra garbhas 
ti~(hati. 

The CA's slirirasthlina does not list the receptacles (Maya), although CA slirira., 
7,10 mentions purf~iidhiira, iimiisaya and pakviifaya in the list of the 
ko~thiinga-s. 
AS slirira., 5,61: saptiisayiif:t, kramiid asrk-kaphiima-pitta-pakva-viiyu
miitrii.dhiiriif:t 1611 strfr,ziim pitta-pakviifayor-madhye garbhiifayo ·~ramaf:t 1621. 
The AH's slirirasthlina does not contain the list of the receptacles. 
AgniP 370 ("slirirlivayava"), 6cd: saptiisayiif:t smrtii. dehe rudhirasyaika iisayaf:t 
161 sle~ma!Jaf ciima-pittiibhyiim pakviisayas tu pancamaf:t I viiyu-miitrii.sayaf:t 
sap ta strfr.zill'fl garbhiisayo '~ramaf:t fl I pittiit pakviifayo 'gnef:t syiid yonir vikiisitii 
dyutau I padmavad garbhiifayaf:t syiit tatra dhatte sa-raktakam 181. 
Vi~i:i.udhP 2,114,49: saptiisayiif:t smrta dehe srr.zu tiin api, bhiirgava I ii.fayo 
rudhirasyaikaf:t kaphasya ca tathii paraf:t 1491 iima-pittiifayau ciinyau jneyaf:t 
pakviifayo 'paraf:t I viiyu-miitrii.sayau (miitra is obviously a mistake for miitra) 
ciinyau iifayiif:t sapta kfrtitaf:t 1501 strfr.ziil'fl garbhiisayo, riima, pitta
pakviisayiintare I a~(amaf:t sa bhavet tiisii.Tfl yatra garbhaf:t sa ti~(hati 1511. 
ANALYSIS 
The statements of the SR, SU, AS, AgniP and Vi~i:i.udhP are all in concordance. 
The CA and AH, unexpectedly, do not contain a parallel in the slirirasthlina. The 
YS does not mention the receptacles (ii.faya), though it mentions purf~iidhiina 
and iimiisaya among various entrails (YS 3,94-95). The position of the 
garbhiifaya between the pitta 0 and pakva-iisaya is mentioned by the SU, AS and 
Vi~i:i.udhP. This position is implied by the AgniP, too. R.F.G. MOLLER 1941-
1942, p.163, refers to Mahabharata 7,253,11 and 7,333,24, which mention this 
position, too (also see Mlirkai:i.<:JeyaP 10,5-6). 
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phlegm and blood838, (sl.82cd) 
is839 hollow (su#ra)840, facing downward, situated between the liver 
and the spleen.841 (sl.83ab)842 

838 When phlegm and blood are tranquil (cf. optative syiid). 
839 Optative syiid. For the translation of optative, cf. Introduction to the English 

translation. 
840 C.E. reads sniiyuva'!l §yam adho 0 instead of su~ira'!l syiid adho 0

• This could be 
interpreted as sniiyu-vaf!!Syam adho 0 "[The heart] is [like] a [bamboo] joint of 
cords (sniiyu)". 

841 D reads yaccadehiintare (yac ca dehiintare) instead of yakrt-plfhiintara-. This 
could mean "[ ... ] and which is situated in the inside of the body'', but seems 
unsuitable. 

842 PARALLELS 
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Su siirira., 4,31-32: sonita-kapha-prasiidajam hrdayam, yadiisrayii dhamanyal:z 
prii1:1avahiil:z, tasyiidho viimatal:z plfhii phupphusas ca, da~i1:1ato yakrt kloma ca, 
tad vise~e1:1a cetanii-sthiinam atas tasmil?lS tamasiivrte sarva-pra1:1inal:z svapanti 
1311 bhavati ciitra: pundarfkena sadr§am hrdaya'!l syiid adhomukham I jiigratas 
tad vikasati svapatas ca nimflati 1321. Also cf. 4,34: hrdaya'!l cetaniisthiinam 
ukta'!l, su§ruta, dehiniim I tamo 'bhibhate tasmil?lS tu nidrii viiati dehiniim. 
CA siirira., 7,8: hrdaya'!l cetaniidhi~thiinam ekam. Except for this passage, I did 
not find any parallel in the sarirasthana. 
AS sarira., 5,71: hrdayam punal:z slesma-rakta-prasiidiit sambhavati padma
kosa-sankiisam susiram adhomukham, tad vise~e1:1a cetaniiyiih sthiinam sarva
bhiiviinii'!l ca cetaniinugatiiniim, tasya viima-piirsve plfhii pul:zpusas ca I 
da~i1:1ato vakrt kloma ca il 11. 
The AH's siirirasthana contains no parallel. 
The YS contains no parallel. The heart is mentioned in the list of the entrails in 
YS 3,95. Though the structure of the heart is described in YS 3,108-111, it 
accords with Hathayogic theory, but not with the classical medical theory. 
AgniP 370,16: kapha-prasiiriid bhavati hrdayam padma-sannibham I 
adhomukham tac chusiram yatra jfvo vyavasthital:z 1161 caitanyiinugatii bhiiviil:z 
sarve tatra vyavasthitiil:z I tasya viime yathii plfhii da~i1:1e ca tathii yakrt 1171 
da~i1:1e ca tathii kloma padmasyaivam prakfrtitam l/18abl! (17ab is parallel to 
SR sl.83ab) The reading kapha-prasiiriid in v.16a is obviously a mistake for 
kapha-prasiidiid. 
Vi~i:iudhP 2,115, 60: kapha-prasiidiid bhavati hrdayam padma-sannibham I 
adhomukham tat-susiram yatra jfvo vyavasthital:z 160! caitanyiinugatii bhiiviil:z 
sarve tatra vyavasthitiil:z I tasya viime tathii plfhii da~i1:1e ca tathii yakrt 1611 
da~i1:1e ca tathii kloma padmasyaiva prakfrtitam !62ab/. 
ANALYSIS 
The SU, AS, AgniP and Vi~i:iudhP make statements similar to that of the SR. 
The SU is the most closely related to the SR, but it does not contain the tenn 



Comm Kon SR sl.79-83ab 

With regard to (uddisya) the elements (dhatu), he shows their 
appearance/arising, through "skin, blood" etc. (sl.79a, tvag-asrg). 
"And among them, skin is [already] mentioned" (sl.80cd, tatra 
cokta tvag). The word "and" (ca-kara) is of deviating [syntactical] 
order (bhinnakrama): [it should be] ''.And skin" (tvak ca). This is the 
meaning, thus (iti): Here, even the external skin, counted as an 
element (dhatu)843 , is one whose characteristic is mentioned through 
the very characteristic of skin which is (lit. having become) the 
border between elements (dhatu). 844 "Blood, phlegm". (sl.8la, rakta
sle~ma-): Here, through the word ["]blood["], the blood differentiated 
from the element (dhatu) is desired to mention(= intended). 

Comm. S on SR sl.79-83ab 

He divides the elements (dhatu): "Skin" (sl.79a, tvag-). He expresses 
the manner of appearance/arising of blood etc: "Blood" (sl.79d, rakta-). 
Unripe [food] (iima) is unripe juice [of food] (rasa)845• He relates the 
extra receptacle (asaya) of women: "The receptacle of the embryo" 
(sl.82a, garbhasaya). He relates the manner of appearance/ arising, 
the particular form and the place of the heart: "Through tranquil" 
(sl.82c. prasannabhyam). 

SR sl.83cd-85 

And this is the place of consciousness846 (cetana). Then, when this is 
covered with darkness, when [it (=lotus)] is closing, the self sleeps, 

su~ira (SR sl.83a), while the AS, AgniP and Vi~i:iudhP do contain it. Only the 
SU describes the process of sleep, like the SR sl.83d-84ab does. 

843 Literally: "with/through dhatu-hood". 
844 This commentator here is obviously considering the chain of elements (dhatu) 

as begining with the nutrient fluid (rasa), according to the classical medical 
theory. 

845 The term rasa denotes "nutrient fluid", cf. DAS 2003A, p.578ff. 
846 :Qalhai:ia on SU sarira., 4,31, considers the heart to be specially important for 

perception (cetanli), although the whole body is the place of perception (sakala
sarfram eva cetanlisthanam), cf. RO$U 1978, p.207. For the early Buddhist 
theory which designates the heart as the chief centre of consciousness, cf. 
WAYMAN 1982, p.631. This theory even goes back to the ~g Veda, cf. DAS 
2003A, p.592ff. Also cf. YAMASHITA 2001/2002, pp.106-107. 
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also when [it] is opening up, [the self] awakens.847 (sl.83cd-84ab) 
Sleep848 (sviipa) is twofold849 through dream-sleep (svapna) and deep
sleep (su~upti)850 • (sl.84cd) 

If the outer faculties/organs are dissolved in the heart, [but] the 
consciousness/intellect 851 awakens/wakes, that is called ["]dream
sleep["]. 852 (sl.85ab) 

If the mind is dissolved853 in the vital wind (prti1Ja), that is854 the 
["]deep-sleep["] of the self. (sl.85cd) 

Gone/dissolved (apfta) 855 into itself (svam), [namely] the supreme 
self856, the self sleeps (svapiti): thus (iti) it is considered from this.857 
(sl.86ab) 

847 According to the comm. S, nimflati and vikasati are past participles, locative sg. 
A parallel is contained in SU sarira., 4,31-32: tadvise~ef}a cetanii-sthtinam atas 
tasmims tamasiivrte sarvapriif}inal:z svapanti 1311 bhavati ciitra, puw/.arfkef}a 
sadriarrz hrdayarrz syad adhomukham I jiigratas tad vikasati svapatas ca nimflati 
1321. 
If I follow the SU's parallel, vikasati and nimflati of the SR also could be taken 
to be a third person sg. present. However, then it would be difficult to translate 
SR sl.84ab, especially the quarter 84b. As it is, the SU has the other two 
correspondences to the SR, namely svapiti and jiigarti as participles, which 
parallels the construction of the SR, except that the pairs of finite verbs and 
participles are exchanged. 

848 MlTIWEDE 1993 studies the theory of sleep in CA sntra., 21,35 and followings. 
(yadii tu manasi kliinte karmiitmanal:z klamiinvitiil:z vi~ayebhyo nirvartante tadii 
svapiti miinaval:z). But this theory of the CA differs from that of the SU and SR. 
MITIWEDE reports that the BrhadaraI_J.yak.opani~ad contains an early form of 
the SU's statement that sleep is caused by tamas, when it prevails in the heart. 

849 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads dvidhti instead of dvedhti. 
850 These two divisions of sleep is according to the Upani~adic thought, cf. 

BrhadaraI_J.yakopani~ad 2,1,18-19 (RADHAKRISHNAN 1953, pp.189-190); 
Sailkara's comentary on the Brahmasiltra 3,2,1-9 (DEUSSEN 1883, pp.369-
380); Kaivalyopani~ad 17; Brahmabindupani~ad 11. SG 10,58 mentions the 
three states,jiigrat, svapna and su~upti. 
The SU contains no parallel. Instead, SU sarira., 2,33 makes a different manner 
of classification of sleep (nidrii), i.e. tiimasf, sviibhtivikf and vaikiirikf. 

851 The term citta here seems to denote the same thing as cetana. 
852 C.E. reads svapnam instead of svapnas, though it is grammatically false. 
853 D reads manas sarrzllyate "the mind sticks/lies_down/melts_away" instead of 

manas eel lfyate. 
854 Optative syiit. 
855 Cha. reads apftarrz instead of apftal:z. 
856 C reads paramiitmiinarrz instead of pariitmiinarrz. 
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Comm.Kon SR sl.83cd-86ab 

"And this is the place of consciousness" (sl.83c, etac ca cetana
sthanam): The meaning is thus (iti): This is the lotus of the heart, 
whose form is [that of] a lotus, facing downward, hollow (su#ra). 
Here, the word ["]and["] (ca) has the meaning of a collection 
(samuccaya) of the other places which are (lit.: having become) the 
cause858 of the manifestation of consciousness. The other places are, 
however, the vital wind (pralJLl)859 etc., mentioned860 in the fruti, 
"Brahman is the vital wind (pral}a), Brahman is ka, Brahman is 
kha/space" etc. (Candogya-Up. 4,10,5). The place of consciousness 
is the place of consciousness, [namely] of the supreme Brahman 
(ku{astha-brahman; lit. "Brahman situated on the peak:"861 ), the place 
of manifestation. Here, the word ["]consciousness["] (cetana) is not 
serving_ for/synonymous_ with (para) ["]the individual self (jfva )["]. 
Why? Because of contrariness to the sruti: "Now, this which is the 
city of Brahman" etc. (Atmaprabodha l: atha yad idam brahma
puram idam pwµjarzkarri vesma). For the sruti through (iti) ["]Whose 
abode/form (sannivesa) is the white lotus (pu1J.efarfka)["]862 here 
expresses the white lotus' (=the heart's) being the place of Brahman. 
For thus (tatha hi), due to the word dahara's effecting synonymity 
with [the word] ["]Brahman["] after the refutation of the synonymity 
with [the words] "space" (iikasa)863 and "individual self', through the 
important/extensive collection [of references] (mahata sandarbhena), 
[namely]: 

857 The etymological explanation in SR sl.86ab is based on ChandogyaUp 6,8,1, as 
stated by the comm. S. ChandogyaUp 6,8,1 is discussed in Sankara's Bha~ya, 
cf. DEUSSEN 1883, p.263 (XX,2). Also cf. RO~U 1978, p.210; 
BrhadaraI;J.yakaUp 2,1,17-19. 

858 The Anandasrama edition (1896) lacks hetu. This is not noted by the Adyar 
edition. 

859 For the vital wind (prii1µ1) as the seat of the self (iitman), cf. ZYSK 1993, p.204. 
860 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads uktiidfni instead of uktiini. This may be 

a mistake caused by the following priil}iidfni. 
861 For the attribute kiitastha, cf. Sankara's Bhii~ya on sutra 1,3,19 (Anandasrama 

series, p.273): kiitastha-nityadrk-svariipam iitmiinam [ ... ]. 
862 Pul}<farfka-sannive§am means the same thing as pul}</arfkaf!I vesma in 

Atmaprabodha 1, according to JACOB 1985, p.550. 
863 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads iikiiro instead of iikiiia. The editor 

marks it with a question mark. 
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etc., 

Even864 at the time of sleep, this whole world of knowing and unknowing living 
beings (jfva-loka), indeed, though having attained Brahman's world called "the 
space/cavity of dahara" (dahara-iikii§a), whose seat is the white lotus of the 
heart, does not know: "I have (lit. am one who has) gained the 
absorption_into/identification_with (bhaya) Brahman", because of their sight 
being covered with the coating of the darkness of beginningless ignorance 

- after [first] beginning with: 

Now this which is, in this regard (asmin), the city of the Brahman, the fine 
(dahara) dwelling place, resembling a minute cave, whose form/abode is the 
white lotus(= heart), is the dahara865 

in the section on the dahara in the Bharnati866, [and then] quoting the 
fruti (ChandogyaUp 8,1,1)867 : 

864 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads sviipakiile hi instead of sviipakiilepi. 
865 ChiindogyaUp 8,1,1: atha yad idam asmin brahmapure daharam pul}<farfka'!I 

ve.§ma daharo 'sminn antariikiisas tasmin yad antas tad anve~(avya1J1 tad viiva 
vijijnasitavyam. This passage of the ChiindogyaUp is quoted in Sa.iJ.kara's 
Bhii~ya commenting 1,3 sutra 14, dahara uttarebhya/:i. It deals with the space 
(iikii.§a) called "dahara" which is situated in the lotus of the heart. It discusses 
the question of whether this space belongs to the gross element of space 
(bhiitiikiisa), the individual self (vijiiiiniitmii), or the supreme self (paramiitmii). 
This question arises, because, in the daily usage of speech (ra<fha), the term 
iikii§a usually means the gross element of space. Sa.iJ.kara insists that the space 
of dahara belongs to the supreme self. 

866 Viicaspatimisra's Bhamafi is the commentary on Sa.iJ.kara's Bhii~ya which is, in 
its turn, a commentary on Biidariiyai;ia's Brahmasutra. The text quoted here is 
from Brahmasfitra 1,3,5 (sutra 14-19) which is entitled "the section of dahara" 
(Dahara-adhikaral}a). 

867 According to Sailkara's Bhii~ya (Anandiisrama series 21; see Siiilkarabhii~ya in 
my biblio), it is ChiindogyaUp 8,3,2. Sailkara quotes this passage in his 
commentary on sutra 1,3,15. Quoting this verse, he states, tathii hy ahar ahar 
jfviinil1J1 susuptiivasthiiyiim brahmavi~aya1J1 gamanalJ1 { ... ] loke 'pi kila giidham 
susuptam iica~ate brahmfbhato brahmatil1J1 gata iti, "For example, there is 
individual selves' going every day to the domain of Brahman [ ... ] In the world 
(= daily life), indeed, they refer to one sleeping very deeply as 'become 
Brahman, gone to the state of Brahman'." 
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"All these creatures, going to Brahman day by day, do not find this world of 
Brahman." (partial negation) (Or total negation: "None of these creatures [ ... ] 
finds[ ... ].")-, 

here too it should be understood that (iti) the consciousness is 
Brahman alone, because of [its (= consciousness')] being the 
occupier of the lotus of the heart. 

"Then while this" etc. (sl.83d, tad asmin): While this (asmin), 
[namely] the consciousness (cetana), [namely] the Brahman, is 
covered, [namely] enclosed, with darkness, [namely] with begin
ningless ignorance, then, when that lotus of the heart closes (nimflati), 
[namely] becomes a bud (mukulf-bhavati), then the self, [namely] the 
individual self (jfva), sleeps (svapiti), [namely] slumbers (nidrati); 
[and] then, when the lotus opens up (vikasati)868, then the individual 
self awakens (jagarti), [namely] perceives (budhyate) [itself as] "I". 
["]Too["] (api) [is used] in the meaning of ["]and["] (ca).869 This is 
[already] mentioned thus (iti): Through the self's ignorance of [its] 
own nature, even in the state of an individual self, the individual self's 
conditions of being awake, dream-sleep and deep-sleep, [namely] the 
causes of the designations "anadi-visva-taijasa-prajiia" 870 , arise/ 
appear. "Twofold" (sl.84c. dvedha): Sleep (sviipa) is slumber (nidra), 
dream-sleep and deep-sleep [are] its distinction[s]/specie[s]. 

868 The comm. K seems to take nimrlati to be a finite verb, because it uses a 
relative construction. 

869 The Anandlisrama edition (1896) lacks the part beginning with apiicarthe. It 
concludes with manas eel lfyata ityady asmad-viracite 'dhyatma-viveke 
vf/qyatam budhair ity antaf:i spa~rarthaf:i. 

870 For anadi-visva-taijasa-prajna, cf. OLIVELLE 1992, p.201, note 69 on the 
NliradaparivrlijakaUp, "These are categories of the elaborate cosmological 
scheme of Advaita Vedanta. The self (atman) in the waking state that thinks it 
has a physical body and perceives objects through the senses is called by the 
technical term Visva. The self in the dream state that thinks it has a subtle body 
and is engaged in dreaming is called Taijasa. The self in deep sleep, when all 
cognition ceases but when it is still under the influence of the ignorance [maya] 
that conceals Brahman, is called Prlijfia." They are mentioned in the 
Paramahaq:isapari vrajakaUp, too. 
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Comm.Son SR sl.83cd-86ab 

He says that (iti) the very heart is the cause of sleeping871 and waking: 
"And this" (sl.83c, etac ca). The place of consciousness (cetana), 
[namely] of the self. When that (asmin) is (sati) closing (nimflati 
locativus absolotus), the self sleeps. When it is (sati) opening up 
(vikasati locativus absolutus), it awakens. 

Telling of the twofoldness of sleep, he characterises: "Twofold" 
(sl.84c. dvedha). The consciousness/intellect (citta), [namely] the 
mind (manas), awakens, sees things pertaining to the dream 
(svapnika). 

He etymologises the word "sleeps" (svapiti): "Gone/dissolved 
into itself" (sl.86a, svam apftaJ:i). From the fruti: "He/It has gone 
into (apfta) himself/itself indeed; therefore they refer to him/it as 
sleeping (svapiti)" (Chandogya-Up. 6,8,1). 

SR sl.86cd-119 

Of those characterised by a body, the ears, eyes, nostrils, mouth, anus 
and penis are (opt. syul:i) the nine channels (srotas) carrying impur
ities outside. (sl.86cd-87ab) 

There are872 three extra ones of women: two of the breasts, [one] 
of blood in the vagina. ( sl. 87bc )873 

871 The term svapna here seems to mean sleep in general in contrast to jiigarai:ia 
"waking". 

872 Optative. For the translation of optative in technical Sanskrit, cf. Introduction to 
the English translation. 

873 PARALLELS 
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Su sarira., 5,10: sravai:ia-nayana-vadana-ghriii:ia-guda-me¢hriii:ii nava srotiif!1Si 
nariii:iiim bahinnukhiini etiiny eva strfi:iiim apariii:ii ca trfi:ii dve stanayor 
adhastiid raktavaharri ca. 
CA sarira., 7,12: nava mahanti chidriii:ii sapta sirasi, dve ciidhal:z. 
AS sarira., 6,38-39: srotiirrisi Pll1!1Sii'!l nava, kari:iau netre niisiipu{au mukham 
pii.yur mutra-pathal:z, anyani ca trfi:ii strflJii.f!l stanau rakta-pathas ca. 
AH sanra., 3,40cd: srotiirrisi niisike kari:iau netre piiyv-iisya-mehanam /40cd/ 
stanau rakta-pathas ceti nii.rflJiim adhikarri trayam 141 ab/. 
Neither the YS, AgniP nor Vi~i:i.udhP mentions the nine channels (srotas). 
Hastyayurveda 3,9, v.59 and followings (p.441): haste ca tiiluni dve dve mukhe 
netre ka{i-dvaye I dve kari:iayos ca pratyekam evam ekiidasaiva tu 1591 stanayos 
caiva me¢hre ca niigasya tu gude tathii I vidyiit pancadasaitiini §rotiirrisi (= 
srotiirrisi) vadatiirri vara 1601. 



Sixteen "nets/networks" (ja/a)874 [are] situated at/in bones, cords 
(snayu), vessels (sira) and flesh. 

Six "bunches" (kurca) are at hands, feet, neck and urinary organ. 
(sl.88)875 

ANALYSIS 
The SU, AS and AH mention the nine channels (srotas), like the SR. The CA 
briefly mentions nine openings (chidra). The Pura1,1a-s mention nothing. 

874 Cf. SU sarira., 5,12. 
ZYSK 1986, p.699, states "It appears [ ... ] that the jala-s are the networks of 
veins, arteries, nerves, etc., which enclose the various bundles (kiircas) of 
muscles, etc." 

875 PARALLELS 
SU sarira., 5,12: mtirrzsa-sira-sniiyv-asthi-jalani pratyeka'!l catvari I pratyeka'!l 
catviiri, tiini ma1:iibandha-gulpha-sarr1.fritani paraspara-nibaddhtini paraspara
gavalqitiini ceti, yair gavalqitam ida'!l sarfram. 
Su sarira., 5,13: ~ar kiircah te hasta-pada-grfva-merjhre~u. 
SU sarira., 5,14: mahatyo mtimsa-rajjavas catasral.z: Pl"~(ha-val!lSam ubhayatal.z 
I pesf-nibandhaniirtha'!l dve bahye abhyantare ca dve. 
SU sarira., 5,15: sapta sevanyah, sirasi vibhaktti/.t panca, jihva-sephasor ekaikii I 
tti/.t parihartavyal.z sastm:ia. 
AS sarira., 5,84: sodasa jtilani, te~am mamsa-sira-sniiyv-asthi-jani I catvary 
ekaikatra gulphe mar:iibandhe ca parasparagavalqitani tani sthitiini 1841 ~ar 
kiircii hasta-piida-grfvii-merjhre~u 1851 catasro mtimsa-rajjavah pr~rha-val!lSam 
ubhayata/.t pesf-bandhaniirtha'!l tasti'!l dve bahye dve ciibhyantara-sthite 1861 
sapta sfvanyal.z I tti/.t panca sirasi jihva-mehanayor ekaikii I pariharyas ca 
sastrer:ia. 
AH sarira., 3,14ab: jtilani kandaras ciinge p[thak sodasa nirdiset/ ~ar kiircah 
sapta sfvanyo merjhra-jihva-sirogata 1141 Sastrer:ia tti/.t pariharec catasro 
miimsarajjavah !15ab/. (The ka'!-r.fara is mentioned by SR sl.95b, too.) AgniP 
370,23cd: dehe padadi-Sfr~ante jtilani caiva sodasa /23cd/ mamsa-snayu
sirasthibhyas catviiras ca prthak prthak I mar:iibandhana-gulphe~u nibaddhtini 
parasparam 1241 ~ar kiircani smrtiinfha hastayol.z padayol.z prthak I grfvayti'!l ca 
tathti merjhre kathitani manf~ibhil.z 1251 pmha-val!lSasyopagatas catasro 
mamsa-rajjavah I tavatyas ca tathii pefyas tiisam bandhana-kiirikiil.z 1261 
sfranyas ( = mistake for sfvanyas) ca tathti sapta panca miirdhiinam afritiil.z I 
ekaikii merjhra-jihviis tii [ ... ]127abc! 
Vi~1,1udhP 2,115,72cd: jalani (= mistake for jiilani) sodasaivatra vibhiigas te~u 
kathyate /72cd/ mtimsa-snayu-sirasthibhyah catvaras tu prthak-prthak I 
mar:iibandhiini ( = mistake for mar:iibandha-) gulphe~u nibaddhiini parasparam 
1731. The sanku ("dart") mentioned in v.74 seems to denote the same thing as 
kiirca : sankiini ca smrtanrha hastayol.z padayos tathti I grfvayti'!l ca tathti 
merjhre kathitani manf~ibhi/.t 1741. V. 75: dehe 'smil!l.1 ca tathti jneyas catasro 
mtimsa-rajjavah I pr~rha-val!lSobhayagate dve dve tatra prakfrtite 1751 tavantyas 
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Four tendons/cords of flesh (maf!Zsarajju) are at the two sides of 
the backbone. 

Five "sutures/seams" (sfvani)876 are on the head. Two are deemed 
in the tongue and the sexual organ. (sl.89) 

The groups of bones (asthi-rasi)877 are agreed [to be] fourteen or 

ca tathiipy etiis tiisiim bandhana-kiirakiil:z I sfvanyas ca tathii sapta panca 
mardhiinam iisritiil:z 1761 ekii me<fhra-gatii caikii tathii jihvii-gatii parii 177 ab/. 
ANALYSIS 
The terms, jiila, kurca, miif!1Sarajju and srvanr, are respectively translated into 
"network", "bundle", "large tendon" and "suture (of the body)" by ZYSK 1986, 
p.700. 
(1) jiila "net". The SU, AS, AH and the two Purli.I).a-s (AgniP and Vi~1,1.udhP) 

mention the sixteen nets (jiila). According to these texts, the nets (jiila) are 
sixteen, because four nets (jiila) are each situated in the flesh, cords 
(sniiyu), vessels (sirii) and bones. Neither the CA's sarirasthana nor the YS 
mentions them. 

(2) kurca "bunch". The same textual condition as in the case of the nets (jiila) 
applies to that of kurca. But the Vi~1,1.udhP seems to call it fanku "dart". 
The SU, AS, AgniP and Vi~1,1.udhP all state that the bunches (kurca) are 
situated in the wrists (mai:iibandha) and ankles (gulpha). 

(3) miif!1Sarajju "tendon of flesh" (cf. ZYSK 1986, p.699). As above the same 
applies to miif!1Sarajju. The SU, AS, AgniP and Vi~1,1.udhP all state that the 
tendons of flesh (miif!1Sarajju) bind the pesr-s ("muscles, pieces of flesh"). 
But the Vi~1,1.udhP's statement on this topic is incomplete. 

(4) sfvanr "suture". This term also has the same textual condition as the nets 
(jiila). 

In summary, the SR's theory accords with that of the SU. The SU (sarira., 5,15), 
AS (sarira., 5,87) and AH (3,15ab) warn against cutting the nets (jiila), 
kai:i<farii-s, bunches (kurcii), tendons of flesh (miif!1Sarajju) and sutures (srvani) 
with the knife. 

876 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads sevanyal:z instead of srvanyal:z; this is not 
noted by the Adyar edition. 

877 PARALLELS 
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SU sarira., 5,16: caturdasiisthniirri sanghiitiil:z. 5,17: ye hy uktii asthi-sanghiitiis 
te khalv a~tiida§aike~iim. 
AS siirira., 5,88. 
AH 3,15c: caturdasiisthisanghiitiil:z. 
ANALYSIS 
The group of bones (asthi-riisi) is called asthniirri saflghiita or asthi-saflghiita in 
the SU, AS and AH. The SU mentions two different amounts, fourteen and 
eighteen, for the groups of bones, as does the SR. The AS (sarira., 5,89) and 
AH (siirira., 3,15d) contain abbreviated versions of the statement of the SU, but 
the two texts seem to misunderstand the original meaning, attributing the 



eighteen. The number of bones in the body is a triad of hundred to 
which sixty is added(= 360878). (sl.90) 

amount eighteen only to the sfmanta-s which are components attached to the 
groups of bones (asthi-sarighiita). Neither the CA, YS, AgniP nor Vi~i:iudhP 
mentions the groups of bones. 

878 PARALLELS (and the passages dealing with the same topic) 
SU sarTra., 5,18: trflJi sa~a~fiiny asthi-satiini veda-viidino bhii~ante, salya
tantre~u tu trflJY eva satiini etc: "The propounders of (Ayur)veda speak of 360 
bones of the body; but among the followers of the doctrine of surgical medicine 
(salyatantra), there are only 300 bones. Of them, 120 are in the limbs, 117 in 
the pelvic region, the sides, the vertebral column, and the chest, and sixty-three 
above the nape of the neck (i.e. above the clavicles). Thus the total number of 
bones is 300." (Translated by ZYSK 1986, p.700.) 
AS sarTra., 5,90: trflJi ~a~tyii'dhikany asthi-fatiini. 
AH sarTra., 3,16abc. 
YS 3,84: 'sthnii'!I ca sa-~a~!i ca sata-trayam. The following verses (sl.85-90) 
contain the list of the places of the bones and their respective amounts, cf. 
YAMASHITA 2001/2002, pp.105-106. 
AgniP 370,27d: asthi-~a~fi-sata-trayam. Its list of the bones (sl.28-34c) is 
almost identical to that of the YS (3,85-90c). 
Vi~i:iudhP 115, 77cd: asthniim atra .§atiini syus trflJi ~a~ty-adhikani tu. Its list of 
the bones (sl. 78-83ab) is almost identical to that of the YS (3,85-90c ). 
Garu<;IaP (KIRFEL 1954) v.50: asthnii'!I hi dvy-adhikam prokta'!I ~a~ty-adhika
satatraya'!I. It states that the bones are 362. 
Hastyayurveda 3,9, v.58 (p.441) states that there are 320 bones, but 366 bone 
joints (sandhi). 
ANALYSIS 
For the bones, the SR mentions two different numbers, 360 and 300. SR sl.92ab 
states that the number 300 is according to the school of Dhanvantari. The SU, 
too, mentions these two numbers, but this text ascribes 360 to the "knowers of 
the [Ayur-]veda" (vedavidii'!I), while it ascribes 300 to the science of surgery 
(.§alyatantre). In the following passages listing the names of the bones, the SU 
adopts the number 300. The AH's statement is similar to that of the SR in 
considering the number 300 to be according to Dhanvantari's school. The AS 
mentions only the number 360. 
Only the SU adopts the number 300 in enumerating the respective places and 
numbers of the bones (SU sarTra., 5,17-19). The AS (sarlra., 5,90-94) 
enumerates 360 in a manner different from the SU. The AH does not list them. 
The CA (sarTra., 7,6) presents a system of enumeration of the bones, totally 
different from that of the SU. This system has similarities to that of the YS. 
The statements of the AgniP and Vi~i:iudhP seem to be directly borrowed from 
YS 3,85-90c. The AgniP and Vi~i:iudhP very often contain the same deviations 
from the YS, e.g. sa~maiJ:i (AgniP sl.28a; Vi~i:tudhP sl.78a) instead of sthiilaiJ:i 
(YS, 3,85a), though sometimes, these two Purli:Qa-s are different from each 
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The sages call those bones fivefold: "valaya,-s879 ('circle'), kapala
s880 ('skull-[bones]'), rucaka-s ('teeth'), and tarUJ:ia-s881 ('young' or 
'soft'), nalaka-s ('long bone' 882)".883 (sl.91)884 

other; for example, only the Vi~i:iudhP (sl.83b) contains puru~asyiisthi

sangrahal:z originated from YS 3,90d. 
The SR mentions both the amounts 360 and 300. But the SR's list of the bones 
(SR sl.91) is identical to that in SU sarira., 5,27, i.e., it accords with the school 
of Dhanvantari. 
HOERNLE 1907, p.104ff., informs us of the statements on the bones in the SB; 
the number 360 of the bones is associated with that of the bricks in an altar (SB 
10,5,4,12). HOERNLE (§43, p.112) further discusses the data on the bones from 
AV 10,2. 
For the information on the bones in the AV, cf. AV 9,8, v.15 (ribs); v.20 
(kapiila of the head); 10,2, v.3.; v.8 (kapiila, and the gathering of bones). AV 
10,2,26 relates that Atharvan sewed together the head and heart of man. This 
might perhaps deal with the origin of the sutures in the skull and heart. 

879 Hastyayurveda 3,9,v.7cd (p.440): valayttkrti-kalpiini sapta~a~tis ca sandhayal:z. 
880 Hastyayurveda 3,9,v.43b (p.440), skull-bones; 3,9,v.53 (441): kapiiliisthy ekam 

eviihul:z sarvato jaghaniisritam. 
881 Hastyayurveda 3,9, v.47ab (p.440): gala-niirjyttrri catul:z~a~[is taru1Jiisthfni 

dantinal:z. 
882 Its name may derive from it being thin and long like a reed (nala). 
883 These names are mentioned in SU sarira., 5,20. The SU first lists the names of 

the bones according to their positions in the body. The SU next presents another 
manner of classification, in which the bones are divided into five groups 
according to their shapes (cf. HOERNLE 1907, pp.76--81, §30). This manner of 
classification according to the shape is not contained in the CA, AS, AH, YS or 
the Purai:ia-s. ZYSK 1986, p.701, translates SU sarira., 5,20 as follows. "Groups 
and types of bones. These bones are five-fold: kapiila (shell-like bones; flat 
bones), rucaka (teeth), taru1:1a (soft bones; cartilages) valaya (round bones), 
nalaka (long bones). Of them, the bones in the knees, buttocks, shoulders, 
cheeks, palate, temples, and skull are flat bones; the bones of the teeth are teeth; 
the bones of in the nose, the ears, the neck, and the eyeballs [are] soft] bones 
(cartilages); [the bones] in the sides, the vertebral column, and the chest [are] 
round bones; the remaining [bones] are called long bones." 
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Among the names of the bones mentioned by CA sarira., 7,11, only nalaka (line 
15-16a, uru-nalaka, biihu-nalaka "hollow bones of the thighs and arms" 
according to HOERNLE p.25) and kapiila (line 30. siral:z-kapiila) are mentioned 
by the SU's list, too. These two names are also found in the Bhe~asaqihita 
sarira., adhyaya 7. HOERNLE (ibid., p.38f.) reports that the Bhe~asaqihita's 
information on the bones resembles that of the CA. The YS and its two 
descendants (AgniP and Vi~1.mdhP) mention only kapiila. The Hastyayurveda at 



In this regard885 , Dhanvantari mentioned only (eva) three hundred 
bones. 

There are886 here, however, two hundred bone-junctures, aug
mented by ten(= 210)887: (sl.92)888 

[They] are 889 koraka-s ("hole", i.e. "bud-shaped"), pratara-s 
("crossing", "a raft")890, tunnasfvanf-s891 (tunna- = "hit" or "broken", 

least mentions valaya, kapala and tarU1:za (cf. my footnotes 879, 880 and 881 on 
these terms). 

884 SR sl.90cd-91 is identical to SG 9,46abcdef. But the SG contains different 
readings: §arfra-sankhyii instead of §arfre sankhyii ; jalajiini, tarat:ziini and 
navakiini, instead of jalajiini, tarU1:ziini and narakiini. 

885 D reads §atiinfti instead of §atiiny atra. 
886 Optative. On the translation of Sanskrit optative, cf. Introduction to the English 

translation. 
887 PARALLELS 

SU slirira., 5,26: [sandhayas[. .. ] /2AI] sankhyiitas tu da§ottare dve sate. 
AS slirira., 5,95. 
AH slirira, 3,16d-17ab: sandhfniif!l ca sata-dvayam !16d/ da§ottaraf!1 sahasre 
dve nijagiidiitri-nandanal.z /17ab! 
CA slirira., 7,17: { ... ] dve-sandhi-sate [ ... ]. 
AgniP 370,33d: sandhfniif!1 dve sate da§a /33dl. 
Vi~i:iudhP 2,114,83cd: tathii caiviitra sandhfniif!l dve sate tu satadhike /83cd/ 
(The reading satiidhike is obviously a mistake for da§adhike). 
ANALYSIS 
The SU, AS, AH, AgniP and Vi~i:iudhP mention 210 junctures (sandhi) of 
bones. The statements of the AgniP and Vi~i:iudhP are parallel to each other. 
The AH is a unique exception, mentioning two different numbers, 210 and 
2000. The AH attributes the number 2000 to the school of Atri (sahasre dve 
nijagiidiitri-nandanal.z). But 2000 seems to be a mistake for 200, because the 
CA, which also belongs to Atri's school, mentions 200 junctures (sandhi) (cf. 
CA slirira., 7,14). 
Besides, the SU slirira., 5,28 states that there are junctures (sandhi) not only of 
the bones, but also of the pe§f-s, cords (sniiyu) and vessels (sirii); their amounts 
are uncountable. 
The YS does not mention the junctures (sandhi) at all. 

888 For tvasthisandhfniif!1, the Adyar edition notes an alleged variant of the 
Anandlisrama edition (1896), niimabhedena. But peculiarly the Anandlisrama 
edition actually does not contain it. 

889 Optative syul.z. 
890 Gha. reads pracuriil.z "large" instead of pratariil.z. But this seems to be wrong, 

because the parallel in SU slirira., 5,27 contains pratara. ZYSK 1986 reports 
that the commentary on SU slirira., 5,27 explains it as bhelaka "raft-shaped", 
perhaps referring to the cross joints of a raft. 
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sfvanf = "seam/sewing''), ulukhala-s ("mortar")892, samudga-s893 (a 
joint with cup-like socket894; shoulder- and hip-joint), ma1J<fala-sB95 
("circular"), sa1ikhavarta-s896 (shaped like the involutions of a conch 
shellt'whorl of the conch''), vayasatu1J<faka-s897 ("beak of a crow"). 
(sl.93) 

Thus (iti), the junctures of bones are indicated [to be] eightfold 
by the chiefs of sages.898 (sl.94ab) 

891 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads sevanii/:t instead of sfvanyal:z. 
Cf. Hastyayurveda 3,9, v159 (p.449): tanasfvanavat sandhir vijneyas tu 
kapiilata/:t hanu-srkka-kapiile:;u { ... ]. 

892 ZYSK 1986 cites the commentary on SU siirira., 5,26: "the mortar proper for 
separating the chaff." 
Cf. Hastyiiyurveda 3,9, v157 (p.449): ulakhaliikhyal:z sandhis tu kalii-bhiige ca 
dantina/:t I vitiine sravarie caiva bimbo/:t kumbhiintare tathii I 157 !. 

893 Cf. Hastyiiyurveda 3,9, v156 (p.448): samudga-sandhih sarve:;u yathiivad iti 
niscayal:z I liingala-varµSe liingale jaghana-try-asthi-desayol:z 11561. 

894 The siimudga is derived from samudga "a box or casket which has its cover". 
ZYSK 1986, p702, cites the commentary on SU sarira., 5,27, "shaped like a 
hemispherical bowl". 

895 Cf. Hastyiiyurveda 3,9, v160cd-161 (p.449): netre vartmany apiinge ca 
karf:;iifriiva (= sriiva) eva ca 11601 hrdaye ciik:;ikufe ca karifhe klomni gude 
tathii I jneyo mandala-sandhis tu bhiige:;v ete:;u dantinal:z 11611. 

896 Cf. Hastyiiyurveda 3,9, v162 (p.449): fombuke pratimiine ca viihitre danta
ve:;fayol:z I fonkhiivarte bhavet sandhil:z s[1igiifa/:t srotasi sthita/:t. The second half 
of this verse is obviously corrupted. Compare it with the parallel, SU siirira., 
5,27 (srotra-s[1igiifake:;u sankhiivartii/:t). 

897 Cf. Hastyiiyurveda 3,9, v159cd-160ab (p.449): hanu-srkka-kapiile:;u sugade:;v 
eva dantinal:z 11591 sandhir viiyasatundah syiid bhiige:;v ete:;u dantinal:z. 

898 SR sl.92cd-94ab is identical to SG 9,47-48. But the SG contains syiitii'!l tatra 
instead of syiitiim atra (SR sl.92d); rauravii/:t prasarii/:t skanda-secanii/:t instead 
of korakii/:t pratariis tunnii/:t sfvanyal:z (SR sl.93ab); samudgii mari¢akiil:z instead 
of siimudgii mari¢alii/:t (SR sl.93c); samuddi:;fii/:t Sarfre:;v instead of samuddi:;fii 
munfndrair (SR sl.94ab). 
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The list of the bone-junctures accords with that in Su siirira., 5,27. I quote 
ZYSK's translation of the SU, "These joints [are] eight-fold: kora (movable), 
ulakhala (mortal-shaped), siimudga, (cup-shaped), pratara (grossed?), 
tunnasevanf (sutures), viiyasaturi¢a (crow-beak-shaped), mari¢ala (circular), 
and fonkhiivarta (shaped like the involutions of a conch shell). Of them, the 
movable joints [are] in the fingers, the wrists, the ankles, the knees and the 
elbows; the mortar-shaped joints [are] in the armpits, the groins and the roots of 
the teeth; the cup-shaped joints [are] in the seats of the shoulders (glenoid 
cavity), the anux (coccyx), the vulva (pubis) and the hips; the crossed(?) joints 
[are] in the nape of the neck and vertebral column; the sutures [are] in the flat 



There is899 deemed [to be] a pair of thousands (= 2000) of the 
junctures of pe§f-s900 (masses_of_flesh/muscles), cords (snayu) and 
vessels (sira). 901 (sl.94cd) 

There are902 nine hundreds of cords (snayu)903 : cords (snayu) are 

bones of the hips and the head; but the crow-beak-shaped joints [are] in the 
tubes of the throat, the heart, the eyes and the kloman; the joints shaped like the 
involutions of a conch-shell [are] in the ears and the sinuses." (ZYSK 1986, 
p.702). 
A parallel is found in AS slirira., 5,99, too. 
The AH, CA, YS, AgniP and Vi~i;iudhP do not contain this list. But the term 
danta-uliikhala is mentioned in CA slirira., 7,6; this might perhaps accord with 
the SU's statement that uliikhala-s are situated in the roots of the teeth etc. 
The Hastyliyurveda mentions uliikhala, samudga, maf}c/ala, salikhiivarta and 
viiyasa-tuf}cja. In the description of the shapes of the bones and bone-junctures, 
the Hastyliyurveda accords with the SU. 

899 Optative. 
900 On the term pe.§f, cf. DAS 2003A, pp.562-563. 
901 PARALLELS 

SU slirira., 5,28cd: pesf-sniiyu-siriif}iirrz tu sandhi-salikhyii na vidyate. 
AS slirira., 5,100: sniiyu-pe.§f-siriisritais tu saha sahasra-dvayam. It is explained 
that these kinds of junctures are not mentioned individually, because surgical 
science is not concerned with them (na punaf:i .§astra-praf}idhiine te~u viicyam 
iti). 
AH slirira., 3,16d-17ab: sandhfniirrz ca sata-dvayam !16d/ da.SOttararrz sahasre 
dve nijagiidiitri-nandanaf:i /17ab/. 
ANALYSIS 
The SR mentions the number 2000 for the junctures of pe.§f etc., while the SU 
considers them to be uncountable. The AS mentions 2000. 
The AH mentions two different numbers, 210 and 2000, for the junctures 
(sandhi). These might, however, be the amount only for the bone-junctures. The 
AH accredits the number 2000 to the school of Atreya, but the CA does not 
mention this type of junctures. 
The YS, AgniP and Vi~i;iudhP do not mention the junctures (sandhi) of cords 
(sniiyu) etc. 

902 Optative. 
903 SU slirira., 5,29: nava sniiyu-satiini. 

AS slirira., 5,101 makes an expression very similar to that of the SU. 
AH slirira., 3,17a: sniivii nava-satf. 
CA slirira., 7,14: nava sniiyu-satiini. 
YS 3,101: ekonatrrrz.§al-la~iif}i tathii nava satiini ca I ~ar paficii.§ac ca jiinfta 
sirii dhamani-safijfiitiif:i. 
AgniP 270,34d: sniiyor nava-satiini ca. 
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deemed [to be] fourfold904: Prattinavatf-s ("having tendrils"), su~irti-s 
("hollow" or "perforated"), ka1Jtfara-s905 , further prthulti-s ("wide"). 
(sl.95) 

As a ship bound with many bindings becomes (opt. bhavet) able 
to bear much burden in water, so is the body bound with hundreds of 
cords (sntiyu)906 [able to bear much burden]. (sl.96)907 

Vi~i:iudhP 2,115,85: [antariidhau tv (= try-) asftis ca kathita, bhrgunandana 
184cdl] na ca ( = nava-) sniiyu-satiiny atra dve tu trif!ISiidhike mate I antariidhau 
tu kathitii hy urdhvagiis caiva saptatil) 1851. 
ANALYSIS 
All the texts mention 900 cords (sniiyu). The statements of the YS, AgniP and 
Vi~i:iudhP are closely related to each other. 

904 PARALLELS 
Su siirira., 5,30: sniiyus caturdhii vidyiit [ ... ]I pratiinavatyo vrttas ca nthvyas 
ca su~iriis tathii. (5,31 mentions ka1J.¢arii as another name for vrtta.) 
AS siirira., 5,105. 
ANALYSIS: 
The SU mentions four kinds of cords (sniiyu): pratanavat~ vrtta, prthvf and 
su~irii. But it also mentions ka1J.¢arii as another name of vrtta. The AS does the 
same. The AH, CA, YS, AgniP and Vig1udhP do not mention them. 

905 This kind of cord (sniiyu) is called vrtta ("round" or "globular") in SU sarira., 
5,30. But, at the same time, SU sarira., 5,31 mentions another name, ka1J.¢arii, 
too. It states, vrttas tu ka1J.¢ariii) sarvii vijfieyiil) kusalair iha "the round 
ligaments (vrtta) are here by the specialists (i.e., those skilled in fa/ya-tantra) to 
be known as all of the [sixteen] cords (of the body)" (translated by ZYSK). 
According to this statement, it is suggested that Sanigadeva's ancestors might 
have been physicians specialised in surgery (fa/ya-tantra). 
The Hastyayurveda 3,9, v.94ab contains a term, ka1f¢urii, which is an adjective 
describing the shape of a cord (sniiyu) (sniiyur valkiivanaddhii ca ghanii prthuvf 
ca ka1f¢urii). 

906 Sl.96d: snayu-fata-baddha-tanus. Instead, the Anandasrama edition (1896) 
reads sniiyu-fata-baddhii tanus. This is not noted by the Adyar edition. 
According to SU siirira., 5,33-34, the comparison of the human body to a ship 
illustrates the importance of the cords (sniiyu). 5,35-36 states that the damage 
of the cords is more serious to the body-structure, than that of the bones, 
muscles, vessels, or joints; the knowledge of the cords is necessary to remove a 
hidden dart from the human body. 

907 PARALLELS 
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SU sarira., 5,33: naur yathii phalakiistf71J.ii bandhanair bahubhir yutii I bhiira
ksamii bhaved apsu n[Yuktii susamiihitii II evam eva farfre 'smin yiivantal) 
sandhayal) sm[fii/) I sniiyubhir bahubhir baddhiis tena bhiirta-sahii nariil) II. 
AS sarira., 5,105: sniiva-bandhanair hi sandhi~u subaddha tanur naur iva 
samyag zhate. 



The learned ones mention five hundred of peif-s (masses_of_ 
flesh/muscles) situated in the body.908 

There are twenty extra of women909 ( = Women have twenty 

ANALYSIS 
The AS and SR contain the term tanu "body", but the SU contains nara "human 
being". The AH, CA and the other texts do not contain a parallel. 
The simile of the human body = a ship is also found in the Caryagiti, the song 
no.13 (ti-sarwia 1:1abl) cf. SEN 1977 and CARYAG'fTIKOSA (BAGCIIT 1956), 
pp.45-46. This simile occurs in the song no.49, too. 
DAS 1992, p.421, describes a similar simile in the songs of the Bauls, though 
the body is here not directly compared to a ship: "Ar'kum, describing the 
upward journey of the cosmic principle to the head as a laden boat's struggle 
against the current, [ ... ] Now usually certain qualities, properties, or agents are 
associated with the boat in such images in the songs - plexus or the like usually 
being associated with the river or land along or through which the boat plies." 

908 P ARARELLS 
SU siirira., 5,37: paftca pesf-satiini bhavanti. 
AS sarira., 5, 108. 
AH sarira., 3,17. 
CA sarira., 7,14 mentions 400 pesf-s. 
YS 3, 1 OOd: paftca pesf-iatiini ca. 
AgniP 270,36a: panca pesf-satiiny. 
Vi~r:i.udhP 2,115,86c: paftca-pe§f-satiiny atra catviirif!!Sat tathordhvagii/:t /86cdl. 
ANALYSIS 
All the texts mention the 500 pesf-s, except for the CA which mentions the 
number 400. 

909 P ARARLLELS 
SU siirira., 5,39: strfniim tu vimiaty adhikii I dasa tiiSiif!l stanayor ekaikasmin 
paftca paftceti, yauvane tiisiim parivrddhih, apatya-pathe catasraJ:t tiisiim 
prasrte 'bhyantarato dve mukhiisrite biihye ca vrte dve garbhacchidrasaf!!Sritiis 
tisrah sukriirtava-praveiinyas tisrah eva I pitta-pakviiiayor madhye garbhiiiayii 
yatra garbhas ti~thati !. 
AS sarira., 5,112: strfniim tu vim§atir adhikii I tatra da§a stanayoh tiisiif!! 
yauvane parivrddhir bhavati 11121 tiisiim abhyantariisrite dve I mukhiisrite vrtte 
dve I tisro garbha-miirgiiiriyii/:t I yasyiif!l garbhas ti~thati. 
AH sarira., 3,17d: paftca puf!!Siim pesz-§atii.ni tu /17d/ adhikii. vimiatih strfnii.m 
yonf-stana-samiisritii/:t 11 Bab!. 
AgniP 270,36: pafi.ca pesf-satiiny eva catviirif!!Sat tathordhva-gii.J:t I catuJ:t-sataf!! 
tu siikhiisu antariidhau ca ~a~tikii/:t 1361 strfnii.m caikiidhikii vai syiid vim§atis 
catur-uttarii I stanayor da§a yonau ca trayodasa tathiisaye 1371 garbhasya ca 
catasraJ:t syuJ:t [ ... ] /38a!. 
Vi~r:i.udhP 2,l 15,86cd: paftca-pesf-iatiiny atra catvii.rif!!Sat tathordhvagii/:t !86cdl 
catviirif!!Sac chatiiny atra tathii. sii.khiisu par.ufitaiJ:t I antariidhau tathii ~a~ti/:t 
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extra); in that connection (= among these), ten are910 of/at the two 
breasts. (sl.97) 

They grow full in youth. And, in that connection(= among these), 
there are, however911 , ten in the genital tract (yoni)912

• Two are 
extended inside, two external, three going to the passage of the 
embryo (garbha-marga). (sl.98) 

The genital tract is that whose form is [like] the navel[-like 
cavity] of the conch, [and] that which consists of three whorls. Here, 
in the third whorl, is the bed of the embryo (= womb), between the 
receptacles (asaya)913 of bile and ripe (= digested) [food]914, resem
bling the fish called rohita ("red")915. (sl.99)916 

pesyas tu kathita budhaiJ:t 1871 strf!Jll'fl caivadhika jneya tril'{lfatis catur-uttara / 
stanayor dasa vijneya yonau, rama, tatha da§a 1881 garbha§aye tatha jneyas 
catasro garbha-cintakaiJ:t /89ab!. 
Hastyiiyurveda 3,9, v.87-88 (p.451): karet:zvam adhikas tril'{lfat tasaTfl valqyami 
lalqa1:1am I stanayor da§a vijneya dasa vidyad bhagafritaJ:t 1871 dve vrtte 
mukham asritya prasrte 'tha bhagottare I garbhacchidrantare tisras tisro 
garbhopajanmani 1881. 
ANALYSIS 
The SR accords with the SU. 
The AS presents the same theory as the SU, and makes expressions similar to 
the SU. Still, it contains the term garbha-marga which occurs also in the SR, 
but not in the SU. This might suggest that the AS and SR are based on another 
version of the SU than that of today. 
The AH deals with this theory very briefly. The CA and YS mention nothing 
about this topic. The AgniP and Vi~i:i,udhP, which are parallel to each other, 
present a theory similar to that of the SU, but the numbers given there are 
sometimes different from those in the SU. The reading catasro (AgniP 38a) 
might be a mistake for ca tisro. 

910 Optative. 
911 D reads ca "and" instead of tu. 
912 The translation of yoni as "vagina" seems too narrow because of SR sl.99, cf. 

DAS 2003A, pp.572-574. 
913 For afaya, cf. JOLLY 1901, p.43. 
914 The expressionpitta-pakvafayantare occurs in SR sl.82d, too. 
915 SHRINGY (1999, vol.I, p.79) proposes reading matsyasya "of the mouth of the 

fish" instead of matsyasya "of the fish", according to the parallel in the SU 
which states that the uterus resembles the mouth of the rohita fish. 
The rohita fish is mentioned in SU siitra., 46, too, cf. DAS 2003A, p.572. 

916 PARALLELS 
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In that, [there] are three pesika-s917 ("small masses of flesh''), 
(sl.lOOab) 
deemed [to be] coverings918, characterised by the entrance of semen 

SU sarira., 5,43--44: sankha-niibhy-iikrtir yonis tryiivartii sii prakfrtitiil:z I tasyiis 
trtfye tv iivarte garbha-iayyii prati~!hitii 1431 yathii rohita-matsyasya mukham 
bhavati riipatal:z I tat-sa1J1Sthiiniil'fl tathii-riipiil'fl vidur budhiil:z 1441. 
Su sarira., 5,43, "The female genital tract (yoni) has the form of the navel of a 
conch-shell; it is proclaimed as having three turns (folds). The uterus is indeed 
in its third tum (fold)." (Translated by ZYSK 1986.) 
SU sarira., 5,39: sukriirtava-pravesinyas tisra eva. 
AS sarira., 5,113: sankha-niibhy-iikrtis try-iivartii I tasyiis trtfya iivarte pitta
pakviisayiintare rohita-matsya-mukhiikiirii garbha-sayyii tasyiil'fl sukriirtava
pravesinyas tisral:z pesyal:z 11131. 
ANALYSIS 
The SR's theory accords with that of the SU and AS. The AS contains the 
expression pitta-pakviisayiintare which does not occur in the SU but in the SR. 
Besides this, the three pesf-s are mentioned by the AS, in the same order as in 
the SR. In the SU they are not mentioned in that order; the pesf-s in SU sarira., 
5,39, are mentioned separately from SU sarira., 5,44. That means that these 
passages of the AS may perhaps be based on another version of the SU than the 
version which we know today. The AH, CA, YS, AgniP and Vi~9udhP do not 
contain parallels. 

917 According to the parallel, AS sarira., 5, 113, we should read plural pesikiil:z 
instead of singular pefikii in SR sl.lOOb. This statement accords with the 
classical medical texts, in considering the uterus to resemble the rohita fish, and 
mentioning the three peff-s (cf. TIVAR! 1986, part I, pp.21-22. Su sarira., 5,39: 
sukriirtava-pravefinyas tisra eva). 

918 The termpracchiidakii is mentioned in SU sarira., 5,40:(sukriirtava-pravefinyas 
tisra eva [ ... ] 1391) tasiim bahala-pelava-sthuliif,lu-prthu-vrtta-hrasva-dfrgha
sthira-mrdu-sla~f}Q-karkasa-bhiivii/:t sandhy-asthi-sirii-sniiyu-pracchiidakii 
yathii-praveial'fl svabhiivata bhavanti 1401. It is stated that the pesf-s take 
various forms, and that they are the coverings (pracchiidakii) of the joints, 
bones, vessels (sirii) and cords (sniiyu). 
AS sarira., 5,113-114 is parallel to SU sarira., 5,39-40 and SR sl.lOOab. I quote 
the AS's passages: tasyiis trtfya iivarte pitta-pakviisayiintare rohita-matsya
mukhiikiirii garbha-iayyii tasyiil'fl sukriirtava-pravefinyas tisrah pefyal:z 11131 
tiibhir hi sarfre tanu-bahala-sthiiliif,lu-prthu-vrtta-hrasva-dfrgha-sthira-mrdu
sla~f}a-karkasiibhil:z sandhy-asthi-sirii-sniiviini pracchiiditiini 11141. 
Comparing SR sl.lOOcd with its parallels in the SU and AS, I suspect that the 
SR made an omission from its source-text. In the SR it seems that a long 
passage from sukriirtava-pravesinyas tisral:z to pracchiidikiil:z, which is 
contained in the SU and AS, was omitted. If my suspicion that this omission 
was made is correct, the translation of SR sl.lOOcd, to which I have 
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and procreatory-menstrual fluid. (sl.lOOcd) 
There are, however, twenty-nine919 lakhs, together with half 

(stirdha) [a lakh] of vessels (sira)920 and ducts (dhamanikti), further, 
nine hundred joined with fifty-six(= 2,950,956). (sl.101)921 

supplemented the, supposedly, missing passage, should be, "Three pesi-s are 
characterised by the entrances of the semen and the menstrual-procreatory 
fluid. [The pesf-s] are deemed [to be] the coverings [of the joints, bones, vessels 
(sira) and cords (snayu)]". 

919 B reads nava dvisate iti instead of navavirri§ati/:t. But this seems unsuitable, 
when it is compared with the parallels in the medical texts (see below), and it 
also violates the metre. 

920 RO~U 1978, p.206 (especially note 1) gives references for the various kinds of 
vessels like srotas, sira, dhaman~ nafj,f, etc. 

921 PARALLELS 
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The SU contains no parallel. 
AS siirira., 5,115: sira-dhamanf-mukhanarrz tv ariu§o vibhajyamtinanam ekona
trf!!Sac-chata-sahasrarii nava ca satani ~at-paficasani bhavanti. 
CA siirira., 7,14: ekona-t[f!lfat sahasrarii nava ca satani ~atpaficasatktini sira
dhamanfnam ariusal:z pravibhajyamananam mukhtigra-parimariarrz. 
YS 3,101: ekona-trf!!Sal-la~arii tathti nava §atani ca I ~atpafica§ad vijaniyac 
chira-dhamani-safijfiital:z. 
AgniP 270,38bcd: [ ... ] sirariarrz ca sarfririam I trirri§ac-chata-sahasrarii tathti 
'nyani navaiva tu 1381 ~atpaficasat-sahasrarii rasarrz dehe vahanti tal:z /39ab!. 
Vi~i:iudhP 2,l 14,89cd: trirri§ac-chata-sahasrarii tathtinyani da§aiva tu /89cdl 
~atpancasat-sahasrarii sirariarrz kathitani tu I ta vahanti rasarrz dehe kedaram iva 
kulyaktil:z /. 
ANALYSIS 
The AS and YS mention the amount 2,900,956! Therefore, sardhtini in SR 
sl.lOlc could be a mistake. It might be a corrupted form of a word which could 
be sardham "together with", or something similar. It could also be a mistake for 
sarthal:z "flock, collection" or some word which sounds similar. If we read 
sarthal:z instead of sardhtini, the whole sentence would mean: "The flocks of 
vessels (sira) and ducts (dhamani) are 2,900,956". But unfortunately, all these 
deviate from the metre. 
Though the CA's wording is very close to that of the AS, it mentions the 
number 29956. This might be a mistake caused by taking sahasrarii for sata
sahasrarii. JOLLY 1901, p.44 reports that the amount 3956000 or 2900956 of 
vessels (sira) and ducts (dhamani) is mentioned in the CA, YS and the text 
entitled Vailgasena, but he does not give any reference. 
On this topic, the AgniP and Vi~i:iudhP are parallel to each other and seem to be 
derivatives of the YS. Instead of la~a in the YS, they contain sata-sahasra 
which also occurs in the AS. The SR contains la~a like the YS. 



There are ten root/main vessels (mula-sira)922 carrying the vital 
fluid (ojas), whose resort/base is the heart.923 (sl.102ab)924 

Surprisingly no parallel is found in the passages following SU sarTra., 5,45. The 
seventh and ninth chapter (adhyaya) in the slirTra sthiina of the SU deal with the 
vessels (sirii) and ducts (dhamanl), but these two chapters do not seem to 
contain any parallels. 
In summary, the AS is the most closely related to the SR. 

922 The term mula-sirii might mean "the root of a vessel". 
923 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads hrdayiifritii/:t "[being] resorted to the 

heart" instead of hrdayiifrayiift. This variant is not noted by the Adyar edition. 
According to the footnote of the Anandasrama edition, the reading 
hrdayiisrayiift is contained in the manuscripts gha. and lia. 

924 PARALLELS 
SU sarTra., 7,3: sapta-sirii-satiini bhavanti, [ ... ] druma-patra-sevanfniim iva 
tiisiim pratiiniih. 
AS sarTra., 6,2: dasa mala-sirii hrdaya-pratibaddhiiJ:t sarviinga-pratyange~v gjQ 
nayanti tat-pratibaddhii hi sarfra-ce~!iift. 6,3: tiis tu dvy-angulam angulam 
ardhiingulam yavam yaviirdham ca gatvii druma-patra-sevanf-pratiina-vad 
bhidyamiiniih sapta-satiini bhavanti. 
AH sarira., 3,18cd: dasa mula-sirii hrt-sthiis tii/:t sarva'!l sarvato vapuJ:t /18cd/ 
rasiitmakaf!l vahanty ojas tan-nibaddhaf!l hi ce~{itam I sthula-mulii/:t su
sulqmiigrii/:t patra-rekhii-pratiina-vat 1191 bhidyante tiis tataJ:t sapta-satiiny 
iisiim bhavanti tu 12.0abl. 
ANALYSIS 
The SR accords with the AS and AH. In general, the AS is closer to the SR, 
than the AH is. But some expressions of the AH, such as ojas vah-, bhidyante 
etc., better resemble those of the SR. The AS and AH might be based on 
another version of the SU than the one we have today. 
SU sarira., 7,3-5 mentions 700 vessels (sirii) and compares their bifurcation to 
the veins of a leaf. But according to SU, the vessels (sirii) are not rooted in the 
heart, but in the navel (SU sarira., 5,3: tiisiif!l niibhir mulaf!l), unlike the SR's 
statement. The navel is compared to a wheel (cakra) in SU sarira., 7,5. A 
parallel to SU sarira., 7,3-5, is found in AS sarira., 5,32-33. But this passage in 
the AS does not deal with the vessels (sirii), but the ducts (dhamanl) (AS 
sarira., 5,32-33: tiibhis ca niibhis cakra-niibhir iirakair iviivrtii /32/ tasyiif!l 
niibhyiif!l vise~ef}a priif}ii vyavasthitii/:t I yatas ca siintaragny-adhi~!hiinam /33/). 
According to the AS, the ducts (dhamanl) are rooted in the navel, in contrast to 
the vessels (sirii) which are rooted in the heart. The SR's statement accords 
with that of the AS (cf. SR sl.106). 
SU sarira., 7,6, mentions forty main vessels (mula-sirii); ten are allotted to 
wind, bile, phlegm and blood, each. But in this passage, the SU does not 
mention the ones carrying ojas, while the SR, AS and AH do. 
The CA, YS, AgniP and Vi~i:i.udhP contain no parallels. 
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And when, having gone two aflgula-s925
, half an aflgula, a yava, 

further half a yava, they are spread926 like the veins (sfvani)927 of the 
leaf of a tree928, 

then they get split into seven hundred by(= in) total. (sl.102cd, 103) 
Among them(= vessels/sira-s), two each (dve dve) are situated in the 
tongue, [being] the cause of speech and the knowledge of taste (rasa) 
929 [respectively], 

925 Angula "finger's breadth". A yava (literally "barley") is one sixth or one eighth 
of an angula. 

926 Pratata "spread". The term pra..ftan may denote the bifurcation of plants, cf. 
pratiina "tendril''. SU sliiira., 7 ,3 contains a simile which resembles that of SR 
sl.103ab, (druma-patra-sevanfnam iva tasiim (= siriiniim) pratiiniih). 
The comparison of the human body to a tree is found in the following texts. 
Caryligiti: kii'ii tarubara panca bi¢ala, "The body is a beautiful tree; its 
branches are five" (Song no. 1 in SEN, NILRATAN 1977; Caryligitiko~a, ed. by 
BAGCHI 1956, p.l). 
Brhadarai:iyakopani~ad 3,9,28 and followings: yatha vrlcyo vanaspatib, tathaiva 
puru~o 'mr~a I tasya lomiini parvii1,1i, tvag asyotpa?ikii bah* /19,28,l/I tvaca 
evasya rudhiram prasyandi, tvaca utpalab I tasmiit, tad iit[1,!1,liit praiti, raso 
vr/cyiid ivahatat I 1211 mtif!1Stiny asya .§akara1,1i, kina?a'!l snava, tat sthiram I 
asthfny antarato dara1,1i, majjii majjopama krta 1131/ yad vrlcyo vrk1,lo rohati 
muliin navatarab punab I martyab svin mrtyunii vrk1,lab kasmiin malat prarohati 
11411 retasa iti mii vocata, jfvatas tat prajiiyate I dhiiniiruha iva vai vrlcyo 'njasii 
pretya-sambhavab 11511. 
The body components like hair, skin, flesh, cords/ligaments (sniiva), bones, 
marrow and semen are compared to the components of a tree. The chain of 
these components, hair etc., is the prototype of the metabolic chain of the seven 
elements (dhiitu) in the classical medical theory, cf. JAMISON 1986. Also cf. 
SR sl.77b which compares the kalii-s to kii~rha-siira "the pith of wood". 
SU slirira., 5,21 compares the bony cores to the piths of wood. "As plants stand 
erect by [their] inner piths; so also the bodies of embodied creatures are held 
fixed by the bony cores: it is the firm (or constant part)" (translated by ZYSK 
1986, p.701). 

927 The Anandlisrama edition (1896) reads sevanyab instead of sfvanyab. 
928 "As is the leaf of the Ashvattha [ ... ] tree (Ficus religiosa) there are minute 

fibres, so is the body permeated by Nii<:fis [ ... ]." (Sa1:u:Jilyopani~ad chapter I, as 
quoted by AVALON 1924, p.112.) 
The SU also makes the same allusion for the vessels stretching from the navel. 
SU slirira. 7,3: druma-patra-sevanfnam iva tasam (= siranam) pratiiniib, tiiSiil!I 
nabhir mala'!l, tatas ca prasaranty ardhvam adhas tiryak ca. (Also see my 
footnote 1116 on SR sl.150.) 

929 SU slirira., 7 ,22 mentions two vessels (sirii) carrying taste (rasa-vahii) and two 
carrying speech (viig-vaha) under the tongue; besides, there are two carrying 
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two each carrying smell, in the nose, two causing winking (me~a) and 
blinking (unme~a), in/of the eyes. (sl.104) 

Among them(= vessels/sira-s), two carrying930 sound (sabda), in 
the ears, are mentioned by Sanigin931 • (sl.105ab)932 

sound (§abda-vii.hinl) in the ears. In its parallel in AS siirira., 6,19, the vessel 
(sirii.) carrying taste is called rasa-vedinf, and the one carrying speech, viik
pravaninf. 

930 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads sabda-griihi1J.yau "seizing/receiving 
sound" instead of sabda-vii.hinyau. 
D reads griihil}.yau !rotrayo!J §abdaf!l. 

931 SHRJNGY 1999, p.79 translates "Dhanvantari". He identifies sanigin which 
literally means "someone who has a horn/bow (sliniga)" or "archer" with 
Dhanvantari. He seems to associate the term dhanvantari with the words, 
dhanu, dhanva and dhanvan "bow". However, the term dhanvantari in itself 
does not necessarily mean "archer". I doubt if SHRINGY's translation is right. 
Dhanvantari is a famous personality considered the god of healing, associated 
with the science of medicine. Susruta identifies Dhanvantari with his teacher 
Divodiisa. Cf. MEULENBELD 2000 (Vol.IIA), pp.358-361. MEULENBELD does 
not mention slinigin as a further name of Dhanvantari. 
The term sliniga might be associated with another medical author, Siinigadhara, 
which also mean "a holder of a bow". For Siinigadhara, cf. MEULENBELD 
ibid., pp.205-206. MEULENBELD here mentions P.V. Sharma's hypothesis that 
Siinigadhara might be the same person as Siinigadeva, the author of the SR, but 
he himself doubts the validity of this hypothesis. 
However, in his medical work, the Siinigadharasarphitii (see under Original 
texts in the bibliography), Siinigadhara does not deal with the two vessels 
carrying sound in the ears, although he mentions two openings (randhra) in the 
ears (1,5,40). The twenty-four ducts (dhamanl) carrying the nutrient fluid (rasa) 
are also mentioned in this work (1,5,39ab), but this information is not restricted 
to this author. Also the SU, AS and AH deal with this topic (see the parallels in 
footnote 934). Therefore, I must conclude that the support to identify Siinigin as 
this author is very weak. 
Actually, the Siinigadharasarphitii contains many discrepancies with the SR. 
E.g., it begins the metabolic chain of the seven dhlitu-s with the nutrient fluid 
(rasa), cf. 1,5,11; 1,6,11. 
However, the Siini.gadharasarphitii (1,5,4) adopts the appellation kafJ.<f.arii for a 
certain kind of cord/sinew (snliyu), the same term as SR sl.95. The SU (siirira., 
5,30) considers it to be a technical term of the chirurgical experts (cf. my 
footnote 905 on SR sl.95, kalJ.tj,arli). 
Intriguingly, this work implies the breath control practice of Haµiayoga in 
1,5,48cd-50ab: nabhi-stha/J prli1J.a-pavana/J spr~rva hrt-kamalantaram /48cdl 
kalJ.(hlid bahir viniryati plituf!l vi~fJ.upadii.mrtam I pftvli cambara-pfy~am punar 
liyliti vegata!J 1491 prfl}.ayan deham akhilaf!l jfvayaii jafharlinalam !50ab/. 
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Twenty-four ducts (dhaman() carrying the juice_[of_food]/ 
nutrient_fluid (rasa)933 are proclaimed. (sl.105cd)934 

932 PARALLELS and ANALYSIS: 
The vessels (sirii) carrying various substances are mentioned by SU slirTra., 
8,22, AS sarTra., 6,19-22 and AH slinra., 3,28-32ab. The theories of SU, AS 
and AH are in concordance. But the SU lacks some pieces of information which 
the AS, AH and SR contain. For example, the SU does not mention the function 
of the two vessels (sirii) in the nose which is "making [one] perceive smell" 
(gandha-vedinl), while the AS and AH do mention it. The SU, again, does not 
mention the function that causes "winking and blinking", while the AS 
mentions unme~a-nime~a, and the AH mentions me~onme~a which is the same 
expression as in the SR. 

933 This rasa does not mean taste, but iihiira-rasa, as mentioned by I;>alhai;ia on SU 
slirTra., 9,8-9. 

934 PARALLELS 
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SU slirTra., 9,3: catur vim.5atir dhamanyo niibhi-prabhavii abhihitiil:t. 
SU slirTra., 7,3: yiibhir ida'!I farfram iiriima iva jala-hiiri1Jfbhil:t kediira iva ca 
kulyiibhir upasnihyate 'nugrhyate ca. 
SU sarTra., 7,4cd: niibhyiim sarvii nibaddhiis tiil:t pratanvanti samantatal:t 14cd! 
niibhi-sthiih prii1Jiniim prii1Jiil:t prii1Jiin niibhir vyupa.fritii I siriibhir vrta niibhis 
cakra-niibhir iviirakaih 151. 
AS slirTra., 6,30: dhamanyas tu caturvim.5atih 1301 tiibhil:t kayo 'yam iiriima iva 
jala-hiiri1_lfbhil:t kediira iva kulyiibhir upasnihyati 1311 tiibhis ca niibhis cakra
niibhir iirakair ivavrta 1321 tasyii'!I niibhyii'!I vise~elJa prii1Jii vyavasthitiil:t I yatas 
ca siintaragny-adhi~thiinam 1331. 
AH slirTra., 3,39: dhamanvo niibhi-sambaddhii vim.5atis catur-uttarii tiibhil:t 
parivrta niibhis cakra-niibhir iviirakaih 1391. The AH does not mention the 
simile of channels and fields (kulya-kediira). 
CA slirTra., 7,14, only mentions the amount of two hundred ducts (dhamanl), 
without explaining them separately. 
The YS has no parallel. 
AgniP 370,39: [ siriil:tJ rasam dehe vahanti tiil:t I kediira iva kulyiis ca kleda
lepiidika'!I ca yat 1391. 
Vi~i:iudhP l15, 90cd: [.Siriil:tJ tii vahanti rasam dehe kediiram iva kulyakiih 
190cd! abhyaligiidi tathii sarva'!I sveda-lepiidika'!I ca yat /9lab/. (Sveda seems 
to be a mistake for kleda.) 
ANALYSIS 
The SU, AS and AH also mention twenty-four ducts (dhamanl) originating in 
the navel, like the SR does. All the consulted texts, except for the AH, CA and 
YS, mention the simile of irrigated fields (kulya-kediira-nyiiya). The AH 
(slirTra., 1,56), however, mentions this smile (kediira-nyiiya) in a different 
context which is solely the nourishing of the foetus through the umbilical cord, 
cf. DAS 2003A, pp.270-271, note 923. 



The body grows through them like irrigated fields (kedara)935 

through channels. 
These are fixed at the navel like the spokes at the nave of a wheel 

(cakra). (sl.106) 
Ten are stretched out upward, ten downward, four obliquely. 

( sl.107 ab )936 

Those going upward, [having] reached the heart, are spread out 
three-fold937 separately(= respectively).938 (sl.107cd)939 

Two each (dve dve) [of the thirty branches respectively] release 
wind, (vata), bile (pitta), phlegm (kapha), blood [and] the nutrient 
fluid (rasa). (sl.108ab)940 

As above, the SR, SU, AS and AH share the comparison of the navel to a wheel 
(cakra). 
The expression "carrying rasa" (rasalJl ..f vah), which is contained in SR 
sl.105c, occurs only in the AgniP and Vi~l).udhP. 

935 The Anandli.srama edition (1896) reads sg. kediiras instead of pl. kediiriis. The 
parallels in the consulted texts always contain the sg. (see above). Also cf. DAS 
2003A, pp.270-271, note 923. 

936 PARALLELS 
SU sli.rira., 9,4: tiislilJl tu khalu niibhi-prabhaviinlilJl dhamanfniim iirdhvagii 
daia, daia ciidho-giiminyal_z, catasras tiryaggiil_z. 
AS sli.rira., 6,34: tiiSlilJl khalu dhamanfnlilJl daiordhvam prasrta dasiidhai 
catasras tiryak. 
AH sli.rira., 6,40ab: tabhii [ = dhamanfbhil_z] cordhvam adhas tiryag de ho 'yam 
anugrhyate. 
ANALYSIS 
The theories of the SU, AS and AH are the same as that of the SR. The CA, YS, 
AgniP and Vi~l).udhP do not have parallels. 

937 I.e., ramify into thirty branches. 
938 The Anandli.srama edition (1896) reads hrdayapraptiil_z instead of hrdayam 

priiptiil_z. 
939 PARALLELS 

SU sli.rira., 9,5: [ ... ] tiis tu hrdayam abhiprapanniis tridhiijiiyante. 
AS sli.rira., 6,35: tasam urdhvaga hrdayam abhiprapanniil_z pratyekam tridhii 
jayante. 
ANALYSIS 
Only the SU and AS deal with this theory. The AS contains pratyekam, an 
equivalent to the expression prthak in the SR. 

940 PARALLELS 
SU sli.rira., 9,5: tiislilJl tu viita-pitta-kapha-ionita-rasiin dve dve vahatas ta daia. 
AS sli.rira., 6,35: tatas trilJliato madhye dve dve vata-pitta-kapha-rakta-rasan 
vahatal_z. 
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In_that_regard(fhere (tatra), two each (dve dve) [respectively] 
perceive sound, shape941 , taste942 [and] smell. (sl.108cd)943 

And two each [respectively] make talking, shouting, sleep, 
waking [and] crying. (sl.109ab)944 

Two 945 ooze semen in a man, but 946 milk 947 in a woman. 

ANALYSIS 
Only the SU and AS mention these. The AS shares the expression rakta with 
the SR, while the SU contains a synonym, ioi:zita. 

941 D reads spar.fa'!l "touch" instead of rapa'!l. This reading is irrelevant, because 
the sense of touch is perceived through the pores (roma-kapa) of the skin (cf. 
my footnote 961 on SR sl.113 rasa). 

942 These are the extensions of the ducts (dhamani) connected with the heart (cf. 
SR sl.107). The connection of the heart with the sense organs situated in the 
head is more explicitly explained by the Hastyiiyurveda (3,9, v.28: sira 
rasavahti dr~ra jihvayd'!l hrdayafrita/:I I dasaiva tal:z susa~mas tu yabhir 
vedayate rasan). There, the vessel (sira) in the tongue which carries taste is said 
to be connected with the heart. 
The vessels (sira) carrying sensations (mentioned by SR sl.104-105a), 
originating in the sense organs which are situated in the head, are connected 
with the navel passing through the heart. 

943 PARALLELS 
SU siirira., 9,5: sabda-rupa-rasa-gandhtin a~fabhir grhi:zzte. 
AS siinra., 6,35: a~fabhi/:I .Sabda-rupa-rasa-gandhti grhyante. 
ANALYSIS Only the SU and AS mention them. 

944 PARALLELS 
SU siirira., 9,5: dvabhyam bhtisate, dvabhyd'!l gho~am karoti, dvabhya'!l svapiti, 
dvabhyam pratibudhyate, dve ca.fru-vahinyau. 
AS siirira., 6,35: dvabhyam dvabhyam bhasate, ghosam karoti, svapiti, 
pratibudhyate ca I dve cafru vahataJ:i. 
ANALYSIS 
Only the SU and AS mention this topic. The vocabulary of the two texts is 
almost the same as that of SR, except for pratibudh and asru-vah- in contrast to 
budh and rud- of the SR. 

945 According to AV 6,138 v.4 (a curse aiming at the impotence of an adversary), 
the tubes carrying semen are dual: ye te na<;lyau devakrte yay6s t{~fhati vf~i:zyam 
I te te bhinadmi samyayiJ. 'm~ya adhi mu~hiyoJ:i 141, "Your two tubes made by 
god, in which there is virility, I shall break those two of yours over the testicles 
with a peg." WHITNEY 1987, vol.I, p.309, translates amu~ya adhi mu~kayol:z 
differently as "on yon woman's loins". 

946 Dreads dve "two" instead of tu "but". 
947 The process of milk production in the breasts is mentioned in SU siirira., 10,14: 

dhamanrna'!l hrdisthtina'!l vivrtatvad anantaram I caturatrat triratrad va 
strflJd'!l stanyam pravartate. 
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(sl.109cd)948 

The ones gone (= going) downward too, are separately situated 
three-fold 949 , in the receptacle of the ripened/digested [food] 
(pakvasaya). 

The first ten there(= among them) make wind (vata) etc. proceed, 
as before95o. (sl.110)951 

Two ducts (dhamanl) carry eaten food from the site of water 
(ambu-samasraya )952, 

948 PARALLELS 
SU siirira., 9,5: dve stanyaf!! striya vahataf:t stana-saf!!Srite, te eva sukraf!! 
narasya stanabhyam abhivahataf:t. Cf. DAS 2003A, pp.93-94. 
AS sarira., 6,35: dve ca stanasrte narya}_i stanyaf!! narasya sukram. 
ANALYSIS 
Only the SU and AS mention this theory. According to SU siirira., 9,5, men's 
semen is carried from the chest/breasts (narasya stana). On the other hand, SU 
siirira., 4,23 states that the semen originates in the whole body (krtsna
dehasritaf!! sukraf!!). 
For SR sl.108cd-109, compare it with Hastyayurveda 3,9, v.117-121 (p.446). 

949 I.e., giving thirty in all. 
950 In the same manner as described in sl.105ab: two each carry vata, pitta, kapha, 

rakta and rasa. 
951 PARALLELS 

SU sarira., 9,7: [ ... ] ama-pakvasayantare ca tridhajayante. 
AS sarira., 6,36: adhogamah pakvasayastha evaf!! tridha jayante I tatra 
dasadyah purvavat. 
ANALYSIS 
The SU and AS accord with the SR. The AS's wording is closer to that of the 
SR's, than the SU's is. 

952 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads vahato 'tra samasrayat instead of 
vahato 'mbu-samafrayat. "With regard to this (atra), two ducts carry eaten food 
from the site/receptacle (samasraya)". In this case, samasraya would denote the 
pakvasaya. 
Indeed, SU siirira., 9,7 states that the two vessels carrying food are situated in 
the intestine (antrafrite), i.e. pakvasaya. The Adyar edition's reading ambu
samafraya "the site of water" is not in accordance with this. If we compare it 
with the parallel in the SU, antrasamairite, we should perhaps suspect the 
Anandiisrama's reading vahato 'tra samafrayat to be a corruption of vahato 
'ntrasamasrayat. The fact that manuscript D reads vahantontaf:t samafrayat 
seems to support this assumption. 
In contrast to the SU, the parallel in the AS (siirira., 6,36) states that the two 
ducts carrying food are connected to the mother (matrafrite). That means, the 
AS deals with the way the foetus is nourished through the umbilical cord. With 
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two each [respectively] water (toya), urine [and] strength/power (== 
semen953) (bala); 
these, however, [carry] the menstrual-procreatory fluid (iirtava) of(== 
in) women. (sl.111, 112a)954 

Two discharge the streams (srotas)955 , two, joined to the large 

this, it might be assumed that the SR's reading ambu-samiisrayiit was originally 
ambii-samii.frayiit "through resorting to the mother". We thus have various 
possibilities we could consider. 

953 The term bala is also contained in SR sl.118. 
954 PARALLELS 

SU siirira., 9,7: dve anna-viihinyiiv antriisrite, toya-vahe dve, mutra-bastim 
abhiprapanne matravahe dve, sukra-vahe dve fukra-priidurbhiiviiya, dve 
visargiiya, te eva raktam abhivahato visrjatas ca niirfniim iirtava-saiijiiarrz, dve 
varco-nirasanyau sthuliintra-pratibaddhe, astiiv anyiis tiryag-giiminfniif!I 
dhamanfndf!I svedam arpayanti [ . .. ]. 
AS siirira., 6,36: dve vahato 'nnam miitriisraye1Ja I dve tovam I dve mutram I dve 
sukram vahato dve ca muiicatah I te eva niirfniim iirtavam varco-niriisinyau 
sthuliintrapratibaddhe evaf!! dviidasiise~iis tv astau dhamanyiis tirascfniih 
svedam abhitarpayanti. 
ANALYSIS 
The SR accords with the AS. 
The SU deals with this topic, too, but this text mentions four ducts (dhamanl) 
for semen in total. Namely, two for the appearance of semen and two for its 
discharge. On the other hand, the SU mentions only two for the menstrual
procreatory discharge, namely one for its carrying and one for its discharging. 

955 The term srotas literally means "stream" or "flow". Here, it is not clear, which 
substance this term actually denotes. The two parallels to SR sl.112, i.e. SU 
siirira., 9,7 and AS siirira., 6,36 (which are given in the previous footnote), do 
not contain this term. The term srotas here in SR sl.112a might denote the 
streams of the fluids mentioned in the previous verse SR sl.1 llab, i.e. water, 
urine, semen, the menstrual-procreatory discharge and perhaps excrement, too. 
Namely, there are two ducts (dhamani) each for carrying (SR sl.lllb, vahato) 
these fluids, and two each for discharging (SR sl.112a, vimuiicato) them. My 
assumption is supported by the parallel AS siirira., 6,36, which contains dve 
sukraf!! vahato dve ca muiicataJ:t. The parallel SU siirira., 9,7 also contains dve 
sukra-priidurbhiiviiya, dve visargiiya. 
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However, in medical texts, srotas usually denotes "aperture" or "channel", cf. 
DAS 2003A, pp.585-590. 
The SU adopts this term to denote something else than a vessel (sirii) or duct 
(dhamani). The term srotas is defined by SU siirira., 9,13, muliit khiid antara1.n 
dehe prasrtaf!I tv abhiviihi yat I srotas tad iti vijiieyaf!I sirii-dhamani-varjitam II, 
"That which, spreading inside of the body, [starting] from the opening/vessel 
(kha) [of] the root, is the conveyer (abhiviihin) [of substances], is to be known 



intestines956, excrement. ( sl.112ab )957 

as srotas, except for vessels (sirii) and ducts (dhamanl)." According to SU 
sarira., 9,12, srotas-s seem to denote branches of ducts (dhamanl). SU sarira., 
9,12 lists two srotas-s, each for carrying the vital wind (priir:za), food (anna), 
water, the nutrient fluid (rasa), blood, flesh, fat (medas), urine, excrement, 
semen and the menstrual-procreatory discharge. 
The AS contains a similar theory, but this theory is not completely identical to 
that of the SU. The AS (sarira., 6,38-39) states that, in men, the srotas-s are 
nine, namely, the ears, eyes, nostrils, mouth, anus and urinary canal (miitra
patha); in women, three in addition, namely two in the breasts, and one for the 
menstrual-procreatory discharge. AS sarira., 6,40f mentions thirty srotas-s 
called anta/:tsrotas-s "inner streams" in addition to the nine mentioned above. 
They are the ones carrying the vital wind (priir:za), water, food, the nutrient fluid 
(rasa), blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow (majjan), semen, urine, excrement and 
sweat. The same theory is briefly dealt with by AH sarira., 3,40cd-42, too. 
On the other hand, AS sarira., 6,67 also informs us of a different theory. 
According to this theory, srotas denotes an opening or a canal/vessel in general, 
including sirii and dhamanf. 
The fifth chapter of the CA's vimanasthana deals with srotas. The theory of CA 
vimana., 5,8 accords with that of AS sarira., 6,40f. Besides, CA vimana., 5,9 is 
parallel to AS sarira., 6,67, considering srotas to be a general appellation for a 
canal/vessel. (For further discussion on this the term srotas, cf. DAS op.cit.) 
According to DAS' (op.cit.) detailed discussion, srotas-s usually do not denote 
"streams/flows (of fluids)", but "apertures" or "channels" as we have seen 
above. So I am not sure if my translation is correct. 
Another possibility might be to interpret srotii1J1Si in SR sl.112a as meaning 
"channels", that means, to interpret it as the apposition of the latent subject of 
the whole sequence of the passages beginning with SR sl.105a, i.e. dhamanyo 
"the ducts". If it is so, we would have to translate SR sl.112ab as "two [ducts 
(dhamanl)], [which are called] channels, joined to the large intestines, discharge 
excrement". In this case, however, the plural srotiitp.si becomes problematic, as 
vimuncato dve is dual. 
Whatever it may be, the interpretation of the term srotas as standing for 
dhamanf in SR sl.112a does not contradict the statements of AS sarira., 6,67 
and CA vimana., 5,9. But the reason, why the SR calls the vessel in question 
"srotas", might be that it is a branch of the large intestines (cf. SR sl.l 12b). If it 
is so, this statement would accord with SU sarira., 9,12 (see above). Indeed, SU 
sarira., 9,12 states that the srotas-s carrying excrement are rooted in the 
receptacle of digested/cooked food (pakviiSaya) and the anus (guda). CA 
vimana., 5,8 also makes a similar statement that they are rooted in the 
pakviisaya and sthiila-guda. 

956 The term antra occurs in the hymn on anatomy in AV (9,8, v.17). 
957 PARALLELS 

Su sarira., 9,7: dve varco-niriisinyau sthiiliintra-pratibaddhe. 
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Eight deliver sweat. (sl.112c)958 

The oblique ones are deemed [to be] manifold/in_many_[bran
ches]. (sl.112d)959 

They have (lit: Of these, there are) openings/mouths at the hair
pores960, for the release of sweat. And [these] make/let rasa-s961 

AS siirira., 6,36: dve varco-niriisinyau sthuliintra-pratibaddhe. 
ANALYSIS 
Only the SU and AS, which are completely identical to each other in wording, 
accord with the SR. 

958 PARALLELS 
SU siirira., 9,7: astiiv anyiis tiryag-giiminfniirrz dhamanfniirrz svedam arpayanti. 
AS siirira., 6,36: se~iis tv astau dhamanyas tiraicfnii/:t svedam abhitarpayanti. 
ANALYSIS 
According to the SU and AS, these eight ducts (dhamani) deliver (arpayanti) 
sweat to the oblique ducts (dhamani). 

959 PARALLELS 
SU siirira., 9,9: tiryag-giiniirrz tu catasri:iarrz dhamanfniim ekaika iatadhii 
sahasradhii cottarottararrz vibhajyante, tiis tv asankhyeyii/:t. 
AS siirira., 6,37: tiryag-giiminyas catasro bhidyamiinii/:t subahudhii bhavantrty 
uktam priik. 
ANALYSIS 
According to the SU, the four main oblique ducts (dhamani) gradually bifurcate 
into hundreds, then thousands; therefore, they are uncountable. The AS, like the 
SR, simply states that the four bifurcate into many (bahudhii). According to the 
commentator lndu, this statement is already made in the fifth chapter (on a1iga
vibhiiga) of the AS's siirirasthiina. This seems to point at AS siirira., 5,115 
which is parallel to SR sl.101. AS siirira., 5,115 mentions 2,900,290 openings 
(literally, "mouths") of the vessels (sirii) and ducts (dhamani). 

960 The CA mentions two ways for the foetus' nutrition, i.e., through the hair-pores 
and the umbilical cord, cf. CA siirira., 6,23 (tadanantararrz hi asya kascil 
lomakupiiyanair upasneha/:t ka§cin niibhinarjyai/:t). Cf. DAS 2003A, p.466ff. For 
various manners of the foetus' nutrition, cf. CUMBA 1981, footnote 40. 
The Tandulaveyiiliya (siitra 2) mentions, in the seventh month, 700 vessels 
(sirii), 500 pesr-s, 9 ducts (dhamani) or tubes (niirji), 9,900,000 hair-pores 
(which is equal to the amount of the hairs excluding the head-hairs and beard
hairs) and 35,000,000 as the total amount of the hairs including the head-hairs 
and beard-hairs (compare these amounts with their equivalents in the SR). The 
Tandulaveyfiliya states that various kinds of vessels and hair-pores participate 
in the foetus' nutrition. 

961 PARALLELS 
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SU siirira., 9,9: tiisiim mukhiini romakupa-pratibaddhiini, yai/:t svedam 
abhivahanti, ~ ciibhitarpayanty antar bahis ca, tair eva ciibhya1iga
pari~ekavagiihiilepana-vfryii1}y anta/:tiarrram abhipratipadyante tvaci vipakviini, 



arisen from smearing/unguents (abhya1iga)962, ointments etc. enter. 
(sl.113) 

tair eva ca sparsam sukhasukham va grh1:ifte, tas tv etas catasro dhamanyal:z 
sarvaligagataJ:i savibhaga vyakhyata 191 yatha svabhavatal:z khani mrriale~u 

bise~u ca I dhamanfnaJ?l tatha khani raso yair upacfyate /JOI. 
AS sarira., 5,117: tasaf!l hi mukhani tat pratibaddhani tabhir apyayyante I tais 
ca taJ:i svedam abhivahanti I tatha 'bhvaliga-lepadi-vfryaJ?l tvaci vipakvam 
antar-nayati, sparsaJ?l ca grht:zanti. 
The CA does not contain parallels. 
ANALYSIS 
The SR's usage of the term rasa here is unusual, as explained in the following. 
Parallels are found in SU sarira., 9,9 and AS sarira., 5,117 (see above). The 
statements of AS sarira., 5,117 resemble that of SU sarira., 9,9, but the term 
rasa does not occur in the AS. 
In SU sarira., 9,9, the term rasa obviously means "nutrient fluid or juice", 
unlike in SR sl.113. The commentator :t;>alhai;ia also adapts this meaning, cf. 
J?alhai;ia: rasaJ?l rasa-dhatum. [ ... ] yair mukhaiJ:i samyak-parit:zatahara-rasa
vahibhiJ:i. [ . .. ] bahis ca santarpayanti "tvacam" iti se~aJ:i. Further, :t;>alhai;ia 
comments on abhyaliga etc., saying that the ducts (dhamanl) deliver the vfrya 
(literally, "energy") of smearing/unguent (abhyaliga) to the inside of the body. 
What the term vfrya actually denotes here is not clear. J?alhai;ia states that the 
vfrya of smearing/unguent is ripened/cooked (vipakva) by the fire/heat of the 
skin, which provides the skin with brilliance (bhajakenagnina). The same ducts 
(dhamanl) also transfer the sensation of touch. 
But the meaning of rasa in SR sl.113 is ambiguous. In SR sl.113, the rasa, 
being produced through smearing/unguent etc., cannot be ahara-rasa. This rasa 
seems to be equivalent something to the vfrya of smearing/unguent mentioned 
by SU sarira., 9,9. The AS also mentions the vfrya of smearing/unguents, 
ointments etc., (abhyaliga-lepadi-vfrya) which is completely ripened 
(paripakva). 
Vi~i;iudhP 115,90cd-91ab, which deals with the same topic as in SR sl.105cd-
106ab, includes smearing/unguents (abhyaligadi kleda-lepadikam) into the 
category of rasa. 
On the other hand, it might be suspected that something is omitted from the 
source-text of the SR. My theory is as follows: 
The source-text had once content similar to SU sarira., 9,9. The two passages 
which originally stood separate, were combined awkwardly. Namely, the 
passage on the perspiratory canals' carrying ahara-rasa and the passage on the 
perspiratory canals' making the vfrya of smearing/unguents enter (the pores) 
were combined. 
I suspect a similar kind of omission in SR sl.1 OOcd, too (cf. my footnote 918 on 
SR sl.lOOcd, "coverings"), though I cannot prove it. 

962 The expression abhyaligalepa might also mean "ointment for massage". 
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[They] know one hundred and seven963 vital points (marman)964, 
[i.e.] places of life (jfva). (sl.114ab)965 

[There are] three and a halfJ66 crores (=35,000,000) of body-hairs 
(roman). The beard [hairs] and the head hairs (keia) are three lakhs 
(=300,000). (sl.114cd)967 

The manuscript lia. reads ciibhyalige instead of ciibhyaliga. This would mean, 
"And [these] make the rasa-s arisen from the ointments at [the time of] 
massage (abhyalige) enter [the pores]". 

963 Literally, "a hundred increased by seven". 
964 SU siirira., 6,15 explains the vital points (mannan) as "the meeting points of 

muscle, vessel, ligament, bone and joint; they are the seats of the vital life 
principle (prii1Jll) and injury to them can and often does cause the death" (ZYSK 
1986, p.699, footnote 17). 
According to DAS 2003A, p.568, some srotas-s or ducts are included in 
mannan-s. Intriguingly the SR mentions mannan-s in a context dealing with 
the srotas-s for perspiration. 

965 One hundred and seven vital points (mannan) are mentioned by SU siilira., 6,3, 
AS sarira., 7,2, AH sarira., 4,la and YS 3,102c. 
In contrast to these texts, CA sarira., 7,9 mentions only six vital points 
(mannan) which are considered to be the sites of the vital wind (priirJ.iiyatana); 
they are the head (murdhan/siras), throat (kai:tfha), heart (hrdaya), navel 
(niibhi), anus (guda) and bladder (vasti). But CA siitra., 29,3 mentions only 
three vital points (mannan). 
A parallel to CA sarira., 7,9 is found in AS sarira., 5,81, which mentions ten 
sites of the vital wind (prii1J.iiyatana). There, the first seven of them are called 
great vital points (mahii-mannan); six of them are the same ones as the six vital 
points (mannan) mentioned by CA sarira., 7,9, and the one is the "bond of the 
tongue" (jihvii-bandhana). The AH (sarira., 3,13) also mentions ten "sites of 
life" (jfvita-dhiimiini) which are the same points as mentioned by the AS. But 
the AH does not call these ten points "mannan". YS 3,93 mentions ten sites of 
the vital wind (prii1J.asyiiyataniini), but this text does not call them mannan, 
either. AgniP 370,21 and Vi~i:iudhP 115,69cd-70, which are parallel to each 
other, mention ten sites of the vital wind (priii:iasyiiyatana). This statement of 
the two Purai:ia-s, mentioning the tongue and urinary bladder (basti), but not 
mentioning ojas nor shoulders, deviates from that of the YS. 

966 D reads siirdhaf!Z instead of siirdha. 
967 SR sl.114cd is identical to SG 9,49ab. 
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ANALYSIS 
AS sarira., 5,117-116 identifies the total amount of the head-hairs, beard-hairs 
and body-hairs (keia-smafru-loman) with that of the openings of the vessels 
(sirii) and ducts (dhamanl), namely, 2,900,956. SR sl.101 mentions 2,900,956 
as the amount of the vessels (sirii) and ducts (dhamanl). In contrast to that, SR 



546,750,000 (lit. fifty-four crores, with sixty-seven and a half of 
lakhs) of body hairs (roman) with channels (srotas), vessels (sira)968 , 

beard [hairs] and head hairs (kefa) are, however, enumerated. (sl.115, 
116a) 

Now, the quantity of the combination (saYJ1-hita-miina)969 (= the 
total quantity) of water etc. is mentioned: Water is to be known as 
being [to the measure of] ten hand-cavities (anjali)970 . There are971 

sl.114 gives 35,000,000 + 300,000 for the hairs. Thus, the SR does not accord 
with the AS in this regard. 
The YS gives three lakhs as the amount of the head- and beard-hairs, then 54 
ko(i-s plus 76 and a half lakhs, i.e. 54,675,000, as the amount of the body-hairs 
(YS 3,102: trayo la/cyii.s tu vijneyii.J:t smasru-kesii./:t sarfri1Jii.m /102ab/ [ ... ] /102/ 
rom1Jlif!1 koryas tu pancii.sac catasra/:t korya eva ca sapta-~a~fis tathii. lalcyii.J:t 
sii.rdhii.J:t svedii.yanaiJ:t saha /103{). As already remarked in my footnote 921 on 
SR sl.101, the YS also mentions the amount 2,900,956 of the vessels (sirii.) and 
ducts (dhamanl). In summary, all three amounts mentioned by the YS are 
respectively identical to those of the SR. 
AgniP 370,40ab and Vi~i:i.udhP 115,91, which are parallel to one another, 
mention 72 kofi-s (72,000,000) as the amount of the body-hairs. (The AgniP's 
reading, vyomnii.ni, may be a mistake for rom1Jii.ni, though vyoman may also 
denote a "pore" or "body cavity".) 72 ko(i does not accord with the statement of 
the SR. The amount 72,000,000 might have been influenced by the Yoga theory 
considering the amount of the tubes (nii.¢1) to be 7,200 (cf. my footnote 754 on 
SR sl.65). 
The Garu<;laP considers the amount of the body-hairs to be 3,500,000, which is 
one-tenth of the amount mentioned by the SR (Garu<;laP (KIRFEL 1954) v.48ab: 
rom1Jlif!1 koryas tathii. tisro 'py ardha-ko(i-samanvitii.J:t /48abf). In the next 
passage, this Purai:i.a gives seven lakhs as the amount of the head-hairs. The 
Tandulaveyiiliya (siitra 2) mentions, in the seventh month, 9,900,000 as the 
amount of the pores (roma-kiiva), excluding the pores of the beard-hairs and 
head-hairs. Further, the text relates that the total amount of the pores is 
35,000,000, including the pores of the beard-hairs and head-hairs. The latter 
amount accords with the SR. 
In summary, the YS best accords with the SR. The Garu<;laP and the 
Tandulaveyiiliya are partly in concordance with the SR. 

968 SrotaJ:t-sirii.-smasru-keiaiJ:t is obviously one compound. 
969 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) does not read saf!1hitii. and mii.naf!1 as a 

compound, but as two separate words. Thus, saf!lhitii. would denote the 
combination/ assemblage of body-hairs (romf}ii.f!I Saf!lhitii.), while mii.naf!1, the 
amount of water etc. (mii.naf!I jalii.der). 

970 One anjali equals the amount that can be held in the cavity of the hand. 
According to CA siirira., 7,15, it corresponds to the amount which can be 
measured by the cavity of one's own hand. 
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nine hand-cavities of the nutrient fluid (rasa)972, (sl.116bcd)973 

eight of blood, seven of faeces, but974 six of phlegm, ( sl.117 ab )975 

five of bile, four hand-cavities of urine, three of tissue-fat (vasa)976, 

but two of fat (medas). [There is] deemed [to be] one hand-cavity of 
marrow (majjan)977 • (sl.117cd-118ab)978 

971 Optative. 
972 AS sarira., 5,121 considers rasa to be the nutrient fluid (iihiira-rasa). 
973 SR sl.116cd is identical to SG 9,43cd. 

AS sarira., 5,121-123 and AH sarira., 3,80-82 contain the same theory as the 
SR, stating that the mentioned amounts (of water etc.) are accumulated by a 
single hand-cavity (anjali), one by one. The first of them is the amount of 
marrow which is one hand-cavity; that of semen, brain (masti~ka) and ojas is 
each a half hand-cavity. The substance which the SR calls "the essence of 
phlegm" is called ojas by the AS and AH. 
CA sarira., 7,15 also contains the same theory. Here, rasa is explained as the 
first element (dhiitu) which is the result of the digestion of food (purva iihiira
parif,liima-dhiitu). In the CA, the substance which the SR calls "the essence of 
phlegm" (sle~ma-siira) is called the ojas pertaining to phlegm (slai~makam 
ojas). 
SU cikitsa., 15,37 states that the amounts of do~a, dhiitu and mala cannot be 
estimated because human bodies vary and are instable. This statement is quoted 
by AS sarira., 6,129, as the opinion of Dhanvantari's school. 
YS 3,105-107ab contains the same theory as the SR. 
AgniP 370,40cd-42 and Vi~i:iudhP 2, 115,92-94ab, which are parallel to one 
another, contain the same theory as the SR. The two texts call the substance 
which is called sle~ma-siira by the SR "ojas". But, the two texts do not mention 
the substance which is called siro-majjan by the SR. That means, in these 
passages, the two Purai:ia-s deviate from the SR and YS. 
Garu<;IaP (KlRFEL 1956) v.49cd-52 mentions the amounts of various 
substances, but these substances are different from those mentioned in the SR. 
The substances listed by this PuriiQa are flesh, blood, fat (medas), skin, bone, 
marrow (majjan), mahii-rakta (lit. "large blood" seemingly menstrual
procreatory discharge), semen, blood, phlegm and excrement. 

974 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads sle~mai:zas ca instead of sle~mai:zas tu. 
975 SR sl.1l7ab is identical to SG 9,44ab, which contains, however, a variant 

sle~mai:zas ca instead of sle~mai:zas tu. The reading of the SG is the same as that 
of the Anandasrama edition (1896) of the SR. 

976 DAS suggests the translation "tissue-fat" instead of Meulenbeld: "muscle-fat", 
cf. DAS 2003A, p.580, under vasii. 

977 Grammatically, it should be majjnal:z (genitive), not majjaJ:i. Instead, the 
Anandasrama edition (1896) and the identical verse in the SG (9,45b) both read 
majjii (nominative), which seems to be correct (see below). 
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The marrow of the head (siro-majjan = brain) is half a hand
cavity [in quantity], [also] the essence of phlegm (sle~ma-sara), 

further strength/power(= semen) (bala). (sl.118)979 

Thus (iti) a summary (salik~epa, lit. "conciseness") of the sec
ondary appendages.980 The detail[s] with regard to this, however, may 
be accurately (tattvata"J:i) perused by the wise ones in the 
Adhyatmaviveka981 ("Investigation of the self') composed by us (= 
the author). (sl.119) 

Comm. Kon SR sl.86cd-119 

[The part] whose beginning is "Ears, eyes" (sl.86a. fravane nayane), 
[and] whose end is "may be perused by the wise in the 
Adhyitmaviveka composed by us" is [that] whose meaning is clear. 

Comm. S on SR sl.86cd-1J9 

He relates the orifices carrying impurities outside: "Ears" (sl.86a. 
§ravane). (sl.86-87) 

He relates sixteen nets (jiila), six bunches (kurca), seven tendons/ 

978 SR sl.117cd-118ab is identical to SG 9,44cd-45ab. But the SG reads majjii. tv 
anjali-sammitaJ:i instead of majja eko 'i'ijalir mataJ:i. 
As a matter of fact, the Anandasrama edition (1896), too, reads majjii. tv anjali
sammitii.. If we take majjii. tv anjali-sammitaJ:i, it would mean, "but the marrow 
is measured by one hand-cavity". 

979 SR sl.118cd is identical to SG 9,45cd. The SG, however, deviates, reading 
ardhii.njalis tataJ:i sukraf!! tad eva balam ucyate, instead of ardhiinjalil:z siromajjii. 
sle~masii.ro balaf!! tathii.. It would mean, "thereafter (tataJ:i), the semen is a half 
hand-cavity. It indeed is called strength". 

980 This remark seems to conclude the part of the text beginning with sl.75ab (atha 
va~yante pratyaligii.ny akhilii.ny api). 

981 SHRINGY 1999 (preface xiv.) states that this work by Slinigadeva is not 
available. 
AVALON 1924, pp.140-141, however, discussing the fruits in the petals of the 
cakra-s, refers to a text entitled Adhylitmaviveka. According to AV ALON, 
passages of this text are quoted in the Dipikli on v.7 of the Haip.sopani~ad. To 
my regret, AV ALON does not further inform us of this text. But, AV ALON often 
quotes the statements on the fruits of the petals from this Adhylitmaviveka. It is 
remarkable that these statements accord with those of the SR. I am discussing 
this topic in more detail in the respective footnotes on SR sl.124 (note 1014), 
sl.125 (note 1023), sl.128 (note 1029) and sl.137 (note 1071). 
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cords of flesh (rajju) and five sutures/seems (sfvani) through "bones" 
(sl.88a. asthi-) etc. (Comm. on SR sl.88-89) 

He relates the groups of bones with a difference of opinions/ 
doctrines: "Fourteen" (sl.90a. caturdasa). 

He counts the bones: "Of bones" (sl.90c. asthniim). (Comm. on 
SR sl.90) 

He mentions the bones as fivefold through the particularity of 
form: "Valaya-s" (sl.91a. mlayiini). (Comm. on SR sl.91) 

With a difference of opinions/doctrines, he makes known the 
number of the bones differently: "Three" (sl.92a. trfl:zi). 

He enumerates the bone-junctures: "Two hundred" (sl.92c. dve 
sate). (Comm. on SR sl.92) 

He relates the eightfoldness of the bone-junctures through the 
particularity of form: "Koraka-s" (sl.93a. korakii/:t). (Comm. on SR 
sl.93-94) 

Enumerating the junctures982 of peif-s, cords (sniiyu) and vessels 
(sirii), he relates the varieties of cords (sniiyu): "PeSi[-s]" (sl.94c). 
(Comm. on SR sl.94-95) 

He relates the use of the cords (sniiyu): "With bindings" (sl.96a. 
bandhanair). (sl.96) 

He enumerates the peif-s with the difference between man and 
woman: "Five" (sl.97a, paiica). (Comm. on SR sl.97-100) 

He enumerates the vessels (sirii) and ducts (dhamanikii): 
"Vessels" (sl.lOla, sirii-). (Comm. on SR sl.101-102) 

Showing the particular appearance (saf!Lsthiina) of the sutures/ 
seems (sfva,ni) by an example, he relates [their] number, place and 
classification: "Two angula-s" (sl.102c, dvy-angulaf!l). Carrying 
smell, [namely,] [being] the cause of the knowledge/perception of 
smell. (Comm. on SR sl.102-104) 

Enumerating the ducts (dhamani) carrying the nutrient fluid 
(rasa), he mentions their purpose: "Ducts" (sl.105c, dhamanyo). 
(Comm. on SR sl.105-106) 

He relates their place and appearance: "These" (sl.106c, etii/:t). 
(Comm. on SR sl.106-107) 

It is mentioned that (iti) [there are] ten stretched out upward, ten 

982 See my footnote 901 on SR sl.94cd. According to this, the interpretation, 
"enumeratingpe.ff-s, cords (snayu), vessels (sira) and junctures (sandhi)", is not 
correct. 
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stretched out downward, four stretched out obliquely. With regard 
to that, he relates the threefoldness of the ones stretched out upward 
through the difference of functions: "those going upward" (sl.107c, 
urdhvagiiJ;,). (Comm. on SR sl.107-109) 

He relates the threefoldness of [those] going (lit. gone) 
downward: "The ones going (lit. gone) downward" (sl.1 lOa, 
adhogatal:i). He relates their function[s]: "Make proceed" (sl.1 lOa, 
pravartayanti). Strength/Power (bala = semen) is vigour (vfrya = 
semen). (Comm. on SR sl.110--112) 

He relates the particular[s] of [those] oblique: "The oblique 
ones" (sl.112d, tira.§cya"f:l,). (Comm. on SR sl.112-113) 

He fully enumerates the vital points: "Places of life" (sl.114a. 
jfva-sthanani)983 • (Comm. on SR sl.114-115) 

He relates the quantity of the combinations: "Sixty-seven" 
(sl.115d, sapta-~a~rya). A combination (sa.,,,hita) is the union of the 
[body-]hairs etc.984 

Introducing the quantity of [each] fluid (drava), he relates [it]: 
"Of water etc." (sl.l16b,jalader). Of juice (rasa)985 , [namely] of the 
juice of food (annarasa).986 Of marrow987 : the element (dhatu) called 
marrow. 

983 A and B read oja instead of jfva. It means "places of ojas". But, as the vital 
points (marman) are often called "places of life" (jfvasthiina) by the parallels in 
the other texts (cf. my footnote 964 on SR sl.114a, on marman), I consider this 
variant to be incorrect. 

984 According to the commentary, it seems that a salJ'lhitii is the sum total of the 
hairs and other structures (srotal:z-sirii, sweat gland and capillary vessel?) 
connected to them. But the meaning of the original text (srotal:z-sirii-fmafru
kefa) is obscure, as it includes the beard- and head-hair in the same compound. 
Grammatically, the past participle iikhyiitiil:z (sl.115c), pl. feminine, agrees with 
kofayal:z (sl.115b), but not with salJ'lhitii-miinalJ'l, sg. neuter. Therefore a new 
sentence seems to begin with SalJ'lhitiimiinalJ'l. If it is so, SalJ'lhitii-miinalJ'l means 
the total sum (of water etc.). 

985 In the milla text, I translated rasa as "the nutrient fluid". 
986 For the terms, rasa and annarasa, cf. DAS 2003A, p.528 on iihiira-rasa. 
987 This is problematic. In the original text, majjal:z is obviously a grammatical 

mistake for majjii.al:z, because of the other genitives. But the commentator reads 
and explains it as a nominative majjal:z (instead of the common majjii). On the 
other hand, he correctly reads rasasya as genitive. It would be interesting to 
know how eko afi.jalir matal:z is understood, but, unfortunately, the commentary 
says nothing on this. 
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Through this, [namely] "the detail[s], however, may be perused 
in the Adhyiitmaviveka", the maker (= author), thinking (iti): "That 
book made ( = written) by me too exists", affirming his own pre
eminence, says: "that book too is to be looked into". (Comm. on SR 
sl.119) 

SR sl.120-122ab 

Between the anus and the genitals 1s a four-petalled cakra988 called 
Adhara989 (lit. "base"). ( sl.120ab )990 

988 The term cakra literally means a "circle" or "wheel". In the body, there are 
several cakra-s, or energy centres, arranged vertically along the spine. The 
kur.u;Jalinr, the vital or sexual energy, which is at first situated in the lowermost 
centre, gradually ascends the spine through the cakra-s, until it attains the 
uppermost centre, the Sahasrara. The Sahasrara which is the place of bliss is 
situated over the top of the head. That means, the crude vital energy develops 
into a refined form which is utilised for the attainment of bliss. Each cakra 
corresponds to one of the stages of this development. Namely, the higher cakra 
the energy (ku1J<!alinl) reaches, the more it gets refined. For the term cakra, cf. 
AVALON 1924, p.105; pp.117-118. 
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HEILDGERS-SEELEN 1990, p.57, states that the cakra-s "serve as the seat of 
some particular energy or power forming part of the sonic and/or phenomenal 
creation". The course from the Adhara Cakra through the Ajfia Cakra up to the 
Sahasrara is concerned with the manifestation of sound. This seems to be the 
reason that musicological texts deal with the cakra-s. 
The so-called six-cakra system contains six cakra-s plus the Sahasrara. So, it is 
actually contains seven centres. But the Sahasrara centre seems to take a 
unique position in this system, therefore it is very often not referred to by the 
term "cakra". This system is usually considered the most representative by 
modem studies (cf. AVALON 1924; DAS 1992). But there are various traditions 
which differ from it; these do not necessarily contain seven centres (DAS 1992, 
p.397). The information concerning the six-cakra system is mainly based on 
rather late Sanskrit texts, such as the !?atcakraniriipa.Q.a and the Sivasarphitii, cf. 
HEILDGERS-SEELEN 1990. 
The theory of cakra-s presented in SR sl.120--145ab contains nine cakra-s plus 
the Sahasrara. That means, the SR's system adds three cakra-s to the above
mentioned six cakra-s which are today regarded as representative. 
The term cakra is sometimes translated with "plexus" (cf. DAS 1992, p.396). 
Some cakra-s certainly seem to correspond to the nerve plexuses, e.g. the 
cakra-s in the navel and chest, but this does not necessarily have to be so; the 
uppermost cakra over the head, called Sahasrara, has no corresponding 
physical object. 
For the origin of the notion of energy centres, cf. ELIADE 1936, p.123. 



In it, the fruit991 on the north-eastern petal etc. is992 [respectively]: 
the supreme (parama) [joy (ilnanda)], similarly, the natural/inborn 
(sahaja) joy, [the joy] connected with a hero (vfra-purvaka)993 , and the 
joy of Yoga.994 (sl.120cd, 121ab) 

The kwµJalinf, [namely] the power (sakti) of Brahman, is/exists 
(asti) in the lotus(= cakra) of Adhara. (sl.121) 

Led to straightness as far as the aperture of Brahman (brahma-

989 Cf. A. AVALON's (1924, p.118) explanation of the MU!adhara Cakra. Also see 
the description of the Miiliidhara Cakra in v.4 of the ~atcakraniriipaI).a 

(AVALON 1924). 
CakrakaumudI 1,6ab: guda-li1igiintare padmaf!! catur-dala-samanvitam I[ ... ]. 
DhylinabindUpani~ad (in the Yogopani~ad) v.43cd.ff (p.197): iidharam 
prathamaf!! cakraf!! sviidhisthanam dvitfyakam 1431 yonisthanaf!! tayor madhye 
kiima-riipaf!! nigadyate I iidhariikhye guda-sthiine pa1ikajaf!! yac caturdalam 
1441 tan-madhye procyate yon* kiimiikhyii siddha-vanditii 145ab/. 

990 A parallel is found in the CakrakaumudI 1,6ab (cf. the preceding footnote). 
991 AVALON 1924 calls the fruits in the petals "vrtti~s". AVALON ibid., p.42, 

states, "It is stated that particular Vrittis are assigned to a particular lotus, 
because of a connection between such Vritti and the operation of the Shaktis of 
the Tattva at the centre to which it is assigned. That they exist at any particular 
Chakra is said to be shown by their dissapearance when KundalI ascends 
through the Chakra. Thus the bad Vritti of the lower Chakras pass away in the 
YogI who raises KundalI above them." 

992 Optative syiit. 
993 The manuscript D reads parapiirvaka instead of vfrapiirvaka. It would mean 

"[joy] connected with the_best/other[s]". 
The expression -piirvaka is merely adopted to avoid repeating the term 
iinanda. For example, vfra-piirvaka stands for vfra-iinanda "the joy of a hero". 

994 The order of these fruits given by AV ALON 1924, p.118, is different: 
paramiinanda, sahajiinanda, yogiinanda and vfriinanda. AV ALON states that 
these four vrtti-s or fruits are not mentioned by the ~atcakra-niriipaI).a. Instead, 
he refers to Tarkalankara's commentary to the Mahlinirvfu:la Tantra. AVALON 
1913 (p.lvii and followings), too, describing the six cakra-s and the Sahasriira, 
mentions the fruits (vrtti) of each cakra. There, he lists yogiinanda, 
paramiinanda, sahajii.nanda and vfrii.nanda in this order which is converse of 
the order in the SR. 
Explaining the system of the Sahajiya cult, DASGUPTA 1976 (p.99) mentions 
four kinds of bliss whose names are the same as or similar to the fruits 
mentioned in SR sl.120cd-121a, namely, ii.nanda, paramiinanda, viramiinanda 
and sahajii.nanda. The viramiinanda seems to stand for the vfriinanda of the 
SR. These four kinds of bliss are, however, one by one distributed to the four 
cakra-s of the Sahajiya theory, unlike in the SR. 
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randhra), this (= sakti) [is/becomes] the bestower of ambrosia 
(amrta). (sl.122ab) 

Comm Kon SR sl.120-122ab 

"Between the anus and the genitals" (sl.120a, guda-lingantare): The 
fruits (phala), the supreme joy etc., are on the group of four petals, 
[namely] the north-eastern [petal] etc., of the Adhara Cakra situated 
between the anus and the genitals, through/according_to the staying/ 
position of the individual self (jfva-sthiti)995 , at the time of birth.996 In 
the lotus of Adhara, [namely] in that very Adhara Cakra.997 "The 
ku1;1tJ,alim_,, ("spiral/snake") is the power of Brahman (brahmaiakti), 
having the form of a snake in accordance with the [true] sense [of 
"snake"] (anvarthataya), [namely] the power of ignorance, bringing 
forth the shape connected with agency etc. (kartrtvady-upahitakiira
karil}(), of Brahman, of the non-attached, indifferent supreme self.998 
That very [power of Brahman], having a [substantial] form, is called 

995 The term jfva-sthiti, lit. "the standing of the individual self', might mean 
something more concrete than "the condition of the individual self'. It might 
mean "the position of the individual self [in one of the petals of a cakra]", 
namely "the petal which the individual self chooses to ride on at the time of 
birth''. As a matter of fact, SR sl.140-145ab (cf. sthito jfvo in sl.140c) states 
that one's musical success in life depends on which cakra or petal which the 
individual self chooses to ride on. And this is decided as early as at the 
moment of birth (janma-kiile), according to the commentary Kon SR sl.120, 
(but the Anandasrama edition (1896) lacksjanma-kiile). 

996 The reading of the Anandasrama edition (1896) differs from that of the Adyar 
edition. It reads madhye tasyiidhiira- instead of madhye sthitasyiidhiira-; -dale 
instead of -dala; It lacks janma-kiile; pataliiny instead of phaliini. The editor of 
the Adyar edition does not note these variants. 
With the variant madhye tasyiidhiira-, it would mean "of that Adhara Cakra 
between" instead of "of the Adhara Cakra situated between". 

997 In the Anandasrama editon (1896), iidhiira-palikaje belongs to the foregoing 
sentence. The Anandasrama edition reads iidhiira-palikaje in place of iidhiira
cakre, and lacks the da1J.<fa after it. 

998 As noted in the Adyar edition (p.60, variant 6, I ed.), the Anandasrama edition 
(1896) reads -upahitiikiirifJ,y-avidyii- in place of -upahitiikiira-kiirifJ,y-avidyii-. 
This reading seems to be more natural, meaning"[ ... ] the power of ignorance, 
having the shape connected[ ... ]". 
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"kw:u;lalin1'999 through/because_of [its] having a crooked shape. 
As far as the aperture of Brahman: the tip of the Su~umnii 

[tube], named the aperture of Brahman, going to the middle of the 
thousand-petalled cakra in the head - as far as that. 

"Led to straightness" (sl.121ab, rjutiirµ nftii): [this means,] when 
the kw:u;falinf is made to attain (priipyate, passive of causative) 
straightness by blocking (nirudhya) the movement of the wind in the 
J4ii and Pingalii through the method taught by the preceptor, [namely] 
the process/sequence of yama, niyama etc. woo, [and] by removing 
(apasiirya), through that wind together with fire, the hood of the 
kw:u;lalinf of the knot of the aperture of the root of the Su~umnii at the 
knot of Brahman (brahma-granthi), 1001 and by having abandoned its 
own crookedness [after] the piercing1002 of the knots of Brahman/ 
Brahma1003 , Vi~i:iu and Rudra1004 successively occurs (sati) through 
that [wind] having been made to enter [these knots]. 1005 

999 RO~U 1978, p.59, informs us of a metaphor, in which the Hathayogic practice 
controlling the kut:1¢alinf is compared to the magic of a serpent charmer. 

1000 Yama "forbearance" and niyama "religious observances" belong to the "five 
exterior (bahiranga) methods" of the kind of Yoga called a~fiingayoga. The 
five methods are yama, niyama, iisana, priil)iiyiima and pratyiihiira. Cf. 
WOODROFFE 1990, pp.129-130. 

1001 The Anandlisrama edition (1896) reads differently: su~umnii-miila
randhriicchiidanfm (-chiidinfm) phat:1iim instead of su~umnii-miila-randhra
granthfnii/'fl kurµ/.alinf-phal)iim. It would be translated, "the hood which covers 
the aperture of the root of the Su~umnii at the knot of Brahman". I prefer this 
reading. 
The Adyar edition's reading -granthfniim seems to be a mistake during 
transcription, caused by brahma-vi~f)u-rudra-granthfniirri in the line below. 

1002 Bhede. The Anandlisrama edition (1896) reads vibhede instead of bhede. This 
makes no difference to the meaning, but vibhede seems to be in better 
concordance with vibhidya in the eighth line. 

1003 Here this commentator seems to consider brahma- of brahmagranthi as the 
male god, one of the trinity. 

1004 Rudra here refers to Siva. 
1005 The process described here seems to be the following: the kurµJ.alinfwhich has 

the shape of a cobra lies in a coil at the bottom of the Su~umnii tube. Its 
expanded hood hinders the cobra from entering the aperture of this tube. 
Through the breath control of Hathayoga, this hindrance of the hood is got rid 
of, and the cobra is now able to go up through the Su~umnii tube, stretches its 
body upwards, so that it attains straightness. 
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"The bestower of ambrosia" (sl.122d, amrta-prada). It is called so 
because (iti) at that time the kufJl!alinf, piercing (vibhidya) the 
thousand-petalled cakra, [i.e.] the receptacle/base of nectar 
(sudhadhara) 1006, with the tip of its own tail (vala-agra) gone out 
[from/through] the aperture of Brahman because of its (= the 
kufJl!alinf's) own straightness, makes the ambrosia flow from that 
[cakra]. 1001 

Comm. S on SR sl.l 20-122ab 

Thus mentioning the limbs and the secondary appendages, he 
commences to mention the cakra-s: "Between the anus and the 
genitals" (sl.120a, guda-liliga-antare) 1008• 

The four-petalled cakra named "Adhara", whose form is a lotus, 
lies between, [namely] in the middle of, the anus and the genitals. 

He relates the fruit[s] of its four petals: "Supreme" (sl.120a, 
parama): The supreme joy (parama-ananda) is on the north-eastern 
petal, the natural/inborn joy (sahaja-ananda) on the south-eastern 
petal, the joy of a hero (vfra-ananda) on the south-eastern petal, the 

The Dhyanabindi.ipani~ad (contained in the Yogopani~ad), v.65cd.ff. (p.201), 
describes the process of awakening of the kurµ;lalinr which sleeps in the 
Muliidhiira: mukheniicchiidya tad-dviiram prasuptii paramesvarr I prabuddhii 
vahni-yogena manasii marutii saha /66/ sacivad gw:zam iidiiya vrajaty urdhvarrz 
su~umnayii /67ab/. The commentary explains that, covering the door of the 
Su~umnii tube by closing one's mouth (which is a Hathayoga technique called 
kumbhaka), a Yogin wakes the kw:u;lalinr up; he leads it upward through the 
Su~umnii, together with the fire of the Muliidhiira, the mind and the wind. 
Also cf. SR 1,3, sl.3-6, which states that sound (niida) is produced by the 
union of wind and fire. 

1006 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads sudhiidhararrz instead of sudhiidhiirarrz. 
It means "which contains nectar". 

1007 This description is not very explicit to me. The preceding sentence makes the 
impression that the cobra of the kw:u;ialinr enters the aperture of the Su~umnii 
tube with its head first. This sentence here, however, suggests that the cobra 
inserts the tip of its tail first, and stretches itself upside down; so that the tip of 
the tail is the first part of the cobra's body to attain and pierce the aperture of 
Brahman. 
The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads vibhidyate with a daf}.<;/a after it. It 
would be translated, "at that time, the kuf}.r;ialinr pierces the thousand-petalled 
cakra, [ ... ]own straightness. It makes ambrosia flow from that [cakra]." 

1008 Guda-linhiintara is obviously a mistake for guda-lingiintara. 
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joy of Yoga (yoga-ananda) on the north-western petal. 
From that, it is understood that (iti) the four petals of the lotus of 

Adhara are situated just in the intermediate direction[s] 1009 [of the 
compass]. 

"ls/exists" (sl.121c, asti): The power of Brahman named 
kurµJalinf, because of [its] being the cause of attaining Brahman, is 
found in the lotus (= cakra) of Adhara. It, this, being led to 
straightness as far as the aperture of Brahman, [namely] up to the 
aperture of Brahman, [is/becomes] the bestower (prada) of 
ambrosia, [namely] bestower of liberation. 

SR sl.J 22bc-l 24ab 

The Svadhi~rhana1010 is the six-leaved (~ar-patraf!?) 1011 cakra at the 
root of the genitals (linga). And they mention these fruits of it 
successively on the first/eastern etc. petals: (sl.122cd-123ab) 

1009 Vidis, i.e. north-east etc. I read vidik-sthitiiny as one compound. The 
manuscript A reads vidisi sthitiiny. 

1010 Cf. Dhyiinabindiipani~ad (in the Yogopani~ad) v.48ab: sviidhi~fhiinaf!! tatas 
cakram me¢hram eva nigadyate. According to v.47cd, this cakra is so called 
because sva-iabdena bhavet priilJ-al:z sviidhi~fhiinam tad-iifrayam "the vital 
wind arises [accompanied] with its own sound". 
A parallel is also found in Cakrakaumudl 2,2ab: linga-miile smaret padmaf!I 
sindiiriibhaf!I tu ~a¢-dalam. 

1011 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads ~a¢-dalaf!1 instead of ~af-patraf!!. 
Besides this reading, this edition also notes ~af-patraf!! as the variant in the 
other manuscripts ka, ga, gha and na. But the commentary K reads ~a¢-dalam, 
both in the Anandiisrama and the Adyar edition. On the other hand, the 
commentary S, which is not contained in the Anandiisrama edition, explains 
the original ~af-patraf!! with ~a¢-dalaf!1. 
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[There] is1012 respectfulness/humbleness (prasraya), cruelty, de
struction of pride/arrogance (garva) 1013, further (tatal:z param), de
lusion (murchti), disrespect, disbelief ( avi.SVtisa ). 1014 ( sl.123cd-124a) 

This is the abode of the power of desire (kama). (sl.124b) 

Comm Kon SR sl.122-123 

"Sviidhi~fhiina" (sl.122c). 1015 The second, six-petalled (~af!-dalarµ,) 

cakra called Sviidhi~fhiina is at the root of the genitals, above the 
Adhara Cakra. 

He mentions the fruits, respectfulness/humbleness etc., on its 
first/eastern etc. petals, respectively: "And of it" (sl.122d, asya 
ca). 1016 "[There] is disrespect" (sl.124a, ava.jiia syiit). This indication 
has justice (dharma) 1017 as the chief matter. 

Comm S on SR sl.122-123 

He relates the cakra known as Sviidhi~?hiina: "Sviidhi~fhiina" 

(sl.122a). Six-leaved (~af-patra'f!l), [namely] six-petalled (~atj-dalarµ,), 
whose form is a lotus. 

He relates the fruits of the six petals of this [cakra]: "And of it" 
(sl.122d, asya ca). Respectfulness/Humbleness (prairaya), [namely] 
modesty ( vinaya) is the fruit of the petal situated in the first/eastern 
direction. The meaning is that (iti) the self situated on it becomes 

1012 Optative syad. 
1013 The manuscript D reads garvo na§o instead of garvana§o. It would mean 

"pride, destruction". But with this variant, the number of the fruits would be 
seven, which has one too many. 

1014 AVALON 1924 (p.141) mentions a text titled Adhyiitmaviveka, which lists 
pra.fraya, avisvasa, avajna, murcha, sarvanasa and krurata (transcription has 
been modified by me) in this order. They are also mentioned in AV ALON 1913 
(introduction, lix.). They are identical to those mentioned by the SR, except for 
sarva-nasa instead of garva-nasa in the SR. The order of listing is reverse to 
that of the SR. 

1015 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) locates svadhi~tham iti after phalany aha. 
1016 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) lacks asya ca. 
1017 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads dhanniparo. The Adyar edition 

mentions it (p.62, variant 1). It would mean "has [someone] who has dhanna 
(dhannin "a just person") as the chief matter." The Anandiisrama edition 
(1896) notes the variant of ka., dhanniyoge, too. With this variant, it would 
mean, "This indication is for the Yoga/employment of a just person." 
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characterised by respectfulness/humbleness. Cruelty is adherence to 
evil deeds. Pride is the conception/imagination (bhiivana) of the 
superiority of the self; destruction of it (= pride). Delusion is an 
excess of confusion (moha). Disrespect is contempt. Disbelief is the 
state of being with doubt with regard to everything or being without 
confidence. This Svadhi-F!htina Cakra is the abode, the receptacle, of 
the power (sakti) producing desire. 

SR sl.124cd-126ab 

The ten-petalled cakra called Mm;,ipuraka 1018 is at/in the navel. 1019 

(sl.124cd) 
In this [cakra], [there] are1020, however, on the first/eastern etc. 

petals1021 , respectively: deep sleep (su-Fupti), thirst, jealousy, further 
slander, 
shame, fear, disgust (ghfl}ti), confusion, dullness (kaoFtiya), then1022 

depression. ( SlJ 25 abcd-126a) l OZ3 

And it (= the Ma"f}-ipuraka Cakra) is the abode of the sun1024• 

(sl.126b) 
The Anahata Cakra ("the cakra of the unstruck [sound]") is at/in 

1018 On the name of this cakra, the Dhyanabindiipani~ad states that the vital wind 
ascends and descends in the tube (nii(/(), piercing this cakra, like a thread 
piercing a bead (v.48cd-49ab: mal}ivat tantunii yatra viiyunii pilritarrz vapuf:z 
/48cdl tan niibhi-mal}{ialarrz cakram procyate ma1Jipiirakam /49ab/). For this 
cakra, also see the third pariccheda of the CakrakaumudI. 

1019 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads sanjnakam instead of sanjnitam. 
1020 Optative sg. syiid. 
1021 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads patre~u instead of patre tu. 
1022 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads ka~iiyo 'py avi~iiditii "dullness, too, 

non-depression" instead of ka~iiyo 'tha vi~iiditii. But the Adyar edition's 
reading seems to be correct, because the parallel in the Adhyatmaviveka also 
contains vi~iida. 

1023 The Adhyatmaviveka quoted by AV ALON 1924 (p.141) lists lajjii, pifunatii, 
frsyii, tr~IJii, su~upti, vi~iida, ka~iiya, moha, ghr1Jii and bhaya, in this order (also 
cf. AV ALON 1913, introduction, lix.). They are identical to the fruits 
mentioned by the SR. But the order of listing is the reverse of that of the SR. 

1024 The CakrakaumudI 4,2a: hrt-padmam bhiinu-dalarrz. 
AVALON 1924 (p.122) states that this is the cakra of fire. 
The Kubjikamatatantra (12,37-40ab), too, compares this cakra to the sun 
(HEILUGERS-SEELEN 1990, p.59). 
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the heart1025. (sl.126c) 
They regard (icchanti) that [cakra] endowed with twelve petals as 

the place of worship of Siva whose shape is pra1:zava (= the sacred 
sound Om). (sl.126d-127ab) 

They have sung these fruits of the self situated on the petal of the 
east etc.: 

Destruction of inconstancy1026, also clear1027 reasoning, the state 
of being repentant, (sl.127cd) 
hope (iisii) 1028, splendour/renown (prakasa), and consideration/anxiety 
(cinta), striving/desire (samfhii), further equanimity (samata), 
deceit/vanity (dambha), defectiveness/weakness (vaikalya), discern
ment, further egotism/the_consciousness_of_"I" (ahankrti), respect
tively.1029 (sl.128-129ab) 

Comm Kon SR sl.124cd-J 29ab 

Of the eight cakra-s called Ma1:zipuraka, Anahata, Visuddhi, Lalana, 
Ajna, Manas, Soma and Sahasrapatra at the eight places above it(= 

1025 In ~V 5,36,3, the heart connected with many radiating vessels is compared to a 
wheel (cakra). ZYSK 1993 (p.208, note 97) reports that the CA (siddhi., 9,4) 
inherited this Vedic simile, comparing the heart to the spokes in a hub 
(niibhylim arli iva). 

1026 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads laulyam prai:zliia/:i "inconstancy, 
destruction" instead of laulya-prai:ilifa/:i. With this variant, however, the 
number of the fruits which should be twelve would be thirteen. 

1027 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads kapata'!l instead of prakato. With this, 
it would mean, "fraud, also reasoning [ ... ]". On the other hand, the 
commentary S, which is not contained in the Anandasrama edition, reads 
prakata. 

1028 The manuscript gha. reads prai:iasa "destruction" instead of lisli. This is 
obviously a mistake, caused by prai:iafa/:i in the above line (sl.127c). 

1029 The Adhyatrnaviveka mentioned by AVALON 1924 (p.141) lists lisli, cintli, 
ce~tli, mamatli, dambha, vikalatli, ahanklira, viveka, lolatli, kapatatli, vitarka 
and anutlipa in this order (also cf. AVALON 1913, introduction, p. lx). The 
order of listing is the same as in the SR, though starting from a different point, 
namely from lisli. The terms are identical to those mentioned by the SR, except 
for ce~tli instead of samfhli in the SR; samatli instead of mamatli in the SR; 
kapatatli instead of prakatatli in the SR. Except for ce~tli, these deviations 
seem to be secondary. Like the Adhyatrnaviveka which reads kapatatli, the 
Anandasrama edition of the SR also contains kapata'!l. On the other hand, the 
Adhyatmaviveka does not contain a counterpart for prakli.§a of the SR. 
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Sviidhi~{hiina Cakra), [namely] the navel, the heart, the throat, the 
uvula, the middle of the brows, the forehead, the base/root (mu/a) of 
the hair and the aperture of Brahman respectively, he mentions the 
fruits separately for each petal, by the order [which has] the begin
ning with the first/eastern, according to the number of the petals 
contained in (gata) those cakra-s: "the ten-petalled at/in the navel" 
etc. (sl.124c, niibhau dasadalam). 1030 

Comm. S on SR sl.J 24cd-129ab 

He relates the Mat;ipuraka Cakra : "At/In the navel" (sl.124c, 
niibhau). 

He relates the fruits of this [cakra] on the first/eastern etc. petal: 
"Deep-sleep" (sl.125a, su~upti). Deep-sleep is the condition of 
cessation of the outer faculties/organs (biihyendriya,) and the mind. 
Thirst is covetousness. Jealousy is non-endurance of others' [good] 
qualities. Slander is pointing out1031 others' existent and non-existent 
faults. Shame [and] fear are explicit. Pity (ghpJii) is the wish to 
remove (prahii"!la) 1032 others' pain (du"f:tkha). 1033 Confusion is incomp
lete perception of objects even in an awake condition. Dullness is the 
state of being_the_abode_of_impurity/having_an_impure_mental_ 
disposition. Depression (vi~iiditii lit. "the state of a person with 

1030 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads -randhre~v a~rasu (with sandhi) instead 
of -randhre~u a~(asu (without sandhi); tat-tac-cakra-gai:iita-dala-sankhyayli 
instead of tac-cakra-gata-dala-sankhyayli. The Adyar edition does not mention 
these variants. 
The reading gai:iita here could be taken in the sense of "reckoned". Thus the 
variant would mean: "according to the number of the petals reckoned for 
this_and_that/each (tat-tac) cakra[s]". 

1031 The manuscript A reads -vacanam instead of -sucanam. It means 
"Speech/Speaking of other's existent[ ... ]". 

1032 The manuscript Breads praharai:ie 0 "to remove" instead of prahlii:te 0
• 

1033 The term ghri:ia might mean "disgust" and "pity". Of these two meanings, I 
prefer "disgust'', because the other fruits listed here, shame, fear etc., are all 
negative ones. But the commentary S seems to consider it to mean "pity". On 
the other hand, we could perhaps interpret duf:zkha-prahlii:iecchli as a dvandva 
compound. In this case, the gloss of the commentary S would mean, "the wish 
of others' pain (duf:zkha) and abandoning/neglecting (prahlii:ia)''. 
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depression") is pain with anxiety1034 . It, the Ma1Jipuraka Cakra, is the 
abode, [namely] the place, of the sun (bhii:tJ.U), [namely] of the vital 
wind (pra1Ja) called "sun" (surya). (Comm.Son SR sl.125 and 126) 

He relates the Anahata Cakra: "At/In the heart" (sl.126c, 
hrdaye). The place of worship of Siva whose shape is pra!Java, 
[namely] whose shape is Om. The meaning is that [one] should 
worship with [one's] mind the Supreme Lord situated in it (=the 
Anahata Cakra), meditating [on him]. 

He relates the fruits through the self's settling down on the 
twelve petals, [i.e.] the first/eastern [petal] etc.: "Inconstancy" 
(sl.127c, laulya). The state of the inconstant (Iola) is inconstancy 
(laulya); its destruction is immobility. "Clear" (prakata): 1035 

qualification1036 of reasoning through clearness. Reasoning (vitarka) 
is the reflection of acceptability of either of (lit. between) two 
[options]. The state of being repentant is the state of having 
remorse. Hope [means] longing for getting [an object] wished for. 
Splendour/Renown (prakiiia) is lack of hiding the form. Consider
ation [means] reflecting solely. Striving/Desire (samfhii) is the wish 
for preventing the unwanted/harmful. 1037 Equanimity is the consider
ation of all with absence of superiority or inferiority. Deceit/ vanity 
[means] carrying out a deed with disbelief for the sake of the 
conciliation/propitiation of people. Defectiveness/weakness is un
steadiness. Discernment [means] doing a work after reflecting 
thoroughly/ properly. Egotism/consciousness_of_"I" is the exertion 
of desiring to do, even when the work is unable [to be done]. 

1034 The manuscript B reads saficitafT! instead of sacintafT!. It would mean, 
"Depression is an accumulated pain". 

1035 I put it in [" "] because of iti. 
1036 The manuscripts A and B read kriyii-vise~ai:zam instead of vise~ai:iam. It would 

mean, "the qualification of the verb of reasoning through clearness". 
1037 The manuscript B reads 'niHani~thanirvrttrcchii instead of ani~ta-nivrttfcchii. It 

would mean, "[ ... ] the wish of ceasing (nirvrtti) related to (ni~tha) the 
unwanted/harmful". 
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SR sl.l 29cd-l 33ab 

At/In the throat is the place of Speech (Bharatf = Sarasvatf, the 
goddess of Speech), the sixteen-petalled Visuddhi. 1038 (sl.129cd) 

There, 
prm;ava1039, udgftha1040, huf!l-phat1041 , va~at1042, further svadha1043 , 

svaha1044, salutation (namas), ambrosia, the seven [musical] notes 
(svara), [i.e.] $a<f,ja etc., [and] poison1045 , 

such (iti) are the sixteen fruits when the self is situated on the 
first/eastern etc. petal. 1046 (sl.130-131 ab) 

The twelve-leaved/petalled cakra called Lalana1047 is at/in the 

1038 Cf. Cak:rakaumudI 5,lcd: kat:1{he padma'!l ~o<;lasara'!l svarai/:t ~o<;lasabhir 

yutam. 
1039 Pral)Qva is the sacred syllable om. 
1040 Udgftha is the chanting of the Slimaveda. 
1041 Hu1!1-pha{ is problematic, because it can be counted either as one or two fruits. 

Also see my footnote 1045 on "poison" in this verse, sl.130. 
1042 Va~a{. The exclamation used in making an oblation to a deity. 
1043 Svadhd. An exclamation uttered in offering an oblation to the deceased 

ancestors (pitr). 
1044 Svahd. An exclamation used in offering oblations to the gods. 
1045 The manuscript Dreads -daya/:t kramat "[[ ... ] ~a<;lja] etc., respectively" instead 

of -dayo vi~am. In this case, we would have to count hu'!l and pha{ as two 
separate fruits. Otherwise, the number of the fruits would be only fifteen. 

1046 This accords with the statement of AVALON 1924, p.141, "in the Vishuddha 
(sic.) the seven subtle "tones" Nishlida, Rishabha, Glindhlira, Sha<;lja, 
Madhyama, Dhaivata, Panchama; certain Bijas, Hling, Phat, Vaushat, Vashat, 
Svadhli, Svlihli, Namah; in the eighth petal "venom", and in the sixteenth 
"nectar" ". He does not give the reference, but it is presumably quoted from 
the Adhylitmaviveka, which is often referred to by AV ALON 1924, in 
discussing the fruits of the petals. AVALON 1913 (introduction, lxi.) also 
makes the same statement. 

1047 The Lalanii Cakra is not included in the six-cakra (+ Sahasrara) theory. 
AVALON 1924 (p.125) describes it, based on another text than the 
-5atcak:ranirupai:ia. 
According to AV ALON (ibid., p.125), the fruits in the petals of the Lalanii 
Cakra are iraddhd, santo~a, aparadha, dama, mana, sneha, suddhata, arati, 
sambhrama and iirmi. This list is almost identical to that given in the SR, 
although it contains some deviations. It has santo~a instead of to~a in the SR; 
dama instead of mada; suddhata instead of lubdhata. It lacks ioka and kheda of 
the SR. The list starts from sraddhd which is the tenth member of the list in the 
SR. Though AV ALON does not give the reference, it seems to be information 
contained in the Adhylitmaviveka. 
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uvula (gha1Jfikti). (sl.131cd) 
Intoxication (mada) 1048, pride, further affection, grief, distress/ 

weariness (kheda 1049), greediness, 
lack ofrejoicing/pleasure, and agitation, the wave [of infirmity], trust, 
satisfaction and being obstructive (sraddhti-to~oparodhitti"/:i) ioso 
(sl.132) 
are1051 the fruits on the petal of the east etc., in the La1anti Cakra. 
Thus (iti) [they say]. (sl.133ab) 

Comm Kon SR sl.129cd-l 33ab 

"Udgftha" is the second part of the Stiman, for [there are] five parts of 
the Stiman, namely (iti) prasttiva ("introduction") 1052 as the first, 
udgftha ("singing aloud") as the second, pratihtira ( lit. "beating 
back") as the third, upadrava (lit. "assault") as the fourth [and] 
nidhana (lit. "destruction/loss") as the fifth. 

"Prar;iava" is the making/pronouncing of Om, to be utilised at the 
beginning of the Udgftha. At/In the uvula (ghar;ifika), [means] at the 
root of the tongue. The wave (urmiti) is waves; craving for eating, 

Peculiarly, AVALON 1913 (introduction, lxii.) includes ioka and kheda in the 
above-mentioned list. The reason why these two terms are not mentioned in 
Av ALON 1924 is not clear. It might just be a mistake caused by his 
carelessness, because Av ALON 1924 lists only ten fruits, though at the same 
time he states that the Laland Cakra has twelve petals. 

1048 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads medo "fat" which is obviously a 
mistake. The editor himself corrects it into mado. 

1049 The Adyar edition (p.64, variant 3, 1 ed.) notes that the Anandasrama edition 
reads svehas ca instead of khedas ca. But the Anandasrama edition (1896) 
actually reads svedas ca "and sweat". This does not fit the context. 

1050 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads sraddhti to~oparodhitti (which means 
the same, otherwise "belief, being obstructive of satisfaction"), which is not 
noted by the Adyar edition. 
The manuscript D reads sraddhti dve~o virodhitti, "trust, hatred, anta
gonism/being_obstructive". 

1051 Optative syuJ:t. 
1052 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads pral}aval:z "the sacred syllable Om" 

instead of prasttiva. The Adyar edition does not note it. This variant seems to 
be a mistake caused by the pral}ava ity udgfthasyti 'dau in the line below. 
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craving for drinking, grief, confusion, old age [and] death are the six 
waves 1053 (oFaef-urmayaJ:i). 1054 

Comm. S on SR sl.129cd-133ab 

He relates the cakra called Visuddhi: "At/In the throat" (sl.129a, 
kal}{he). The place of Speech (Bhii.ratf): the place, the resort, of 
Speech (Bhii.ratf), of Sarasvafi. The meaning is that (iti) the deity of 
speech (vile), called/summoned there into existence (bhilvita), gives 
the might ( vaibhava) of speech. 

He relates the sixteen fruits of this cakra with regard to the self's 
situation on the first/eastern etc. petal: "There" (sl.130a, tatra). 
Pralµlva is the making/pronouncing of Om. Through the investiga
tion/arrangement of pral}Qva on the first/eastern leaf, the self attains 
the highest bliss (freyas). Udgitha is a particular division of the 
Silman. The meaning is that (iti) one should ponder over [the self] 
situated on the second petal, in the intentness/meditation (upilsana) 
upon udgftha. "Hu1f1-phaf'' is an indeclinable word (avyaya) with 
regard_to/during offering an oblation. 1055 "Va~a(' [is the same,] too. 
"Svadhii." is an indeclinable word with regard_to/during offering an 
oblation directed towards (uddeiena) the fathers. "Sviihii." is [the 
same] directed towards a deity. "Salutation" (namas) is an indeclin
able word with regard_to/during salutation (lit. "the making of 
namas"). The meaning is that (iti) these are to be pondered over on 
the respectable (tattad) petals. Ambrosia is nectar (pfyu-Fa). The 
meaning is that (iti) the self situated on that petal becomes pleased as 
if bathed/overflowed with nectar. The seven [musical] notes, [i.e.] 
$ag,ja etc.: $aef,ja, lJ..oFabha, Gilndhilra, Madhyama, Paficama, 
Dhaivata [and] NioFilda. Their respective (tilni tilni) petals are the 

1053 I.e. the six waves of human infirmity. The dictionary of Apte quotes the 
Bhii.gavatapurlll,Ia 10,70, 17: §oka-mohau jara-mrtyu lqut-pipiise ~at;l-ilrmaya/:t I 
priivi§ad yan nivi~!iiniif!! na santy aliga ~at;l-iirmayaJ:i II. 
This term is mentioned for the first time in the Brhadii.rai:iyakopani~ad 3,5 (cf. 
HALBFASS 2000, p.61). 

1054 Ormi/:t ilrmayo 'saniiyii- [ ... ] -marai:ziini ~at;l-ilrmaya/:t. The Anandii.srama 
edition (1896) lacks the foremost word, ilrmi/:t. 

1055 The manuscript A reads pradiine~v ayam instead of pradiine avyayam. It reads 
the same for the next gloss svadheti (variant 7). But there is no variant for 
nama iti namaskiire avyayam, below. 
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[respective] places of intentness/meditation (upasana,). Poison is to 
be explained like ambrosia. The meaning is that (iti) the self situated 
on the petal of poison becomes pained. 

He relates the cakra called Lalana: "Called Lalana" (sl.131a, 
lalanakhyam). The gha~fika [means] the nape of the neck (ava{u). 
He relates the fruits on the petals of this [cakra]: "Intoxication" 
(sl.132a, mada). Intoxication (mada) [means] being intoxicated 
(mattata). Pride [means] not seeing/caring_for what is to be done and 
what is not to be done, due to the notion of [one's] superiority. 
Affection (sneha) is attachment/fondness (snigdhata). Grief (Joka) 
is the pain whose cause is known. Distress/Weariness (kheda) is the 
pain whose cause is unknown. Greediness is the excess of longing. 
Lack of rejoicing/pleasure is anxiety (udvega) even with regard to 
the means of pleasure. Agitation (sambhrama) is flurry (avega). The 
waves [of infirmity] are six, well-known in the six traditional 
scriptures (agama) and theoretical works (sastra) (or: six agama
sastra-s): "Craving to eat as well as craving to drink, grief and 
confusion, aging and dying: these are (iti) the six waves, established 
together in the vital_wind (priiJJa), consciousness (buddhi) [and] the 
body. 1056" 

Trust is the consciousness of the existence [of the other world]. 
Satisfaction (to~a)1057 is well-known. Being obstructive is impolite
ness (adak~i1Jya) 1058 • 

SR sl.J 33cd-J 45ab 

In the middle of the eyebrows is the three-petalled1059 cakra called 
Ajna. 

1056 The mala text (SR sl.132c) contains sg. armi/:t, while the comm. S pl. armaya/:t 
as the pratfka.. 
The manuscript A (variant 4) reads priir.za-buddhir dehe~u instead of priir.za
buddhi-dehe~u. 

1057 The manuscript A reads ro~a/:t "rage", and the manuscript B reads do~a/:t 

"defect", instead of to~a/:t. 
1058 The Adyar edition gives uparodhitii diilqir.zyam. But I take this to be a printing 

mistake and modify it to uparodhitii g_diilqir.zyam, although the Adyar's reading 
could be correct, if uparodhitii means "protection/favor". 

1059 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads dvidalarri "two-petalled" instead of 
tridalarri. This does not fit the context at all. 
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[Its] fruits, however, (sl.133cd) 
are deemed [to be] the manifestations1060 of sattva, rajas and tamas 
respectively. 1061 

Even after that [cakra] 1062 is/exists (asti) a_six-petalled cakra, 
[i.e.] ["]the mind["] (i.e., the six-petalled Manas Cakra). 1063 

Its fruits, however, are (sl.134) 
thus (iti): sleep/dream (svapna) and enjoyment of tastes 1064, smell, 
getting ( = perception) of shape, touching and perception of sound, on 
the first/eastern etc. petals. (sl.135) 

It is proclaimed that (iti) even after that [cakra] [is] the sixteen
petalled Soma Cakra. 

Sixteen kalii-s 1065 are established together on its sixteen1066 petals. 
(sl.136) 

The[se] fruits arise, of the individual self (jfva) situated on (lit: 

1060 The Adyar edition notes the variant of C.E. which reads singular, iivirbhiiva/:t 
andmata/:t. 

1061 The fruits of the petals of the Ajnii Cakra and Manas Cakra mentioned here 
accord with those listed in the Adhyatmaviveka which is referred to by 
AVALON 1924, p.141 (also see AVALON 1913, introduction, lxiii.). The fruits 
of the petals of the Manas Cakra are listed in the order reverse to that of the 
SR: iabda-jniina, sparia-jniina, riipa-jniina, iighrii!Jopalabdhi, rasopabhoga 
and svapna. 
It is remarkable that the SR and the Adhyatmaviveka are parallel to each other, 
in the statement on the Manas Cakra which is not included in the popular six
cakra (+ Sahasriira) system. This fact indicates that the cakra system of the 
Adhyatmaviveka is the same one as that of the SR. 

1062 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads ato instead of tato. 
1063 The Manas Cakra and Soma Cakra are not included in the six-cakra 

(+Sahasriira) system of the ~atcakra-nirupai:ia. AVALON's (1924, pp.130--131) 
description of these two cakra-s is based on the Adhyatmaviveka. AV ALON 
(ibid.) mentions it on p.158, too. 

1064 The manuscripts ka., ga. and lia. read rasopayoga instead of rasopabhoga. But 
obviously rasopayoga "employment of tastes" does not fit the context. 

1065 The term kalii "a small part of something", "a bit" or "a sixteenth part" may 
mean "a digit of the moon", because the digits of the moon are deemed sixteen. 
This term presumably occurs here because soma is associated with the moon. 
According to AVALON 1913 (introduction, lxii.; lxiii.), the Soma Cakra and 
Lalanii Cakra are called Kalli Cakra-s in some other Tantras. 

1066 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads ~o<J,aie~v instead of ~o<J,aiasv. But it is 
grammatically incorrect, unless derived from ~o<J,aia- "sixteenth", which 
makes no sense here. 
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going to) the first/eastern etc. petals: 1067 (sl.138) 
Pity, tolerance, straightness, patience (dhairya), detachment, firm

ness/resolution (dhrti) and cheerfulness1068, laughter, the heaping_up/ 
collection (nicaya) of thrill [of joy or horror] (lit. "thrill_of_ hairs/ 
horripilation"), the tear of meditation 1069 , further steadiness 1070 , 

(sl.137) 
earnestness, striving, transparency/pureness (acchatva) 1071 , generosity 
and fixedness/concentration, respectively. 1072 

The thousand-petalled (Sahasrapatra) cakra holding ambrosia1073, 

1067 The Adyar edition notes the variant of C.E. (Calcutta edition, cf. On the 
editions of SR), phalam bhidyanti instead of phaliini udyanti. Though phalam 
bhidyanti is grammatically incorrect, it perhaps refers to the piercing of the 
fruits [with the tail of the kundalinf], when the self is situated on the eastern 
petal etc. (The verb .f bhid "t~. pierce" is also contained in the commentary K 
on SR sl.120-129.) 

1068 The Anandii.srama edition (1896) reads vairiigyadhrtisammadii/.z instead of 
vairiigyaf!I dhrti-sammadau. The meaning is the same. 

1069 For the thrill of the hairs and the tear of meditation, see Kubjikii.matatantra 
11,94cd-98ab (HEILUGERS-SEELEN 1990), "For the Visuddhi are mentioned 
sixteen states which are perceptible (pratya~a), such as a flow of tears and the 
thrilling of the hair". 

1070 The manuscript 1ia. reads dhyiina-susthiratii "Much steadiness of meditation". 
1071 The manuscript C reads giimbhfrya-madam auddhatya "earnestness and 

intoxication, arrogance"; the manuscript D reads udyamojastvam "striving and 
being/having ojas". 
The Anandii.Srama edition (1896) reads udyamocchratvam, though the Adyar 
edition does not note it. The editor himself modifies it into uddyamo 
'cchatvam. 

1072 According to AV ALON 1924, p.141, the Adhyii.tmaviveka lists krJJii, mrdutii, 
dhairya, vairiigya, dhrti, sampad, hiisya, romiiii.ca, vinaya, dhyiina, susthiratii, 
giimbhfrya, udyama, a~obha, audiirya and ekiigratii. The order is the same as 
that in the SR. The terms mentioned here are almost the same as in the SR, 
except for mrdutii instead of ~amiirjava in the SR; sampad instead of 
sammada in the SR; vinaya instead of nicaya in the SR; dhyiina and susthiratii 
instead of dhyiiniisru and sthiratii in the SR; a~obha instead of acchatva in the 
SR. 
The Adhyii.tmaviveka's readings, vinaya for SR nicaya and dhyiinasusthiratii 
for SR dhyiiniifru sthiratii might be mistakes, as there is a parallel for the thrill 
of the hairs and the tear (see my footnote 1069 on SR sl.137). 

1073 The manuscript gha. reads sudhiidhare instead of sudhiidharam. In this case, it 
would qualify brahma-randhre, i.e. "the thousand-petalled cakra, however, is 
at the aperture of Brahman holding ambrosia". 
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however, is at the aperture of Brahman 1074• 

With the streams of the essence of ambrosia, it (tad) augments 
the body. (sl.139) 

The individual self (jfva), situated at the first/eastern, at the 
eighth, further at the eleventh and at the twelfth petal of the Anahata 
[Cakra], attains the perfection of song etc. (sl.140)1075 

Through the fourth, sixth and tenth petals, song etc. are (lit. "is") 
destroyed. 

But the eight petals of the Visuddhi [Cakra] beginning with the 
eighth, resorted to [by the individual self], give the complete per
fection of song etc. The sixteenth is its(= song's) destroyer. (sl.142ab) 

The tenth and eleventh petals in 1076 the Lalana [Cakra], however, 
are givers of perfection. (sl.142cd) 1077 

They (i.e. the wise ones) know the first, fourth and fifth petals as 
destroyers1078• (sl.143ab) 

The individual self (jfva), situated at the aperture of Brahman, 
satisfied as if inundated with ambrosia, perfects1079 the actions of 
song etc. with excellence. ( sl.144ab) 10so 

1074 Brahman, the Supreme Principle. WlflTE 1996 translates brahmarandhra as 
the "cleft of Brahman". 

1075 The Anandlisrama edition (1896) reads 'vasthito "situated/fixed" instead of ca 
sthito. The meaning is the same. 

1076 The manuscript D has a genitive (lalanliylis) instead of the locative 
( lalanliyli1J1). 

1077 The Anandlisrama edition (1896) reads susiddhide "givers of good perfection" 
instead of tu siddhide. Besides this, the Adyar edition notes also the variant of 
C.E. (Calcutta edition, cf. On the editions of SR) siddhaye "for the sake of 
perfection". 

1078 The Adyar edition notes that the commentary S reads nliianf instead of 
nlisakiini (for nliianalJl of the milla text). But actually nliianf does not occur in 
the commentary S at all. However, on p.68, the variant nlisanauti of the 
manuscripts A and B is given, which can be explained as a mistake for nlisanfti 
(for nlisakiinfti). 

1079 Optative slidhayet. For the function of the optative, cf. footnote 1 on the 
Introduction to the English translation. 
The Anandlisrarna edition (1896) reads kiirayet "makes" instead of sadhayet 
"perfects". 

1080 The Anandlisrama edition (1896) reads yada instead of yathli. "When (yadli) 
the individual self, situated at the aperture of Brahman, is inundated with 
ambrosia, [it], satisfied (tu.$fO), perfects the work of song etc. with excellence." 
The manuscripts ka., kha., ga. and gha. read yathli. 
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Situated on the remaining petals of these [cakra-s] and in the 
other cakra-s, 
the individual self (jfva) never attains the complete perfection of song 
etc. 1081 (sl.145ab) 

(SR sl.145cd belongs to the next part of the text.) 

Comm Kon SR sl.133-145 

The tear of meditation: 1082 The tear of meditation is the tear born 
from meditation. 

Comm.Son SR sl.133-145 

He relates the three-petalled Ajfiii. Cakra: "In the middle of the 
eyebrows" (sl.133c. bhrumadhye). He relates its fruits: "The mani
festations" (sl.134a. avirbhava/:i). On the first petal is the manifest
ation of sattva, on the second petal is the manifestation of rajas, on 
the third petal is the manifestation of tamas. 

He relates the six-petalled cakra named Manas: "After that" 
(sl.134c. tata/:i). The Manas Cakra is the cakra whose appellation is 
["]Mind["] (manas). The appellation ["]Mind["] in that [case] is, 
however, because of the location/situation of the mind. 1083 He 
mentions the fruits: "Its fruits" (sl.134d. tat-phalani). Sleep/Dream 
is the state of sleeping. Enjoyment of tastes1084 is the enjoyment of 
the taste[s] of food. 1085 Smell [means] knowing smell. Getting (= 
perception) of form is seeing. Touching [means] the knowing 

1081 C.E. (Calcutta edition, cf. On the editions of SR) reads anye~vavasthital_z instead 
of anye~u ca sthital_z. The meaning remains unchanged, with avasthital_z 
meaning "situated, fixed". 

1082 The Adyar edition repeats dhyiiniifru twice, while the Anandasrama edition 
(1896) lacks the first of these. 

1083 Or else: "But (tu) the name of "mind" is because of the mind's settling there 
(tatra)". 
The manuscript E reads tasya instead of tatra. 

1084 The manuscripts A and B read rasopayoga instead of rasopabhoga. But these 
two manuscripts seem to read rasopabhogas ca for the mula text (SR sl.135a). 
In contrast to that, the manuscripts ka., ga. and na. read rasopayogas ca for the 
mula text. 

1085 The manuscript Breads rasanarri annarasasyopa 0 instead of annarasasyopa 0
, 

"tasting, enjoying of the taste of food." 
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whose means (kara1:ia) is the faculty/organ (indriya) skin. 1086 Per
ception of sound is hearing. 

He relates the cakra called Soma: "After that [cakra]" (sl.136a, 
tataJ:i). Even after that, [namely] in the upper region. He relates the 
fruits of the individual self (jfva) through location/situation upon its 
(= the Soma Cakra's) first/eastern etc. petals: "Pity" (sl.137a, k[[Ja). 
Pity is regard (apek-Fa) to showing favour to others. Tolerance/ 
Forgiveness is the absence of anger even when a reason of anger 
exists. Straightness is the state of having a non-crooked intellect 
(buddhi). Patience is having a consciousness (cetas) which has not 
wavered/faltered. Detachment is the cognition (buddhi) of the in
essentiality of the world. Firmness/Resolution (dhrti) is holding 
(dharm:ia). 1087 Cheerfulness is gladness (har-Fa). [The expressions], 
beginning with laughter, ending with earnestness, are well-known. 
Striving (udyama) is effort (udyoga). Transparency/Pureness is 
having a non-turbid mind. Generosity is bravery in granting by 
nature. Fixedness/Concentration [means] being fixed on a single 
object (ekatanatva). 

He relates another cakra: "Cakra" (sl.139a, cakraf!l). Holding 
ambrosia (sudhii), [namely] the holder of ambrosia (amrta). 1088 He 
relates its function: "It" (sl.140, tad). Relating the individual self's 
(jfva) fruits in settling on these_and_those/the_respective petals of 
these cakra-s, he says [on each petal's] appointed utility: "The 
Anahata" (sl.140, anahata-). 

The individual self (JTva), situated at the first/eastern (piirve) 
- piirve [means] situated on the eastern side or the first - and 
eighth etc. petal, of the Anahata Cakra, attains the perfection of 

1086 The manuscript A reads indriye kararµikaf!!; B reads indriye kiirar,iakaf!!. In the 
case of A, it would mean "the knowledge/knowing, whose means (karar,ia) is 
in the organ/faculty (indriya) skin." In the case of B, "the knowledge/knowing, 
whose cause (kiirar,ia) is in the organ/faculty skin." 

1087 The manuscripts A and B read tasyii dhrti/:t instead of dhrfil:1. It could mean, 
"maintenance/firmness (dhrti) of it(= saf!!Siira-asiiratii-buddhi)". This variant 
might be possible if we adopt, for the mula text, the variant of the 
Anandlisrama edition (1896), the compound vairiigya-dhrti-, instead of 
vairiigyaf!! dhrti- in the Adyar edition. 

1088 The text sudhiidharam mrtadhiirakam is obviously a mistake for sudhiidharam 
amrtadhiirakam. 
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song etc., [namely] obtains the perfection of song, dance1089 [and] 
instrumental [music], or else longs for them. 1090 When the individual 
self (jfva) is situated at the fourth, sixth and tenth petals, song etc. 
are destroyed. "Of the Viiuddhi" (sl.141c, visuddher): When the 
individual self (jfva) is established on the eight petals, beginning 
with the eighth, of the cakra named Viiuddhi, song etc. are per
fected.1091 When [it] abides on the sixteenth petal, they are destroyed. 
He relates the individual self's (jfva) perfection or imperfection of 
song etc., with regard to [its] abiding on a particular petal of the cakra 
called wlanii: "The tenth" (sl.142a, da§ama). The two petals, 
namely (iti) the tenth and the eleventh, become givers of the 
perfection of song etc. The knowers of the Yogasiistra-s know that 
(iti) the first etc. are, however, destroyers of song etc. He relates the 
perfection of song etc. of the individual self (jfva) through its abiding 
at the aperture of Brahman: "The aperture of Brahman" (sl.143a, 
brahmarandhra-). Being situated at the aperture of Brahman, 
having reached the cessation (nirvrti) as if bathed with ambrosia, 
satisfied 1092 , [i.e.] without longing, the individual self (JTva) 
perfects1093 , [i.e.] brings about, song etc. Thus relating the perfecting 
and destroying petals of song etc., 1094 he relates the common [petals]: 
"Of these" (sl.144c, e-Fiim). The meaning is that (iti): Situated on the 
remaining petals, [i.e.] on the ones other than the perfecting and 
destroying [ones], of these cakra-s called Aniihata, Visuddhi and 
wlanii, and in the other cakra-s, [i.e.] in [the cakra-s] other than 

1089 The manuscript B reads nrttya instead of nrtta. But I prefer the reading nrtta 
(see my footnote 361 on SR sl.1, nrtta "dance"). 

1090 The commentary perhaps read saf!1,Sthito for ca sthito of the mala text. 
The manuscripts A and Bread dale parvadale instead of dale parve. 
The manuscript A reads sthito instead of saf!1,Sthito. The A reads pratikar~ati 
"to reject" instead of abhila~ati, though it does not fit the context. 

1091 The commentator paraphrases the verse by using the original expressions. The 
expression gftiidi siddhyate is the gloss to the original, dadyur gftiidi
saf!1,Siddhif!!. 

1092 The commentary contains plutaJ:t and sant~fo instead of samplutaJ:t and tu~fo 
of the mula text. 

1093 Optative siidhayet. 
1094 The manuscript A reads tad-daliini ca "the petals of them (= the cakra-s)" 

instead of ca daliini. 
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Visuddhi etc., [namely] in the MatJipuraka Cakra etc., the individual 
self (JTva) is indifferent with regard to the perfection of song etc. 

SR sl.J 45cd-J 501095 

Upward by two fingers from the base (adhara) 1096 [and] downward by 
two fingers from the penis (mehana), (sl.145cd)1097 

is the dehamadhya (lit. "middle of the body"), one finger [in breadth], 
whose lustre is [that of] heated/melted gold1098. 

A slender flame of fire is situated there. 1099 ( sl.146abc) 
At nine fingers from that cakra1100 is the lump/bulb (kanda) 1101 of 

1095 The theory dealt with in SR sl.145cd- l 63ab is different from the theory of the 
cakra-s explained by the foregoing verses (up to sl.145ab). Passages parallel to 
SR sl.145cd-163ab are contained in the fourth chapter entitled 
Sariravyavacchedavidyii of the Yogayiijiiavalkya (YY) (cf. Situating the text 
§2.3., "Parallelism of SR and YY"). 

1096 The term adhiira here denotes something else than the Adhiira Cakra 
mentioned in SR sl.120. The Yogayajiiavalkya (YY) mentions the areas of the 
body which are important for the kut:t<falf. These areas overlap the cakra-s of 
Hathayoga, but the YY does not call them cakra-s, except for the navel cakra. 
Cf. Situating the text §2.3.6., "Cakra in YY and its parallel in SR" and 
GEENENS 2000, p.202. 

1097 YY 4,14 might be a parallel: gudat tu dvy-aligulad urdhvam adho met;/,hrac ca 
dvy-aligulat I deha-madhyaf!I tayor madhyaf!I [ ... ]II. "[ ... ] le centre du corps I 
est a deux doigts au-dessus de l'anus I et a deux doigts au-dessous du sexe, I 
juste au milieu entre les deux." (GEENENS 2000's translation). The YY 
contains the term guda "anus" instead of adhiira "base". GEENENS ibid., p.79, 
reports that YY 4,45 considers the area of the anus to be the base of the tubes 
which radiate from it. 

1098 The termjambunada literally means "gold from the Jamba river". 
1099 YY 4,llbc and 13ab are parallel to this. YY 4,llcd, dehamadhye iikhi

sthiinaf!I tapta-jambunada-prabham. YY 4,13ab tan-madhye tu iikhii tanvf .Siva 
ti~(hati pavakf. GEENENS 2000 translates, "La flamme mince, ou le feu, est 
toujours la I au milieu, chez tous ceux-la." I presume that the edition he used 
contains a term meaning "toujours", supposedly sada, instead of .Siva. As a 
matter of fact, Brahmiinanda's commentary on the Hathayogapradipikii, 3,66 
quotes YY 4,llcd-13ab, reading sada instead of .Siva. 

1100 YY 4,16 which is parallel to this verse (see below) states "nine fingers from 
the middle of the body" (deha-madhyan navaligulam). According to this, "that 
cakra" of the SR is the dehamadhya ("the middle of the body"). 
SHRINGY 1999 presents two possibilities of interpretation: "that cakra" might 
be either adhiira (SR sl.145c) or dehamadhya. He prefers the latter. The 
commentary S also mentions the two possibilities. 
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the body, four fingers in elevation/thickness and width. (sl.146d-
147ab)1102 

Its name is mentioned as "the knot of Brahman" (brahma
granthi) by the ancient ones. (sl.147cd)1103 

But in its middle, the twelve-spoked Nabhi ("navel") Cakra1104 is 
situated. ( sl.148ab) Jl05 

The evidence suggests, however, that "that cakra" can be nothing but the 
Niibhi Cakra, because only the navel is called cakra in the old theory of Yoga 
which the YY deals with (cf. Situating the text §2.3.6.). 

1101 The Hathayogapradipikii makes a different statement that the kanda is situated 
between the penis and navel, cf. AVALON 1924, p.151. The -5atcakranirupai:ia 
sl.1 also locates the kanda in the same area. Its commentary explains that the 
kanda is the root of all the tubes (na¢l); its root (kandamala) is situated two 
fingers above the anus and two fingers below the penis; it has the shape of a 
bird's egg and has the width of four fingers (cf. AVALON 1924, translation, 
p.4 and p.7). 
The same statement is also made by the Dhyiinabindupani~ad (in the 
Yogopani~ad) v.50cd (p.198): urdhvam me¢hro adho niibhe/:t kando yo 'sti 
khaga1,1¢avat 150cdl tatra na¢ya/:t samutpannii/:t sahasrii1,1i dvisaptati/:t I te~u 

na¢f-sahasre~u dvisaptatir udahrta 1511. 
1102 YY 4,16 is parallel to SR sl.147ab: YY 4,16 kanda-sthiinam man~ya1,1iil!l 

deha-madhyiin naviingulam I caturangulam utsedham ayiimal!l ca tathavidham 
II. "Chez l 'homme, l 'emplacement du Balbe de vie I est a neuf doigts au-dessus 
du centre du corps. I Sa longueur est de quatre doigts, I et sa largeur de meme 
proportion" (GEENENS 2000's translation). 
When compared with the YY, the variant of C.E. (Calcutta edition?, cf. On the 
Editions of SR) noted by the Adyar edition, 0 ndohyutsadhoyanniibhyiil!l, is 
obviously a mistake. 

1103 C.E. reads 0 ktam asya instead of 0 ktal!l tasya. The meaning remains 
unchanged. 
The YY has no parallel to SR sl.147cd. 
For the term brahma-granthi, cf. AV ALON 1924, p.151. It is mentioned again 
in the next chapter (SR 1,3, sl.4a). 

1104 The Navel Cakra (niibhi-cakra) is different from the Ma1,1ipuraka Cakra 
mentioned in SR sl.124. The Navel Cakra belongs to the old theory of Yoga. 
This theory is different from the cakra theory dealt with in SR sl.120-145ab, 
as already noted (cf. Situating the text §2.3.6.). 

1105 YY 4,18 is parallel to SR sl.148ab: tan-madhyal!l nabhir ity uktal!l nabhau 
kanda-samudbhava/:t I dviidasiira-yutal!l tac ca tena deha/:t prati~thita/:t II 
(Trivandrum edition). GEENENS 2000's translation is, "On affirme que le 
nombril est juste au milieu du ventre. I La se trouve l'origine des Roues. I 
L'une part peut etre comparee a une Roue I qui a douze rayons. Sur elle le 
corps est fixe." The edition which GEENENS ibid. consulted seems to read the 
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There, this individual self (jfva) wanders about like a spider1106 

situated in a net of [spider] threads. (sl.148cd)1107 

It ascends through the Su~umna to the aperture of Brahman, [and] 
descends. (sl.149ab )11os 

The individual self is mounted on the vital wind (pral}ll) like an 
acrobat (kohtarika) 1109 on a rope. mo (sl.149cd)1lll 

text differently, as shown by the fact that the Trivandrum edition consulted 
here contains no expression corresponding to "l'origine des Roues". GEENENS 
(ibid. p.202 and 218) reports that the old theory of the YY mentions only the 
navel cakra (cf. Situating the text §2.3.6.). 

1106 This simile of a spider occurs in Brhadar3..1.1yakopani~ad 2,1,90. For the 
occurrences of this simile in Tantric texts, cf. AVALON 1924, p.153. He refers 
to the second verse of the ~atcakraniriip3..1.1a stating that the tube (nlirjl) called 
Citrit:if which is situated inside the Su~umnli tube, is as fine as the thread of a 
spider (liitli-tantiipameyli). 
The simile of a spider is also mentioned by KANE 1990 (p.447), as contained 
in the YS and Sankara's Sarirakabha~ya. 
Intriguingly in Brhatkathaslokasailgraha 17, 140, tantu-cakra is used as 
meaning "a mass of webs"; it describes a vffJli, whose body is filled with webs 
inside, cf. ZIN 2004, p.329. 

1107 YY 4,19 is parallel to SR sl.148cd: cakre 'smin bhramate jfval_z pu1Jya-plipa
pracodital_z I tantu-pifijara-madhyastho yathli bhramati liitikal_z II (Trivandrum 
ed.). GEENENS translates "A partir de la se meut l'ame individuelle, I 
mobilisee en effet par le bien et par le mal. I Comme une araignee prete a 
courir sur le fil, I tapie au milieu de sa toile." 

1108 The Adyar edition notes the variant of the Anandasrama edition (1896), 
s~umnliyli. But in reality, the Anandasrama edition contains the same reading 
as in the Adyar edition. Besides, the Anandasrama edition notes that the 
manuscript gha. lacks SR sl.148cd. 
The manuscript D reads rajjvli instead of rajjviif!!. 

1109 The acrobat (kohllitika) is mentioned in the SR's seventh chapter on dancing: 
"The kohlti(ika is accepted to be one who can carry a heavy burden, who is 
well versed in bhramarikli etc., who is clever in rope-walking, who is an expert 
in dancing with a dagger, and who is clever in using weapons." (SR sl.1330--
1331, translated by RAJA & BURNIER 1976, p.199). In SR sl.149cd, it means a 
rope-walker. 

1110 The manuscript D reads rajjvli instead of rajjvlif!!. 
1111 To SR sl.149, no parallel is found in YY, though YY 4,23-24 deals with a 

similar topic. 
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Beginning from the lump/bulb (kanda) to the aperture of 
Brahman, 1112 tubes (na4i) 1113 around the Su~umnii, situated forming a 
lump/bulb1114, spread over (tanvate) the body (tanu), the lump/bulb,1115 

through branches.1116 (sl.150)1117 

Comm Kon SR sl.J 45cd-J 501118 

He mentions the place and the nature1119 of the knot of Brahman, 
which is (bhiUa) the root of the multitude/totality of tubes (nii4l) 
maintaining the body: "By two fingers from the base (iidhiira)" 
(sl.145c, iidhiiriid dvyaliguliid). From the base (iidhiira), [namely] 

1112 D reads akandad instead of kandad a. "As far as the bulb (kanda), from the 
aperture of Brahman". 

1113 The term na¢r originally means "the tubular stalk of any plant". It also means 
"flute" in ~V 10,135,7; Kathakasarphitii 23,4,5 and 34,5,6. In Kathaka 12,10, it 
means "drinking-straw". In summary, the term na¢r seems to denote a tubular 
vessel in which fluids flow. 
For the term na¢rin a medical context, cf. JOLLY, p.109; DAS 2003A, p.560, 
on nii.¢r. 
But the na¢r in SR sl.145cd-163ab which is parallel to the YY should be 
understood in a Hathayogic context. For na¢r in Hathayoga, cf. AV ALON 
1924, pp.111-117. 

1114 Prii.rJ.a is mentioned as being situated in the middle of the body in SB 7,1,2,13 
(WEBER's ed., p.576, 1.4), prii.rJ.o madhyamatma "The breath is in the middle of 
the body". Also cf. SB 7,3,1,2 (WEBER's ed., p.587, 1.11), ayam atman prii.IJO 
madhyataJ:t. 

1115 The commentary S contains kro¢rkrtya instead of kandrkrtya of the mula text. 
1116 SU siirira., 7,23 compares the navel to the bulb (kanda) of a lotus: vyapnuvanty 

abhito deharri nabhitaJ:t prasrtaJ:t siraJ:t I pratanaJ:t padminr-kandad bisadrnarri 
yathii. jalam. 

1117 The YY does not have a parallel to SR sl.150, although YY 4,25 mentions the 
tubes (nii.¢1) which are situated around the S~umna, in the dehamadhya 
(kanda-madhye sthita na¢r su~umneti prakrrtita I ti~thanti parita/:t sarvas cakre 
'smin na¢i-saiijiiakii.J:t). 

1118 The editor of the Adyar edition falsely separates SR sl.145cd from sl.146ab, 
although they actually seem to be a pair. But both commentators correctly 
begin with explaining sl.145cd. 

1119 The Anandiisrama edition (1896, p.28) reads vii. instead of caha. The Adyar 
edition does not note it. "The place or (vii.) nature of the knot of Brahman [ ... ] . ". 
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from the Adhara Cakra, which is (bhuta) the limit. 1120 "Dehamadhya" 
("the middle of the body"). (sl.146a): The dehamadhya (= middle 
of the body), because of its being situated in the middle of the upper 
and lower parts of the body. "From that cakra" (sl.146d. cakrat 
tasmiit). From the cakra of the dehamadhya (=middle of the body), 
[which is] the limit. 1121 "The knot of Brahman" (sl.147c): The knot 
of Brahman because of being the abode of (lit. "being stepped upon 
by") Brahman. In its middle, [namely] in the middle of the knot of 
Brahman. The twelve-spoked Nabhi Cakra 1122 : that whose spokes are 
twelve; thus [it] is said. The net of [spider] thread is an example of 
the Nabhi Cakra because of [its] having the shape of an assemblage 
of tubes (natj,l) whose nature is extension [and] expansion. Forming a 
lump/bulb: making [something which is] not a lump/bulb into a 
lump/bulb. "[The suffix] cvi with regard to (= in the case of) 
becoming that (tadbhava) which was not [before]" (Pfu:).ini 5,4,50, 
Kasika accepts abhutatadbhave as part of the sutra.) And those tubes 
(natj,l) spread over (tanvate) the body (tanu), [i.e.] the form of the 
body (deha), [namely] the lump/bulb, [which is] made into a 
lump/bulb, through their/its own branches. 1123 

1120 This commentary misunderstands the proper meaning of the term adhtira. It 
simply means "the base area of the body" in the context here, cf. my footnote 
1096 on SR sl.145c adhtira. 
The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads adhtirad ity instead of adhtirad. The 
Adyar edition does not note it. 

1121 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads deha-madhya-cakrad avadher and 
brahmiidhi~thitatvad in one line, lacking brahmagranthir between them. This 
obviously does not fit the context. The Adyar edition does not note this. 

1122 The Anandasrama edition (1896) contains nabhir eva cakraf!! after 
nabhicakraf!!. This is not contained in the Adyar edition. It means "Nabhi 
Cakra (Navel Cakra): the very navel is a cakra." 

1123 Svasakhtibhi/:t could qualify either the tubes or the bulb. 
Instead of kandaf!!, the Adyar edition notes the variant of the Anandiisrama 
edition, kandasya (cf. Adyar ed., p.69, variant 2). But in reality, the 
Anandiisrama edition does not contain this variant, but reads the same as the 
Adyar. 
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Comm. S on SR sl.l 45cd-150 

He relates the place of the flame of fire: "From the Adhiira/base"1124 

(sl.145a, adharad). In the region upward by the measure of two 
fingers from the Adhara Cakra [and] in the region downward by the 
measure of two fingers from the penis (mehana), the place of the 
genitals, is the gold-coloured dehamadhya, whose size is one finger, 
[namely] the middle (madhya) region of the body (deha). There, a 
slender, [namely] thin, flame of fire is situated. At nine fingers, 
[namely] at the distance of nine fingers, from that cakra, [namely] 
from the dehamadhya or from the Adhara. 

He relates the knot of Brahman: "Of the body" (sl.147a, 
dehasya). The lump/bulb of the body (deha), [namely] the body 
frame (sarfra), is the cause of extension. Elevation/Thickness is 
long increase. Situated at the navel, [and] whose measure is four 
fingers. Its name is "the knot of Brahman". 

"In its middle" (sl.145a. tanmadhye). In the middle of it, 
[namely] of the knot of Brahman, is the twelve-petalled cakra called 
Niibhi ("navel") Cakra. A spider (lutr) is a spider (un:ianabha, lit. 
"the one whose navel is [of] wool"). Like it, the individual self 
wanders about there. 

"Through the Su~umnii" (sl.149a. su~umnaya). The Su~umnii is 
the tube (na<jl) extended from the Adhara as far as the aperture of 
Brahman. Through it (= the Su~umna), it (= the individual self) 
ascends from its (= the Adhara's)1125 vicinity up to (paryanta) the 
aperture of Brahman, and descends from the aperture of Brahman. 
Mounted on the vital wind (prii'l}a), [namely] in close connection 
with the vital wind. An acrobat (kohaliifika = kohliifika) is a 
dancer/actor of the difficult (vi~ama-nartaka). 

"Su~umnii" (sl.150a). Tubes (niifj,f) situated around the Su~umnii 
(su~umniim paritati), [namely] on all sides of the Su~umna (sarvataJ:i 
su~umnayaJ:i), embracing (krof/.fk('tya), [namely] pervading, the 
bulb/lump, the knot of Brahman, spread/stretch (tanvate) the body, 

1124 This commentary falsely considers the term iidhiJ.ra to denote the Adhara 
Cakra. But actually this term simply means the base area of the body, cf. my 
footnote 1096 on SR sl.145c "iidhiJ.ra". 

1125 The manuscripts A and B have the variant tasyii/:t instead of tasya. These two 
manuscripts seem to consider tasyiil:z sakiisiit to explain the instrumental case 
of tayii, "Through it [i.e.] in the vicinity of it". 
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the body frame (sarfra), [namely] make [the body] extend 
( vistarayanti). 1126 

SR sl.151-155 

And they are [very] numerous (bhuritara). The principal ones among 
them are declared [to be] fourteen1127: 

Su~umna, I4a and Pingala, further Kuhu, Sarasvatf, (sl.151) 
Gandharf' 128 and Hastijihva and Varu~f' 129 , Yasasvinf, 
Visvodara and Sankhinf, moreover Pu~a, Payasvinf (sl.152) 
Alambusam0• With regard to that, the first three are deemed the most 

1126 The commentary S contains kro<;ifkrtya instead of kandfkrtya of the miila text. 
For the miila text, I have translated tanvate as "spread over [the body]". But 
the commentary understands it as "extend/lengthen [the body]'', paraphrasing 
it with vistiirayanti. 

1127 These fourteen tubes (nii<fl) are mentioned in the Hathayoga texts, cf. ZYSK 
1993, p.209. They are also mentioned by AVALON 1924, pp.115-116, whose 
statement is based on the SR. 
In contrast to the fourteen mentioned in the SR, ten are listed as the main tubes 
in the Dhyiinabindupani~ad, Siiradiitilaka, CakrakaumudI, GarU<;iaP etc. The list 
of the ten tubes lacks the Sarasvatf, Viiru!lf, Visvodarii and Payasvinf 
mentioned by the SR. The references for these are as follows: 
Dhyiinabindupani~ad (in the Yogopani~ad) v.52f. (p.199): pradhiinii/.i prii!!ll
viihinyo bhiiyas tatra dasa smrtii/.i I idii ca pingalii caiva susumnii ca trtfyakii 
1521 giindhiirf hastijihvii ca piisii caiva yaiasvinf I alambusii kuhiir atra 
sankhinf dasamf smrtii 1531. 
Siiradiitilaka 1,41-43ab. 
CakrakaumudI 1,15-16. 
Garu<;laP (KIRFEL 1956) sl.40-41: if/ii. ca pingalii caiva SUfumnii ca trtfyakii I 
giindhiirf gajajihvii ca pi4ii caiva yasii tathii 1401 alambusii kuhiis caiva sankhinf 
da§amf smrtii I pilJ.<!a-madhye sthitii hy etii/.i pradhiinii da§a nii<fayaJ:t 141 !. 

1128 The Adyar edition reads giindhiiri, but this seems to be a mistake, as the 
parallels in the other texts (see above) call it giindhiirf. Besides, the nominative 
of giindhiiri should be giindhiirir. The Anandiisrama edition (1896) contains 
gandhiirf. Indeed YY 4,28, which is parallel to SR sl.152, contains giindhiirf, 
too. The manuscript D has the variant giindhiirii. 

1129 The Anandiisrama edition reads viira!lii instead of viiru!lf, which is contained in 
the Adyar edition. YY 4,27 (Trivandrum ed., 1938) which is parallel to SR 
sl.152 also contains viira!!ii. The Adyar edition does not note it. 

1130 The Anandiisrarna edition (1896) reads alambUfii instead of alambusii. The 
Adyar edition does not note it. On the other hand, the Anandiisrama edition 
notes alambusii as the variant of kha., ga. and na. The YY (4,28) and the other 
Hathayoga texts (see above) contain alambusii. 
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important. (sl.153ab )1131 

The Su~umna, the best of the three, related to Vi~QU, going the 
way of liberation1132, (sl.153cd) 
is situated in the middle1133 of the bulb (kanda). 1134 The /¢a is on its(= 
the Su~umna's) right, further, the Piligala on [its] left.1135 In the !¢a 
and Piligala, the moon and the sun respectively, (sl.154)1136 

1131 SR sl.151-153ab are parallel to YY 4,26--28. Cf. YY 4,26, nii<jfniim api 
sarviisiim mukhyii giirgi caturdasa I i<fii ca pingalii caiva s~umnii ca sarasvatr 
II (Trivandrum ed., 1938). GEENENS translates "D'entre les invisibles 
Rivieres, les principales I sont au nombre de quatorze. I Ce sont I<:Ia et Pingalii, 
I Su~umnii, SarasvatI,". YY 4,27, viira1:1a caiva pa~a ca hastijihvii yaiasvinr I 
visvodarii kuhas caiva iankhinr ca tapasvinr II (Trivandrum ed., 1938). The 
Trivandrum edition seems to differ from the edition used by GEENENS who 
translates, "Varui:ii, Pil~ii, / Hastijihvii, Yasasvini, I Visvodarii, Kuhii, / 
Sailkhini, Payasvinf'. YY 4,28, alambusii ca giindhiirr mukhyiis caitiis 
caturdaia I iisiim mukhyatamiis tisras tisr~v ekottamii matii II (Trivandrum ed., 
1938). "Alambusii et Gandhiiri. Parmi les invisibles Rivieres, Iles quatorze qui 
sont plus remarquables sont bien celles-la. I Trois d'entre elles sont 
particulierement importantes, I[ ... ].") 

1132 The manuscript gha reads miirgadii instead of miirgagii. "[ ... ] giving the way 
of liberation". 

1133 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads kanda-madhya-sthitii instead of kanda
madhye sthitii. 

1134 SR sl.153-154a are parallel to YY 4,28cd-29: iisiim mukhyatamiis tisras tisr~v 
ekottamii matii /28cdl mukti-miirgeti sii proktii su~umnii visva-dhiiri1:1r I 
kandasya madhyame giirgi s~umnii suprati~rhitii 1291. GEENENS translates 
"En effet, Su~umnii est cell qui soutient tout I' ensemble, I et elle est appelee "la 
voie de la liberation" I Su~umnii, o GiirgI, est bien situee I au milieu du Balbe 
de vie". 
YY 4,29a contains mukti-miirgii "the way of liberation" instead of mukti
miirgagii "going the way of liberation" in SR sl.153d. 

1135 I.e. savye 'tha da~i1Je. The manuscripts na and D respectively read tu and ca 
instead of 'tha. 

1136 SR sl.154 is parallel to YY 4,31cd-32. YY 4,31, i</ii ca pingalii caiva tasyii/:t 
savye ca da~i1:1e (Trivandrum ed.). "[ ... ]I Asa gauche et a sa droite I sont l~ii 
et Piilgalii." (tr. by GEENENS). YY 4,32, i<fii tasyii/:t sthitii savye da~i1:1e 
pingalii sthitii I i<fiiyiim pingaliiyiif!l ca caratas candra-bhiiskarau II, "l~ii est 
situee a gauche I et Pingalii a droite. / Se deplacent sur l~ii la lune / et soleil sur 
Piilgalii." (tr. by GEENENS). YY 4,32ab is a repetition of YY 4,31cd, and YY 
4,33ab is a repetition of YY 4,32cd. 
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the two ongms of the going/movement of time, move. 1137 The 
Susumna is the desiccator/absorber of time. 1138 (sl.155ab )1139 

The Sarasvatf and Kuhu, however, lie on the two sides of the 
Su~umna. (sl.155cd)1140 

Comm.Kon SR sl.151-155 

"Of the going/movement of time" (sl.155a, kiilagater). Here, by the 
word ["]time["] the moments of heating1141 and palpitation, being/ 
which_are the cause of the [material] body (pir.ufa) of the individual 
self, are mentioned. This is to say (iti yavat), those same (ta eva, i.e. 
total sum of the moments) are the lifespan. 1142 Of its ( = time's) 
going/movement, [namely] of decay/passing_away1143. Thus (iti) is 
the meaning. "The desiccator/absorber of time" (sl.155b, kiila§o~i"t:z.l). 
Here, by the word "time", death is mentioned. Its desiccator/ab
sorber, [namely] obstructer. 

s~umniis tisro niicf,yaJ:t prakfrtitii/:t I it/ii. viime sthitii niicf,f pingalii dalcyil;e sthitii 
1551 su~umnii madhyasthii priitJa-miirgiis trayaJ:t smrtii/:t 156ab! 
Saradatilaka 1,40: agnf-~omiitmako deho bindur yad-ubhayiitmaka/:t I 
dalcyi1Jiif!i.Sa/:t smrta/:t suryo viima-bhiigo nisiikaraJ:t. l ,4 lcd-42ab mentions the 
ten tubes such as the J4ii, Su~umnii, Pingalii etc. 

1137 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads singular gater hetu/:t instead of gater 
heta. The manuscript D reads gatf hy etau, "These are the two [mode of] 
going/movement of time". 

1138 For the correspondence of the /cf,ii and Pingalii with the moon and sun, cf. 
AVALON 1924, p.114. For the mention in the Baul tradition, cf. DAS 1992, 
p.403. 

1139 The YY does not contain a parallel to SR sl.155ab. But YY 4,33-35ab deals 
with a topic similar to that of SR sl.154cd-155ab. YY 4,34c states that the lcf,ii 
and Pingalii are associated with time. YY 4,35ab makes a statement 
inconsistent with that of the SR, saying that the S~umnii is closely related to 
time. 

1140 SR sl.155cd-159a deals with the respective positions of the tubes (niicf,l). 
SR sl.155cd is parallel to YY 4,35cd: sarasvatf kuhiis caiva s~umnii
parsvayo/:t sthite. "Et SarasvatI et Kuhu sont situees I de part et d'autre de 
Su~urnnii." (tr. by GEENENS). 

1141 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads svapana "dream/sleep" instead of 
tapana. 

1142 The Anandiisrama edition (1896) reads ta eva hetur iti instead of ta eviiyur iti. 
It would mean, "those same are the cause". But this does not make sense. 

1143 The manuscript C reads lcyai:zasyety instead of lcyayasye. This is obviously a 
mistake caused by 0 lcyai:zii in the preceding line. 
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Comm. S on SR Sl.151-155 

He relates that (iti) the principal ones among those tubes (nii<ft) are 
fourteen: "And they" (sl.151a, tiis ca) [etc.] He relates their names: 
"S~umnii" (sl.151c) [etc.] He mentions the principalness of the three 
tubes (nii<ft), [namely] of the Su~umnii, /¢ii and Pingalii, among the 
fourteen, and the principalness of the Su~umnii among them ( = the 
three): "With regard to that, the first" (sl.153a, tatriidyii~) [etc.] He 
mentions the cause of the principalness of the Su~umnii: "Related to 
Vi~i;iu" (sl.153d, vai~1:1-avt) [etc.] Related to Vi~i;iu, [namely] that 
whose deity is Vi~i:iu. Or else, Vai~i:iavI is the possessor of the shape 
of that which is the power (fakti) of illusion. Going the way of 
liberation, [namely] bestowing liberation. 1144 Or else, the way of 
liberation is the means of/for liberation, [namely] the self; relating to 
it(= the self). The meaning is thus (iti): Being (bhuta) the base/abode 
(adhi~{hiina) of the self. Situated in the middle of the bulb, 
[namely] of the knot of Brahman. 1145 The meaning is that (iti) the l<fii 
and the Pingalii are situated on the left and the right of it ( = the 
Su~umnii). He mentions the particular name of the vital wind (prii1:1-a) 
moving in them both: "In the ItJ,ii and Pirigalii" (sl.154c, 
i<fiipingalayoM [etc.] It is said that (iti) the vital wind following the 
left tube (nii<ft) is the moon, but (tu) the one following the right tube 
(nii<ft) is the sun. With regard to (iti) [the question:] "How is there 
the vital wind's [state of] being the moon and sun?", hence he says: 
"The origins of the going/movement of time" (sl.155a, kiilagater 
hetu). The meaning is that (iti), like the moon and sun are the causes 
of knowledge of time1146, so are those two, too. "The desiccator/ 
absorber of time". The desiccator/absorber of time, because (iti) 
[it] dries_up/absorbs time. 

1144 The manuscript B reads miirgadii instead of miirgagii. The manuscript gha 
reads miirgadii for the mala text (SR sl.153d), cf. the Adyar edition, p.70, 
variant 3 (cf. footnote 1132). 
The comm. S's gloss mo~a-pradiiyinf would better fit mukti-miirgadii. 

1145 The manuscript B reads sthite (f. dual) instead of sthitii (f. sg.). 
1146 The manuscript B reads kiilakiirai:ie, lacking jniina. "( ... ] the two causes of 

time[ ... ]." 
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SR sl.156-167 

The Gandharz and Hastijihva are situated in the back and front of the 
14a, (sl.156ab)1147 

the Pu~a and Y asasvinz, in the back and front of the Pin gala, 
respectively. (sl.156cd)ll4s 

The Visvodara would be in the middle region of ( = between) the 
Kuhii and Hastijihva. (sl.157ab) 1149 

The Varu~i1 150 is considered to be standing in the middle of (= 
between) the Kuhii and Yasasvinz. (sl.157cd) 1151 

The Payasvinz lies upon ( = in) the middle of (= between) the 
Pu~a and Sarasvatz. (sl.158ab)1152 

The Sankhinz abides in the middle of(= between) the Gandharika 
and Sarasvatf. (sl.158cd)1153 

1147 SR sl.155ab is presumably parallel to YY 4,36ab: gandharf hasti-jihvti ca 
i</.liytifl Pr~!ha-ptirsvayofl (Trivandrum ed.), "D'Ic;!a provient GandhlirI et 
Hastijihvli, I sises de part et d'autre, dans le dos." (tr. by GEENENS). The YY 
contains PU!ha-ptirsvayofl instead of pr~!ha-purvayofl of the SR. GEENENS 
interprets pr~!ha-ptirsvayofl as meaning "on both sides of the back". The 
expression pr~!ha-purvayofl is also contained in the next verse, SR sl.156cd, to 
which the YY has no parallel. 
In this regard, the manuscript D contains an interesting variant pr~!ha
vaf!!Sasthau "situated in the backbone", although -sthau (as f. dual) is 
grammatically incorrect. 

1148 To SR sl.156cd, there is no parallel in the YY. In SR sl.155cd-159a, which 
describes the positions of the tubes (nti<f,l), this verse is the only one to which 
the YY has no parallel. 

1149 SR sl.157ab is parallel to YY 4,36cd: kuhos ca hastijihvaya madhye visvodara 
sthitti, "Visvodarli est au milieu I entre Kuhii et Hastijihva." (tr. by GEENENS). 

1150 The Anandlisrama edition (1896) reads vtira~ instead of varui:ir. 
1151 SR sl.157cd is parallel to YY 4,37ab: yasasvinyafl kuhor madhye varui:ia ca 

prati~!hitti (Trivandrum ed.), "Varm:iI est au milieu, I entre Kuhii et YasasvinI." 
(tr. by GEENENS). The YY's edition (Bombay 1954) used by GEENENS seems 
to contain varui:ir instead of vtirui:iii, which is contained in the Trivandrum 
edition. 

1152 SR sl.158ab is parallel to YY 4,37cd: pu~tiytis ca sarasvatyiifl sthitti madhye 
tapasvinf, "Entre Pii~li et Sarasvafi, I au milieu est PayasvinI." (tr. by 
GEENENS). 

1153 SR sl.158cd is parallel to YY 4,38ab: giindhiirytifl sarasvatytifl sthitii madhye 
ca sarikhinf, "Au milieu est SailkhinI, I entre GandharI et SarasvatI." (tr. by 
GEENENS). 
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The Alambusa1154 is in the middle of the bulb. (sl.159a)1155 

With regard to that (tatra), the Itf,a and the Pingala [extend], 
respectively 
as far as the left and the right nostril. The Kuha [extends] forward/ 
in_front as far as the urinary organ, 1156 (sl.159bcd) 1157 

the Sarasvatfupward/above as far as the tongue. (sl.160a)1158 

The Gandharl1 159 is situated at the back/backward (sl.160b) 
as far as the left eye. (sl.160c, avamanetram)1160 

1154 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads alambu:fil. 
1155 SR sl.159a is parallel to YY 4,38cd: alambusii ca viprendre kanda-madhyiid 

avasthitii, "Et au-dessus est Alambusa, au milieu I du Bulbe du vie, o reine des 
brahmanes." (tr. by GEENENS). 

1156 A parallel is found in Yogacii~amai:iy-upani~ad (in Yogopani~ad) v.18cd ff. 
(p.341): i<fii viime sthitii bhiige dak:fii:ze pingalii sthitii 118cdl SU:fumnii 
madhyadese tu giindhiirf viimacak:fU:fi I dak:fii:ze hastajihvii ca pll:fii kan:ze tu 
dak:fii:ze 1191 yafasvinf viimakan:ie ciinane ciipy alambusii I kuhas ca lingadese 
tu malasthiine tu fankhinf 12.01 evarrz dviirarrz samiifritya ti:frhante niifj,aya~ 

kramiit 12.1 ab!. 
Also cf. CakrakaumudI 1,16cd-18ab. 

1157 In the following verses, another topic is dealt with; SR sl.159bc-163ab lists the 
respective extensions of the tubes (nii<fi). 
SR sl.159bc is parallel to YY 4,40cd and 43cd. YY 4,40cd, pingalii cordhvagii 
yiimye niisiintarrz viddhi me priye; YY 4,43cd, ifj,ii ca savya-niisiintarrz savya
bhiige vyavasthitii. SR sl.159d is parallel to YY 4,39ab, parva-bhiige 
su:fumniiyiis tv iimefj,hriintarrz kuha~ sthitii. 

1158 SR sl.160a is parallel to YY 4,42ab: sarasvatf tathii cordhvam iijihviiyii~ 

prati:frhitii, "Et encore: SarasvatI est localisee a partir de la langue, I juste au
dessus. [ ... ] f' (tr. by GEENENS). 

1159 The Adyar edition contains a strange form giindhiiryii (sl.160b). I adopt the 
reading of the Anandasrama edition (1896), giindhiirf. The manuscript Dreads 
giindhiirii. As a matter of fact, the parallel in the YY (4,43ab) contains 
giindhiirii, according to the Trivandrum edition. 
Perhaps, the editor of the Adyar edition might have read giindhiiryii~. Then it 
would mean "the Sarasvatf upward as far as the tongue, situated behind the 
Gandhiirt', but this is obviously a mistake, when we compare it with its 
parallel in the YY (see below). 

1160 SR sl.160b is parallel to YY 4,43ab: giindhiirii savya-netriintii if/,iiyii~ 

pmhata~ sthitii, "Dans le voisinage de l'c:eil gauche, I a partir d'Wa, dans le 
dos, est localisee GandhlirI." (tr. by GEENENS). The YY's edition (Bombay, 
1954) used by GEENENS reads giindhiirf instead of giindhiirii of the 
Trivandrum edition. 
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But (tu) the Hastijihva is situated as far as the great toe of the left 
foot. 1161 (sl.160cd-161a) 1162 

The Varu~f' 163 is, however, going in all [directions]. Now (atha), 
the y asasvinf 
is situated in the right foot, as far as the great toe1164• (sl.161abc, 
sarvaga [. . . ])1165 

The Visvodara is in the whole body. (sl.161d) 1166 

The Sankhinfis as far as the left ear. (sl.162a) 1167 

When compared with this, pr~fhatal:z "at the back/backward" in SR sl.160b 
should mean "at the back/backward of the /<fa". 

1161 The Anandasrama edition reads iisiidya piidiingu~fharri instead of iisavya
piidiingu~fharri. But this reading is obviously a mistake, when we compare it 
with the parallel, YY 4,44ab. 

1162 SR sl.160cd (iisavyapada-) up to sl.161a is parallel to YY 4,44ab: hastijihva 
tathii savya-padangu~fhiintam i~yate, "Quant a Hastijihva, on pense bien I 
qu'elle est pres de l'orteil gauche." (tr. by GEENENS). 

1163 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads varaf}O.. 
1164 The term angu~fha might mean "thumb" (of the hand), too. But the parallel, 

YY 4,40ab, contains piidiingu~fhiinta "the great toe". 
1165 For SR sl.160cd, the Anandasrarna edition (1896) reads ang~fhiid 

da/qifJlilighristhiid dehe visvodare 'khile. The reading visvodare is obviously a 
mistake, and should be read visvodarii instead. Then it would mean: "[The 
Yasasvinf extends] from/as_far_as the great toe of (lit. situated in) the right 
foot. The Visvodarii is in the whole body." I prefer this reading, because it is in 
concordance with the other expressions such as SR sl.160c iiviimanetram etc.; 
it is always indicated whether it is on the right or left side, in the other 
passages. As a matter of fact, it accords with the statement of the parallel, YY 
4,40ab, which contains yamyasya piidiingu~{hiintam. 
SR sl.161abc (sarvaga [ ... ] 0anghristhii) is parallel to YY 4,39cd-40ab. YY 
4,39cd (Trivandrum ed.), adhas cordhvarri ca vijneyii varaf}ii (-nf?) 
sarvagiiminf. "Varui:iI s'etend partout au-dessous I et au-dessus de l'Enlovee 
(kufJ<fali)." (The Bombay edition used by GEENENS seems to read differently 
from Trivandrum ed.) YY 4,40ab (Trivandrum ed.), yasasvinf ca yiimyasya 
piidiingu~fhiintam i~yate. The Bombay edition of the YY used by GEENENS 
again seems to read differently, as GEENENS' translation suggests: "On pense 
que YasasvinI est sur !'hemisphere droit, et dans le voisinage du gros orteil". 

1166 SR sl.161d does not have a parallel in the YY. YY 4,44cd locates the 
Vi.§vodarii in the middle of the belly (YY 4,44cd: visvodarii tu nii<ff 
tundamadhye vyavasthita). The Saradatilaka 1,Slb (sii sarvagii vi.§varapifJIJ is 
parallel to the SR. Ibid. 1,52b, too, contains sarva-dehiinugii. 
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But (tu) the Pu~a is as far as the right eye. 
The Payasvinf, however, is extended as far as the right ear. 

(sl.162bcd)1168 

The Alambusa is fixed, resting_upon/situated_near the root of the 
anus. (sl.163ab)1169 

In this body of such manner, however, covered with the 
accumulation of dirt, (sl.163cd) 
the wise ones gain/accomplish enjoyment (bhukti) and liberation by 
[certain] means. 1170 

With regard to that, from the contemplation (dhyana) with 
quality (sagu~)1171 , [there] is1172 enjoyment/experience. But libera
tion from that without quality (nirgu~).1 173 (sl.164) 

Contemplation, accomplishable only through a concentrated 

1167 SR sl.162a is parallel to YY 4,42cd: ii savya-kan:ziid viprendre sankhinr 
cordhvagii matil /, "[ ... ] 6 excellente, on pense que SailkhinI est localisee I a 
partir de l'oreille gauche I oujusqu'a elle, juste au-dessus." (tr. by GEENENS). 

1168 The Adyar edition notes that the C.E. (= Calcutta edition?) reads 
iiviimanetrataJ:z ("as far as the left eye") instead of iiyiimyanetratah. But this 
reading does not seem to be suitable, when compared with YY 4,41, which 
contains yiimya- (see below). 
SR sl.162bcd is parallel to YY 4,41: yiimye pii~il ca netrilntam pi1igaliiyilf!I tu 
pU(hataJ:z I tapasvinf tathil gilrgi yilmya-kan:zil(ntam i~ya)te II, "A droite, Pi.i~a 
est dans la region de l'reil, I a partir de Pingala, dans le dos. I De meme pour 
PayasvinI, 6 GargI, on trouve hon I qu'elle soit a droite, pres de l'oreille." (tr. 
by GEENENS). 

1169 The Anandasrama edition reads avalambya "hanging from" instead of 
ava~tabhya. 

SR sl.163ab is parallel to YY 4,45ab: alambusii mahiibhilge piiyu-miiliid 
adhogatii, "Alambusa, 6 grandement fortunee, est I au-dessus du fondement 
(miila) ou de l'anus." (tr. by GEENENS). 

1170 Printing mistake: dhfmatnto instead of dhfmanto. 
For the relationship between ascetic and medical tradition, cf. ZYSK (1990 and 
1991). But also see DAS' (2003B) critique. 

1171 The Anandasrama edition ( 1896) reads sagu1,1a-dhyiiniid instead of sagur:u2d 
dhyiiniid. 

1172 Optative syilt. 
1173 Sagu1,1a, nirgu1,1a: Vedanta distinguishes between the exoteric and esoteric 

nature of Brahman. The lower, attribute-possessing Brahman is the object of 
worship, while the higher, attributeless Brahman, of knowledge. Since the 
former is closely connected to the latter, the worship of the former can 
function as an entrance to the latter. (Cf. DEUSSEN 1912, p.102ff.) 
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mind, is not something whose doing (= accomplishment) is easy for 
people. 

Therefore, in this case, the sages engage_in/serve (samupiisate) 
the enjoyable/easy means, [namely] the auspicious unstruck sound 
(niidam aniihatam) 1174 , through the way instructed by the master[s]. 
( sl.165-166ab) 

Even it is not attractive to the mind of people, because of [its] 
being devoid of pleasantness. (sl.166cd) 

We shall therefore explain the arising/origination of the struck 
sound (iihata-niida) unfolding/pervading all song (geya, lit. "that is to 
be sung'') delighting people/the_world [and] breaking [through] 
existence, by means of (dviiratas) the microtone[s] (.fruti) 1175 etc., 
[and] further, the [unstruck sound's] being cause of the microtone[s] 
etc. (sl.167-168ab) 

Comm. Kon SR sl.156-l 58ab 

"The Viru:i;ti 1176 , however, going in all [directions]" (sl.161a, 
sarvagii tu viiru7Ji). Here, the tube called (iti) Viiru~f, however, is 
going in all [directions], [namely] pervading the whole body. 
"Delighting people/the_world [and] breaking [through] exist
ence" are the two qualifiers of "that [which] is to be song". 

Comm. S on SR sl.156-J 58ab 

He mentions the position of the tubes (niitfi), [namely] of the 
Sarasvatf etc: "the Sarasvatr' (sl.155c). The Sarasvaff stands on the 
right side of the Su~umna, the Kuha on the left side, the Giindhan in 
the region in the back of the ltjii, the Hastijihvikii in the region in 
front, the Pa~ii in the region in the back of the Piligalii, the Yasasvim 
in the region in front, the Viivodarii in the middle of ( = between) 
Kuha and Hastijihvii, the Viiru~ in the middle of (between) Kuha 

1174 The Hathayogapradipika v.84 mentions various kinds of unstruck sound 
(anlihata-niida), like those of the drum, bell, lute, flute etc. The Hathayogic 
practice utilising niida is dealt with in the Hathayogapradipika v.79-101. Verse 
101 identifies niida with sakti. 

1175 For the musicological term fruti, i.e. microtone or micro-interval of the octave, 
cf. NUENHUIS 1970, pp.88-94. 

1176 The Anandasrama edition (1896) reads vlira~. 
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and Yasasvinr. The Payasvinf lies upon ( = in) the middle of ( = 
between) Pil~ii and Sarasvatf. The [state of] being an accusative [of 
madhyam] is because of (iti) ''.Accusative in the case of [the verbs] 
adhisf, stha etc." (Pai;iini 1,4,46). The Sankhinr stands in the middle 
of (= between) Giindhiirikii and Sarasvatf, the Alambusii in the 
middle of the bulb mentioned before. 

He relates the extent of these tubes (na<fl): "With regard to that" 
(sl.159b, tatra). The lef,ii is as far as the left nostril, the Pingalii as 
far as the right nostril, the Kuhu as far as the urinary organ, the 
Sarasvatr as far as the upper tongue, 1177 the Giindhiirf as far as the 
region of the back, the Hastijihvii beginning from the left eye as far 
as the great toe of the left foot, the Viiru~r in all regions. The 
Yasasvinr is situated in the right foot, beginning from the big toe, 
the Viivodarii in the whole body, the §ankhini as far as the left 
ear, the Pil~ii as far as the right eye. As far as (avadhi) the ear, 
[namely] up to (paryantam) the ear. The Payasvinf is up to the right 
ear. The Alambusii stands resting upon/situated near the root of 
the anus (piiyu), [namely] the root of the anal opening (guda). 

He sums up the investigation/explanation of the body (pif.14a): 
"In [the body] of such manner" (sl.163c, evaf!1vidhe). It is said that 
(iti) enjoyment and liberation are accomplished/effected in the 
body through [certain] means. 1178 

He relates the means of those two: "With regard to that" 
(sl.164b, tatra). The mention at first of the engagement_in/service_of 
that with qualities is, however, to hint at its being the cause for (prati) 
the engagement_in/service_of that without qualities. Thus it is said in 
the Vedantakalpataru: 

Those who are dull, unable (anfsvara) to directly visualise the supreme 
Brahman without characteristics, are harmonised/made_to_sympathise 

1177 Ordhva-jihvii-paryantam. In contrast, the mula text contains ardhvam iijihvam 
"upward, up to the tongue". The correct reading might be ardhvarri 
jihviiparyantam "upward as far as the tongue". 

1178 Manuscript B reads bhukti-muktf dehe upiiyiit sadhye. The meaning is the 
same, except for "are to be completed (siidhye)" instead of "are completed 
(sidhyate)". 
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(anukampyante) 1119 [with the object of devotion] through the observation of 
[Brahman] with characteristics. 

Intending (iti), "Those unable with regard to (= to render) the 
engagement_in/service_of Brahman with qualities or without quali
ties, engage_in/serve sound["], he says: "Contemplation" (sl.165a, 
dhyanam). Not something whose doing(= accomplishment) is easy, 
unable to be made with ease. 

Intending (iti), "even the unstruck sound is not captivating with 
regard to the mind of people", he says: "Even it" (sl.166c, so 'pi). 

Summing up that put forward before, he introduces that to be 
explained in the latter [part]: "Therefore" (sl.167, tasmat). By the 
word "microtone[s] (iruti) etc.", note[s] (svara) 1180, basic scale[s] 
(grama) 1181 , scale[s]/mode[s] (murchana) 1182, note-serie[s] (tana), per
mutational note-serie[s] (kura-tana) 1183 etc. are grasped (= included). 
The relation of [the words] is thus (iti): By means of them (= the 
microtones etc.), unfolding/pervading, [i.e.] spreading out, all song 
(lit. "that is to be sung"), [namely] that fit for the action of singing, 
melody type[s] (jati) 1184 etc., we will mention the arising/origination 
of the struck sound and [its] being the cause of the microtone[s] 
etc. "Delighting people/the_ world [and] breaking [through] 
existence", a pair of qualifiers of ["]song (lit. that [which] is to be 
sung)["], designates [its] being a bestower of enjoyment and 

1179 anukampyante is the passive of causative of anuf kamp which belongs to class 
lA. 

1180 The term svara in a musicological context means "interval" or "note", cf. 
NIJENHUIS 1970, p.94. 

1181 The muscological term griima means "tone-system" or "basic scale", cf. 
NIJENHUIS 1970, p.10; WIDDESS 1995, p.401; DANIELOU 1996, p.39. 

1182 The musicological term murchanii means "scale/mode", cf. NIJENHUIS 1970, 
pp.131-139. WIDDESS 1995, p.404, explains: "A scale of seven svaras in 
ascending and/or descending order. seven murchaniis can be derived from each 
griima by starting on each svara in tum." DANIELOU 1996, p.45, 
"plagalleitem". 

1183 Tiina and kara-tiina are musicological terms. The former is called suddha-tiina. 
For the definition of the two terms, cf. SHRJNGY 1999, p.15; NIJENHUIS 1970, 
p.143 and p.152. 

1184 Jiiti is a musicological notion which is an old name or a forerunner of the 
modem riiga, cf. NIJENUHIS 1970, p.172 and pp.168-172. Also see WIDDESS 
1995, p.36. 
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liberation. The meaning is thus (iti): Otherwise, [the state of] being 
the substitute for the engagement_in/service_of Brahman with qual
ities and without qualities would not fit the engagement_in/service_of 
sound.1185 (sl.156-167) 

Thus (iti) is the second section, the Arising/Origination of the 
Body (Pi1p:Jotpatti), in the first chapter [called] ["]On the Notes [etc."] 
(Svaragata). 

1185 I.e. the engagement_in/service_of sound could not serve as a substitute for the 
engagement_in/service_of Brahman. 
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179, 190, 193, 212, 215, 231, 241, 
250,253-260,268,319,321 

Hathayoga/Hathayogic 14, 16, 18-22, 
24-26, 31, 32, 41-43, 68-70, 74, 
82-84, 89, 95, 97, 104-105, 109, 

111-112, 121, 146, 220-222, 244, 
265,283,301-302,304,307,315 

heart 20,23,42,68,85,87-88,90,92, 
100, 104-107, 109-110, 112, 162-
164, 166-168, 175-180, 183, 192, 
195, 217, 220, 243-250, 254, 257, 
263,267-268,274,288-290 
double-heartedness 53 

!<;la 72-73, 104, 111, 283, 307-313, 
315-316 

imprint 56, 133, 172, 177, 184, 190, 
195, 197 

individual self---+ see 'self' 
indriya 59, 101, 110, 129, 134, 137, 

185, 197, 199, 200-202, 204, 210, 
232,299 
antarindriya 134 

intestines 26, 179, 219, 269, 271 
jii.la 251-252, 277 
jii.mbunada 71, 77, 301 
jarii.yu 45, 49, 55, 85, 144-146, 161, 

172, 174, 181, 183, 186, 193, 233-
236, 238-239 

jii.tismara 47, 56, 171 
jftii.nendriya 59, 137, 174, 202-203, 

205,217 
juice 148, 151, 153,220,222,273,279 

juice of food 178, 180, 195-196, 
225,242,245,266,279 

Kabir 105-106, 109-110, 112-113, 
322,328,330-331 

kalii. 137,231-235,237-240,256,264, 
295 

kalala 45, 48, 56; 150, 154-156, 159 
kanda---+ see 'bulb' 
ka~¢arii. 38,251-252,258,265 
karmendriya 59, 197, 199-201, 203, 

205,217 
kiiya 33,61,90,209,227-228 
klfba 154, 174, 181-182 
knot ---+ see granthi 
kosa 40,60,64-65, 154,234,238,242, 

244 
ku~¢alinf 24, 71, 83, 89, 124, 221, 

280-285,296 
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karca 251-252,277 
limb 33, 51, 53-56, 62, 120, 123, 157, 

160--161, 163, 168-169, 177, 181-
182, 184, 186, 189, 195-196, 215, 
218, 223, 230--232, 237, 240, 253, 
284 

li1iga 18, 125-129, 133, 159, 199, 281-
282, 284-285, 312 

liver 192, 194-195, 244 
lotus 88, 186, 235-236, 243, 245-249, 

281-282,284-286,304 
lute 98-100, 104-106, 123,315 
male 115, 124, 127, 142, 155-156, 

158-159, 162, 181-182, 186,283 
miirrzsarajju 252 
manas 59, 129, 168, 198, 200--205, 

246,250,284 
Manas Cakra 288, 295, 298 

marman 274, 279 
marrow 39, 64, 85, 90, 192, 234, 240, 

264,271,276-277,279 
melody 16,40,86, 109-110,317,339 

melodic type 14 
membrane 235 

membranous covering 233, 235, 
238-239 

metabolic chain 39, 59, 63, 65, 68, 
224,264-265 

metabolic evolution 90 
microtone (fruti) 90, 93, 96, 100, 121, 

315-317 
milk 151, 190--191, 195, 237, 268 
molqa 40,96,98, 132, 173-174, 208-
209, 310 
morbific entities ---+ see do~a 
mother 41-42, 49-50, 56, 58, 64, 118, 

120, 150, 162-163, 166-167, 176, 
178-179, 180--181, 183-184, 186, 
188-193, 195-196, 210, 215, 227, 
234,237,269-270 

niida 14, 17, 20, 24, 32, 40, 84-92, 
103--104, 110--111, 120--124, 145-
146, 284, 315 

nii¢f 16,20--21, 31, 32,42,55, 68-70, 
72-74, 82-83, 85, 88, 90, 93, 100, 
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104, 111, 121, 146, 162, 168, 178-
180, 186, 194, 215, 220--221, 223, 
262, 272, 275, 287, 302-313, 315 
(see also 'tubes') 

napurrzsaka 49,57, 135, 154-156, 181-
182,325 

Natyasastra 13, 31, 39-41, 86, 96-101, 
322,326 

navel 23, 83, 85,87,92-93, 104, 178-
179, 192, 195, 217-218, 221, 223, 
260, 263--264, 266-268, 274, 280, 
287-288,301-306 
navel cakra 32, 42, 82-84, 301-
302, 305 

nourishment 41, 76, 80--81, 176, 180, 
210, 220, 223 

nutrient fluid---+ see 'fluid' 
ojas 47,54,56-57, 175-177, 183--185, 

225,241,263,274-276,279,296 
opening 68, 170, 182, 185, 188, 194, 

212-214, 221, 251, 267, 270--272, 
274,316 

piili ('lap' or 'lobe of the ear') 170, 
182, 185 

parturient canal 173 
parturient woman 189 
perspiration 274 
perspiratory canal 273 
pesf 45, 48, 56-57, 154-156, 159-160, 

162, 251-252, 255, 257, 259, 261-
262, 278 

phlegm (sle~ma, kapha) 65, 94, 106, 
225-227, 229-230, 233-236, 239, 
243-245,263,267,276 

pi1J¢a 33, 45-46, 48, 56-57, 62, 84, 
120, 122, 140, 154-156, 159-160, 
162, 230--231, 237, 240, 307, 309, 
316 

pitta 39, 59, 63, 65, 94, 165, 168, 211-
212, 224-227, 232-233, 243, 259-
261, 267, 269 (see also 'bile') 

placenta 178-179, 183 
posture (embryo's posture) 56, 170--

171, 180, 185 



prakrti 59, 61, 65, 156-159, 161, 182, 
196,226-228 

priil}a ---+ see 'vital wind' 
Priil}a 59, 70-71, 74-76, 79, 134, 187, 

215-223,302 
pratyaflga ('secondary appendage') 33, 

53, 62, 157, 161, 169, 178, 180, 
230-231,237,277 

pregnant, pregnance etc. 41-42, 163-
165, 167,227 

previous life 56, 133, 149, 171-175, 
190 

procreatory-menstrual fluid ---+ see 
'fluid' 
pulse 220 
riiga 14-16, 40, 86-87, 109-110, 115, 

122, 129,212,317 
rasa 15,34,36,39,58,63,68, 75,90, 

105, 108, 116, 147-148, 162, 176, 
178-180, 183, 191-192, 195-200, 
202, 207, 210-212, 219-220, 224-
225, 227, 234-235, 238-242, 245, 
256, 259, 262, 264-276, 278-279, 
298 

receptacle 129, 152, 159, 221, 232-233, 
235, 238-239, 242-243, 245, 260, 
269,271,284,287 

remembrance 56, 171, 173-176, 183, 
203,206 

respiratory tubes ---+ see 'tubes' 
sakti 18, 124, 126, 128, 137, 281-282, 

287, 310, 315 
saf!!Skiira 47, 172, 177, 184, 190, 195 
iarfra 36, 40, 58, 69, 71, 85-86, 99, 

101-103, 122, 129, 133, 175, 193, 
196, 198, 212, 227, 230-232, 234, 
243, 245, 251, 255, 266, 272, 301, 
306-307 

siitmya 59, 191-193, 195, 197-198, 
210, 213 

sattva 59, 61, 148, 150, 164, 172, 182, 
191-193, 195, 198, 201, 205-210, 
227-228 

secondary appendages ---+ see pratyaflga 

self 16, 18, 22, 32, 58, 68, 77, 85-86, 
122, 134-135, 137-141, 161, 183, 
185, 191, 197-198, 202, 234, 245-
250, 277, 286-296, 309-310 
individual self 22, 32, 41, 48-49, 72, 
88, 92, 110, 125, 127-128, 130-131, 
134-136, 148, 150-153, 190, 195, 
247-24~282,295-30~306,309 

supreme self 32, 41, 69, 125, 128, 
130, 134, 199, 246, 248, 282 

semen 39, 40, 45, 48, 85, 90, 144-145, 
147-150, 152-153, 156, 159, 194, 
196, 212, 219, 222, 227, 231, 233-
234, 236, 240, 261-262, 264, 268-
270, 276-277, 279 

seminal 143-145, 151 
sex 44-46, 48, 155-158, 180-181, 

300-301 
third sex 46, 155-159, 162, 181 
sexual organ 252 
sexual energy 280 
sex- (sexual, sexological etc.) 328 

sheath ---+ see kosa 
sirii 64, 83, 146, 168-169, 179, 181-

182, 187-190, 192-194, 212-215, 
220, 232, 236, 240, 251-252, 255, 
257, 261-268, 270-272, 274-275, 
278-279,304 

sfvanf 252-253, 255-256, 264, 278 
skin 39-40, 63--65, 68, 76, 79, 85, 90, 

102, 118, 174-175, 183, 189, 202, 
214, 223-224, 227, 231-242, 245, 
264,268,273,276,299,331 
layer of skin 231-233, 236-239 

sleep 68, 89, 165, 196-197, 207, 209, 
244-250, 268, 287, 289, 295, 298, 
309 

smearing 273 
sniiyu 38, 54, 56, 64, 168-169, 182, 

192-194, 212, 233-236, 238-240, 
244, 251-252, 255, 257-258, 261, 
265,278 

sneha 211-212, 226, 229, 241, 272, 
291, 294 

snigdha 152,217,229,294 
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sound not struck/unstruck 17, 20, 89, 
110-112, 121, 287, 315, 317 (see 
also aniihata niida) 

source (text) 25, 32, 34-36, 42, 44, 47-
52, 56, 59-62, 64-65, 70, 72, 76, 
78-81, 95, 111, 141, 166, 171, 182, 
204,225,227,261,273 

speech 92, 103, 119, 121, 123-124, 
199, 202, 218, 223, 229, 248,264-
265,289,291 

spleen 192, 194-195, 244 
sprout 46, 135, 144-145, 157, 160-

161, 172 
srotas 220, 235-236, 250-251, 262, 

270-271,274-275 
Su~umnii 22, 69-73, 88-89, 92, 104, 

212,283-284,304,306--310,315 
sutble body 71, 129, 133, 137, 249 
sweat 144-145, 219, 221, 226, 229, 

271-272,279,292 
tiila 15, 96, 98 
teeth 23, 94, 157, 161-162, 193, 222, 

226,254,256--257 
tejas 56, 58, 65, 131, 139, 175, 212, 

225,230,241 
testicles 218, 268 
third sex ---+ see 'sex' 
torment 171, 177, 185, 188-189 (see 

also 'agony') 
tube 22,32,68, 70-74, 80-85, 88, 90, 

92, 98-101, 104-105, 109, 111, 
121, 146, 178-180, 186, 194, 220-
221, 223, 258, 268, 272, 275, 283-
284, 287, 301-311, 314-316 
respiratory tube 20-21, 31-32, 42, 
68-70, 83, 85, 146 (see also nii<;ll) 

umbilical cord 42, 47, 55, 146, 162, 
176, 179-180,220,266,269,272 

urine 186, 215, 219, 222, 226, 243, 
270-271,276 
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uterus 38, 41, 44, 46--48, 50, 56, 58, 
144, 148, 151-152, 163, 170-173, 
177, 181, 183, 185, 188-189, 191, 
196, 198,210,215,227,260-261 

Viigbhata 53, 158, 183, 320 
vagina 49, 150, 188, 194-195, 250, 

260 
viisanii 133, 172 (see also sal'[ISkiira) 
vessel 83, 105, 146, 169, 178, 180, 

182, 193-194, 215-216, 220, 235-
236, 240, 251, 255-258, 261-263, 
264-265, 268-275, 278-279, 288, 
304 

vigraha 33, 61, 154, 209, 228 (see also 
kiiya) 

vikrti 70, 157-158, 161, 182 
vf~ii 90-91, 96--105, 112, 115-116, 

121,303,339 
vrrya 101, 178-180, 187, 192, 210, 

222,241,272-273,279 
vital wind 20, 22, 32, 59, 69-72, 74-

76, 79-80, 82-83, 85, 87-92, 95-
104, 121, 124, 129, 133-134, 183-
184, 186, 213, 215-216, 220, 222-
223, 231, 246--247, 271, 274, 285, 
287,290,294,303,306,310 

voice 14, 20, 22-23, 39, 87-88, 94, 
102, 104, 122, 169, 189, 198-199, 
202,229 

water 59, 65, 76, 136, 140, 142, 148, 
151-153, 211, 226--227, 229-230, 
237-238,258,269-270,275,279 

womb 144, 150-151, 159, 170, 181, 
185-187,215,231,243,260 

yantra 51, 187-190, 195 
Yogayiijfiavalkya 9, 21, 22, 29, 31, 68-

69, 89, 146,213,301,319,325,329 
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